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DYNAMICS

1. INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME IV
O.

KINNE

(1) General Aspects
The study of ecological dynamics in oceans and coastal waters regu ires know ledge
on (i) environmental factors and their effects on organisms (Volume I); (ii) physiological mechanisms involved in synthesis and transversion of organic material, in
organismic regulations, population gf'netics and orienta.tional behaviour (Volume
II); (iii) our capability for supporting and analysing living systems under environmental and nutritive conditions which are, to a considerable degree, controlled
(Volume III).
Ecological dynamics comprise the processes of production, transformation and
decomposition of orrranic matter, a·s well as the forces which control the integration
of different species into a system characterized by certain patterns of componentinterrelations and overall homeostasis. 'iVhile production, transformation and
decomposition of organic matter also take place-to varying degrees-in a single
organism, ecological dynamics focus on the supra-individ ual level: populations,
species and ecosystems.
A population is a local community of genetically similar individua.Is which share
a common gene pool (breeding unit). A species i composed of a number of potentially interbreeding populations; it is characterized by genetic unity and reproductive isolation, i.e. by internal but no external exchange of genetic material. Species
representing different trophic levels and O\'cllpying different ecological niches
organize in ecosystems. An ecosystem (ecological system) is an integrated spatia.t
en"tity of interacting and interdependent biotic (living matter) and abiotic (nonliving matter) components which are linked by energy flow and material cycling,
by exchange between biotic and a.biotic and among biotic constituents, as well as by
homeostatic control mechanisms. The boundaries of an ecosystem, or those between
adjacent ecosystems, depend on the specificity of their structures (e.g. species
composition, habitat properties) and functions, but often also on subjective criteria
such as convenience, conceptual perspective, or choice of methods. Mo t of the
ecosystems studied are themselves components of larger ecological systems.
Although differentiation between living organisms and their non-living environment is necessary for analysis, those two components may sometimes defy exact
separation. Marine ecosystems receive considerable attention in Volumes IV and V
(see also KINNE, 1977). *
Living and non-living components of ecosystems-and hence ecosystems
themselves-are subject to evolution, i.e. irreversible changes as a function of time.
In addition to time, the essential parameters of evolutionary processes are endo*KINNB, O. (1977). International Helgoland Symposium 'Ecosystem Research': Summary, con·
elusions and closing. HelfioldruJer wis8. Meereaunler8., 30,709-727.
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genous properties, exogenous forces, variability, selection !1nd spatial organization.
Most theories of evolution presented to date have failed to re 'ognize that species
originate and develop as integrated parts of ecosystems. Present-day organisms are
the resu] t of miIJions of years of interaction between life and en vironment. They are
and remain products of ecological dynamics.
The primary goals ofstudies on ecological dynamics are to determine (i) quantitative and qualitative aspects of energy as it flows from source to sink being transformed and utilized during the process, and of material recycling; (ii) exchange
patterns betwcpn system components; (iii) essential functional and structural
characteristics of the system and their tolerance to deformation (stress, unusual
input); (iv) mechanisms controlling population dynamics, food links and overall
system homeostasis; (v) importance of time, space, endogenous properties, exogenous forces, variability, selection and system dynamics for irreversible changes in
system components (organismic and environmental evolution); (vi) relationships
between the system studied and other ecological sy tems.
The vastness of the seas, the methodological difficulties of obtain ing information,
the often prohibitory conditions of wind and waves, and the high costs involved in
operating large, . ea-going research vessels have long retarded the exploration of
our oceans. However, in the last few deca,des, the number of modern research ships
and the manpower for operating them have increased at a breath-taking pace.
Innumerable expeditions have criss-crossed the seas and produeed a wealth of
information. Unfortunat.ely, the majority of biolugica.l data produced are episodic,
discrete recordings largely concerned with momentary organismic distributions in
space and time and standing-crop or biomass data. Dictated by financ:ial or organizational circumstances rather than reseo..rch considerations, most expeditions have
concentrated on describing local, temporary steady-state conditions. It is oftp,n
difficult or even impossible to translate such information into ecological dynamics.
Over millions of years-in the course of opportunistic evolution-organisms,
pathways and mechanisms involved in nature's material recycling processes driven
by solar energy have been modified, diversified and specialized into an overwhelming
multiplicity of interrelated phenomena. The resulting picture is incredibly difficult
to comprehend. In addition, the growing human impact on nature rapidly and
progressively introduces new conditions. Apparently, these act largely in a destabilizing direction; in any case, they decrease the predictability from inside the
system.
The present-day global ecosystem 'man plus nature' is characterized by JogarithmicalJy increasing man-maelf' deformation, due to (i) collection, concentration,
utilization, modification and redistribution ofliving a·s well as non-Jiving materials;
(ii) accelerated degradation of energy; and (iii) a large variety of struct ur,d changes.
Type a.nd extent of these deformations a.re predominantly or solely determined by
man's egotistic interests. The unchecked growth of man in number and impact per
ca.pita is turninl! him into a.n abnormally behaving system component. On a longterm basis, his self-procla.iOled role-crown of creation-may have to be redefined
in more objective terms as potential cancer of creation.
Modern man must learn to underst.and the principles of ecologica.l dynamics andno less important--to apply the knowledge gained in order to reharmonize his
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population structures and functions with the basic laws of nature. He must learn

to manage living systems and life-supporting environmental conditions, andmost problematic-he must mature ethically and morally. His destiny depends on it.
If he fails, ultimately death will prevail-his own and that of many coexisting
organisms:
'Del' Mensch hat die absolute Herrschaft angetreten tibeT' Leben und Lebloses
diesel' Erde. Dafiir !nuB el' einen tem"en Preis zahlen-den Preis del' Verantwortlichkeit fur den Fortbestand del' durch ihn in Gefahr geratenen irdischen
Ordnung. Wir mtissen den Wettlauf zwischen del' progressiven Zllnahme
llnseres Potentials, die Meere und deren Leben zu beeinftussen, und unserer
Bereitschaft, die Verantwortung fur die sich daraus ergebenden Konsequenzen
zu ubernehmen, gewinnen. Gegenwartig sind wir im Begriff, diesen \iVettlauf
zu verlieren.' (KINNE, 1968, * p. 5).

(2) Organization and Scope
Organizational details and chapter outlines are the result of intensive discussions
between contributors and editor. While we have attempted to avoid undue overlap,
several chapters review similar or identical information-usually in differpnt
context, sometimes with different emphasis, but in a few cases also with diverging
conclusions. Breadth and diversity in terms of the research flC'ti vities covered as well
as specificity in regard to the individual reviewers' perspectives and interpretations
seem desirable, ifnotessential, for producing a balanced account on thestute·of·theart of marine ecological dynamics.
We have taken into account the fact that certain areas of our present knowledge
on marine ecological dynamics are characterized by an unusual lack of agreement,
both among representatives of different schools of thought and of different count.ries. Several problems have been explored with different methods. Essential data,
interpretations and conclusions often diverge to such an extent that methodological
re-evaluation, comparative analyses and a reappraisal of conventional concepts are
imperative.
Volume IV reviews predominantly in situ research. It deals with dynamic aspects
of life in oceans and coa tal waters--concentrating on the fundamental processes of
production, transformation and decomposition of organic matter and culminating
in general concepts and considerations of population dynamics and food links.
Chapters 2 to 6 have been written by leading experts of North America and USSR,
countries which command the largest research-ship capacities and expedition
experience. It is hoped that Volume IV will help to stimulate methodological
comparison and standardiz<1tion, synthetic conceptual integration, and increased
international and interdisciplinary cooperation in this important field of marine
ecology.
*KUilNE, O. (1968). Internat,ionales Symposion 'Biologische und hydrographische T'robleme del'
'Vasserverunreinigung in del' Nordsee und angrenzenden Gewll.ssern': ErofInungsansprache. Helga.
lander wi88. Meeruuntera., 17.1-5.
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(3) Comments on Chapters 2 to 7
Chapter 2: Production in Plant Populations

The production of organic matter from inorganic substances (primary production)
is a prerequisite for heterotroph nutrition and ofbo.sic importance for the dynamics
of ecosystems. Primary production is the result of autotrophy-due to photoautotrophic (photosynthetic) and chemolitho-autotrophic (chemosynthetic) processes; it is carried out by all green plants and by certain micro-organisms (Volu me
II: Chapter 2). While both planktonic and benthic algae contribute significantly
to the production in marine plant populations, phytoplankters play the major role
and have received most attention.
Chapter 2 concentrates on rates of photosynthesis and growth in natural populations of marine plankton algae and their dependence on variations in light and
temperature conditions; on influences of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds
exerted on phytoplankton development as well as the kinetics of algal growth as a
function of nutri(mt concentration; on geographic aspects of oceanic primary
production; on hydrological effects on primary productivity; and on the role which
different taxonomic phytopJankter groups playas contributors to the overall
production process.
Thc effect of light on photosynthesis depends, in addition to temperature,
primarily on the spectral composition and the amount of irradjance received. The
majority of the experiments conducted thus far examine light a.nd temperature
effects on phytoplankton photosynthesiB under circumstances which differ significantly from those prevailing in oceans ~lnd coastal waters. Additional information
is required on rates of photosynthC'sis and growth of primary producers exhibited
under ecologically relevant conditions, both in the field and in laboratory cultures.
The development of phytoplankters also depends to a large extent on the ambient
mineral nutrients, especiaJJy nitrogen and phosphorus compounds. Most of the
particulate organic matt!'r produced remains suspended in the water column.
Although numerous algae appear to be able to utilize dissolved organic matter
(DOM) in low concentrations, it seems very unlikely that the DOM concentra,tions
normally recorded in marine environments could support intensive population
growth. However, the degree of heterotrophy exhibited by several phytoplankters
may suffice to allow at least temporary survival below the euphotic layer.
Measurements on primary production in marine plant populations have been
made predominantly with the radioc<1rbon method. However, all versions of this
method, thus far developed by scientists both in western and eastern countries, have
inherent sources of errors. The values obtained are relative. Presumably, the next
phase of primary-productivity studieS will lead to a significant reduction in procedural shortcomings.
At present, any assessment of absolute production values in marine plant
popul<1tions must be considered approximate at best. Nevertheless, the wide
application of the radiocarbon method has made it clear that ocean regions may
differ considerably in regard to the primary production sustained and that marine
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plant production can be correlated ",rith speoific hydrological conditions. Both the
boundaries of regions with different productivities and the productivities sustained
require to be determined with more scrutiny and in more detail. Thus far, almost all
efforts of marine phytoplanktologists have centred on overall productivity. The
rate at which organic matter is produced by individual algal species has largely
remained unknown. Information on the production of defined populations and
species is of great importance for assessing and comprehending the contribution of
separate system components to the resulting overall ecological dynamil'i; in a given
body of water.
The information available on plant production in oceans and coastal waters does
neither yet make it possible to identify all essential forces and processes involved nor
to provide sufficiently sound inputs for analysing the ecological dynamics of
defined sea areas in adequate detail. Progress depends acutely on methodological
and t,echnological achievements and on investigations into the pertinent physiological mechanisms of marine phytoplankters. In the future, close cooperation is
required between ecologists, physiologists, biologica.l oceanographers, chemistfl. and
physicists.
Chapter 3; Production in Animal Populations

This account deals with the production of animal tissues from plant matter
(secondary production). It focuses on the methods employed for esti mating secondary production of different animal populations; on the rates of prod uction recorded;
and on the factors affecting animal productivity. For the marine ecologist, product,ion in animal populations is of para.mount importance for assessing flow rates
of energy and matter, and for estimating the total biological productivity in oceans
and coastal waters.
The methods employed include the calculation method, growth-rate method,
egg-num ber method, radioC'arbon method and RN A method. In contrast to primary
production, which has been estimated mainly in terms of overall plant productivity,
studies on secondary product.ion have centred on separate, defined anjma~ populations. A variety of planktonic and benthic animals have been examined and their
productivity related both to the different trophic levels occupied and the geogra phic
areas inhabited.
The rate of secol1ciary production per unit living tissue tends to be highest in
small-sized ;ll1ima]s such as copepods, cladocerans and appendicularians. Larger
forms, e.g. polychaete, molluscs or echinoderms, exhibit much lower average
production rates. Such size-dependent rate differences become even more pronounced if micro-organisms and fishes are compared. The former have daily PIB
coefficients between 0·5 and )·0; the latter, between 0·002 and 0·008. Secondary
productivity also reveals definite relationships to age and life span and greatly
depends upon temperature as well a other parameters (pp. 109-111).
The information reviewed indicates rather complex interrelationships between
rates of production in animal populations and a variety of endogt'nous as well as
exogenous factors. This state of affairs makes it necessary to USI' t11(' data available
with care, and it serves as a warning to all those who tend to trtke the outcome of
modelling operations as facts instead of as ideas.
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Chapter 4: Production of Dissolved Organic Matter

An extensive, critical assessment of the state-of-the-art, this chapter deals with
the sources of the organic matter dissolved in oceans and coa,stal waters (land,
man's activities, nearshore, offshore, sea-floor); the methods for determining
dissolved organic carbon as well as its distribution in different areas of the sea;
molecular speciation (concentration, separation, analysis); and the dynamics of the
organic cycle in the oceans.
Although the nature, production and subsequent fate of the dissolved organic
matter in oceans and coastal waters have been studied for decades, the picture that
has emerged is full of misconceptions and misinformation. Large discrepancies exist
between the methods employed and the results obtained by Soviet and North
American investigators. These discrepancies have been largely ignored by both
groups. While the standing crop of dissolved organic material can be measuredthough neither easily nor accurately-turnover rates constitute the essential
criterion for assessing pertinent aspects of ecological dynamics. Turnover rates
cannot be derived from standing-crop data, not least because the nature of the DOM
involved as well as the potential users and their metabolic activities are largely
unknown. Utiliza.tion of the carbon determined in a water sample depends on the
organisms present, their physiological state and, presumably, other as yet unidentified biological phenomena.
The information at hand indicates intense production and utilization of dissolved
organic matter (DOM) in surface waters with only the most degradation-resistant
materials reaching deep waters via circulation. The DONI circulated into deep
waters is assumed to undergo little or no further degradation and thus would be
expected to move with prevailing water currents, eventually reappearing in the
surface water as background DOM to which new DOM would then be added.
According to this concept, the tota.I amount of deep DOM should increase by a very
small increment on each cycle. Providing the increments were small enough, and the
half-life of the resulting 'marine humus' sufficiently long, the quantity and quality
of deep-water DOM should be fairly uniform over all oceans.
If the deep DOM would indeed not be utilizahle by biological or chemical processes, the dissolved oxygen concentrations should reflect mixing processes rather
than biological activities. However, indirect evidence suggests that organic carbon is
utilized at all depth levels, even though the degree of utilization diminishes sharply
with increasing water depth. Critical research is required before a more definite
picture of DOM dynamics can be presented. Future research should concentrate (i)
on determining the amount of dissolved orga,nic carbon present, perhaps to the
nearest 0'01 mg C 1-1; (ii) on defining the major groups of compounds involved;
(iii) on developing better ship-board measuring methods; and (iv) on mapping more
accurately the distribution of organic matter in space and time.
Chapter 5: Transformation of OrganiC Matter

This detailed docu mentation exem plifies, discusses and eval uates essential
processes and concepts related to the transformation of organic matter-both
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particulate and dissolved. The major topics considered are: cycling of organic
matter; acquisition of organic matter by animals (fine- and large-particle feeders;
liquid feeders); and utilization and storage of the organic matter acquired.
As does the production of organic matter, its subsequent transformat,ion poses
more unsolved than solved problems. The resulting dynamics are far from bcing
understood. In the ocean's euphotic zone, the standing crop of the primary producers
amounts to some 10% or )C"" of the biomass of its potential consumers which, in
addition, inhabit a much greater portion of the water column. About 90% of the
newly produced organic matter seems to be consumed directly by heterotrophs.
Accepting, as a tentative figure, the average overall primary phytoplankton production in the world ocean to be about 500 x 10 9 tons of organic matter year-I,
and e timating the global biomass of the phytobenthos at about 13% of that of
the phytoplankton, the reviewer discusses the apparent discrepancy between the
standing crop of producers and consumers, as well as the kinds and amounts offood
sources actually available for the transformation. While heterotrophic bacteria
may contribute significantly to the plant-production process, their physiology and
quantitative aspects of their productivity dynamics remain to be studied in greater
detail (see also Chapter 6).
Chapter 5 proceeds to review different methods of food acquisition, the amount of
food taken up, food selectivity a,nd the dependence of food uptake on endogenous
as well as exog nous factors. In general, carnivores exhibit a much wider range of
feeding mechanisms and of food-acquisition behaviour than suspension feeders.
Small individuals of a given species feed more per u nit body weight than large ones,
and more active animals often exhibit higher feeding ra.tes than less active ones,
Conditioning or learning usually improves the prey-catching success of predators
significantly. While these and some related generalizations appear to be suffi.ciently
well documented, many aspects of food acquisition (including alternative feeding
mechanisms and food sources) must be examined more fully before we can improve
our ability to simulate and comprehend the dynamics of organic-matter transformation in marine ecosystems. Food selection and the factors controlling it remain
controversial issues.
The utilization of the organic matter acquired and its temporary storage in living
bodies have received con icler-a.ble attention from ecologists, physiologists and
biochemi'ts. Numerous studies on assimilation, excretion, respiration and growth
have yielded a re~ onably solid fundament and fa,cilitate predictions on metabolie
rate, allow detailed cliscussions on metabolic efficiency, and provide sufficient
substance for summarizing the information at hand in terms of balances and budgets.

Chapter 6: Decomposition of Organic Matter and Nutrient Regeneration

Drawing primarily from the vast amounts of information produced by numerOllS
USSR expeditions, the material l'l'\'iewed in this account is unique and t:hallenging.
It is, in part, contradictory to the picture derived by western scientists and is thus
an es ential and important contribution to the present world-wide status of know
ledge on ecological dynamics in oceans and coastal waters. Chapter 6 is primarily
concerned with microbial production and decomposition (methods, organisms
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involved and their distribution); the role of bacteria in food webs; and nutrient
regeneration, emphapizing the significance of phosphorus and nitrogen.
Decomposition of organic matter and nutrient regeneration in the seas are
primarily achieved by Jiving organisms-chemical processes contribute but little.
During biological decomposition, new organic matter is introduced at each level
of the food web, The newly formed matter is, in turn, decomposed in subsequent
steps of the material cycle. Complete decomposition is achieved by the integrated
metabolic activities of numerous members of an ecosystem-usually representing
some 5 different trophic levels. The completeness of decomposition increases with
the number of trophic levels present. Complete decomposition depends upon the
normal functioning of the entire ecosystem concerned. Elimination or disturbance
of asingle component, e.g. due to man-made polJution (Volume V), may reduce both
rate and efficiency of this essential process. Nutrient regeneration is not, as often
a~sumed, a monopoly of the microflora; it also results from animal activities. On
the other ha.nd, in the presence of old, particulate organic -such as detritus poor
in nutrients-bacteria consume, rather than produce, external mineral nutrients,
especinlly phosphoru fl .
Since size, complexity and accessibility of marine ecosystems have made it very
difficult to measure essential steps of the dyna,mics outlined, a. considerable portion
of th cha.pter refers to !imnic ecosystems. However, it seems safe to assume that
many processes and principles are comparable or even similar in marine and limnic
environments. It is hoped, therefore, that Chapter 6 will act as a major stimulant
for pertimnt work in oceans and coastal waters.
Bacterial decomposers constitute a very important component of aquatic ecosystems Among other things, they are capable of (i) meta,bolizing and thll;J making
available energy and material from sources which are largely or entirely inaccessible
to other members of the ecosystem; (ii) producing essential life-supporting or
-regulating substances, such as external metabolite~, which may playa significant
role in the formation a.nd integration of marine ecosystems. In order to define the
role of microbial populations in the ecological dynamics ofa given area, information
is required on their biomass and the rate of its production; on the organic matter and
nutrients available; as well as on the microbial in situ metabolism, and on the
consumption of the micro flora. by filter-, detritus- or sediment- feeders. Bacteria
may account for up to 30 to .50% of the food ration of crude filter feeders About
20 to 30% of the natural bacterioplankton occur in an aggregated state and thus
become :.wailable as food source also for animals feeding on larger particles.
The efficiency of organic-matter utilization by the marine bacterioplankton is
very high; at concentrations above 10 /-Lg C 1-1, the efliciency may exceed 30 to
40% ..Most of the organic matter produced in the world ocean is decomposed in
the water column, only 2 to 3% in bottom sediments.
In the water column, microbial activities attain the first maximum in the surface
film, the second and third maxima in the euphotic zone, and the fourth maximum
near the lower part of tlw thermocline at density values between 27-1 and 27·3
(p. 530). Measurements of microbial decomposition under in situ conditions are
difficult, especially due t,o the complex nature of the organic matter present and the
lack of adequate techniques. The total bacterial production in the world ocean is
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estimated to be 2·4 x 10'0 tons C year-I; the total microbial biomass, to be ca
0·23 x 10 9 tons C (p. 582). The major portion of microbial decomposition (ea 60%)
and, cOlTespondingly, of microbial production occurs in the surface waters between
20° Nand 20° S at temperatures ranging from 22° W 28° C. The total amount of
DOM present in the world ocean is estimated at 2·3 x 1011 tons C (p. 589). Taking
the annual decomposition to be ca 8 x 10 10 tons C, the turnover time of the organic
matter would be 25 to 35 years. This figure im plies a much faster oceanic circulation
than usually assumed (ca 300 to 10aO yeiLfs).
Horizontal, long-distance transport of deep-water organic matter is considered
very important in terms of ocean-wide dynamics. This hypothesis accounts for
(i) the vertical distribution of the total organic matter recorded; (ii) the stable
13C/ 11C ratio; and (iii) the presence of utilizable organic material in deep waters.
In contrast to several other investigators, the reviewer assumes that a high-pressurelow-temperature-caused retardation in biochemical processes represent,; a more
acceptable explanation for the recorded reduction in decp-water oxygen consumption than the refractory nature of the local organic matter itself. It is postulated
that the deep-sea microftora as a whole is not sufficiently adapted to the prevailing
high-pressure-low-tempel'ature environment.
The trophic importance of detritus is becoming more and more obvious. Detritus
is a widely available and ,videly utilized food source and its large quantity compensates for its limited energy content. D<.>trital particles represent centres of microbial
activity. In 'young' detritus particles, the organic contents are directly utilized by
the microflora; in 'old, ripe' particles, sorption of surface-active molecules from
ambient dissolved organic materials prevails. Detritus makes an ecosystem more
stable and mature.
Chapter 7: General Concepts of Population Dynamics and Food Links

In a sense, Chapter 7 is rooted in the information presented a.nd evaluated in all
preceding chapters of this volume. However, much of what is discussed is far away
from ev ryday work. This account represents a sincere effort to formulate general
concepts in ecologically useful terms. It provides a crit.ical synthesis of world-wide
attempts toward conceptual comprehension of ecosystem dynamics and a wealth
of stimulating ideas.
Based, w a large extent, on human demography and studies on fish populations,
the review considers trophic (continuous) and demographic (discontinuous) aspects
of population dynamics; single-species and ecosystem approal'hes; food webs and
food links; models of populations; and rules of game theory, such as strategies of
life, maximization of SUCCC~,;iOll and evolution, organization of space and transport.
The term population dynamic,;, as considered here, refers to structural and functional changes in popu lations under natund conditions. The changes include discrete
events such as births, deaths, movements in and out of the spatial frame of reference,
and more continuous phenomena such as growth. The parameters used in population
dynamics are statistical ent,ities and cannot substitute for specific events and processes. Since a specific event often depends on the presence of other species, any
parameter used becomes also part of a larger frame uf referen('(l-the ecosystem.
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At pre ent, many studies on population dYllamics contain a good deal of 'soft
science' and abound in speculation, e.g. regarding the relevance of demographic
parameters for describing relations between species, or the com bination of data
obtained for several species in an attempt to produce meaningful information at the
ecosystem level.
The requirements of most population-dynamics models, applied or proposed,
surpass the quality and quantity of the data available. The data required for rca~on
ably reali~tic and reliable models are difficult to produce and may, in fact, not be at
our disposal for years to come. Ne\"(~rtheless, models are necessary for conceptual
reasons and for attempting prediction. Tlwre is need to proceed beyond simple
physical models of transfer of energy and matter, to apply game theory, and to
include ethological, economical and sociological cOll~idj'mtions.
In living systems, extensive properties (biomass, analogues mass, heat) and
intensive properties (turnover, analogues speed, tempera.ture) can be distinguished.
There are two possibilities for expressing extensive and intensive properties of
ecosystems: (i) a·s mass and chemical energy, or (ii) as mUi\,; turnover and energy
flow. The trophic-continuous approach operates in terms of energy and matter;
it visualizes an ecosyst~m as a net with a cmtain array of node connections (species),
j .e. as a closed or a.lmost dosed cycle of matter and an open flow ofenergy from source
to sink. Species control the fluxes and hence act as valves. The demographicdiscontinuous approach, wJ::tich is (·omplementary to the trophic approach, considers first and foremost individuals-discrete blocks of organized matter whose
turnoVf~r or change ii\ expressed in the form of birth and dea.th. Individuals are the
basic units in the game of life. What is gambled for is death or surviva.I and, in this
re peet, each individual functions as a unit. The demographic approach is more
general than the trophic approach and, ultimately, should perhaps be given preference.
Time exelts controlling influence in living systems; it is significantly irreversible.
Space must be ('onsidered since all species have properties of transport tl.nd of other
spatial organization, a.nd since every species contributes to the general system's
organization of space. Spatia,) structures and migra,tory activities provide source
and support for local differences in demographic dynamics and composition, as well
as for evolutionary processes. Most interactions among species are reciproeaJ. In the
case of predator and prey, for example, the predator acts as seJecti ve agent for the
prey and vice versa.
Ecological stability is a controversial concept. What is unstable in a small
system may become stable in a large system; ultimately, a larg(~ system mny be
stable because its subsystems are unstable. A system may be considered stable if,
under the impact of 'unusual' inputs, it retains characteristic structures and/or
functions. Such homeostasis is the result of interconnected feedback loops. Pollution
is a.n exampIe of an unusual input: man collects and concentrates resources over a
large exploited area and dumps the 'half-used' remainders in a small area.
An important ecological entity, the food web consists of food links-particular
relations between any pair of species isolated from thl' integrated, whole food web.
Basic evolutionary agents in till' food web Me adaptation, habituation (non-genetic
adaptation, imprinting, learning) and reinforcement. A food chain is considered
an extreme type of a degenerated food web, in which food links are neither conver-
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gent nor divergent, but only parallel. Due to energy degradation, across the food
web, the average amount of energy available at each successive trophic level diminishes as a function of the number of food links. In most ecosystems, the number of
trophic levels does not exceed 5. Higher numbers may be attained, for exa,mple,
when the generally prevailing size trend is inverted, i.e. when small parasites stand
at the top.
Many ecological efficiency considerations regarding yield and exploitation are
dominated by anthropomorphic notions in terms of good or bad. Anthropomorphisms have also distorted evolutionary concepts. The frequently adopted use of a
simple set of equations-each referring to one species or one compartmen as a
model of an ecosystem is inadequate. Such a model can predict extinction, but
cannot anticipate additional stress or jnnovation. In general, models of a single
specie:> or small groups of species can only predict stable age distribution or an
equilibrium between abundan~ies. What drives the system to new states, what
awakens its responsiveness must be considered external inputs, not internalized in
the model. Future research should be directed toward developing principles of
construdion and setting rules for passing from unispecific models through ecosystem models to large and open models.

2. PRODUCTION IN PLANT POPULATIONS
Z. Z. FINENKO
(1) Introduction

Organic mat.ter in the sea is produced by all components of the phytocoenosi:,.
Most of the particulate organic matter produced in oceans and coastal waters
remains suspended in the water column. The biological production of the phytocoenosis is based on photosynthesis. The rate of photosynthesis, or primary production, depends on anum ber of it biotic and biotic environmental factors (Volume I)
which change continuously undt'r natural conditions. Studies on primary production
are aimed at (i) estimating th(~ rates involved, and (ii) analyzing the causes which
determine the rates. Ecologica.l and physiological studies on benthic algae and
phytoplankters are of equal importance for solving the problems encountered.
Major problems which require further investigation are, for example, (i) non-genetic
adaptation of algae to light and temperaturt., (ii) effects of illumination and nutrient
supply (biogenous elements, trace elements) on rates of photosynthesis and growth
of phytoplankton populations; (iii) interspecific relations between different organisms of an ecosystem.
(2) Effect of Light and Temperature on Rates of Photosynthesis and Growth of Algae
(a) Illumination Effects on Photosynthesis Rate of Cultivated Algae

The concept of photosynthesis as a photochemical process has stimulated
numerous studies on rates of photosynthesis as a function of illumination. Plant
physiologists have produced thousands of papers devoted to this topic; however,
very few of them pertain to marine unicellular algae (Volume 1: HELLEBUST,
1970; see also Volume III: UKELES, 1976).
Ana.lyses of light effects on photosynthesis rates of marine algae must consider
the simultaneous changes of several environmental factors correlated with depth.
The major factors are (i) spectral composition of light, (ii) degree of irradiance, (iii)
temperature and (iv) nutrient salts. The responses of marine algae to these factors
have almost exclusively been studied under experimental conditions; the effects of
changes in one factor were investigated, while keeping aJ] other factors as constant
and optimal a.s possible.
Information on light effects on a.lgal photosynthesis rates has been presented,
for example, by BARKER (1935<\., 1935b), JENKIN (1937), RYTHER (1956), NORDLI
(1057), TALLING (1957), K.H~ and FOGG (1958), McALLISTER (1961), MeAl.LIsTER
and co-a.uthors (1964), J0RGENSEN and STBEMANN NIELSEN (1965), YENTSCH and
LEE (1966), HELLEBUST (1970), and DUNSTAN (1973).
Based on an appreciable diversity of species, as well as on conditions of illumination and other factors, two major facts emerged from these investigations. Firstly,
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as in higher plants, irradiance-photosynthesis relations follow a parabolic curve;
secondly, the relationship is determined not only by changes in light conditions,
but also by other factors which affect photosynthesis. The curves have a linear
section, over which photosynthesis rate increases in proportion to a rise in irradiance
and a bent section where the light curves begin to slope approaching a plateau.
High irrailiance values are correlated with the curve section indicating a decrea-se in
photosynthesis rate. In the initial curve section, photosynthesis rate is limit d by
photochemical reactions; at increased irradiances, it is limited by the rate of dark
reactions. Under conditions of high i11umination, the num ber of stimulated cWorophyll molecules is considerably larger than can be utilized in the normal reduction
process; hence, the photosynthesis rate decreases (RABINOVITCH, 1953).
Light saturation (I k) in different groups of algae begins with different irradiances.
In oultures of 14 algal species, isolated from plankton near Woods Hole (USA) and
grown at 10,000 lx, RYTHER (1956) established that light saturation in Chlorophyceae occurs at 5000 to 7500, in Diatomeae at 10,000 to 20,000 and in Dinoflagc-lJata at 25,000 to 30,000 lx. Similar values of light saturation (11,000 to 23,000
Ix) arc- typical of Diatomeae isolated from tropical ocean regions (QASIM and coauthors, 1972), while for Dinoflagellata. from both tropical and moderate latitudes
this range proved to be considerably broader: 15,000 to 40,000 Ix (FrNENKO,
1965b; BURKHOLDER and co-authors, 1967; QASIM and co-authors, 1972).
Generalizations regarding photosynthesis-rate depressions at high irradiancea
are very difficult, because the rate depends on the experiment duration, adaptation
time, temperature and light spectral composition. Under natural illumination,
RYTHER (1956) observed a decrease in the photosynthesis !"ate below 20,000 Ix.
McALLISTER and co-authors (1964), using an artificial emitting source without
ultra-violet and red ray I'! , found no significant inhibition of photosynthesis mtea
down to 50,000 Ix. Observations of the carbon fixation rate in waters adjoining the
southern coast of Puerto Rico during mass d('velopment of dinoflagellates (BURKHOLDER and co-authors, 1967) and in Tokyo Bay during bloom of Skeletonema
costatWfn (HOGETSU and co-authors, 1959) revealed no inhibition in photosynthesis
rate, even at illuminations ranging from 130,000 to 140,000 Ix.
Several investigations documented that the light saturation values of algae
adapted to low irradiances are sometimes as low as in algae adapted to high irrailiances (McALLISTER, 1961; McALLlSTER and co-authors, 1964; ARUGA, 1965;
JORGENSEN and STEEl\'lANN NIELSEN, 1965; YENTSCH and LEE, 1966; STEEMANN
NIELSEN and JORGENSEN, 1968a, 1968b).
Simultaneously, with an increase in I k , the photosynthetic activity of algae also
changes (mg C mg- I cWorophyll a h- I ). Maximum values are reached at the highest
light saturation in algae adapted to high irradiances (YENTscH and LEE, HJ66).
At the same time, with an increase in photosynthetic activity of algae, FINENKO
and co-authors (1971) observed a decrease in chlorophyll a content of cells: it is 3 to
5 times as high at low irradiances (500-2000 Ix) than at high irradiances (15,00020,000 Ix). Due to this feature, alga,e adapted to low irradiances are able to utilize
radiant energy more efficiently. The light curves of such algae are steeper, and reach
saturation earlier than those of algae adapted to high irradiances (STEEMANN
NIELSEN and co-authors, 1962). The differences mentioned in photosynthetic
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activities, caused by the cWorophyll a content, are typical of many, but not all,
species of algae. Thus, the amount of chlorophyll a per cell in Cyclotella meneghiniana
adapted to 30,000 and to 3000 Ix turned out to be the sa.mc (J0RGENSEN, 1964).
Changes in pigment content of cells might. be considered onc type of adaptation, and
changes in the rate of enzymatic processes, a second type (STEEJ\1ANN NIELSEN and
J0ROENSEN,1968b).
(b) Temperature Effects on Photosynthesis Rate

The effect of temperature on the rate of photosynthesis manifests itself only at
irradiances exceeding light saturation (RABINOVITCH, 1959; Volume I: GESSNER,
1970). Under these conditions, the photosynthesis rate rises with temperature,
first rapidly, then more slowly; finally, it decreases sharply. Usually, in algae growing
at high temperatures for extended periods, the temperature optimum of development is higher than in those adapted to low tem peratures (FINENKO and LA.NSI<.A Y A,
1971). Insignificant temperature elevation above the optimum level may result
in rapid cell death, whereas a lowering of temperature below the optimum level has
less dramatic consequences (see also Volume I, Chapter 3). Within a range of optimum temperatures, photosynthesis ra.te is a function of t,emperature (CURL and
McLEOD, 1961; AR1;GA, 1965; J0ROENSEN and STEEl\1ANN NIELSEN, 1965; YENTSCH
and LEE, 1966). This is confirmed by our calculations (FINE KO and co-authors,
1971) made for some plankton algae over a range from 5° to 30 C. From 7° to 28" C,
changes in photosynthesis rate follow the equation of Arrhenius (Fig. 2-1). Activation-energy values for Chiorella ellipsoidea, Synedra sp. and Scenedes?nus sp. conespond to 11 kcal, and for Anabaena cylindrica to 16· 2 kcal; this is in agreement wit,h
the values found for many higher plants (RABINOV ITCH, 1959). Simultaneously with
increasing temperature, the light saturation of the algae also increases. Calculations
made for the same alga species show that the change in lk with a temperatureriseis
described by exponential dependence (Fig. 2-2). In this figure, the curve divides the
range into U, and U g' If W, 1) (U r ", then

v = A,e

kt

(1)

where V = absolute rate of photosynthesis, AI = specific rate of photosynthesis
(mg C mg- I chlorophyll a h- I ) at temperature to, V r" = range of light surplus. If
(to, 1)(U/, then
(2)

where A j = specific rate of photosynthesis with light saturation. Then (. I is the
range where light acts as limiting factor. Initial data being available and similar
calculation$ bping made, one can show more clea.rly when light or temperature will
become a limiting factor.
It should be noted that, in almost all cases the authors of the papers eited above
have differentiated b tween test temperatures and adaptation temperatures.
In an early publication, STEEl\1ANN NIELSEN and HANSEN (19590,) put forward the
hypothesis that the enzyme concentration responsible for CO 2 fixation in algae
at sub-optimal temperatures may increase. This explains why the photosynthesis
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rate may appear to be equal at optimal and sub-optimal temperatures under
conditions of light saturation. Later, J0RGENSEN and STEEMANN NIELSEN (196.5),
in experiments with Skeletonema costatum, showed that algae, previously adapted
to a different temperature, retain an almost constant vallie of light saturation and
photosynthetic capacity when the temperature decreased by 12 Co (from 20° to
8° C). The initial slope of empirical curves of photosynthesis (calculation per cell
and 1 mg chlorophyll a) appeared to be equal at low illuminance. This indicates that
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Fig. 2·1: Photo ynthe i-' (specific) rate as a function of temperature.
1 : Chlorella e1tipsoidea; 2: Scenedesmus sp.; :l: Syned·ra. p.; 4: A 1Ulbaena
cylindrica; for thi specie. liS right scnlc. (After FI:s"F.NKO and coauthors, 1971; based on ARUGA, 1965.)
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the chlorophyll a content of cells adapted to 20° or RO C die! not change. The authors
assume that photosynthesis rate at HO C increased as a result of aucymented cellular
enzyme concentration. J0RGENSEN (1068) found the protein content (calculated
per cell) to be approximat(-lly twice as high in S. coslatum a,daptecl to 7° C than in
algae growing at 20° C. As enzymes containeu the grea.ter part of cellular protein,
STEEl\fA~N NIELSEN andJORGENSEN (1968b) interpreted this fact a. supporting their
hypothesis. Also MORl1IS and FAltltELL (1971) confirmed the hypothesis, after
experimenting with Dunaliella tertiolecla. They noted that cell growing at low
temperature. exhibited higher activities of the enzyme ribulose-diphosphatecarboxylase which participates in the cycle of carbon reduction. Recent.ly, MOHRIS
and GLOYER (1974) repeated their experiments with 3 species: Phaeodact!Jlum
t1'icornulum, Nitzschia closteriu?n, a.ne! D. lertiolecta. Unlike in pI' yious experiment.s,
photosynthesis rate was measured at different stages of culture growth, at 18°,
12° and 7° C. In contrast to the authors' expectations, their experiments r yea-led
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Fig. 2-2: Limiting light and temp rature conditions for Synedra. sp.,
ChJcnelta eUipsoidea andScenedesmu.s sp_ (Ba.'led on informa.tion provided
by FINENXO and co-authors, 1971.)
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that the increased rates of photosynthe -is in alga.e adapted to low temperatures
ma,y occur only when nH'asuremcnts are taken toward the em} of the exponential
or at the beginning of stationa.ry pha 'e of growth. 'Vhell taking measurements OIl
earlier sta.gcs of population growth, no increase of photosynthetic capacity at
low tempera.tures wa.s noticed. According to th se results, the photosynthesis rate
of algae adapted to different tem peratures follows the Arrhenius efjuation.
In summary, the responses to temperature, in terms of photosynthetic rates,
require further research in marine unicellular algae.

(c) Illumination Effects on Growth Rates uf Algae

Following the pioneer experiments with cultures of marine phytopla.nkton
conducted by MIQUEL (1890) amI subsequent studies by ALLEN and NELSON (1910),
a considerable body of evidence has accumulated that documents the dependence
of alga.l growth rates on differentenvironmental factors incl uding light (~l'PLEY and
STRICKLAND, 1968; Volume I, Chapter 2). Da.ta on changes in growth ra.te of algae
at different inadiances h<1vC been presented by JITTS and co-authors (1964),
PAASCH}: (1967, 1968), SMAYDA (1969), FINENKO and LLSKAYA (1971), and
QURAISHI and SPENCER (1971). According to all these works, the dependence of the
growth rate on illuminance in different groups of algae can be expressed by a parabolic curve.
However, the values of light saturation (Jd obta.ined from growth rates were
recorded at 4000 to 8000 Ix and were approximately twice as low as those determined
from photosynthesis. Even in algae isolated from tropical r giOllS of the Pacific
Ocean and adapted to approximately 1500 lx, light-saturation values were within
2500 to 7000 Ix (THOMAS, 1966(1). Similar differences in values determined from rates
of growth and photosynthesis have been presented in Volume I by HELLE13UST
(1970).
"Vhat kind of light conditions are favourable for algal devclopmrntl Experiments
carried out with diatoms (CASTENHOLZ, 1964; PAASCHE, 1968), as well as the reviewer's observations (Table 2-1), show that the conditions vary considera.bly in
Table 2-1
Photoperiod duration (h) during which a proportional increase
in the growth ra.te of algae is maintained (Original)
Light cal cm- l min- J
Species

Skeletonema costatum
Chaetocero88oc·ialis f. ve·rnali.~
Ditylum brightwellii
Coscinodiscus granii
Chaetoceros curvisetus
Thala8sionema nitzschilY';des

002

0·03

16
18

12

8

7

6

17

15
10
10
22
24

14
10

12
9

12
20
24

18
24

12

24
24
24

10
24
24
24

00·6

0·10

0·12
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different species. Some species may thrive for a long time under light conditions
changin a within wide limits; for other. , the optim um timp of illumina.tion ckp('nds
on the level of irradiance. Each species needs ~L definite photoperiod duration for
optimum growth, the photoperiod, in turn, is a function of thp irradiancp level
In summary, within a defined illuminat.ion rang -independent of photoperiod
duration-the la,w of a constant amount of energy i. iLpplicable to cultivated diatoms (see also Volume Ill: UKELES, 1976). Presumably, the irraclianee level
within which lTrowth rates increa -e linearly, indicates favourable illumination
conditions.

(d) Illumination E1fects on Phytoplankton Photosynthesis Rates Under in situ,
Condit.ions

The influence of light on photosynthe is uneler initn conditions has b en studied
mainly by employing two methods. In one method, different irradiances a·re obtained by placin a water samplPR into diffpr nt sea depths; in the other, sunlight or
light. from an artificial source is re luced by means of neutral light filters. The results
obtained with these two methods have been reviewed by R.YTHER (Hl63), i::l'l'EE;\'IANN
NIELSEN (1963) amI STHlCKLAND (196G). They show that the depth location of the
photosynth sis maximum depends mainly on water transparency, ad hoc intpnsity
of solar radiation incidpnt fLt the sea surface, and on light adaptation of the algae
involved. More recent studies have also considered the effect of phytoplankton
mineral nutrition on thc location of the photosynthesis ma.ximum (FEDORO and
KHROMOV, 1971; KABANOVA, 1072).
In tropica.l waters, the photosynthesis maximum is located, as a rule, at depths
of 10 to 30 m ; at hiah transparencies, it may rarely oecur below 30 m. I n moderate and
high latitudes, the photosynthe. is maximum ma,y be located at different depths
depending on changes in solar radiation. A general rille of thu mb states that the more
light penetrates into the water, the lower is the location of the photosynthesi
maximum. Under condition - of low-intensity illumination, the decrease in rate of
photosynthesis begins imrnt'diately below the surface.
To explain the pattern of changes in photosynthesis rates in the sea, it is necessa.ry
to know the amount of light energy which corresponds to rnaximllnt performa.nce.
The respective light saturation data, obtained in different regions of the World
Ocean, are presented in Table 2-2. rn spite of great differences in individual mea, urements, the data reflect, on average, the latitudinal and seasona,] adaptation of
phytoplankton to different intensities of solar radiation incident at the sea surface.
The photosynthesis rate diminishes in proportion to inadiance, beginning at a
depth to which radiation enercry of 0·02 to 0·03 cal em- 2 min- 1 penetrates.
The photosynthesis maximum of phytoplankton below the density discontinuity
is attained at inadiances 2 to 3 times u.s low as in phytoplankton developing in the
upper wa.ter layers (e.g. RYTHER and MJ<; 'ZEL, 1959; STEEr-tAN· NIELSEN and
HANSE ,1961b ;ICHIMURA andARuOA, 1964 ;FINENKO, 1967; ARUGA and ICIUMl RA,
1968). By analogy with higher plants, the given index is used to classify phytoplankton populations into light and shade types. Such classification is not nece. s-
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arily related to the taxonomic composition of the phytoplankton, even though
species characteristics do, to some extent, determine the limits of adaptational
changes.
Table 2-2
Values of light &Lturation (l k) for surface phytoplankton in differen~ regions of the
World Ocean. All values ex pres . d in cal cm- 2 min-I of physiologically active
radiation* (Compiled from the sources indicated)
Author

Region

TI'opics

0·05-0·02
(0'11)**

RYTIIER
NIELSEN

and
and

MENZEL
HANSEN

(1959),
(1959a),

STEEMANN
FORSHERG

(1963), SUSfICHENYA and FINENKO (1965),
YENTSCH and LEE (1.966), ANGOl' and
Gr;;RARD (1966), BURKHOLDER
and co-

authors (1967),
Modflrate lo.ti tucles
(winter)

(spring)

High latitude. of tho northern and
southern hemispheres

(1972)

and HANSEN (1959a),
KOBLENTS-MISHKE
(1961 b),
BECACOSI(oNTos and SVANSSON (1969). PARSONS
and co-authors (1969)

0·04-0·1.2
(0'07)

B~:cAcos-KoNTos

0'04-0-B
(0'08)

STEEMA'N

STEJ;;MANN NIELSEN

and SVANSSON (1969),
and co-authors (1969), MANDELLI.
and co-authors (1970), KONDRATTF;VA and
PARSONS

FINE

(slimmer)

KABANOVA

0-01-0'] 0
(0-04)

0-01-0·04
(0'03)

KO (19751'1.)

IELSEN and HANSEN (1959a),
a.nd ICH.lMURA (1962), KABANOVA a.nd
co-authors (1964), FINENKO (1.9G7)

SAIJO

STE:EMANN Nlf~LSEN

and HANSEN (1959a),
(1964), B "RKHOLDER and MANDELL!
(HJ65), MA DELLI (1967), VEDERNIKOV and
SOLOvYE:VA (1972)

BUNT

• For cony rsion of irnl.diance into cal cm- 2 min- 1 of physiologically active ra.diation, Strickland's
(1958) coefficients havo been 1I.·ed.
U
Parentheses indicate average valuos.

(e) Ratio Between Photosynthesis Rate and Chlorophyll a Content of Plankton

A correlation between photosynthesis rate and chlorophyll a content of phytobeen r<"portecl by numerous authors. If the ra_tio between photosynthe. is rate and chlorophyll a content is consioered under optima.l illumination
conditions in geographical and seasonal terms. then, on the basis of the data. available, one may distinguish zones characterized by different values in this ratio.
-Within northern latitudes, to the West of Greenland and in the region of the
l<'aeroes Islands, where primary production and chlorophyll a content in Slimmer
reach rather high. values, the ratio between photosynthesis and chlorophyll under
conditions of light s.a.tura,tion accounts for 1·0 to 2·2 mg C mg- I chlorophyll a-I h- I
(STEEr<L>\.NN NIELSEN a.nd HANSEN, 1961a, b). Low values of 0·4 to 3·5 mg C mg- I
plank~ers has
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chlorophyll a-I h- l have been reported by many authors in high latituoea of the
northern and southern hemispheres (ENGLISH, 1961; SAIJO and KAvASHIMA,
1964; M:ANDELLI and BURKHOLDER, 1966; MANDELLI, 1967; BURKHOLDER and
BURKHOLDER, 1967; HORNE and co-authors, 1969), as well as in the North Sea
(STEELE and BAffiD, 1961) and Barents Sea (VEDERNLKOV and SOLOVY1'-:VA, 1972).
Low temperatures in these regions might be thE' main factor causing decreased
photosynthetic activities of phytoplankters (ST.h:EMANN NIELSEN and RANSE ,
1959a; BURKHOLDER and BURKHOLDER, 1967).
Observations performed at constant illumination (8'5 and 9·1 klx) in the inshore
zone of the Pacific Ocean revealed that the photosynthetic activities of phytoplankters vary with the season (ANDERSON, 1964; ANDERSON and BANSE> 1965).
The maximum ratio of about 10 mg C mg- I chlorophyll a h- I occurred during the
phytoplankton spring bloom. In the open waters of the north-western Pacific Ocean,
maximum values were observed in summer, minimum valuesin winter (McALLISTER,
1962).
Numerous observations on changes in photosynthetic activities ofphytoplankters
were carried out in Seva.stopol Bay and in open waters of the Black Sea (FINENKO,
1965a, b, 19(7). In the Bay, photosynthetic activity of phytoplankton increased
from winter to summer, reaching the peak in August to September, and then
decreased again (Fig. 2-3). Similar c:hange.-· in photosynthetic activity were recorded
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Fig. 2·3: Seasonal changes in total solar nuiiation falling on the sea surface, expressed in
cal cm- 1 day-l (broken line) and relation between maximum raL ofphotosynt.hesis and
chlorophyll a content in the plankton of Scvast.opol bay (solid lin ). (Based on informa·
tion provided by FJNENKO, 1967.)

in the open waters from Ma,y to Novem her, the absolute valnes in the Bay and in the
open sea being approximately the same. Ob. ervations performed in Internal Sea
(TAKUO, 1964), Tokyo Bay (IcHlMuRA and ARUGA, 1964), as well as in inshore and
open waters of Long Island Sound (MAN DELLI and co-authors, 1970), also revealed
seasonal changes in the photosynthesis/chlorophyll ratio with light aturation. In
contrast, some authors, on the basis of their own measurements, assume that under
natural light-saturation conditions there exists a rather stable average ratio between
chlorophyll content and photosynthesis rate, depending slightly, or not at all, on the
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quantity of illumination incident at the sea surface (RYTHER and YENTSCH, 1957;
CURL and S?tULL, 19(5).
In tropioal waters, the photosynthetic activity of chlorophyll, measured at
light saturation, corresponds on average to R to 12 mg C mg- I chlorophyll a h- I ,
in spite of large variations observed in single measurements (STEEMANN NIELSEN
and HANSEN, 1959a; DOTY, 1961; FORSBERG, Hl63; SUSHCHENYA and FINENKO,
1965; ANOOT and GERARD, 1966); however, in some cases, the photosynthetic
aotivity accounted only for 3 to 4 mg C mg- I chlorophyll a h- I (YENTSCH and LEE,
19(6). On the whole, we can conclude from the above data that the lowest values of
the ratio between photosynthesis rate and chlorophyll a content in plunkton occur
at high latitudes; maximum values may prevail in equatorial 1'e Yions. The ratio
referred to may change as a function of nutrient availability (HOLMES, Hl5H;
ICHIMURA and SAIJO, 1959; ANDERSON, 1964; CURL and SMALL, 1965; VEDERNIKOV
and SOLOVYEVA, 1972). Such dependence has been confirmed experimentally, for
example, by McALLISTER and co-authors (1964).
The information at hand indicates that it would be an unjustified simplification
to assume a constant ratio between chlor phyll a cont nt and photosynthesis rate
under all conditions encountered. At the same time, the evidence available show
that it is possible to distinguish regions and conditions with characteristic values of
phytoplankton photosynthetic activities. In rough approximation, these values are
largely in agreement with those determined by STEEl\'IANN NIELSEN and HANSEN
(1959a).
In conclusion, it must be emphasized that all studies reviewed above cons.ider
light effects on phytoplankton photosynthesis under conditions differing from
those in the natural marine environment. 'While the dependence of photosynthesis
rates on light established under experimental conditions in the la boratory might not
differ considerably from that occurring uncleI' natural conditions, we need more
information before wc can extrapoIa.te experimental results to in situ conditions
with sufficient certainty.
(3) Influences of Nitrogen and Phosphorus Compounds on Phytoplankton

Development
One of the most significant ecological factors determining phytopla,nkton development in nature is mineral nutrition. Nitrogen ELnd phosphorus compounds
play the most important role, because they participate in intmccllular metabolic
regulation comprising pa,rt of t,he protein molccules (see al,;o Volume III: UKELES,
1976, p. 405; Chapter 4 ofthe present volume).
While abundant, these elements are not uniformly distributed; this especia.lIy
pertains to the euphotic zone where they often attain minimum concentrn,tions.
In the upper ocean layers, from high latiturles towards low ones, nitmgen and phosphorus compounds tend to decrease becaus(~ of light conditions increasingly favourable to photosynthesis. In the central tropical and subtropical regions-and also
during summer in temperate and often in subpolar regions-the concentrations
of these elements are very low.
In the upper ocean 11Lyers, the concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus depend upon the regeneration rate and the rate of the upwelling of deep wakrs.

INFLUENCES OF NITROG.b:N AND PHOSPHORUS
Both processes often cannot compensa.te for the consumption rates of phytoplullkters. For this reason, phytoplankton population growth becomes limited due to
lack of mineral nutrients. Nutrient deficiency causes sign ifi c.-1.nt , qualitative' changf's
in phytoplankton composition. Species which ca·n efficiently assimilate nutrients
even at very low concentrations begin to dominate. Thus, mineral nutrient conditions influence not only algal OTowth, but constitute a major factor that regulat.<>::.;
the species composition of phytoplankton communities. This fact has stimuh1ted
considerable interest among marine ecologists in analyzing the rela tionship between
mineral nutrients and phytoplankton growth in the seas.
(a) Assimilation of Nitrogen and Phosphorus Compounds by Algae

ASS1:milation of Nitrogen Compounds

Nitrogen occurs in sea water in the form of inorganic and organic compounds.
The latter-amino acids, purine and pyrimidine bases, urea, uric acids and other
compounds-can be utilized by some algal species (PROVASOLI, 1963; Volume 1:
HELLEB1;ST, 1971; KHAILOV, 197]; Volume III: UKELES, 1976; Chapter 4, p. 183,
of tho present volume); nevertheless, inoraanic compounds serve as the best nitrogen source for most plankton algae.
Inorganic nitrogen compounds in sea water are nitrite, nitrate and ammonia.
Nitrate and ammonia compounds are absorbed by algae in light as well ;1,S in darkness (EpPLEY and COATSWOHTH, 1968; GRANT and TURNEl"t, 1969); however, the
rate of absorption is much higher in the ]Jresence of light. -Using Dunalidla tertioletta,
GRANT (1967) showed that the absorption rate of nitrates and nitrites is a function
of inadiance. The assimilation of nitrites in darkness is difficult to understand.
According to GRANT, Dunalidla tertiolecta can absorb these compounJs in darkness,
wIllie Ditylum urightwellii ca·nnot assimilate nitrites without light (EpPLEY and
COATSWOR'fH, 1968).
In the presence of different inorganic nitrogen compounds in the medi 1I m,
nitrogen in the form of am monia. compounds is absorbed first (GRANT and co-authors,
1967, and other:'». If only nitrates and nitrites are available, both compounds are
assimilated simultaneoLlsly (EpPLEY LJ,nd ROGERS, 1970). Using monocultures of
Ditylum fn-ightwellii and Cachoninn niei, as well as mixed cultures of Gonyaulax
polyedra and Phaeocyslis sp., STRlCKLA ND and co-authors (1969) established that
the algae begin to utilize nitrate-N only after the ammonia-N concentration had
decreaseu to about 1 mg at 1-1; with nitrate-nitrogen, the algae grew only half [~S
fast as with ammonia-nitrogen. Accordingly, synthesis of organic nitrogen and
chlorophyll a in the algal cells was also lower, wrule the synthesis rate offats showed
the opposite tendency.
Nitrates must pass the sta,gc of reduction in the ceHs. and for this reason, their
path into the protein molecules is longer. In alga, this process diff'el's slightly from
the same process in higher plants.
EpPLEY and co-a.uthors (1969a), continuing the studies started together wit,h
STRICKLAND, and llsing the same species, found that algae grown in media with
nitrates as nitrogen source possessed enzyme-nitrate reductase. -When the algae
were grown in media with ammonia-No the quantity of enzyme in the cells de-
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creased and nitrate assimilation ceased. YVith ammonia decreasing down to 0·5 to
1·0 p,m, nitrate /'eductase synthesis and nitrate absorption occurred. Thus, synthesis
of nitrate reductase is induced in the presencf~ of nitrate and inhibited in the presence of ammonia salts.
:\s the concentration of ammonia-N in the sea is low, it may be expected that,
in nature, the nit/'ate reductase synthesis is not inhibited. This suggestion was confirmed by measurements carried out in thp tropical waters of the Pacific Ocean
(EpPLEY and co-authors, 1969a) and in the waters of the Peru Current (EpPL8Y and
co-author;" 1970; PACKARD and co-authors, 1971): the activity of the nitrate
reductase was h.igher in the waters containing more nitrates. When the concentration of ammonia-nitrogen increased, the acti vity of nitrate reductase, as well as the
absorption of nitrates by phytoplankters, decrca.sed (PACKARD and co-a.uthors,
1971). Nevertheles , no direct proportionality between nitrate reductase activity
and nitrate absorption was obtained. Using 15N, DUGDALE and GOERING (1967)
ca-rried out observations on ammonia and nitrate-nitrogen absorption by natural
phytoplankton populations in different ocean regions. The specific rate ofam moniaN absorption was on average 5 to 10 timl's higher than nitrate-nitrogen. DUGDALE
and GOERINO also found that, in regions with relatively high nitrate concentrations
in the upper layers, higher rates of nitrattl absorption may be expected.
From the beginning, studies on nutrient absorption rates, as afunction ofam bient
nutrient concentrations, revealed hyperbolic correlations (KETCHUM, 1939). For
nitrate and ammouia compounds, thi& correlation has been documented in most
marine plankton algae (EpPLEY and COATSWORTH, 1968; EpPLEY and co-authors,
19G9h). Kinetics of nitrogen-compound absorption by algae as a function of am bient
concentration has a l'esem blance to the interdependence between reaction rate,
ferment concentration and substrate expressed by Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
In all probability, this analogy is fairly external; nevertheless, it exists. For this
reason, most authors present the absorption of nutrients from the ambient medium
by the formula;
V=

Vm'S
]{,+S

(3)

where S = concentration of elements in the ambient medium; V m = maximal
specific rate of element absorption from the medium; K, = medium concentration
when V reaches 1(2 of the ill axima! value. In this equation, K represents a significant
ecological parameter, pointing to the algae's capability to absorb nutrients at low
am bient concentrations.
Based on cultures of 16 species of algae from different taxonomic groups, grown
in media with limited nitrogen contents, EpPLEY and co-authors (196gb) found that
K s in nitrate and ammonia was equal to 0·1 to 10 p,m, and increased with increasing
cell sizes. Comparison of oceanic and neritic algal species allows the assumption
that K $ is several times lower in oceanic species; this is in agreement with prevailing
environmental conditions, and can be explained with the need to assimilate nutrient
clements at low concentrations.
MAds,He a.nd DUGDALE (1969), measuring nitrate and a.mmonia absorption by
na.tural phytoplankton populations at the Beringov Sea and near Alaska, as well as
in the southeastern part of the tropical Pacific Ooean, found that changes in a.bsorp-
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tion mte as a function ofnlltrient cont,ents in the meditll11 can also be expressed by
the Michaelis-Menten formula. In tropical oligotrophic regions, the values K,( N0 3)
were found to equal ~O'2 p.g at 1-1, while in eutrLlphic waters they a.lllounted to
;d p.g at I-I. This shows that the results obtain('d on different algal sp('('it's in the
laborat.ory correctly reflect the main features of utilization of different nitrogen
forms by natural phytoplankton populations.

Assimilation of Phosphorus Compounds
In many dissolved orga.nic compounds, phosphorus is present in the form ofradicals of acids a.nd ethers which can be uti lized by algae (H.\ RVEY, 19.53; KABA NOV A,
1958; FINEN1{O and co-authors, 1971, see also Volume III: UKELES, 1976, and Chapter 4 of the present volume).
The mechanism of incorporating organic phosphorus into cells is poorly understood. According to KUENZLER and PERRAS (1965), in algae, incorporation i.s
facilitated by alkaline-phosphatase splitting composite organic compounds,
and thus forming phosphorus acids. Thenzyme is formed in cells with phosphorus
deficiency at low ambient contents. vVith increase of ambient phosphates, the
synthesis of alkaline-phosphatase stops. This fact suggests that organic phosphorus
compounds may constitute an important nutrient source for algae under natural
conditions in the presence of phosphate deficiency. However, in natural populations,
one must not forget the significant activity of the microfloTa, which not only·mineralizes organic substances, but also utilizes phosphorus compounds directly from the
media (Chapter 6).
Inorganic phosphorus compounds occur in sea water in the form of ions of the
orthophosphorus acid. Inorganic phosphorus absorption by plankton algae depends
on ambient phosphorus concentrations. Algae grown in media either without phosphates or with normal phosphate concentrations differ greatly in their cellular
phosphorus contents. KETCHUM (1939) found that Nitzschia closterium cells, \',;hen
dividing in a medium without phosphates, contain only 1/3 of their normal phosphate amount. Under the same conditions, cells of C. scabro8U8 contained 1/3, and
Prorocentrum micans 1/2 of their normal phosphorus amount (KAJ3ANOVA, 1958).
Cells of N. closteriu.m contained, in one case, 6, in another, 33 timcsless phosphorus
than normal (KUENZLER and KETCHUM, 1962). Under conditions of phosphorus
deficiency, the phosphorus concentration in the cells of Skeletonema costatum
decreased by an order of magnitude (McALLISTER and co-authors, 1964).
The minimum cellular phosphorus content at the moment when cell division
ceased in Thalassiosira.ftuv·iatilis and CycloteZla nana was 1·3 .10- 17 and 0·8· 10- 17 g
at P'fL-J (FURS and co-authors, 1971). CARPENTER (1970) established that the
minimum phosphorus concentrations required for regeneration in Cyclotella nana
andCylindrothecaclosterium were 1·29 .10- 17 and 1·35 .10- 17 g atP· p.-J, respectively.
All these data allow the conclusion that the minimum content of intercellular
phosphorus in different species is limited to narrow ranges. Obviously, these values
can serve as important ecological coefficients for assessing phytoplankton dynamics.
The values provide important, information on pre8ent phosphorus nutrient conditions.
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Phosphorus-starved algae and non-phof\phorus-starvccl algae exhibit es ential
differences. When placed into a lDr.dium with phosphates, previously phosphorusstarved algae, as a rule, utilize much more phosphate than nee ssary for normal
growth. Measuring phosphorus absorption rates in Phaeoda,ctylum tricornutwn
exposed to a medium with a Jow phosphate concentration, KUENZLER a.nd KETCHUi\l
(1962) showed that the cells could double their intercellular phosphorus content
during about 3 h, while the rate of cell doubling was 6 times less This observation
documents that the major portion of the absorbed phosphorus is not immediately
incorporated into thc cellular metabolism. Phosphate absorption from the medium
by phosphorus-starved algae OC(:lIr~ in darkness as well as in light (KETCHUM, 19:39;
KUHL, 1962). Investigations carried out on 5 species of marine plankton algae from
different taxonomic groups (green algae, diatoms, dinoflagellates) revealed that
during 1- to 3-day exposures to darkness, the intracellular phosphorus incl'eases
1-5 to 2'5 times (FINENKO and co-authors, 1971).
There is not sufficient proof to postulate a hyperbolic relationship between phosphate> absorption and ambient phosphate concentration. However, in Thalassio.sira
fluviatih~ and Cyclotella. nana, such a correlation exists CB'UHS and co-authors, 1971).
In C. nana and T. jl1J-viatilis the intercellular minima were 0·58 and 1·72 -10- 6 g at
PI-I, respectively (Fig. 2-4). As the internal phosphorus concentration decreased,
the cells' maximal rate of phosphate absorption from the medium increased.
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Phosphorus-starved and non-phosphor us-starved cells not only differ in their
intracellular phosphorus contents l.l,nd their phosphorus absorption rates, but also
exhibit gross morphological and cytolop;ic,d differences. Phosphoru8-deficiellt cells
of Proroc ntrum micans increased in sizc and changed from an ellipsoidal to a global
shape (FINENRO and co-authors, 1971). HOLl\1E (1966) observed Bkeletonana
costalum cells increasing in sizc \lI1der the phosphorus sta.rvation. 'The reviewer
b lieves that-the cytological conseg uences of phosphorus starvation (gross morphological changes, change in number of chromosomes <:tnd methachondrii) can be u.'ed
to evaluate the physiological state of phytoplankton populations in nature.
(b) Kinet.ics of Algal Growth as a Funct.ion of Nutrient Concentration in thc
Medium

MONOD (1942) was the first investigator to demonstrate a correlation between the
minim um concentra.tion of nutrients and the specific growth rate of micro-organisms
that is analogous to Michaelis-Mcnten kinetics. It must be taken into account,
however, that enzymatic reactions occur under constant ('nzyme concentrations,
while rrowth processes ar accompanied by biomass increase and, consequently,
by increasing nzym amounts. Hence, in the Mo OD equation, the a,h~olute rate
may be replaced by a relative rate:
dx 1
IJ.m·S
-'-=IJ.=-dt x
Ks+S

(4)

where x = biomass concentration; S = nutrient concentration; fJ-m = extreme value
of growth rate (fJ-) with increasing S; J(s = constant, eCJual to the nutrient concentration, where f.J. is consider d to bc fJ-m/2.
Equation (4) can bc used to describe thc growth mte, depending on nutrient
changc in the medium. EpPLE and THOMAS (1969), experimenting with nitrogenstarved Chaetocero, gracilis and un starved Aslerionella japonica, obtained typical
hyperbolic growth curves as a function of ambient NO). The K s values determined
from rates of growth and nitrate-nitrogen absorption were practically identical in
these experiments.
In experimpnts on Chaelocero8 gracilis exposed to different am bient phosphate
concentration, THOMAS and DODSON (1968) found tha.t the growth rate becomes
increasingly linear with increasing ambient phosphate concentrations up to
approximately 0·20 fJ-g c1t PI-I. With the concentration increasing from 0·3 f.J." at
PI-I, the growth rate was about 90% of the maximum value, and did not depend
upon the ambient phosphate concentration. These data compare favourably with
results previously obtained on Aster1:onella japonica (GOLDRERG and co-authors,
1951 ).

In the reviewer's laboratory (FINE KD and KRUPATKINA-AKININA, 1974), the
effects of different ambient phosphate concentrations were investigated on thc
growth rates of 7 diatom species isolated from Black Sea plankton. In all inve tigated species, the growth rate increased with the ambient phosphate concentration.
Where the growth rate in the absence of phosphate (i.e. minimum cellular phosphorus content) was zero, the growth rate increased with ambient phosphate
concentrations in accordance with the Monod equation.
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In some cases, algac growth rates could be better determined from intracellular
element contents than from ambient concentrations. 1'h.is was demonstrated for
algal growth limited by nitrogen (CAPERON, 1968), phosphorus (KUENZLER and
KETCHl'M, 1962; FURs, 1969; :FUHS and co-authors, 1971), B)2 (DROOP, 1968),
and ferrum (DAVIES, I970). In these experiments, a hyperbolic correlation between
growth rate and growth-limiting intracellular-element concentration was established, With the h lp of a thcoretical model of growth rates changing as a function
of nutrient concentration in the medium, EpPLEY and THOMAS (1969) demonstrated
that such a correlation can exist only in those cases where]{s determined from ambient clement absorption is higher than K. determined from the growth rate. If
both constants arc equal, thc specific growth rate does not depend on intrac('lIular
concentration and cannot be expressed by the Monod equation when the a11l hient
growth-limiting element concentration increases.
Tn their chemostat experiments on Chaetoceros gl acilis conducted under different
levels of nitrogen deficiency, TROMAS and DODSON (1972) found that the K s value
decreases as the intracellular nitrogen content increases. Possibly l<s values in
different algal species, det rmined from rates of growth nnd of nutrient a.bsorption,
can b compared only when the intracellular concentrations of the growth-limiting
lcment ure the amc. Otherwise, appropriate corrections must be macle. In order
to assess the limiting effects of nutrients or of any other element on algal growth
rates, and to construct a corre 'ponding model for evaluating natural phytoplanl,ton
population dynamics, two esscntials are required: (i) determination of the growth
rate and element absorption rate, as a function of ambient and intracellular concentrations; (ii) assessment of the portion of the absorbed element which is utilized
for growth and that part which is stored for future utiliza.tion. Until recently, sllch
comprehensive information was not available for natural phytoplankton populations. For this reason, it is difficult to quantitatively charackrizp. the limiting
action of nutrients on phytoplankton growth in oceans and coastal waters.
Based on field and laboratory studies, THOMAS (I966b, 1970<1, b) has provided
numerous data for the tropical regions of the eastern Pacific Ocpan. Comparisons
between phosphate concentrations in the upper waters in this region and the COIlcentrations limiting the growth rate in Chaetoceros gracilis isolated from the local
plankton revealed that the phytoplankton growth rate is not limited by phosphates
(THOMAS and DODSON, 1968).
Con seq uently, in further investigations, attention was paid to nitrogen den ciency.
.Experiments Oil samples enriched with different nutrient concentn~tions (nitrate
and ammonia compounds) showed that phytoplankton growth rates increased with
increasing am bient nitrogen concentrations. In 2 out of 4 experiments, growth rates,
determined from chlorophyll increase in the samples, changed hyperbolically
with increasing amounts of ambient nitrogen. The K s values were about 1·5 Jig at
I-I for ammonia, and 0·75 for- nitrates. They were several times higher than the
values previously obtained on ammonia and nitrate absorption by na.tural
populations (MAcIsAAK and DUGDALE, 1969). In two other experiments, even
after adding 10 p.g at of nitrogen I-I, maximum growth rates were not achieved.
These experiments represent the first attempts to estimate the K s values
for two ecologically most important nutrients in natural phytoplankton popuo
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lations. Lack of adequate experiments invalidates any further discussion and
evaluation of the possible reasons for the differences reported.
(4) Geographic Distribution of Primary Productivity in Oceans
(a) Concepts and Methods of Primary Productivity Measurements

:Most measurements of primary producti vity in open-ocean waters carried out thus
far are based on the radiocarbon method. Only in it few instances has thc productivity been estimated from changes in oxygen or nutrients. The latter methods, and
the results obtained by employing them, have been discussed in detail in several
monographs (STRICKLAND, 1960; WINBERG, 1960; RAYMO NT, 1963) and hence,
will not be considered here.
During the long history of its application, the radiocarbon method has been used
in different modifications. The differences mainly concern either chemical and
mdioclH'mical procedures or measurement scheme which make it possible to take
into account changes in photosynthesis with depth We shall consider only the most
important points which may significantly influence the end result of primary prod uctivity determinations.
For measuring the rate of photosynthesis by the radiocarbon method, it is
necessary to know the ex,1ct amount of radioactivity introduced into the test bottles
which contain the plankton sample. For this purpose, STEEMANN NIELSEN and
many other investigators used, until recently, the curvc' of self-absorption of 14C
radiation in the BaCO J sediment derived by CALVIN and co-authors (194-9). Russin,n
investigators, on the other hand, used the self-absorption curve described by
WINBERG and KALER (1960) and KALER and KOVALEVSKAYA (1961,1966). From
experimental data, "\"ILNRERG and KAU.;R concluded that the self-absorption curve
descri bed by C.1.LV IN and co-authol'~ does not reflect the maxi mu m activit.y in the
region of the thin layer of the BaCO J sediment. Conse<1uently, the initial ,Lctivity
estimates exeef'd the true value by 20 to 25%. \\ JNRERC and KALER interpreted the
differences as being due to the self-scattering effect occurring in the crystal lattice
ofBaCO J as a result of which, the maximum of the self-absorption curve occurs in
the region of thin layers of the test preparation. A m,1ximum appears when the
sediment thickness is 0·2 to Hj mg crn- 2 Height a.nd position of the maximum
depend on measuring conclitions, density of the scdiment and conditions of sedimentation during sediment preparation. Because the correction for self-absof}:ttion
and self-scattering is not amt'lIable to accurate calculation, it must bp estimated
experi mentally. A detailed analysis of this phenomenon, with an explanation of its
physical nature, has been made by KEIRIM-MARKl sand L'VOVA (1957). At a
s(~dimcnt thickness less than Q·()3 mg cm-~, the correction for ~elf-absorption and
self-scattering is negligible.
Some authors believe that the above-mentioned differences cannot be accounted
for by self-scattering (SOROKlN, 1962; WOOD, 1971). On the basis of experimental
data, SOROlUN has corne to the' conclusion that the self-scattering effect is not large
enough to account for the phenumena reported. H believes that the self-scattering
effect is instrumental only in slowing down the feLl I in radioactivity at sediment
thickness s of 0·2 mg cm- 2 , so that din'ct extrapolations from the curve for the
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purpose of determining the initial radiuaetivity may result in an rrror of som 10%.
WOOD (1971) likewise come to the conclusion that the sharp fall in radioactivity
in thin BaCO) preparations cannot be due to the If- catt ring effect, and c n iders
it more likely that 1 4 CO) is lost as a result of exchange with atmo phrric CO 2
prior to conversion into BaCO). However, whil such a loss seems likely when
preparing thin sedim ntf>, it can be minimjz d under prop r laboratory conditions.
A deer ase of radioactivity in thin BaCO) preparations is observable onl ,in the case
of end-window count rs, and is not detectable with windowle s counters.
"When determining the initial BaCO) activity, the efficiency of radioactivity
absorption by BaCO) sediment i. assumed to be identical to that of algal'. Howrver,
this assumption is not always correct, because the efficiency of ab orption may
vary from one algal species to another (GOLDMAN, 1968).
A biologica.l method for d. termining the specific radioactivity of the initial
solution has been developed by STEEl\IA.l\' ~jELSEN (1965). The method is ba ed
on the possibility of a surin"", uncleI' certain circumstances, the uptake by uniceIJular
algae of all the radioactive carbon pI' ent in the bottle. By sedimenting th a[aae
on to filt rs, sediments of flny degree of thinness can be obtained. STEEMA N
NIELSE has shown that the pecific activity mea ur d by this method is, on a rage
30% lower than that estimated from th self-absorption curv d. cribed by CAL\' IN
and co-authors (1949) and Rimilar to that reported by WI 'BERG amI KALElt (1960).
The results obtained with th biological method are in good agreement wi h those
obtained with the cintillation counter ( AI"R, 1(66). -fea. mement of initial radioactivity by the latter method rai. e. no obje tions in principle, but raIL for standardization and simplification of the experimenta.l procf'durc (JITTS and SCOTT, 1961 ;
SCHI DLER. 1966; WOLFF. and •. C'HEL. hE, 1967; Ll~D and CAMPBELL 1969;
PuOH, 1970;WARvand AKA~rSHI, L(71).
When comparing the phytoplankton produetivities mea un'd, it is neces ary
to ta.ke into eonsicleration sampling time and duration of exposure. Previous studies
have indicated that both the quantity of phytoplankton and its photosynthetic
activity exhibit considerable diurnal variations (MOROZOVA- VODfANITSKA Y A, H)54;
DOTY and OauRI, 1957; KONDRATIEVA, 195H; SHIMADA, 19.-8; YENTSCH and NCAORL,
195 ; ANGOT, L961a; DENISE "1<0, 196:~). Maximum and minimum photosynthetic
rates may differ as m ueh a. 6 to I fi fold in tropical regions, and 2 to :.~ folel in tern perat.e
and hiah latitudes. The most suitable oxposure time is considered to be :24 h, or the
natural daily light period (t.lH·,jatter makes it po.-sible to take int,o account changes in
daylight illumination). Under ccrtain conditions, however, CO~ uptake by algae is
maximal during the fir::;t few d<~yJight hours, n,nd de('rease' markedly thereaft.er
(BARNETT and HfROTA, L967; ARTHUR and RIGLER, 1(67).
The decrease in CO 2 uptake and the end of ,w 8-h exposure period, can amount
to as much as 50% of the value measured during the first hour. The reason for this
decreaBe i as yet unknown; pORsibly, it is a ociated with the toxicity of thl' initial
radioactive solution which may contain various impurities. It may wolJ be that
part of assimila.teu CO 2 is rdea ed hy algae after a short period of exposure. This
possibility appears to be th' weake t point of the method under consideration:
(i) A portion of the absorb cl ca.rbon is involved in respiration during exposure,
and is then released again into the environment. The portion of assimilated carbon
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returned to the environment during respiration depends on many v,triaules, including the dura.tion of exposure (RYTJlER, 19f54; IC.HJMLHtA and ~AIJO, 10fiK;
STEElI'fANN NIELSEN, 195Ra, b ; WiN BERG, 1960; THOllJ,\S, 1961, 1964; 'J'EN ,M1tl FLNENRO, 1966). (ii) Some of the absorued carbon may be released by ,dgae together
with organic compounds.
Studies on cultur s of many marine and limnic algae have shown that the proportion of released organic matter u. ually varies from 3 to 6%, but may be as high
as 10 to 25% of the total amount of absorbed carbon (HELLEBUST, 196.') ;NALEWAJKO,
1966, SAMUEL and co-authors, 1971; see also Volume I, BELLEBDST, 1970; Volume
III: URELES, 1976; Chapter 4 of the present Volume). These studies have revealed
no consist nt relationship between the amount of organic substance released by
algae and the algal species. It has been shown, however, that the amount of rolea,sed
organic matter depends on irradiance, CO 2 concentration and density of the alga'!
population (FOGO and co-authors, 1965; NALEWAJKO, 1966; WATT, 1966).
The estimated relC'ase of orrranic mat,ter by natura,lIy occurring phytoplankton
populations in the SOa is of the same order of magnitude. Studies can-ied out in large
plastic spheres, which enable approximation of laboratory conditions with tohose
existing in the field, have demonstrated algae to release 35 to 40% of tIll' synthesized
organic matter (A 'TIA and co-authors, 1D6:3). In the southern part of the Indian
Ocean, this value ranged ftom :3 to 32%, with an average of 18% tota.1 fixed carbon
(JITTS, 1967). Investigations in the northeast Pacific Ocean have shown that 1 to
49% of the total organic matter assimilated by ph:ytoplc1l1kton is released from
different depths and 7 to 26% from the entin euphotic zone (ANDERSON and
ZEU'l'SCHEL, 1970). The lowest va~ue.s were reported from stations with hiah levels
of primary productivity, and the highest values were recorded in oligotrophic
waters. A similar pat,tern was found in other ocean regions. In estuaries, coastal
waters and in upwellin(T areas characterized by increased photosynthetic rates,
the proportion of released organic matter was found to constitute some 10%
(FoOG aml co-authors, 196;'); HORNE and co-authors, 1969; THOMAS, 1971), while
in open-ocean waters with low primary productivities, the amollnt of released
organic matter varied from 30 to 50% of the total organic n1ntt.cr synthesized by
phytoplankton (SOlWKIN, 1971; THm'IAs, 1971). It must be borne in mind that these
workers did not mC[1SUre the actual release, but the difference between actual
release and seconda.ry utilization of released products (KHAILOV, 1971); hence, the
actual amount of released products might !lave been even higher.
The papers reviewed u.bove reveal that the modification of the radiocarbon
method, employed in hydrobiological studies for measuring the intensity of photosynthesis, evalua.tes only part of the total carbon fixed in the process of photosynthesis, and that the values obtained approximate those of net production or are
intermediate between net and gross production of organic matter (RYTHER and
YENTSCH, 1958; McALLISTER and co-authors, 1961, 1964; ANTIA. and co-authors,
1963).
Several other factors affect the results; these include bottle capacity (TEN and
FINENKO, 1966), J 4 C lo.'ses during storage of filters (WALLEN and GEEN, 1968),
washing plankton sediments in filters free of carbonates (STRICKLAND, 1960),
and differences in uptake rates of J 4C0 2 and 12C0 2 molecules during photosynthesis.
The correction for the slowing down of 14 C0 2 uptake rates compared with I2C
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uptake rates was estimated in eal'liC'r studies to equal 5 to 7% (STEEi\IANN NIELSEN,
1952; SOHORIN, HI59); however, there is no concl usive evidence that these val ues
are accurate (see also Chaptf'r 6). One reason for the difficulty of interpreting these
measurements is the lack of a method for determining the respiratory gaseous
exchange in algae during photosynthesis. BYROV (1968), based on the direct determination of constants of a.ctual photosynthetic rates from 12 00 2 and J 400 2
uptakes, found 14C02 to be taken UjJ by leaves at a rate 14 ± 2'~% slower than 12C0 2 ·
Unfortunately, it is, at present, not possible to take into account all the variables
affecting the results of primary productivity mea.surements obtained with the
radiocarbon method because of (i) the insufficient Dum bel' of studies on this subject
on the one hand and (ii) the absence of explicit indications as to the conditions under
which the reportf'd values have been obtained.
Organic matter is prod nced in a water layer whose thickness depends on the depth
to which sunlight pentera.tes in amounts sufficient for photosynthesis. Usually,
photosynthesis occurs down to depths to which penetrates at least 1 % of the light
incident upon the surface (STRICK.LA_ D, Hl65). To assess phytoplankton productivity in the seas, it is necessary to know the rates of photosynthesis at different depths.
The simplest method is to expose the samples to the same depths from which they
have been taken. But this method is rarely used during expeditions b cause it is
time-consuming and beca.use prolonged stops reduce the area covered. In search
of altprnative methods, vi1rious schemes have been proposed for primary productivity measurements aboard ship. In one method (STEEMANN NIELSEN, 19.52),
water sa.mples ta.ken at the surface and at depths to which 10 and 1 % of sunlight
penetrate, respectively, are exposed to a standard illumination of lR,OOO Ix. Using
a formula derived from results obtained at 4 tropical stations, productivity is calculated for the water column under I m 2 . This method has been employed extensively, and has resulted in large numbers of primary productivity measurements.
However, long-term use of this method has revealed several serious shortcomings
and disagreements with in situ measurements (KOBLENTz-MrsHKE and co-authors,
1970).

As the radiocarbon method was used more and more for primary productivity
studies in ocean and coastal waters, new schemes were proposed for measuring
primary productivity over the entire photosynthetic layer. In the Norwegian Sea,
BERGF. (1958a) employed a method which simulates illumination conditions preva.iling in the soC!.. This Illcthod has now gained wide recognition. Essentially, the
method involves the use of a 3d of neutral light filters which attenuate light to
differing degrees. Bottles filled wi ~h water from different depths are exposed aboard
ship to natural light, weakened by filters to the level prevu.iJing at the depths under
study. A shortcoming of this method, as with the preceding one, is the underestimation of the non-uniformity of the vertical distribution of plankton. Moreover,
neutral light filters simulfLte only the amount of radiant energy at different depths,
without altering the composition of the light spectrum which is also subject to
change with depth. In view of this, some investigators make use of coloured filters
(e.g. JITTS, 1963). It is not yd clear, however, which colours should be used under
particular conditions because of differences in water colour in different regions of
the Warfel Ocean (JEHLOv, 1970).
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Compa.rison of phytoplankton photosynthetic rates as measured with neutral
and blue light filters has shown that the value's obtained with the blue filters are by
some 60% hi her than those obtained with IH'utral filters in casrs where ill umination
conditions a.re similar to those of the visible region of the spectrum (KIEFEJt and
STRICKLAND,

1970).

Russian investigators mainly employ the method proposed by SOROKTN (1956),
in which photosynthetic T<1t('~ are detel'min('~d in a wate]' sample taken from the
surface under natural conditions of illumination (3); two coefficients ,1re computed:
one accounts for the effect of illumination conditions (C r ), the other for the nonuniform vertical distr:bution of phytoplankton (Cd)' In this method, the rate of
photosynthesis at depth z is equal to

S' =S·C,'·C/
SOROKIN'S (19,56) scheme (see also Chapter 6), like the others, has limitations:
the dependence of photosynthetic rate on illumina,tion is, in turn, dependent upon
sampling depth and illumination conditions. To overcollw this difficulty, measurements of photosynthetic rate at different depths are paralleled by estimations of
the amount of solar energy penetrating to those depths during the day; after that,
on the base of these data, a curve relating photosynthetic rate to underwater radiation is constructed (F1NENKO, J 965b). This modification of SOROKIN'S method is
very similar to the method of RYTHER and YENTSCH (1957), STEELl<; (1962), VOLLENWEIDER (1965) and F'rNENKO (1970). The latter methods aTe based on the determination of photosynthetic rate from the content of chlorophyll a in the planktlon and
from the penetration of solar radiation to different depths.
The results obtained with the above-mentioned methods have been compared
for diffcn'nt times and cliffen'lIt oc'{';mic regions (DOTY and co-authors, 1965;
SUSHCHE)lYA and FI 'ENKO, 196f>; KABANOVA, 1968; CHMYR, 1971); it was found
that differences between primary productivity values obtained with different
methods may vary up to 2 or 4 times. Additional applied methods have been reviewed by STRICKLAND (1965).
In summary, the methods uscd so far for measuring primary prod lIeti vity in
the entire photosynthetic layer h;1 ve inherent sources of error. The resu Its obtained
are relative. Itmn,y be expected that procedural errors will be reduced to a minimum
at the next stage of primary-productivity studies.

(b) Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea and Marginal Seas

About a quarter of the World Ocean consists of the Atlantic Ocean which is
bordered by continental shoreline along almost its entire length. The wind systems
dominating over the Atlantic Ooean produce a rather stable water circulation in the
surface layer. Generalizing from hydrobiological observations made in the Ocean,
Bn,ATov (1971) was able to develop a general scheme of water circulation in the
surface layer, consisting of 8 oceanic gyrals, symllletrical rdative to the Equator.
On both sides of the Equator anticyclonic tropical gyrals operate; these are superseded by cyclonic gyrals farther from the Equator, shifted towa,rds the eastern
shores of the Ocean. The location of the latter gyrals corresponds to zones of max)-
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mal abundancies of biogenic elements and, as we shall sec later, also to elevated
levels of primary productivity. Northward and southward, from 1U-15° to 50-60°
Nand S Latitude, occur vast anticyclonic gymls dominated by downwelling processes. In high latitudes, these gyrals are replaced by cyclonic gyrals. Witrun
individual gyrals occur zones of convergencies and divergencies which are shifted
towards the more powerful currents in ach of the gyrals. In this scheme, the main
upwelling areas in the Atlantic Ocean occur in subpolar regions and in zones of
subtropical divergencies.
The structural chang s in water masses ~re paralleled by changes in biological
indicators which reflect differences in biological proce ses, including those associated with prima.!'y productivity.
During the 'Galathea' expedition, primary productivity determinations were
mainly done in coastal waters of the tropical Atlantic, off the western coast of
Africa, and the Sargasso Sea, but not in the regions of equatorial currents (STEEMANN
NIELREN and JE SE , 1957). In Febru:.'!,ry to June, 1958, the sailing-ship 'Sedov'
traversed almost aU of the main currents of the Atlantic Ocean; the phytoplankton
productivity measurements made during that voyage provided an insight into the
productivity of open sea waters (SOROJUN and KLY ASH'l'ORIN, 1961). Particularly
valuable results have been obtained in an international study of the tropical Atlantic ('Eql.lalant' Programme). The results of this study have been summed up in
several papers (SUSHCHENYA and FINENKO, 1965; W AUTH Y and Bo URHIS, 1968;
CORCORAN and MAHNKEN, 1969; KONDRAT.lEVA, 1969; ZEITSCHEL, 1969; CHMYR,
1971).
The primary-productivity data contained in the 'Equalant' reports, have been
summarized by FINF:NKO and KONDRATIEVA (197l): in February to March, 1963,
primary productivity was measured in a number of meridional1;cctions from 10 0 E
to 50° W. The most com pletely studied region was the en"j,,:m portion of the tropical
part of the Atlantic Ocean. The distribution of primary production was found to
vary strongly from one area to another (Fig. 2-5a). Phytoplankton productivity
ranged from 0·1 to O·[j g C m -2 day-L in most open regions of the Ocean and exceeded
1·0 g C m- 2 day-J in nearshore areas. Higher productivities wece recorded in the
region of Dakar, northward of Freetown, in a narrow coastal strip at Abidjan,
and in a rather extensive area extending westward of BrazzavilIe. It is thus evident
that primary productivity levels a.re distributed quite non-uniformly along the
western coast of Africa.
The western part of the water area studied was characterized by lower values of
primaryproducti\'ity than thc eastern one. These values did not exceed 0·2 g C m- 2
day- Lin open sea areas and o· age m- 2 day-J in coastal ones. The highest values for
this region were recorded within a rela,ti vely narrow area off the northern shore of
South America.
The summer-autumn sucvey provided a broader coverage of the entire water area
of the tropical Atlantic between ISO Nand 15 S, and the distribution pattern of
primary production was found to be basically the same as that observed in Febnlary
to March (Fig. 2-5b). The central and western regions were again characterized by
low levels of primary productivity. Regions with high primary productivities
occurred in a neritic region along the southwest coast of Africa. The distribution
pattern of phytoplankton production in this' region was, however, distinct fcom
0
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Fig. 2·5: Distribution of primary productivity in the tropical part of the Atlantic
Ocean (g C m- 2 day-I). (a) February to May, 1963. 1: <0·05; 2: 0.0- 0·10;
3: 0·1-0·2; 4: 0-2-0-5; 5: 0-5-1'0; 6: 1,0-3·0; '7: >3·0. (b) August to September
1963; I: <0·05; 2: 0·05-0'10; 3: 0·1-0·2; 4: 0·2-0'5; 5: 0,5-1·0; 6: 1·0-2·0;
7: >2·0. (Based on information provid..d by FlNENKO and KONDRATIEVA, 197].)
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that observed in February to March: the areas of high productivity (1-2 g C m- z
day-I) occurred much farther southward, while values >2 g C m- z day-I were recorded outside the continental shelf.
A few measurements made by other authors in some areas of the tropica[ Atlantic
have produced similar values (REYSSAC, 1966; LLOYD, 1971; MARGALEF, 1972).
The foregoing data were used to calculate phytoplankton productivity for the
entire water area studied (Table 2-3). Productivity was estimated at 2.65.10 6 t C
Jay-lover an area of 8.10 6 km Z in spring, and 4· 10 6 t C over an area of 14 -10 6 km 2
in the summer-autumn period; the average value for a year of observation was 0·31
g C rn- Z day-I for the water area covered. Owing to relatively small seasonal fluctuations in average productivity in the region under consideration, it has been possible to calculate the annual phytoplankton productivity to be 112 g C m- 2 While
areas with phytoplankton productivity levels from 0·5 to 3·0 g C m- 2 day-I occupied no more than II % of the total awa covered, they accounted fOT about 35% of
the total phytoplankton production. Thp annual production in those areas was
about 300 g C m- Z • For most of the tropictd Atlantic, primary productivity vaJues
did not exceed 0·5 g C m- Z day-I, for an annual total of70 g C ·m- 2 •
Table 2-3
Phytoplankton productivity in the tropical part of the Atlantic
Ocean Juring different seasons (Based on information provided by
FINENKO and KONDRATIEVA, 1971)
Spring 1963
Daily
productivity
(gCm- 2 )

005-0·5
0·50-1·0
1·00-3'0
3·0
Total

Area
(km 2 .10 6 )
7·10
0·78
0·10
0·02
8·0

0·05-0'5
0·50-1·0
1,00-3·0
3·0

12·6
l-l

Total

14·0

0-:3

Mea.n
% of
% of
productivity
total
total area (tC. 10 6 da.y-l) productiVIty

88·7
9·8
1·2
0·3

90·0
8·0
2·0

1·80
0·59
0·20
0·06
2·65
Autumn 1963

2·62
0·78
0·65

68·0
22·3
7·4
2·3

64·7
19·2
16·1

4·05

The distribution of productivity levels in relatively landlocked tropical wu.ters
of the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico was highly non-uniform. This non-uniform ity is largely due to features of ciroulation of water masses which are strongly
influenced by the Northern trade drift (WUST, 1964). South of the Caribbean,
notably at the Trinic1ad-Tabago-Venezuela shelf, along the northern shelf of the
Gulf of Mexico, and in the western part of the Gulf of Campeche, upwelling of deep
waters OCCurs during most of the year (DUXBURY, 1962; BOGDANOV, 1965; R.ossov
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and SANTANA, 1966; GORDON, 1967; BOGDANOV and co-authors, 1968; IVANOV,
1970). These areas also showed generally higher levels of primary productivity.
In April-June, productivity amounkd to more than 1g C m- 2 clay-I in theCampeche
Bank, averaging about 0'5 g C m I (by-I for the Gulf as a whole (KABANOVA and
BALUCHA LOPES, 1970), but did not exceed 0·15 g C m- 2 day-J in the central part of
the Gulf (STEELE, 1964).
In coastal waters off the northwest shores of Cuba, the average productivity
changed from 0·3 to 0·45 g C m- 2 day-l in September, November-December and
July (KONDRATIEVA and SOSA, 1966; KABANOVA and BALUCHA LOPES, 1970). This
region is characterized by anticyclonic water circulation which changes in time and
space, depending on prevailing winds and water discharge rates through the
Yucatan Channel. There conditions, in turn, largely determine the spatial and
seasonal changes in productivity. In the southern part of the Caribbean, west oHhe
Margarita Island, productivity in the upwelling area varied from 0·5 to 2·3 g C m- 2
day-l in October- ovember as calculated from chlorophyll a determin,ations (CURL,
1960). Maximal values for this region were recorded in the Gulf of Cariaco (HAMMER,
1967). On the basis of these data, the annual phytoplankton production was calculated to be 828 gem -2.
Further away from the shore, primary productivity decrei\sed to 0,1-0·3 g C m- 2
day-I, while in the central and northern Caribbean, where processes of surfacewater sinking predominate, primary productivity did not normally exceed 0·2 g C
m-1 day-l (STEE'iANN NIELSEN and JENSEN, 1957; CURL, 1960; MA.RGALEF,
1969; KABANOVA, 1972). Systematic observations near Jamaica gave annual
productivity values of 40 g C m- 2 (Fig. 2-6b). These values a.ppear to b representative of open-sea wa.ters of the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.
Of considerable interest a,re the results of systematic observations carried out in
1957-1960 by MENZEL and RYTHER (1960) off the Bermuda Islands in the Sargasso
Sea. As known, this region lies in the zone of an anticyclonic gyre between the Northern Trade Drift and the Gulf Str am. faximal daily values (up to 0·9 (Y C m- 2 ) were
recorded in winter and spring when the mixing of upper water layers attained a
constant thermocline (}f'ig. 2-6a). Minimal values were recorded a.t the end of Novembel' and were identical to those obtained in summer (STF.F.:>1ANN NIELSEN and
JENSEN, 1957). The ratio of maximal to minimal daily productivity reached 20 : 1
and the annual productivity was 72 g C m- t . In this connection it is interesting to
recall the considerable differences between the measurements for the Sargasso S a
made by RILEY (1939) using the oxygen-bottle method, and those usin<1 the radiocarbon method during tlw 'Galathea' expedition (STEEMANN NIELSEN and JENSE,',
1957). In more recent studies, R,ILEY (1957), by calculating phytoplankton productivity from the rate of change in gradients of vertical oxygen distribution and
coefficients of turbulent mixing, arrived at values much lower than those obtained
in his earlier studies; his estimates, however, proved to be higher than those reported
by STEEMAN ' NIELSEN. Thus, in Jilly and December, the net phytopla,nkton
produotivity was 0·05 and 0'49, and in June and September, 0·15 and 0·06 g C m- 2
day-I, respectively. In RiLEY'S m~[lsurements, the mean net productivit.y for 1
year was 0·134 and the gross productivity 0·272 g C m- 2 day-I. These results are in
good agreement with those of MENZEL and RYTHER (1960).
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In the years 1968 to 1970, changes in plimary productivity were studied by
(1971) in the northwest tropical part of the Atlantic Ocean off Barbados
(Fig. 2-6c). The annual productivity in this region was estimated at 105 g C m- 2 ;
in I yClar, maximal daily values in autumn were in excess of 1 g C m- 2 and the maximal productivity was 15- to 30-fold the minimal one over several years. These results show that even in tropical regions characterized by maximum water-mass
stability, substantial changes occur in the rate of organic matter production by
phytoplankton in the course of a single year.
STEVEN
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Fig. 2-6: Seasonal changes in pnmary productivity in tropiCfl.1 and
subtropica.l regions. (a) In the Sargasso Sea off l3ermuda. (After
MENZF.L and H,YTHI'R, 1960; reproduced by perrnis ion ofPergarnon
Press Ltd.) (b) In the Caribbean Sea off Jamaica. (After BEERS and
co-authors, 1968; reproduced by permission of the University of
Miami Press.) (e) In the \\'C~stern tropical rart of thp. Atlantic Ocean
off Barbados. (After STEVEN, 197 J: r0produced by permission of
Springer-Verlac:r.)

On the basis of the foregoing data., the entire tropical and subtropical parts of the
Atlantic Ocean may be subdivided into 3 groups of regions according to the level of
primary productivity:
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(i) Regions of divergence in the north and southcast otT the African coast, marked
by continual upwelling of deep waters enriched with nutrient salts. A lctrge proportion of these salts is assimilated in the upwelling areas and is carried away to
considerable distances with the Canary and Bengal Currents. For that reaSOll,
regions with elevated primary-productivity lcvels extend far beyond thc areas of
upwelling. Phytoplankton productivity in these regions is maximal and a,t,tains
about 300 g C m- 2 annually.
(ii) Regions of the equatorial upwelling extending from oJ· 6° S to 7·8° Nand
traceable westward almost to 30° \V. Upwelling procf'sties occur within the limit,s
of nan-ow local strips invariably elongated along the boundaries of zonal flows
(KHANAICHENKO, 1971). The annual phytoplankton productivity is 150 to 220 g C
m- 2 .

(iii) Regions of anticyclonic gyrals in the north and southwest, characterized by
predominance of sinking surface wat.ers. Primary productivity is reduced to
minimal levels; it ranges from 40 to 100 g C m- 2 year-I.
It is more difficult to arrive at, rcpresenta.tive values of phytoplankton productivity for open-sea areas of temperate and high-latitude zones characterized by wide
seasonal variations in environmental conilitions, bccause in such areas, moststudies
have been carried out for short periods of time.
For several years, waters of the North Atlantic Ocean were studied by the Danish
Institute ofFisherie and Marine Research (STEEMAN NIELSEN, 1958<1, b; HANSEN,
1959). Phytoplankton development in this [caion is conditioned by the interaction
of warm waters of Atlanticorigin with cold waters of the Polar basin. Large numbers
of measurements were made in summer at 3 sta.ndard sections: Faeroes IslandsScotland; Faeroes Islands-Greenland, and ea,pe Farewell-Ireland (HA 'SE ,
1959).
These studies have shown that in the coastal waters otT the Faeroes Islands, in
the regions of the :Faeroes-Icelandic Ridge, and at the boundary between the East
Greenland Polar and Irmingcr currents, phytoplankton productivity ranges from
0'5 to 0·8 g C m- 2 day-I. Low prouuctivity values «0·1 g C m- 2 day-I) have been
recorded in waters oft,h8 Deivis Strait which, like the waters of the East Greenland
ClUTent, do not mix up with underlying layers, and this may be a factor responsible
for the low productivity in those waters. Systematic studies in three sites ncar
western Greenland gave annual values of 28 to 98 g C m- 2 , the maximal daily values
in summer exceeding 1 g C m- 2 (STEEMANN NIELSEN, 1958a). Regular observations
supplemented by occasional measurements in coastal waters off west Greenland,
have revealed wide variations in phytoplankton productivity which, for instance,
varied from 0·2 to \·3 g C m- 2 day-I in July of 1958 (STEE IANN NIELSEN and
HANSEN, 1959b). Numerous measurements conducted in May to July in the NorwegianSea, have made it po. sible to construct a chart of primary production distribution (BERGE, 1958b). The most prouuctivc region proved to be one in which
At,lantic waters mix with Arctic ones. In the centre of that region, southward of
Spitsbergen, primary productivity was 1·8 g C m- 2 day-I and progressively declined
towards the periphery of the region down to 0·4 g C m- 2 day-J. Similar values were
obtained in observations carried out along 63° N during the same period seven years
later (CHMYB and SHEBSTNEY, 1963).
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A f'w measurements made in the region of the Bear Islands have shown the
production of carbon in Arctic waters in May to be four times grea,ter than in waters
of Atlantic origin (COHLETT, 1958).
Over a period of several yea.rs, changes in primary productivity were traced in
one of the bays of the Barents Sea (Rou 'HIA-INEN, 1961 ; SOKOLOVA and SOLOVYEVA,
1971). From the results obtained in the last few yea.rs, phytoplankton production
in the 0 to lO-m layer has been estimated at 34 g C m- 2 year- L•
In lower latitudes, detailed primary productivity measurements have been made
in waters of the continenta.l shelf off New York (RYTHER and YENTSCB, 1(58).
Th('Rn studies included productivity estimations in ::;itu, based on chlorophyll
deterlllinations in plankton (RYTHER and YENTSCH, 1957). Although these studies
were separated by a long interval, they covered those periods in which sharp biological changes were expected to occur, and thus, the results obtained may be thought
to adequately reflect the seasonal time course of changes in primary productivity.
Fig. 2-7 presents the results of in situ measurements made in coastal and open-sea
waters. At three stations located outsjde the continental shelf, the mean daily
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:Fig. 2- 7: Seasonal changes in primary productivity at open-soa stations (filled circles)
and at coastal !'tations (open circles) off New York. (After RYTHER, HJ63; reproduced by perm is ion of Wiley. New York.)
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productivity for a single year was estimated at 0·33 g C m- 2 ; this corresponds to
the annual productivity of 120 g C m- 2 A characteristic feature of the production
cycle in these waters is low winter and high summer productivity. The combined
action of v('l'tica.l mixing and reduced radiation Cl,t this lat.il lIde a re believed to be
strong enough to suppress winter production, while the rcgenemtion of biogenic
elements is thought to be sufficient to maintain a high level of productivity in summer. The annual phytoplankton in coastal weLters in these la.titud('s is estimated at
160 to 190 g C m- 2 (RYTHER and YENTSCH, 1958; PLATT, 1971).
The scare information available for the open-sea temperate waters of the Atlantic
Ocean suggests slight differences in productivity. Thus, while in the northern part
of the Sargasso Sea, phytoplankton productivity va,ried in summer from 0·1
to 0·4 g C m- 2 day-I, at those stations located in the North-Atlantic Current, it
ranged from 0·25 to 0·60 g C 01- 2 day-I (SORO.KIN and KLYASHTORIN, 1961). It may
be added that these results are close to those obta.ined in summer outside the continental ~hdf off New York. In open-sect waters off the shores of Spain and Morocco,
phytoplankton productivit,y in September did not exceed 0·2 g C m- 2 day-I
(CURRIE, 1958).
Regarding the temperate waters of the southem Atlantic Ocean, no relevant
information is a.vailable, except for data from occasional measurements made off
the coast of Argentina (EL-SAYED, 1966; VOLKOVINS}UI, 1966).
Of great interest are studies carried out in relatively landlocked Via.ters of North
Sea and Ba.ltic Sea and the Strait of Denmark, where systematic observations of
changes in primary prod uctivit.y have recently been made in many places. These
observations include those carried out over a period of 5 to 7 years in the Stra.it.s
of Kattegat and Great Belt (STEEMANN NiELSEN, 1964). Fig. 2-8 shows mean
monthly values of primary productivity for those years. It will be seen that the
curvea describing changes in photosynthetic rates for the two straits arc some"what
difI"erent. 'Vhereas the Great Belt waters show a sharp rise in productivity from April
to August, followed by a rapid decline from Septem bel' to December, these changes
are much smoother in the Kattegat. A sharp increase in productivity from spring
to summer in the G)'eat Belt is interpreted by the author as resulting mainly from
differences in the supply of bio Tenic elements to the euphotic zone. These differences
are believed to be due, in tum, to the fact tha,t the Creal, Belt waters are presumably
replenished with biogenic elements from bottom sediments. To prove this, some
indireot evidence was adduced, such as the direct correlation of phytoplankton
productivity in summer to the mean water temperature. Under the circumstances,
it is highly improbable that temperature bears directly on photosynthetic rates;
much more likely, temperature exerts an indirect effect, by affecting the rate of
biogenic elcment release from bottom sediments.
Nevertheless, despite certain hydrological differences, the annual productivity
va,lues in the above-mentioned two straits have proved to be fairly close to each
other: 51 to 82 g C m- 2 in the Kattegat and 55 to 61 g C m- 2 in the Great Belt.
The reported values, however, are not characteristic for the region under discussion,
because of a great diversity of hydrographic conditions in the Da.nish waters, as is
evidenced by data collected in August 1960, when the entire region wa. cov red by a
dense network of stations. At that time, primary productivity values varied from
50 to 750 mg C rn- 2 day-I at different sites (STEEMANN NIELSEN and HANSEN,
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1961a). The valuesarc supplemented by rlata gathered earlier, using the oxygen
met,hod, in the Eresuin Strait and Ice l"jord, where the gr ss productivity was
39 and 175 g C m- 2 year-I, respectively (STEEMANN NlELSEN, 19tH).
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Fig. 2·8: Seasonal changes in primary productivity in tho Straits
of Katwgat (a) and the Grcat Belt (b). (After S'l'EEMANN
NIELSEN, 1964, reproduced by pem1issioll of Danish Institute
for Fishery and Ma.rine Research.)

Over anum ber of years, STEELE (1956, 1958a, b) carried out determinations of
phytoplankton productivity in North Sea waters by recording changes in phosphates throughout the water column. Estimations of productivity on the basis of
phosphorus determinations correlate well with those carried out by the radiocarbon method (STEELE, 1957). The annual production cycle in Fladen Ground is
shown in Fig. 2-9. As in the Danish waters, two maxima have been found--one in
spring and the other in the summer-autumn period, the former maximum being
usually greater than the latter in the Nor'th Sea; the reverse is true of the Danish
waters. This appears to be due to the fact that productivity in winter is lower in th0
North Sea. than in the Danish waters and, consequently, more biogenic elements are
being accumulated. When illumination conditions improve in early spring, the
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accumulated nutrient salts account for a sharp increase in primary productivity. As
the above studies yielded no da,ta for the winter period, it must be assumed that productivity was quite low. Phytoplankton productivity remained essentii.lJly unchanged from one year to another during spring, whereas it showed considerable
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Fig. 2·9: Seasonal changes in primary productivity in Fladen Ground. Black dots: production
rate measured by radiocarbon method. (After Sn~ELJ~, 1956, 1957; roproduced by permis·
.'lion of Marine Biological Association of the U.K.)

variations in summer and autumn. According to STEELE, this is associateu with the
variability of winds which affect the vertical transfer of biogenic elements. The
annual productivity in Fladen Ground averaged 68 g C m- 2 over 3 years. In other
regions of the northern North Sea, primary productivity varied from 45 to 110 g C
m -2 year-I (STEJ<]LR, 1958a, b). In the Baltic and White Seas, phytoplankton
productivity changed within the same range (SUSHCHENYA, 1961; BELAYA and
FEDORov, 1972).
In the last few years, many observations have been carried out in coastal regions
of the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea. The data gathered by French and Spanish
researchers in the northwest Mediterranean in the course of many years of observation have shown H, certain periodicity in the seasonal course of primary productivity. As an example, Fig. 2-10 presents the results of regular observations in coastal
waters off Bafiolas and Catalonia. As in the northern seas, seasonal changes in
priJllury productivity are directly related to hydrological seasons. One reason for
the winter minimum of phytoplankton photosynthesis is the predorn]nance of algal
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respiration over photosynthesis due to the low illumination a,nd the effect of vertical
winter circulation involving the surfaC(' layer which is thicker than the critica.J
photosynthetic depth. As the surface layer becomes warmer and solar radiation
becomes more intensive, the quantity of phytoplankton and the rate of its photosynthesis both show a progressi ve increase. This increase occurs non-uniformly and
is, as a rule, accounted for by population increases of certain diatom species.
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Fig. 2-10: Seasonal changes in primary productivity in the Mediterranean Sea. (a) Coastal waters near Banolas in L967, 1968 and
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Maximal productivity values in spring are recorded at a time when the period of
vertical winter circulation comes to an end and the water body acquires vertical
density stability. In the waters off Banolas (which are subject to the action of river
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run-off), t his maximum is greakr than all succeeding maxima. The maximal photosyntlwti(' rate in spring exceeds up to 11 fold the minimal rate in winter, whereas
in other regions, this ratio does not exceed 5: I. While illumination has a direct
impact on photosynthetic ra.te, the effect of temperature is mediated mainly by
seasonal changes in stratification densities ofthe water hody (pp. 47,62). In autumn,
when strong storms are frequent and the temperature of the surface water layer
decreases, vertical mixing is enhanced and the density discontinuity layer is
destroyed. One of the principal causes of the autumn phytoplankton maximum
is the carrying over of biogenic elements to the photosynthetic zone. The autumn
maximum of productivity may, however, he absent if the disoontinuity layer
undergoes continuous destruction in autumn. In order for the autumn maximum
to occur, intensive mixing of the water mass must b(' interrupted for some time
(STEELE, 1958b). The maximum occurs latest in the coastal waters off Catalonia
and in the Adriatic Sea.
The annual values of phytoplankton productivity obtained for different regions
of the Mediterranean Sea range from 30 to 165 g C m- 2 (Table 2-4).

Table 2-4
Annual phytopla.nkton productivity in different regions of the Mediterranean Sea
(Compiled from the sources indjcated)
I-kgion

VVostBrrl Mediterranean
Fr('nch coast

Phytoplankton
productivity
(g C 10- 2 )

60-14~

Author

and HINCK (196:i)
(196B),./ ACQUJ<~;; (1970), TRAVJ<~RS (1971)
MAR(:ALEF and co-authors (1958)
MAR(:ALEF and BALL.,;sn:R (19G7)
MARCALF.F and CASTJ<:f.l.VT (1967)
SAN FELru >lnd MUNOZ (1967,1970)

BltOUARDEL
MlNAS

Spanlsb coast

Eastern Med i tf-lrra I lcan
. outh of Heifll
Southern Meditermllcan
Bay of A IgierR
Adriatic Sea

Gulf of Taranto
Mar GrAnelf', Mar Piccolo

:14 -B5

:{ I-G.'i
12U-2Z0

50 -200

140-190

OREN

(1969)

TF.LLAT (1969)
VATOVA (19Gl. 1963, 1965). BVLJAN' (19G8).
FRANro (l969), KVJ<:DEn and KEcKEs (1969),
PocHEn-I'ETCOVJC (1969), R.l>VEJ_AKTE and
Kn:oEH (1971)

VATOVA

(19GS)

Aegean Sea
Samnic Gulf

64-71

BE ACO -KONTOS

Tyrrhenian Sea
ncar Miln.zzo

GO-IOO

BOLOON ART
MAGAZZ{

(/968, 19(9)

(1971)
ond ANf)RF.OLf (197l)
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It should be noted that in open-sea and coastal waters of the Adriatic Sca,
off the western coast of Istriu., no differences in annual productivity have been detected, while in the region of Mona.co, such differences were no more than twice ,lS
great. Due to the lack of sufficient data, it is difficult to predict the pattern of primary
productivity changes in open waters of the Mediterranean Sea. The information at
hand allows only a regional compnrison. Many measurements have been made in the
Ionian, Tyrrhenian and Ligurian Seas in May to July, 1968 (KONDRATIEVA and
FrNENKO, 1975b).
A distinctive feature of the primary productivity distribution during that period
was the fact that in all three seas, productivity values in open areas did not exceed
0·3 g C m- 2 day -I. Higher values ( 0·3 g C m- 2 day-I) are characteristic of vcry
limited areas with specific hydrological conditions (upwelling, increased turbulence,
etc.). 'Minimal values were recorded in the central southeastern part of the Ionian
Sea (0'015-0-070 g C m- 2 day-I). That primary productivity is low in these regions
is also indicated by hydrochemical indices, including the absence of phosphates down
to depths of 150 to 200 m. I n waters off the southern shore of the 1 berian Peninsula
and the Strait of :\1('~sjna, in an area where a branch of the current is given off frorn
the general anticyclonic gyml (OVClHNNIKOV and FEDOSEEV, 1965), primary
productivity Wi"LS much higher (0'17-0-45 g C-2 day-I), while in northern Mediterranean waters, between the islanels of Corsica and Elba and also off the Italian
coast, productivity was stimated at 0·4 g C m- 2 cla.y-I. Similar values were recorded
at shoal-water stations near the Rhone Estuary and in the central part of the
Ligurian Sea, in the divergence zone (HELA, 1963). Low productivity (0,1-0'15 g C
m- 2 day-I) was recorded in open areas along the western coast ofSa.rdinia. Similarly
low values were registered in this rcgion in February, 1966 (COSTE and MIN AS,
1968).l\faximal values (1,2-1'6 g C m- 2 day-I) were rccorded for open sea areas in
spring in the upwelling area, as indicated by a core of cold \vatcrofincreased density
in the centre of the Ma.rseille-Corsicl1 section and off the western coast of Corsica
along the Nice-Calvi Traversp (MIN.\s, 1971). The same productivity level W,l~
recorded in February in coa.stt1.1 waters off Algiers (SOROKlN and KLYASHTOHIN,
1961).
Thus, while the primary productivity in open regions of the Mediterranean Sea
is generally low, area. of relatively high primary productivity levl'!s stand out;
most of these areas occur in upwelling regions and also in shoal-wnt0r a.nd coast,t!
regions which are inHuenced by coastal and river run-offs and inbnsificd turbulence.
Systematic obscrvations of changes in phytoplankton productivity during the
entire vegetation period in the Black Rea have been caJ'j"ied out only in the reg:ion
of Seva.stopol (FIN]~NKO, 1966, 19(7).
One of the resident stations was located at, the outkt of Sevastopol Ba.y and another about 10 miles off-shore. Tenq)pmture stratif!cation is nonna']ly ab ent in
the Scvastopol Bay. The entire wu.ter column is rapidly and uniformly heated and
just as rapidly cookel. The former station waS locatC'd on the continental slopp.
At both stations, the lowest values of productivity were recorded in wint r. The
spring increase of phytoplankton gro\\'th in the Bay occurs, as a full', during the
first half of March in surface layers, followed by plankton development in the unfkrlying layers. Th(~ photosynthetic ratc is maximal at the end of Mareh and the beginning of April a.t the outlet from the Bay and about a month thereafkr 1() miles
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off-shore (Fig. 2-11). The Bame pattern has been ff'cordcd in autumn. The rnaxiol;\!
photosynthetic rate is observed in August-Septem bel' in the Sevastopol Ba,.)' <tlld
one to two months thereafter in open- ea waters. On the ba~is of measurcments
carried out for 2 years, the annual production of phytoplankton was estinl<1ted to be
220 to 280 g C m- 2 in the Sevastopol Bay, and 100 g C m- 2 10 miles off-shorr:.
Measurernrnts made in the western part of the halistatic zone, at the rate of I to ~
measurements month- J , have revealed no markcd i'\l'asona.] changes. Low valHcs
have been recorded in May, i.e. 0·08 to 0·09 g C m- 2 day- I. From June to Fieptem lH·' f·,
phytopbnkton productivity remained virtually unch<1nged (0·10-0·14 g C m- 2
day-I), and increased up to 0·22 gem-I day-I only in October. From thes observations, the total productivity from May to October has been estimated a 24 g
C m- 2 . The a,nnual productivity appea'fs to be close to 40 g C m- 2 .
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Fig. 2-11: Sea.'lonal changes in primary productivity in
the Black Sea. (a) Sevastopol Bay; (b) coast.al
waters. (Based on information provided by
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Primary productivity measur ments over the entire Black SelL area were carried
out in August to October (SOROKIN, 1964; FINENKO, 196;;a,> b); on this basis, a map
of productivity distribution has been compiled (.Fig. ;2·12). The data indicate that
photosynthetic rates differ by a· factor of 100 to 200 in diffc['f'nt sea ar as. R.elativel}
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Fig. 2·12: Primary productivity distribution (g C m- 1 day-I) in the Black Sea during August
to September, and in the Sea of Azov during June to August. (Based on information
provided by F1NENKO, 1967.)

high productivity levels (>0,.5 g C m- 2 day-I) were recorded in the northwest
Black Sea, which comes under the influence of river run-off and in coastal waters.
Intermediate productivity levels (0,2-0'5 g C m- 2 day-I) were reported for regions
of convergencies of currents at the junction of the eastern and western halistatic
regions, off thc Caucasus coast and near the Kerch Strait. In cent,ral area,s of halistatic regions and in the southwestern part of the open sea, low pruductivity levels
were r('corded, charackristic of tropical waters of equatorial currents (0'0.5-0·2 g C
m -2 day-I). The low producti vity in hahstatic zones is due to the fa,ct that the linear
flow rates in those regions are lower, n,nd turbulent mixing is, therefore, much smaller. Owing to higher linear flow ratr,; and drifting, as well as piling-up phenomena,
water masses are much less stable in peripheral regions (FILIPPOV, 1968). It should
be noted that the vertical circulation of waters in the Black Sea is strongly in Auenced
by the wind regime, both in open-sea and coastal regions,
The foregoing consideration of primary productivity studies, carried out in
tern perate [Lnd su bpolar regions of the Atlantic Ocp.an, in seas located within the
shelf off the northern and western shores of EUl'Ope, a.nd in the .Meditcrntn('nn
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basin shows that--despite substantial differences in local conditions-all annual
phytoplankton productivity values fit in the rather narrow range from 50 to 200 g
C m- 2 . Maxirnal values were recorded in semi-landlocked marine basins; here,
increased levels of primary productivity were consistently recorded near estuaries
or shallow-wa,ter embayments receiving river waters. However, even in these small
sea areas, the effect of river run-off is limited to fairly small distances.
In mid-ocean regions, upwelling is the only source which supplies biogenic elements to the photic zone. For that reason, enhanced primary productivity levels are
recorded in those parts of subpolar ocean areas which coincide with the main upwelling regions (DEFA '.:T, 1961; PRIVALOVA, 1971). As we have seen, photosynthetic
rate in subpolar waters is often as high as 1 g C m- 2 day-I in summer, but because
the vegetation period is short, the annual productivity, as far as can be judged
from the few ohservations available, should not. exceed 100 to 150 g C m- 2
In Antal'ctic waters, primary productivity is unlikely to be higher than that
recorded in upwelling areas of subpolar regions of the Northern Hemisphere
(KLYASHTORIN, 1964; EL-f'WED, J966, 1970; VOLKOVINSKII, 1969). It is very
likely, however, that the areas located in coastal waters otT the islands ofS. Sandwich,
S. Orkney and S. Georges are characterized by very high levels of productivity.
In open-Olea waters of temperate la.titudef' of northern and southern ocean parts,
where the main anticyclonic systems are located, there is every rea on to assume
that the annual phytoplankton productivity can hardly exceed 100 g C m- 2 .
(c) Indian Ocean
There exist two great horizontal gyrals in the northern and southern parts of the
Indian Ocean, which are influenced by tmde winds and monsoons characterized
by great constancy. Beginning approximately at 10° N, the entire water area of the
Indian Ocean is affected by monsoons which determine the climatic and hydrologic
seasons in this zone where tropical conditions are fairly uniform (MUROMTSEV,
1959). The seasonal changes of winds lead to changes in water circulation, to
shifts of upwelling areas and, as a re 'ult, to cha.nges in the distribution of
phytoplankton production.
1IJost phytoplankton productivity measurements in the Indian Ocean have been
made up to 40° S. A first genf'ml picture of primary productivity levels in temperate,
tropical and subtropical latitudes of the Indian Ocean was obtained as a result of
the 'Galathea' expedition (S1'EEMANN NIELSEN and JE SEN, 1957). More information became available during subsequent periodic research vessel voyages and
during international studies of the Indian Ocean. The data accumulated thus far
make it possible to indicate regions with diflerent primary production levels.
Studies in the west.ern part of the Ocean (RYTHER and co-authors, 1966) recorded
Jow productivity levels «0·25 g C m- 2 day-I) in waters of the South Equatorial
Cmrentand to the north of the Equa.tor at 60 to 80° E. Between the South Equatorial
and Anti-Equatorial Currents, phytoplankton productivity ranged from 0·25 to
0·50 g C m- 2 day-I, but in some areas, higher values occurred. High levels (>1-0 g C
m- 2 day-I) were recorded in the upwelling region where the ~outh Equatorial
Current branches into the Somah Current and the C. Agulhas Current, as weB as in
coastal waters west of Mozambique Channel. Earlier, regular observations were
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carried out from August t.ill March at 6 sites of Mozambique Channel (ANCOT,
196411" b).
From the data, obtained, phytoplankton productivity levels under I m 2 ofwa,ter
have been calculated for 3 of the sites. One ite is located at the end of the continental
shelf; two others, in open-sea waters about 2 miles off-shore at depths of 1500 a,nd
2000 m, respectively. The average hourly production over a period of 8 months
wa estimated at 10·9 and 15·1 at open-water stations anel at 30 mgCm- 2 h- ' at· the
end of the continental shelf. If the light-day is taken to last 12 h, the daily productivity values will be 0'13,0,18 or 0·36 g C m- 2 . These values are smaller than those
reported by RYTHER and co-authors for the northwest coast of Madagascar on the
basis of occasional measurements. A possible reason for these differences ma.y be
greater seasonal changes in phytoplankton productivity recorded during regular
observations.
In the northern Arabian Sea, which is influenced by the Somali Current carrying
cooled wat.el'S along the eastern coast of Africa to the Gulf of Aden, productivity
estimates arc gonerally hi 'h; maximal values (5·7 and 6'4 g C m- 2 day-I) were recorded for this region in the Gulf of Oman (RYTHER and co-authors, 1966). Observations by KABA OVA (1961, 1964) and Kl.:ZMENKO (1968) likewise indicated high
productivity levels off the northern shores of the Arabia,n Sea. Physico-chemical
conditions in this r gion have been described by PRASAD (1968), KHlMITSA (1970)
and MAXIMO V A (1972), and it has been found that the mot.ion of waters along the
coast of Oman, as in other regions of the Arabian Sea, is subject to seasonal change
associated with monsoonal acti vities. Ofgreatest ·trength ["md stability j:-; the current
caused by the southwest monsoon, during which this current exhibits a northeasterly direction off the coast of Oman. In summer, upwelling results in a con·
siderable enrichment with biogenic elements of surface and subsurface waters.
Although these elements are consumed intensively in the photosynthetic zone, the
phosphate content in the upper 50-m layer does not fall below 0·3 to 0·5 fLg at I-I
during most of the year. During the action of the northeast monsoon, upwelling
occurs in the eastern Arabian Sea along the western coast of Indostan, which has a
noticea.ble impact on changes in phytoplankton productivity in that region.
Substantial contributions to the knowledge of the water regime off the west
coast of India have been made by India.n scientists. Detailed studies have been car·
ried out on the hydrological rrgime near Bombay (PATIL and co-authors, 1964),
1n the region of Cochin (R.AMAMTRTHAM and JAYARAMAN, 1960; see also BANSE,
1968), and off the Laccadive Islands (PATIL and RAMA1VIIRTHAM, 1963).
The water regime of the shel f differs markedly from that of the continental slope.
Wherea', off the northwest coast of India, waters are upwelled during the winter
monsoon, off the southwest coast, upwelling occurs during the summer monsoon.
The drifts brought about by northeastern winter monsoons cause an uplift of
subsurface waters, as a result of which, the content of biogenic elements is two to
three times higher in winter t.han in slim mer (KHDHTSA, 1971). This phenomenon
1s partlcularJy marked off the Katkoff Peninsula and near Bombay (CARRUTHERS
and co-authors, 1959). Extremely high productivity levels (7-8 g C m- 2 day-I)
have been recorded during that period in shelf waters north of 20° N (EuzAROv,
1971). Measurements made in the Bombay Harbour during one year have shown
well-defined seasonal changes in primary productivity (KRISHNill00RTHY a.nd
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VISWANATHAN, 1968). Maximal values were recorded at the surface from December
to March, and minimal values from June to August, the difference between minimal
and maximal values being more than hundredfold. Relatively high primary productivity levels (0'7-2·2 g C m- 2 day-I) were recorded at 9 to 13° N from May to
June (KUZMENKO, 1968) and to the south of Cochin, from August to October
(RADRARRISHNA, 1969).
High primary productivity (1-5 g C m- 2 day-I) is characteristic in embayments
and estuaries off the coast of Indostan (PRASAD and NAIR, 1963; PRASAD, 1968;
QASLM and co-authors, 1969). J"udging from these data, the region off the west
coast of Indostan is one of the most productive in the World Ocean.
In open-sea waters of the Bay of Bengal, productivity is comparable to that in
the central part of the Indian Ocean (KABANOVA, 1961). It should be noted that,
i.n the Bay of Bengal, the qua,ntity of biogenic elements in the 100 to 200-m layer
and deeper is about the same as in the Arabian Sea, but as the density gradient is
greater in the Bay of Bengal, exchange with deeper water layer is more difficult
(M.AXIMOVA, 1972). Sharp density gradients in the Bay of Bengal are caused by
considerable precipitation levels and river run-off which lead to desalination of the
surface layer and to a sharp density gradient at depths of 70 to 90 m (MUROMTSEV,
1959).
Studies conducted from July to October in the northeast part of the Indian Ocean
(KOBLENTZ-MISHKE and KABANOVA, 1964) have shown that regions with productivity levels of 0·2 to 0'5 g C m- 2 day-t occurred to the south of Ceylon and
between Java and the northwest coast of Australia, where the South Equatorial
Current is formed (ROCKFORD, 1962; WYRTKI, 1962). Similar levels are characteristic ofIndo-Malayan waters (DoTY and co-authors, 1963).
On the basis of results obtained prior to 1965, K.ABANOVA (1968) compiled a
map of primary productivity distribution in the Indian Ocean for th~ summer and
winter periods (Fig. 2-13). In winter, the non-productive zones «0-1 g C m -2 day-I)
occupy the entire open part. In Rummer, most of the open-sea waters show productivity levels of 0·1 to 0·25 g C m- 2 day-I. Calculations of annual phytoplankton
productivities by season have yielded the following results: 1.2.10 9 t C in winter,
2.7.10 9 t C in summer, and 3.9.10 9 t C year-I for an area of 40.10 6 km 2 , which
constitutes the average annual productivity of 100 g C m- 2 for the whole region
studied. RYTHER and co-authors (1966) reported a similar value (130 g C m- 2
year-I) for the western part of the Indian Ocean.
Comparison of primary productivity charts with charts of biogenic element
contents in the 0 to 100-m layer for the northern part of the Indian Ocean (MAXIMOVA, 1972) revcfLl:::; a spatial coincidence of highly productive regions with those
high in biogenic elements, and of low-productive regions with those low in these
elements. Such a distribution of primary productivity and biogenic element levels
over the Indian Ocean's area is in general agreement with the hydrological conditions
prevailing in the studied parts of the Ocean.
(d) Pacific Ocean

According to present-day concepts, the general water circulation at the Pacific
Ocean's surface comprises 6 main gyrals of currents (BURKOV, 1968),. In contra-st
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Fig, 2· 13: Primary productivity distri bution (g C m- 2 day-I) in the Indian Ocean. (a) During
winter; (b) during summer. 1 : no data; 2: <D·! ; 3: O· I 1-0·25; 4: O' 26-0'50; 5: 0'51-1,0;
6: >1,1. (Based on information provided by KABANOVA, 1968.)
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Fig. 2-14: Primary productivity distribution (mg C m- 3 day-I) at the surfaco of the Pacific
Ocean. 1: 0-2; 2: 2-5; 3: 5-10; 4: 10-100; 5: >JOO. Direct measurements and isolines
drawn from data on maximum oxygen content B.t tho surface. (Based on information
provided by KOBLEN'rZ-MISHKE, 1965-1967.)

to the Atlantic Ocean, the surface geostraphic water circulation in the Pacific
Ocean is asymmetric relative to the Equator. Four gyrals form in the Northern
Hemisphere and 2 in the Southern. The largest area is occupied by anticyclonic
subtropical gyrals in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres where processes of
water sinking are predominant. Of the cyclonic gyr-als, the largest in area is the
subpolar gyral which, in turn, consists of 2 gyrals: a western and an eastern one.
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The above-mentioned features of water circulation are, as we shall see later, closely
related to the primary productivity distribution in the Pacific Ocean.
The results of numerous primary productivity measurements made by scientists
of different countries using the radiocarbon method in the western and southwestern
regions of the North and Central Pacific have been summed up by ANGOT (1961b)
HOLMES (1961), KOBLENTZ-MISHKE (1961a) and TANIGUCHl (1972).
Nearly aU of the measurements prior to 1961 were compiled by DOTY and
CAPURRO (1961) and published in tabular form. On thp. basis of these data, KOBLENTZ-MISHKE (1965,1967) constructed a map of primary productivity distribution
in the surface layer of the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2-14). In preparing the map, all data
for all seasons were averaged by area. Because not all water areas of the Pacific
Ocean have been studied equally well, isolines for individual regions were drawn
at very great intervals, particularly for the Routhern and southeastern regions. This
approach has revealed large·scale changes in phytoplankton productivity. The
highest values (>100 rug C m- J day-I) were obtained for coastal waters of temperate
and tropical latitudes, marked by upwelling processes. Photosynthetic rates of 10
to 100 mg C m- 3 day-I are typical of waters of the arcto-boreal and Antarctic
regions. Minimal values are characteristic of those regions dominated by processes
of surface water sinking. Intermediate, in terms of photosynthetic rate, are regions
of mixing of subpola.r and 3U btropical waters and of the eq uatorial divergency.
Primary production under 1 m 2 has been estimated by computation. For this
purpose, use was made of the correlation between photosynthetic rates at the surface and in the entire euphotic zone as established on the basis of in situ measurements. Such measurements have been carried out mainly in upwelling area.s near
Central America and off the coast of Australia. This correlation has been described
by the following equation:
P z = l'9P oo'46,

where P z = productivity under 1 m 2 ; Po = productivity at the surface. This equation has been used to derive coefficients for transition from the productivity at the
surface to the overall productivity in the entire photosynthetic layer. It should be
noted that this method of estimating phytoplankton productivity is accurate
only within one order of magnitude. The scattering of data from which th is equation
has been derived is very large, the extreme points on the curves differing in ml1gnitude by a factor of approximately 100. However, such an approach seems inevitable,
because different investigators have used quite dissimilar procedures throughout
the history of oceanographic studies.
Despite the approximate nature of the calculations, the productivity vuJues
obtained reveal, rather unexpectedly, good agreement with direct measurements.
For example, the measurements made from 1961 to 1965 in waters of the Subarctic
Current, gave an annual productivity of 48 g C m- 2 , while measurements carried
out between 46 0 and 51 0 N produced values of 80 to 100 g C m- 2 (McALLISTER,
1969; LARRANCE, 1971). The calculated annual productivity for these waters should
range from 50 to 90 g C m- 2 . Calculated values likewise agrce with the results of
detailed year-round surveys in the region of Sietle, to the west of Australia, and in
the northwest Pacific Oc~an (JITTS, 1965; ANDERSON, 1964; STARODUBTSEV, 1971).
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We shall dwell at some length on the results obtained for the latter region. which is
one of the best studied Pacific regions (ICHIMURA and SAlJO, 1959; ARn;A and
MONSI, 1962; SAlJO and ICRIMURA, 1962; ICHlMuRA, 1965; ARUGA ancllcHllllUHA,
1968; STARODUBTSEV, 1970, 1971, 1972).
The mean values of daily productivity for the main water masses obtained from
659 stations from 1966 to 1967 and in 1969, are presented in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5
Mean daily productivity (g C m- 2 day-I) in different water masses
in the North -West Paci fic Ocean (Based on information provided by
STARODUBTSEV, 1971)
Wa.ter masses
Subarctic waters
Subtropical waters
Northern subarctic waters
Mixing zone
Kuroshio Current

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

0·10
0·14
0·57
0'45
0·36

0·28
0·10
1·45
1·45
0·36

0'53
0·05
1·20
0·33
0·19

0·15
0·09
1·16
1·12

0·05

A noteworthy feature is the quite different seasonal courses of primary productivit,y changes in different water masses under the same climatic conditions. The
greatest amount of organic matter is produced annually in waters of the northern
subarctic front, and the smallest in subtropical wa.ters, 420 and 30 g C m- 2 , respectively. Subarctic zones are intermediate in productivity.
Extremely high phytoplankton productivity levels were recorded in the region
along the Peruvian coast, where the upper water layers are enriched with nutrient
salts as a result of intensive upwelling. From March to April, productivity ranged
from 3 to 11 g C m- 2 day-I (RYTHER and co-authors, 1971), while from September
to November, maximal values did not exceed 4 to 6 g C m- 2 day-I (VEDER,NJKOV
and STARODUBTSEV, 1971). The equatorial water upwelling and vertical mixing
between the South Trade Current and the subsurface Cromwell Current are responsible for elevated productivity levels along the northern limit of the Equator
(FORSBERG and JOSEPH, ] 964). On the basis of numerous studies undertaken over a
yea,r between 93 and 120 0 'V, and and 16 0 N, the annual productivity was estimated
at 75 g C m- 2 (OWEN and ZEITZSCHEL, 1970). In these studies, primary productivity
was observed to increase in a west-to-east direction during all seasons. Maximar
photosynthetic rates were recorded in the region of the Costa Rica upweliling
(WYRTKI, 1964; BROENKOW, 1965) and in coastal waters off South America.
Recent measurements made in ocean waters of the 'Vestern Pacific have indicated
the phytoplankton productivity in the North tra,de current to be several times
greater in the regions of ttw equatorial divergency (LE BouRHIS and co-authors,
1966; KOBLENTZ-MISHKF. and co-authors, ] 971; SOROKIN and TsvETKovA, 1972).
Absolute productivity values obtained in these studies do not exceed the expected
values calculated by KOBLJ'N'I'Z·MISHKE.
Based on the data in Fig. 2-14 and on the coefficients of KOBLENTZ-)lISHKH,
in order to deri\'(' from productiYit:v values at the surface those in the entire photo-
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synthetic level, one can see tha.t waters with extremely low primary productivity
levels occupy a larger area of the Pacific Ocean (Table 2-6). These levels are several
times lower than those in the least productive regions of the Atlantic Ocean The
highest values are peculiar to neritic waters, where productivity is 5 to 10 times
higher than in oligotrophic waters. Such waters, however, occupy only a small
fraction of the entire surface area· of the Pacific Ocean.
Table 2-6
Primary productivity in different zones of the Pacific Ocean (Based on information
provided by K013LENTZ-MISHKE, 1967)
Annual
Productivity
Productivity in
productivity
at the surface
water body
(mg C m- 3 day-I). (mg C m- 2 day-I)
(g C m- 2 )

Type of water

Oligotrophic waters of
central part of
subtropical halistatic
regIOns
Transitional waters
between subtropical
and subpolar zones;
periphery of equatorial
divergence
Waters of equatorial
di verg nee and of
oceanic regions in
subpolar zones
Coastal waters
Neritic waters

Zone
area

(103km 2 )

100

28

90,105·6

2-5

100-150

49

33,357'9

5-10
10-100
200

160-250
250-350
650

91
105
237

31,319,3
20,422'9

2

243·9

'" Exclusive extreme values during seasona.l maxima and minime..

(e) Primary Productivity of the World Ocean
The biological productivity of an ocean is determined, in the final analysis, by
the degree of primary productivity. Hence, the desire exists to assess the overall
productivity for the World Ocean as a whole. Many attempts have been made to
estimate the mean annual phytoplankton productivity for the World Ocean on the
basis of available data, making a number of assumptions. The values arrived at by
different authors range from 12 to 155'10 9 t C (RILEY, 1944; STEEMANN NIELSEN
and JENSEN, 19.57; WINBERG, 1960; KOBLENTZ-MISHKE, 1965; KOBLENTZ-MISRXE
and co-authors, 1970; SOROKlN, 1971).
In the last few years, a vast body of information has been gathered on primary
productivity; this has been reviewed by different authors for individual regions of
the World Ocean. Most complete, the latest reviews by KOBLENTZ-:tvhsHKE and
co-authors (1968, 1970) sum up the results of measurements made at more than
7000 stations during individual voyages and international expeditions. NevertheIe ,although a very large body of evidence is available, it proved an extremely
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difficult and laborious task to sum up the results obtained, due to the different
techniques used for primary productivity measurements. The map of primary
production distribution in the World Ocean presented in Fig. 2-15 is only the first
approximation of the true picture, and it must be upda.tRo and refined in future.
Nevertheless, in spite of this, the map is highly representa.tive, and it must be recognized that the efforts made by scientists of different countries have produced
quite tangible results.
The summation of results on the geographic distribution of productivity in the
World Ocean has shown that the most intensive photosynthesis should be expected
in regions where water upwelling predominates over water inking. In the Pa(·ific
Ocean, such regions occur off the shores of Central and South America, along the
Canadian-American coast and near the Kuril Ridge, to the east of Japan. In the
Atlantic Ocean, such regions include those adjacent to the southwest coast of Africa.
In the Indian Ocean, the greatest upwelling of deep waters and the highest productivity leve.ls are found in the northwest portion. In open-ocean waters, the most
productive areas are those of equatorial and Antarctic divergences, where photosynthetic rates are several times higher than in anticyclonic oceanic regions characterized by water sinking processes. Low-productivity waters are most extensive
in Pacific areas, and occupy much smaller regions in the Atlantic Ocean and Indian
Ocean. For that reason, Pacific waters have the lowest mean productivity levels
(46 g C m- 2 yeac l ). Second in productivity, 69 g C m- 2 (KOBLENTZ-l\'IrSHKE and
co-authors, 1970), are the Atlantic waters. KOBLENTz-MrsHKE and co-authors
believe that the overall gross productivity of the World Ocean is of the order of
25 to 30.10 9 , and the net productivity is near 15 to 18·] 0 9 t C year I. The calculated
values are closest to those reported earlier by STEEMANN NIELSEN and JENSEN
(1957). These calculations are based on the fact that the radiocarbon method measures the gross phytoplankton productivity, the net productivity constituting 40%
ofthe net productivity. This assumption, as we have seen earlier, is open to debate.
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that the wide-scale application of the
radiocarbon method has made it possible to identify regions with different primary
productivities and to relate productivity levels to hydrological conditions. Needless
to say, the established types of regions are highly tentative and require further
specification. That future studies are expected to specify more precisely the preliminary results obtained, indicates the completion of the first stage of investigations. During the next stage, the emphasis should be shifted to elucida.ting the
relationships between primary productivity and properties of water masses.
Much remains to be done in refining measuring techniques to allow more accurate
estimations of phytoplankton production. At present, any assessments of the absolute primary productivity of the oceans must remain very approximate because
of the procedural difficulties encountered.

(5) Effect of Hydrological Factors on Primary PrOductivity
The review of studies on primary productivity distribution in the World Ocean
clearly demonstrates the role of biogenic elements and illumination as critical
factors determining the level of primary productivity. The main source of replenish-
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ment of biogenic elements in illuminated sea layers is their movement away from
layers devoid of light. Although the processes responsible for the lifting of those
layers are most diverse, they can be classified into 3 categories (DIETRICH and
KALLE, 1961): (1) the vertical convection of water masses; (2) the divergence of
surface currents and drifts; (3) the transverse circulation of waters in jets of currents.
The first processes are peculiar to middle and high latitudes; these processes result
from intensive cooling of surface waters in winter. The vertical mixing of water
masses has a dual effect on phytoplankton development because, apart from replenishing the photosynthetic layer with biogenic elements, the mixing processes
also provide for carrying planktonic algae away from that layer.
The implications on phytoplankton productivity of the removal of algae from the
photic zone have been considered, in general terms, by SVERDRUP (1953). Despite
a number of assumptions, his scheme clearly shows the role of vert.ical mixing as a
factor limiting the lev~1 of primary productivity. According to that scheme, an
increase ofalgae in the entire water-mixing layer is possible only when the production
of organic matter in the euphotic zone quantitatively exceeds the respiration of the
algae present in the entire water column subject to mixing. If the synthesized
substance is quantitatively equal to the total algal respiration, then phytoplankton
numbers should remain constant in the entire water column. SVERDRUP has called
the depth at which this phenomenon occurs the critical depth of phytoplankton
photosynthesis. The smaller t,he ratio between the depth of the mixing layer and the
critical photosynthetic depth, the higher the rates of production to be expected,
other condit.ions remaining equal. Since the critical depth of photosynthesis is
mainly determined by the depth of light penetration, both these factors should be
considered together when analyzing the effect of vertical mixing of water masses
on phytoplankton development.
One of the principal arguments adduced in support of the scheme proposed by
SVERDRUP (195:3), is the observation that spring phytoplankton bloom usually
begins 1 to It months earlier in coastal regions than in regions far away from the
shore where the density discontinuity forms later. One reason for the appearance of
the earlier stability in coastal waters is the fact that they are subjected more to the
effect of fresh-water run-off from the land; this reduces vertical mixing and thus,
favours phytoplankton development. The validity ofthis statement is borne out by
numerous comparisons of dates of phytoplankton blooming in springtime made for
the northeastern portion of the Atlantic and North Pacific Ocean, and the Black,
Norwegian and Barents Seas, beginning with the 1930's (IuSHKIN, 1962; SEMINA,
1967). Similar result-s have been obtained in prima.ry production measurements
made in some regions at temperate latitudes (RYTHER, 1963).
Dates of phytoplankton blooming also vary in different water masses. In the
Barents Sea, phytoplankton blooms much later in waters of Atlantic origin than ~n
Arctic waters, although the latter waters occur in higher latitudes (KREPS and
VERJBINSKAYA, 1930, 1932; ROUCRIAINEN, 1956; CHERNOVSKAYA, 1958; KAMSHILOV and co-authors, 1958). This is also the result of an earlier formation of the
discontinuity layer in Arctic waters due to the melting of ice. The sam~ is true of the
Norwegian and North Seas (GRAN, 1929, 1930; BRAARUD and co-authors, 1953;
PAVSHTIKS, 1956; STEELE, 1956, 1958b; MOVCHAN, 1965).
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A quantitative evaluation of the role of vertical mixing has been attempted by
RILEY and co-authors (1949), STEELE (1956, 1958b, 1959) and C SHING (1959)
in describing the seasonal course of productivity levels. Analysis of his model has
led STEELE to the conclusion that vertical mixing is the principal productivitylimiting factor in relatively homogeneous water masses which are not strongly
influenced by the surrounding wall~rs with a different hydrological regime. The
periodic disappearance of stratification, which is responsible for the mixing of deep
waters with surface ones, has a beneficial effect on phytoplankton development.
The resulting stability enables phytoplankton to remain in the illuminatcc} zone for
sufficiently long periods oftime and to absorb the biogenic elements required. Otherwise, for exam pie in regions of equatorial currents, where surface waters are isolated from deep waters during a,]l seasons, productivity remains at a low level at aU
times. Thus, neither vertical stability nor strong turbulence per se increase the
production rate (RYTHER, 1963).
Vertical stnltification of the water mass has a strong impact on phytoplankton
distribution in the illuminab'd zone. Since the latter circumstance has a direct
effect on the prod uction ra tc in the water column, we shall discuss this question at
some length. Ordinarily, when there is a discontinuity layer in the illuminated
zone, phytoplankton accumulate just above that layer. The relative content of
phytoplankton in the discontinuity layer depends on the density gradient. When
the gradient is steep, phytoplankton content in a relatively narrow layer may be
,') to 10 times that in the surface layer (SOROKIN, 1959; KODLENTz-MrSHKE, 1961 b;
SUSHCHENYA and FINENKO, 1965).
The non-uniformity of the vertica.1 distribution of phytoplankton is a factor
responsible for a sharp maximum of the photosynthetic rate in the discontinuity
layer (SOROKIN, 1959, 1961). This maximum is particularly pronounced when the
discontinuity layer occurs in the zone of optimum i.11umination and represents
the boundary of appearance of biogenic elements (SOROlUN, 1964; lilNENKO, 1965a,
b). One reason for the accumulation of phytoplankton is, as has been pointed out by
many authors (SVERDRUP, 1953; STEEMANN NIELSEN and JENSEN, 1957; and
others), the retention of the algae sedimenting under the force of gravity in the zone
of the maximal density gradient. It should be borne in mind, however, that algae
tend to concentrate in the zone of neutral blloyancy, so .that algal concentration
should also depend on the density of the algal cells themselves (VINOGR.ADOV a.nd
co-authors, 1971).
Another reason for algal accumulation may be the more intensive algal multiplication in the layer concerned. In the absence of appreciable stratification within
the euphotic zone, the phytoplankton maximum tends to occur in layers close to
the surface, and the curves of vertical phytoplankton distribution resemble, in
this case, those describing the dependence of photosynthesis on illumination Such
a pattern is characteristic of temperate latitudes in winter and also of upwelling
regions (SOROKIN, 1961; SUSHCHENYA and FINENKO, 1965). In these waters,
underwater illumination is thp chief factor determining photosynthetic rates at
different depths. In warm oligotrophic waters lacking a density gradient in the
illuminated zone, phytoplankton are either distributed in a more uniform manner or
show a maximum in the lower layers of the euphotic zone. This maximum occurs, as
a rule, at the boundary of biogenic element appearance. Photosynthetic rate in this
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layer is determined by the dynamic equilibrium of two limiting factors: light penetration from above and supply of biogenic elements from below (VrnooRADoV
and co-authors, 1971). The phytoplankton maximum often manifests itself not
only in maximal photosynthetic phy..t oplankton activities but also in such a general
index as is the a.mount of suspended organic matter (FINENKO and OSTAPENYA,
1971).
Processes which cause upwelling of deep waters as a result of divergence of surface
current and of water drift, as well as processes caused by transverse circulation of
water in jets of currents are critical for changes in primary productivity in openocean regions. Such regions include the equat.orial and Antarctic divergences,
the areas along the western shores of continents and the regions mentioned in
context with the geographical distribution of primary productivity. High productivities are particularly noticeable in upwelling areas. The principal cause of
changes in production ra.te is the seasona] periodicity of that process, such as is
observed off the coast of India. Phytoplankton productivity progressively declines
with distance from the upwelling area. The chief factor responsible for productivity
decline is the decrease of biogenic element stores in the illuminated layer.
In the most general form, the whole picture has been depicted by VrnOGRADOV
and co-authors (1970). As illustrated in Fig_ 2-16, the biogenic elements that have
ascended to the surface in the upwelling area (I) are repeatedly utilized by the
phytoplankton-zooplallkton-bacterioplankton system (2). Farther away from the
upwelling area, the concentration of biogenic elements in the surface layer progressively declines due to their continuous outflow with animals migrating to deeper
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Fig. 2-16: Cycles of biogenic elements and of organic matter in a succession of pelagic associa·
tions in tropical-ocean waters. Below: Changes in the vertical abundance of phytoplankton
at different distances from upwelling area (consult text for details). (After Vr OGRADOV
and co-authors, 1970; reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag.)
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waters, as well as with sedimenting algae and organic residues (3). Accordingly,
as we move farther away from the upwelling area, the upper maximum of phytoplankton development (a) gradually decrea s, whereas the lower maximum (b)which is accounted for by the utilization of biogenic elements that rise toward
the surface owing to turbulent mixing (B)-persists. Of course, this pattern may
be modified in each particula.r case under the effect of a. number of factors which are
not considered here. Such factm'S may include break through of deep waters to
surface layers outside the upwelling area, wind effects etc.
Wind substantiaJJy influences the speed and distribution depth of drift currents
and, consequently, the time of passage of the water mass, from the moment of its
uplifting to that of sinking. Since drift currents have an upward-downward vertical
component, the non-uniformity of the rate of movement of the flows will cause
some exchange of water between the surface and lower layers, entailing a change in
tbe level of primary productivity. We thus see that the effects of hydrodynamic
factors on production rate are rather complicated. The most complete understanding
of the spatial distribution of hydrological elements and of cha.nges in primary productivity over a relatively extensive water area may be gained from data of the
'Equalant' surveys in which the above measurements were made concurrently.
For other regions of the World. Ocean, such comparisons can be carried out only
after making considerable assumptions due to the scattering of the data obtained
in different years.
Primary productivity estimations made in differentseasonsofthe year have shown
similar patterns in the distribution of productivity zones in the tropical Atlantic
(pp. 34-39). However, the scheme of surface currents constructed for the entire year
may change in particulars from one season to another depending on changes in the
intensity of dominating trade \\ inds; this accounts for certain differences in the
distribution pattern of the above-mentioned zones (FINENKO and KONDRATIEVA,
1971). In spring, northeastern trade winds cause arather powerful flow in the Canary
Current which forms two branches to the west of Dakar: a. branch directed southeasterly which forms the Guinea Current, and a branch directed southwesterly
which runs into the general flow of the North Equatorial Current. At the divergence
of these flows, deep waters are upwelled, and this assures high phytoplankton
productivity levels. The extensive area located to the east of the divergence,
is subject to the continuous action of jet~ of differently directed currents: of the
Guinea Currentftowing eastwanl and of the South Trade Current coursingwestward.
A t the junction of the~e two (:urrents in tensive vertical mixing occurs, which favours
phytoplankton development and productivity. Another factor responsible for the
non-uniform distribution of primary productivity values in the region under consideration appears to be river run-off.
In autumn, the hydrological regime in t,he eastern half of the tropical Atlantic
Ocean has been found to show certain specific features affecting the distribution of
primary productivity. The Cana-ry Current was weak in autumn, and the branch
coursing southeasterly was less powerful and rapid, while the South Equatorial
Current extended much further north (KHANAICHE KO, 1971). As a result, highproductivity areas off the.coast of Africa were also somewhat shifted and had lower
productivity levels than usual. By contrast, the open-sea regions, notably those near
the equatorial zone, were more productive.
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Studies carried out in the eastern regions of the equatorial Atlantic Ocean, havp
revealed two major periods: one warm and 10w-productive.{March-MaYl and t.he
other cold and high-productive (July-September) (SUKHORUK, 1969; SEDYCH and
L TOSHINA, 1971). The warm season wa. characterized by reduced vertical movement, in the upper layer;;, high temperature, decreased salinity and the lowest
concentrations of biogenic elements. The discontinuity layer was well developed in
the euphotic zone and at depths of 300 to 400 m (SUKHORUK, 1969). With the onsct,
of the cold period, winds changed direction and speed. As a result, vertical gradients
of fio\\' rate increa ed, and this led to lowered temperature and increa 'ed salinity.
At the same time, nutrient salts began to increase in the photosynthetic zone. As a
consequence, the level of primary productivity also rose (Fig. 2-17). These studies
have thus revealed a clear-cut cOLTcla-tion betw en primary productivity and degree
ofdivergence.
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Fig. 2·17: Seasonal changes in primary productivity in the tropical
part of the Atlantic Oc an at 100 W, from 20 N to 50 S. (Based OJ
infolmation provided by HMYR. 1971.)

To sum up, comparison of sea 'onal changes in primary productivity and hydrological conditions in the trorical part of the Atlantic Ocean indicates that these
changes \vere due not so much to differences in temperature or illumination as to
difference. in the stores of nutrient substances. The supply of these substances
depends on the general water circulation. The most dynamic in this respect was the
eastern half of the tropical Atlantic Ocean, where seasonal changes were recorded
in level and distribution of productivity. As we have seen earlier, the magnitude of
seasonal changes in primary productivity in t,he western part of the tropical Atlantic
Ocean, off the western coa t of India, off Madagascar and off the shores of Peru were
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different, Seasonal changes are also detectable from data on alterations in phytoplankton quantity and composition (SOURNJA, 1968, 1969).
The evidence available thus far supports the view (BOGOROV, 1958; CUSHING,
1959a) that the production of organic matter in tropical regions of the World
Ocean is characterized by considerable stability.

(6) Contributions to Primary Productivity by Individual Systematic Groups of
Phytoplankton
Primary productivity determinations are mainly based on measurements of
photosynthetic rate, estimating the overall productivity of most phytoplanktonic
organisms. The rate at which organic matter is newly produced by individual phytoplankton species has remained unknown, although such informa.tion would be of
no less va.lue for the theory of biological productivity of the seas than knowledge
of the total phytoplankton productivity.
Studies undertaken along this line have led to the development of new methods
based on the recording of increases in cell numbers over a specified period of time.
For this purpose, GRIM (1949,1950) employed special bottles suspended at different
depths in a lake. He recorded the numbers of mas" diatom species present in the
lake and in experimental vessels, and estimated the increase in cell numbers during
exposure. MOROZOVA-VODlANTTSKAYA (1954, 1957) employed direct observations
of daily changes in algal numbers to assess the productivity of individual algal
species in coastal wat rs of the Black Sea. This method, however, ha" several
limitations; the results are strongly influenced by zooplankton grazing, changes in
water masses caused by currents, sampling frequency and other factors.
CUSHING (l959b) proposed to measure the division rateofdiatomsfl'om differences
in cell sizes. This proposal is based on the size decrease by the thickness of a single
valve following each division. Cell size, however, may be changed not only as a
result of division, but also as a function of illumination and temperature conditions
(JITTS a.nd co-authors, 1964). Further, the results obtained with this method ma.y
be strongly distorted during periods of auxospore formation.
KONDRATIEVA (1961) prefers to measure the productivity of individual algal
species in glass cylinders covered with fine-meshed gauze on both ends. With tills
technique, the numbers of each algal species are estimated at the beginning of
observation and after 24 h in cylinders, placed at different depths of the euphotic
zone. This method yields almost complete information which is necessary in phytoplankton popuIa.tion studies. It permits determination of the growth rate of each
species in isolated water samples and assessment of the contribution of different
systematic groups to the overall productivity of the phytoplankton assemblage.
Assuming that the algal growth rate in the cylinder is independent of the extent of
algal feeding by zooplankton, it is possible to estimate phytoplankton productivity
in the sea. To do this, it is necessary to know the initial algal numbers and their
cha.nges during 24 h. Mathematical procedures for the performance of such calculations have been developed by TEN (1964) and used by KONDRATIEVA (1965,
19670., b, 19680.).
Recently, methods have been proposed which are based on measurement of
photosynthetic rates of individual algal species. One such method, which employs
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non-linear programming. has been suggested by PATTEN and VAN DYNE (1968);
another, autoradiographic, method has been described by WATT (1971).
In thc method of non-linear programming, photosynthetic and respiratory rates
of individual algal species are first measured by determining the overall photosynthetic rate and the numbers of each sp('(:ies contained in the sam pie; thereafter,
the values obtained and the equations derived are lIsed to estimate the photosynthetic rate of individual algal species. The accuracy of the calculations depends on
the number of observations. Reliable values can be obtained only if the number of
photosynthetic rate determinations considerably exceeds the number of species
present in the sample. This requirement strongly limits the applicability of the
method and makes it virtually unsuitable for practical use in the pre,wnce of large
number: of algal species. The non-linear programming method has been criticized
by LEVANDOWSKY and SIBERT (1969). Their criticism refers mainly to the data
adduced by PATTEN and VAN DYNE (1968) by way of example, and does not concern
the princi pIes of the method itself.
In the autoradiographic method, the productivity of individual algal species is
measured using labelled carbon (WATT, 1971; ~ee also MAGUIRE and NEILL, 1971).
The combined use of a liquid scintillation counter and autoradiography, as well as
the identification of species aLJd the determination of their num bers in the sample,
allows estimation of the rate of carbon fixation by each species. Nevertheless, all
the flaws of method employing labelled carbon are also inherent in this method.
To a e. s the role of different size-groups of algae in the synthesis of organic
matter by phytoplankton, it is rather common pradice to fractionatl: the sam pIes
through filters with different pore sizes (YENTSCH and RYTHER, 1959; HOLMS and
ANDERSON, 1963; ANDERSON, 1965; MALONE, 1971). This method enables the
photosynthetic rate to be determined in each size fraction, although the accuracy
of such determinations is not high because it is not possible to separate small-sized,
colony-producing forms from single la.rge cells.
Thus, different approaches exist in the determination of organic matter synthesis
by individual algal species. While each of these methods has its advantages and
disadvantages, all of them share the feature of being time-consuming; this c'xplains
why none of them has been widely employed in primary productivity studies.
An important contribution to the problem under consideration has been made
at the Institute of Biology of Southern Seas, USSR (KONDRATTEVA., 1967a).
Although the observations carried out in these studies have not been regular, the
results obtained in Mediterranean Sr.a. basins and in the tropical Atlantic Ocean,
have made it possible to evaluate, in gr.neral terms, the contribution of individual
algal groups to overall primary productivity.
Studies undertaken at different stations in autumn, both in open-sea and coastal
areas of the Black Sc~a, have shown diatoms and dinoflagellates to constitute the
majority of the species present in the phytoplankton biomass at that time of the
year. However, the contribution to phytoplankton productivity made by these
systematic groups varied from one area to another. Whereas in the open sea, 45
to 56% ofthe total productivity measured in isolated water samples was accounted
for by the ma.ss species of diatoms (Cyclotella caspia, Thalassionema nitzschioides,
Chaelocero8 compres8U8, C. affinis, etc.), in coastal waters these species contributed
67 to 95%. The contribution of dinoflagellates did not exceed 30% in open-sea
waters and ranged from 4 to 14% in coastal areas.
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Investigations undertaken in open-sea regions of the Ionic and Tyrrhenian Seas
and also in the southeastern Mediterranean Sea in summer and carly winter of J 959
to 1960 showed that 73 to 90% of the total prod uctivity in the 0 to 5-01 layer was
due to nanoplanktonic forms of dinoflagellates belonging to the genera Gym?Wdinium, Glenodinium and Peridini-um and by various Chrysophyta In the Aegean
and Adriatic Seas, diatoms were found to play an increasC'd role in summer, when
they accounted, on average, for 31 and 60% of the total phytoplankton productivity
in these two seas, respectively. In tIll' Adriatic Sea, a large role in organic matter
synthl'si~ was played, among diatoms, by such large forms as Rhiwsolenia calcar
avis, l'halassionema nitzschioides and Thalassiothrix frauenfeldii and by small
diatoms such asCyclotella caspia and Chaetoceros compressus.
Observations carried out from May to June, 1968, in the entire trophogenic
layer of the Tyrrhenian, Ligurian and Ionic Seas largely confirmed the results
reported earlier (KONDRATIEVA, 1975). The principal producers of organic matter
were members of Pyrrhophyta, but the role of small flagellate forms and blue-green
algae increased also. The latter were mainly representeel by Nostoc sp. colonies and
were responsible for some 60% of the oVNaJl prOductivity of the surface layer in
the Tyrrhenian Sea. With depth, the significance of blue-greens decreased; they
showed no growth at all at depths below 75 m. In the lower horizons of the euphotic
zone, the contribution of diatoms was somewhat greater tha.n in the surface layers,
the most important species being Thalassiothrixfrauenfeldii, Navic-ula pennata and
Nitzschia tenuirostris.
In the northern portion ofthe Red Sea, the main producers (accounting for up to
75% of the total productivity) were peridineal algae, whereas in the Gulf of Aden,
the principal producers of organic matter (70%) were diatoms (KONDRATIEVA,
1967b).
In spring, up to 60% of the total organic matter was contributed by such dinoflagellate species as Exuviaella cordata, Peridiniurn lrochoidmtrn, and Oxytoxum
gladiolus, as well as by species of the genera Glenodinium and GJJrodinium. The daily
productivity of blue-greens, notably of Oscillatoria thiebautii and of small flagellate
forms, amounted to 26% of the total organic matter produced. Diatoms did not
playa significant role in organic-matter synthesis despite their specific diversity:
they accounted for no more than 6% of the phytoplankton productivity (KONDRATIEVA, 19670.). In contrast, small forms of diatoms contributed up to 84'5% of
the total organic matter produced in late autumn in coastal waters off the northwestern coast of Cuba (KONDRATIEVA, 1968b).
The foregoing observations demonstrate that the bulk of organic matter was
synthesized by diatoms in coastal waters of the seas studied, and by pyrophytic
algae in open-sea regions (Table 2-7). Other phytoplankton groups accounted for
only 7 to 35% of the total productivity.
From the data on the productivity ofinclividual algal species, algal numbers and
sizes of algal cells, it is possible to eva.luate the contributions of different size-groups
of phytoplankton to the primary production in general. As is evident from Fig.
2-18, the surface layer of the Tyrrhenian Sea was dominated by sp cie' with cell
volumes ranging from 15.10 3 fLm 3 to 186 .10 3 fLm 3 (35-75 fLm in diameter). This
size-group, however, made only a mall contribution to the total phytoplankton
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Table 2-7
Percentage contribution of different systematic groups of phytoplankton to the primary productivity of southern seas (En,sed on
information provided by KONDRATIEVA, 1967a, b)
Phytoplankton
gronp
Pyrrhophyta
Ba.cillariophyta
Chrysophyta
Cyanophyta
Others

a

b

a.

b

u

b

Tropical
Atlantic
boo
a

27
50
19

15

72

4

70

7

II

68
14
10

59

8

34
48

21

78
4

4

3

13

6

8

4

6
6
16
13

84
8
3
1

Bla.ck Sea

Med i terranean

Red Sea

5

a.: Open·sea. regions.

b: Coe.sta.l regions.
b'": Coa.stal region off Cuba.
- : Nat found in wmples.

productivity. More important species were those with cell volumes of 2·4 to 16.10 3
p.m 3 (17-35 ,um in diameter). Although large-sized algae constituted a significant
proportion of the biomass, they played no significant role in productivity. In the
Ligurian Sea, no clear-cut correlation was noted between the proportion of phytoplankton size-groups and productivity. In the Ionic Sea, the largest role in productivity was played by small species whose cell volume did not exceed 1500 p.m 3 .
Algae sized Ie s than 5 p'm played no substantial part in organic-matter synthesis,
although this size-group predominated in terms of numerical increase. Similar
results have been reported by WATT (1971), who used the autoradiographic method
in phytoplankton productivity studies in the northwest Atlantic Ocean. Small
forms of phytoplankton made larger contributions to the overall primary productivity in proportion to their contribution to the total biomass.
The phytoplankton productivity mea,sured in closed vessels should be regarded
as potential, i.e. as the productivity that could occur in the sea if the algae were not
consumed by zooplankters. In reality, under conditions prevailing in nature,
a certain portion of phytoplankton is lost as a result of this process, so that each
succeeding algal generation contains a much smaller number of cells than the one
present just after division. }'or tha.t reason, the actual phytoplankton productivity
in the sea should be, at all times, lower than that measured in experimental vessels.
Differences between the potential and actual productivity will be determined by
the rate and I'l'gularity with which algae are consumed by zooplankters (TEN,
1964; J?ETIPA and MAKAROVA, 1969). Using data obtained in direct measurements of
algal division rate in experimental vessels and of diurnal changes in algal numbers
in the sea, KONDRATIEVA has estimated phytoplankton productivity in the sea.
The resu)ts of these calculations for different seasons in Mediterranean basins
a.nd the tropical Atlantic Ocean are summed up in Table 2-8. Although the values
obtained are very approximate because of the small num bel' of observations and the
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Table 2-8
Ratio between phytoplankton productivity in experimental vessels and in the sea (Original)
Sea or region
Black Sea
Mediterranean Sea
Tropical Atlantic Ocean (open region)
Coastal waters off the northwest coast of Cuba

Ratio
2'5-9
1·6--9
7
10

low accuracy of algal counts, it must be recognized that failure to take into account
the consumption of algae by zooplankters results in an overestimation of phytoplankton productivity compared with the actual productivity in the sea.
Comparison of the results obtained with the radiocarbon method with those obtained from determinations of algal growth is complicated by the fact that in the
former ca e, phytoplankton productivity is expressed in terms of carbon and in the
latter, in terms of algal numbers or of fresh weight. The conversion coefficients that
have been derived are insufficiently accurate and may strongly vary from one phytoplankton group to another. In the last few years, a parabolic relationship has been
shown to exist, for a large number of species, between cell volume and cel1 carbon
content (MULLIN and co-authors, 1966; STRATHMANN, 1967). Using this relationship, we have expressed in terms of organic carbon the phytoplankton productivity
in the Tyrrhenian and Liguria.n Seas as measured from increa es in algal counts in
experimental vessels (KONDRATIEVA and FrNENKO, 1975a). As will be seen from Fig.
2-19, there is satisfactory agreement between the values obtained with these two
methods for th0 upper 50-m layer. In the underlying layers, phytoplankton productivity was milch higher when measured with the radiocarbon method. Thus,
the phytoplankton productivity calculated from incrc~ases in algal counts was about
two times greater than that determined by the radiocarbon method. To explain such
differences, it is tempting to postulate that the increas(~ in phytoplankton productivity in poorly illuminated layers is due not to photosynthesis, but rather to
the heterotrophic absorption of dissolved organic matter. A capacity for complete
or partial heterotrophy is known in many unicellular marine and fresh-water algae
(LEWIN andLEwLN, 1960; PARSONS and STRICKLAND, 1962; PINTER and PROVASOLI,
1963; PROVASOLI, 1963; PROVASOLl a.nd MoLAUGHLIN, 1963; HELLEBUST and
GUILLARD, 1967; BURLAKQVA and co-authors, 1971; HELLEBUST, 1971; KHAILOV,
1971; and many others).
Our observations ill the Tyrrhenian and Ligurian Seas have revealed no substantial differences in the systematic composition of algae between the upper and lower
layers of the euphotic zone, except for some very rare species whose contribution to
total phytoplankton productivity was very small. It is highly unlikely, therefore,
that the algae present in the 0 to 5-m layer were autotrophs changing to heterotrophy in the underlying layers, while retaining the same rate of growth. Moreover,
no direct evidence is yet available to show that planktonic algae are capable of

2.
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absorbing significant amounts of dissolved organic matter present in low concentrations characteristic of the sea, and of maintaining their normal growth rates in
that way (compare Volume III: UKELES, 1976). On the contrary, the first attempts
toward a quantitative assessment of absorption rates by algae of dissolved or'ganic
matter (DOM) present in concentrations of the order of 1 mg 1- 1 have shown that
algae absorb DOM in very small amounts if at all (SLOAN and STRICKLAND, 1966).
Experiments with pure cultures of Black Sea plankton algae have confirmed these
observations (BURLAKOVA and co-authors, 1971). The total amount of DOM
taken up by 7 algal species in darkness and in the light for 24 h was estimated to
constitute 1 to 12% of the total cell dry weight. In these experiments, labelled
tyrosine and hydrolysate of unicellular algap at concentrations less than 1 mg I-I
was used as source of organic nutrients.
Thus, although many a.lgal species are ca.pable of both autotrophy and heterotrophy, the results obtained so far indicate that DOjVr present in low concentrations
is very unlikely to support intensive population growth of planktonic marine algae.
However, it is very probable tha,t those quantities of organic matter which algae
can absorb are sufficient for their survivul when they appear, for one reason or
another, in layers below the (,uphotic zone where they cannot utilize effectively
their photosynthetic mechanis~.
(7) Conclusions

The information pre ented and discussed is still insufficient for characterizing
accurately and in detail the processes which participate in the production of sus-
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pended organic matter by natural populations of phytoplankton. Even short
reviews of modern investigations on primary production in the oceans make it
clear that important questions concerning the causes of variation in primary production remain to be answered.
The main difficulty in analyzing the data obtained is due to the fact that each
variati'on in the synthesis of organic matter by the algae in the ea depends on a
whole complex of factors, We must con. ider a number of pos ible correlations
simultaneously,
The problems concerned require extensive and careful investigations into the
physiology of marine phytoplankters and into the dependence of thei!' performftnCe
upon environmental factors and nutritional conditions. Only a close cooperation
between experimental ecologist.s, physiologi ts, biological oceanographers, chern ists
and physicists can produce the information necessary for analyzing the causat,ive
agents of mutual dependencies for each individual situation. The difficulties that
we encounter are, indeed, enormous.
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3. PRODUCTION IN ANIMAL POPULATIONS
V. N. GREZE
(I) Introduction

Biological production in the sea if. based on metabolism, growth and reproduction
of organisms. However, total rates of production cannot be estimated solely from
information obtained from single individuals. In nature, organisms always exist
in the form of a population, and the performance of individuals of a given population
is affected by variations in environmental factors (Volume I). Environmental
factors, abiotic and biotic, determine functions and structures of populations,
which are considered to represent basic biological elements in the overall flow of
energy and matter in the ecosystem (Chapter 7).
For the marine ecologist, estimation of biological production at the population
level is of paramount importance. The biomass produced per unit time by a population is the most important parameter for estimating the sea.'s total productivity.
The terms 'production' and 'productivity' of the sea are often used a,:; synonyms.
In an attempt to differentiate between these terms BOYSEN-JENSEN (1919) suggested that the amount of living matter reproduced per unit time be called production. After 1952, when STEEMANN NIELSEN introduced the radiocarbon method for
determining primary production, the term production was also applied to seconda.ry
animal-population production. This new concept stimulated, at the same time, the
development of corresponding methods for estimating the secondary production of
marine organisms.
General assessments of zooplankton and zoobenthos production have also been
attempted by employing indirect methods. The pertinent ca.lculations were based
either on determinations of plant production and on animal food requirements
(second trophic level) or on catches of fishes f(>(·ding on thep,e animals. In the former
case, it was impossible to estimate the amount of all the primary production consumed by animals; hence, calcula.tions of secondary production conducted in this
manner, assuming that all plant production is utilized, prod uced potential maximum
values. In the latter case, potential minimum values were obtained, since the
catch, as a rule, does not comprise the entire fish production, and since the fishes
consume fa,r less than the entire production of food organisms.
Examples are available where, in welJ-balanc,ed ecosystems, such an approach
yielded satisfactory results. MCALLISTER (1969) and PARSO 's and co-authors (1969),
for example, estimated in this way zooplankton production on the basis of primary
production, OKDL (1941) calculated zooplankton production in the Sea of Azov
from increases in planktophagou8 fishes, and SHORYOIN (1952) estimated benthos
production in the Caspian Sea in the same way. RILEY (1947), STEELE (1958) and
CUSHING (1959) considered interrelations between phytoplankton and herbivorous
copepods and correlfLtions of their production; these important papers are wellknown.
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Another widely used method of estimating the a,pproximate production of populations of an ecosystem is based on the annual number of generations. On the basis
of reproductive rates of djfferent organisms, ZENKEVICH (1931) suggested general
PIB-coefficients for phyto- and zooplankton, benthos and fishes. The chftfacteristics of turnover rate, used by JUDAY (1940), LINDEMAN (1942), ODUM (1057)
and CUSHING (1973) were also based on this concept. CLARKE (1946) attempted to
determine production from the daily increase in biomass observed in n, water body
during intensive reproduction.
In recent years, modern methods have been developed for direct calculations of
production in different types of populations, a.nd a considerable body of da.t,a has
accumulated characterizing the production rate of different organisms. This chapter
briefly reviews these new methods and ovaluatcs the results obtained.

(2) Methods Estimating Production in Animal Populations
The determination of the production of aquatic organisms has attracted increasing attention. A considerable number of publications are now available. !I'[a.ny
of these suggest the application of different calculation methods. Reviews providing
detailed analyses of these methods for calculating production have been presented
by RAYMONT (196ti), MANN (1969), MULLIN (1969), VINBERO (1968, translated in
1971), and ZAIKA (1972).
While the methods proposed are numerous and diverse, they can be grouped into
categories, comprising a few basic calculation principles (see also Chapter 7).
The first group of methods originated from the calculation method suggested by
BOYSEN-JENSEN (1919). Production (P) is determined as the Rum of the biomaRs of
individuals eliminated by mortality, predation, etc. during the period of observation plus the increase of residual biomass of the population according to the
formula
(1)

where Be = eliminated biomass, B 1 and B 2 = biomasses at the beginning and end
of the period examined.
Tills group of production-determination methods is applicable to populations of
organisms with well separable generations. Following BOYSEN-JENSEN (1919),
many estimations of the production of benthos organisms were performed with
tills method, e.g. VOROBYOV (1949), SANDERS (1956), RICHARDS and RILEY (1967).
YASJlNOV (1940) and KAMSRLLOV (1958) determined the production of Calanu8
finmarchicu8 in this way.
Be can be determined with relatively high accuracy when the cohorts in population structure can be represented graphically. Such modifications of the BOYSENJENSEN method were suggested by ALLEN (1951), who studied production of fish
populations in Horokiwi Stream, and by GREZF. (1951) for determining prod uction
of Pontoporeia affinis in Yenisei Estuary.
According to ALLEN (1951), the eliminated biomass corresponding to the cohort
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production was calculated as
(2)

where N

number oHheindivklu<1lsin the cohort, and W = weight of an individual.
(1951) calculated lJroduction in a similar way, using the curves for cohort
number and individual weight (Fig. 3-1). From curve a, the number of individuals
eliminated monthly can be determined, and from curve b the mean individual weight
=
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attained at a certain month. Multiplying the weights and numbers of eliminated
individuals for each month, we obtain, as the sum of such products, the total
production of the cohort for the whole period of its existence.
In cases where a population consists of several cohorts, provided their numbers
are the same, the total production of one cohort for the whole time of its existence
is equal to the population production determined for the period between the
appearance of two successive cohorts. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3-2, where
the example of un organism with a 3-year life cycle is shown.

1

3

2
Time

4

(year s)

Fig. 3·2: Product.ion in a population consisting ofscvcl'a.l cohorts. This example is lJased
nn an organism with a hfe span of 3 years. (Based on infOI'ma,tion provided by GRF.Zt.:,
] 951.)

However, such methods for estimating prodnction are inapplicable to organisms
characterized by complex population structures, without clearly distinctive cohorts
in continuous or prolonged reproduction. For populations of this type, which are
common in planl<tonic and benthonic animals of warm and tropical waters, calculation methods have been proposed that are based on growth-rate determinations in
individuals of different ages.
In general form, this growth-rate method of productioll estimation may be
expressed by the formula
(3)

where N = number of individuals of the ith size group (development stage), and
p = mean-weight increase for a given size group; p must include both the 'weight
increase of an individual of a· given size and the weight of its sexll(l.l products or
descendants born during its period of maturity.
The values of weight incn~ase and total production of an individual at different
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stages Iliay be estimated from growth curves obtained in laboratory experiments on
growing individuals and from observations on fecnndity.
Vallles of individual increase (p) for different developmental stages may be also
obtained from studies on physiological parameters, such as food conversion efficiency (K:) and metabolic energy expenses (T). "'ihen these values are known,
parabolic growth increase may be estimated by the formula
(4)

where rand 'T = values expres ed in calories. This way of determining P, suggested
by VINIlERG (1906), is based on the known relation between metabolic expenses (T)
and weight (W).

T=aWb

(5)

where a represents the coefficient of proportionality equal to metabolic rate in an
animal weighing Lg, and b a constant. This physiological method may be used with
confidence in cases of pClf<lbolic growth where the ratio weight increase to metabolic
rate and K 2 are constant during thc whole life span of an individual. Even though
such constancy cannot always bc guuranteed (~AIKA and MAKAROV A, 1969; ZA mA,
1972), the physiological method of calculating production often yields good results
which are in general agreement with estimations obtained by other methods
(SHUSHKTNA, ] 971).
Application of Equation (3) gives us a chance to estimate thc production of a
population with a given age structure at the moment of observation. To determine
the value of total production for a more or less extended period, dat,a. arc nece sary
which characterize the mean age structure within such a period. Such data may be
obtained from periodic observations, t·he frequency of which depends on the
variaoi liLy in population structme.
The egg-number method of production estimation, was suggested by ELSTER
(19.54) and developed by EDMONDSON (] 960) and PETROVICH and co-authors (19G 1),
as wcll as by a number of other authors who studied mainly limnic organisms. In
e sence, this method makes use of the fact that the number of egg in a population
Nov and durat,ion of their development DOl) allow us to determine the reproductive
rate of the population and to calculate its potential increase in numbers within a
clefinit·c period of time N" assuming mortali ty to be zero. The difference between this
theoreti cal population growth and that actually observed amOlln is to the n um bel' of
individuals eliminated (N e) for a given period of time

Ne=Nou~

ou

-(Nr-N o)

(6)

The number of individuals may be transformed t.o an estimate of production if
multiplied by the value of mean individual weight.
In cases where an organism exhibits distinct developmental stages, the total
production of a population P ma.y be calcuhted as the sum of production at these
stageR. Such modification of the method was sugge ted for copepods by PE'fROVICH
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(7)

where q', n ' , k', i' = mean individll~l weights of eggs, nauplius, copepodite and adult
individuals respectively; N q , N n , N kl Nt = numbers of these stages, respectively, at
the beginning of the observation period; D ql D n , D k = duration of development of
eggs, naupJius and copepodites (in days); De = oviposition intervals in days;
x = ratio of female Humber to total number of mature individuals and F = eggs
number per brood (oviposition or spawning).
All these methods of calculating production require laborious research to obtain
data on developmental rate, populationa./ age structure, food-conversion efficiency
and other parameters.
For this r ason, the radiocarbon method has been introduced for direct det-ermination of secondary production. According to the method proposed by CHMYR
(1967), aft-er incubat,ion of vessels containing phytopla.nkters, zooplankters and 14C,
the zooplankton production resulting from phytoplankton consumption may be
calculated as
r'
r

P=-(Gpn+B r )

(8)

where r ,-~ radioactivity acquired by the phytoplanktcrs during the experiment;
radioactivity acquired by the zooplankters; C ph = organic matter synthesized
by phy-toplankters during the experiment; B[ = initial phytoplankton biomass.
CI:IMYR (19G7) estimated P in 15- to 20-1 bottles filled with sea water containing a
natural phytoplanHon population. The initial biomass B[ was determined from
chlorophyll; C"h by the ordinary '4C-method for estimating primary production;
r' was obtained rarliometrically after removing the zooplankters by filtration and
separating them from the phytoplankters by waf'hing at the end of the experiment.
This technique was modified later in such a way that not I~C, but I~C lnbelled,
cultivated algae were introduced into the sample (SHUSHKINA and SOlWKI~, 1969;
SRUSHKINA, 1971). In this cnse, it is possible to calculate the ratio carbon assimilated during expt'riment C a to initial zooplankton C content:
r' =

Ca

r' k 1

0= B';'l

(9)

where B = biom(~ss of herbivores; Ie = total phytoplankt,on biomass bacteria ,.md
detritus introduced and cwailable in the sa.mple; t = time. The ratio CutC in shorttime experiments may correspond closely to the PI B-cocfficient. However, although
14C is inevitably assimilated by a,nimals given labelled food, its relative amount
accumulated in an organism is far from always being an indicator of the re-;L1 value
of the animal-weight increase. Being dependent on metabolic rate, an aniulal may
grow at a considerably reduced rate, or a decrease in the wei~ht Illay e\·en be
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observed. Therefore, to obtain the true value of PIB, SHUSHKINA. (1f:l7J) sll"gest-ed
the introduction of a correction for metabolic rate, and calculaterl them a~

P
T CalC - ,Yt?
B=W'
~

(10)

where:?t' = l-e-(I/W); T = respiration and }V = body weight expressed in the same
units.
This modification oHhe radiocarbon method offers an opportunity to eva..ll1ate the
production of herbivores and carnivores in the plankton community separately n.t
the end of the experiment by measuring r at each trophic level.
Concluding this brief review of the baslc methods available for estimat.ing production of animal populations, it should be emphasized that accmacy, in all cases,
depends on the reliability of the initial data. However, a series of comparative
studies demonstrates that parallel results obtained by different methods are usun.lly
quite comparable. MAKAROVA and ZAIKA. (19()9), for example, showed that calcl1lations, carried out according to two modifications of the BOYSEN-JENSEN method,
yielded results which differ by only 2 to 5%. Comparison of the results of estimating
zooplankton produc:tion in the Pacific Ocean, both by the 1 4 C-method and the
physiological method (SHUSHKINA, 1971), also revealed good agreement. Rather
similar results were obtained by GREZE (1971) when estimating zooplankton
production in the tropical Atlantic Ocean by the physiological method and the
graphic modification of the calculation method, and ,..· hen comparing the data,
obtained with ' 4 C-method determinations accurding to CHMY}t. (1967). In the latter
case, however, it was noted that the radiocarbon method, in its initial form (EfJuation 8), yielded lower data. This factis related to the greater proportion of earnivores
in the tropical plankton community which would have lowcr 1" valtH.:~ than the
herbivores in experiments conducted by CHMYR.
The RNA-method, suggested by SUTCLIFFE (1965, 1969), offers new methodological possibilities for determining growth R.nd production. SUTCLIFFE stressed the
correlation betwE'('1l the RNA content of organisms and their age and hence, between growth ratl' and production. However, DAGG and LITTLEPAGE (1972),
studying ATt mia salina and Euchaeta elongo.ta, ('ilme to the conclusion that, though
such a correlation does exist, it is not specific enough to allow the growth to be
accurately determined from RNA content alone.
In summary, in secondary production, evaluat,ing methods based on estimating
production for separate population" predominate. In contrast, the methoos employed for estimating primary production are based, as a rule, on the summation of
productivities by all species present (Chapter 2). The differential approach to a
study of secondary production is related to the large diversity in the ecology of
planktonic and benthonic animals and to differences in the trophic levels occupied
by them. Studies of population~ at different trophic levels are necessary for solving
important problems facing the marine ecologist. We must know more about marine
ecosystems and their functions and st.!'uctures in order to establish optimal conditions for their management and exploitation. One important avenue to reach this
goal is the construction of mathematical models simuJating the basic dynamics of
natural marine ecosystems (Chapter 7).
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(3) Production Rate in Populations of Marine Animals
When measuring the production of a population per unit time, the specific rate of
production per biomass unit (PIE) can usually also he determined. The result,ing
PIB-coefficient is of more general significance than the production value it.self. If
the PIB-coefficients are known for numerous different organisms, the total amount
of production can be estimated for a given region on the basis of biomass and
species composition.
Accumulat,jon of such data, based on detailed investigations of marine animal
populations, began in the 1960's. The early work by BOYS'EN-JE, SE (1919) was
foHowed by similar research (Y ASHNOV, ] 940) on the prod uction of C'alanu8 finmarchic~lS. Further investigations along this line were performed by VOROBYOV (1949),
GREZE (1951), SANDERS (J956), KAMSHILOV (1958) and Kuz ]~TSOV (1959). "VVith
the development of other methods fOl' calculating production, the number of
comparable studies increased rapidly.
"Ve shall consider here the basic results obtained, which characterize the production rate of different organisms, in terms of PIB-coefficients.

(a) Planktonic Animals
C'opepods

At first, copepods, the most abundant zooplankton group, attra.cted attention
(Tnhle 3-1). Studying the production and dynamics of the monocyclic C'alanus
jinma1'Chicus on the Eastern Murman coast (USSR), KAMSHILOV (1958) found that
this copepod produces 6'9 times its mean annual biomass per year, the mean daily
PI B-coefficient being about 0·02. Studies on the production of 8 species of copepods
in the Norwegian Sea (TIMOHTNA, J968) yielded comparahle PIB-coefficients and
revealed that, the coefficients are ~ubject to considerable changes, depending on
property d1ffe1'ences of water bodies in differen t regions of the sea. In C, fi nmarc1n:('us,
for example, in different places, the coefficients changed over 3 subsequent years
from 0·002 to 0·023. Among other species examined (Table 3-]), minimum production ra,tes (daily PIB-coefficients ranging from 0·002 to 0'008) were ob~erved in
Calanu8 hyperb01'ellS (see also Volume III: KINNE, 1976).
Production of CalamlS helgolandicus was estimated in the Black Sea by PBTIPA
(J 967) and in Pacific Ocean off California by MI'LLlN and BROOKS (l970a). In b0th
cases, calculations were made on the basis of population-a.ge structure, foodassimilation ann growth-rate studies at different stages of developmcnt. Off
Ca.!ifornia, a population (not taking into a.ccount the first two naupliar stages) had
a daily PIB-coefficient of 0'11-0'16; in the Black Sea, of 0·15. Similar data were
obtained by PARSONS and co-authors (1969) for Cala-nus plumchru8. These authors
did not analyse the population's age structure; the daily weight increases ranged
from 0·0:35 in copepodite stages I-III to 0·14 fOf the nil-uplii.
Long-t,enn production studies of several other copepods were performerl in the
m~Lck Sea by GREZE a.nd co-authors (1964, 1968, 1971). The determination of
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PIB-coefficient.s for ACCl'rtia cla:usi, Centropages punticus, Paracalanus parvus,
PseudocaJanus el(Jnyat~ls, Oithona simi/is and O. nana were made by the calculution
method, and based on SAZlONA'S (19£18) laboratory growth studies as well as on
age-composition data of in situ populations. In different seasons of different years,
the coefficients ranged from 0·04 to 0·174 day-t in A. clausi; from 0-087 to 0·155
day-l in C. ponticus. In the Black Sea halistatic region, in June, PETIPA (1967)
determined a higher daily PIB-coefficient for A. clausi, nflmdy 0-22. Among other
copepods in the Black Sea, P. elongatus had the highest production rate, with an
average of 0-159_
ZAJKA and MALOVITSKAYA (1967) and MALOVITSKAYA (1973) studied production
in populations of Acartia clausi nnd Centropages, as well as of Calanipeda aq~tae
dulcis in the Sea uf Azov. MALOVnSKAY A (1971) estimated the production of some
copepods by the physiological and radiocarbon methods in tropical regions of the
Atlantic Ocean. In the Gulf of Guinea, in sections along 5° and 10° "V. 3 species were
investigated-the carnivorous Euchaeta hebes and E. m.arina and the filter feeder
Neocalanus gracilis. Assuming the relationship between melJabolic rate and animal
weight to be Q = 0-165 Wo.s, and the food conversion coefficient to be K 2 = 0-5,
MALOVl'1'SKAYA estimated daily weight increases for populations of these animals
from August to October. The weight increases remained within the range 0·02 to
0·08 in all 3 species. In E. hebes, the specific production ranged from 0-05 to 0·08.
These results obtained agr e well with data reported by CHMYR (1967), who determined the total zooplankton production by the radiocarbon method along the same
sections. According to hi:::. estimations, at J 3 stations, the daily PIE-coefficients
ranged from 0·012 to 0'0;38; at one station. it reached 0-098. The mean value of all
estimations made by CHMYR was 0·04, while in calculations by l\1ALovITSKAYA. the
mean va.]ue of 24 estimations for 3 species was 0-05. Taking into consideration the
fact th at CHMYR'S method must gi ve lower values for the production of zoophLnkton
(see above) since it include not only herbivores, but also carnivores, the differences
in the data of CHM Y Rand MALOVITSKA Y A mentioned may be ex peeted.
Specific productions of copepods were also calculated for open Atlantic waters
(GI{EZE, 1971) from oxygen-consumption values determined for anum ])('r of species
by PAVLOVA (l96'7). Applying the physiological method, GRF:ZE examined cl,dult
individuals of Copilia mimbilis, Rhincalanu.s cormd1l8, Scolecithix danae, Rur;haeta
marina and Candacl:a pachydactyla with a mean weight of 0-97 mg and found a mean
daily PIE-coefficient of 0-06 (assuming K z = 0·3). This result is in very close
agreement with estimations of MALOVITSKAYA (19'7:3), ma.inly on adults and older
copepodites quantitatively caught by net.
Production estimates of upper-layer copepods in tbe southern halista,tic region of
the Atlantic Ocean, with mean woights below 0.016 mg, yielded a PI B-coefficicnt of
0·07 (assuming a Q of 0·lti5 WO. B and a K z of 0'3). In this case, ;mall, young and
intensively growing individuals predominated and hence higher food-conversion
efficiencies could be expected (Volume II: PANDIAN, ) 975). Hence, a higher index of
production was probably more realistic; with K z = 0'5, the production was equal to
0-16.
In the Pacific Ocean, the first tentative estimates of production were made by
SHUSHKINA (1968) on the basis of analyzing the age composition of a flaloptilus
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longicornis population [rom thp :,;econd eopepoditr stage to adult, as well as from
indices of metabolic rate alld food conversion. According to thpse ca.1culations, the
daily PI B-co ffi cient was 0-053.
However, as in Haloptilus longicornis of the Pacific Ocean and in Morrrwnila
minor of the Mediterranean Seaat 200- to BOO-m depth, annual changes in populationage composition occurred (GRJ~ZE, 1967). These changes suggest very slow growth
rates of the copepods and, hence, also a low population production rate. Providing
these data are confirmed, the daily PIB-coefficients of 0-005 in H. longicornis and
of 0-004 in N. minor, determined by graphical modification of the calculation
method, and based on the above-mentioned data, will probably represent minimum
values for planktonic crustaceans of temperate and subtropical seas. These vfl.lues
are, presumably, linked to the low food concentmtions in their deepwater habitat;
they are in a good agreement with a.hove-mentioned data by TIlVlOIUNA (1968) on
copepods in northern waters.
Further studjes in the Pacific Ocean were made by SHUSHKINA (1971) in the
Coral Sea, using both the physiological and the radiocarbon method for estimating
production. Calculations based on physioloO'ical data were made separately for
herbivorous and carnivorous representatives of the microzooplankton and mesOzooplankton. For all groups, K 2 coefficients between 0-25 and 0·3 were assumed;
the dependence of respiratory rate on body weight was established in experiments
with members of 11 species of tropical copepods to be

T

=

1·01 WO. 7 ]

(11 )

where T = respiration in cal ind- I day-I and W = weight in cal ind- I . CalcuJat.ions
yielded PIB-coefficients ranging from 0·05 to 0·28 (Table 3-2). Parallel f'stimations
for small herhivores, employing the radiocarbon method, were in good agreement;
this parallelism demonstrates the reliability of the coefficients obtained.
Some of these productivity estimations on entire trophic groups included, in
addition to copepods, other animals such as euphausiids and chaetognaths. Hence,
it can be assumed that PI B-coefficients ranging from O' 05 to 0-08 in large individuals
and from 0'15 to O' 20 in small ones are characteristic for copepods.

Chaetognaths
In chaetognaths, ZAIKA (1969) used the graphical method of estimating production. In a Black Sea Sagitta setosa population, he found somewhat higher
PIE-coefficients, ra.nging from 0-21 to 0·30 during the summers of 1960 and 1961,
respectively. However, it seems possible tha.t the growth ra.tes determined for
S. selosa (analysis of population-size composition in successive periods) gave no
aclequ!\.te pictme, and, as a result, the average inoices of production may have been
overestimat.ed.lVI1RoNov (1973) found much lower coefficients ranging from 0·08 to
0-10 (annual average values). TIMOHINA (1968), wling the calculation method, has
estimated PIB in Eukrohnia hamata populations in the Norwegian Sea to range
from 0·002 to 0·017. Further studjes on the total production in chaetognaths are
highly desirable.

Herbivores

Meso -zooplankton

Ca·rnivores

Herbi "ores
Carnivores

Trophic level

Micro·zooplankton

General size
group

0-]5-020
38

140
320

Calanus, Lucicutia, Pleuromamma, Undinula,
Temora. Scolecithrix, EucalanU8, NeocalanU8,
Pyrocypris, EuphaU8ia
E'UCha.eta, Pontellina, Candacia, Chaetognatha

O·O()....O·lO
0-05-0·08

0·22-0·28

15

0·25

PIB
Physiological
HC·method
method

ParMa-lanus, Clausocalanu8. young copepodites
jHacrosetella. Microsetella, Cyclopoida, Acartia,
young Etv;haeta, CandMia, young Ghaetoqnatha

Composition

Mean
weight
(10- 3 mg)

Daily and seasonal PI B-coefficients for zooplankton in the Coral Sea, determined by the physiological method and the
14C-method (Based on information provided by SHUSHKINA, 1})71)

Table 3-2
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A ppendic1.uarians , j}[edusae, and Oladocerans
Applying the graphical method, ZArKA (1969) studied the production of the
Black Sea appendicularia,n Oikopleura dioica and estimated d~),ily PIB-coefficients
from 0·32 to 0·35. These values seem adequate a.Jso from the viewpoint of physiological estimation, taking into account the small sizes of appendicularians whose
weight is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude less than that of Sagitta species and 1 order
lower than in microplanktonic herbivores.
In medusl1e, a single attempt to estimate the production rate of a population of
Aglantha digilale in the Norwegian Sea (TIMOHTNA, 1968) led to valuE'S between
0·001 and 0-020. A rather high daily PIB-coefficient, 0'188, was found for the Black
Sea cladoceran Penilia avi?'ostris (GREZE, 1967).

Total Range for Plankton Animals
The total range of production rates, thus far detel"mined for the different groups of
zooplankton, lies between 0·001 and 0-35. However, these extreme values still
require verification; obviously, most planktonic animal populations can produce,
on average, from 0·05 to 0-15 of their biomass per day.

(h) Meso- and Macrobenthos Animals
In meso- and macwbenthos animals, which have rather long life cycles, the specific production was estimated main ly from observations of population growth and
dynamics, using the calculation method, as well as from some indirect ca.lculations
(Table 3-3).

ivlolluscs
Following BOYSEN-JENSEN (1919), VOROBYOV'S (1949) monograph concerning
the molluscs has remained the most thorough study on the topic. VOROBYOV paid
special attention to the molluscs which constitute the majority of the benthos
biomass in the Sea of Azov. Detailed investigations on Cardium edu,le, Mytilaster
lineatli,S and Syndes-rnya ovata rr'vealed annual PIB-coefficients of 4,2, 3·2 and 2·0,
respectively; this corresponds to daily coeIli('ients of 0'012, 0-009, and 0-00;5. In
later stud ies, quite similar valucs of specific prod uction were founel in other molluscs
in the Caspian Sea (OSADCHIJ<H ilnd YARW:r-:SKAYA, 1968), in Kiel Bay ofthl~ Baltic
Sea (ARNTZ, 1971), in thc Atlantic Ocean ncar Florida (MOORE and LopF.z, 1970;
MOORE, ] 972), in I,ong Island Sound (SANDERS, 1956), and ill some other regions
(Table 3-3). In all cases examined, the specific production ranged from 0-004 to
0-016 of the average biomass per day. However, in some cases lower values were caLculated for populations of long living molluscs. In particular, WARWIGK and PRICE
(1975) report the annual PIB-coefficient in Scrubicularia plana and Cerastoderma
edule popuLations in estuarine littoral mud-flat to be only 0·2. This is an order of
magnitude Jower than in other cases and, perhnps, may be considered an exception
due to local, unfavoura.ble life conditions with drastic salinity changes ranging
from] 9 up to 34%0-

Adacna vitrea
Cardium edule
M ytilll8ter lineatus
Syndesmya c)'vata
A bra nitida
Abra alba
Pandora gouldiana
Y oldia limatula
DoBinia elegans
7.'ellina martinicensis
Tagelus clivi.ms
A noaontia a.lba
]lo1 izuhopecten yessoensis
Spisula sachaJinC'1l$is
j'l1 ya arenaria
111ya arenana.
lAttorina. saxatilis
M acoma baltica
Macoma baltica
Scorbiwlaria plana
Cera.stoderma edule

Lllmellibranchia

Spooies

Caspian Sea
Sea of Azo\'
Sea of Azov
Sea of Azo\'
A tlantic, England, 1\ orthumberland
Baltic Sea. Kiel Bay
Atlantic, Long Island
At.lantic, Long Island
Atlantic, off Miami
Atlantoic, Biscayne Bay, Florida
Atlantic, Biscayne Bay, Florida
Atlantic, Biscayne Bay. Florida
Sea of Japan
Sea of Japan
Atlantic, England, Cornwall
Atlantic, Canada. Nova Scotia
Atlantic, Canada, 1\ O\'a Scotia
Atlantic, Canada, Nova Scotia.
Atlantic. England, Cornwall
Atlantic, England. Cornwall
Atlantic, England, Cornwall

2

Region

1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
I year
1 year
J year
J year
1 year
) yoar
1 year
I year
I year

3

Period

0·016
0·012
0·009
0·006
0·002
0·004
0·005
0·006
0·008
0·007
0·004
0·005
0·003
0·0015
0·0013
0·007
0·01l
0·004
0002
0·0005
0·0005

4

Daily

PIB

0·2
0·2

O·g

5·8
4·25
3·22
2·05
0·9
1·64
1·99
2·28
2,80
2·40
1·56
1·81
)·00
055
0·5
2,54
4·11
1'53

5

Season

~

0

......

OSADCHlKH a.nd YABLO~SKAYA (196B)
VOROBYOV (1949)
b:l
t<J
VOROBYOV (1949)
2:
VOROBYOV (1949)
8
.....
W ARwrCK and PRrcE (1975)
0
0
ARNTZ (1971)
>SA~DF;RS (195G)
2:
.....
SANDERS (1956)
s:::.MOORE and LOPEZ (1970)
S;
MOORE (1972)
MOORE (1972)
lIlo0RE (1972)
Q<)LIKOV and SCARLA1'O (1970)
Q<)LlKOV and SCARLATa (1970)
WARWICK and PRICE (1975)
BURKE a.nd MANN (1974)
BURKE and MA~N (1974)
BURKE and MA~N (1974)
'WARWICK and PRICE (1975)
\YAR\\,]CK and PRICE (1975)
WARWICK and PRrcB (1975)

6

Author

PIB-coefficients in popula.tions of bottom animals (Compiled from the sources indicated)

Table 3-3

Crangon septernspinosa

Decapoda

GastrosOCCt1.8 spin'iJer
N eomysi,~ m'irabilis
Neomysis americana

Mysidacea

Diastylis rathkei

Cllwacea

CO'rophium nobile
Orchestia bottae
Gammarus locusta
Gammarus loctl.sta
Amphithoe vaillanti
.A mphithoe ·I;a.illanti
Dexa.m·ine spinosa
Dexamine sp'inosa
Gammarelltl.S carinatus
PO'I1,/oporeia aifinis

Amphipoda

Epheria turrita

Gastropoda

Species

Atlantic, Long Island

Baltic Sea, Kiel Bay
Sea of Japan
Atlantic, Long Island

Baltic Sea, Kiel Bay

1 year

1 year

1 year

1 year

year
1 year
winter
summer
winter
summer
wlnter
summer
I year1 year
~

1 year

3

2

Caspian Sea
Black Sea
Black Sea
Black Sea
Black Sea
Black Sea
Black Sea
Black Sea
Black Sea
Kara Sea, Yenisei Estuary

Sea of J a.pan

Period

Region

0·003

0·044
0·023
0·017
0-048
0·024
0·050
0·017
0020
0·008
0010

0-005

4

Daily

PIB

0·010

0-005
0-13-0-17
0-010

Table 3-3-Continued

3·65

3-65

1·82

1-09

3·65

16·0
8·3

1·87

5

Season

and MENSHUTKIN ( 1971)

(1 971 )
(1971)
RICHARDS and RILEY (1967)

RICl'Lo\RDS and RILEY (1967)

SHUSHKIN'A

AAl\"TZ

ARNTZ (1971)

OSADCHIKH and YABLONSKAYA (1968)
SUSHCHENYA (lgCn)
GREZE and GREZE (1969)
GREZE and GREZE (1969)
GREZE and GREZE (1969)
GREZE and GREZE (1969)
GREZE and GREZE (1969)
GREZE and CREZE (1969)
GREZE and GREZE (1969)
GREZE (1951)

GoLrKOV

6

Author
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A8terias jorbesi
OphiurQ albida
Amphioplus coniortodes
OphioneplhY8 limicola
1110ira a,/ropos

Echinodermata

PTiapulida
Halicryptus spinuloBU-S

Harmothoe 8a.T8i
Pectinaria coreni
Peetina,'ria. hyperborea
Amplwrete acutifrons
A mpharete acutifrons
N ephtY8 hombergi
N ephty8 incisa
Cistenoides gauldii
A mmotrypane au.logaster
Hel.eromastus filijormis
Spiophaneus kroyeri
wmbrineris fragilis
Clw.wzone 8et08a

Polychaeta

Species

Atlantic. Long Island Sound
Baltic Sea. Kiel Bay
Atlantic, Biscayne Bay, Florida
Atlantic, Biscayne Bay, Florida
Atlantic, Biscayne Bay, Florida

Baltic Sea, Kiel Bay

I year
I year
1 year
1 year
I year

1 year

I year
1 year
I year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
I year
I year

3

2

Baltic Sea, Kiel Bay
Ba.ltic Sea, Kiel Bay
Atlantic, off Scotland
Atlantic, England, Corn\\'all
Atlantic, Long Island Sound
Atlantic, England, Cornwall
Atlantic, Long Island Sound
Atlantic, Long Island Sound
.\tlantic, England, Korthumberland
Atlantic, England, Northumberland
Atlantic. England. Northumberland
Atlantic, England, Northumberland
Atlantic, England. Northumberland

Period

Region
4

Daily

PIB

0·023
0,002
0-006
0'006
0002

0'002

0·005
0·009
0'012-0'013
0·015
0·012
0005
0,006
0·005
0-0015
0-003
0'002
0'002
0-002

Table 3-3-Continued

8-40
0·84
2·26
2-33
0·82

0·84

1-82
3· 19
4·3-4·6
5·5
4-38
1'9
2·16
1,82
0,5
1,0
0·7
0-7
0-7

5

Season

RICHARDS and R.Il.EY (1967)
(1971)
MOORE (1972)
MOORE (1972)
MOORE (1972)
ARNTZ

ARNTZ (197])

ARNTZ (1971)
ARNTZ (1971)
PEER (1970)
VI'ARwiCK and PRrCE (1975)
RICHARDS and RILEY (1967)
";ARWICK and PRICE (1975)
SANDERS (1956)
SANDERS (1956)
BUCHAl'AN and \\'AR\\'ICK (1974)
BUCHANAN and WARWICK (1974)
BUCHANAN and '" All WICK (1974)
BUCHAl'lAN and \V ..qI.WrCK (1974)
BUCHANAN and WARWICK (1974)
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In molluscs with a 3-year life cycle, four series of samples annua.lly permit
detennination of the population production. with an error ofless than 5% (GOLfKov
and MENSm"TKIN, 1971). Cons qucntly, most of the data obtained on benthonic
animals mentioned above, where the intervals between successive observations
were shorter, may be considered reliable.

Polychaetes
In the polychaetes, size measurements are difficult, and age analysis of populations, based on body size are, thcrefore, a complex matter. Hence, data. on specinc
production ofpolychaetes are rare. SANDERS (t 956) studied populations of Nephtys
incisa and CistenoirlM gauldii with 3- and 2-year life cycles, respectively. The daily
coefficients of specific production obtained were 0·006 and 0·005. Also in Long
Island Sound, RICHARDS and RILEY (1967) determined this index in Ampharete
acutifrons to be 0·012. The sam(~ value was found by PEER (1970) for Peelinaria
hyperborea, on the coast of Nova Scotia. In another species of this genus, P. eoreni,
and in Harmothol'- sarsi the PIB-coefficients were 0·009 and 0·005 respectively in
Kiel Bay (ARNTZ, 1971). BUCHANAN a,nd WARWICK (1974) studied biomass and
production in five other polychaetes near the Northumberland coast. pi B-coefficients calculated from these data, expressed in mg 1\1-2 of ash-free dry matter, were
a little lower, and in populations of Ammotrypane a,ulogaster reduced to 0·0015
(Table 3-3).
Orustaceans
In crustaceans, data on production of bottom fOnTIS are more readily available.
According to ARNTZ (1971), in Riel Bay minimum coefficients of daily production
are 0·009 for Diastylis rathkei and 0·005 for Gast?"Osaccus 8pinifer. Somewhat higher
values were reported for Pontoporeia affinis from the Yenisei Estua.ry of the Kara
Sea (GREzE, 1951) and for Crangon septerrl.Spinosa and N eomysis ame1'icana from
Long Island Sound (RICHARDS and RILEY, 1967). In these species, the coefficient
was equal to 0·010.
However, in the related species Neomysis mirabilis from the Sea of Japan,
SHUSHKINA (1971), using two methods, determined much higher PIB-coefficients.
Estimations by the graphical method gave a coefficient of 0'13, by the physiological
estimation, of 0·17. These values, based on experimental growth da,ta, are assumed
to be more exact than those of RICHARDS and RILEY (1967), who based growth
estimation on observations on in situ populations. In cases of complex population
composition where some cohorts cannot be easily distinguished, the exact growthrate measurements are difficult; this has also been pointed out by the authors
themselves.
Other Taxonomic Groups
In Kiel Bay, ARNTZ (1971) determined the annual PIB-coefficient for populations
of the priapuJid Halicryptu8 spinulosus a.nd the ophiuroid Ophiura albida to be
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0·89 and 0'84, respectively. The results obtained by Mooln: (1972) for some other
echinodenns near Florida (USA) wcre similar. A considerably higher PIB-coefficient
of 0·023 day-t was determined by RICRA.RDS and RILEY (1 g(7) for Asterias jorbesi.

Total Rangejor Benthos Anirnals
Our present knowledge of specific production estimates for benthonic marine
invertebrate populations may be summarized by presenting the limits of daily
PI B-coefficient. established in different taxonomic groups ('fable 3-4). These figures
characterize the rate of production in populations as a whole for different invertebrate groups. Hence, as a rule, these are lower than the maximum indices which
can be observed sometimes during rapid growth in individuals of the species
mentioned.
Table 3-4
Prod uction rates in in vertebrate populations. Lower and upper limits of daily
PI B-coefficients (Original, based on data
quoted in the text)
Taxonomic group

PIB-coefficient

Polychaeta
Priapulida.e
Chaetognatha
Crustacea
including Copepoda
Cladocera
Amphipoda
Mysidacea
Cumacca
LamellilJranchia
Echinodennata
Append i culariae

0·002-0'015
0·002
O' 21-0'31
0·002-0·188
0·002-0'159
0·188
0·008-0·050
0·006-0·170
0·003
0·001-0·016
0·002-0·023
0·32-0·35

(4) Fa.ct-ors Affecting Production Rates in Animal Populations
As has been mentioned above, the growth of an individual is a function of its
metabolic expenses and of its food-conversion efficiency. Metabolism T, in turn,
is a function of the individual weight W, in conformity with Equation (5). Hence,
within the whole range of aU taxonomic animal groups, a dependence of the specific
production value on average body size of the group concerned must be postulat,ed.
Such a state of affairs is indeed found if we compare all data considered. The highest
production rate occurs in small animals such as appendicularians, cladocerans and
copepoda. Larger animals, such as molluscs, polychaetes or echinoderms, exhibit
considerably lower average production rates.
This general size rule becomes still more evident if data on production characteristics of micro-organisms and fishes are added. In the former, the daily PIB-
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coefficients moge from 0·3 to 1·0 (SOROKIN, 1970, 1971); in the latter, the specific
production is 2 orders of magnitude lower: 0·002 to 0·008 (GREZE, 1965; MARN,
1965).
Elaborating further on correlations between weight, age and life span, on the
one hand, and specific production values in populations of different animal groups
on the other, ZAncA (1970, 1972) found a rather clear, pronounced correlation
between production and the life span specific to a given animal. Assuming exponential body growth when the specific growth rate of an individua.1 is constant and
corresponds to the specific production of the entire population, lAlJ{A proposes the
equation
(12)
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Fig 3-3: Relation between specific production rate (0 = PI B daily) and maximum life span
of animals. (Based on information provided by ZAI KA. 1972.)
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where specific production 0 = PIE; tm = maximum age of individuals; n = coefficient indicating how many times the weight of a newborn individual increases at t m The minimum value of n is known for micro-organisms which double their weight
from cell division to ceJl division; the maximum value ofn is assumed to be ]0 9 ;
this value expresses the weight increases obtained by fishes and molluscs from egg to
maximum adult size. On the basis of thel'(, assumptions, ZAIKA (1972) has determined the lower and upper limits of the potential specific production of different
animals with different life spans_ As seen from Fig_ 3-3, all specific-production values
are located between the lines Q and A. Where S-shaped growth curves prevail,
the potential specific-production values are somewhat lower and are located mainly
below the line M_
Within populations of a given species, a dependence of specific production on age
composition is observed, which may be characterized through body-size composition_ A quantitative study of this relationship, corresponding to the general
biological rule that young, and consequently, small individuals grow more rapidly
than older and larger ones, was made by ZAIKA and MALOVITSKAYA (1967). Based
on examples of different populations of Oikopleura dioica and Sagitta setosa in the
Black Sea, as well as of Oentropages kr01.Jeri and some other copepods in the Sea of
Azov, the authors came to the conclusion that the dependence of specific production
(0) on the average weight of an individual (W) in a logarith mic plot is expressed by a
straight line described by the equation
log 0 = a - b log W

(13)

where a and b = ooefficients (Fig. 3-4)_
Temperature conditions greatly affect the rates of development and growth
(Volume I, Chapt,er 3), and are of basic importance for the production rate of

C
0-7

•
0-4

0-2

0-1
0-0002
0-01

0-0005
0-025

0-001
0-05

0-002
0-'

0-005
0-25

0-01

0-02 W(1)

0·5

1-0

(2)

Fig. 3-4: Relation between specific production rate (0) and mean weight of an individual (HI)
in populations of Oikopleura dioica (I) and Sagitta seto8a (2). (Ba -cd on information prov ided
by ZAIKA and MALOVITSKAYA, 1967_)
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populations. For example, observations in the l3lack Sea (GREzE and BALDINA,
1964) revealed tha.t Acartia. clausi, at average temperatures of different seasons,
matured after the following periods (see also Volume III: KINNE, 1977):
101
65
27
47

days,
days,
days,
days,

at
at
at
at

8° C, in winter
12° C, in spring
21 ° C, in summer
1:,)° C, in autumn.

However, temperature hardly influences the population production rate in the
same way in which it affects the rate of organic development according to the
weH -known equations of VAN'T HOFF, ARIUIENIUS, BELEHRADEK, or to other simj]ar
mathematical functions. Presumably, the situation is more complicated because
environmental interactions are superimposed on the physiological fundament of
the production process.
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Fig. 3·5; Relation bctween specific production mte (0)
and season in populations of Ac,a'rtia cla-usi (I) and
Oalanipeda. aquae·dulcis (2). (Based on illfonnatioll
providcu by ZAIKA and MALOVJSTKAYA, 1967.)
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A relationship between specific production (C = P(B) and temper-ature 1', resulting from all interactions involved, was found by ZAIKA and MALOVITSKAYA
(1967) for Acart?:a cla'U$i and Calanipeda aqua.e-rlulcis from the Sea of Azov to be
log C = P + q log T

(14)

where 1) and q = coefficients.
In Fig. 3-5, each point corresponds to the mean value for a series of estimations
for the population production rate at different temperatures. The graph shows that
the slope of the line reflecting the relation between C and T is very similar in both
species.
A priori, one may suggest that the population production rate must be affected
considerably by the quantity and quality of food available. The effect of food
on growth and fecundity in different animals was studied by numerous scientists.
However, the effect of nutrition on the total production of a population remains
insufficiently investigated. The theoretical aspect of this problem was recently COllsidered by PALOHEll\10 and DICKIE (1970), who noted that
production

=

growth x reproduction,

and that this is connected with food consumption in the following way

P=J.K

( 15)

where J = total food consumption by the population, and K = utilization uf food
for groVirth and reproduction. However, food consumption under different supply
conditions is still poorly known (Volume IT: PANDlAN, 1975).
The information at hand suggests complex relationships between pruduction ra.te
and physiological and ecological peculiarities of the species concerned, as well as
changes in abiotic and biotic environmental factors. This fact considerably complicates calculations of the rate of population production in different trophic levels.
However, some generalizations can be made with faith, and the basic relationships
outlined provide a first acceptable platform for estimating production rates in
marine animal populations.
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PRODUCTION OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC
MATTER
P. J. WANOEB.SKY
(1) Introduction

The nature, origin and fate of dissolved organic matter in the ocean have been
studied almost since the beginnings of chemical oceanography. Yet no area of study,
wit,h the possible exception of the CO 2 system, is 80 full of misconceptions and
misinformation. It is rapidly becoming evident that we are not sure of either the
total· amount or the distribution of organic carbon in the oceans, and that our
knowledge of the molecular nature of the compounds present is at best spotty, and
tied to the existence of convenient methods of analysis. Most ofthe discussion of the
effects of these compounds is based on speculation rather than information; just as
the early chemists depended on mysterious proce5Ses in living organisms to explain
the synthesis of organic compounds, so do present-day environmental chemists,
geologists, and ecologists invoke the influence of dissolved orga.nic compounds to
explain deviations from expected behaviour in their experimental systems.
Although there have been several recent reviews of this field, the natural starting
point for any disoussion is the paper by VALLENTYNE (1957). This paper may well
tmn out to be the last reasonably complete review. In the years since, the
number of publications has grown so greatly that even the present chapter must be
selective rather than inclusive.
The most influential of the early reviews were surely the two by LUCAS (1955,
1961). His concepts of the functions of 'ectocrines' as regulators of competition
between species and controllers of popubtion growth proposed questions stjJ]
largely unanswered. The Russian literature has been reviewed by SKOPINTSEV
(1960, 1971); the large discrepancies between this work and that of the North
American oCf'nl1ographers has been ignored by both groups. Review articles on the
nature of the dissolved species have been writti-n by KOYAMA (1962) and WAGNER
(1969). The proceedings of the two symposia concerning organic compounds in
natural waters have now been published: the 'Symposium on Organic Matter in
Natural Waters' (HOOD, 1970) and 'Organic Compounds in Aquatic Environments'
(FAUST and HUNTER, 1971). The ohapters by PROVASOU and BELSER in the seoond
volume of 'The Seas' (HILL, 1963), and by DUURSMA in the first volume of 'Chemical
Oceanography' (RILEY and SKIRROW, 1965) also serve as useful introductions to
this subject.
While we have been able in the past to consider only those makrials originating
from natural processes as being distributed widely enough and in sufficient concentration to be of greater than simply local importance, it is now becoming evident
that man's contribution to the pool of organic material in the sea is already affecting
the natural processes. A discussion of these effects can be found in the symposium
volume 'Impingement of Man on the Ocean' (HOOD, 1971) as well as in Volume V.
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(2) Sources of Dissolved Organic Matter
(a) Contributions from Land

The marine ecologist normally thinks of land contributions to the ocean as
coming from two sources, land drainage into lakes and river systems, and thus to
the oceans, and direct drainage into the oceans along the coastlines. In both of
these instances, fresh water acts as the transporting medium and also as a sorting
mechanism, moving some compounds and leaving others behind, according to
their solubilities and reactivities. Material introduced into lakes and rivers will
undergo considerably more complicated pathways than will material dumped
directly into the ocean. We might expect to find a different array of organic molecules from each of these sources. However, while we have some information as to
the organic content of water delivered to estuaries, we have almost none on the
results of direct drainage.
A third pathway involves the addition of organic vapours or particles to the air,
with subsequent equilibration or precipitation in the oceans. In thi~ pathway, the
possibility of reaction with other atmospheric components, under the influence of
the greater intensities of radiation present at higher altitudes, must always be
oonsidered. It should be axiomatic that organic carbon will not always come down
in the same form in which it went up.
Man's contribution to the ocean follows all three of these pathways. Many of the
major cities of the world are located along coastlines, and dump their waste
materials, with or without treatment, directly into the oceans. The cities further
inland, along with their associated industries, have long used the waterways as
carriers of diluted waste, as well a~ sources of water (Volume V). The importance of
air-borne transport of industrial, agricultural, and even domestic waste materials
is onJy now becoming evident. The effects of reactions between suoh oomponents is
being documented by the various journals dealing with pollution chemistry.
We must also consider the dumping of materials into the open ocean, in the form
of oil spills from tankers, of tar balls from the cleaning of tanks and bilges, and
possibly of materials from the sinking of cargo carriers, as a form of land drainage.
While our concern with this form of dumping has been primarily with the fate of
hydrocarbons, many other organic chemicals, some of them much more damaging
to living systems, are routinely carried as bulk cargoes. The consequences to marine
life of a major spill of such materials, perhaps from a single acciden t, have not been
properly evaluated (Volume V).
Naturally-occurn:ng Organic JV1atter in Rivers and Lakes

Our knowledge of the content of organic matter in rivers and lakes has been
limited by the lack of a good analytical method for total organic carbon. Much of the
published work has involved some variety of wet-oxidation method for total
carbon. We will discuss the shortcomings of these methods at greater length in
another section of this chapter (p. 152); at this point, it is sufficient to note that the
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values so derived arc minimum values, and may represent as little as half of the
organic carbon actually present. 'While techniques now exist which can measure
total organic carbon at the levels characteristic of freshwater bodies, enough data
have not yet been accumulated to give us any real estimate of either the range to
be expected or the difference betwcpn the wet-oxidation and total-combustion
values.
In general, the amounts of dissolved organic ma.tter (DOM) in fresh water al'o
greater than those reported for sea water. MANNY and co-authOl"S (1971) have
reported total dissolved organic carbon (DOC) values of 3 to 14 mg I-I for a series of
Michig,m lakes; the range for anyone lake over a six-month period was approximately :3 mg I-J. These values would correspond to DOM concentrations of 6 to
28 mg I-I, FORSBEHO (1967), working in lakes in Upplancl (Sweden) reported DOC
values of 5 to 14 mg 1- 1 , roughly equal to 10 to 28 mg 1-1 ofDOM. Similarly, PENNAl<
(1989) found DOM concentrations ranging from 5 to 166 mg I-J, with an average of
~6 mg I-I, in a series of Colorado mountain lakes. The Jakes cho en for these researches were all well removed from the influences of industria]ization, and thus
might be considered to be representative of the natural sta.te.
It could be argued that sueh lakes serve as collectors of organic matter from the
sUlTounding countryside rather than as net suppliers to the oceans, and that much
of the organic matter caught in their basins is cycled within the basin. It would be
more to the point to have estimates of organic carbon content and rates of flow
from major river systems. U n.fortunately > such informa.tion is hard to find.
'VILLIAMS (1 968b) has estimated the DOC in the Amazon River as varying between
1·6 and 6·:3 mg C I-I, with the lower values occurring nearer the mouth of the river.
An average value for water unmixed with sea watp.r mi::rht be around 3·5 mg C 1-1.
Since these are samples taken during only one season of the year, the dry season,
and since we do not know whether the extra volume of water carried during the
rainy SPHson would S(·rve simply to dilute t.he carbon, or would instead succeed in
leaching more organic carbon from t.he watcrshed, thcre is no casy way to extrapolate thesp values to a delivery rate at thc riv >1' mouth.
Another attellipt at estimating the organic carbon contcnt of a major unpolluted
river system was made in the survcy of the J\fackenzi!' River dra,inage Lusin by
REEDER and co-anthors (I 97:l). These invcstigators were primarily interest~,d i,n
mechanisms of dishibution of inorganic materials, but measured the DOC content
in order to determine whether the mechanisms involved compJexing of ions by
orga,nic compounds. Although they obtaincd DOC values for tributa,ries draining
Bome 93% of the basin area, the sampling la,rgely demonstrated the amount of
recycling of organic matter within the basin. The important sa.mple for our purpose
is M-44, ta,ken in the Mackenzie River it.self, as it enters the delta. This sample
serv s as a summation of all of the processes of addition and utiii,zation taking
place over t.h~ course of the flow to the sea. The DOC concentration for t.his sa,mple
was 4 mg C I-I not too much greater than the values norma,lIy found ill o('PHnic
surface waters. 'This was a sa,mplc t,akcn at a single point in t.ime, at, what the
authors felt was an average period for th(' river. There is no f'st.i.mat of the possible
range of values over a yeady cycle.
Undoubtedly, there arc other measurements in the literature on the dissolved
org<lIlic burden of river wat.ers. However, the kinds of information needed to permit
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estimation of the contribution of organic material to the oceans from this source
are not available, and would require monitoring programmes on all of the major
river systems. Even the methodology necessary for such progrttIrlrnes has not been
developed. At least in the cases of these two relatively unpolluted river systems, the
Amazon and the Mackenzie, the additional DOC would not greatly increase the
oceanic concentrations, even in the near-shore regions. Perhaps, the kinds of
compounds, rather than the total amount of carbon, would prove to be important.
There are two major sources for the organic materials supplied by unpolluted
rivers to the oceans: materials leached from the surrounding watershed and
materials furnished by the growth and decay of freshwater organisms. To the
present, there has been no suggestion that the kinds of organic compounds coming
from freshwater forms differ greatly from those supplied by marine forms, although
this may in fact be the case. The differences would arise from the differences in
dominant species; blue-green algae are much more common in fresh water blooms,
while diatoms and dinoflagellates are the dominant organisms in marine blooms.
However, the organic material furnished to lakes in the course of the yearly oyole
of growth and decay of phytoplankton is normally largely contained within the
lakes, and contributes little to the organic content of sea water. The dissolved
organic material entering the estuaries from rivers and streams is largely in the
form of humic and fulvic acids.
While many attempts have been made to characterize the molecular speoies
included in the terms 'humic' and 'fulvic' acids, the compounds involved are
actually defined in terms of the techniques used to separate and isolate themtechniques carried over from soil chemistry. The humic acids are those extracted
from sailor sediment by alkaline solution, and then precipitated by acidification.
The fulvic acids are those remaining in solution after acidification (KING, 1967).
It is generally considered that these acids are aromatic in nature, possibly polyphenolic. It seems likely, however, that the composition of these compounds varies
according to the kinds of starting materials. The molecular weights of the materials
isolated by investigators in different regions cliffer somewhat; RASHID and KrnG
(1969) found that humic acids taken from different locations on the Scotian Shelf
displayed differing distributions of molecular weights
The extent of the influence of these acids on reactions in the sea is very much
open to debate. It has been considered that the explosive expansions of populations
of toxic dinoflagellates, commonly called 'red tides', are dependent upon the supply
of humate materials to coastal waters (PRAKASH and RASHID, 1968). These investigators found that both humic and fulvic acids acted a.s growth stimulants, and that
the various species of algae responded to different molecular weight fractions of
humic materials. MAHTIN and co-authors (1971) measured the humic acid and
trace-metal content of a number of Florida streams. They found a yearly cycle in
humic acid content, with a maximum in late summer to early autumn, and a
second maximum in spring. These maxima are related to periods of heavy rain.
Humic acids act as chelators for trace metals, most particularly for the transition
metals. Because of this chelation, the concentration of soluble iron in the streams
can be used as an estimator of humic acid content. The investigators felt that it was
the addition of humic acids, rather than that of trace metals, which was largely
responsible for the occurrence of red tides, but that the correlation of the two made
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possible the prediction of red tides in the Gulf of Mexico from the Bolu hIe iron
content of south Florida. streams.
On the other hand, there is Borne doubt as to just how far into the estuaries the
humic materials from fresh water actually penetrate. In the Canadian Maritimes,
it is easy to trace the dark brown colouration of the streams to the point of admixture
with sea water. At this point, the colour disappears rapidly, partly because of
dilution, but also because of the precipitation of suspended material on which the
bumic acids have become adsorbed. This precipitation is the result of coagulation
of smaller particles, including those of colloidal size, as the change in conductance
of the water with increasing salinity affects the surface charge on the particles. The
ohange in surface charge with increasing salinity has been demonstrated by NElHOF
and LOEB (1972a); coagulation at zeta potentials between -10 and +10 mv can
readily be shown in the labOl'atory, and is a normal feature of flocculation of
suspensions in sewage treatment (RIDDICK, 1961). It has been demonstra.ted that
most of the humic acid carried by a river is present in pa.rticulate, rather than
dissolved form, and that most of this particulate material precipitates with increasing salinity (HAIR and BASSETT, 1973). The mechanisms of this precipitation are
not entirely understood, but the phenomenon itself has been well described by
TEOT and DANIELS (1969). They demonstrated a. requirement for metal ions in
considerable concentration in the f1occul<1.tion of negatively charged colloids. These
metal iOllS would, presumably, be furnished by the admixture of sea water. The
precipitation of a major fraction of terrestrial humic acids upon addition to sea
water has also been reported (SIEBURTH and JE~SEN, 1968; DESAI and co-authors,
1970).
The proba.bility that only a minor fraction of the terrestrial humic and fulvic
acids ever reaches the sea is strengthened by the work of NISSENBAUM and KAPLAN
(1972), who found, on the basis of 13C: J2C ratios, that humic and fulvic acids
extracted from marine sediments must originate from rna,rine plankton, rather than
from terrestrial materials. SIEBURTH and JENSEN (1968, 1969) equated humic
materials with 'Gel bstoffe', the organic materials responsible for the yellow colour
and blue fluorescence of coastal water-s, and suggested that these compounds were
formed by condensation and polymerization from simpler compounds, principally
phenols, excreted by the fixed algae of the coastal zones. This theory would
certainly help to explain the concentrations of gelbstoffe in the coastal waters;
however, it remains to be seen whether the amounts of material exuded by the
fixed alga.e are great enough to account for the total amoW1t of gelbstoffe. The
correspondence of gelbstoffe with humic acids also requires verification.
It would seem, from the information now available, that the influence of humic
and fulvic acids of teIT('strial origin does not extent much beyond the estuaries, if
indeed that far. The precipitation of humic acids;lt the su,lt-water interface could be
investigated by an extension of the work of DESAI and co-authors (1970). These
investigators demonstrated that the precipitation of humic acids in sea water also
removed rare earth elements from the water. The distribution of rare earth elements
in stream and estuarine sediments should, therefore, outline the regions of sedimentation. Because of the minute amounts of these elements in sea water, sensitive
analytical methods would have to be employed.
The correlation between red tides and strE'am burdens of humic materials may
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be as fortuitous as the legendary direct correlation between the number of old
maids in a farming village and the size of the clover-ha,y harvest. Nutrients or
vitamins may be transported to the estuaries along with the trace metals and
humic materials, and it may be these vitamins which are responsible for the initiation of a bloom. The factor of greatest importance may be simply the esta,blishment of a strictly delimited volume of water of lower salinity in the surface layer
of the Gulf, as suggested by SLQBODKIN (1953).
The chemical nature of both the terrestrial and marine humic materials must be
determined in some greater detail before the various points of view can be resolved.
As long as we are not sure that we are talking about the same compounds, there
will always be a curiously unreal air about the arguments. STEVENSON and GOR
(1971) have divided the tenestrial humic and fulvic acids into three classes, on the
basis of infrared spectra. They feel that the fulvic acids resemble the humic acids
after the protein and polysaccharide groups have been removed by hydrolysis, and
suggest that the process of hydrolysis also results in some polymerization of the
fulvic acids. Their analyses also suggest that the humic and fulvic acids are not
simply residual materials from the breakdown oflignins, but that a fairly complete
breakdown to smaller units and a resynthesis must be involved. What other
information we now possess on humic materials has been summed up in an article
by SCHNITZER (1971) and in a recent book (SCHNITZER and KHAN, 1972).
A ir-borne Transport of N aturally-occu'rring Organic Materials

The contribution of naturally-occurring organic matter to the oceans by means of
air-borne transport is difficult to measure because of the large man -made component.
Even in the absence of pollutants, organic materials enter the atmosphere, either as
vapours or as aerosols. The existence of organic coatings on particles collected from
the atmosphere was demonstrated by GOETZ (1965). VOLZ (1972) collected watersoluble aerosol material from rainwater and measured the infrared absorption of
the samples, as well as that of material from high-volume aerosol samplers. While
most of the samples were taken in heavily settled areas, and were therefore greatly
influenced by the amount oflocal industry, some samples were taken on a mountain
near Fairbanks, Alaska (USA), and some from Thule (Greenland). Other samples
were taken at Cocos Keeling, a remote Pacific island. Thus there were some samples
more nearly representative of naturally occurring materials, even if from rather
special environments. 'While actual compounds were not identified, itwas estimated
that perhaps as much as half of the aerosol was organic in nature.
There are anum ber of possible sources for this organic material; certainly many
of them are marine, and wjJ[ be discussed at length later (p. 176). Volatile materials
such as methane and ethane are well-known products of decomposition from
reducing environments. More complicated, and certainly more unpleasant com·
pounds, such as dimethyl sulphide and the lower mercaptans, are often released
from decomposing algal blooms (JENKINS and co-authors, 1972). Terrestrial plants
also emit volatile organic materials. A seasonal cycle of volatile comp.,ounds
emitted by shrubs and trees has been found by RASMUSSEN and WENT (1964); the
major compounds were ldentified as isoprene and the terpenes normally associated
with hardwood stands. The authors estimated that as much as 44 x 10' t per year
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of organic material may be released by these and other plant sources. No one who
has walked by a newly-mown hayfield should be too surprised by this estimate.
The fate of this material, once it enters the atmosphere, is largely unknown.
Materials which would normally exist as gases may adsorb on existing particles, or
may intera.ct to form particles. WENT (1960) argued that this material condensed
to form the particles responsible for the blue haze commonly seen over coniferous
forests. Another source for the partioulate matter forming this haze is the wax
coating on pine needles. FISH (1972) demonstrated that electrical discharges from
the needles, as in the naturally occurring brush discharges, produced great num bel'S
of minute particles of wax, torn from the coating of the needles He considered this
mechanism as a second method by which the haze could be formed. It would be
interesting to examine the particles for the presence of terpenes, perhaps collected
by adsorption from the air. SCHAEFER (1970) demonstrated that the presence of
saturated iodine or turpentine vapour could produce very large numbers of condensation nuclei from country air, an effect not noticed in either very pure or very
dirty air. The ohemistry of reactions in the upper atmosphere is a very large topic,
certainly too large to be covered in this article; however, we cannot ignore the
possibility that the suite of compounds brought do\'m into the sea by rainwater rna.y
be considerably different from the suite whioh went up from land.
We also cannot assume that all of the changes in organic matter taking place in
the air are purely chemical changes. A fairly extensive air- borne population can be
found, predominantly of diatoms, bacwria, and fungi. BROWN and co-authors
(1964) reported large numbers of diatoms (up to 3000 m- 3 ), sometimes in greater
numbers than the pollen. These diatoms were primarily derived from local soils,
and were occasionally present in clumps. Similarly, a series of papers (FULTON and
MITCHELL, 1966; FULTON, 1966a, b, c) outlined the distribution of bacterial and
fungal populations at different altitudes and in terrestrial and marine air masses.
It can be argued that the organisms are not multiplying under these conditions, but
merely being tra.nsported. I find it difficult to visualize the experimental method
needed to demonstrate the existence of a true aeroplankton; nevertheless, we
cannot simply discard the possibility of bacterial utilization of the organic matwr
which forms part of the aerial detritus. Organisms living in such a niche should
display modifications protecting them from the higher levels of ultra-violet light
and from the severe environment of the higher altitudes. A search for these modifications might be a fruitful approach to the problem.
To sum up, we can say that the contribution of organic matter to the sea from
purely natural terrestrial sources should be fairly small. The rivers and streams
carry relatively little dissolved organic matter, and much of that is removed by
adsorption and precipitation before the fresh water leaves the estuaries. The
material carried by the winds, either as vapours or as particles. may be somewhat
more important, in that the processes leading to their removal from the air should
not deposit them preferentially on land. At this time we have no really good quantitative measure of the amount of organic matter contributed to the sea from this
source, although we do know that a considerable amount of inorganic material,
including clays, quartz, and talc, are transported all the way across the Atlantic
Ocean by the trade winds (DELANY and co-authors, 1967; WINDOM and co-authors,
1967; P A.RKIN and co-authors, 1970).
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1rJan' 8 Contribution
In terms of tho total amount of dissolved organic carbon, man's contribution,
particularly through land run-off, is probably quite small. The same processes of
adsorption and precipitation which limit the addition of naturally occurring
materials will also act to limit the amount of man's organic wastes delivered to the
sea. Unfortunately, two a,spects of man's treatment of waste materials act to
amplify his effect on the environment. He bypasses many of the natural limiting
meohanisms by delivering material directly to the sea, and he uses many compounds which are not found in the normal environment and which, therefore, are
not broken down or utilized by organisms. Some of these compounds may aCcumulate in specific organisms to the point where the organism is damaged. It is for these
reasons that the release of amounts of organic matter which would othenvise be
considered trifling has become a major ecological, economie, and political issue. The
economic and political aspects are beyond the scope of this a,rticle, but the ecological
issues must be brieAyexamined. For details consult Volume V.
Ifwe wish to examine the results of the addition of a great load of waste organics
to river water, perhaps no bettcr example could be found than in the paper industry
(Volume V). While the paper industry is not peculiarly Canadian-the proliferation
of forms and memos has become so great that this might truly be designated the
Age of Paper-yet it is the relatively uncrowded Canadian countryside which
permits us to isolate a paper mill as the only major industry on an otherwise largely
sylvan watershed. There is no question that the organic load of this water is high;
the river may actually foam at any slight waterfall or rapid. The suspended load of
organic matter is also very high. At Cornerbrook, Newfoundland, at a station near
the paper mill, with a salinity of 3%0' the partioulate organic matter at the surface
was 2500 p..g I-I, a,s compared to an average oceanic vu.lue of 50 p..g 1-1 (POCKLINGTON
and MACGREGOR, in press). At the same station, the sediment contained 335 p..g
C g-I. Downstream, where the salinity had reached 19'9%0' the particulate organic
matter in the stream had dropped to 42 p..g g-I. At the first station, the water was
almost muddy; within a mile, the suspended load had disappeared and the wakrwas
essentially as clear as sea water. Unfortunately, the eampling programme was not
intensive enough to outline the region of sedimentation. It would seem, then, that
even very large injections of foreign organic matter can be cleared from the rivers
before they enter the ocean, providing the organic compounds are reasonably
biodegradable, and do not collect in a surface fUm.
The same Aocculation mechanism may be involved in the well-known removal of
bacteria such as E8cherichia coli from sea water. It has been shown (FRIEDMAN and
co-authors, 1969) that C'xocelluJar carbohydrate polymers serve to hold flocculated
bacteria in discrete masses, and that synthetic low-molecular weight polymers
could be llsed to remove the organisms from solution. DIXOl'.' and ZTELYK (1969)
suggested that this type of flocculation, employing the polymers found naturally in
sea water, wa·s the major mechanism for the removal from sea wakr of bacteria
associated with sewage (see also Volume V).
In cases where the mill effluent is discharged into salt water after some pre-
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liminary treatment, precipitation occurs at the point of discharge. BEWERS and
PEARSON (l 972) found this precipitation where efflu nts from holding and treatment
lagoons were discharged into Boat Harbour, Nova Scotia. Exp riments demonstrated that flocculation could be achieved at 8 to 10%0 salinity. Even in this case,
the organic load imposed by the mill effluent did not extend beyond the estuary.
Within the estuary, however, some changes in faunal composition wC're seen in
benthic communities (PEER, 1972). It was considered that, thes(' changes were
probably due to the accumulation of flocculated material resulting from the
admixture of sea water with water from the treatment lagoons.
Some of the compounds whose effects on marine organisms seem most serious,
such as DDT and DDE, may also be removed from river water by precipitation at
higher salinities POIR.RIER and co-authors (1972) found that the colloidal material
responsible for much of the colour in natural waters can concentrate DDT by a
factor of 15,800 times. It is precisely these colloidal particles which are precipitated
with increased salinity. The association of DDT, lindane, and endrin with particulate matter has also been shown by Cox (1971), OnuM and co-authors (1969), and
PFISTER and co-authors (1969). In cases where there is little opportunity for mixing
of river water with sea water, the DDT may still be precipitated in the immediate
vicinity ofthe point, of out.flow. Offt,he Sonthern California coast, those populations
of sand crabs having the greatest DDT content were found near the sewage outfall
which serves a chemical plant manufacturing DDT. uvels of DDT in the populations increased after periods of increased winds, when the sediment containing
DDT residues was resuspended in the water colu mn (BURNETT, 1971).
At this point we might be pardoned for giving a loud 'Huzzah I ' as we contemplate
the effects of this precipitation on the levels of DDT in marine organisms and in the
ocean itself. However, we should remember that the material removed from the
streams and rivers will end up in the sediments near or in the estuaries. ~Je may, in
fact, be damaging the bottom fauna of the estuaries beyond repair, both from
compounds toxic to certain species and from the sheer volume of organic sediments.
The estuaries and coastal regions also serve as nursery grounds for many oceanic
and neritic species. The kinds of compounds brought to the estuaries include
aromatic hydrocarbons from au tomobile exhausts and phthalate esters of unknown
origi.n (HITES and BIEMANN, 1972), as well as the already mentioned chlorinated
hydrocarbons such as DDT, DDE, and the polychlorinated biphenyls. The toxicity
to marine organisms of many of these compounds is not well understood; MOSSER
and co-authors (1972) suggest that the polychlorinated biphenyls inhibit growth in
some organisms at less than toxic levels. The presence of these compounds might
thus influence the distribution of species and, therefore, the trophic structure of a
coastal area. The deleterious effects of the DDT-derived compounds on the higher
trophic levels, and particularly on sea birds, is well documented (RrsEBROUGH,
1971), and has served as the basis for the present-day restrictions on the use of these
compounds.
Even though much, and possibly a,lmost all, of the material dump d into rivers
and streams may thus be made unavailable to the oceans (SAKAMOTO, 1972), we
cannot consider that these mechanisms will protect the oceans from further contamination. The major route of these compounds, from point of application to the
sea, seems to be through the air. Early work on the nature of air-borne particles
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showed that talc was widely distributed over the oceans. The source of this talc wa
found to be commeroial insectioides, many of which used talc a,s a carrier (RISEBROUGH and co-authors, 1968; RISEBROUGH, 1971). Thus, the distribution of talc
could serve as an index to the distribution of these insecticides.
While some portion of the chlorinated hydrocarbons may be transported with
the carrier talc, another fraction passes directly into the atmosphere as a vapour.
The half-life of o.ldrin in a Petri dish in the laboratory was somewhat less than 24 h
(LICHTENSTEIN, and co-authors, 1968). It has been suggested (ACREE and coauthors, 1963) tha.t the rate of volatilization of DDT is greatly increased by codistillation with water. These compounds may then persist as vapours until brought
down by rain, or, more probably, they may be adsorbed onto existing particles in
the atmosphere. The swift spread of DDT into remote corners of the marine environment suggests that atmospherio transport must be a major, and perhaps the
dominant mechanism of distribution.
A further consequence of this method of transport is the possible concentration
of toxic materials in the surface layer of the ocean. Many of the materials most
injurious to marine organisms are soluble in the hydrophobic compounds forming
the smface microlayer of the ocean and would, therefore, be expected to concentrate in this layer to some extent even if the transport of chlorinated hydrocarbons were solely by way of river water. I f the major mode of transport is through
the air, the materials are delivered right to the layer in which they will dissolve. The
enrichment of DDT and the PCB's in the surface microlayer has bppn described by
DUCE and co-authors (1972). Collection and concentration of toxic compounds by
an organic surface laylT would disguise the true levels of these compounds in the
marine environment, since these layprs are not readily sampled by conventional
oceanographic equipment. Furthermore, quantitative sampling in the microlayers is
difficult. As a result, the f';stimates we can make concerning the total burden of
chlorinated hydrocarbons in the oceans are based on few and imprecise data
points. The quantities are usually reported in ppm; if the material is largely concentrated in the surface film, the proper unit should be /l-g m -2 of surface. If most of
the cWorinated hydrocarbons in the oceans prove to be associated with the surface
microlayer, either as inclusions in the particulate matter or dissolved in the surface
film, we should be able to predict the distribution in marine organisms. In the
open ocean, we would expect body burdens to be greatest in the surface feeders and
in near-surface particle feeders. Fish hving and feeding near the surface, and birds
which eat those fish, should be the most affected. Concentrations in the main body
of the water column should be low, and benthic invertebrates and bottom feeding
fish should carry the smallest body burdens.
Many compounds other than the chlorinated hydrocarbons may find their way
to the sea by way of the air. The hydrocarbons emitted by automobiles, as well as
the products of the reactions of these compounds with each other and with oxygen,
under the influence of sunlight, have been found both in the vapour phase and in or
on air-borne particulate matter. CVKOR and co-authors (1972), sampling air near
New York City, found particulate matter with the chemical characteristics of
automotive exhaust emissions, while KOPCZYNSKI and co-authors (1972), sampling
Los Angeles city air, measured both hydrocarbons and NO•. Furthermore, they
found that irradiation of this air by sunlight resulted in a decrease in hydrocarbon
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oontent, pa.rticularly of aromatics, and an increase in NO•. It would seem likely that
some portion of this accumulation of organic reaction products, both from automobile exhausts and industrial emissions, would end up in the surface la,yers of the
ocean, at least in coastal waters. Again, sampling of the surface microlayer would
seem to be indica,ted, rather than sampling of the main body of water. The amount
of material available to the oceans from this source cannot be considered to be
trivial; the air traveller whose flight path includes the northeastern seaboard looks
at the countryside below him through a thick brown haze. Simila.rly, seagoers
entering any major port are enveloped by the atmosphere of the port before they
dock.
While many of our pollution problems oan be traced to fuel combustion of one
sort or another, we must keep in mind the many other possihle sources of air-borne
organic matter (Volume V). GOLDBERG (1971) has listed the <1llilUal production of
volatile synthetic organio chemicals in the United States in 1968. While most of
these materials are used as starting compounds in organic syntheses, and are
therefore added to the carbon cycle at some later time as solid wastes, at least a few
are either used in their original form, as for inst,ance, the Freons, or are lost as
vapour in storage and in transfer, as is gasoline. GOLDBERG estimates that some
1'75 x 10 12 g of gasoline and 2 x 10 1 J g of perchloroethylene, a common drycleaning fluid, are added to the atmosphere each year. The Freons are widely used
as propellants in the ubiquitous pressurized containers, dispensing everything from
hot sha,ving lather to artificial whipped cream and are, therefore, manufactured
expr ssly to be blown away into the atmosphere. We could expect that almost all
of the 0·13 x 10 12 g of Freon-12 manufactured in 1968 would have found its way
into the atmosphere, and, presumably, into equilibrium with the surface waters of
the oceans. Since the uses of Freons have been increasing steadily, it would not be
too surprising to disoover either the compounds t.hemselves or their reaction
products as trace gases in surface sea water in the near future.
Direct Addition to the Sea
The most spectacular manifestations of man's disregard for the marine environment involve direct additions of materials to the sea. An outraged public can be
counted upon to rise in righteous indignation when a 'Torrey Canyon' dumps crude
oil along miles of vacation beaches, or an 'Arrow' spills bunker C oil into Chedabucto
Bay. While these inoidents may prove quite useful in attracting our attention to the
effects of petroleum on the oceans, they a.re not as important in the economy of the
seas as are the everyday cleaning of bilges and flushing of tanks, carried out as part
of the normal routine of ship maintenance. Regulations ooncerning these acts do
exist, bnt they are almost impossible to enforce, barring the required addition of
tracer chemicals to all petroleum products moving by sea.
The evidence for large-scale addition of hydrocarbons to the sea can be found in
the increasing pollution of beaches along major sea routes, as in Bermuda and South
Mrica, and in the increase in petroleum residues in the su.rface waters of the open
ocean. HORN and co-authors (1970) found tar balls, or petroleum lumps, in 75% of
their nousten tows in the Mediterranean Sea and in the Atlantic Ocean between
Gibraltar and the Azores. These tar balls consisted of the low-boiling fractions of
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petroleum, and often carried their own associated flora and fauna, with a bacterial
slime, isopods, and sometimes goose barnacles. Small lumps were often founel in the
stomachs of sauries. It might be worth examining the stomachs of other surface
feeders, including some species of birds, for such accumulations_
MORRIS (1971) was able to estimate the amounts of tar per unit area in the northwestern Atlantic Ocean, thrcugh the use of quantitative neuston sleds of a new
design. He found concentrations of tar lumps ranging from 0-1 to 9- 7 mg m -2, with a
mean value of ]·0 mg m 2. This mean value can be extrapolated to a total of 27x
10 3 t oftar lumps in the North Atlantic. Admittedly, this type of extrapolation can
lead to erroneous conclusions. The number of stations was small, and they were
clustered in a single ocean area. However, the estimate is probably within a factor
of two of the real value-a disturbingly larue amount of petroleum residue to have
floating around.
While most of the hydrocarbons may be present as discrete lumps in the surface
layer, some may become incorporated into the ecosystems associated with surface
layers_ BURNS and TEAL (1973) found large quantities of hydrocarbons in the
Sargassum community. Some of the hydrocarbons in Sargassum itself were un·
doubtedly of natural origin; howevpr, the fauna associated with this seaweed
contained hydrocarbons almost entirely derived from petroleum. The authors felt
that t he main route of the hydrocarbons into the animals was across the gill surfaces,
rather than through the digestive tract. The consequenccs ofthis incorporation into
organisms have not yet really been considered.
Although petroleum may be the most noticeable addition to the marine environment, and the chlorinated hydrocarbons the most directly injurious, we must not
overlook the amount of sheer trash we dump into t.he oceans. For generations we
have assumed that dumping wastes into the sea was the equivalent of permanent
di8po~al; we are just now becoming aware of the extrnt to which our wastes are
accumulating (Volume V). In those cases in which the wastes are of natural origin
and subject to biological degradation, we may not be too far wrong in relying on
biological activity to keep us even, although, at least in the deep sea, JANNASCH
and co-authors (1971) have shown that bacterial degradation may be orders of
magnitude slower than in coastal waters. Thus organic wastes delivered to the deep
sea may he a very long t.ime in disappearing. This work, based originalJy on the
famous, ifinadvcrtant, 'Alvin' experiment, has since been confirmed and extended
by SMITH and TEAL (1973), who found t,hat the whole bottom community at
1850 m depth, or at least that portion of it fitting under a bell jar, respires at a rate
about 0-01 times that of the shelf communities. At these metabolic rates, the deep
ocean does not appear to be a suitable trash bin even for wastes which are reasonably
easily degraded.
Not all of the organic materials we drop into the ocean are in a form easily a.vailable to organisms. CARPEN1'ER and SMITH (1972) found large quantities of plastics
Boating in the Sa.rgasso Sea, some of the pieces bearing attached organisms, They
caJculttted an average mass of 290 g km- 2 of floating plastic particles, derived from
all of the many kinds of plastic receptacles common to our civilization. Many of the
particles wer'e as much as 0-5 cm in length. In the micro range, CARPENTER and coauthors (1972) reported large numbers of 0-1- to 0-2-mm polystyrene spherules in
plankton tows taken off the American coast. These spherules were found in the gut
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contents of several species of fish. The authors Bugg st t,hat large num bel'S of theBe
undigested and undigestible materials could clog the digestive pl'ocesses of the
smaller or younger fish. The particles, possibly waste material from industrial
processes, also conta.ined large amounts of PCB's, presumably used as plasticizers.
In this manner the chlorinated hydrocarbons could be introduced into the digestive
systems of particle feeders living some distance below the surface.
Along with the materials already mentioned, there is a certain amount of waste
which is dumped at sea because it is too toxic or dangerous to store or to destroy on
land. The armed forces of various nations have traditionally used the oceans as
convenient disposal areas for outdated and unstable explosives and poisonous
gases. These materials are normally dumped in specific areas, very well marked on
mariners' charts, and, baning biza,rre accidents, are effectiv ly removed from any
real contact with marine ecosystems. The situation is not quite so clear-cut with
chemical warfa.re agents. There has been some concern expressed about the possible
effects of the various nerve gases, such as isopropyl methylphosphonoftuoridate
(GB), on marine life (EpSTEJ , 1970; ADAMS, 1972), and calculations have been
made u.s to the half-life of th se compounds in sea water at pressures equivalent to
those at the depths ;11. which the materials are dumped. In general, too little is
known concerning pressure effects on the hydrolysis of these compounds in so
complex a medium to permit a.ny predictions as to their fate.
To sum up, man's additions to the carbon cycle in the seas are not large, compared
to the total amount of carbon pr sent. HowevC'r, they often consist of materials
which are difficult to degrade, and arE', therefore, cumulative in their effects. In
addition, some of the components are either toxic or affect the local specics selectively, so that speci s succe sion or the composition of the community ma.y be
determined by the nature of the substances added. The mechanisms of flocculation
and sedimentation which normally control the a.ddition of organic makriH Is from
rivers and str ams t·o the sea will also insure that man's effect on thl' marine environment will be felt primarily in th cstuaries and in the lower reaches of the
river systems, rather than in the open ocean.
(1)) Nearshore Environments

Nearshore environments---the estuaries, bays, and coastal zones-are normally
areas of considerably greatcr productivity than are the open oceans. The dissolved
organic content of the sea water is similarly greater in these areas. It has long been
considered t,hat land clrainag into these a,reas, particularly from humic acidcontaining streams and rivers, was responsible for both the higher values of DOC
and the increascd fertility. As we havc already seen, recent work suggcsts that little
dissolved organic carbon is contributed from fresh water; if anything, the coastal
sea water seems to be a source, rather than a sink, for the DOC at the river mouth.
This is particularly tru for rivers in the far north (LODER and HOOD, 1972).
The planktonic sources of dissolved organic material are much the same for
coastal waters as they are for the open ocean. Since much of the work on these
organisms has b en done on oceanic forms, I will treat. these sources when I discuss
th offshore environment (p. J 37). In this section, I will rcstrict myself to those
sourccs of organic material which are peculiar to nearshore environments.
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The most obvious organic structures in nearshore environments are the fixed
algae, the large seaweeds. In cold waters the edges of rocky shores are lined with
various seaweeds, and the organisms flourish wherever the bottom is suitably
rocky and not too deep. The contribution of dissolved organio materials from
bnlised and broken fronds is obvious during and after any large storm; a brownishyellow foam forms in the shallow water around protruding rocks, and may be blown
up onto the shore. This foam is quite stable, and may persist for days after the wind
and waves have subsided.
A loss of organic matter to the solution as a result of fracture and abrasion of
seaweed fronds during a storm is not unexpected. In view of the extensive beds of
seaweeds found in some areas, and in view of the well-known use uf extracts of these
plants as geUants and foam stabilizers, the production of stable foams by the
action of breaking waves is indeed what we would predict. 'Ve do not often consider,
however, that in the course of a normal, quiet day many of these plants are subjected to extremely rigorous conditions. Many of the species are intertidal, and
spend up to halfof the dayoutofthe water, fully exposed to au' and sunlight. During
rainy periods, the water surrounding the weeds may range from full sea-water
salinity almost to fresh water. When the rising tide is bringing sea water back to the
salt-encrusted weeds at the top of the rock, local salinities could well approach
saturation. We would indeed expect to find organic carbon leaking from seaweeds
treated in this fashion.
SIEBURTH (1969) found that Fucus ve.nculosus, when subjected either to rain
water or to drying and re-immersion in sea water, released from 0·39 to 3·80 mg
C g-I. The material was mostly carbohydrate in nature, with some polyphenolic
compounds and some nitrogenous materials. He calculated that as much as 30%
of the total carbon fixed, or 40% of the net fixation, could be exuded into the sea
water, and that in dense beds of Fucus, this exudation could range from 5 to 7 g
C 00- 2 day-I. The other weeds tested by SIEBURTH, including Chondr'us crispus and
various species of Laminaria, were less affected by this treatment. KROES (1970)
also found the exoretion of organic compounds to be enhanced by drying and
re-wetting of algal fronds. He worked with Fucus serratus and HimanthaUa elongata,
species with different habitats in the intertidal zone. H. elongata, which gave off
more mucilage on l'e-wetting, is seldom completely exposed, even at low tide, while
F. ser'ratus, which is almost completely exposed at low tide, exudes much less
organic material. Other species, from habitats higher in the intertidal zone,
produce almost no mucilage at, all after drying and re-wetting. KROES felt that this
difference in reaction to drying might reflect the normal daily cycles of the plants,
in that those species which routinely dried out during the day might not be able to
afford to lose large quantities of their organic production.
These losses of organic carbon can be understood as resulting from damage to the
organism, and thus as unusual events in the life cycle. The seaweeds which experience such events fairly frequently must either develop protective devices or undergo
a considerable drain on their capacity for growth and reproduction. It would seem
grossly inefficient for a plant to allow any great quantity of its organic material,
photosynthesized at some cost in energy, to leak into the surrounding environment.
Yet just this sort of leakage occurs even in strictly terrestrial species. LONG and 00-
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authors (1956) demonstrated a loss of both J2p and organic carbon through leaching
of foliage with a fine mist of distilled water. The loss was in the form of polypept.idcs
and galactan. TUKEY and co-authors (1957) showed that this loss was greatest
during photosynthesis, and was related to illuminance. Far from being a manifestation of an abnormal physiological state, a leaching of organic matter int.o the
environment would seem to be a normal feature of plant metabolism. The evolutionary significance of this procedure will be considered at length later in this chapter
(p. 143).
Both benthonic and planktonic algae also contribute dissolved organic material
to the environment even in the absence of stress. The contributions of the planktonic
algae, together with those from zooplankton and larger animals, will be discussed
in the section on offshore environments (p. 137). The major difference between the
two environments is quantitative rather than qualitative, and is due to the larger
populations present near shore.
The excretion of organic material by benthonic algae has been reasonably well
documented. CRAIGIE and McLACHLAN (1964) reported the excretion of a yellow
material with a strong ultra-violet absorption from healthy cultures of Fw;us
vesiculo8US. They found similar products in a.\l of the phaeophytes examined. The
oompounds appeared to be polyphenolic, and on acid hydTolysis yielded the sugars
fucose, xylose, glucose, and galactose, as well as a brown precipitate resembling the
tannins. Alkaline hydrolysis gave phlorglucinol as a major product. In the early
stages of growth of the alga, a colourless material with a high ultra-violet absorption
was released. With time, the culture medium turned yellow. This suggests that the
yellow compounds present in relatively large concentrations in coastal waters are
oxidation products of originally colourless exudates from fixed algae. These
compounds, together with the same or similar materials released by phytoplankton
(SIEBUR'l'H and JENSEN, 1969), are probably the major constituents of gelbstoffe,
the yellow fluorescent material discovered in coastal waters by KALLE (1938).
There can be little argument concerning the addition of dissolved organic matt,er
to coastal water by macrophytes. However, there is considerable argument concerning the importance of the several routes by which the materials are added. SlEB RTH
(1969) found that Fucus vesiculo8U8 contributed to the medium up to 30% of the
total amount of carbon fixed by photosynthesis. KHAlLOV and BURLAKOVA (1969)
estimated that about 30% of the gross productivity of macrophytes may be released
during active growth, with a further 40% released by death and decomposition. On
the other hand, MA-JAK and co-authors (1966) found almost no extracellular
excretion from the Rhodophyceae, and CRAIGIE and co-authors (1966) measured
essentially no release of organic matter to the medium in five species of green
macrophytes.
At Jll-st glance, and perhaps even at second and third glance, it seems impossible
to reconcile these findings. However, there are a few caveats. The data reported by
MAJAK and co-authors (1966) and by CRAIGIE and co-authors (1966) come from
short-term experiments, and the a.ctual measurements were of 14C liberated into
the medium, rather than of actual organic carbon. If the compounds added to the
medium consisted largely of stored products, the addition would be underesti mated.
KHAIf,O\ and BURLA.KOV A (1969) did not actually measure the amount, of organic
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matter added, either; instead, they equated change in absorbance at 260 n m with
increase in organic matter, according to the relationship

C = 100

X

E 260

(KHAILOY and BURLAKOVA, 1968). As we shall see later, it is not altogether safe to
equate chang in u.v. absorption with change in organic carbon content. The
assumption of unchanging composition is implicit in this technique, and an increase
in a fraction having a high absorption at that wavelength could lead to a considerable
over-estimation of the total release. SIEBURTH (1969), however, used a total com bustion method which should have been reasonably accurate at the high concentrations
of organic carbon reported in his paper. He attributed his higher values to the
elimination of ba.cteria from his cultures with Thiomersal; his bacterized cultures
all showed little or no accum ula tion of dissolved organic mat,erial. It is assumed that
the organic material produced was all metabolized by the bacteria, an assumption
supported by the untreated cultures.
The discrepancies between the various sets of data are really too great to be
explained by these mechanisms. Although SIEDURTR'S bacterized experiments,
over short time periods, gave results like those of CRAIGIE and co-a,uthors (1966), it
is difficult to beli ve that bacterial growth can really keep even with the rate of
release of organic material right from the beginning of an experiment,. 'We can arc'ue
that the low values found by some investigators were the result of bacterial utilization or of the release of older storage products, or that the higher values were caused
by damage to the organisms, either by the extended experiments or by the bactericide used.
Operationally, the source of the organic materials is not critical; it is import<1nt
that substantial amounts of organic matter are added to the environment by fixed
algae, and that these algae can exist in very thick beds in coastal environments.
EROKHIN (1972) has found from 45 to ] 00 mg J- I of dissolved orga,nic material in
littoral basins, as compared to the usually quoted figure of I to 2 mg I-I of dissolved
organic carbon, corresponding to 2 to 4 mg DOM 1-1, in the surface layers of the
open ocean. This is certainly an amount of available organic carbon which must be
considered in our estimates of the resources of these areas.
A major difference between nearshore and offshore environments, and probably
the main factor in the incre<\sed productivity of the coastal waters, is the distance
between the euphotic zone and the sea floor. The productivity of the surface waters
is sustained, over much of the year, by recycling of organic materials and inorganic
nutrients. However, some fraction of the carbon fixed in particles must fall into the
deeper waters, and some fraction of the dissolved organic matter, including a
portion of thl' nutrients phosphorus and nitrogen, bound in organic compounds,
must be carried into the deeper water (,it 11('1' by tllrbulent mixing or by loea.! circulation patterns, In the open ocean, regeneration of the inorganic nutrients pr(l(~('ds
essentially to completion while the materials are stilI in the water column, and nry
little particulate organic material actual1y gets to the sea floor. Thus enn the
surface layers of deep-sea sediments rarely have over 1% of organic carbon. In any
case, once the materials are removed from the euphotic zone, they are out of the
reach of the primary producers until such time as the water mass is again brought to
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the surface of the ocean. The time scale for re-use of this material is thus very long,
indeed, and the wheel of the productivity cycle turns slowly.
Over large areas of the ncarshore environment the sea floor is included within the
euphotic zone, or is sufficiently closc to it that the turbulence induced by severe
storms can r circulat.e mat.erials from deeper waters or from the bottom back into the
zone of primary productivity. If the water column is short enough, mueh of the pa,rticulate matter may reach the bottom before th inorganic nutrients have been
regenerated, a,nd the input of nutrients into the euphotic zone may be tied to
processes occurring in the sediments. The whole of the cycle of photosynthesis,
death and regeneration may be compressed into a shallow zone, perhaps less than a
hundred metres in depth; under thes conditions, the cycle should revolve rapidJy.
Compared to the open ocean, a greater proportion of the nutrients will be found in
the euphotic zone at any given instant, anrl the populations will be correspondingly
denser. I believe it is the compression and intensifiC'ltion of the carbon cycle which
makcs the coastal areas so productive, rather than any influence of the adjacent
land masscs. Equiva.lent productivity can be found in areas of the oceans quite
distant from land, providing thc area is shatlow. The Grand Banks offNewfoundland
are pcrhaps the best-known example of this phenomenon.
'When the water column is shallow enough, or the productivity of the surfacP.
water is high enough so that a large proportion of the particulate organic matter
reaches the sea floor before decomposing, the organic content of the ediment may
become so high that the dissolved oxygen contcnt of the bottom and inter titial
water can not fully accom modate the oxidation of this organic matter to CO 2 , Many
sediments, including those in the open ocean, acquire reducing properties at some
depth below the sediment-water interface. Normally, the depth at which this
cha,nge from oxidizing to reducing conditions occurs is set by the balance between
the rates of supply and oxidation of organic materials and the rate of diffusion of
oxygen into the sediment from the bottom water. The level at which thc change
occurs is often marked by a change in colour in oceanic clay-sediment cores, and
sometimes by the accumulation of manganese as Mn0 2 in both clay and carbonate
sediments. This explanation for both the colour change and the accumulation of
Mn0 2 was first suggested by MURR.AY and IRVINE (1895) and, subsequently, by
WANGERSKY (1959a), LYNN and BONATTI (1965), WANGERSKY and JOENSUU (1967)
and TURNER and HARIUSS (1970).
In areas where the rate of supply of organic matter to the deeper water and,
ultimately, to the sediment exceeds the rate of re-supply of dissolved oxygen, both
the deep water and the sediment may become totally anoxic. The fate of organic
compounds in anoxic environmcnts is altogether different from their normal fate.
The number and variety of organisms able to survive under these conditions are
smaller than in areas of even very low oxygen. It is not surprising, then, that the
residence time of organic compounds is much greater in anoxic environments, and
that a completely different suite of end products results from their breakdown.
There are very few trenches in the open ocean whose communication with the
normal bottom water is so restricted that it is possible for anoxic conditions to
develop. The Cariaco Trench, off the coast of Venezuela, is the classic case, and even
this feature may be characterized as coastal. However, anoxic en vironments are not
uncommon in coastal regions, particularly in fjords, deep inlets with shaUow sills
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and fairly high productivity. Even larger r('gions with fjord-likcfecLtures leading to
decreased vertical circulation can become unoxic; the best example of th is is the
Black Sea. The chemistry of these regions is ~o specialized that I will not tLttempt to
summarize it here. The interested reader should consult RICHARDS (1965) a,nd the
original literature, including ADAMS and RTCHARDS (1968) and BROWN and coauthors (1972).
In general, the sediment does not act as a source of djssolved organic matter. The
more complex materials reaching the sea floor are broken down, some finally to
CO 2 , but end products would have to move out of the interstitial water by means of
molecular diffusion, and would be subject to adsorption on the many kinds of
sediment smfaces encountered along the way. The only evidence we have for the
escape of organic compounds from the sediments involves the gaseous hydrocarbons. FRANK and co-authors (HI70) measured methane, ethane and propane
concentrations in the Gulf of Mexico. They found all of these ga es to be present in
greater than equilibrium concentrations in the bottom water, and concluded that
the com pounds were freed into the ocean by seepage of hydrocarbons from petroleum
reservoirs in the sea floor.
If there is any real relea.se of dissolved organic rna terial to the bottom water,
through bacterial degradation or biological utilization of the more complex
materials, we should expect to find evidence of it in the form of gradients of dissolved
organic carbon near the sea floor. Unfortunately, our sampling devices and analytical methods are not yet sophisticated enough to furnish this kind of information.
In the future, it may be possible to take water samples very close to the undisturbed
bottom, perhaps with the use of submersibles.
There are two environments which are not normally considered as nearshore, but
which are certainly not characteristic of the open ocean; thpsc are the cora.] reefs
and the regions of coastal upwelling. Both of these environments are extremely
productive, but for different reasons. Coral reefs aI!' regions of shallow water,
sometimes along coastlines, as in the Great Banier Reefin Australia, and sometimes
in the middle of otherwise deep water, as in the archtypical South Sea island. Warm
water is a requirement for the survial and development of most corals; healthy reefs
are, therefore, generally found in tropical or semi-tropical regions, where seasonal
variations in productivity are at a minimum. Instead of a winter-long regeneration
of nutrients, followed by an overpowering spring bloom, the regime of the reef is set
by the rate of regeneration of nutrients, both from the organic matter generated in
the reef system and from that in the incoming surface water.
The coral atoll might, in fact, be compared to a chromatographic column. The
incoming current of sea water brings inorganic nutrients and organic matter, both
russolved and particulate. The inorganic nutrients can be used directly by the
photosynthesizing organisms, the primary producers, while the organic materials
must be broken down before the nutrients are available. In either case, the newly
formed organic materia.1 enters into the cycle of growth, death and regeneration
moving slowly across the reef in the same manner as a sample moves along a
chromatographio column, but with recycling rather than desorption and reabsorption as the retarding mechamsm. Eventually, the system will reach a steady
state, and nutrients will move off the reef into the surface water downcurrent at the
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same rate as they are moving on to the reef. The productivity of the reef will be a
function of the hold-up time of the nutrients, since, in a steady-state situation, this
will determine the total amount of nutrients on the atoH atany one time. Conversely,
it should be possible to estimate the hold-up time for nutrients on a reef by comparing the productivity of the reef to that of the incoming surface water.
Under these circumstances, any mechanism which increased hold-up time of
nutrients would be advantageous to the organisms on the reef, and would be
expected to be favoured in the evolution of reef dwellers. Since the princip<1l
mechanism for the removal of nutrients from the reef involves movement of
dissolved or particulate material with the moving phase, the sea water, adaptations
serving to remove the recently-fixed organic material from the water column should
occur. Perhaps the most effective adaptation would be one which anchored the
photosynthesizing organism in place, in the region of high nutrient concentration or
high regeneration rate, and a1Jowed the transmission of by-products to either
decomposers or users at the next higher trophic level without passage through the
water column. This kind of adaptation can readily be seen in the symbiotic association between zooxanthellae or zoochlorellae and the larger reef organisms, such as
coral and tridacnids. IVrUSCATINE, in a long sequence of papers-summed up in
SMITH and co-authors (1969)-demonstrated movement of carbohydrates from
zooxantheHae and zoochlorellae into the host organisms. The value of the symbiotic relationship to the host seems reasonably clear; the value to the guest has
been in greater dispute. It has been claimed that the autotrophic guest receives
nutrients, such as phosphate and ammonia, from the host (YONOE, 1964) and,
simultaneously removes the host's trash. Certainly, any nutrients used by the
symbiont must have passed through the host; whether these nutrients originate as
waste products of the host's metabolism or as material taken directly out of the
water column has not yet been demonstrated, and might be very difficult to
demonstrat~.

I would propose that the major benefit to the symbiont is the removal of the
organism from the moving stream of water. This 'anchorage' within the larger reef
organisms not only keeps the nominally planktonic guest within a zone high in
nutrients, it also serves to protect the symbiont against herbivores. While the host
and the symbiont thus benefit directly from this association, the reef as a whole
benefits from the increase in retention time for nutrients. One overall result,
however, sh'ould be a smaller amount of dissolved organic materia,[ in the water
column than would result from an equivalent degrce of productivity in a normal
coastal environment, since much of the soluble material resulting from photosynthesis is passed between organisms along internal pathways, and never enters
the water column. Again, this is a field in which very little research ha.s been done.
Areas of coastal upwelling, although also highly productive, show quite a different
pattern of productivity. In these regions, primarily along the western coasts of the
major continents, the direction of the prevailing winds results in a movement of
surface water away from the coast. In order to preserve t.he continuity of the ocean,
and to prevent the appearance of a large trough in the sea surface parallel to the
coastline, water must be brought up to the surface from some deeper level. Although
this level is seldom very deep, it is usually below the level ofregeneration of inorganic
nutrients; therefore, t,he regions of upwelling are in a state which is the equivalent
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of a continuous spring bloom. While these upwelling areas have long been known as
regions of extremely successful fisheries, usually based on surface-feeding forms
such as the Peruvian anchovy, both theoretical and experimental studies are only
now being published. One of the major emphases of the International Biological
Program is the study of these areas of coastal upwelling.
The pattern of occurrence of dissolved organic material ill coastal upwelling
areas will be a function of the current system, with maximum values appearing
fairly near the areas of upwelling. The sources and amounts should be much like
those of the open ocean during bloom season, rather than those of the normal
coastal areas, since the sea floor is not involved in the renewal of nutrients. Some
factors which are of little importance in true oceanic blooms can become of greater
importance in upwelling areas because of the stability of the nutrient supply. In the
open ocean, the major sources of dissolved organic matter are planktonic organisms;
fish populations are too spars~' to makc any real contribution. For the P(,TUvian
upwelling area, WHITELEDOE and PACKARD (1971) suggest that the excretion of
creatine and urea by the large permanent population of anchovies may be important
in the regeneration of nutrients, perhaps even more important than the supply of
dissolved organic matter from zooplankton.
The effect of tIl(' harvesting of anchovies by sea birds of the area is almost never
considered. Birds, most particularly the guanay and the chiquero, remove large
quantities of phosphorus, nitrogen and organic carbon from the water column. Any
system not continuously replenished would quickly run out of nutrients for primary
producers. Over the whole earth, the rate of removal of phosphorus a.nd nitrogen in
the form of guano has been estimated as being three orders of magnitude less than
the addition from terrestrial weathering (HUTCHINSON, 1950). However, the
removal in the form of guano all takes place in only a few small areas of the world
ocean, and this removal ofnutrients could be quite important in limiting the extent
of these regions of high productivity.
A high concentration of dissolved organic material should be found in these
upwelling areas, since the phytoplankton population is maintained in a bloom
state by the continual input of new nutrients from deep water, rather than by the
regeneration of nutrients from organic materials. Regeneration obviollsly must
take place; we would expect to see its results in a diminuation of the dissolved
organic material downculTent from the areas of active upwelling. RYTHER and
co-authors (1971) followed a parcel of upwelled water off the Peruvian coast for
five days, using a buoyed parachute drogue set at 10m to mark the water mass. They
found a. decrease in dissolved organic carbon with time, a circumstance which
suggests a relatively rapid rate of regeneration. In this work, a·s in all of the dissolved
organic carbon work, there are problems associated with the methods of measurement. These will be discussed later in the chapter (p. 153).
As in almost every aspect of the study of dissolved organic material, we arc forced
to the conclusion that many of the questions we would like to ask cannot yet be
answered. This is due, at least in part, to flaws in our methodology. For complex
mixtures where aU of the components are pn'sent in nanogram concentrations,
there are few good analytical methods, and these few are reIatiyely new. Furthermore, there is as yet no simple, reliable analytical method for dissolved organic
carbon which is precise enough to permit us to keep a, budget during our concentra-
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tions and separations. Without the ability to account for all of the ca.rbon, we
cannot be certain we are not missing some major refractory fraction; without some
simple and accurate method for total dissolved organic carbon, we will not take
and run the num bel"!> of samples necessary to delineate the real distributions of these
materials.
(c) Offshore Environments

Bacteria
Bacteria are usually considered not as sources, but as major consumers of
dissolved organic materials (Volume I; Volume II: SCHLEGEL, 1975; this Volume,
Chapter 6). It is with this latter role that we will be concerned in the last sections of
this chapter. However, bacteria are responsible for a,t least some of the addition of
dissolved organic material to the ocean, both from the synthesis and release of
certain compounds and from the breakdown of particulate and dissolved matter,
with the subsequent release of soluble fragments. A further, albeit indirect, source
of dissolved material is the breaking up of bacteria in the course of ingestion by
zooplankton.
The concept of the release of soluble material as a by-product of bacterial metabolism is neither new nor limited to marine bacteria. GORIN and SPENCER (1966)
isolated exocellular polysaccharides from cultures of Azotobacter vinelandii. The
polysaccharides were composed of uronic a.cids, and resembled alginic acids in
structure. A somewhat more startling case is the report of the isolation of a, bacterium which bloomed in numbers sufficient to discolour the water, and produced
an exotoxin capable of killing fish (Bj<~rN, 1954; MEYERS and co-authors, 1959).
This bacterium, Flavobo,(;terium piscicida, was isolated from a 'red tid!" which did
not contain dinoflagellates. The bacterium has subsequently been isolated from
more normal red tides, also, where the co-occurring dinoflagellate species was
Gymnodinium breve. The toxin produced by pure cultures of the bacterium showed
the characteristics of a neuromuscular toxin, as does the toxin produc!'d by the
dinoflagellate. The question of which of the organisms, the bacterium or the
dinoflagellate, was usually responsible for the fish kills associated with red tides, was
left hanging, and has not been taken up again.
While it was shown that this bacterium could be found in dinoflagellate blooms,
it was not determined whether its presence was a necessary condition for such a
bloom to take place. A strong possibility exists that marine bacteria are required
in order for a bloom to become a red tide, since the organisms making up the bloom
usually require a source of vitamin B 12 for satisfactory growth. Some of the B 12
used in starting a bloom may well have come from coastal a,reas, and particularly
from tidal marshes (BURKHOLDER and BURKHOLDER, .1956; STARR, 1956). However,
once a bloom has started, much greater quantities ofB '2 must be provided in order
to maintain the large populations chara.cteristic of a reel tide. It has been shown
(STARR and co-authors, 1957) tha,t many species of marine bacteria can produce
B I2 and thiamine (GORDON and co-authors, .19(9). It has, therefore, b en suggested
by COLLIEIt (personal communication) that these catastrophic dinoflagellate blooms
are excellent exampl s of sym biosis, with the marine ba.cteria furnishing vitumin
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B 12 and possibly other growth factors to the dinoflagellates, and being furnished in
return with carbohydrate material excreted by the dinoflagellates and proteins
resulting from the fish kill so often associated with a bloom.
A second method by which bacteria add dissolved organic matter to the ocean
involves the breakdown of particulate matter, with the release of a fraction, either
dissolved or colloidal, to the solution. Although muoh of the experimental work in
this area has been done in freshwater systems, the results should be directly applicable to sea water; there is a much greater difference between aerobic and anaerobic
environments than there is between fresh water and sea, water. What work has been
done in sea water fully substantiates the freshwater work, most of which was done
in the context of the results of eutrophication on small lakes and ponds.
Several investigators have allowed cultures of algal cells to decompose aerobically,
with very similar results. JEWELL and MCCARTY (1971) found that a small portion
of the organic material, which they suggested might be the storage compounds,
decomposed very quickly, in a matter of hours, while a larger portion, varying from
30 to 70%, took as much as a year to disappear. The remaining, or refractory,
material, which rangf'd from 12 to 87% of the total, decomposed very slowly, at the
rate of a few per cont per year. OTSUKl and HANYA (1972a) were more concerned
with the dissolved fraction, and divided it into usable and a. resistant fraction. The
usable fraction was removed by bacterial action in a matter of days, but the resistant
fraction deoayed only slowly, and was still present at the end of the experiment.
Since they weN' concerned only with the soluble materials, their universe did not
include the most resistant of the materials studied by JEWELL and MCCARTHY, the
su bstances making up the cell walls.
Somewhat similar expf'Timents on the macromolecula.r compounds dissolved in
sea water were performed by AIZATULLIN and KHAILOV (1970), who demonstrated
that the hydrolysis of polysaccharides was largely controlled by bacterial activity.
When bacterial metabolism was blocked by the administration of antibiotics, the
rate of hydrolysis dropped by a factor of 18. OOURA (1972) followed the decay of
dissolved organic matter in surface sea water incubated in the dark. He found that
20% of the DOC disappeared in 50 days, and another 30% decomposed somewhat
more slowly. OOURA felt that the remaining 50% was probably unusable by bacteria.
While this work would suggest that the major role of bacteria was in the consumption, rather than the production, of dissolved organic matter, it was shown t,hat a
fair proportion of the pa.rticulate organic matter was reduced to a soluble state by
bacteria before its final decomposition.
The role of bacteria in the breakdown of dissolved organic matter in the sea was
further examined in work by KHAILOV and FINENKO (1968; see also Chapters 2
and 6). They proposed that the compounds of high molecular weight were adsorbed
on particles, broken down by enzymatic hydrolysis, and the low molecular weight
compounds released to the solution. \VhHe this process could proceed in the absence
of bacteria, as long as enzymes were present, adsorbed on the particles, the process
went at a much faster rate in the pl'esence of bacteria. In their view, the particulate
matter served not as a su bstrate but as a site for catalysis. The process wou ld
continue in this fashion until all of the high molecular weight compounds had been
broken down. Throughout this period, while the POC would remain constant, the
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DOC would decrea,se. This is precisely the situation which has been found to obtain
in their laboratory studies.
The course of anaerobic decomposition of dissolved and particulate materials is
considerably different. OTSUKJ and HANYA (1972b), in an investigation which was a
compan.ion piece to their work on aerobic systems, found a rapid increase in DOC
over the first thirty days, followed by a levelling off. The val ues then remained nearly
constant between the 60th and the 150th day. While the lower fatty acids, such as
acetic, formio, and proprionic acids, were found, methane was not produced in this
system. By the 60th day, about 30% of the algal cell carbon had been transferred
to DOC, and about 20% to CO 2 , The rest appeared to be resistant to further transformation. From this, and other work, it would appear tha,t the production of
methane is largely dependent on bacteria associated with reducing sediments.
Phytoplankton
LalJoratory cultures

"When we speak of a contribution of dissolved organic carbon to the medium, we
are usually concerned with the metabolism of phytoplankton. There has been little
argument concerning the importance of the contribution of organic matter from
phyt,oplankton; the discussion has usually concemed the pathways by which these
materials arrived in solution, and the relative importance of the various pat,hwa.,ys
under natural conditions. It is notoriously dangerous to extrapolate to oceanic
conditions from laboratory experiments in small culture vessels. Besides the
often-cited problems of changing surface-to-volume ratios, there are problems
brought about by the breaking of continuity with a larger water mass. Nutrients
cannot be brought in, nor toxic materials carried away, by diffusion or turbulent
transport. Thus, either by nutrient depletion or by an accumulation of metabolic
products, growth of a culture of organisms may be stopped at a level well below that
of a simila,r population found in nature (Volume III).
One way around the problem is to go to larger and larger containers (Volume III:
KL."I'NE, 1976b), until ultimately the container chosen is so large that the sequence of
events in the experiment is in no way different from that in the open ocean. There
are two drawbacks to this approach; if we ma,ke the sample equivalent to the
ocean, it will be as complex and as difficult to manipulate and control as the ocean;
and, whatever the size we select, short of using an actual ocean, we are necessarily
excluding all organisms above some given size for our sample, and thus altering
the sequence of events, At this point 1 would propose a rule regarding oceanic
sam pling; as soon as you select your ampling method, you have biased the outcome
of your experiment. v,'p will discuss the results of experiments enclosing universes of
different sizes later in this section, but for the moment let us rev iew the work done on
isolatp,d populations of algae of a single species.
It has long been known that some phytoplankton species released organic matter
into the culture medium during active growth. The mechanisms involved have been
obscured by the methods used in cultivating the organisms (Vohlme III: UKELES,
1975). Until fairly recently, the only method of maintaining thE~~e organisms in
culture was the batch culture (Volume III: KINNE, 1976a, p. 4). In this method, a
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small inoculum of the species is added to a quantity of culture medium, then illumina ted and aerated until the population becomes very dense and the nutrients all
but con umed. At this point, another inoculum is transferred to another newlyprepared container of culture medium, a.nd so forth, ad infinitum.
There are several drawbacks to this method of maintaining phytoplankton
cultureH. In the first plnce, it is genetically unsound. Ea,ch transfer involves the
selection of a relatively small num bel' of organisms to serve as the progC'nitors of the
next population. The founder effect is thus very pronounced, and laboratory strains
whose meta,bolism is considerably removed from that of the wild strain may
easily become established, Since growth conditions ill the laboratory are different
from those in nature, the repeated sub-culturing may also select for a strain particularly adapted to these artificial conditions. Continual re-isolation from natural
populations is necessary to ensure that the population in culture is truly representative of the population in the wild,
In the second place, the course of population growth in a batch cu lture follows a
pattern of lag phase, exponential growth, approach to equilibrium, and then decay,
as the nutrients are u~ed up and toxic products accumulate. While this pattern may
al 0 be followed in nature. by those organisms which undergo explosive blooms, such
as the red tide dinoflagellates and the blue-green algae, for most phytoplankton
organjsms, the kinds of organic compounds accumulating in the last phases of the
growth cycle may be quite uncommon in nature.
Of course, then' are also some advantages to this system for growing phytoplankton. It is uertainly the simplest and least cumbersome method, requiring little
in the way of specialized equipment. Also, the organisms in the culture are all in
roughly the same stage of growth, so that it is possible to distinguish those compounds liberated during the period of expon-ential growth from those which are
primarily the result of death and decomposition.
A somewhat more sophisticated approach to the study of phytoplankton population growth is the use of the chemostat (Volume III: KINNE, 1976b, 212; aee also pp.
317,400). In the chemostat, nutrients are continuously added to the culture, and the
excess solution, together with some of the organisms, ia allowed to escape. The size
of the population is regulated by the concentration of the nutrients in the feed, a.nd
by the rate of washing out. Populations can be maintained in a given physiological
state for much longer periods of time in the chemostat, and, at least theoretically,
the conditions of growth can be manipulated much more easily and exactly. The
culture can be sampled by sampling the outflow, which should be representative of
the whole culture, barring special circumstances. One would consider this to be the
preferred method for growing algae; however, the equipment for this technique is
not sufficiently fool proof to be readily available from commercial sources, and is
sufficiently expensive so that few laboratories can afford both the equipment and
the personnel to krTp it running. Most of the culture work has, therefore, been done
in batch cultures (Volume III: UKEL:ES, 1976).
Another, and somewhat less complicated, approach to continuous culture is the
dialysis culture technique (JENSEN and co-authors, 1972; see a.lso Volume III:
pp. 218, 375, 377). In this system, the growing phytoplankton population is isolated from a Ia.rger, eontinuously renewed body of water by a dialysis membrane.
Toxic materials of low molecular weight can diffuse out, nutrients can be replenished,
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and the culture thus maintained at greater densitics than can normfl,lly be achieved
in batch cultures. It is also possible to suspend such an !1ppamtus in running sea
water, using the nutrients normally present in sea water to support further growth.
With this techniquc, only those molecules too la.rgc to pass through the membrane
would be concentrated in thfl cu Iture cham bel'. However, with the use of thc newer
membrane materials, it might be possible to select the size range of molecules to be
preserved, and thu.' to fra.etionate the organics to some extent, even Juring the
course of growth of the culture. This technique is still so new that little definite
information has resulted from it.
lt seems superfluolls at this point to list all ofthe many organic compounds which
have been found in cultures of marine phytoplankton, or in natural populations.
Such lists have been prepared by DUURSMA (1965) and in Volume I: COLLIEH (1970).
In general, it could be said that any compound of biological interest which has been
sought, has been found. Those of lower molecular weight, such as the members of
the citric acid cycle and the compounds arising early in the photosyntlwtic process,
have been found more often, but there are many reports of materials of high
molecular weight, even in the region of 100,000 (HOYT and SOLI, ] 965). The
number of compounds found will undoubtedly increase as better methods of concentration and identification are perfected. The emergence of the gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer-dedicated computer linkage will provide a powerful
tool for the identification and measurement of compounds at the microgram, and
ultimately at the nanogram level.
Perhaps the most startling manifestation of the release of organic materials by
phytoplankton is to be found in the dinoflagellates. While many species of dinoflagellates are capable of the explosive outbur:,:tfl of population growth which
result ill the red tides, only certain of the species release toxic materials into the
water during the bloom period. That this is an actual release of material, and not
the result simply of ingestion of toxic organisms by the animals affected, is demonstrated by the toxicity of water and culture medium in which the dinoflagellates
have been grown, and by the characteristic 'red tide hack', an inflammation of the
throat and nasal passages suffered by people living in the vicinity of such a bloom.
Although in some of the earlier work it was considered that the fish kills accompanying these blooms resulted from the very low dissolved oxygen levels occurring
during the bloom, presumably due to the bacterial decomposition of the large
concentrations of organic materials (CONNELL and GROSS, 1950), subsequent
investigations, both in the field and in laboratory cultures, have established the
existence of virulent toxins.
Toxic materials have been demonstrated or isolated from a number of dinoflagellate species: the classical Floridian red tide organism, Gymnodinium breve
(R.AY and WILSON, 1957); Oonyaula.1; catenella (SCHANTZ and co-authors, 1966);
a Prorocentrum species (NAXAZIM.A., 1965a, b, e); possibly a (Jeralium species or
Peridinium foliaceum (RAE and co-authors, 1965); and Gymnodinium veneficum
(ABBOTT and BALLANTINE, 1957). This is by no means an inclusive list; red tides and
fish kills have been reported t,hroughout most of recorded history (an early reference
and very good description can be found in the Bible, in Exodus, 7: 10-25), and from
almost every part of the world within sight of sea water (BRONGER.S.MA-S.AUND}~RS,
1948).
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Not all red tides have fish kills associated with them. A non-toxic bloom of
Gonyaulax polygramma has been reported (PRAKASH and VISWANATHA SARNA,
1964), and many reports of red t,ides with no mention of toxic by-products can be
found in the literature (POMEROY und co-authors, 19,'56; BRAARUD, 1957; RAGOTZIDE and POMEROY, 1957; HANSEN and BARHAM, 1962). Since the typical fish kill is
so startling a phenomenon, it is unlikely that it would not have been reported in
these instances, had it occurred.
Conversely, not all toxic red tides are produced by dinoflagellates. The chrysophycean Prymnesium parvum has been responsible for major fish kills in pools used
for fish farming (see LAUCKNER, in press). The conditions necessary for the growth
of this organism and the production of its toxin have, therefore, been thoroughly
investigated, as have the mechanisms of action of the toxin (PARNAS, 1963; RAHAT
and J AHN, 1965; DAF'NI and SHTLO, 1966; PASTER and co-authors, 1966). The bluegreen alga Aphanizomenon jfos-aquae has also been shown to produce a toxin much
like those produced by ctinoftagellates (JACK 1M and GENTILE, 1968), and, as we
have already mentioned, the marine bacterium Flavobacterium piscicida (BErn,
19M), often associated with red tides, also produces a fish-killing material. Thus,
it does not follow directly that all red tides are caused by toxin-producing dinoflagellates.
The toxins produced are all extremely potent, and are effective a.t concentrations
well below those detectable by normal chemical techniques. They have been known
for a long time, because of the ability of many molluscs to conCt'ntrate them when
feeding on dinoflagellates. Hence the molluscs, in their turn, became toxic to the
consumer (KOCH, 1939; SCHANTZ and MAt:NUSSON, 1964; RAY and ALDRICH, 1965;
PRAKASH, 1967). It is possible to take advantage of this property of the molluscs in
order to secur~ enough toxin for studies of their chemical and physical properties
(SCHAN'l.'Z and co-authors, 19.'58). It would be misleading to speak of one dinoflagellate toxin, since several of the species produce several toxic materials, and in
some cases each of these materials possesses different chemical and biological
properties. The chemical nature of the toxins is beginning to yield to modern
techniques of structural ana.lysis. There are, apparently, both protein and nonprotein, relatively low-molecular weight components-not too unlike the toxins
secreted by some of the poisonous fishes (HALSTEAD and RALLS, 1954; THOMSON,
1964).
Of the many classes of organic compounds recovered from algal culture media,
by far the most ubiquitous are the carbohydrates. They range in molecular weight
from what might really be called carbohydrate precursors or metabolites, including
the small organic acids (MAKSIMOVA a.nd PIMENKOVA, 1969), glycollate (HELLEBUST,
1965; WATT, 1969), and glycerol (CRAIGIE and co-authors, 1966), through the
simple sugars and sugar alcohols (MARUO and co-authors, 1965), to the large
polysaccharides, including uronic acids and the sulphate esters of uronic acids
(LEWIN, 1956; MOORE and TISCHER, 1964, 1965; 1'IA.RKER, 1965; KHAILOV and coauthors, 1967; HOYT, 1970; AARONSON, 1971; HUNTSJ\olAN, 1972; MYKLESTAD and
co-authors, 1972; and RAMUS, 1972).
The mechanisms by which these carbohydrates and organic acids enter the
mectium have been a matter of considerable dispute. It has been suggested that the
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materials of lower molecular weight may be excreted simply by diffusion through
the cell walls (WATT, 1969), while the larger molecules may come from the breakdown of the materials making up either the polysaccharide sheaths or the eell walls
themselves (GUILLARD and WANGERSKY, 1958). The latter theory has been substantia,ted to some degree for the red alga Porphyridium aerugineum (RAMUS, 1972),
where the material released inw the medium had much the same composition as
the cell walls, For many other algae, however, the composition of the polysaccharide
released into solution was related to intracellular materials, and possibly to storage
compounds, In the ca e of the flagellates lsochrysis galbana and Prymnesium
pa.rvum, almost any kind of stress placed on the population, including extreme
illumination, temperature, salinity, a.s well as nitrogen starvation and mechanical
mistreatment, results in the release of polysaccharides to the medium. This happens
even in the absence of evidence of disruption of the cells. Carbohydrate liberation
was also greater in very young and very old cultures (GUILLARD and ~rANOERSKY,
1958; MARKER, 1965).
Many workprs have reported a difference in the kinds of compounds released by
the organisms at different stages in the growth cycle. HUNTSMAN (1972) noted a
lower excretion rate during nutrient-limited stages than in enriched cultures, a
finding in keeping with other culture work, but somewhat. at odds with reports from
natural populations. She proposed that the process of excretion of these materials
might also depend upon the actual population density.
The amounts of the compounds liberated could be quite impressive. MOORE and
TISCHER (1964) reported levels as high as 500 mg I-I of extracellular carbohydrates
from cultures of fresh water phytoplankton. Similar values were found for marine
forms by MARKER (1965). It is a common observation that old, dense cultures of
many marine phytoplankton species become viscous almost to the point of gelation.
The release can thus be great enough to change the physical properties of the
medium, and even of the natural environment. HOYT (1967) has reported a release of
straight-chain polysaccharides which reduced the fluid friction in a model testing
basin, leading to the reporting of anomalous results in the test of torpedoes. He
later found (HOYT, 1970) that many algal species produced extracellular compounds which reduced the turbulent friction in solution, and that almost all of the
species he tested released some compounds of a molecular weight greateF than
50,000.

In most cases, the material of high molecular weight was found to be a polysaccharide containing a variety of monosaccharides and one or more uroniic acids,
usually present in the form of sulphate esters. Such compounds have been reported
from Gymnodinium kovalevskii (KHAILOV and co-authors, 1967), Chlamydomonas
(LEWIN, 1956), Porphyridium a rugineum (RAMUS, 1972) and Anabaenaflos-aquae
(MOORE and TISCHER, 1965). This is particularly interesting in the light of WILLIAMS
and CRAIGIE'S (1970) suggestion that the bulk of the dissolved organic matter in the
oceans is present in the form of uronic acid-containing polymers.
Much less work has been done on the excretion of nitrogen-containing compounds into culture medium. In part, thi. is undoubted]y dl!le to the greater
difficulty of the techniques needed. The standard method for organic nitrogen, the
micro-Kjeldahl, is run only in dire necessity in most laboratories, and in inexpert
hands acquires many of the attributes of advanced necromancy.
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One of the earliest reports of the presence of organic nitrogen compounds, and
specifically of pep tides, in materia.! released into the medium by phytoplankton is
that of FOGO and WESTLAKE (1955). HELLEB ST (1965) also reported that many of
the species he studied excreted larger compounds which could be hydrolyzed to
yield amino acids. In cultures of the phytofiagellate Ochromonas danica, AARONSON
(1971) found free enzymes, among many other things. In most of the species
examined, proteins or pepticles formed a. minor part of the material released. An
apparent exception to this rule is found in blue-green alga.e; STEWART (1963),
WHITTON (1965) and RZRANOVA (1967) have an found considerable quantities of
organic nitrogen, usually in the form of polypeptides, free in the medium. The
argument has been made (BARBER and RYTHER, 1969) that the chief physiological
function of dissolved orga.nic matter is to chelate metals, and thus to make some
metals available to the organisms and to remove others from active participation in
metabolism. If this is so, then the peptides and proteins must be of major importance, in spite of their lesser concentration, in natural systems.
A wide variety of compounds other than peptides, carbohydrates, and toxins have
been reported from cultures of marine phytoplankton. CARLUCCI and BOWES (1970)
found vitamin B 12 , thiamine and biotin released into the cultme medium, both
during the growth of various organisms and during cell lysis at the end of the growth
period. Several antibiotic products, of a variety of chemical natures, have been
found in phytoplankton cultures (Volume III: UKELES, 1976). BRUCE and coauthors (1967) isolated two antibacterial materials, presumably chlorophyll
derivativ s, from cultures of 1sochrysis galbana. These materials were present even
in non-senescent cultures, and were therefore not solely the result of cell lysis and
subsequent degradation of the pigment. SIEBURTH (1960), trying to explain the
lack of a bacterial flora in the guts of penguins, found acrylic acid as a product of
Phaeocystis blooms A BERT and co-authors (1970) isola.ted a fatty acid and nucleoside with antibiotic properties from a culture of Asterionella japonica. PESANDO
(1972) characterized the fatty acids as a C20 compound with five malonic double
bonds in the 5, 8, II, 14 and 17 positions. The role of extracellular compounds in
regulating competition betwcpn algal species can be considered a form of antibiosis.
PROCTOR (1957) demonstrated an inhibition on the growth of a species of J-I aenwtococcus produced by a fat-like subiltance excreted by Chlamydomonas sp. Conversely,
KROES (1972) has shown inhibi hon of growth of Chlamydomonas globosa by material
produced by Chlorococcum ellipsoideum, although the effect is small (see also
Volume III: KINNE, 1977, p. 616).
KITTREDGE and co-authors (1969) studied the distribution of aminophosphonic
acids in phytoplankton, and have speculated on the probable existence of these
species in solution. To date, these compounds have not been found free in solution,
although considerable effort has been expended on the search.
While they have not yet been isolated and identified, the presence of a number of
compounds has been demonstrated by their physical or biological effects. AR1I1STRONO and BOALCH (I 960) concentrated a number of compounds which ahsorbed
strongly in the ultra-violet.. These compounds were synthesized by many species
of nJgae. CmsToFALO and co-authors (1962) found fairly high yields of coloured
excretion product.s from Chlamydomona.,r; mOf'.'Wusii. These compounds acted in many
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ways like SHAPIRO'S (1957) yellow acids from lake water. WILSON and COLLIER
(1972), in cultures of five species of diatoms, one coccolithophore and one dinoflagellate, demonstrated the release of surface-active compounds by the production
by shaking of a stable foam. The compounds were not identified.
It would seem from this catalogue of extracellular products that a major portion
of the energy taken up by the organisms must be expended in synthesizing compounds which are then released into the medium. This would seem to be an extremely
inefficient use of rather scarce commodities. If this proce s prod uces no evolutionary
advantage to the species, but is instead only an unavoidable loss, we would expect
that after so many centuries of evolution alJ of these species should have been
replaced by thriftier types. That they have not, suggests that either the extracellular release serves some important function or it is much less of a loss than we
have thought. Let us examine the second alternative first.
The only part of the extracellular relea e which is important to our argument is
that which comes from healthy organisms during the exponential pa.rt of the growth
cycle. It is to be expected that dead or dying organisms, or orga.nisms surviving under
stress, might well reka~e all kinds of compounds into their medium. Materials
dumped for these reaRons are still of importance in the natural environment.
Organisms die, or exisl under stress, even more in nature than in culture, and the
compounds so releaRed probably comprise a major fraction of the dissolved organic:
material. However, these kinds of release are not germane to the evolutionary
argument.
It is very difficult to argue that an organism is growing in culture in the same
fashion that it grows in nature. In a pure sense, it is even difficult to assert that
optimum conditions for growth have been established. 'VVe customarily vary only a
few parameters-light, temperature, salinity, CO 2 content, perhaps a few vitamins,
at most. We generally add a mixture of trace metals, hoping that tlll~ organisms
will take what they need and ignore the rest. It is a tribute to the hardiness of
marine phytoplankton that they generally smvive, and even multiply, given this
treatment. It may also be a tribute to the d ivcrsity of the gene pool of these species,
that in a normal inoculum orne member~ can be found who can survive and grow
under laboratory conditions. It may well be the case that we have never seen a.
healthy, normal growth of marine phytoplankton in the laboratory, and that what
we have been stlloying has been the physiology of deprived or aberrant mem bers of
the phytoplankton society. This is admittedly an extreme view, but it is one which
must be kept in mind, particubuly where dis(;repancies exist between laboratory
and field data.
In general, the rates of release of extracellular materials appea,r to be correlated
with rates of photosynthesis (EpPLEY and SLOAN, 1965; NALEWAJKO, 1966;
FORSBERG and TAUBE, 1967; HUNTSMAN, 1972). Exretion was increased by placing
the population under stress. Most workers found relatively low excretion rates from
most organisms during period of exponential growth. CHAPMAN and RAE (1969)
reported 1 to 3% excretion with a benthic diatom; FORSBERG and TAUBE (1967)
calculated a 1 to 10% excretion for four species of diatoms; FOGO and co-authors
(1966) found values ranging from 7 to 50%, wi th most of the values at the lower end
of the range; NALEWA.JKO (1966) obtained values as high as 19%, but most values,
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again, were around I to 2%; and HELLEBUST (1965) reported much the same thing.
It would seem, then, that during periods of exponential growth most phytoplankton species release relatively minor amounts of the carbon they fix photosynthetically. When the population is subjected to stress, however, much larger
amounts of material are released. Still greater amounts are released by senescent
populations, probably as a result of death and degradation. The kinds of materials
released are likely to be different in each of these three classes of events. There are
certainly exceptions to these generalities; if anywhere, we would expect to find
exceptions among the dinoflagellates, a very singula.r group, indeed.
The question of evolutionary advantage, is considerably more difficult to discuss.
A number of advantages have been suggested to explain this behaviour; the
symbiosis between zooxanthellae and hosts would have little point without a
contribution to the hosts from the symbionts, for instance. The possible symbiosis
between marine bacteria and those dinoflagellates which produce red tides (COLLIER,
personal communication) has already been mentioned; and, of course, it is possible
to argue that, without such extracellular release, the evolution of multi-celled
organisms would have been impossible. These arguments all seem to be atguments
which describe the ways in which an already existing phenomenon has been put to
use, rather than explain the origin of the phenomenon.
I have attempted (WANGERSKY, 1965) to explain the release as cost accounting,
on the grounds that it might be energetically cheaper to discard the products of
photosynthesis which are temporarily in excess than it would be to construct a
membrane capable of retaining these products while permitting nutrients to
diffuse in and toxic waste products to diffuse out. However, this explanation, while
it seems reasonable and might even be true, is still unsatisfying.

Natural populations
It is not possible to determine how much organic material, or what kind, is being
released by natural populations by an analysis of the organic compounds present in
sea water. What we can discover by this kind of ana,lysis is what is present in excess
of the immediate needs of the whole community, or what has been produced that
cannot be utilized. In order to measure the contribution from natural populations,
the populations must in some way be isolated from the main mass of the environment, and measurements must be taken at intervals short enough to reveal the
details of production and consumption.
One approach to this kind of confinement was followed by W AJJSH (1965a, b,
1966), who studied the spatial and temporal variability in dissolved carbohydrates
in a semi-enclosed natural system, a alt pond in Mal sachusetts (USA). He made no
attempt to identify the molecular species present, or to identify the phytoplankton.
The carbohydrate content of the water followed a diurnal cycle, involving production through the day and assimilation at night. WALSH assumed that the same
species were responsible for both production and assimilation, although this was not
tested. The largest amounts of carbohydrates were present about mid-afternoon.
The periodicity thus followed that of photosynthesis, at least roughly. If the release
of carbohydrate were to be calculated in tcrms of carbon released, then abou t 14 %
of the daily productivity was released in this form alone.
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On a seasonal basis, WALSH found lows in di solved carbohydrates, corresponding with the spring bloom of diatoms, with a later seasonal high, prod llced bya.
bloom of photosynthetic bacteria. This sequence was much like that in Long Island
Sound (WANOERSKY, 1959b), where no carbohydrates were present during the
February diatom bloom, but up to 1·5 mg I-I appeared at the end of a dinoflagellate
bloom. It is not clear from my work whether the dissolved material is being released
by actively growing organisms or is the result of senescence, although the diurnal
cycle shown by WALSH argues against simple decay of dead or dying organisms.
A study using somewhat smaller volumes, but with a more complete isolation
from the environment and with a greatly increased numberof components measured
was STRICKLAND'S now-classic 'big-bag' experiment (McALLISTER and co-authors,
1961; ANTrA and co-authors, 1963). In this experiment, a 6-m plastic sphere wa
filled with filtered nutrient-rich sea water, and then inoculated with a, natural
phytoplankton population. For the first experiment of the series, temperature,
light, rate of photosynthesis, 02' CO 2 and the common micronutrients, as well a,s
particulate organic carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, carbohydrate, protein and fat
were measured. In the second experiment, dissolved as well as particulate components were determined. Total dissolved organic carbon was not measured, but the
U.v. absorption of the sample was used as a comparative measure of organic content.
The amount of dissolved organic carbon released was also estimated from the
difference between total production, as measured by the gain in O 2 and loss in
CO 2 , and particulate carbon production, which was measured directly. Dissolved
carbohydrate, glycollic acid, and vitamin B I2 and biotin were determined.
Biotin and vitamin B 12 followed quite different patterns of accumulation, with
biotin increasing steadily throughout the experiment while B I2 dropped during the
period of active phytoplankton growth, and then increased after vigorous growth
had ended. The pattern of B 12 accumulation is consistent with utilization by phytoplankton a,nd regeneration by bacteria growing on the remna·nts of the phytoplankton bloom.
The dissolved organic carbon, as estimated by the difference method, made up
between 3;1 and 40% of the total organic matter fixed during the period of population growl h. About a third of the material excreted could be accounted for as
carbohydrate. The large excess of 'total' over particulate organic carbon occurred
in the late stages of the bloom, but considerable amounts of dissolved organic
materials were produced even while the diatoms were growing vigorously.
The container size involved in these experiments has now decreased from the
size of a alt pond to a 6·m pia tic sphere. All of the work discussed in the next
sections was done in still smaller containers, small enough for wall effects to become
important. Although the point is not always recognized, a sampling effect also
becomes important as we use progressively smaller containers. While it is possible
to remove the larger zooplankton by filtration through netting of appropriate mesh
size, it is never po sible to remove those herbivores which are of approximately the
same ize as the phytoplankton. The pI' ence of these mall zooplankton organisms
will influence the productivity, and thus the release of dissolved organic matter, by
their 'cropping' of the phytoplankton present. In the process of this cropping,
dissolved organic matter may be released both from the zooplankton, as metabolic
end products, and from any damaged phytoplankton.
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While it is not possible to remove these microzooplankters, it is possible to take
advantage of the sampling effect to get rid of them. Our usual estimate of an
efficiency of 10% for each trophic level would suggest that the microzooplankton
should be only one-tenth as numerous as the phytoplankton, at most. As we go to
progressively smaBer sample size, we should reach some sample size at which the
probability of inclusion of microzooplankton is es entially zero; the productivity
of samples of that size should be greater than that of larger samples. This effect may
be responsible for much of what is commonly called the 'wall effect'.
The presence of microzooplankton should also affect the variability of the productivity results. Samples small enough to contain no microzooplankton and
samples larO"e enough to include a mol' or less standard selection should display
lower variabilities than samples of intermediate size. Unfortunately, most productivity measurements are made on samples in the intermediate ranges.
In containers of the size normally used for productivity studies, the length of the
experiment must be somewhat curtailed. Unless some form of chemostat is used,
the population size soon becomes excessive, or exhausts the supply of nutrients,
and toxic materials may accumulate. In many cases, the method of measuring
growth and extracellular release involves the isolation of a sample in some form of
container, usually with 14C_ bicarbonate added, and incubation either at some depth
in the ocean or in an illcuhl1tor with known temperature and light intensity. The
method of on-deck incubation is generally favoured because it is seldom possible to
keep an oceanographic vessel at a particular station for the length of time needed for
a productivity determination.
It has been known for some time (BARNETT and HIROTA, 1967) that the apparent
rate of 14C uptake changes with the length of the incubation period, and that the
degree of change depends upon the composition of the phytoplankton community.
The work of BARNETT and HIROTA suggests that periods shorter than 2 or 3 h should
not be used.
NALEWAJKO and MARIN (1969) incubated natural populations of phytoplankton
and measured photosynthesis and excretion rates at hourly intervals. They found
excretion rates paralleling growth rates over periods of up to 5 h. In terms of
percentage excreted, the highest excretion rates were usually measured after the
first hour, with generally a slight decrease over the next 4 h. Percentage excretion
rates ranged from 23 to 76%, much higher than in single-species cultures grown
under the same conditions.
A scintillation method for measuring organic release was employed by ANDERSON
and ZEUTSCHEL (1970). Incubation of 50 ml samples was carried out in a deck
incubator with wire-mesh screening to simulate the lower in situ light intensities.
The incubation time was relatively extended, from apparent noon to sunset. These
ill' estigators found organic release ranging from 1 to 49% of the total production,
with the highest percentages occurring in oligotrophic surface waters. The majority
of the values ranged between 11 and 17%.
The finding of increased percentages of release in areas of low productivity i
inherently suspicious, and not alone because of its disagreement with culture
experiments. The finding is not uncommon. THOMAS (1971) and several other
investigators have also come to this conclusion. However, changes in a ratio must
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always be examined with distrust, since an increase in the ratio can be brought
about by a change in either quantity, or in both. An increase in percent released
with an overall decrease in productivity suggests at least the possibility that a small,
constant, positive error might exist in the measurement of the amount released. It
has been suggested by SHARP (1973a) that the error might actually be in t,he
completeness of removal of 14C0 2 from the sample. A very small remainder of
14C0 2 could account for the increase in percent relea. ed, since this remainder should
be roughly constant with a given experimental technique, while the total amount of
carbon fixed decreased. Since much of the more recent work uses 1 4 C and, therefore,
requires the removal of the remaining 14C0 2 before the extracellular release can be
measured, the adequacy of the removal of CO 2 by sparging the acidified sample
must be thoroughly tested (SAMUEL and co-authors, 1971; WATT, 1971; ClIOI,
1972).
My own best estimate at this time would be that between 10 and 20% of the
carbon fixed by photosynthesis is released to the environment by actively growing
populations. The amount released depends upon the species and the physiological
state of the organisms involved. Higher rates ofrelease may occur when the population is subjected to extreme stress, but in general the rates of release will parallel
rates of photosynthesis. Some of the compounds relcased during normal growth will
certainly be used either by the phytoplankters themselves or by associated marine
bacteria, so that the standing crop of dissolved organic material is likely to be
considerably different from the total of material released, both in composition and
quantity. Another large input of dissolved material will result from death and
disintegration of the planktonic organisms. At this time we have no wa.y of telling
from which of these sources a given fraction of organic material has come, nor can
we be dogmatic about the relative importance of the two sources. However, if the
estimate of 10 to 20% release of organic material proves to be sound, then this
source must become more important in the long rUll than the addition due to death
and disintegration.
Zooplankton
Very little is known concerning the release of organic materials to the ooean by
zooplankton, although it would seem at least reasonable and possibly obvious that
such release must take place, if only through normal metabolio inefficiency. However, many zooplankters are in a difficult size range; they are too small to work with
singly, and too large to be treated as a population en masse. It is also difficult to
raise zooplankters in the laboratory (Volume III: KINNE, 1976b, 1977), and so
most of the work has been done with animals of unknown antecedents and physical
condition. The methods of capturing these organisms are not likely to ensure their
good condition; at the least, the captured animals have been pulled through the
water for some unknown distance at a speed considerably jn excess of their normal
rate of progress. For this reason, some investigators have called the study of organic
release by zooplankton 'the investigation of the metabolism of unhappy zooplankton'. While precautions are always taken to ensure that the organisms have
had. time to recover from the shock of being hauled from the water, the success of
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these attempts at restoring the organisms to the naturn,l condition must always be a
little in question.
While there is probably an extensive array of organic materials freed into the
water by zooplankton in the course of their normal metabolic cycle, only a few
kinds of compounds have been actively studied, generally those containing nitrogen
or phos1!horus, the elements considered to limit phytoplankton growth. POMEROY
and co-n.uthors (1963) measured the excretion ra.te of phosphorus by zooplankton,
and found l1 daily excretion about equal to the normal body content of phosphorus.
Approximately half of the excreted phosphorus was in the form of organic compounds. The amounts excreted were enough to account for an appreciable percentage of the organic phosphorus in the oceans. HAHORAVE and GEEN (196R), working
with natural zooplankton populations from the Bras d'Or, a vrry large salt Wl1ter
lake or inland 'ea in Nova Scotia, found that some 65 to 75% of the phosphorus
excreted by these organisms was pre ent in the organic form. These populations had
been treated with antibiotics, so that uptake by bacteria was eliminated. Th0
amounts involved represented a substantial percentage, perhaps 20%, of the pho,;phorus used by the local phytoplankton population. Only zooplanktel's large
enough to be caught in standard zooplankton nets were used in thesc experiments.
Since JOHANNES (1964) has shown that the smaller zooplankter excrete more
phosphorus per unit body weight than do the bigger organisms, it is possible that
regeneration of phosphorus is dependent to a large extent on the presence of zooplankton. No work has been reported on the nature of the organic phosphorus
compounds.
A groMer amount of work has been done on the excretion of organic nitrogen
compounds by zooplankton. In this area, we know more about the excretion of
specific compound.'l than we do about total organic nitrogen. Most of the work has
been reported in a series of papers by J OHA);:\ES and WEBB (1965), 'W EBB and
JOHANNES (1967, 1969) and JOHANNES and co-authors (1969). They found that tlw
release of dissolved amino acids was correlated with temperature and, therefore,
proba-bly with metabolic rate. The rates of release ranged from 2·4 to 30 mg g-I dry
wt day-I, perhaps 25% of the primary organic production in the area. The rate of
release was very dependent upon the zooplankton species. It has been suO'gcsted
that what these workers are seeing are the effects of crowding and of the shock of
capture on their organisms. Longer experiments have been con idercd as a way of
minimizing shock, but the longer experiments result in large increases in bacteria,
with subsequent utilization of the organic materials in solution. JOHANNES and
WEBB assume that the net flow of dissolved amino a.cids is out of the organisms.
'4C-Jabelled amino acids taken in by the organisms are not seen in the released
material, presumably because of their admixture into the large free amino acid
pool maintained by these organisms.
JAWED (1969) has looked at nitrogen excretion in Neomysis rayii. This organism
excretes ammonia, for the most part, with amino aeids making up 10 to 25% of the
nitrogenous material released, along with traces of urea.
When we consider zooplankton contributions to the dissolved-organ ie-material
pool, we should not forget the possible role of faecal pellets. 'While these pellets fall
through the water column relatively rapidly (FOWLER and SMALL, 1972), some
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organic materials can be leached from them en route. They may also serve to
transport particulate organic materials down through the water column, with
eventual release of the organics occurring at the sea floor (see also Volume II:
PANDIAN, 1975).
Larger Organisms

Only the most general kind of information is available concerning the excretion of
dissolved organic matter by the larger marine forms. Compounds such as creatine,
creatinine, and uric acid have been measured as excretory products in fish urine, and
urea, various small amines a.nd amine oxides have been found as elements of
brachial excretion (see also Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975, and Volume III: KINNE,
1976b). Trimethylamine oxide is the best known of these excretory products, and
the one alwa,ys associated with spoiling fish. The non-nitrogenous organic compounds have not been studied, nor ha.s any real attempt been made to estimate the
importance of the contribution of organic materials by these larger forms to the
organic budget of the oceans, We would expect this contribution to be small, in
comparison to those ofthe phytoplankton a.nd zooplankton, if for no other reason
than the size of the fish populations in comparison to those of the plankton. However, these excretions could produce large local effects, particularly in the vicinity
ofschooling fish. Much of the really quantitative work still remains to be done in this
area of research. Similar work must be done for forms such as the octopus, squid
and the various species of whales.
(d) The Sea Floor
If, in the previous section on larger forms, we were dealing with a great shortage
of information, then in this section we are involved in rank speculation. Over most
of the sea floor, the concentration of organic matter in all but the very surface layers
is quite low. For carbonate sediments, a commonly quoted range is from a few
tenths of a percent to a, few percent. This implies either an extremely low settling
rate for particulate materials or a rapid utilization in the surface layers of the
sediment. All of the organic material freed to solution from the sediment must arise
from degradation of particulate organic materials; there are no major mechanisms
for the fixation of inorganic carbon under abyssal conditions. Therefore, some
limitations can be set on the amount of organic carbon which can be made solu ble at
the sea floor, by calculation of the amount reaching the surface of the sediments.
While there have been a number of arguments concerning the size of the standing
crop of particulate organic matter in deep water, the most recent work indicates
that the commonest values range between 8 and 16 f-Lg C 1-1. We can use a figure of
10 f-Lg C I-I for ease in calculation and not be off by more than a factor of two. This
quantity translates to 1 f-Lg C in a column of water 1 m x 1 cm 2 . While it has been
argued that the particulate organic matter in the deep water is neutrally buoyant,
and has been circulating with the water mass essentially since time immemorial
(MENZEL, 1967, 1970), this argument has been refuted through a number of different
lines of evidence (CRAIG, 1969, 1971a; RILEY, 1970), A variety of values have been
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proposed for the settling rate; most of the estimates range from 1 to 10m day-I, or
from 365 to 3650 m year-I. At these rates, the amount of organic matter reaching
the sea floor in a year would be between 365 and 3650 iLg C cm- 2 . If we use only the
lowest figure, along with an estimate of total sedimentation rate of perhaps 3 em
year-I x 10 J for carbonate-rich sediments, the upper centimetre of sediment should
contain about 120 mg of organic carbon. Ifwe consider that the dry weight density
of Olobigerina ooze is around 2·7 g cm- 3 , then the organic carbon in the sediment
should be about 5%. Actual values are closer to 1%; in a very rough way, we might
consider that a minimum of 2/3 or 3/4 of the organic matter reaching the bottom is
either used or put into solution. It should be emphasized that these figures are very
rough indeed, since they depend so much on the settling rates of the particulate
organic matter. EADIE and JEFFREY (1973) estimate, on the basis of the change in
I} DC values between organic material suspended in the water column and included
in the sediment, that 95% of the organic mat~rial reaching the sea floor must be
utilized in the surface layers of the sediment.
There is not too much direct evidence concerning mechanisms for metabolizing
this material at the sea floor. Certain shallow-water invertebrates have been found
to release dissolved organic materials as part of their normal metabolism. FIELD
(1972) found that the sea urchin StrongyloN'ntroht8 droebachi€1Mis excreted more
dissolved organic carbon when fed on seaweed than when fasting, and that this
difference increased with increasing temperature. The amount released was large,
as much as 70% of the amount needed for respiration. M.ARTTh' (1968) discovered
specific antigens released in to the water by contracting sea anemones, and suggested
that those organisms commonly found living commensally with anemones have
acquired coatings of these antigens, and are thus 'recognized' by the anemones as
members of the fa.mily.
It has been considered that much of the degradation of particulate organic matter
at the sea floor takes place through the intervention of bacteria. However, as has
already bem pointed out (JANNASCH and co-authors, 1971). the conditions of
temperature and pressure at the deep sea floor seem to restrict the rates of growth of
bacteria very severely. JANNASCH has noted, however (personal communication),
that organic materials placed at the sea floor are often swiftly attacked by bottomliving invertebrates. Bacterial degradation of solid organic matter does take place,
but largely within the guts of these invertebrates.
There is a fair amount of indirect evidence for the presence of dissolved organic
materials in concentrations higher than those found in the water column, in the
existence of a variety of mechanisms for the absorption and utilization of these
compounds by the organisms commonly found on or in the sea· floor. The most
prolific workers in this field have been G. C. STEPHENS and J C. FERGUSON.
STEPHENS and his associates have examined the ability of various marine organisms
to use organic compounds at concentrations of the order of those occurring in sea
water. STEPHENS and SCHlNSKE (1961) showed that a wide variety of marine
invertebrates could remove dissolved organic compounds, such as amino acids,
from solution, with the soft-bodied organisms removing considerably grea,ter quantities than did those organisms with an exoskeleton. STEPHENS (1967) calculated
tha,t the dissolved organic matter could be a, significant nutritional source for these
soft-bodied marine invertebrates.
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FERGUSON (1967£1" b, 1989) fed '4C-labelled glucose and amino acids to sea stars
(Asterias Jorbesi, Henricia sanguinolenta and E'china.ste?· sp.), a.nd found that these
compounds were taken up from solution at concentrations somewhat greater than
would normally be found at the sea floor. Amino acids were absorbed in quite a
different pattern from glucose; the glucose was generally taken into the digestive
tra.ct, while the amino acids were absorbed into the epidermis, and never moved
very far from the site of absorption. While the glucose-derived 1 4 C radiation in the
animals declined progressively, suggesting use of glucose as an energy source, the
radiation due to absorbed amino acids remained constant. FERGUSON suggested
that both normal predation and absorption of dissolved materials through the
epidermis were important nutritional routes, and that neither route was completely
sufficient. The sea stars could detect at least the higher levels of amino acids and
glucose. Like oysters (COLLIER and co-authors, 1950), the sea stars would begin
feeding motions when the organic materials reached a threshold concentration.
FERGUSON'S work was confirmed by PEQUIGNAT (1972), who also found that
particulate matter was enzymatically decomposed and put into solution outside
the organism, and then absorbed through the epidermis. PEQUIONAT felt that this
external digestion and absorption was the normal method of feeding for primitive
members of the group, and that predation was a. later development. FONTAINE and
CHIA (1968) measured uptake by echinoderms ofglucose at 10- 5 M, and of glycine at
6 x 10-6 M. Embryonic tissue proved to be even more effective at collecting these
compounds from dilute solution, leading the authors to suggest that this mode of
feeding might be quite important for embryos.
The possibility of external digestion and absorption being the primitive method of
feeding is underscored by the mode of feeding of the Pogonophora, benthic invertebrates lacking a digestive tract. These organisms are able to a.bsorb and use
amino acids and carbohydrates at concentrations of 10-5 M (SOUTHWARD and
SOUTHWARD, 1970, 1972). Since there is no other way for them to make a living, at
least these not uncommon organisms must be able to derive all of the essentials of
their diet by absorption through the body wall. Conversely, the existence of these
organisms may be indicative of a flux of dissolved organic matter near the sea
floor. It has been argued tha.t the amount of compounds, such as simple sugars ano.
amino acids present in the water near the bottom, are insufli.cient to support life.
This is quite likely so, but the possibility of enzymatic hydrolysis of dissolved polysaccharides and proteins and of particulate organic matter, resulting in considerably
greater local concentrations, must not be overlooked.
The extent to which the dissolved organic material in the layer of water along the
ocean fioor is actually used by bottom organisms is impossible to determine, without
better sampling equipment enabling us to approach close to the ocean floor. While
it is possible to operate within a few metres of the bottom with the ususal hydrographic wire and pingel' system, an approach to within a few centimetres is needed
in order to mpasure any gradients in dissolved organic matter resulting from biological activity in and on the sea floor. At this time, only deep-diving submersibles,
such as 'Alvin', can do this without disturbing the sediment surface.
Furthermore, before we can estimate the possible supply of organic matt(T to the
orgarusms at the sea floor, we will need (i) a method of analysis for total dissolved
organic matter which is both more accurat,e and more precise, and (ii) some methods
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for identifying the nature of the organic species included in this total.

(3) Total Dissolved Organic Carbon
(a) Methods
The key to many of the problems associated with the production and utilization
of dissolved organic materials is the ability to follow changes in concentration of
these materials. Since the compounds involved are so diverse, and are usually
present at such low concentrations, the measurement of some component which is
proportional to the total concentration of organic materials in each phase or
fraction would be more useful than any necessa.rily incomplete attempt to keep
track of all of the possible components. For many purposes, and particularly for
most biological investigations, the flux of carbon is the quantity actually sought,
rather than the interconversion of compounds in the course of fi.xation and degradation of organic carbon.
It would seem, at first glance, that the measurement of total organic carbon
should be incomparably simpler than the measurement of the concentration of any
single compound. Regrettably, this is not the casf'. Extremely sensitive colorimetric, fluorimetric and gas chromatographic methods exist for many compounds,
or classes of compounds, even at those concentrations chara.cteristic of normal sea
water. However, no method of comparable sensitivity exists as yet for total organic
carbon.
The reasons for this situation are easily determined. With such a multitude of
compounds present, a successful method must involve the conversion of all of these
ma.terials to one common compound. The obvious choice for the compound to be
measured is COz, since all organic compounds can ultimately be oxidized to CO 2 ,
and since CO 2 is relatively easy to measure with high precision and great sensitivity.
Unfortunately, CO 2 is present in sea water at concentrations an order of magnitude
higher than the amount which could be produced by complete oxidation of organic
carbon. Systems have been designed which would measure the amount of CO 2
present both before and after complete oxidation of the organic carbon. However,
the calculation of DOC by difference involves the subtraction of one very large
num ber from another not very different large number. The difference between
these quantities is quite often lost in the analytical error involved in the measurement of these two large numbers. Alternatively, we may remove the inorganic
carbon from the system before we oxidize the organic fraction. This is the method
usually adopted, although we risk the loss of volatile organic compounds in the
process. The naturaHy occurring CO 2 is mORt often removed by acidification of the
solution, followed by bubbling with oxygen or nitrogen, to carry off the now insoluble CO 2 , Since CO 2 is notoriously difficult to sparge from solution, completeness
of removal is always open to question.
While there have been many ingenious approaches to the measurement of dissolved organic carbon, the methods have la.rgely falJen into two categories: wetoxidation methods, involving the addition of oxidizing agents directly to sea water
samples, and total-combustion methods involving the removal of water, followed
by high-temperature oxidation of the remaining material.
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Wel-oxidation Methods
All wet-oxidation methods have features in common. They require the removal of
carbonate carbon before oxidation takes place, and they remove the CO 2 generated
from organic carbon to a measuring device of some sort. In the older variants of the
methods, the newly-generated CO 2 would be absorbed either in a solid, such as
Ascarite ®, or in some basic solution. The amount of CO 2 liberated would then be
determined gravimetrically, titrimetrically. or conductimetrically, depending on
the sample size and the personal preference of the analyst. Probably, the most
sensitive of the measurement methods was the coulometric variation on the
titrimetric analysis devised by DUURSMA (1961). Working with 50-ml samples of
sea water, DUURSMA could determine dissolved organic carbon to ±O·03 mg C 1-1.
The more recent variations on the wet-oxidation methods have generally used
either the non-dispersive infrared analyzer or a gas chromatograph as the detector,
although at least one group of investigators (BEATTIE and co-authors, 1961) has
used a mass spectrometer. The non-dispersive infrared analyzer can be made
extremely sensitive. Its major drawbacks are the possibility of interference by
compounds, such as water, whose spectra in the infrared region overlap that of
CO 2 , and the non-linearity of response of the detector.
While the thermal conductivity detectors commonly used for gas-chromatographic measurement of CO 2 do not suffer from these defects, these detectors are
much less sensitive than the infrared analyzers. A large increase in sensitivity
could be gained by the use of helium ionization detectors, sensitive to CO 2 in the
0·05 ppb range, but this sensitivity produces its own drawbacks i.n terms of a
sensitivity to leaks in the plumbing and a tendency for the detector to be swamped
for relatively long periods by sample overloads.
The most important difference between the various wet-oxidation methods is the
nature of the oxidant. 'Vith time, the tendency has been to use stronger and
stronger oxidants, starting with permanganate and proceeding to persulphate at
high temperature and pressure. The chemical oxidants used have included potassium peroxide (WILSON, 1961), dichromate in sulphuric acid (MACIOLEK, 1962;
OPPENHEIMER and co-authors, 1963; KREY and SZEKIELDA, 1965), silver dichromate (DUURSMA, 1961), and potassium persulphate (MENZEL and VACCARO,
1964). In each case, the completeness of oxidation was checked by the use of pure
compounds, usually glucose or amino acids (P. J. LEB. WILLIAMS, 1969), and in
each case the oxidation to CO 2 was found to be virtually complete. Most of these
methods are very time-consuming; DUURSMA'S version, for example, while quite
precise, was so tedious to run that no one, including DUURSMA himself, has used it
since. The introduction of each new oxidizing system was in part a,n attempt to
simplify and speed up the procedure to the point where enough samples could be
analyzed to establish distribution patterns in space and time. A secondary consideration, but one, I suspect, of some importance, was the hope that each stronger
oxidant might be a bit more effective in decomposing the unknown and possibly
extremely resistant compounds left over from biological utilization. In recent years
the persulphate oxidation described by MENZEL and VACCARO (1964) has become
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the standard method for both hmnological and oceanographic organic carbon
analysis.
An interesting variation on the wet-oxidation methods is the continuous generation of the oxidizers during the course of the oxidation. In such a method there is
less possibility of reduced efficiency as the concentration of oxidant decreases. One
method of generating oxidants is high-intensity ultra-violet illumination of the
water, resulting in the formation of a variety of peroxides. This method, with a mass
spectrometer used as a detector for CO 2 , was described by BEATTIE and co-anthors
(1961). The method was adapted to sea water by ARMSTRONG and co-authors (1966),
who used the non-dispersive infrared analyzer as their measuring device. As a
method, the use of ultra-violet light suffers from several disadvantages: care must
be taken to ensure that the system does not get too hot; the irradiation must be
carried on for a considera.ble time in order to ensure complete oxidation; there is
much more manipulation of the sample and, therefore, an increased possibility of
contamination; and at least a few compounds, most notably urea, are resistant to
this form of oxidation. The ultra-violet method is now used almost entirely for
oxidizing organic nitrogen- and phosphorus-containing compounds to nitrate and
phosphate, and for determining organic nitrogen and phosphorus by difference
(ARMSTRONG and TIBBETTS, 1968; THOMAS, 1971). Even here, the lack of success in
oxidizing urea suggests that the method should be used with caution.
The method has been employed for checking the completeness of oxidation in the
persulphate method (P. M. Wn,LIAMS, 1969b). WILLIAlI1S decided that the two
methods were measuring essentially the same materials, although the ultra-violet
method gave results which were consistently slightly higher. Accepted as the
standard method, the persulphate oxidation suffers from a number of ailments.
First, the method requires very careful attention to detail; it is easy to contaminate the samples in the process of bubbling to remove carbonate, and in the sealing of
ampoules.
Second, the acidification and degassing necessary to remove CO 2 may also
remove some unknown amount of the volatile compounds, and, if the persulphate
is added along with the acid, as suggested by MENZEL and VACCARO (1964), some
proportion of the easily oxidized organic carbon (SHARP, 1973a).
Third, the time between taking and analysing the samples is long enough so that
it is not possible to re-sample a water bottle if the replicates already taken do not
agree, nor is it possible to go back and re-sample a region of anomalous values.
Fourth, although they do not discuss the matter in any detail, MENZEL and
VACCARO (1964) imply that they are able to secure a zero blank from doubly distilled water, if the last distillation is made from a permanganate-persulphate
solution. My own experience has been that no form of chemical pre-treatment will
remove all of the dissolved organic compounds from distilled water (WANGERSKY,
1965). Similar findings have been reported by HICKMAN and co-authors (1973),
and by CONWAY and co-authors (1973), as well as by several other investigators.
Both groups of scientists mentioned have resorted to a distillation system involving
high-temperature oxidation with a platinum surface as a catalyst. In our own
laboratory, we have developed a distillation system involving re-distillation, in a
stream of oxygen, through a combustion tu be packed with silica and held at 900 0 to
1000 0 C. The parentage ofth.is system is somewhat open to question, since a number
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of people, including W. D. WATl', J. H. SR.A.RP, J. R. WHEELER, and P. J. WANOk~It
SKY have been involved in its design and construction. The net result isareduction
in the organic carbon content of the distilled water, from 0·6 mg C I-I to less than the
detection limit of our best method, around 0·03 mg C I-I. Any inability to measure
the residual organic carbon in distilled water must be looked upon as evidence that
at least some dissolved organic compounds can escapt" detection by the persulphate
oxidation method.
Fifth and last, the discrepancy between the wet-oxidation values and those
derived from dry-combustion methods must be resolved. Although the Russian
work with dry-combustion techniques has been in the literature for some time
(SKOPINTSEV and TIMOFEYEVA, 1962), and although the discrepancy between the
results stemming from the two methods was pointed out almost. as soon as the
American results began to appear (WANOERSKY, 1965), no attempt had been made
to reconcile the two methods until fairly recently (GORDON and SUTCLIFFE, 1973;
SHARP, 1973a). For the most part, North American oceanographers have preferred
to ignore the discrepancy, probably in the hope that eventually it would go away.
However, the recent work has only tended to emphasize the difference between the
wet-oxidation and dry-combustion methods.

Total-combustion hI ethods
There have been a number of approaches to the problem of total combustion of
organic carbon in sea water. All of the methods developed to date require that the
carbonates be removed, usually in the same manner as in the wet· oxidation methods.
In those methods in which the samples are taken to dryness before insertion into the
combustion chamber, simple acidification is sufficient, as the carbonate will be
removed in the process of evaporation. Thus, in B.lI of this work the volatile organic
compounds will not be measured. The quantity of carbon present as volatile
material has been estimated as being between 10 and 15%, although the method of
measurement has not been specified. The a.mount of organic material considered as
'volatile' will depend upon the method of removal of carbonate; methods which
involve purging at room temperatw'e will obviously remove a different amount of
organic material than will methods which remove the water along with the carbonate, either by evaporation at 60° C (SKOPINTSEV and TIMOFEYEVA, 1962) or by
freeze-drying (GORDON and SUTCLIFFE, 1973). The term 'volatile organic materials',
therefore, has an operational definition; before the term can be evaluated, the
method of sample preparation must be known.
The most direct approach to the methodology of total combustion would be
simply to dry a known volume of acidified sample and then determine the carbon
content of the residue by one of the standard dry-combustion techniques. This was
essentially the method employed by SKOPINTSEV and TIMOFEYEVA (1962); it is
responsible for the major part of the total combustion data available on sea water.
In tills method, anything which will co-distill with water at 60° C will be lost, and
the volatile fraction is thus defined as those compounds co-distilling with water
from acidified sea water at 60° C. There are anumbel' ofpracti cal problem s associated
with this technique; unless apparatus is designed very carefully, the amOUJlt of
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handling involved increases the risk of contamination considerably. Problems of
spattering of samples while drying, of sample transfer, and of the mechanics of
working with the large quantities of sea salt, require that for best rrsults the
sample must be dried in the container in which it will beanalyzed. This then almost
necessitates a large-scale combustion unit to ensure adequate precision and sensitivity in samples taken from deep water. The method is also time-consuming,
unless a battery of drying units is prepared and many samples are dried simultaneously.
Another version of this kind of analytical procedure, and one which defines
'volatiles' somewhat differently, was described by MONTGOMERY and THOM (1962).
In their method, the inorganic carbon is removed by the usual acidification and
sparging with oxygen. The sample is then dried and burned in a closed apparatus,
the COz evolved being measured with a non-dispersive infra.red analyzer. The
method has generally been used fo!' river water, since its sensitivity decreases with
increasing salinity, and thus with increasing residue.
A recent variation on these methods which leads to still another definition of
'volatile fraction' has been developed by GORDON and SUTCLIFFE (1973). In this
method, the sample is acidified with phosphoric acid and then taken to dryness by
freeze drying. The volatile fraction is thus composed of those compounds which
sublime from acidified ice at reduced pre sures. The sea salts remaining are then
analyzed for 0, Hand N in a commercial apparatus. The method as proposed has a
few dn:Lwbacks, some of which can be overcome fairly easily. A large sample is
acidified and freeze dried, and portions of the dried sea salts are weighed out for
analysis. This procedure adds several manipulations, increasing the chances of
contamination. It also requires that the salinity of the sample be known, so that the
final result can be expressed in weight of carbon per unit volume of sea water. Since
the organic matter is distributed in homogeneously through the sea salts because
of the concentration occurring during the freezing process, the salt must be
thoroughly mixed before sUbsamples are taken. This problem of inhomogeneity
probably limits the reproducibility of the technique. All of these difficulties could
be avoided by freeze drying a known volume of sea water in the container subsequently to be introduced into the combustion chamber.
The freeze-drying method should give values of dissolved organic carbon closely
resembling those found by SKOPINTSEV'S group, and indeed, it does. The number
of analyses run by the freeze-drying method is still small, but in at least one area of
the ocean where both methods have been used, the results are quite comparable.
Like SKOPINTSEV'S method, the freeze-drying technique is not amenable to analysis
at sea. The method is slow, and areas of interest, with anomalous values of DOC, will
not be discovered until long after the area has been left behind. The sampling
pattern must, therefore, be very carefully considered at the start of the cruise;
there is little possibility for saving afterthoughts.
Development of 'instantaneous' or direct injection analyses ha.s taken quite a
clifferent tack. Most ofthese methods have involved removal of carbonate, again by
acidification and bubbling, followed by injection of the sea water sample directly
into a high temperature combustion chamber. From that point, the methods can be
divided between those using the non-dispersive infrared analyzer and those using
ga.s chromatography as the final detection method.
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The methods using the IR detector are largely descendents of a method devised
by VAN HALL and co-authors (1963). It involves the injection of the sample directly
into the combustion tube, in an atmosphere of purified oxygen, with the resultant
CO 2 being swept into an IR detector for measurement. In the original version,
inorganic carbon was removed before injection. Again, the volatile materials were
lost. Since this method was developed for the measurement of organic carbon in
waste water, loss of the volatiles could not be accepted. It is often just these volat.ile
compounds which are responsible for public reaction and governmental action.
The method was, therefore, modified so that one portion of the sample was injected
into the combustion tube, to determine total dissolved carbon, and a second into a
reaction tube which liberated the carbonate carbon only. The total organic carbon
was thus the difference between the two readings (VAN HALL and STENGER, 1967).
This method, since it did not require the prior removal of carbonate carbon, did not
lose any of the volatile components.
The method has proved to be relatively satisfactory for fresh water, where the
amount of carbonate carbon is a small fraction of the total carbon, and commercial
instruments have been built using both the single and dual reaction-chamber
designs, and ha,ve been used with some success in freshwater pollution work. A seagoing variation of the single-chamber technique has been developed by SHARP
(1973a); the values of DOC resulting are higher than the wet-oxidation values run
on the same samples, but lower than the Russian and freeze-dried dry-combustion
values found from the same area but at different times. The Kource of the discrepancy
is obscure, and cruises where all of the methods are used in parallel are obviously
necessary.
SHARP'S (1973a) method also offers both advantages and disadvantages. On the
positive side, it is possible to get answers while the ship is still in the area of interest,
and before it is too late to start a new sampling programme. This is the only method
yet developed which can do this. Also, since each individual number takes only a
few min utes, replicates can be run in sufficient numbers to establish reasonable
statistical limits for the values, Sample handling is kept to a minimum; with
proper methods of cleaning the sampling equipment, contamination can be virtually
eliminated. The great disadvantage of SHARP'S method, of course, is the ambiguity
oft.he results. Also, since the amount of water injected is only 0·1 m I, the amount of
orga,nic carbon in a sample containing 2 mg C 1-1 would be 0·2 f-Lg. If we wish a
sensitivity of 0·1 mg C I-I, then we need to be able to measu're organic carbon to the
nearest 0·01 f-Lg. In order to do this, the various components of the system must be
operating at about their optimum, and little changes in operating procedure may
produce large changes in both sensitivity and precision. This machinery is, therefore, very much a personal unit, and is not likely to become an instrument for
routine analysis on shipboard. However, this may turn out to be the ancestral unit
of a long line of sea-going instruments.
There have been two types of gas-chromatographic techniques developed for
dissolved organic carbon. Both types do not utilize the ability of the instrument to
separate organic components; essentially, they are used simply as detectors, In
one technique, the sample is first dried and then burned, while the vapour is passed
through a flame-ionization detector. This detector is insensitive to CO 2 , and so
measures only the organic carbon. It is sensitive to some degree to water vapour,
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and so req uires that a correction be made to the data. While this method (EGGERTSEN
and STROSS, 1972) does divide the organic carbon into more or less easily volatilized
fractions, it is not very precise; one attribute of the flame-ionization detector is
that its sensitivity varies according to the nature of the compound measured.
Another gas-chromatographic method (DOBBS and co-authors, 1967) burns the
organic carbon to CO 2 , and, !.herefore, requires the removal of carbonates. After
the combustion, tlw CO 2 is reduced to methane and measured with a fiameionization detector. Since the only organic molecule seen by the detector is methane,
calibration of the detector response is relatively simple. While this method is
promising, it has not been applied to sea water to any extent, and no large body of
data has yet been acquired. Interestingly enough, the authors measured amounts
of DOC up to 0·25 mg C I-I in their carefully distilled water.

Other Methods

As we might expect, when the measurement of CO 2 is fraught with so many
qualifications and difficulties, attempts have becn made to find physical or chemical
properties which would vary with the organic carbon content of sea water. There are
a number of properties, such as the freezing-point depression, boiling-point elevation, osmotic pressure, and refractive index, which are disturbed by the presence of
foreign molecules. In fresh water, where the concentration of electrolytes is relatively low, it mio-ht be possible to use perturbations of one of these properties as a
measure of organic carbon content. In sea water, however, the perturbations due to
the presence of organic molecu les would be only a very small portion of those due to
deviations in the salt content and in the ratios of the various ions present. Methods
which ignore the presence of the inorganic constituents of sea water must be found.
Because so many organic compounds of biological interest possess marked
absorption in the ultra-violet, it has been considered (ARMSTRONG and BOALCH,
1961a, b) that either the absolute value of the absorption at some one wavelength,
usually 220 nm, or a ratio ma.de up of the absorption at two wavelengths, as E 2S0 /
E no or Eno/E no , could be used (HANYA and OnuRA, 1964). However, it has been
shown (MCALLISTER and co-authors, 1961; ANTIA and co-authors, 1963) that there
is no necessary connection between the DOC, at least as determined by wetoxidation methods, and the ultra-violet absorption. OGURA and HAN YA (l966) have
also shown that most of the ultra-violet absorption in sea water is due to bromide
and nitrate ions. The techniques of spectrophotometry are quite advanced, and it
would, presumably, be possible to measure DOC by difference, if there were some
simple method of destroying the organic carbon in one aliquot of a sample. Lacking
such a technique, neither simple measurement of the absorption at anyone wavelength nor calculation of a. ratio of absorptions at any two wavelengths seems to
offer much useful information.
An interesting but relatively untried approach has been suggested by FORMARO
a.nd TRASATTI (1968). Th!?y have used the tendency for organic materials in solution
to adsorb on surfaces, by measuring the capacitance changes on platinum electrodes
in the presence of dissolved organic materials. It has already been demonstrated
(N ElHOF and LOEB, 1972a., b) that any surface immersed in sea water becomes coated
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with organic materials; the use of this phenomenon as a measure of organic content
seems promising, although there will undoubtedly be many problems in the application of the technique to sea water. At this time the lower limit of sensitivity is
around I mg I-I.

Summary
Of the methods for determining total dissolved organic carbon now in use, only
total-combustion methods seem to be measuring all of the organic carbon present.
These methods, in their present forms, are too cumbersome and time-consuming to
be useful in kineticworkorinmappingdetailsofdistribution. The ideal method should
be some variation of total combustion, or perhaps of emission spectroscopy. There
are developments in the use of plasmas as excitation sources which may yet lead
to a quick, sensitive and simple method. The large quantities of wet-oxidation data
are very difficult to interpret, since it is not possible to equate ease of chemical
oxidation with ease of biological utilization.
(b) Distribution of Dissolved Organic Carbon

1ntroduction

A discussion of the distribution of dissolved organic carbon in the ocean and
adjacent seas is made particularly difficult by the adoption of wet-oxidation
methods as the standard methods by North American oceanographers. Thus we
have a large body of data which i~ difficult to interpret, at least until such time as we
know more about the molecular spf'cies present. The only information which we
can interpret with any feeling of security are the Russian total-combustion data
and the little bit of data generated by the freeze-drying method (GORDON and
SUTCLIFFE, 1973). The wet-oxidation data must be examined and summarized, but
no large effort should be put into this interpretation until we have some evidence
that the results are meaningful, either biologically or chemically.
Nearshore Distributions

The amount of information on the DOC content of inshore waters is minimal;
what little is available has been done with wet-oxidation methods and, therefore,
furnishes only somewhat uncertain minimum values. MAURER and PARKER (1972),
working along the Texa coast, found DOC cOIl(,f'ntrations from 2 to 5·3 mg C I-I in
estuaries, and up to 3'7 mg C I-I in shelf waters. DUURSMA (1961) reported one
station in coa.stal water in the Norwegian Sea which had essentially ocea.nic DOC
values, and a group ofstations with high DOC values from the Wadden Sea (Netherlands). In the Wadden-Sea samples, the DOC content was inver;;ely correlated with
salinity, suggesting that the organic carbon originated either from land drainage or
in fresh water, and was merely being diluted by the sea water. Since the peak of the
DOC cycle followed the pea.k of the spring diatom bloom in the same waters,
DUURSMA assumed that the DOC originated in the water, as a result of phytoplankton groVi-th.
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While no specificaUy 'inshore' stations were run by the Russian investigators,
much of their work was done in the Baltic and North Seas (SKOPINTSEV and TIMOFEYEVA, 1962), The samples were all taken in relatively shallow water, quite often
in the mouths of estuaries. Values were considerably higher than in full oceanic
water (2,4 to 6·6 mg C 1-1, as compared to 0·9 to 2·7 rog C I-I). These are 'spot'
values, inasmuch as they were taken on a cruise which happened to be in the area,
at whatever time of the year the cruise happened to occur. In surface waters everywhere in the oceans and at all depths in most coastal regions the distribution of
organic carbon will depend upon when in the yearly cycle the samples are taken.
This is illustrated by the seasonal peaks shown in DuuRsMA's (1961) data. The
Baltic and North Sea data were taken in August, which would be during a seasonal
low. We might expect that samples taken after the spring bloom would be quite a bit
higher.
Earlier in this chapter it was suggested that freshwater drainage contributes
little in the way of DOC to the oceans. In most of the cases where numbers were
available, there was more DOC in the estuaries than came down the rivers, and the
extent of tidal influence up the river could sometimes be traced by the DOC contmt.
The rivers seem to serve as nutrient sources for the estuaries and coastal zones, with
most of the productivity actually occurring in the area where the river water mixes
with sea water.

Air-sea Interface
The surface waters should really b~ divided into two separate regions, the
euphotic zone and the air-sea interface. Those organic compounds lighter than
water and more or less insoluble, the 'hydrophobic' compounds, wi]] tend to accumulate at this interface. These compounds, or at lea.st the ones originating from
natural sources, will be released somewhat below the surface, and will be carried to
the surface through their own buoyancy and by turbulence. Another agency in their
concentration at the surface is their adsorption on the surfaces of ascending bu bbles.
The breaking of the bubble at the surface frees much of the adsorbed material to
the surface layer.
If the surface of the ocean were still, then in time a layer of hydrophobic material
would build up until there was no room for any more molecules. The nature of the
molecular species present would determine atwhatfilm thickness further accumulation would cease. The ocean is not a static system, however, and even in the absence
of disturbances the nature of the surface layer would change under the influence of
oxygen and sunlight. It ha.s been suggested (WHEELER, 1972a, b) that this change
would be in the direction of increased polymerization. JARVIS (1967) has also
postulated an increased stability on standing for surface films
The action of the wind and waves should further disturb the surface film, imposing areas of compression and rarefaction. Compression of the film should result
in micelle formation, although HARVEY (1966), in his studies on the composition of
surface films in the ocean, found no evidence of co]]apsed films. This observation
certainly needs further confirmation, both in the field and in the laboratory. If
micelles are formed, a pDrtion of the surface would thus be left free for the acceptance
of additional hydrophobic material. Reactions of this sort should give any body of
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water a self-cleaning mechanism of considerable capacity, both for organic materials
and for metals. The ability of organic surface films to concentrate metal ions has
already been noted (BARKER and ZEITLIN) 1972; PIOTROWICZ and co-authors,
1972). These investigators found endchment of copper, 1ron, nickel and lead in
some of their surface micro-layer samples, as compared to the water 20 em below
the surface. Patterns of enrichment are still obscure. For their decipherment, we
will require knowledge of the nature of the molecular species present in the organic
matter. However, the presence of these metals in the surface film suggests that
micelle formation will include metals, and cause theiT subsequent loss from t,he
surface as the micelles sink. Inclusion of metal ions in micelles has already been
demonstrated (HmsBRuNNER and WANGERSKY, in press). Mechanisms of 1, his kind
may, in fact, be more important in regulating the concentrations of some trace
elements in sea water than are the limits set by solubility. It has already been shown
(KRAUSKOPF, 1956) that many trace elements are present at concentrations well
below th08(' permitted by the solubility of their least soluble com pounds likely to be
present in sea water.
If we include with these micelles the particles formed by the bursting of bubbles
(BAYLOR and co-authors, 1962), we can easily see how the air-sea interface can
accumulate large amounts of particulate matter. Just how large the proportion of
dissolved to pa.rticulate organic matter is at the interface is difficult to tell, since the
number obtained depends upon the slice of surface taken, and therefore upon the
sampler used. Using the Garrett screen sampler (GARRETT, 1965), which takes a
slice of the surface about 150 ,urn thick, N ISIIIZA \V A (1971) found a DOC enrichment
of about. l'5x, over water 5 em deeper, and a poe of 418,ug e I-I) an ernichment of
lOx that in the deeper water.
Unless the exact depth of the slice is known, reporting the concentration of
either DOC or poe in the surface layer in terms of mg C I-I is misleading, since the
concentration will depend on the amount of water included in the slice. A far better
unit would be mg m- 2 swept. Some vel' ion of the Garrett screen has been adopt,ed
by almost every investigator working on organic compounds in the interface.
Another alternative, but one requiring a some'what greater investment in time
and materials, is the floating plastic-drum sampler designed by HARVEY (19'66).
This sampler removes a layer approximately 60 ,urn thick. The thickness of the
layer sampled is a function of the speed of rotation of the drum and of the viscosity
and, therefore, the temperature of the water. HARVEY made no measurements of
the carbon content of these films. The sampler most used for taking 'surface'
sa.mples is still the bucket. 'I'his takes some unknown mixture ofthe surface film and
the water just below. The interpretation of 1, he number so derived lS a bit difficult.
One advantage common to both the Garrett screen and the Harvey drum is that
the amples rn ust be taken from a small boat and, therefore, at least a little distance
away from the research vessel. Anyone who has watched the film of oil spread out
from a vessel as soon as it has stopped on station can well appreciate the u elessncss
of any surface sample taken from the research vessel itself. However, the necessity
for lowering a boat limits these sampling methods to periods of fau weather.
Accordingly, we know almost nothing concerning the state of organic matter at the
air-sea interface in rough weather, except from occasional observations of foam
lines (SZEKIELDA and co-authors, 1972).
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While little quantitative information is therefore available about the surface
films, it is certain that the composition of the film is altogether different from the
water even 5 em below. Before any real agreemC'nt about the carbon content of this
layer can be reached, better and more uniform sampling methods must be devised.
Our own experience has convinced us that the Garrett screen method has too
many variables and takes too small a sample to be used as the 'standard' method.
We mu.st also look for seasonal changes; as we will see when we examine the changes
taking place in the euphotic zone, at least in temperate and boreal regions there are
distinct seasonal variations in productivity and in POCo We should then also
expect change in the nature and amount of surface film, changes which have not
yet been reported, and perhaps not sought.
EUPMtic Zone

This zone, where most of the DOC is produced, is also the region of greatest
utilization. It is considered by some to be the only region in which utilization of
DOC occurs at all (MENZEL and RYTHER, 1968). Distribution of DOC within this
zone is contro1Jed by a number of mechanisms: (i) by production in the course of
phytoplankton growth, through death and degradation of phytoplankton and
zooplankton, and through the course of normal metabolism of zooplankters and
fishes; (ii) by removal through heterotrophic growth in phytoplankters, through
bacterial metabolism, and possibly through particle formation; (iii) by redistribution through turbulence, molecular diffusion, and collection on the surfaces of
bubbles, at least in the upper levels.
With so many mechanisms involved, it is surprising that the distributions are so
simple. However, this seeming simplicity may really be a reflection of our own
inclination towards smooth interpolations. Quitp commonly, only 2 or 3 samples
are taken within this zone, and smooth curves aTe drawn through these points. In
an investigation where 10 samples were taken between 0 and 200 m, and DOC run
by a modification of the MENZEL and VACCARO (1964) wet-oxidation method, a
number of peaks and troughs occurred in the altogether quite irregular profile
(HOLM-HANSEN and co-authors, 1966). It would seem, at least from this investigation, that the jaggedness of the profile is a direct function of the intensity of
sampling.
Strangely enough, we have no real idea of the degree of heterogeneity to be
expected for dissolved organic carbon. Replicates are normally run in the course of
the analysis, but they are taken from the same sampling device, and are probably
fairly well mixed in the process of sampling. What is really needed is replicate
sampling of the water mass This is really only possible with a sampling apparatus,
such as the Niskin rosette sampler, which can be rigged to take 6 or more amples
simultaneously at a given depth. Such a study has been completed for particulate
ol'g:mic carbon (WANGERS1{Y, 1974) with results which suggest that in deep water
particulate matter exists in low, fairly even distribution, with occasional 'clouds'
con taining both particle and the organisms feeding on these particles. No com pa.rable
study exists for DOC. Therefore, while we have a reasonable estimate of the analytical error associated with each DOC determination, we are totally unaware of the
degree of variability in the universe we aTe sampling.
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The general picture of DOC distribution in the euphotic zone is much the S<1me
for both wet-oxidation and total-combustion data; the major difference is in the
absolute values found. Both types of methods find the highest values at 01' ncar the
surface, with sometimes precipitous declines over the fu'st hundred metres. Deep
water levels of organic carbon are generally n';~ched by 250 m. The difference
between the results derived from the two mt't hods may be guite large; in the
Sargasso Sea, the total-combustion methods gave values of the order of 1·7 to
2·0 mg C I-I for surface waters, while wet-oxidation values ra·n from 0·5 to 0·7 mg
C I-I (GORDON and SUTCLIFFE, 1(73). The difference between the two sets of values
is not constant. The total-combustion values show considerably greater variability
with depth.
It would seem from the still fairly scanty collections of data from total-combustion methods that regional differences in sW'face DOC may exist, but we know
neither what they are, nor to what extent they have been masked or accentuated by
seasonal differences. At least in temperate and boreal waters, the sl';],sona·1 effect on
the content of the euphotic zone should be considerable. One of the most pressing
needs in this an'a, of research is for studies on seasonal change in a. single region.
Our work has usually involved taking profiles at stations in the ocean which we
may never visit again. The time of year at which the samples are taken is often
dictated by the many considerations which determine the timing and route of the
multi-disciplinary venture. In the effort to find a time and route suitable to the
greatest number, we often end up with something truly satisfying to no one. In
the deeper layers, the seasonal effects are probably not important, but for work in
the euphotic zone the time of year, the ta·te of the phytoplankton populations,
and their recent history may all be crucial factors. Without reasonably good information on these points, it may not be possible to discover patterns in the assembled
data.
What we can see in the accumulated data are very high DOC values in the
surface film, somewhat lower, but still relatively high levels just below the film,
and a rapid decrease in the first J 50 m, to values more or less characteristic of the
rest of the water column. The one station for which we have close-interval data
(HOLM-HANSEN ilnd co-authors, 1966) was done by the wet-oxidation method. In
this station, there is little change over the first 30 m, but a sharp drop between 30
and 40 ill, in the region of the thermocline. This is a not unrea-sonable distribution,
and one which we might expect to find with total-combustion data, also. In the
mixed layer, we should expect uniform distribution of dissolved organic matter,
particularly of that part which was biologically less useful.
This particular series of analyses offers an opportunity to compare ease of
chemical oxidation with ease of biological utilization. While we have no absolute
measure of the physical stability of the mixed layer, we can see that many of the
parameters associated with biological activity, such as nitrat-e, phosphate, dissolved
organic P, and dissolved organic N, display considerable structure, usually in the
form of gradients of concentration, within this layer. Therefore, the stability of
this layer must be large relative to the rate of biological activity. On the other hand,
the DOC as determined by wet oxidation is relatively constant over the same
region, suggesting that its lifetime is as long as, or longer than, the average mixing
time of this layer. The distribution of DOC displays still another aspect of the old
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problem of differentiating between standing crop and productivity. We are actually
measuring the standing crop when we measure DOC; what we are measuring may
be tha,t part of the released rna terial which is relatively difficult for organisms to use.
Another fraction, whose existence is only ephemeral, may also be released, but
never measured. We may find that the only way to measure this latter fraction is
by thc use of selective inhibitors to block the utilization of tht';.;e compounds.
It sec,ms likely, then, that the wet-oxidation method measures those com pounds
most easily oxidized by chemical methods, but that there is no necessary connotation of biological utility involved. If we confine our discussion to the data resulting
from total-combustion techniques, we could say that DOC values in the upper
layers over most of the oceans lie between 2·0 and 2·5 mg C I-I just below the surface,
and diminish rapidly to 1·5 to 2·0 mg CI-' at 1.50 m. The exact shape of the gradient
is unknown, but I would expect relatively little change jn the mixed layer, with the
region of greatest change occllrring at the thermocline.

Oceanic Deep Waters
In the deep water, as in the surface layers, we are again faced with the problem of
having the bulk ofthe available data in the form of wet-oxidation values. The totalcombustion data are scattered and scanty, and at the present time give us no more
than a general idea of true oceanic distributions.
The wet-oxidation values present a picture of comparative uniformity of distribution in both horizontal and vertical dimensions. MENZEL and RYTHER (1968,
1970) are sufficiently convinced of this uniformity to present their data in the form
of oceanic averages, rather than as data pojnts at separate stations. In their data,
wet-oxidation values jn deep water range from 0·5 to 0-7 mg C I-I, and do not vary
with depth or with water mass. In DuuRs:~-IA'S (1961) work, the DOC values aTe
somewhat lower, occasionally approaching 0·2 mg C 1-1. However, DUUR$MA finds
distinct regional differences which can be correlated with water-mass distrjhutions.
SHARP (1973a), in the samples analyzed by wet oxidation, also finds distributions
considerably mOre complex than those presented by MENZEL and RYTHER.
Although SHARP has neither dissolved oxygen nor hydrographic data, his wetoxidation data can be explained in terms of water masses existing in that part of the
North Altantic. It is interesting to note in his paper how an averaging procedure
results in the disa.ppearance of peaks and troughs in the distributions with depth.
The results obtained by total-combustion techniques differ somewhat from the
wet-oxidation data. The amounts found are considerably greater; both SKOPINTSEV'S group (SROPINTSEV and TIMOFEYEVA, 1962; SKOPINTSEV and co-authors.
1966) and GORDON and SUTCLIFFE (1973) found between I'Oand 2·0 mg C 1-1 at
depths grea.ter than 500 m, or 2 to 4 times a.s much organic carbon as was found by
wet oxidation in samples taken from the same region, the Sargasso Sea. In many of
the mid-Atlantic stations analyzed by SROPINTSEV'S group, organic carbon concentrations ranged between l·fj and 2,5 mg C I-I. Since relati vely few samples were
taken at anyone station, it is not possible to correlate carbon concentratlons with
water-mass structure. However, the distrjbutions with depth certainly do not
refute such a relationship.
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In many of the South Atlantic sections there appears to be a layer higher in

DOC at the very bottom, possibly corresponding to the Antarctic Bottom Water.
There are structures visible both in the Russian stations and in those run by
GORDON and SUTCLIFFE (1973). Although neither sample-spacing nor stationfrequency were intensive enough, it seems probable that the total-combustion
DOC values will prove to be both higher and more variable than those found by wet
oxidation.
(4) Molecular Speciation
(a) Int.roduction

The molecular speciation of the dissolved organic matter is relatively unknown,
although it has been studied for a long time. The litera.ture up to 1956 was summarized by VALLENTYNE (1957) in a remarkable paper, the starting-point for
almost all subsequent work. Since that time there have been several reviews, one
of the most recent b('ing that of WAGNER (1969).
Three factors ha ye impeded research on the production and fate of organic
compounds in the sea: (i) the tremendous ariety of compounds present; (ii) the
low concentrations of any single compound; and (iii) the short residence times of
those compounds most useful to heterotrophic organisms. It is quite possible that
compounds with sufficient.ly short residence times might never be seen in nature
at all; their existence in the sea might be postulated solely on the basis of their
appearance in pure cultures of marine organisms. Glycollic acid may be one such
compound.
The variety of compounds produced is great enough so that any compound of
biological interest which has ever been sought in sea, water has eventually been
fow)d. For a few compounds, spectrophotometric or fluorophotometric methods
of remarkable sensitivity exist. Thus, the extent of our knowledge of specific
compounds has sometimes depended upon the existence of particular methods,
rather than on the biological or chemical importance of the compounds. In most
cases, suitable methods have had to be devised for the concentration and separation
of compounds of interest.
(b) Methods of Concentration and Separation

The identification of the various components of the DOC could be made considerably simpler by concentrating the organic materials. and by freeing them from
salt. Since many of the compounds of interest are present in concentrations of a
few f-Lg 1-1, concentration factors of a hundred or more are often needed. Many
ingenious schemes have been proposed for such concentration; while it would be
possible to construct a veritable taxonomy of methods, we will divide them simply
into those methods in which the organic material is incorpora ted into another phase,
and those in which the aqueous phase, including the organic material, is reduced
in volume,
Perhaps the simplest concentration method is the evaporation of some of the
water. While this method can increase the concentration of organic matter some-
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what, the more volatile materials will of course be lost. The limitation on the method
is the solubility of the least-soluble major compound in sea water, calcium sulphate.
At the point at which calcium sulphate begins to precipitate, the possibility exists of
a loss of organic material through inclusion in or adsorption on the solid phase.
Further evaporation will result in the precipitation of other salts. FinaHy, the
remaining liquid will be lost in the bulky precipitate. The sea salts formed in this
manner contain considerable amounts of occluded organic materials, materials
which cannot easily be recovered. The degree of concentration which can be accomplished by evaporation is, therefore, relatively slight.
It is possible to use some of the properties of sea salt to advantage in the concentration and separation process. POCKLINGTON (1972) removed water from his
samples by freeze-drying the sea water. The solids resulting from this process are
an admixture of the inorga.nic components, since there is no opportunity for fractional crystallization. The solid salts are physicaHy very different from those resulting from simple evaporation. The freeze-dried salts are light and fluffy, with
a greatly increased surface area. These salts are excellent absorbents (GORDON and
SUTCLIFFE, 1973). POCKLINGTON packed the freeze-dried samples into a column
and eluted various fractions of the dissolved organic matter with selected solvents.
While he used this technique primarily as a method for removing interferences
from his samples before making volatile derivatives of the free amino acids, the
technique could also be used for concentration and separation of the various
classes of organic materia.Is.
A concentration method known since man first made alcoholic beverages in
northern chmates, is the freezing out of organic materials from dilute aqueous
solutions. The method has been adapted to lake waters with some success (SHAPIRO,
1961, 1967; KAMMERER and LEE, 1969). While the effect certainly obtains in sea
water as well, ice crystals formed in salt water tend to include some of the brine
within the crystals, and thus contain the organic materials inhomogeneous!y
distributed throughout the solid, rather than concentrated in the remaining liquid.
It might be possible to avoid such inclusion by careful temperature control and continuous stirring, but even then the degree of concentration would be limited by the
precipitation of the component salts as their solubility limits were reached.
Various methods of scavenging organic matter from sea water, with differing
degrees of success, have been reported. One of the earlier attempts involved the
adsorption of organic material on activated charcoal, with elution by a series of
alcohol-water mixtures (WANOERSKY, 1952). This method of concentration has
been extended by JEFFREY and HOOD, (1958) and JEFFREY, (1970). While the
method works reasonably well for some compounds, and permits large volumes
of water to be stripped of these compounds, it is far from a quantitative method.
Using a· wet-oxidation method for carbon, JEFFREY found that only 85% of the
DOC prespnt was adsorbed on the charcoal, and only 80% of that could be eluted
from the column. The recovered DOC, therefore, represented only 65% of the material which was originally present in sea water and which could be oxidized to CO 2
by persulphate. A guestion could also be raised conceming the possibility of reactions occurring on the charcoal surface. What comes off the charcoal might not
always be what went on. However, for those compounds for which it can be used,
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t.his adsorpt.ion method is efficient, and effects the separation of organic materials
from large volumes of sea water.
For the larger molecules, a considerable increase in concentration can be
achieved with those resins which separate dissolved materials by exclusion from
the pore spaces of all molecules above a given size. These resins, such as Sephadex ~,
if dried and added to a solution, will take up both water and the smaller ions and
molecules, while excluding the larger ones. Thus, the larger organic molecules may
be concentrated by factors of ten or more, while the salt content of the remaining
water remains constant. The greatest limitation on this technique is the molecular
size limitation; the Sephadex @ resin with the finest pore size excludes materials
with an equivalent molecular weight of 500. Many of the compounds of interest to
us, therefore, cannot be concentrated by this method. A second limitation is the
amount of resin required to tteat the large volumes of water involved. This method
of concentration is feasible in special cases, where the compounds of interest are
present in relatively large a.mounts, or where only a small concentration is needed to
put the material within the range of an analytical technique, but the method does
not seem genera]]y useful. Once the materials have been concentrated, however, they
may be separated into groups of similar molecular weight by the use of these resins
(GJESSINQ and LEE, 1967). The development of high-pressure liquid chromatography may make separations by molecular weight quite important, if suitable, more
sensitive detectors can be devised.
A technique closely akin to this exclusion chromatography is pressure dialysis.
While the biochemist has for many years used dialysis as a method of removing
unwa.nted salts, the volume of distilled water needed to remove all of the salt from
a sea-water sample of reasonable size is too great for the method to be usedroutinely.
However, both solvent and low molecular weight solutes can be forced through
dialysis membranes by pressure. In the last few years, a number of devices which
permit continuous pressure dialysis of large volumes have been developed. The
most familiar of these units are the Diafto ® systems, based on a graded series of
excl usion membranes. These techniques have not yet been used efft·c1 ively; one
of the few references to their use in sea water is by SHARP (1973b). He used only the
O'003-/-,m membrane, in order to filter out the colloidal materials, and found that
up to a quarter of the 'dissolved' organic material was present in the form of particles
in the size range 0·025 to 0·003 fl-m. The exclusion membranes are able to retain
materials down to an equivalent molecular weight of 500, well into the region of
true solution. Filtration is slow with the finer mem branes; their best use would seem
to be as 11 separation system after partial concentration.
One of the drawbacks in any system of concentration by adsorption is the relatively large volume of eluant needed to remove the adsorbed material. It might
prove more efficient to use an adsorbent which could itself be dissolved in the
chosen eluent. Perhaps tht· most efficient method of collection might be the addition
of a small quantity of adsorbent to a large volume of sea water. After the organic
molecules had been scavenged by the adsorbent, the particles could be removed by
filtration and redissolved in the minimum amount of solvent. The use of magnesium
hydroxide and ferric hydroxide as scavengers for organic materials was suggested by
JEFFREY and HOOD (1958). Using these scavengers, they achieved concentration
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factors of 10 4 for organic carbon. WILLIAMS and ZIRINO (1964) and CHAPMAN and
RAE (1967) had less success, finding recoveries in the general range of 50% for
many of the organic compounds in sea water. SRIDHARAN and LEE (1972), working
with fresh water, found that the effectiveness of ferric hydroxide as a scavenger
depended upon the nature of the organics present, and had to be determined separately for each class of organic compound. This technique might be very effective
for selected compounds, but it is not universally useful.
The observation of stable foams on the sea surface, occurring as a result of the
breaking of waves, has suggested to several workers the possible use of some version
of foam separation as a method for collecting the surface-active fraction of the
organic materials (see also Volume III: KINNE, 1976b, p. 140). The suggestion was
given impetus by SEBBA (1962), who collected various trace inorganic species in
natural foams and in foams produced by the addition of surface-active compounds to
sea water. Since this publication, a number of variations in the basic method have
been proposed (DORMAN andLEMLICH, 1965 ; KARGER and DE VIVO, 1968; WALLACE
and WILSON, 1969). The paper by WALLACE and WILSON concerned a direct application of the method to oceanographic materials, and demonstrated a concentration factor of over 200 for proteins and other surface-active materials. These
methods offer a great deal of promise, both for the sppara.tion of specific cla8ses
of organic compounds and for the concentration of trace elements.
(c) Methods of Analysis

The identification of the various components of the dissolved organic material,
either at natural levels or following coJIection and concentration, is one of the more
difficult feats of a.nalytical chemistry. For a few components, relatively simple and
sensitive methods exist. Spectrophotometric methods are among the oldest of these.
Quite often these methods determine classes of chemically similar compounds, rather
than single compounds. For example, a number of spectrophotometric methods for
carbohydrates are based on the dehydration of carbohydrates to furfurals by hot
sulphuric acid, followed by the formation of coloured products by reaction with
some organic compound. The colour-formers most frequently used have been
N-ethylcarbazole (ZEIN-ELDIN and JVUY, 1958), anthrone (ANTIA and LEE, 1963),
phenol (HANDA, 1966), orcinol (LARSSON and SAMUELSON, 1967), and tryptophane
(BADIN and co-authors, 1953). These reagents vary in their sensitiYity, with
N-ethylcarbazole being perhaps the most sensitive, but also the most subject to
interference and contamination. 'With many of these reagents, the rate of colour
formation and the peak wavelength of the absorption curve differ for different
sugars. Thus, only relative values for carbohydrate content can be produced, and
the results are usually expressed as glucose equiva.]ents. A comparison of these' techniques has been made, and the tryptophane method selected as the most ac'<:urate
and the most easily adapted to automated analysis methods (JOSE:FSSON and
co-authors, 1972).
These methods are largely unable to distinguish between monosaccharides and
polysaccharides, since the Draconian treatment used to ensure complete dehydration also ensures that 'aIJ of the polysaccharides are uncoupled into the various
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furfural monomers. The lack of specificity may actually be an advantage. The
carbohyd.rates in sea water are usually present in great variety, with only small
amounts of anyone constituent. Some of the constituenf::s, such as the poly accharides made up of uronic acid residues, are difficult to measure except by these
methods.
A similar set of class reactions also exists for free amino acids. As we will see, the
quantity of free amino acids in sea water is very low, of the order of a few hundred
flog I-I. The usual method of analysis, therefore, has involved concentration by ion
exchange and spectrophotometric determination with ninhydrin (SEMENOV and
co-authors, 1961, 1964). While it has not yet been tested in sea water, a new method
using a fiuorometric detection system may be sensitive enough to permit direct
analysis for amino acids and peptides (STEIN and co-authors, 1973).
In general, fiuorometric methods are considerably more sensitive than spectrophotometric methods. Thus, the fluorometric chlorophyll method (YENTSCH and
MENZEL, 1963) can be used at concentrations well below those determinable by the
usual solvent extraction method. Fluorometl'ic methods have been devised for
glucose (HICKS and CAREY, 1968), deoxyribose (HOLM-HANSEN and co-authors,
1968) and creatine (WHITLEDGE and DUGDALE, 1972).
Spectrophotometric methods also exist for urea (EMJlfET, 1969; REMSEN, 1971),
and for some of the many constituents of surface slicks (GARRETT and co-a,uthors,
1963). The method used by GARRETT, infrared spectroscopy, was primarily qualitative, since so many compounds were involved. An ingenious adaptation of atomic
absorption was used by TREGUER and co-authors (1972) to measure the total dissolved free-fatty acids in sea water. The free fatty acids were extracted with chloroform, then complexed with copper. The copper complex was extracted into a
chloroform-heptane mixture, and the copper determined by atomic absorption.
This method actually provides a mea., ure of the number of acid groups present,
rather than of the actual amount of fatty acid present by weight, although the
authors present their data in flog I-I.
A type of technique with considerable promise for future development is kinetic
analysis. In this technique, reaction rate rather thun final concentration is the
quantity measured. Kinetic methods for many inorganic species have been devised
by Russian anal)" ts, the leaders in this field. Since in many cases the substance of
interest acts as the catalyst for a colour forming or colour fading reaction, the
methods can be extremely sensitive and specific. Kinetic methods for phenolic
compound in olution exist (G ILBA LT and co-authors, 1966), but the pos ibilities
of this type of analysis have yet to be explored.
For a few compounds, primarily vitamins and growth factors, sensitive microbiological methods exist. The use of these as ay methods for vitamins and trace
elements is not pi1rticularly new; a review of the older methods has been published
by HUT ER, and co-aut,hors (1961). The difficulty has been in finding assay organisms which could survive and grow in sea water. Such test organisms have been
found for hiotin (LITCHFIELD and HOOD, 1965; CARLUCCI and SILBERNAGEL, 1967;
NATARAJ A}. , 1970; OHWADA and TAGA, 1972), thiamine (VISHNIAC and RILEY,
1961; KATARA.JAN and DUGDALE, 1966), niacin (NATARAJAN, 1968), B J2
(BURKHOLDER and BURKHOLDER, 1956; COWEY, 1956; VISHNIAC and RILEY, 1961 ;
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GOLD, 1964; CARLUCCI and SILBERNAGEL, 1966), glucose (VACCARO and co-authors,
1968), and adenine, threonine, and uracil (LITCHFIELD and HOOD, 1966). In theory,
these can be among the most sensitive of methods; in practice, the necessity for
the maintenance of cultures, along with the ever-present possibility of mutation
and the time and trouble involved in each analysis has made them the methods of
last resort.
The advent of column, paper and thin layer chromatography has made concentration and separation of trace organics Ii routine matter, rather than a 'tour
de force'. The amino-acid analyzer was developed for biochemical research, and
has proved to be so useful that a number of commercial units are on the market.
Once the compounds have been sufficiently concentrated, the analysis of either
the free amino acids or the amino acids resulting from the hyd.l'olysis of proteins
and peptides becomes a completely automatic procedure. This technique has been
used to determine free amino-acid flux in an estuary (HOBBIE and co-authors,
1968). While the amino-acid analyzer itself has not been used too heavily in seawater chemistry, in part because of the problems of concentration of the amino
acids, the principle of concentration and separation by column chromatography
has been used succe fully, with some method other than the colorimetric ninhydrin reaction used for the final determination. Thus, SIEGAL and DEOENS (1966)
and CLAR.K and co-authors (1972) collected free amino acids by ligand exchange.
CLARK and co-authors determined the amounts of the various amino acids present
after separation by thin layer chromatography.
Other workers have used both paper and thin layer chromawgraphy as methods
for the separation of amino acids. DEOENS and co-authors (1964) worked with
hydrolyzed samples, RILEY and SEGAR (1970) measured both free and combined
amino acids, and LITCHFIELD and PRESCOTT (1970) made dansy! derivatives of
the amino acids, concentrated them by extraction, and separated the acids by
thin layer chromatography. Similar techniques have been used for the analysis of
carbohydrates. Thus, free sugars have been measured in lake water (VALLENTYNE
and WHlTTAKER, 1956) and in lake sediments (WHITTAKER and VALLENTYNE, 1957)
by a process of concentration folJov,·ed by paper chromatographic Bl'paration. A
similar technique was successfully applied to marine sediments (PR.ASHNOWSKY
and co-authors, 1961). A concentration by vacuum distillation, followed by extraction with chloroform or ether, was used w collect small organic acids. These
were then separated by column chromatography (KOYAMA and THO.M:PSON, 1964)
JOSEFSSON (1970) used partition chromatography for free sugars in sea water,
while STARIKOVA and YABLOKOVA (1972b) concentrated the organic fraction by
evaporation and extraction, then separated the free carbohydrates by paper chromatogr'lphy. They also measured the monomeric carbohydrates freed by hydrolysis
in water from the Black Sea (STARIKOVA and YABLOKOVA, 1972a).
The latest additions to the a.rmorarium of the sea water chemist have been gas and
liquid chromatography. High-pressure liquid chromatography may well become
the method of choice for all of the high-molecular weight compounds in sea water.
The major drawback to the method at this time is the relative insensitivity of the
ava.ilable detectors. As the ingenuity of the instrument manufacturers increases,
this drawback will certainly be overcome.
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Ga.s chromatographic methods have been developed [or most of the smaller
organic molecules; where the compounds were not volatile enough, volatile derivatives could often be made. The method has been particularly useful for determination of low-molecular weight hydrocarbons (THOMP ON and CREATH, 1966;
ATKINSON and RICHARDS, 19(7), SWINNERTON and LINNENBOllf, 1867a,b; WILLIAMS
(1965) and .JEFF'RRY (1966) have examined the lipids and the fatty acids derived
from lipids. Amino acids have been made into volatilc derivatives and measured
by gas chromatography (HOSAKU and MAlTA, 1971; POCKLINOTON, 1972). These
methods, although somewhat exacting, involve less sample preparation than do
the column methods. With proper automation, the sample preparation could require little personal attention on the part of the analyst.
Compounds separated by gas chromatography cn·n be subjected to other physical
and chemical proceduJ'(~" in order to determine their constitution. Instruments
have been devised which can produce an ultraviolet or infrared spectrum from each
fraction passing through the detector. Various kinds of reactors, for determining
specific elements or for examining the structure of the compound, can be attached
to the exit port of the non-destructive detectors. The closest approximation to
the universal detector for gas chromatography is the m ass spectrometer; at least
theoretically, this instrument is capable of identifying unequivocally every peak
produced on the chromatogram. Actually, the interpretation of the mass spectra
produced by even moderately complicated substances is in some ways akin to the
Black Arts, and a combination of mass spectra, retention times, infrared spectra,
and any other available evidence is used. An example of the application of these
techniques to marine samples can be found in BLUMER and co-authors (1969). A
description of equipment and methods is given in BLUMER (1968). While these
methods have found their greatest application in samples taken from marine
organisms, they should be equally useful in deciphering the constitution of fractions
of organic matter separated from sea water.
(5) Dynamics of the Organic Cycle in the Oceans

(a) Introduction
If this section were to be limited to what we know for certain, it would be very
short indeed. What knowledge we have of the cycle of dissolved organic material
in the sea is almost entirely of the standing crop, rather than of rates of change.
Thus we are best informed about the compounds and quantities making up the
steady state, while we are most interested in the dynamics of the system, the
mechanisms maintaining this steady state (Chapter 7).
There must be a whole array of rates of production and removal, with the compounds most active in the cycle being present for periods so brief that their existence
in natural waters is almost unknown. This conclusion is forced upon us by various
small molecules-such as glycollic acid-as major components of the dissolved
organic matter reported in cultures of marine organisms, while the same compounds do not appear to be present in the ocean. The presence of any compound in
the ocean depends upon a balance between the rates of production and of utilization
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or removal. This is a truism, but one which we must constantly bear in mind. In
our models of the carbon cycle, \ve can propose either that the total amount of
dissolved organic material is increasing, or that it is in a steady state. I feel that even
those compounds most resistant to microbial degradati.on and most distasteful to
higher forms must eventually be removed from the water column. The period of
accumulation has been long enough so that even the slowest imaginable accumulation rate would have resulted in an ocean with the viscosity, if not the flavour,
of maple syrup. For short periods of time, one or another of the organic components
may be present locally in greater than normal amounts, but over any reasonably
long time the syskm mllst be in balance. The purpose of this section will be to
examine the possible mechanisms for the control of the organic content of sea water.
(h) Sources
In any discussion of the dynamics of a system, one of the eal'ly, easier steps is the
identification of sources and sinks. I have already discllssed possible sources at
some length, but a quick restatement might be useful for later discussion.
Although land drainage is usually given as a major source of organic compounds,
at least for the coastal waters, I believe that this source is vastly over-rated. While
we have very few estimates of the amount of organic carbon coming down the rivers
to the sea, the information we do have suggests that the organic content of sea
wa.ter is greater than that of the rivers at the limit of tidal influence. Some of
the organic components of river water, such as humic and fulvic acids, probably
precipitate in the zone of mixing oHresh and salt water. Even DDT and the other
chlorinated hydrocarbons seem to be removed in this zone by adsorption on the
precipitating particulate matter.
While studies of the effects of high ionic strength on clumping of particles are
still in their infancy, it may well be that the estuaries act as sinks rather than as
sources both for materials coming from the rivers and thoge coming from the sea.
According to NElHOF and LOEB (1972b), any particle encountering sea water,
quickly acquires an organic coating. If the particle then precipitates in an estuary,
as seems generally to be the case, then the ocean has contributed a portion of its
organic carbon to the estuary. In this manner the estuary accumulates organic
carbon into its sediments in excess of the contributions from the river and from its
own productivity. A careful carbon budget should be kept on some reasonably
natural river system in order to measure the extent of the oceanic contribution to
the estuary.
While there is certainly some contribution to the oceans through aerial transport
of organic materials, this is probably only important in the case of a few selected
compolmds, such a. DDT. The major source of organic material must be the biological activity in the upper layers of the ocean. Our knowledge of the size of this
contribution is fragmentary, at best. We have many measurements of standing
crop, largely taken by an inadequate method, and a few measurements taken by
a more complete method. However, these are measurements of a steady state, and
since they are generally taken as single samples at widely separated intervals of
time and space, we have no idea of the variability of this steady state.
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Although the wet- and dry-combustion methods give us very different values for
total organic arbon over all of the water column, the numbers are most nearly
alike in the surface waters. This probably reflects the nature of the organic materials.
Those most easily used by organisms may also be somewhat less resistant to chemical
oxidation. nfortunately, this is not a general enough condition to be useful to
the chemist and biologist. One of the materials easily and completely oxidized by
chemical means is benzoic acid, a substance commonly used as a bacteriostat.
There is very little information available concerning the release of dissolved
organics in these upper layers, and what we do have is decidedly fragmentary.
From laboratory studies of pure cultures we have some estimates of rates of release of organic material during the exponential growth of pure cultures of phytoplankton, as well a estimates of amounts of materia.ls dumped into the medium
by the death and disintegration of the organisms. Thus we can set some upper limit
to the amount of organic carbon freed into the ocean by these mechanisms, although it is difficult to relate the quantities produced by cultures of a single species
grown under what we consider to be optimum conditions to amounts produced by
a popu lation consisting of several species in competition for the available nutrients.
There is reasonably good evidence that the amount of extracellular organic
matter relea 'ed is dependent upon the physiological state of the organism (THOMAS,
1964; EpPLEY and SLOAN, 1965; MARKER, 1965; NALEWAJKO, 1966; HOLMES and
co-authors, 1967; WALLEN and GEEN, 1971). Those experiments involving natural
populations have necessarily included marine bacteria and those zooplankters of
a size comparable to the larger phytoplankters. The release of dissolved organic
matter measured in these experiments was, therefore, a net release-a measure
of the excess of production over consumption by the organisms which happen to
be present in the particular parcel of water sampled.
Furthermore, experiments of this type are not normally continued over a 24-h
period, in part because of the complications arising from bacterial growth. Yet
WALSH (19650., b, 1966) has shown that production of carbohydrate during the day
was balanced by consumption during the night, and that even during the day a
definite periodicity in production of carbohydrate could be measured. Thus, the
results of the experiment might depend not only upon the particular assortment of
organisms captured in the water samples, but also upon the length of the experiment and the time of day, if the incubation were to be carried out in situ. In order
to measure rates of production of various compounds, and of total organic matter,
experiments should be conducted in flow-through systems, so that dissolved organic
materials can be removed and measured as fast as they are produced. Now that
chemostat techniques have been developed, this hnd of experiment is feasible,
if terribly tedious. However, unless such experiments are conducted, our estimate
of production of dissolved organic matter will be educated guesses, not facts.
The estimates of production of dissoh-Ted organic matter which now exist range
from 1 to 2% to 20 to 25% of the total organic production of the phytoplankton.
It has generally been found that the higher percentages of dissolved organic matter
occur in areas of lower productivity (ANDERSON and ZEUTSCREL, 1970). Reports of
excretion of dissolved organic material as a percentage of total productivity are
unsatisfactory, a-s I mentioned earlier. The percentage change may merely retie't
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problems in technique resulting in a constant positive error in carbon measurement,
or may result from an increase in re-absorption and heterotrophic uptake in the
more fertile a·reas. With all it:-: problems, the old light and da.rk bottle oxygen technique probably furnishes a better estimate of total fixation of carbon into organic
compounds than does the 14C technique.
Ifwe consider the oceans to be in a steady state with regard to d.i.ssolved organic
matter, we can calculate that, over a period of a year, as much organic matter is
broken down or otherwise removed as is produced. Picking numbers out of the
foam, I would estimate that perhaps 20% of the phytoplankton escapes consumption by herbivores and, therefore, contributes organic material to solution during
decomposition. If another 20% of the productivity were to be freed into solution
during normal growth, then perhaps 40% of the fixed carbon would be present, if
only tit'dingly, in solution. This is most likely an outer limit, even though it does
not take into account the organic matter excreted by zooplankton and higher forms.
This, then, i:-: by and large the source of organic carbon for all of the heterotrophic
phytoplankton and bacteria, as well as for any larval forms of the higher organisms
able to use this organic material. There may be some transformation of particulate
organic material to the dissolved form, but this would seem to be only a minor source.
(c) Sinks

I have already mentioned estuaries as possible sinks for dissolved organic matter.
While almost no informatjon exists on carbon budgets for estuaries, this must
obviously be a minor sink. If extensive growths of fixed algae are present, an estuary
might even be a minor source.

Photochemical Reactions

A sink which has not been considered at any gl'eat length is that region of the
surface water within which photochemical reactions can occur. When considered
at all, this region is generally thought to be the immediate surface layer. Such
depth restriction is a result of the rapjd absorption of ultra-violet light, the energy
source usually considered as the major factor in driving these reactions. The wavelengths most effective in causing reactions, those around 185 nm, are screened by
the water vapour in the atmosphere and never reach the sea surface (DAf.NTON
and FOWLES, 1965a,b; JORTNER and co-authors, 1964). However, more than one
reaction mechanism is possible, and other wavelengths may also be effective.
JORTNER and co-authors found production of solvated electrons from irradiation
with light of 229 and 254 nm.
The solvated electron may, directly or indirectly, be one of the most important
reactants in the chemistry of the sea (lurface. M(J~t of the experimental work on its
reactions with organic compounds has been performed in de-aerated solutions, since
oxygen is an effective 'scavenger' for these compounds. Thf' reaction pathways
with any given organic compound should be different in aerated water, since a
variety of oxygen-containing short-lived ions may be produced in the presence of
oxygen, and may be the effective reactants (ADAMS and co-authors, 1966).
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In the absence of oxygen, radiolysis of solutions of a-amino acids leads to the
removal of NH) + and the production of a fatty acid (WEERS and co-authors, 1965).
A similar reaction has been reported in experiments where the solvated electron
was formed by y-radiolysis (BENNETT-CORRIEA and co-authors, 1970). Cysteine
has been broken down to cystine and H 2 S in the presence of oxygen (PACKER and
WINCHESTER, 1968). Similarly, naturally occurring dissolved organic compounds
yielded carbon monoxide, ethylene, and propylene when illuminated in cell-free
sea water. In the dark, only carbon monoxide was produced (WILSON and co-authors,
1970). While mechanisms of reaction were not investigated, it seems likely that
photochemical reactions at the sea surface were involved.
When metal ions take part in the reactiODs, perhaps in the form of ligands, photooxidation of the organic part of the complex may be facilitated. Thus, copper
complexes with nitrilotriacetate have been shown to decompose when irradiated
with light of 350 nm, yielding' CH 2 0 and iminodiacetic acid as products (LANGFORD
and co-authors, 1973). While NTA is not a normal component of sea water, there
are many compounds present which can form complexes with the transition metals,
and which thus might be made more available for photochemical reactions (P. M.
WILLIAMS, 1969a). It has also been suggested that photochemical reactions might
polymerize lipids accumulating in the surface layers (WHEELER, 1972b).
At this time, we have very little quantitative information on the role of photochemical reactions in the dynamics of the organic cycle in sea water. What information we have has largely been drawn from experimental systems which were
greatly simplified versions of the natural environment. The inclusion of even a
minor degree of complexity can influence the results considerably. TRUMBORE
(1970) has shown that the formation of micelles acts to increase the effect.iveness of
irradiation, perhaps through the structuring inherent in the micelles.
It is also generally considered that photochemical reactions occur in sea water
only at light intensities equivalent to those occurring at the sea surface. Actually,
the medium in which the reactions occur may be very different in composition from
sea water, and the intensity and quality of light may also differ greatly from that
at the sea surface. For example, some of the organic compounds may be soluble in
the hydrophobic layer at the sea surface, and thus may be out of contact with sea
water altogether.

Readions on Particles
Another possible site for organic reactions is the surface of particles, ei ther float.ing
in or on the surface layer or in the air above the sea (Chapter 3). Some of our earliest
work on particulate organic materials (RILEY and co-a,uthors, 1964; RILEY and
co-authors, 1965; WANGERSKY and GORDON, 1965) showed particulate organic
carbon values in the surface layers as much as 10 times as high as those in the water
column even a few metres below. These findings have since been confrrmed by
NISHIZAWA and NAKAJIMA (1971) and NISHIZAWA (1971), among others. Values
determined by the Russian workers (OSTAFENYA and KOVALEVSKAYA, 1965) seem
to run considerably higher, for reasons which a.re not immediately evident. While
some of these particles may be floating in the upper few centimetres, many of them
are actually floating on top of the surface film (WANGERSKY, 1965),
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Particles of this kind can be formed by a number of mechanisms. Wave action
and Langmuir circulation may both serve to compress surface films until the folded
film becomes a particle (SUTCLIFFE and co-authors, 1963; HEALY and LA MER, 1964).
These particles would be expected to rest in the surface layer. Organic reactions
on such particles could be influenced by the increased concentrations of the reactants, as well as by the juxtaposition of molecules brought about by the geometry of folding of the film.
Another source of particles, and probably the most important in quantitative
terms, is the breaking of bub bles. These bu bbles may be produced by the bringing
up of oxygen-rich deep water on the crests of internal waves (RA1VISAY, 1962a, b)
and, possibly, by the production of oxygen in areas of intense photosynthesis, but
the primary SOUl'ce is the breaking of waves.
The breaking of a wave or the impact of a raindrop on the sea surface forces
bubbles of air below the surface, the depth of penetration being a function of wind
speed or force of impact. As the bu bble rises through the water column, it acts as
a collector of surface-active organic materials. When the bubble reaches the su rface
and breaks, the cap of the bubble is ejected into the air, in the form of a thin film
which quickly dries. As the bubble collapses, materials from the sidewalls run down
into the centre of the crater and are ejected as a series of small droplets, the 'jet
drops'. These drops contain much of the organic material originally present in the
walls of the bubble, as well as a certain amount of sea water (HARLOW and SHANNON,
1967; HOBBS and KEZWEENY 1967; ~1AcINTYRE, 1968). Most of the jet drops will
simply fall back on the surface of the water, but some proportion of the drops will
dry out to become sea-salt particles, and will be carried up into the atmosphere.
The concentration of particles above the sea surface should be a function of wind
speed and relative humidity (MASAAKI, 1971). Those particles not carTied up into
the atmosphere will, at least in the beginning, float upon the surface film.
The breaking of bubbles thus seems to transfer a considerable portion of organic
matter into the atmosphere. WILSON (1959) proposed that nitrogenous materials
were removed from the sea surface in this manner, in a paper in many ways anticipating the bubbling work of SUTCLIFFE and co-authors (1963). WILSON'S paper
passed virtually unnoticed, however. The incorporation of organic mat.erials into
sea spray, and the influence of organics on spray formation, has been discussed by
BLANCHARD (1964), PATERSON and SPILLANE (1969) and BARGER and GARRETT
(1970), among others.
The organic matter thus introduced into the air may be removed frOill the marine
cycle in several wa.ys. The sea-salt particles may act as nuclei for rain drops, and
deposit their burden on the land. The particles themselves may be deposited directly
on land, particularly along sea coasts; this phenomenon is well known to anyone
who has parked an automobile facing the shore. Although I know of no experimental
work in this area, I would not discount the possible use of the air-borne organics
by the micro-organii'-illR known to be present on the particles. Organic matter on
sea-salt particles may be carried to considerable heights. In the course of its travel
it is subjected to a variety of chemical environments, and a radiation spectrum
greatly enhanced both in quantity and extent. The lower ultra-violet wavelengths,
usually excluded by the water vapom in the atmosphere, may be important sources
I
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of energy at greater heights. Even if the orga,nic matter is not entirely oxidized to
CO 2 or CO, it is likely that the nature of the compounds will have been changed
drastically during the round trip.

Sinking of Particles
There are a number of mechanisms, other than the comprt':,;:,;ion of surface films
and the breaking of bubbles, for the production of particulate matter from the
dissolved organic matter in sea water. Adsorption onto existing particles has always
been considered to be an important mechanism, although the importance of this
mechanism in purely quantitatjv(~ terms is difficult to assess, The total amount of
particulate organic matter in the water column at anyone time is relatively small,
compared to the dissolved organic matter, The rate ofremoval of dissolved organic
matter from solution by this mechanism must thus depend upon the flux ofparticles.
Some of the particles could be expected to pass through the water column fairly
rapidly, carrying with them their burden of adsorbed organic material. The existence
of calcite particles in water known to be undersaturated with respect to calcite has
been investigated by CRAVE (1965), CRAVE and SUESS (J967, 1970) and SUESS
(1970, 1973). They found that th calcite pl1rticles were essentially out of contact
with the sea water in which they were suspended; an organic coating protected the
calcite from solution. This coating is not necessarily produced in the formation of
calcite by the organisms. eRA VE and SUESS found that calcite added to sea wat.er
would pick up organic material until the supply of the proper organics was exhausted. Only then would newly added calcite react with the sea water.
In their early work, CHAVE and SUESS used stearate as a model compound with
which to study this adsorption phenomenon. Later, SUESS found that in sediJ]wnts
the usual coating on ca.lcite was proteinaceous, with considerable amount:,; of
phosphorus present, The possible use of this technique u.s a means of concentrating
certain kinds of organics has been studied by MEYERS and QUINN (1971a), who found
an 18% recovery of added fatty acids from sea water by adsorption on calcite,
If organic materials can adsorb onto calcite, perhaps other inorganic particles
may also serve as adsorbing surfaces. BUTTON (1969) studied the adsorption of
glucose and thiamine on clay, finding little or none. His purpose was to discover
whether suspended clay,; would make these compounds unavailable to heterotrophic
orga.nisms; this clid not appear to be the case, although his criterion, the effect of
added clay on the growth ra.te of the organisms, tells us nothing of the physical
state of the compounds.
MEYERS and QUINN (1971b. 1973) studied the adsorption of fatty acids on clay
minerals. They found the clays to be more efficient adsorbents than calcite, but
also found that the presence of some organics interfered with fatty acid adsorption.
Organic materials stripped from the water column in this fashion should be
carried to the sea floor relatively rapidly, with little chancefor microbial degradation
or heterotrophic use until the material reaches the bottom. At one time, it was
considered that the settling rate of clays in sea water was extremely slow, of the
order of years. However, the fairly close relationship of marine clays in the severa,!
basins of the Atlantic Ocean to sources in nearby land masses (BISCAYE, 1964)
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suggests that the clays may sediment relatively l'apicUy, as aggregates rather than
as single particles. Both calcite and clay particles may thus act as vehicles for the
removal of di. solved organics from the water column to the sediment.
Components of the particulate mat,ter which are seldom considered but which
would also a,ct as transporters of organic matter down to the sediment, are the
faecal pellets of zooplankters. While some work has been done on the com position
aHaecal peJlets ofnear-shore invertebrates (JOHANNES and SATOMI, 1966; FRANKENBERG a.nd co-a.uthors, 1967), very little is known concerning the flux of organic
carbon to the sediments from the plankton. Although formed bodies which are
almost certainly faecal pellets have been found in deep-sea sediments (WANOERSKY
and JOENSUU, 1967), not even the source ofthe pelJets, whetherplanktonicorbenthic,
has yet been identified. The pellets commonly found in sediments are relatively
dense, and would not be expected to remain in the water column for any great
period. It is possible that less dense faecal materials might remain in the water
column for extended periods, acting as sites for bacterial growth and as adsorbents
of dissolved organic materials.
The detritus from dead and decaying organisms, or from moulting organisms,
forms anothei' source of particulate matter. For example, LASKER (1964) has
calculated that the entire content of particulate organic material in the ocean could
be supplied by the moulting of the crustacean Euphausia pacifica. GILl\'IER (1972)
has shown that some pteropods, such as Gleba cordata and Corolla spectabilis,
extend delicate free-floating mucus webs as traps for food particles. When startled,
these organisms abandon their webs, which may then decompose and add to the
particulate burden of the ocean.
A further source of particulate matter, and one which is perhaps more closely
linked with the dynamics of the dissolved materials, stems from the conceptual
distinction between dissolved and particulate material. By definition, pa.rticulate
matter is that fraction of the organic matter which is retained by a filter of 0·45
p,m nominal pore ize. However, much of the particulate matter in sea water is
colloidal in size (Chapter 3). Some of this material is actually measured as pal'ticulate
carbon. SHELDON and SUTCLIFFE (1969) and SHELDON (1972) have shown that the
size cut-off of Flotronic@ and N uclepore@ filters are accurate, but that the glassfibre filters in common usage all retain many smaller particles.
Not unexpectedly, the number of particles in each size class decreases as the
average size increases; there are many more zooplankters than there are whaJe~.
SHELDON and co-authors (1972), using the Coulter counter to measure the distribution of particle sizes between 1 and 100 p,ffi in the North Altantic, found that
each size class contained roughly the same weight of carbon. OOURA (1970), using
filters of decrea.sing pore size to separate the various sizes ofpartic1es, found between
8 and 12 % of the total amount of dissolved organic carbon in the size range between
a·l and 0·5 l..tm, while SHARP (1973b) found the greatest quantity of particulate
carbon to be present in the colloidal size range. The range between 0·025 and 0·003
fJ-m contained between 10 and 30% of the total organic carbon present.
This large reservoir of particulate organic material, nominally classcd as dissolved, might help to explain the apparent equilibrium to be found in particle
concentrations in sea water. Several researchers have found that the formation
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of particles seems to be limited by the pa.rticles already present, and that the harvesting of the present crop results in the formation of another crop in a short time
(SHELDON and co-authors, 1967; BATOOSINGH and co-authors, 1969). The mecha,nism of this equilibrium was not resolved, although the presence of bacteria or of
particles of colloidal size were both considered to be im portant.
The thesis that bacteria were necessary for the production of particulate organic
matter from dissolved material was also put forth by BARBER (1966). He found
that water which had been sterilized by filtration through an 0·22-p.m filter would
no longer form organic aggregates when bubbled. This method of sterilization,
however, also removes a portion of the fine particulate matter; the experiments do
not distinguish between effects due to the absence of bacteria and those due to the
absence of fine particles. Bacteria could certainly aid in the formation of fiocs from
smaller particles, but so could certain of the smaller zooplankters (CURDS, 1933).
Floes can also be formed by purely physical mechanisms (RIES and MEYERS, 1968;
BATOOSINGH and co-authors, 1969). The history of the study of particle forma.tion
has been thoroughly reviewed in RILEY (1970).
Ifmicelles are produced by the cohesion of particles of colloidal size, further chemical reactions could occur, principally at the surfaces of the micelJes, which could
change the nature of the species involved (CORDES and DUNLOP, 1969). Reactions
catalyzed by these surfaces would not be limited to the upper layers of the ocean,
and might be influenced strongly by changes in alinity, temperature, and pressure.
No work has yet been done on the effects of these environmental factors on such
reactions.
An interesting line of research has been developed by KHAILOV and his co-workers
(KHAJLOV and FrnENKO, 1968; ArzATULLIN and KHAILOV, 1970, 1972). They proposed a mechanism whereby high-molecular weight compounds are adsorbed on
particles and broken down to smaller molecules by enzymes also adsorbed on the
particles. The sma]Jer molecules are then either used by micro-organisms present
on the particles or freed into solution. This mechanism would result in a change in
the nature of the dissolved material, along with some removal from solution, while
the particulate concentration remained constant. It would not explain the formation
of new particles after the removal of the standing crop. The involvement of bacteria
in the cycle was clearly demonstrated by experiments in which antibiotics were
introduced to hold down bacterial growth. Under these conditions, the rates of
hydrolysis decreased by a factor of 18.
This work suggests that we have been searching for free enzymes in the wrong
places. Perhaps the investigators (STRICKLAND and SOLORZANO, 1fl66; REICHA..R,DT
and co-authors, 1967) looking for phosphatases a.nd other enzymes should have
ignored the water and concentrated on the particu late matt.er. In thf',;e experiments,
some method of i.nhibiting microbial growth must be used if we are to be able to
distinguish between biological and purely chemical reactions.

Reru;tions at the Sea Floor
Once particles reach the sea floor, the organic matter becomes available both to
the considerably greater population of bacteria in the sediment and to the detri.tus
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and filter feeding bottom invertebrates present on the sea fioor at all depths. While
JANNASCH and co-authors (1971) have shown that microbial oxidation of organic
matter is extremely slow at the temperatures and pressure~ of the ocean Aoor,
JANNASCH (personal communication) has also found that bottom invertebrates
invade and metabolize bacterial media relatively rapidly. Inasmuch as very little
organic matter is to be found in the deep ocean sediments, something must be using
it. A wide variety of organic compounds has been found in the deep-sea sediments,
but very little of anyone compound. Many of the organic materials in the sediments
are incompletely characterized. Thus, the calcium carbonate in the sediment, both
aragonitic and calcitic, is associated with organic material forming either a coating
or a matrix, or possibly both (HAMILTON and GREENFIELD, 1965; SHEARMAN and
SKIPWITH, 1965; MrfTERER, 1972). The actual crystal form of the carbonate laid
down may be influenced by the presence of organic compounds, as may the rate of
precipitation from supersaturated solution (KITANO and HOOD, 1965).
Once the organic materials have been buried beneath the reach of burrowing
organisms, they are effectively removed from the oceanic system. However, the
degradation of organic matter is still important to the ocea,nic geochemist, since the
mobility of many of the components of the sediment is a function ofredox potential
and pH, both of which are affected by the oxidation of organic matter (WANGERSKY,
1963; BISCHOFF and K u, 1971). The oxidation of organic materials in the sediment
has been studied by several workers (STARIKOVA, 1961, 1970; ROSENBERG, 1964;
BLUMER and COOPER, 1967; MODZELESKI and co-authors, 1971). Even some fractions of crude oil can be oxidized, at least in the shallower waters, where the
temperature exceeds 5° C (JOHNSTON, 1970). It is possible that the decomposition of
particulate matter at the water-sediment interface, and the transport of soluble
organic matter out of the sediment by diffusion through the interstitial water, might
lead to an enrichment of dissolved organic matter in the water immediately above
the bottom. However, we have no experimental evidence to demonstrate this at
the present time.
Heterotrophy

It has been considered that the greatest utilization of organic carbon takes place
in the euphotic zone. The distributions of dissolved organic carbon found by the
wet-combustion method were explained by MENZEL (1970) in terms of utilization
of biologically available organic material in the upper 200 m, with essentially no
utilization in deeper water. While the newer dry-combustion methods generate
distributions of organic cal·bon with smaller relative differences between the surface
layers and the deeper water, and with greater evidence of utilization at depth, a
consideration of population num bel'S alone would suggest that the greatest amount
of heterotrophic uptake must occur in the eutrophic zone.
Since we have found so little agreement concerning the rate of addition of dissolved organic matter to the sea, it is not surprising that we should find the same
degree of uncertainty regarding the identity of the actual users of this material.
The two chief nominees for the position are the bacteria and the phytoplankton.
It is difficult to design an experiment which will determine the relative importance
of these two users under natural conditions; what information we do have on rates
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of uptake is largely derived from cultures from which one or the other group has
been excluded.
Heterotrophic bacteria

The growth of pure cultures of marine bacteria (Volume III: GUNDERSEN, 19761,
particularly in chemostat experiments, has been used to demonstrate the importance
of organic substrates in determining just which bacterial species, or which variant
of a species, will predominate. Thus, HAMILTON and co-authors (1966) were able
to isolate organisms in the chemostat which could not be isolated by normal plating
techniques using concentrations of organics equivalent to those found in nature.
Within a single species, JANNASCR (1967) found that high and low nutrient varieties
could be isola,ted. JA NAseR suggested that normal enrichment techniques found
only the 'high' variant, while the 'low' variant might really make up the bulk of
the normal oceanic population. He abo .~Ilggested that the levels of organic compounds commonly found might represent the levels to which they have been
reduced by bacterial activity, and below which they are unable to support bacterial
growth.
The direction of competition between bacterial species can also be mediated by
the kinds of organic material present. In magnesium-limited chemosLat cultures,
the kind of orga,nic extracellular products in the medium determined which species
could take up the magnesium present (MEERS and TEMPEST, 19(8). Bacterial
succession was demonstrated in a, simplified ecosystem, in which t.he primary produccr was Chlorella sp. (GORDON and co-authors, 1969). Many organic compounds
will support bacterial growth. BERLAND and co-authors (1970), studying 77 organic
compounds and 25 bacterial strains, found that the bacteria used organic acids,
including alllino acids, more readily than they did either sugars or sugar derivatives.
The low concentrations of amino acids in sea water may thus be a result of greater
utilization rather t,han smaller production. Similarly, ROBINSON and co-authors
(1973) found that all of the small organic acids which they tested were suitable
sources of carbon for bacterial growth.
A number of workers have estimated the amount of organic matter actually
used by bacteria. One of the earlier estimates by KEYS and co-authors (1935) was
that ]5% of the organic matter in sea water could be used by bacteria. This estimate
was derived from measurements of the change in oxygen concentration of filtered
sea water on standing. However, this met,hod of estimation must be examined critically. We must consider that the organisms in question have been in contact with
the water for a considerable period, possibly as much as thousands of years. If the
sample were taken from the deep ocean, the only likely source of new, as yet untested organic matter would be from the degradat,ion of particulate matter descending through the water column. Therefore, any rapid utiliza.tion should already
have taken place, and the utilization mea.sured by any sampling and standing
technique may only be a function of the change in temperature and pressure ami
the amount of extra surface made available by enclosure in a bottle. One way to
speed up the use of dissolved organic matter in a sample might be to add sterile
flocculent surfaces to the sea water, perhaps in the form of very fine clay particles.
This would seem to be a reasonable approach to a measurement of the availability of the remaining organic material under changed conditions, since it has
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been suggested that a large part of the bacterial activity in sea water occurs on the
surfaces of particles (SERI, 1970; SOROKIN, 1971a; Cha.pter 6). Bacteria have also
been implicated in the formation of particles (BARBJ..:R, 1966; BATOOSINGH and
co-authors, 1969), and efficient mechanisms are known to exist for collecting and
concentrating bacteria on particles arising from the breaking of bubbles (BEZDEK
a.nd CARLUCCI, 1972; BLANCHARD and SYZDEK, 1970, 1972). Certainly, microbial
activity is necessary for the degradation of chitin Without such degradation, chitin
would be a major component of the deep-sea sediment. SEKI (1965) has demonstrated that the degrada,tion is temperature dependent, but he has done no work
on pas 'ible pressure dependence.
Estimate of microbial biomass and activity are not easily made. Direct counts of
bacteria are time-consuming, and it is not easy to determine whether all of the bacteria, a sociated with a particle or with a clump of bacteria have been seen and
counted. There have always been discrepanCies between population estimates from
plate counts and direct counts. The assumption that the medium chosen is optimum
for all of the bacteria present is inherent in all plate-count methods. A fairly recent
estimate of population size of all bacteria and of hptpl'otrophic bacteria has been
made by SEKI (1970), while HOLM-HANSEN (1969) used both direct counts and a
variety of chemical analyses, including N, ATP, DNA and chlorophyll, to estimate
microbial biomass.
The estimation of microbial activity is even more difficult than the measurement
of microbial biomai'8 It is generally attempted by some method of addition of
selected organic compounds, usually labelled with 14C. Thus, BANOUB and WILLIAMS
(1972) added labelled amino acids and glucose to sea-water samples a.nd measured
rates of uptake and release. In their paper, there was no indication of any removal
or separation of phytoplankton. Therefore, we must assume that the resultant 1
to 5% rate of turnover includes both phytoplankton and bacteria.
Attempts to distinguish between phytoplankton and microbial uptake of dissolved organic materials were only pal'tially succPRsful. WRIGHT and HOBBIE
(1965, 1966) added radio-active substrates to samples containing both phytoplankton and bacteria. They concluded that two separate mechanisms were responsible for uptake, one a. diffusion system important at high substrate levels and
the other a turbulent transport system which became saturated at relatively low
concentrations. The authors assumed that the lower concentrations could be used
by bacteria, but that phytoplankton needed higher levels of organics for effective
use. They also suggested, along with J.ANNASCR (1967), that bacteria may keep
organic carbon levels too low for the heterotrophic growth of algae.
This conclusion was also reached by MUNRO and BROCK (1968), who examined the
uptake of radio-active acetate by organisms associated with sand grains, and by
H OEHIE and co-authors (1972), although the decision of this last group of workers
was based largely on inferences drawn from a battery of determ inations, no one of
which was sufficient in itself.
A fairly large number of investigators would assume, then, that heterotrophic
growth of phytoplankton is largely a phenomenon of laboratory culture using
unnaturally high concentrations of organic substrate. The major lIsers of dissolved
organic matter would, therefore, be the marine bacteria. SOROKIN (1971 b) suggested
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that dissolved organic matter was produced largely in the temperate regions and
taken to the tropics by oceanic currents. In S0uthern waters it was used by bacteria,
whose growth was temperature limited in the colder waters, and then formed food
for the filter-feeders in the water column and on the sea floor (Chapter 6). A similar
temperature limitation on glucose uptake was found by TAKAHASHI and ICHIMURA
(1971). SEKI and co-authors (1972), on the other hand, found the turnover rate of
dissolved organic materials to be lower in the warmer Western North Pacific
Center ~Tater than in the colder Kuroshio Current and Subarctic Pacific Water.
This may be related to population sizes in the respective water masses.

Heterotrophic phytoplankton
A large and generally inconclusive literature exists on heterotrophy in marine
phytoplankton. The evidence in favour of heterotrophic growth is generally of two
kinds----either the growth of populations in culture medium greatly enriched in the
organics being studied, or the rate of assimilation of labelled organic compounds at
more realistic concentrations.
The best evidence we have for at least a limited kind of heterotrophy is in the
requirement of various phytoplankton organisms for vitamins A variety of diatoms,
attached algae, and dinoflagellates have been shown to require the B vitamins,
and most particularly B 12 (ALDRICH, 1962; DROOP, 1966b, GUlLLARD and CASSIE,
1963; PINTNER and PROVASOLI, 1968; TATEWAKI and PROVASOLI, 1964; Volume
III: UKELES, 1976). Gibberellic acid and other plant hormones have also been shown
to increase both growth and growth rates (PROVASOLI, 1958; PASTER and ABBOTT,
1970; RAMAMURTHY, 1970). The demonstration of the efficacy of B vitamins as
supplements to completely inorganic media for the growth of dinoflagellates made
possible the truly defined medium, and brought about the end of esoteric witches'
brews containing tomato juice, Erdschreiber and other exotic additives (Volume
III). Even the vitamin-supplemented media are not completely defined. Removal
of the last traces of organic material from distilled water is difficult, and is not,
achieved by most commercial stills or de-ionization columns.
Inasmuch as a major limitation on phytoplankton growth in the open ocean appears to be the depletion of fixed nitrogen, the ability of phytoplankton to use
organic compounds as nitrogen sources is a matter of considerable interest. One
of t,he simplest organic compounds containing appreciable a,mounts of nitrogen
is urea, a compound whose presence in sea water has been well documented (EMMET,
1969). BIRDSEY and LYNCH (1962) demonstrated that eight species of Chlorophyta
could use urea, and five could use uric acid and xanthine as sources of nitrogen. Bluegreen algae could use very small amounts of urea (BERNS and co-authors, 1966),
but this was not a major source of nitrogen for these species. CARPENTER and coauthors (1972) showed that diatoms, flagellates and coccolithophores could all
grow with urea as their main nitrogen source, even at concentrations equiva.lent to
those normally found in sea water. Natural populations fed urea with labelled
nitrogen derived some 28% of their nitrogen from this source (MCCARTHY, 1972).
If the phytoplankton population was removed by filtration through a screen, the
rate of decomposition of urea was considerably slower (REMSEN and co-authors,
1972). A reasonably good case can thus be made for the use of urea as a nitrogen
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source by at least some phytoplankton, although the possibility of photochemical
dissociation, with the release of ammonia, cannot be completely dismissed (see
also Volume III: KINNE, 1976b, pp. 132, 133; UKELES, 1976, pp. 408-410).
The use of amino acids as nitrogen sources for phytoplankton has been demonstrated (NORTH and STEPHENS, 1971, 1972; STEPHENS and NORTH, 1971). These
investigators found that phytoplankton could assimilate the amino acids from even
very dilute solution. The material so assimilated entered the respiratory pathways.
The uptake of amino-acid nitrogen increased as the supply of inorganic nitrogen
compounds decreased. The nitrogen from the amino acids was apparently assimilated
by the organisms, but the carbon was excreted either as CO 2 or as non-volatile
dissolved organic carbon, depending upon the amino acid used.
It could be argued that the primary reaction involved in the assimilation of
nitrogen from organic sources is photochemical rather than biological; at least the
possibility of such reaction has been discussed. However, NORTH and STEPHENS
(1972) have demonstrated three amino-acid uptake systems in Nitzschia ovalis,
specific for acidic, polybasic and neutral amino acids. The presence of specific
transport systems seems good evidence for the actual use of the compounds involved. WILLIAMS and GRAY (1970) observed immediate increases in the rate of
oxidation in mixed heterotrophic populations upon the addition of amino acids.
When large amounts, 500 to 5000 /-kg I-I were added, a second increa.se in oxidation
was seen after 20 to 35 h. The authors considered that the overall maximum rate of
increase was consistent with bacterial kinetics, and they felt that bacteria were the
most important heterotrophs. The work of WRIGHT and HOBBIE (1965, 1966) already quoted suggests that this second increase may actually be due to phytoplankton, rather than to bacteria.
Urea and amino acids are not the only possible organic sources of nitrogen.
McLACHLAN and CRAIGIE (1966) showed that both Cyclotella cryplica and
Thalassiosira fluv'iat'ilJis could use glucosamine as a nitrogen source. Undoubtedly,
there are many other organic nitrogen compounds which can be used by phytoplankton. As we become more proficient at identifying the compounds produced by
marine organisms, we will add new names to the list of usable compounds.
The compounds most often implicated in heterotrophic growth are the carbohydrates and the small organic acids involved in the synthesis of carbohydrates,
In the case ofthe small organic acids, the evidence for heterotrophic use is equivocal.
For example, HOARE and MOORE (1965) showed incorporation of labelled acetate
into several amino acids by blue-green algae. They later found (HOARE and coau thoI's, 1967) that acetate never stimulated growth, bu t that its assimilation was
light-dependent. Succinate, glutamate and citrate were not assimilated. Similarly,
McLACHLAN and CRAIGIE (I 965) found that of the carboxylic acids they used, only
glycollic and glyoxylic acids stimulated growth, and none of the acids served as
carbon sources in the absence of light. Acetate and glycollate could be used in the
light in the absence of CO 2 , DROOP (Hl66) considered that the main function of the
excreted organic acids in the growth of Nannochloris OGulata was to raise the
carbonate-bicarbonate level in the medium.
Conversely, HELLEBUST and LKWIN (1972) found that with a pennate diatom,
transport systems could be induced for several of the small organic acids. Lactate
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t.ransport was induced in the dark in the absence of the acid, while uccinate, fumarate and malate transport could only be induced in the presence of the compound
in question. Pyruvate was not taken up at all. The acids which were taken up were
not accumulated, but were taken immediately into the normal metabolic cycle of
the diatom Cylindrotheca fusiformis.
Several workers have reportee! the utilization of glucose and other sim pIe sugars.
P ARRER (1961) attempted to distinguish between facultative heterotroph and
obligate phototrophs in the chlorococcacean algae by morphological features, the
phototrophs seeming to b(, characterized by the presence of a cup-shaped chloroplast and a walled zoosporE". Ll-:wni (1963) found that many littoral diatoms could
use glucose, while few isolates from the Sargasso Sea shared this ability. Heterotrophy in littoral diatoms might be related to the high levels of dissolved organic
material commonly reported in littoral areas.
Some organisms display morphological changes when they assimilate sugars from
their medium. Chiorella pyrr.noidosa grown in fructose or glucose prod uces giant
forms as starch granules are formed within the organisms (RODRIGUEZ-LoPEZ,
1965). The chloroplasts are completely disorganized, but regenerate quickly when
the organisms are sta.rved.
SLOAN a,nd STRICKLAND (19G6) and HELLEJ3tiST (1971a, b) demonstmtedgluco e
uptake by Cyclotella cryptica. 1-1 ELLEBl·ST showed the induction of a highly specific
transport system for glucose in this species. Two speci('s of algae, Chiorelia pyrenoidosa. and Scenedesmus obiiquus, were grown on a variety of organic substrates by
DVORAKovA-HuDKA (1966), who found completely different patterns of assimilation in the two organisms. C. pyrenoidosa seemed to grow be t on hexoses,
particularly galactose and glucose. Neither disaccharides nor starch were suitable
for heterotrophic growth. S. obiiqu~"", on the other hand, could use both disaccharides and organic acids, and fared rather poorly on hexoses. The best growth
for both algae was achieved by Lhe addition of organic substrat<':,) to illuminated
cultures, called 'mixotrophic' conditions by the author. r n many ways, mixotrophic
growth seem. more realistic and important than strict heterotrophy for phytoplankters living in the euphotic zone. Its conditions and limitations should be investigated for more organisms.
'\'orking with the flagellate Prymnesium parvum, RAHAT and JAHN (1965) found
that many carbohydrates would promote growth in the light, but only glycerol
would do so in the dark. The authors suggested that the photosynthetic apparatus
of this organism is inadequa.te and growth-limiting. This work was confirmed by
GOODAY (1970), using labelled carbohydrates. The failure of this organism to take
up the larger carbohydra.tes, although possessing enzyme systems capable of metabolizing them, was attributed to a low permeability of the organism to the carbohydrates used.
This has by no means been a complete survey of the literature on heterotrophic
growth in cultures of phytopla.nkton. The paper by ))VORAKOVA-HLADKA (1966),
for example, contains many references to earlier work. However, this has been a
fairly representative sampling, complete with all of the contradictions and inconsistencie.. It is obvious even from thi·s limited sampling that the ability to use
organic substrates is distributed widely if erratically through the phytoplankton
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species. It seems that there should be some regularity in the response of the orga.nism' to the wide variety of substrates offered, but at lea t until now no obvious
order has emerged (see also Volume I, Chapter 10).
Some few extremely general observations ca.n be ma.de. Most organisms seem able
to usc very few compounds in the dark, but Sl,em able to incorporate many more
compounds in the light. The use of organic compounds as nitrogen sources is commoner than the use of carbohydrates and small organic acids as energy sources.
The possible effects of pres ure on heterotrophy have remained virtually uninvestigated (Volume I, Chapter 8), and the effects of the inorganic nutrient regime and
of the physiological state of the organisms have received very little attention The
impression gained from a survey of the literature is that the work done has in the
main been good but spotty, a.nd that not enough systematic work has yet been done
for any general principles to emerge. We are still in the beginning stages of this jigsaw puzzle, a.nd have not yet even gathered together all of the pieces with straight
edges.
When heterotrophic uptake in na,tural waters is studied, a somewhat different
picture emerges. In a series of papers on heterotrophic utilization of dissolved
organic compounds (P. J. LEB. WrLLIAMS, 1970; WILLIA.lIIS and GRAY, 1970;
ANDREWS and VVILLIAMS, 1971; see also Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975, and Chapter 5
oftha present volume), the authors found that the pattern of heterotrophic a simila.tion in sea water from the English Channel most nearly resembled that predicted
from bacterial growth. WILLIAMS (1970) found that most of the material introduced
was taken up by the smaller forms, with 80% being incorporated into forms smaller
than 8 f-Lm. Similarly, HORNER and ALEXANDER (1972), studying algal populations
growing in Arctic sea ice, found little evidence of uptake oflabelJed glycine, a.cetate,
and glucose, except by bacteria and small flagellate. Most of this research stems
from work done by WRIGHT and HOBBI:!!: (1965) on heterotrophy in lake water" and
extended to sea water by VACCARO and JANNASCH (1966,1967) and VACCARO
(1969).
The technique involves adding a labelled substrate to a sample of sea water,
then incubatin~ the sample in the dark for a short time (2-3 h). Assimilation is
measured by the beta activity of the particulate materials in the sample. The results of this line of research have been inconclusive, with at least some of the
investigators concluding that no quantitative answers can be found by the e
methods, at least for opel. ocean popula.tions. It seems possible to obtain relatively
reproducible results from inshore waters and estuaries.
The rea ons for the inconclusive nature of the results are not too difficult to see.
There is suspicion in the literature that the substrate requirements for pure heterotrophy are fairly exacting; thus, Prymn(·.~iumparvum uses glycerol, but not hexoses
or sma)] organic acids, and Scenedesmua uses small acids, but not hexoses. Therefore, the choice of any single substrate already places limitations on the nature
of the po sible responses. Only those phytoplankton species able to use the particular substrate would show any great assimilation, and even their response might
well be overshadowed by the greater response of the bacteria present.
Even with a single BU bstrate, the calculated rates of assimilation may depend on
which carbon atom was labelled. HAMILTON and AUSTIN (1967), using labelled
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glucose, found that the' uifferent carbons in the glucose molecule were metabolized
at different rates, with much of the carbon reappearing in the form of non-volatile
metabolites. In their culture work, the authors were actually using a marine pseudomonad, but they assumed that the metabolic pathways involved would not be
greatly different for a mixed population. This may not be a safe assumption.
This possibility was tested in a series of uptake experiments performed in the
tropical Pacific (HAMILTON and PRESLAN, 1970). Water from three different
depths wa·s strained through a 102-f-Lm mesh nettinO', then incubated with labelled
substrate. ", hile the authors were pri marily interested in bacterial uptake, the
use of so wide a mesh would ensure that at least some of the phytoplankton would
also be present in the bottles. As substrates, the authors used many of the small
organic molecules commonly reported as algal exudates. The rates of uptake found
from these experiments followed no consistent pattern, nor did they usually conform to Michaelis-Menton kinetics. The only correlation found was a broad agreement between uptake rates and productivity data. The authors considered that
heterotrophic uptake of any given substrate could not be generalized to other
substrates.
We should also consider just what we are measuring in such an experiment. In
the works quoted, the original samples have been drawn from the euphotic zone,
and usually from the first fifty metres. We can safely assume that, except for brief
periods just before the yearly blooms, autotrophic growth is limited by the rate of
regeneration of inorganic nutrients. Therefore, any organisms which would normally
grow autotrophically would be limited in growth by the lack of these nutrients.
A population so limited would not be relea 'ed from the limitations by the addition
of an organic substrate. Wha,t is actually being measured by this technique is t.he
rat.e of assimilation of a specific organic material by a phytoplankton population
which is not growing actively, coupled with assimilation by a bacterial population
which can begin to grow within the period of the experiment. It is not surprising
that the results of t.he experiments reflect bacterial rather than phytoplankton
kinetics; the experimental technique is heavily biased in favour of the bacteria.
In order to decide whether heterotrophy is at all important in the surface waters,
experiments involving the addition of the limiting inorganic nutrients must also
be devised. It may well be that assimiJahon of organic ubstrates occurs primarily
by mixotrophy. If this is the case, then assimilation experiments must be run in
the light, rather than in the dark.
While the question of phytoplankton heterotrophy is of some interest in the surface layers, it is a vital question in understanding the economy of the layers below
the euphotic zone. Organisms which are apparently phytoplankton and apparently
still alive have been found at all dept,hs down to 5000 m (FOURNIER, 1966, 1970,
1971). These organisms, between 1 and 15 I-'m in size, are of several morphological
types. Nothing is known of their origin, and it, has not yet been possible to grow
them in cultme. Proof that these organisms are in fact alive has been furnished by
the correlation of organism counts and ATP measurements (HAMILTON and coauthors, 1968). The organisms are too sparsely distributed, even at the depth
of their maximum population, for their respiration to be measured without concentration. A method for concentrating t.he organisms was described by POMEROY
and JOHANNES (1968), who also measured rates of respirat.ion on the concentrates.
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Although the ATP and respiration mea ureInents indicate that these organisms
are alive, the only indications we have that they may be reproducing are circumstantial. We know that they are grazed by zooplankton, since FOURNIER (1970)
has found copepods stuffed with these 'olive-green cells'., However, the cells are
almost never found in the enphotic zone. If we postulate that these organisms
reproduce in the euphotic zon~ and are distributed through the water column by
sinking, then we must also postulate a rapid rate of reproduction, to allow so small
a surface population to support the many time la.rgcr population in the deep water.
Furthermore, such a distribution would require that the sinking rate of the organisms be fast enough to remove the cells from the surface waters before they were
all eaten. FOUR lER (1971). on the other hand, found that the settling rate was
very slow, due to the small size of the organisms. It is possible that the cells could
be carried into deep I' water more rapidly if they clumped around the rema.ins of
dead diatoms or radiolarians; in this case, the organisms would surely be considered
to be heterotrophs, feeding on detritus or the materials resulting from the decay
of detritus.
We can sum up the evidence for utilization of dissolved organic matter by
oceanic phytoplankton in a fairly simple manner. In the euphotic zone, pure heterotrophy seems to be unimportant. In those waters in which autotrophic growth is
limitl'd by a shortage of inorganic nutrients, heterotrophic growth will also be
limited by the lack of these same nutrients. Where the nutrient limitation is released, mixotrophic growth will probably prove to be more important in the removal of dissolved organic matter than will heterotrophy. Then· are obviolls
exceptions to these general statements; if, for example, light, rather than any
inorga.nic nutrient, is limiting for autotrophic growth, the populations of phytoplankton might be able to grow on the available organic and inorganic nutrients,
In the deeper waters, we can infer heterotrophy from the distribution of organisms,
but we have no direct evidence that it does occur.

Uptake by animals
The utilization of dissolved organic matter by marine animals has been the
subject of speculation since PUTTER (1909) put forth the proposition that marine
animals might derive a substantial proportion of their food requirements by the
absorption of dissolved organic materials. While this argument has not been substantiated as a general case, a number of special cases have been found (see also
Chapters 5 and 6).
For the most part, research on this topic has concentrated on bottom-living
forms, both from shallow water and from the deep sea. Very little has been done
with zooplankton, in part, I su pect, because of the obvious mecba.nisms for feeding
on particulate matter exhibited by most of these forms. However, SHIRAISHI and
PROVASOLI (1959) found that growth factors had to be added to the culture medium
in which Tigriopus japonicus was being raised, in order to overcome dietary deficiencies arising from the use of only one or two species of alga.e as food (Volu me III :
KINNE, 1976b). The investigators were not able to tell whether the growth factors
were absorbed directly from the medium, or whether the algal species necessarily
acted as intermediaries and concentrators.
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More recently, KHAILOV and EROKHIN (1971) demonstrated utilization of both
polysaccharides and monosaccharides by Tigriopus brevicornis and Calanu.s
jinmarchicus. The mechanisms of accumulation included adsorption on t,he body
surfaces. T. brevicornis used more dissolved organic matter than did C.jinmarchic1.t.S.
The authors calcula.ted that as much as 13% of its nutritional requirements could
be met. in this fashion, at least in those inshore water. wher the dissolved organic
concentration wa. higher.
Another mechanism by which even particle-feeders might use the dissolved
organic carbon is through the transformation of the dissolved material to the particulate state. We have already discussed this mechanism in some detail. How important it is for the removal of organic carbon from solution is still debatable. In
the original experiment, BAYLOR and SUTCLIFFE (1963) raised Artemia salina on
particles formed by bubbling filtered sea water, but efforts to grow other organisms
on this food source have not been as succe sful. It may well be that the particles
alone do not form a complete diet, but that they can furnish a portion of the carbon
requirements for some organisms. Another po:-;:;ibility is that zooplankton may use
bacteria growing on such particles. For furtlll'r details cOJl:->lIlt Chapters 3 and 5.
We have much more evidence for the ut.ilization of dissolved organic materials
by bottom-living organisms. Some of the first experimental evidence we have on
the uptake of dissolved carbohydrates came from studies on oysters (YONG E, 192R;
COLLIER and co-authors, 1%3). YONOE clemonstrat,ed an upta.ke of approximately
20 mg h- I of added glucose by Crassostrea giga"q. COLLJER and co-authors, instead
of adding known carbohydrates, measured the level of naturally-occurring carbohydrates in a continuously flo\\'ing sea-water line before and after passing through
a tank containinO' C'rassostrea virginica. The oysters could remove as much as 50
mg h- I of the carbohydrates. The average removal rate 0£22 mg h- l was remarkably
close to the value found by YONGE.
The uses to which molluscs can put dissolved organic matter were shown in a
study of shell formation in Strombas gigas, the conch. Dissolved amino acids were
readily taken up by the animal, and the radioactive labels passed through normal
metabolic pathways, finally ending in the calcite of the sheJJ (J OHNSON and coauthors, 1964).
The transmission of organic materials from zooxanthellae to corals, forams and
other marine animals has been thoroughly documented (SMITH and co-authors,
19(9), It would seem reasonable, then, for these organisms to be able to use dissolved organic materials absorbed directly from sea water. Such has proved to be
the case. STEPHENS (1960) fed labelled glucose to the solitary coral FungiasGularia
at concentrations equivalent to those expected in sea water. From 15 to 37 % of
the sugar present was taken up in the first. hour. The amounts involved were large
enough to be nutritionally significant.
SOROKTN (1973) ran feeding experiments with six species of scleractinian reefbuilding corals, mea 'uring assimilation rates of labelled ba.cteria, protein hydrolyzate and planktonic algae (see also Chapter 6). An index of assimilation was
constructed, in order to compare the assimilation of different kinds of food. Of the
forms of food presented to the corals, the least favoured was the mixed phytoplankton; the index of assimilation ranged from 0·16 to 1'58. Bacteria were used to
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a much greater extent, with indices ranging from 7·3 to 21. On the whole, though,
dissolved organic matter was the favoured food, with indices from 13·3 to 29. The
concentrations of di. 'olved organic matter used were all within the low normal
range, 0·3 to 0·5 mg I-I. SOROKIN found that the di olved organic matter was
metabolized very rapidly, with labelled CO 2 appearing very shortly after feeding.
Thus the numbers given for indices ofassirnilation may be too low. It would appear
that the major que tion in coral nutrition is whether enough dissolved organic
material is available; if it is there, it wjJl certainly be used. Anyone familiar with the
coral reef environment would surely testify that this is a region high in fine particulate material, and probably also in dis olved organic material.
In general, we would exp ct that the la.rgest number of organisms able to use
dissolved organic matter would be found in the regions highest in this material.
We would also expect that this material would accumulate at interfaces, and particuhrly at the sea floor, where material falJjng from the more fertile surface waters
will collect and decompose. It is altogether in keeping with these expectations
that we find the ability to utilize dissolved organic materials fairly Widespread
among bottom-living organisms, both nearshore and oceanic. I have already mentioned the work of FERGUSON (1967a, b, 1969) on sea stars and other coelenterates,
and of STEPHENS and his co-workers (STEPHENS, ] 960, 1962a, b, 1964, 1967, 1968;
STEPHENS and SCHINSKE, 1961; REISH and ~TEPHENS, 1969). CHAPMAN and TAYLOR
(1968) found that Nereis virens could concentrate organic materials against a
gradient. With this organism, the utilization of absorbed organics could account
for some 15% of the oxygen uptake. TESTERMAN (1972) fed tagged fatty acids to
two polychaetes, and found absorption taking place acros the body walls, rather
than through the gut. The ultimate examples of the users of dissolved organic materials are the Pogonophora, who must acquire all of their nutrients by absorption,
sincI' they have no digestive system (SOUTHWARD and SOUTHWARD, 1970).
The ('vidence on hand would indicate tha.t many soft-bodied marine organisms
can at least supplement their diets by the absorption of dissolnd organic materials
through their body walls. It is difficult to ass ss the importance of this feeding
mechanism, except in the Pogonophoro., where it is obviously all-important. Some
of the hard-bodied invertebrates, particularly the echinoderms, are able to incorporate dissolved organics directly at the site ofabsorption. Ifwesearchec1 through
the whole of the bottom fauna, we would probably find acompletearray,from organisms unable to use any dissolved compounds to those, like the Pogonopbora, cleriving
all of their livelihood by absorption from solution. A recent review of the available
evidence has been provided by SOUTHWARD and SOUTHWA.:RD (1972). There has
been no attempt as yet to estimate the rate of consumption of clissolved organic
material by these organisms.

Assorted Curious Uses
We have been concerned primarily with the use of organic compounds as carbon
or nitrogen sources. However, some of these compounds fulfil other function. ; for
example, it has been proposed that the controlling factor in phytoplankton growth
in areas of upweIling is the pre once of metal ions toxic to the dominant species
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(BARBER and RYTHER, 1969; BARBER and co-authors, 1971). These investigators
suggest that the chief role of dissolved organic matter in sea water is the chelation
of these met.al ions, putting them into a form which is either unavailable or non-toxic
to the phytoplankton. A series of experiments were carried out in which population
growth was measured by changes in 14 C uptake in a culture over a period of several
days. One set of samples used natural sea water from an upwelling area, while the
other used water which had been passed through a column of activated charcoal
in order to remove some of the organic matter. In some experiments, iron and trace
metals were added. In general, it appeared that the addition of either a chelator
or a solution of trace metals could improve growth in the experimental system.
However, the experimental design was over-complex, and as a result the data is
difficult to interpret in any straightforward manner.
It has been shown that the addition of EDTA can improve the survival of prefeeding stages of the calanoid copepod Euchaeta japonica. LEWIS and co-authors
(1971) infer from this that similar increases in survival of these forms in inshore
waters may be due to the chelating activity of organic compounds in these waters.
Since these stages are not yet feeding on phytoplankton, the activity of the chelator
must be direct, rather than mediated through increased growth of phytoplankton.
The presence of an organic film on the surface of the water has effects on the
physics, chemistry, and biology of sea water. The use of surface films to modify
the effects of wind stress on the sea surface has been known to mariners at least
since Biblical times. It has also been known that organic films can retard evaporation from water bodies. It is not generally known that surface films uf some compounds can actua'!ly speed up evaporation (KINGDON, 1963). Before we can predict
what the effect of a surface film will be, we m list know the composition of tha t film.
There well may be a com plete flora and fauna indigenous to the surface layers.
HARVEY (1966) reported the collection of large numbers of small flagellates and
dinoflagellates, as well as an increased num oer of bacteria, in samples collect,ed by
his plastic drum surfa.ce skimmer. It is not known whether these organisms normally
live in the surface film, or whether they are transported and concentrated there
by adhesion to the surfaces of bubbles (BLANCHARD and SYZDEK, 1972; MARUMO
and co-authors, H171). Even in this ea e, where most workers have reported large
concentrations of bacteria in the surface film, SIEBUR'fH (1971) found that at least
in some instances water taken from t he surface film inhibited bacterial growth.
It would a.ppear that we neee..! much more information on the nature of the compounds present in surface films, and in the variability to be expected with regional
and seasonal changes.
The methods used to study the nature of these films have been too time-consuming, both in the collection and in the separation and analy is (GARRETT, 1962,
1965; GARRETT and co-authors, 1963). For any great progress to be made in this
area, some simple, direct method, such as the infrared dip reflectence system
used by BAIER (1972), must be developed. Another strong possibility is the use of
lasf'r-induced Rama,n back-scat.ter to identify and measure at least the major
constituents of the surface film (HmsHFELD, personal communication).
Vle should not infer that only organisms of microscopic dimensions are affected
by surface proces es. The mechani m r ·1 onsible for the forma,tion of surface
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slicks and windrows concentrate many large forms, such as Sargasso weed and
Physalia species. While it can be argued. that these organisms, having no methods
of propulsion independent of surface-water currents and the wind, may be only
passively concentrated, this certainly does not hold for the Pacific sea. snake,
Pelamis. This snake is often found, in concentrations of hundreds or thousands, in
association with surfac!' slicks. On rougher days, when no slicks are formed, the
snakes appear to be distributed randomly (DUNSON and EHLERT, 1971). Possibly,
the concentration is both active and passive; passive in that the snakes seem to
spend much of their time simply drifting with the urface currents, and active in
the sense that the windrows and slicks are collection areas for the little fish on which
the sea snakes feed. It would appear that the formation and collection of pa.rticles
in the windrows, as described by SUTCLIFFE and co-a.uthors (1963), has important
consequences at every trophic level up to the large carnivores.
If we consider that the collection of floating materials into windrows is a.n important mechanism for concentrating food for all of the trophic levels, from bacteria to
sea snakes, we must also con~ider that during the period of time in which the windrows are dispersed, the organisms will be forced to expend a greater amount of
energy in the search for food. While this extra exercise might not be important in
the most favourable part of the species niche, it could become a limiting factor in
less favourable environments. The extension of the range of such a species would
then be limited by the length of time between periods calm enough for the forma tion
of windrows. Another po sibility, and one more difficult to detect, would be a limitation set by the longest single period of rough weather, a situation analagous to the
limitation set by a killing frost. While these ideas must at this time be considercd as
completely speculative, the possibilities could be investigated by searching for
correlations between species distributions and the proper elements of the power
spectra of wind strength for the areas in question.
In the deeper water, a chemical reaction of some importance is the increase in
solubility of hydrocarbons brought about by the presence of dis olved organics
(BOEHM and QUINN, 1973). This effect may be more apparent than real, since it
may be brought about by the formation of micelles. The increase seems to be limited
to the alkanes, with the aromat ics showing no change in solubility when the naturally
occurring dissolved organic matter is oxidized by the use of ultra-violet light.
Along with the general reactions already mentioned, there are many compounds
present in sea water which a,ffect only one kind of organism, or which have very
specific effects. The various toxins mentioned earlier in this paper would be in this
category. \Vith many of these reactions, the evolutionary utility is not altogether
clear. Thus, COLI.JER and co-authors (I 056) reported that niacinamide (':lllSeS oysters
to gape, and that small amounts of ascorbic acid added to sea water inuuce copulation in barnacles held in that water. The latter effect might be related to the production of this compound during the ~pring phytopla.nkton bloom. This possibility
is also suggested by the work of SAVAGE (196.'5), who found that the addit,ion of
actively growing algae stimulated spawning in the frog Xenopus laevis. SAVAGE
postulated the existence of a water-soluble factor derived from growing cultures of
any of several algal species.
Similar factors have long been known for many terrestrial organisms. The pheromones in insect species are perhaps the most familiar examples. Equivalents would
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certainly be expected in marine populations, and in the case of the American
lobster HO'Inarus americanus it has been shown that the presence of a recently
moulted female in an upstream tank produced restlessness and symptoms of unease
in the males downstream (McLEESE, 1970). The chemica,] agent responsible W;1,S
not identified.
We are not surprised to learn of sex attractants in animal species, bnt our usual
experiences with terrestrial plants lead us to expect botanical :;i('X attractants to
function in some secondary manner, as, for example, a means of attracting the
insects necessary to ensure poJlination. The marine environment is often surprising,
and never more 80 than in the peculiarities of some of the arrangements for reproduction. Thus, MULLER a.nd co-authors (1971) have isolated and characterized a
compound produced by the female gametes of the brown alga Ectocarp~/..~siliculosus
which attracts male gametes of this alga.
It is also to be expected that many organisms will be particularly attentive to
those compounds associated with food. Thus, McLEEsE (1970) found that Homan/..~
americanus exhibited feeding responses when amino acids, and particularly proline,
were added to the aquarium water system. The lobsters responded even more to
the addition of extracts of codfish. The marine snail Nassa1'ius absote/us responcled
to a glycoprotein isolated from oysters, even at the 1 to 2 X 10- 10 1\1 level. The
triggering of a fceding response in Hydra litloralis by glutathione is a well documented phenomenon (LOOMIS, 1955; LEN 1101"1", 1961).
There are a number ofresponses, other than reproduction and feeding, which nre
mediated by organic materials present in trace quantities.l have already mentioned
the production of toxins by bacteria and dinoflagellates; I suppose that killing
off the competition might be considered the extreme form of population control.
Le s rigorolls methods, involving inhibition rather than extinction, are apparently
important both within and between species. For example, growth and regeneration
in Hydra species are inhibited by a substance produced in crowded cultures. The
substance has a molecular weight between 5000 and 10,000, and is probably a
peptide or small protein, since its activity is destroyed by incubation with trypsin
(DAVIS, 1966). LICHT (1967) ha shown growth inhibition, presumably initiated by
a soluble factor, in crowded cultures of tn.dpoles. The inhibitory substance is not
entirely species-specific.
It has long been suspected tha,t the process of species succession in phytoplankton,
as well as the progre. s of com petition between species, involved the release of organic
materials which acted as stimulants or inhibitors of other species. Although the
specific material was not isolated and identified, sllch an ectocrine waS postulated
as the mechanism by which Olisllwdiscusluteus inhibited the growth of populations
of Skeletonema costalum (PRATT, 1966) A series of pa.pers reviewing this field has
appeared recently (AUllERT, 1971; AUBERT and PESANDO, 1971; PINCEMIN, 1971).
Many other instances of inhibition or toxicity have been mentioned earlier in this
chapter.
(6) Conclusions

As is often the case in field sciences, the kinds of data we are able to gather art:> not
really applicable to the question we wish to answer. What can be measured, though
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neither easily nor accurately, is the standing crop of dis. olved organic material;
what we want, is some measure of turnover rates. It is not possible to go directly
from standing crop to turnover rates, since we know almost nothing of the nature
of the organic materials involved. The organic carbon in a water sample might
consist entin~ly of compounds resistant to biological use, of compounds easily
ab 'orbed and metabolized, or of any composition in between.
Even if we knew the exact composition of the dissolved organic material, we
would not be able to estimate more than an approximate turnover time on the
various fractions. A turnover rate must be a. function of both the nature of the
compound available and the organisms present to utilize these compounds. For
example, gluco..e might be a generally usable compound and a major organic constituent of a particular parcel of water, but, if the organisms present are able to
use only small organic acids, the turnover time for glucose becomes dependent upon
the introduction of new species into the parcel, and thu on mixing rates. Therefore,
the turnover rate for organic carbon in any wuter mass is dependent on both biological and physical considerations.
In the surface water, where much of the biological activity is taking place, I can
see little hope of getting any direct measurements of utilization rates for dissolved
orga-nic materials. As already indica-ted, little ca,n be gained by the technique of
adding labelled organic compounds to samples of the water. At best, this technique
measures a rate of utilization of a specific compound by some sma]) portion of the
population present; a.t worst, it selects conditions favourable only to bacterial
utilization. The only useful methods of direct measurement involve multiple
determinations, either of specific compounds or of labels introduced by the use of
14C-bicarbonate. The determinations must be made at interva.Is short enough so
that the release and subsequent fate of the dissolved organic matter can be followed. Even if this is clone, the resulting turnover rates are specific to the organisms
sampled, and cannot be generalized to all surface habitats until a large number of
such systems have been sampled.
In the deeper water, a greater possibility exists for the utilization of standingcrop data. The dissolved organic matter present in a parcel of deep water mllst
originate from only a few source; by far the most important will be the organic
ma,tter present at t,he time the parcel sinks out of the euphotic zone. To this may be
added the dissolved organic matter resulting from the decomposition of particulate
matter sinking through the water column. This contribution must always be a
minor one, since the particulate matter makes up only 1 to 5% of the total organic
matter present at any level below the euphotic zone. From this total are subtracted
the amounts of organic matter removed by in situ biological utilization a,nd by any
adsorption on particulate matter,
There are three possible mechanisms for the control of dissolved organic matter,
euch with its own characteristic distribution. If there is no utilization of dissolved
material in deep water, the organic carbon content of each water mass should
depend on the amount of or<T;mic carbon present in the water ma's at the time
it left the region of biological utilization, generally considered to be no deeper
than 500 m. Thus each water mass should have its own cha,racteristic organic
carbon content, at lea't locally, and the profile of organic carbon at any single
st.ation should reflect the water masse' present and the degree of mixing. The
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horizontal distribution, parti(;ula.r1y along the line of flow of thc wateT mass,
might reflect seasonal variations in productivity and utilization at the point of
sinking.
If any amount of in situ utilization tak s place in the deep water, a decrease in
oraanic material and in dis olved oxygen. houlcl be found in a down. trcam direct.ion.
This i the ba is of the well-known 'apPllf(~nt oxygen utilization' method (AOU)
for the estimation of deep productivity. Unfortunately, in its norma) form the
AOU is a measure of the difference between the oxygen content at a 'pecific point
and the saturation value at that temperature and salinity, and thus intcgmt.e>s the
ox gen utilization in that water parcel over the whole period since the water was
last in equilibrium with the atmosphere. The AO value between two points at
the sa·me depth, but separated by some considerable distance along the direction
of flow, would be considerably more interesting. If this type of control is important
in determining the distribution of organic carbon in deep water, vertical profiles
should reflect water mass structure and distance from the point of water mass
formation. Thus, in an over-simplified three-layer ocean model, with the bottom
water formed in the south, we would expect the profiles of organic carbon below
500 m to show a decrease with depth in the north, and an increase with depth in the
south.
A third possible control mechanism would involve interaction between dissolved
and particulate materials, perhaps in the manner described by KHAl.LOV and
FINENKO (1968). This kind of interaction would result in 11 distribution of dissolved
organic material below 500 m which was inversely correlated with depth, and which
was not greatly influenced by water rna structure. The greatest influence might
well be the productivity of 1. he surface layers; this would lead to re rional variations,
and even seasonal variations in some regions. This is perhaps the only kind of control which would result in an inverse correlation with depth at just n,bout any
point in the oceans.
In order to decide which of these possibilities is occurring, we mu.'t examine the
available data on distribution of organic mat.crials below the surface layers. In
accordance with Murphy's ·Law, we should expect to find a distribution displaying
some of the salient features of each type of control mechanism.
The question ofthe utilization of dissolved orga.nic carbon in deep wu,ter has many
implications which reach beyond the strictly biological. Any such utilization must
affect the distribution of dissolved oxygen; it will be reflected in the nutrient distributions, as the nutrients present in organic form are remineralized; and it will alter
the concentration of CO 2 , and thus the alkalinity and pH. It is, therefore, not
surprising that the matter has been argued with considerable heat.
The two opposing positions can be stated fairly simply. One group of workers
feels that below 500 m there is no utilization of organic carbon, either dissolved or
particulate. They believe that all of the features of the distribution of organic
matter, inorganic nutrients and dissolved oxygen can be explained in terms of
the mixing of water masses. The other group feels that a conversion of organic ca.rbon to CO 2 is needed in order to a.ccount for the distribution of oxygen and CO 2
in the deep waters. For the most part, the evidence for the consum ption of organic
carbon is indirect, and based on discrepancies between calculated values for certain
components and the values actually found by chemical analyses.
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The argument that oraanic carbon is not utilized below 500 III is b8sed primarily
on the apparent uniformity of the dissolved organic carbun Yalues (J'I ~:)\ZEL, 1970).
ing the wet-oxidation method already described (MENZEL and VACCARO, ] lJ(4),
MENZEL found no differences with depth, alona the <Lxes of intl'rmediCl1t, or deep
water movement, or between widely separated geographical areas, at <.Lny depth
greater th:1n 500 m. As we have already noted, the completeness of this wet-oxidation
m thod is open to que tion. The Russian workers, u ing a total-combustion method,
routinely find two to three times as much organic carbon in the deep wator. However, ME 'ZEL and RYTHER (1968) state that the Russian values, though higher,
are equally constant, thus implying that the portion of organic material stable to
wet oxidation is equally stable to biological ntilization.
MENZEL a.nd RYTHER (1968) also consider, on the basis of the uniformity of
particulate organic carbon distributions, that there is no utilization of particulate
orga,nics below 300 m. This consideration kads .\IRNzEL to a rather involved line of
rea.soning. There is no apparent decrease in partic.:ulate organic carbon with depth;
therefore, either organic particles are being formp'd ttt depth, or the existing particles
are resistant to decomposition. If the particles are being formed at depth, there
must be a decrease in dissolved organic matter. Since there is no apparent decrease,
there cannot he particle formation, and thl' exist.ing particles must be biologicalJy
unusable. If the particles are un usable, those which 'ink to the bottom should
accumulatl' in quantities which can be calculated for any finite sinking rate. Since
we find no evidence of such accumulation, the sea floor being particularly poor in
organic materials, the particles must not sink. Therefore, they are neutmll)' buoyant.
The particlC':,; wh ich m U>it reach the bottom, in order to , upport the con 'iderable
bottom fa,una" are in the main the fa.~t-f;dJing ma,terials, such as faecal pelJets and
invertebrate moults, which are almost never caught in sampling bottles and are,
therefore, not included in the usual particulate organic carbon measurements.
Thus, a whole concept of the natnre of the organic cycle in the ocean is based upon
the invariance of the dissolved organic carhon in the deeper water.
A second line of evidence bearing upon the stability of orga,nic materials in deep
water is the distribution of carbon isotopes in this material \VILLfAMS and coauthors (1969) measured the 14C activity in CO 2 derived from dissolved organic
materials by photo-oxidation with high-intensity ultra-violet. Apparent 'ages' of
3350 and 3470 year were determined for the organic carbon pre 'ent in two samples
of water taken from about 2000 m. Appa.rent ages for the inorganic carbon from
roughly the same area and roughly the same depths had been determined by other
workers as 2194 and 1480 years. The authors suggest that the large eliscrepanc,r in
the ages of the organic and inorganic carbon demon trated that the two forms
followed different pathways in the sea, and that the average 'age' of :3400 years for
the organic fraction significan tly exceeds the age of the water mass. Much of the
organic matter must, therefore, be recycled in the sense that it has pa. sed through
the surface waters more than once.
A similar technique for the wet oxidation of organic carbon has been Llsed to
mea ure the ratio of the stahlC' isotopes of carbon in the dissolved organic matter
(WILLIAMS, 1968a, b; WILLIAMS and GORDON, 1970). WILLIAMS (1968a, b) found
an almost uniform SI3C valli!' of -22'5 ± 0·3%0' with some slight depletion of I JC
with depth. Similar SI3C determinations on various fractions extracted from plank-
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ton samples suggested that the deep organic carbon was probably derived from
cellulose and lignin fractions. This work was extenued to samples from further out
atsea, and to particu late organic carbon, 'With essentially the same results (WILLIAMS
and GORDON, 1970). Similar values for "IJC for dissolved organic matter were also
found by EADIE and JEl"E'REY (19n), although their values for particulate organic
matter displayed a greater variability than did those of WILLIAMS and GORDON
(1970).
Change or lack of change in the organic carbon in deep water should be reflected
in the inorganic carbon, also. One of the early pa.pers on the stable isotope ratios in
the carbonate of the Atlantic, by DEUSER and HUNT (1969), found a direct correla.tion between oxygen concen tration and" I JC, suggesting that in the layers above
1000 to 1500 m the variation in dissolved oxygen is caused by the oxidation of
organic matter. They found that all of their deep-water values of" I JC were near
+0'5%0' and felt that the distributions were consistent with the mechanism of
formation of the oxygen minimum layer proposed by MENZEL and RYTHER (1968).
It should be noted} however, that DEUSER and HUNT have extended the level at
which organic decomposition can occur to depths between 1000 and 1500 m, in
contrast to the 500 m suggested by MENZEL and RYTHER.
The picture of organic carbon dynamics emerging from this work is one of intense production and utilization in the surface waters, with only the mo t resistant
material getting into the deeper water, by way of the normal circulation pattern.
The organic material entering the deep circulation undergoes no further biological
or chemical degradation, and thus would be expected to move with the water mass,
eventually reappearing in the surfacp. waters as a background value of di solved
organic matter, to which would be added a new batch of organic matter. Thus the
value of the deep dissolved organic material would be increased by a very small
increment on each cycle. If the increment were small enough, and the half-life of
the 'marine humus' long enough, the deep wawr would appear to be uniform in
dissolved organic content over all of the oceans.
It follows as a corollary that if the dissolved organic matter in deep w;tter is
unusable, then the dissolved oxygen concentrations must reflect only mixing processes, rather than any in . . it1l biological activity. Similarly, all regeneration of
inorganic nutrients must occur above 500 In, with changes in the deeper water
reflecting water ma's structure' and mixing. According to 'MENZEL and RYTHER
(1968), the oxygen minima to be found in each of the oceans are the result of biological activity in near-surface waters in regions of intense product.ivity, such as
the tropical east coast of South Africa. If this construal of the oxygen distributions
is valid, then the uses made ofthe AOU are not valid, since the AOU would depend
only on utilization in the near-wrface waters and on the amount of mixing of water
masses in the deeper ocean.
The main support of this theory is the constancy of organic carbon content of
deep water, as found by MENZEL and RYTHER (1968) and many other workers.
Therefore, the data on this constancy must be examined with particular care. The
data discussed by MENZEL and RYTHER and by MENZEL (1970) are not a,vailable
for such examination, since they are presented in the form of areal averages. The
single station described by HOLM-HANSEN and co-authors (1966) certainly shows
variability in dissolved organic matter at depths greater than 500 m, but the im-
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portance of these variations would clearly be a matter of personal interpretation.
The massive work of DUURSMA (1961) reveals no obvious correlatioll.8 between
dissolved organic matter and any other property, but clearly displays regions
high and low in organic carbon. A great amount of wet-oxidation data exists
outside of the literature, primarily in data reports and unpublished theses. This
material is not readily available for analysis, and will not be discussed here.
All of the data mentioned in the preceding paragraphs were obtained by some form
of wet oxidation, and generally ran between 0·3 and o·g mg 0 I-I. The dry-combustion data of the Russian workers were generally higher, between 1·0 and 1·7 mg 0 1-1.
Similar values were found by GORDON and SUTCLIFFE (1973), in their three stations
in the North Atlantic Ocean. It seems possible, as I have already mentioned, that
some fairly large fraction of the dissolved organic matter is not measured by the
wet-oxidation methods. If this fraction were a constant proportion of the total,
MENZEL'S reasonjng might still be valid. However, examination of the Russian
data (SKOPINTSEV and 1'IMOFEYEVA, 1962; SKOPINTSEV and co-authors, 1966;
STARIKOVA, 1970) shows inverse correlations between depth and dissolved orgamc
carbon in 11 out of 16 cases. In the remaining 5 cases, the correlation was often
rendered not significant by the presence of single hjgh values. The amount of data
taken by total-combustion methods is still small; most of the Russian stations have
only 4 or 5 samples between 500 m and the bottom. It is to be hoped that when more
data are available, some simple relationship with depth will still obtain.
At t,his point a caveat should be entered concerning the 'dating' of the orgamc
and inorganic fractions of dissolved carbon compounds, as reported by WILLIAMS
and co-a.uthors (1969). There seems little reason to question the precision of their
3400-yea.r apparent age for the organic fra,ction, except to hope that any orgamc
matter resistant to photo-oxidation will be of roughly the same isotopic composition. However, the inorganic carbon data were measured at. different times and
from different places than the organic data. There is some question whether it is
really fair to compare the carbonate apparent ages to those from the organic carbon,
particularly since the two inorganic data seem to imply some difference in history.
If we must make such a comparison, we should remember that the proce s of in
situ utilization of organic carbon would result in an increase in the apparent age
of the organic fraction and a decrease in that of the ca.rbonate. If we also consider
the addition of 'young' carbonate from the dissolution of calcium carbonate tests
of foraminifenlOs and coccolithophon:R, we might conclude that the difference
between the two 'n.grs' is more ilppaf(~nt than real.
Perhap the be.. ! c\"iclen{'(' for the I'I'aJity of in situ oxidation of dissolved organic
matter in the deeper watr'r is indirect, based on data from the carbonate system.
CRAlG (1970), stuclying the 13C distribution in South Pacific deep water, found
it necessary to include additions of carbon from particulate matter in order to
account for the increase in deep water CO 2 and the change in 8 13 0, He could baJance
his carbon budget by assuming that :30% of the additjonal carbon came from the
solution of carbonates and 70% from the oxidation of organic carbon. In the North
Pacific Ocean, KROOPNICK and co-authors (1970), using much the same methods
of analysis and calculation, found some 70% of the added carbon had to come from
carbonate solution and 30% from oxidation of organjcs. The difference between the
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two hemispheres also appeared in the deep ODC values, which were +0·05%0 in
the South Pacific, as in the North Atlantic, and 0·00%0 in the North Pacific Ocean.
CRAIG'S discussion of the 013C distribution in his earlier paper (CRAIG, 1969) led
to an exchange of letters summarizing the two oppo:-;ing stands on deep-water
organic carbon utilization (SU:E;SS and GOLDBERG, 1971; CRAIG, 1971 b) In another
paper (CRAIG, 1971a), the author argued that the mixing model of MENZEL and
RYTHER (1968) could not explain the complex oxygen distributions in the Pacific
Ocean, and that a model including both in situ oxidation of dissolved organic matter
and solution of carbonates sinking from the surface waters could describe the actual
distributions with a fair degree of accuracy. For the most part, this line of reasoning
has been accepted by those physical and chemical oceanographers concerned with
the construction of models for the explanation of distributions of 'LC0 2 , the va,rious
ca,rbon isotopes, and dissolved-oxygen_ For example, BEN-YAAKOv (1971, 1972)
require in situ oxygen utilization for his mixing model for 'LC0 2 distribution in
the eastern Pacific Ocean. He further suggests that perhaps 80% of the change in
CO 2 with depth is due to in situ organic carbon oxidation, but that the percentage
due to oxidation varies with depth. Similarly, KROOPNICR (1974) finds that 70%
of the change in 'LC0 2 with depth must come from in s'itu oxidation.
The major part of the utilization of organic carbon certainly tu.kes place in the
upper layers of the ocean. BEN-YAAKOV (1972) suggests that more than 50% of
the utilization occurs above 500 m. A good deal of this utilization must be bacterial,
but mixotrophic utilization by phytoplankton may also be important. At this
time, there is little direct evidence for organic carbon utilization in deep water. The
methods commonly used for the determination of dissolved organic carbon are
not sufficiently precise for revealing changes in distribution with depth. There is
also a strong possibility that the most commonly used method, involving wet
oxida.t.ion, is not accurate, in that it may miss up to 50% of the material present.
The various total-combustion methods have not yet generated enough data to
delineate the di8tributions with depth and place in the oceans; we have, at most, a
few indications of possible relationships.
Indirect evidence strongly suggests that utilization of organic carbon takes place
at all levels in the oceans, but diminishes sharply with depth. It seems unlikely that.
the complex distributions of oxygen, LC0 2 , and 13C can be satisfied by models involving only the mixing of water masses. While we may feel confident that the indirect evidence, together with thr presence of presumably heterotrophic organisms
in the deep water (FOURNIER, 1966, 1970, 1971), do require utilization of organic
carbon at all depths, both the apparent decrease in organic carbon with depth
found by the Russia,ns, and the decrease in the contribution of CO 2 from organic
sources calculated by KROOPNICK (1974) and others, are only possible if the mechanisms for this utilization are either pressure-sensitive or controlled by interactions
with particulate matter.
It would seem that for answers to many of the questions raised in this chapter
we are still firmly in the hands of the analytical chemists. We lleed to know how
much dissolved organic carbon is present, perhaps to the nearest 0-01 mg C I-I
and we need to know at least the major groups of compounds present_ The method'
must be simpl enough to be done at sea, so that incongruent values can be checked,
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and interesting areas resampled. We need to outline the major features of the distribution of organic materials, both in space and time. In many cases, where the presence of dissolved organic matter has been invoked to expla,in anomalous biological
or chemical behaviour, we need to identify the compounds present so that we may
investigate the effects of these compounds in model universes. It would seem that
we are still in the very beginnings of this field.
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5.

TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER
R. J. CONOVER

(I) Cycling of organic matter and marine food webs
While roughly three-quarters of the surface of the globe is covered by water, only
a thin layer, generally less than 100 m deep, receives enough light for there to be an
excess of carbon fixation over respiration. Within this layer is a standing crop of
living plants amounting to not over 10% of the biomass of animals and other consumers occupying a much greater depth and volume of water.
This apparent discrepancy between producers and consumers has worried
marine ecologists for many years. Early in the twentieth century, PUTTER (1907,
1909) suggested that the large sink of dissolved organic matter in sea water was
readily utilizable by its animal inhabitants and that only by supplementing their
nutrition in this manner could they meet their metabolic requirements. PUTTER'S
work has had many critics, most notably KROGH (1931), but today we are still trying
to understand the complex interrelationships between organisms and the dilute
solution of dissolved organic material which surrounds them.
Even in the euphotic zone the largest fraction of particulate organic matter is
usually non-living. At the same time, at least 90% of the primary production of the
sea seems to be harvested directly, only a small fraction being added to the detritus.
Still, this so-called detritus would seem to support the majority of animals living
deeper than the illuminated zone, whether they be planktonic or benthic, a.nd it has
been suggested many times that food requirements of animals in the upper waters
of the more oligotrophic portions of the sea can only be met if non-living particulate
organic matter is utilized along with the living.
What then are the potential food sources for the marine consumers? It is not my
intention to describe in detail the formation and composition of particulate or
dissolved organic matter in the sea-the former subject is considered in Chapters 2
and 3, the latter in Chapter 4 of this volume-but before we ca.n examine quantitatively the mechanics of food-getting by marine animals, a review ofsome current
concepts concerning the production cycle is in order.
(a) Primary production and Dissolved Organic Matter

Based primarily on measurements of carbon fixation using 1 4 C, made prior to
1960, the average primaxy production by the phytoplankton of the world ocean is
placed at around 500 x 10 9 metric tons of organic matter per year (MOISEEV, 1971).
Probably none of the data have been corrected for more recent estimates of selfabsorption or release of organic matter from living cells. On other grounds, ~ome
technological and some theoretical, I am not strongly inclined to ;1ccept laboratory,
or even in situ 14C measurements of primary production, as a quantitatively
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accurate replicate of events occurring in the sea at the same time, but the wide
acceptance and ease of application of the method has aiforded much more detailed
sampling of regional and seasonal variations than wouJd have been possible with
other methods. Consequently, I accept this figure rather tentatively as the best
estimate available at present.
On a global basis, the biomass of the phytobenthos is about 13% of that of the
phytoplankton, but the contribution of the attached forms to the production
system would seem to be small (Table 5-1). However, kelp beds and salt marshes
Table 5-1
Major pools oforganic carbon in the World's oceans with
estimatesofprodllction and turn-over on an annual basis
in 10 9 (billions) tOllS wet weight
Pool
Producers
Phytoplankton
Phytob nthos
Ba.cteria
Consumer5
Zooplankton
ZOObenthos
Nekton

Biomass
1·5
0·2
0·6

PIB-

Production
.'550

0·4
180

367
2
300

21·5
10
l

53
3
0·2

2·5
0·3
0·2

2·3
32·5

730'4
.'56·2

317·6
1·7

Total, living
Producers
Consumers
Detritus
Dissolved organic matter

50
13,000

22
16·5

0·44
0·00l3

Total, non-living

13,050

38'5

0·017

- Ratio of production to biom3S8
(Data compiled from BOOOROV, 1967; SKOPINTSEV, 1971; SORO);IN,
1971; HA.\llLTON and co.authors, 1968; MANN, 1972)

are among the world's most productive natural areas (BLINKS, 1955; BARUS, 1969;
KEEFE, 1972; MA)1N, 1972b), and, unlike the phytoplankton which is mostly consumed in situ, alal'ge fraction of the annual production of phytobenthos becomes
detritus. In many coastal areas the production of attached forms exceeds that of the
phytoplankton suspended in the over-lying water column (CONOVER, 1961;
RYTHER, 1963; l\'fANN, 1972a). The recent discovery by MANJ that Laminaria
species may continue to grow throughout the winter, the tips of the fronds eroding
away about as rapidly as new material is produced near the base, suggests that we
may have been significa.ntly underestimat ing the production/bioma, s ratios for
attached algae, at least· in higher latitudE·~. In the same environment in eastern
Canada, MILLEH and co-authors (1971) have shown that thc primary production
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in the seaweed zone on an annual basis exceeds the yearly consumption by herbivores by a factor of 10 or more (7000 compared with 572 keal m- 2 yael). :Most of
the production, therefore, must be exported away from tEe zone as detritus, and
doubtless contribute:- to the production cycle of adjacent coastal waters. Indeed,
the coastal zone may even mal{e a significant contribution to the particulate organic
matter of the abyssal regions, for MENZIES and co-authors (1967) have observed
turtle gra Thalassia testudinum on the bottom off North Carolina at over 3000 m
depth. This species does not grow off North Carolina but presumably wa transported northwards by the Gulf Stream from a source off southern Florida. or the
Bahamas.
The macro-algae are also copious producers of water-soluble organic components,
some ofnutritiona.l value for higher animals including man. A number of species are
presently exploited commercially. Contliderable quantities of organic matter may
be released into the sea from attached algae under normal conditions (KHAILOV
and BURLAKOVA., 1969; SIEBURTH and JENSEN, 1970; Chapter 4); still more must
be released as the plants are battered and eroded by wave action.
In Table 5-1, the bacteria have been included among the producers, although,
strictly speaking, this designation should perhaps be assigned only to a few chemical
autotrophs living in rather specialized habitats. However, with the advent of newer
technigues for determining microbial biomass, for instance, the measurement of
particulate ATP developed by HOLM-HANSEN and BOOTH (1966), we have only
recently become aware of the relatively large populations of micro-organisms,
apparently living heterotrophically and functioning metabolically at all depths in
the sea (HAMILTON and co-authors, 1968; MORITA and BURTON, 1970; HOLMHA SEN, 1971; Chapter 6). Assuming that a portion of the large reservoir of
di solved organic matter in the sea is an im mediate by-product of the photosynthetic
process, the heterotrophic growth of micro-organisms probably represents a major
pathway whereby thi portion enters the food chain (Fig. 5-1).
SOROKIN (1971, 197 la) has shown that the production of hctcrotmphic bacteria
may exceed that of the autotrophic phytoplankton in the tropical Pacific Ocean
(Chapter 6). Moreover, the breakdown of organic matter during this process
apparenOy exceeds primary production by 3·5 to nearly 40 times, although it is
not clear whether SOROKIN includes relea e of dissolved organic matter from living
algae in his estimate of primary production. He postulates that the excess organic
matter must be produced elsewhere, presumably in cool water where formation
exceeds utilization, a.nd then is transported by water movements to the tropics.
Regrettably, he does not provide any hydrographical evidence to support this
hypothesis. BANSE (1974) has been highly critical of some a peets of SOROKIN'S
theory.
SOROKIN (1971) determined bacterial production using the uptake of isotopic
carbon dioxide as a measure of a similation following the technique given by
ROMANENKO (1964), but determined numbers and biomass from direct counts of
bacteria stained on membrane filters. Some of the Russian microbiological
techniques have been criticized previously (e.g. SIEBURTH, 1971), but the ATP
method s ems to confirm their high biomass estimates (HAMILTON and co-authors,
1968). V ry recently HOBBIE and co-authors (1972) have obtained good agreement
between several measurements of particulate biomass, including phytoplankton
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carbon, estimated from counts of preserved samples, organic carbon, particle
volume and microbial biomass (ATP}. Agreement was less good with the estimates
of bacterial numbers made from direct counts on concentrated samples using

Radiant energy
co.

co.

~

~

Fassi" ?:at ion

Fig. 5-1: Cycle of organic matter in the sea. The areas of the different 'pools' of organic matter
are roughly proportiona.l to the standing crop except for the dissolved organic matter
which has been reduced by a factor of ten. Major flows, somewhat arbitrarily defined, are
designated by solid arrows; minor flows by broken arrows; fluxes of inorganic carbon by
dotted arrows; P: phytoplankton; PE: phytobenthos; B: bacteria; N: nekton. See also
Table 5-1. (Original.)
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£\.uorescent and phase microscopy, but their method differed considerably from
that usually employed by SOROKIN and other Hussian investigators. For further
det,ails regarding views and results presented by Russian marine ecologists consult
Cha.pter 6.
In the same experiment, HOBBIE and co-authors (1972) also examined rates of
respira.tion of micro-organisms, including phytopla.nkton and microzooplankton,
estimated in 3 different ways. In the surface water, the 3 methods yielded results
differing by a·n order of magnitude or less. In deeper water, agreemen t between them
was less good. All e timates of total respiration greatly exceeded those predicted
from the work of STEEMAN NIELSE and HANSEN (1959). The specific identity of
the respirers was not established, but they were presumed to be heterotrophs other
than bacteria.
In another recent comparison of methods, SUTCLIFFE and co-authors (1970)
measured particulate organic carbon, A'l'P, DNA, chlorophyll a, and total particle
volume on the same sample along two north-south transects in the North Atlantic
Ocean and found significant positive correlations. They also compared carbon
production measured with 1 4 C method and Coulter Counter, but in this case found
large discrepancies, the Coulter-Counter technique yielding values roughly 2 to 8
times higher than the 14C method. Either there was a large amount of non-photosynthetic growth which remained unrecorded by the J4C technique or non-living
particles were being formed, presumably from dissolved organic matter (SHELDON
and co-authors, 1967; BATOOSINGH and co-authors, 1969). SHELDON and co-authors
(1973) found evidence that the small-particle communities of tropical waters were
in a steady state. Growth of primary producers was exponential but they were
removed by grazing as fast as they multiplied. If grazing by microzooplankton
elements was removed, the small-particle growth considerably exceeded the 14C
estimate of primary production.
There are still anum ber of uncertainties regarding our understanding of even the
first step in the production cycle. It could be that primary prod uction ha' been
considerably underestimated, especially in warmer waters, because, until recently,
we have failed to measure loss of soluble product of photosynthesis (Chapters 2,4).
R.ecent papers (THOMAS, 1971; CHOf, 1972; HOBBlE and co-authors, 1972) have
demonstrated that more than 40% of the 14C assimilated by photosynthesizing
phytoplankton can be released in soluble organic form, although possibly some
estimates Me too hjgh (BERMAN and HOLM-HANSEN, 1974). It should also be kept
in mind that the actual amount of newly synthesized products released cannot be
estimated with any assurance from these data, because the specific activity of the
material released early in the experiml'nt almost certainly was lower than that
released later after the algae themselv(~8 were more fully labelled. Evidence for
such a time course of 1 4C release is shown in a recent paper by TAKAHASHI and
co-authors (1971). Similar problems arise in estimating the quantity of food ingested
and assimilated by animals when using tracers (CoNOVER and FRANCIS, 1973). As
further evidence that net primary production figures may be seriously in error,
DUURSMA (1963) calculated that, to account for the annual production of dissolved
organic matter in the North Sea, from 38 to 90% of the annual primary production,
as estimated by STEEMAN NIELSEN (1960), would have had to have been made
soluble almost instantly.
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Our und rstanding of the release of soluble organics from macro-algae and their
subsequent re-entry into the food chain has been greatly enhanced by thl' work of
SIEBURTH and KHAILOV and their colleagues. In larger algae, chemical measurement of total organic-matter release under conditions simulating the natural
environment enables accurate determination of the effects of various environmental conditions on the proce. s. .Exudation was found to be positively
correlated with solar rad,iation and salinity, and negatively with tempera-ture. The
relation between release and temperature could have been an artifact, however,
for increasing temperature migh t have increa.sed the utilization rate by the epiphytic
microftora more rapidly than it increased the photosynthetic rate of the algae. In
intertidal algae (Fucus vesiculosus) the degree of desiccation and rate of exudation
were also positively corrdated (SIEBURTH and JENSEN, 1970).
KH.AlLOV and BURLAKOVA (1969) have obtained similar resu Its with macrophytes
from the Barents and Black Seas. After examining data for both summer and
winter, they have calculated release rates ranging from 23 to 39% of gross production per annum depending on the class of algae. Moreover, extracellular products
of photDsynthesis entered the food cha.in rapidly. Fig. 5-2 shows flow pathways
based on KHAILOV and BURI,AROVA'S work.
SIEBURTH and JENSE ' (1970) discuss briefly possible reasons for this apparently
wasteful activity in large seaweeds mentioning particularly its possible role in
'antifouling' (see also SlEBURTH and CONOVER, 1965).
For planktonic algae extracellular release is even more difficult to explain. High
light intensities a.re known to cause exudation in some species or environments and
not in others (HELLEBUST, 1965; HORNI': a.nd co-authors, 1969; Volume I: HELLEBUST, 1970a.; SAMUEL and co-authors, 1971). TAKAHASHI and co-authors (1971)
found that release of organic materials was not related to photo-inhibition but
their experiments with natural populations, concentrated 10 to 20 times by gentle
filtra,tion, yielded up to 160% loss of 14C to the dissolved orga.nic fraction. Part of
this loss was attributable to cell damage suffered during filtration. Effects of
nutrient depletion on exudation have been little studied, but GUILLARD and
WANGERSRY (1958) found large amounts of carbohydrate released as their cultures
became senescent. Similarly, nutrient depleted diatoms released about 20% of
their fixed 14C into the ambient medium when they went into the stationary phase
as opposed to 5% while still actively growing, although the total amount released
was about the same (HELLEBUST, 1967). In general, the fraction oftota.l production
lost as soluble organics seems to be greatest in oligotrophic waters and when cell
densities are low, but the total amount released is usually greater in eutrophic wLLters
(WATT, 1966; ANDERSON and Z.KlTTSCHEL, 1970; THOMAS, 1971; HOBBIE and
co-authors, 1972).
Where the actual products of photosynthesis released to the water have been
examined qualitatively, the greater proportion seems to have been carbohydrates
and organic acids (GUILLARD and W ANOERSKY, 1958; HELLEBus'f, 1965; GUILLARD
and HELLEBUST, 1971; RAMUS, 1972). It is, therefore, somewhat tempting to
speculate that the extra.cellular release might be a by-product of photosynthcsis,
perhaps under conditions of nutrient limita.tion or other conditions unfavourable to
growth and protein synthesis. Some further support for this argument can be had
from work on the blood-red tide-pool organism Haematococcus pluvialis which,
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80 long aH it has a carbon source, makes carotenoids only when depleted of nitrogen
and phosphorus to the point where cell division has ceased (DROOP, 1954). It may
be that the release of dissolved organics by phytoplankton is analogous to the
sym biotic release of the products of photosyn thesis by woxan thellae to their in vertebrate hosts, presumably in return for the host's waste nitrogen and perha.ps
other trace nutrients (MUSCATINE, 1967; TRENCH, 1971b; GREENE and MUSCA'I'INE,
1972; MUSCATINE and co-a.uthors, 1972). Perhaps the heterotrophs, utilizing the
carbon skeletons produced by a somewhat impoverished population of phytoplankton, can regulate this supply to a degree by their own activities as fixers of
nitrogen, synthesizers of vitamins, etc. Indeed all this apparently superfluous
organic matter may have some community 'ectocrine' function as WATT (1966)
suggested. Although this concept is still wholely speculation for the planktonic
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community, ALLEN (1971) has found a similar kind of a mutualistic interaction
between macrophytes of the fresh water littoral and their epiphytes. A similar
relationship within the eelgrass community has recently been reported by HARLIN
(1973) and McRoy and GOERING (1974).
Organic matter is returned to wat.er in dissolved form by bacterial decomposition
and through the excretory and secretory activities of animals as well as plants
(JOHANNES and WEBB, 1970), although just what proportion of the excretory
products may be organic, for instance, and just how release rate measurements
for animals should be carried out have been somewhat controversial subjects
(JOHANNES and WEBB, 1965; CORNER and NEWELL, 1967; WEBB and JOHANNES,
1969). Whatever the fraction of dissolved organic matter released by the animals
may be, it must still be less than the total amount offood ingested. Therefore, on a
global scale, the fraction of dissolved organic matter turned over by animals must be
quantitatively small compared with other pathways of transformation. Yet the
animals will include in their wastes nitrogen and other scarce commodities which
plants, in oligotrophic waters at least, cannot afford to discard. For an exhaustive
treatment regarding the production of dissolved organic matter consult Chapter 4.
(h) Heterotrophic Activity

If cUlTentestimates of primary production in the seas are too low, in part because
we have underestimated the production rates of dissolved organic matter by
primary producers, it is still necessary to accommodate this hitherto neglected
energy in the food web. Direct uptake of dissolved materials by animals, which will
be discussed in greater detail at a later point, doubtless is of some qualitative significance, but can hardly be the major pathway.
In Table 5-1, I present an estimate of marine bacterial biomass, based on the
still very limited ATP values from HAMILTON and co-authors (1968) and HOBBIE
and co-authors (1972), which is about twice that given by SOROKIN (1971) for open
ocean waters. Even more speculative is the estimate of bacterial production which
is based on the assumption that it will roughly parallel primary production and
have about the same PIE-coefficient
While a number of bacterial and yeast species have been isolated and their
heterotrophic activities studied in the laboratory, standard culture methods
(Volume III: GUNDERSEN, 1976; HOPPE, 1976; SCHNl<~lDER, 1976) are highly selective and greatly underestimate the total in sit'u population (ZOBELL, 1946;
JANNASCH and JONES, 1959). As one alternative, more amenable to field studies,
the use of 14C-labelled substrates was initiated by PARSONS and STRICKLAND (1962)
as a measure of the 'relative heterotrophic potential'. When different COllcen trations
of substrate were given, the rate of uptake by the heterotrophs was found to
approximate Michaelis enzyme kinetics and could be linearized by application of
the Linneweaver-Burke transfornation. WRIGHT and HOBBIE (1965, 1966),
working in fresh water, obtained evidence for two separate heterotrophic mechanisms: an active transport system, characteristic of bacteria, which saturated at
quite low substrate concentrations, and a simple diffusion system, apparently
related to algal uptake, which did not saturate readily. WRIGHT and HOBBIE also
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developed bioassay techniques to determine the actual concentration of substrate
in the environment so that turnover times could be calculated. Using similar
techniques in sea water, VACCARO and JANNASCH (1966) found marine species with
transport constants as low as 4 x 10- 8 M for glucose. In a second paper VACCARO
and J ANNASCH (1967) reported populations which did not initially take up glucose
according to the classical enzyme theory but rather exhibited an initial lag period
or responded in an othenvise uninterpretable fashion.
Developing a somewhat similar method, WILLIAMS and ASKEW (1968) added
small amounts of different labelled substrates to natural sea water and studied the
rate of respiration as 14C02 production during the mineralization process. With
such a method, microbial activities need not conform to a preconceived kinetic
pattern, but the time course of tracer behaviour must be ascertained with great
care (as in all isotope studies!) and a suitable kinetic model chosen for analysis. In
this method only small amounts of carrier need be added so that new enzyme
induction or growth of the natural population is less likely to confuse the result. It
measures respiration directly and, thel'efore, does not require respiratory corrections as does the Michaelis uptake system (HOBBIE and eRAWFORD, 1969). Interestingly, both WILLIAMS (1970) and HOBBIE and CRAWFORD found the microbial
growth yield (i.e., the fraction of isotope taken up which was not respired) from pure
organic compounds or known mixtures to be high, averaging 67 to 80% for different
substrates.
Although such methods are still largely in a developmental stage, they have shown
us several interesting things about heterotrophic populations. Areas of high heterotrophic activity were generally associated with areas of high primary production,
such as coastal and upwelling areas, but the precise conditions yielding measurable
heterotrophic responses were not always predictable (VACCARO, 1969; HAMILTON
and PRESLAN, 1970). However, in most environments there is a potential for
heterotrophy with many substrates which can be induced within 20 to 35 h by
enrichment (VACCARO, 1969 ;WILLJAMS and GRAY, 1970). Several areas generally
considered to be of low productivity were found to be surprisingly high in heterotrophic activity; for example, the North Atlantic Ocean between the edge of the
continental shelf south of Woods Hole (Massachusetts, USA) and Bermuda
(VACCARO, and co-authors, 1968), a,nd the western Mediterranean Sea (BANOUB
and WILLIAMS, 1972). The methods also lend themselves readily to the estimation
of turnover rate for specific organic compounds providing that the environmental
substra,te concentration is known (HOBBIE and co-authors, 1968; ANDltEWS and
WILLIAMS, 1971).
The mineralization of organic matter by micro-organisms has been studied,
using direct measurement of carbon dioxide production as a measure of respiration,
by SEKI (1967, 1967a, 1968). In eutrophic waters, dark fixation, which could be
stimulated by addition of organic. matter, made up a large fraction of total carbon
production (SEKI, 1967a, 1968). Dark fixation also occurred in the sediment (SElU,
1968), and a sediment-water extract could support bacteria, which wore capable of
sustaining growth in A rtemia salina through the fourth instar (SEKI and co-authors,
1968).
All studies mentioned above suffer from two potentially serious limitations: (i)
Once a volume of water is enclosed, it favours growth of bacteria even without
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enrichment; (il) in a closed system sustained growth cannot be observed under the
low nutrient conditions which are characteristic of the sea. In theory, the chemostat
eliminates these Ii mitations, but it also leads to the elimination of competing species,
leaving only those best adapted to the prevailing steady-state environment; hence,
it does not really model a natural population (POWELL, 1958). JANNASCH (1967,
1968, 1969, 1970) has used the chemostat technique to determine limiting concentrations of certain organic compounds for bacteria. In almost all cases, bacteria
cultured on several different limiting carbon sources showed distinct thresholds for
growth. JANNASCH suggests that some positive feedback effect, which cannot
operate below some critical population density, would account for these phenomena.
Thus, in the ~el1, resistence to decomposition of apparently available organic
compounds might be accounted for by a form of reverse density dependence. For
a population of micro-organisms to respond to an environmental change there needs
to be a 'critical mass' initially present, perhaps analogous with the critical numbers
required to assure breeding SUCCCRR in many higher species.
Within the euphotic zone, phytoplankton does not grow heterotrophically
(HELLEBUST, 1970). Even on the underside of sea ice heterotrophy may not be
particularly important, but certain species can survive up to 6 months in this form
of 'cold storage' (BUNT and LEE, 1972). Most of the heterotrophic activity (68%)
in sea water passed through a 3-J-Lm filter, lending further support to the contention
that algae were not significantly involved (WILLIAMS, 1970). Although bacteria and
algae are associated wi·th sand grains of a littoral beach, heterotropnic activity was
associated with the bacteria only (MUNRO and BROCK, 1968). The question of how
algae, which have been found by severa,l workers (e.g. WOOD, 1956; BERNARD,
1964) at considerable depths in the sea, are sustained remains to be answered. The
role of such presumed heterotrophs in the nutrition of deep-sea organisms will be
considered shortly.
(c) Cycling of Organic Matter in the Deep Sea
Presumably, the vast pool of dissolved organic matter in the sea was ultimately
derived from the photosynthetic process. By dividing the estimate of annual
production in Table 5-1 (3% of primary production) into the total bioma-s . we
arrive at a turnover time of about 780 years, a value which falls within the range
previously postulated. With such a long turnover ti me there can be little dou bt that
most of this material is of a highly refractory nature, but the mechanisms involved
and the amount recycled through the food web, especially in the deep sea, is a
subject of scientific debate (see also Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 6).
The general classes of organic compounds dissolved in the sea include organic
acids, amino acids, peptides, carbohydrates and related compounds, phenolcontaining compounds, hydrocarbons and a number of biologically active substances such as vitamins, auxins, pheromones and the like (SKOPINTSEV, 1971;
Chapter 4). In addition a large fraction defies simple analysis and is generally
classified as humus (DUURSMA, 1965).
It has been suggested that the low rate of bacterial oxidation in the sea could
be related to insufficient 'concentration' of some positive feedback cue at low
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population densities associated with a dilute organic substrate (JANNASCH. 197Cl).
On the other hand, laboratory studies in closed systems favouring bacterial proliferation have shown that a large fraction of the dissolved material resists oxidation
(RAKESTRAW, 1947; BARBER, 1968). Nonetheless, R,AKESTRAW'S data showed
rates of oxygen utilization actua.lly much more rapid than in situ calculations of
apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) in deep water made by RILEY (1970). The
accidental sinking of 'Alvin', Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution's deep-diving
submarine, in about 1500 m of water and its subsequent recovery 10 months later,
complete with unspoiled lunch s, led to a series of observations which showed that
obligate psychrophiles isolated from deep secliments metabolised at only 1 to 10%
of their surface (control) rate (J"ANN ASCR and co-authors, 1971). Apparently, deepocean organic matter can be oxidized in situ at much reduced rates, probably due to
low-temperature and high-pressure conditions (JANNASCH and WIRSEN, 1973).
The distribution of carbon and nitrogen in dissolved and particulate organic
matt(~r in the sea presents some interesting problems. In the North Atlantic Ocean
there is a correlation between the dissolved C/N ratio and water mass (DUURSMA,
1961). The warmer surface waters have a high carbon content relative to nitrogen,
which agrees weH with the previously ~tated hypothesis that in somewhat impoverished areas algal production tends toward carbohydrate and glycollic a,cid production, a significant fraction of which is released directly into the water. In cold surface
waters, the ratio generally fluctuates seasonally between 2·5 and 6·5 and thus shows
reasonable agreement with a mean ratio in the plankton of around 6. However, the
dissolved organic matter in the cleep sea has a surprisingly Jow C/N ratio, often
around 3, especially so because the ratio for deep particulate matter, most of it
presumably dead, is about 8 to 12 (MENZEL and R.YTHER, 1968). OTSUKl and HANYA
(1968) simulated the behaviour of the C/N ratio of dissolved organic matter in the
sea in decomposition experiments with lake water. Initially, the C/N ratio increased,
reaching a maximum of 10·7 after.50 days, which was followed by a gradual decrease
to 2'7 after more than 200 days. In deep-sea sediments C/N ratios varied from
8 to 12 in the newer to 20 to ~O in the really ancient sediment (DEGENS, 1970).
DEQENS (1970) also presented a plausible explanation for the complex structure of
the resistant humic material in the deep sea which accounts for its elemental composition. He found that both dissolved and particulate matter contained large
quantities of the amino acids glycine, serine and ornithine, and, although his
methods were not quantitative for it, a considerable quantity of urea. Most of the
amino acids were combined in large molecules of from 400 to 10,000 molecular
weight. The dominant amino acids and urea are all recognized as products of
protein oxidation in higher animals; on the other hand, most marine invertebrates
are ammonotelic, but also excrete smaller amounts of amino acids and urea (CORNER
and DAVIES, 1971; Volume II: PA~llIAN, 1975).In view of the suggestion that oxygen
may be a quasi-conservative property in the deep sea (MENZEL, 1970), it would
seem most useful to obtain a more det.ailed description of such nitrogen compounds
in relation to different water ma~ses and, in particular, to see how the organic
excretion products are di tributed in relation to time and di ·tance from their point
of origin. Regardless of the mechanisms by which these nitrogen compounds reach
the deep sea, they are thought to be combined in clathrate complexes involving
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hexagonal ring structures which can also incorporate phenols, quinones, amino
acids, amino sugars, fatty acids, alcohols and tht'ir respective polymers in a single
polymer. Interaction with inorganic material, p~Lrticularly clay minerals, leads to
further polymerization of organic matter by epitaxial growth (DEGENS and
MATHEJA, 1967).
Other authors have also noted associations between inorganic and organic constituents in sea water. W ANGERSKY (1965) remarks that so-called organic aggregates
rarely contain as much as 30% organic matter. In deep wa.ter off Bermuda, particulate organic carbon accounts for about 2% of the seston (RILEY and co-authors,
1965). Finely ground calcium carbonate quickly acquired an organic coating which
probably protected it from dissolution in the deep sea (CRAVE, 1970). In view of
the relatively large surface area provided for adsorption by inorganic particulate
matter (ZENKEVITCH, 1960), the distribution and downward flux of organic material
must be affected by, and related to, the rate of sedimentation. A map of recent
sedimentation ra.tl's published by LrSITSYN (1971) shows clear, positive correlations
with recognized areas of high organic productivity of the surface water. 'Dissolved'
organic matter ;Ldsorbed to particles. would presumably be more availa.ble to
suspension and detritus feeders. Both the amino-acid composition a.nd distribution
of carbon isotopes show that the bottom sediments in the deep sea have greater
affinity with the surface particulate organic matter than with the deep sea dissolved
matter (DEGENS, 1970).
Non-living particulate organic matter in the sea consists of rather amorphous
aggregates of varying size, occasionally including bits of plant or anima.! remains,
or Jiving organisms, and sma-Her, semi-transparent flakes (RILEY, 1963). Most
particles did not contain identifin,ble bacteria (WIEBE and POMEROY, 1972).
Aggregates apparently com;ist largely of carbohydrates but the flakes reacted
heavily to both protein and ca.rbohydrate stains (GORDON, 1970a). The flakes bear
striking resemblance to particles, which supported growth in Artemia salina
(BAYLOR. and SUTCLIFFE, 1963), formed experimentaJly by bubbling sea water. In
addition, most samples contained more or less recognizable fragments of phytoplankton and zooplankton, fibres, faecal pellets and starch grains (RILEY, 1970).
Starch grains have also been observed by BURSA (1968) in oceanic particulate
matter.
With regard to the distribution of particulate organic matter in the deep sea, the
evidence--or at least the interpretation of the evidence-has been conflicting. On
the one hand, MENZEL and GOERING (1966), MENZEL (1967) and MENZEL and
RYTHER (1970) reported that below several hundred metres both dissolved and
particulate organic matter were e sentially homogenously distributed over the
world's oceans, although they showed marked seasonal and regional variation in
surface water. In contrast, DAL PONT and NEWELL (1963), RILEY and co-authors
(1965), WANCERSKY and GORDON (1965), GORDON (1970b) and COPIN-MoNTEGUT
and COPIN -MONTEGUT (1972) found evidence for variation within the deep sea.
Although below a few hundred metres there Was no vertical gradient in concentration, some correlation seems to exist between surface productivity and mean
concentration of deep-water particulate matter (RILEY, 1970). No differences were
found in a deep-water section extending seaward from the upwelling area west of
South America (MENZEL, 1967). The best documented example of temporal varia-
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tion has been reported from the vicinity of Bermuda where average values tended
to be lower in spring-summer than in winter (GORDON, 1970b). However, vLLriations
around Bermuda may reHect large-scale water mass movements rather than temporal differences in surfa.ce production (RILEY, 1970).
Formation and ultimate fate of organic particles in situ is still poorly undel':,;tood.
Interest in this problem was initially stimulated by the observations of BAYLOR and
co-authors (1962) that inorganic phosphate could be scavenged by organic films
forming around air bubbles (see also Chapter 4 and Volume III. KINNE, 1976).
It was suggested tha,t ~urface turbulence might disrupt and fragment the surface
films forming pa.rticulate matter which might thus be concentrated and introduced
into the water column by wind-driven circulation patterns U:;UTCLIFFE and coauthors, 1963).
Organic-particle production by bubbling ha, received further attention (RILEY,
1970), but this phenomenon itself can have little effect on in situ distribution of
organic matter below the upper few metres. RILEY and co-authors (1965) suggested
that the lack of a pronounced vertical grauient in the distribution oforganic particles
could be explained by a dynamic st('ady state in which utiliz,<1tion in the water
column was counter-balanced by formation of new particles from filterable
material. According to SHELDON and co-authors (1967), small particles bega,n to
re-appear in sea water almost immediately after filtration and their concentration
levelled off in a few days. Particle formation was facilitated by added glycine and
inhibited by mercuric chloride, implicating bacteria as the probable causitive
agent.
Further experimental studies on this phenomenon have been conducted in some
detail by RILEY (1970). There was normally a proliferation of carbon particles
paralleling tbe growth of bacteria in carboys of fresbly filtered sea, water whether
initially seeded with bacteria or not. After a few days, this initial peak of partiru 1:l te
carbon decreased and a lower level of ('onl:entration was established which per"isted
for several weeks. If particles wpn' harvested by filtration at regular intervals, the
mean concentration of dissolved organics in the container was reduced in proportion
to the yield. RILEY proposed that particle formation inhibits further formation th us
limiting the upper level of particulate carbon concentration. The early stages of
such a laboratory-produced 'balanced' system yielded carbon levels and bacterial
counts comparable to those found in the sea.
(d) Nutrition of Deep-sea Animals
The history of id a and concepts rega.rding transport dynamics from the productive zone to the apparently impoverished regions in the deep sea has been reviewed by FOURNIER (1972). The ideas previously proposed fall into one of three
general categories. (i) rain of detritus, (ii) active biological transport, and (iii)
utilization of dissolved organic matter.
Evidence for the rain of detritus can be obtained from the distri.bution of recent
sediments now that we have reliable isotopic methods for aging them. According to
LrSITSYN (1971), sediments are accumulating aero s the northern half of the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, under the equatorial circulation and in a band around
the Great Southern Ocean at a rate of at least 10 to 30 mm (10 3 years)-I. The
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recognizable components of this fa.ll-out---foraminiferal tests, coccoliths, diatom
shell and radiola.rians-are also used as criteria in geochronology. In central basins
of the Pacific Ocean are large areas where sedimentation is less than 1 mm in
a thousand yl"US.
The quantity of organic matter reaching the deep sea via.the rain of detritus must
be a fraction of that produced in the sea above. RILEY (1951) estimated that ninetenths of the primary production is utilized in the upper 200 m. Thc remaining 10%
is then subjected to furt,her decomposition and, presumably, to constant grazing
pressure as it settles through the remaining 4000 or 5000 m of water column to the
bottom. In a more recent analysis, RILEY (1970) estimates total production in the
Sargasso Sea, including the portion relea,sed by living cells, to be 320 to 380 mg
C m- 2 day-J of which 75 to 80% is utilized in the surface layer, about 20% in the
mid-depths region, and the remaining 5% is uivided equally between the rest of the
pelagic zone and the bottom.
On the basis of a rain of detritus theory of downward flux, it is interesting to
consider what kinds of sinking rates would be needed to satisfy these estimated
requirements. While large dead diatoms may sink at more rapid rates, most actively
growing cells sink at about 1 m day-lor less (SMAYDA, 1970, 1971). There are also
several experimentally-determined first-order decomposition rates for phytoplankton in the literature. SKOPINTSEV (1949) found that dead plankton decomposed
at rates from 0·044 to 0·144 day-I. GIULL and RICHARDS (1964) obtained instantaneous rates of 0·038 for mineralization in sa.lt water, while OTSURI and HANYA
(1972) derived rates of 0·0296 for nitrogen and 0·0156 for carbon from the decomposition of freshwater material. Assuming decomposition is a first-order reaction
with a rate constant equal to 0·0156 day-I, it can be shown that, by sinking 1 ill
day-L, residual carbon from the daily production. not consumed by the zooplankton
and heterotrophs in the upper 100 m would be reduced from 87·5 mg C m- J to 17 mg
by the time it haclsettled to 500 m, even ifnone of it were eaten on the way. In fact,
RILEY (1970) calculated a daily loss from the water column between 100 and 900 m
to be only 0·12 mg m- J day-L from all causes.
In such calculations a number of assumptions are made. Here I assumed that all
phytoplankton died after sinking below the compensation depth; however, as
mentioned on p. 230, apparently living phytoplankton has been found at considerable depths. Nonetheless, comparison of total carbon and ATP distribution in the
western Sargasso Sea showed a sharp gradient between 100 and 200 m suggesting
that very little 11ving carbon persisted for long below the euphotic zone (HOBBIE and
co-authors, J 972). Hence, we conclude that either (i) decomposition rates established
under laboratory conditions do not apply in the sea, or (ii) tha,t the residual carbon
left after utilization of production in the surface zone is already highly resistant to
biod(;gradation, or (iii) that there are more rapid means of sinking particulate
matter.
Quite probably all three explanations for the apparently low utilization of
organic ma·tter in the water column apply to some degree. r have already mentioned
the effects of increased pressure and decreased temperature on heterotrophic
activity on p. 231 (see also Volume I, Chapters:l and 8); hence, surface decomposition rates are doubtless considerably higher than in Ii-ilU rates at greater depths. A
significant fraction of all organic matter has been shown to have a much lower rate
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constant for biodegradation (e.g. OTSUKI and HANYA, 1972). Some of the particulate
matter will be in the form of faecal pellets, having been grazed and partially digested
by zooplankton. Faecal pellets may sink from 50 to nearly 900 m day-l (SMAYDA,
1969; FO"''GER and SMALL, J 972). Crustacean faecal pellets are protected from
decomposition by the peritrophic membrane, and pellets containing recognizable
skeletons of Sk"f,-tonema, Rhizosolenia, and Eucampia were recovered from 3300 to
3600 m by SCHRADER (1971). Further evidence for rapid sinking of particulate
matter, perhaps related to zooplankton grazing and defecation, has been obtained
from the vertical distribution of artificially produced radionuclides (OSTERBERG
and co-authors, 1963).
Returning once more to the utilization of primary production in the Sargasso
Sea at different levels in the water column (ie. RILEY, 1970), suppose that virtually
all the primary production was ingested by herbivorous animals while still within
the euphotic zone, either directly, or after conversion to particulate form by heterotrophs. Indeed, MENZEL and RYTHER (1961) concluded that the zooplankton
populations in the vicinity of Bermuda were capable of doing this. A reasonable
assimilation efficiency by the zooplankton might be 75% (CONOVER, 1966). Hence,
25% of residual primary production leaving the surface zone in RILEY'S model
might be 'packaged' as faecal pellets capable of sinking perhaps 100 times faster
than the intact cells (see Table 5-2). Under those conditions, up to 40 mg C m- J
might reach the bottom at 5000 m even if surface decomposition rates applied all
the way down. The nutritional value uf faecal pellets has been emphasized by
NEWELL (1965), JOHANNES and SATOMI (1966), FRANKENBERG and co-authors,
(1967); see also Volume II: PANDIAN (1975).
The rai.n of detritus is doubtless augmented by reproductive products, dead
bodies and cast exoskeletons of the zooplankton. Table 5-2 summarizes data from
the literature regarding sinking rates of various animal remains. Among the principal sources of such material are probably the exoskeletons of crustaceans, especially
those of euphausiids and pelagic decapods which seem to moult at regular intervals.
In the laboratory, intermoult periods for 15 euphausiid species so far examined
range from 3 to 14 days, depending on temperature and season, as well as on age and
size of the individuals (LASKER, 1964, 1966; JERDE and LASKER, 1966; MACKINTOSH,
1967; PUANJAPE, 1967; FOWLER and co-authors, 1971). LASKER (1966) calculated
that from 6 to 11 % of the assimilated carbon was lost to moults in laboratory
populations of Euphausia pacifica and 15% in a field population. Inasmuch as
their assimilation efficiency was high, 66 to 95%, their exuviae must contribute
nearly as large a detrital fraction as their faeces. Exuviae of Euph(J/Il8ia superba have
been observed down to 1000 ill depth (MARR, 1962). In the shrimp Crangon crangon
moulting occurs every 16 t.o 17 days (MEIXNER, 1970).
Failure to moult 8uccessfulJy is one of the principal causes of mortality in
laboratory populations of crustaceaIl8 (CONOVER, 1965; P ARANJAPE, 1967) and may
contribute to the rain of bodies at sea. Bodies of dead or moribund copepods have
been observed in the deep sea by WHEELER (1967). Since faecal pellets of many
zooplankters are also covered with a chitinous membrane (PETERS, 1967; SCHRADER,
1971), a sizeable fraction of deep-sea particulate matter must consist. of chitin.
Chitinoclastic heterotrophs are dominant bacteria in coastal and neritic waters
of Japan, frequently occurring in considerable numbers down to 1000 ill or more
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Table 5-2
Sin.king rates of dead micro-organisms, cast exoskeletons, faecal pellets a.nd eggs
(After Sl\lAYDA, 1970; modjfi.ed; reproduced by permission of George Allen &
Unwin Ltd.)
Group

Sinking rate
(m day-i)

Nwnber of
species
examined

Author

Protozoa

Foraminifera
Ra.diolaria

30-4800
-350

KUENEN

(1950)

APsTEIN

(1910)

Zooplankton

Amphipoda
Chaetognatha
Cladocel'a
Copepoda.

-875
-435
-] 20-1 60
36-720

5

(1910); GARDINER (1933);
(196l)
MARSHALL and ORR (19i55a)
FOWLER and SMALL (1972)
FOWLER and SMALL (1972)
MAUCliL1NE and FISHER (1969)
MSTEJN (1910)
VINOGRADOV (1961)
APsTErn (l910); VrnoORADoV (1961)

3

MOSELEY

1

APsTEIN

ApSTEIN

VINOGRADOV

Copepod eggs
Euphausiacea
Euphausiid exuviae
Euphausiid eggs
Ostracoda
Heteropoda
Pteropoda
Salpidae
Siphonophora
Faecal pellets
Copepod

]8-98
1760-3170
348-800
132-180
400
1200-1600
760-2270
J65-1000
240

2
3
3
2
1
1

36-376
53-862

and co ·authors (1963);
(1969)
and SMALL (1972)

OSTERBERG
SMAYDA

Euphausiid

(1892); APSTEIN (1910)

(1910)

3

FOWLER

(SEKl and TAoA, 1965). According to these authors, living plankton carries from 10 6
to 10 7 Buch bacteria per gram dry weight of their exoskeletons; presumably, these
bacteria decompose the exuviae at ecdysis. Chitinoc1asts occur in the guts of
squid, octopus and fish which take chitinous food, but their activity probably
accounts for les8 than 1 % of the material digested in the host'~ stomach (SEKI and
TAGA, 1963). Complete decomposition of chitin suspended in :-\(,a water takes from
140 to 500 days depending on temperature (SEKl, 196.5), bnt proceeds about twice
as rapidly in the aerobic surface sediment (SEIU, 1965a). Whether deep-sea animals
can utilize chitin directly has not yet been investigated, although a few shallowwater animals are known to possess chitinase (JEUNIA x, 1963; ELYAl<OVA, 19i2).
LOCHHEAD (1968) observed deep-sea ostracods Conchoecia sp. feeding on dead
crustaceans.
The principal vector for active transport of organic matter to thedeep water might
be the organisms themselves. The so-called 'ladder of vertical migration' was
proposed by VINOGRADOV (J 962) as an alternative to the rain of detritus which he
felt to be an inadequate source of supply because of the apparently high rate of
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decomposition of surface dwelling species. As evidence he referred to the pteropods,
which were usually represented only by empty shells in deeper waters (VINOORADOV,
1961) despite their high sinking rate (Table 5-2), not realizing that quite probably
they had been emptied by gymnosomatous predators before they left the upper
waters (SENTZ-BRACON OT, 1965; LALLl, 1970, 1972; CONOVER and LALLI, 1972).
Nonetheless, VINOGRADOV'S theory wherein surface production is transported
downwards by interlocking cycles of vertically migrating prey and predators (Fig.
5-3) has gained wide acceptance. Of paramount importance in boreal regions a,re
the large herbivorous calanoid copepod!' :-:uch as Galan u.s crislatus and C. plumchrus
in the Pacific Oc('an, G. h!lperboreus in th· Atlantic Ocean, and Rhincalanu8 gigas
in the Southern Ocean. These copepods graze heavily in the surface zone during
spring or summer blooms and store large quantities oflipids, probably as wax esters,
before submerging as late copepodites to 1000 m or deeper. Here they subsist at
reduced metabolic rates without significant feeding until the return to the surface
zone many months later to complete their life cycle. Even though a portion of these
submergent populations is regularly lost, the large storage capacity of the
expatriates enables them to be transported long distances by deep currents (OMORI,
1967), thereby spreading energy from the surface not only vertically, but also horizonta.Jly in space and time.
Energy required by deep-sea organisms over and above that which sinks or is
transported from the surface zone must be produced IOl'ally. The possibility that
organic particles form from dissolved organic matter by n physico-chemical proces.
and that heterotrophic micro-organi:-;m:-: ut iJize dissoh·(·d organic mn tter has already
been discussed. However, in the deep sea, bacterial heterotrophs are generally much
fewer than near the surface.
One group of organisms deviates from the typical distribution curve of particulate
matter with depth: the so-called olive-green cells are most numerOlls between 400
and 800 m, reaching a maximum concentration of perhaps G x 10 4 cells I-I, and
thereafter decrease in abundance towards the bottom (FOURNIER, 1972). Although
generally small in size (mean 3·5 }1-m) olive-green cells frequently clump, and in
aggregated condition may settle at rates up to 7 m day-I. Similar organisms have
been reported from guts of deep-sea ascidians (MILLAR, 1959) and copepods
(WHEELER, 1970), and have been identified in pelagic tunicatoe (FounNIER, 1973).
FOURNIER (1972) showed that olive-green cells <llone might cont.ribute up to 35%
of the food requirements of deep-sea animals as calculated by RILEY (1070). Olivegreen cells may be cellular fragments from resting stages of dia.toms (ANDERSON,
1975). The phycomata of the chlorophytc Halospha.em viridis also increase in
abundance below 1000 111, at least at ccrtain seasons, and could contribute significantly to the pottmtial food supply of deep-sea benthos (WIEBE and co-u,uthors,
1974).
(e) Production and Utilization of Detritus

The nutritional benefits of detritus for deep-sea organisms are largely inferred.
However, in the shallower seas, vast populations of benthic animal.- have evolved
particular adaptations for using detritus as a primary food source, a.nd whole
ecosy terns depend on it. As detritus constit,utes t,he second largest fraction of the
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Fig. 5·3: Ladder of migration as a means of introducing surface production to the deep
sea. I: Migrations of snrface species; 2: migrations cxtending over surface and
tran"ition zones; 3: migrations over surface, transition and upper laycrs of deep-sca
zone; 4: migrations over transition and part of deep·zone; 5: migration entirely
within deep-sea. zone; 6 and 6': irregular migrations of some pecies extending
through entir water column; 7: range of distribution of ultra-abyssal animals.
Changes in relative concentration of particulate matter with depth is shown by
stippling in left column. (After VrNOGRADOV. 1962; reproduced by per'mission of
General Secretary, IGES, Denmark.)
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organic resources of the oceans (Fig. 5-1) > Borne consideration of thc dynamics of its
production and utilization are in order.
We have alrea,dy seen that particulate detritus can be formed from dissolved
organic matter either by condensation or adsorption on particulate matter or at
air-water interfaces and, perhaps, by direct coalescence to form flakes and aggregates. Another large detrital fraction is derived through ba.cterial activities, as well
as through ingestion and defecation and mechanical abrasion from previously living
tissue, largely of plant origin. Whereas in the pelagic waters the larger fraction of
detritus is probably derived from dissolved organics or from faeces of hcrbivores,
in the near-shore zone much of it enters into the diet of metazoans only after death
and partial decomposition of the primary producer. The sources of such detrital
material are macrophytes growing from the high marsh down to 30 or 40 m depth.
Net production by such communities is summarized in Table 5-3
Table 5-3
Net production of coastal macrophyte communities in
gC m- 2 year l (After MANN, 1972b; reproduced by permission ofIst.ituto Italiano di Idrobiologia, Pallanza)
CommWlity

Location

Net production

Subtidal

Laminaria

lYJ acrocystis
Tlw,Zassia
Z08tera

Atlantic Coast
California
Indian Ocean
Caribbean area
Indian Ocean
Denmark and Washington State
Alaska

1225-1900
400-820
>2000·
490-900
500-)500
58·140
50-1500*

Inte~tidal

Fucoids

Atlantic Canada
possibly

Spar/ina
Mangrove

AtJa.ntic Canada and USA
Puerto Rico
Florida

Average of lower and higher figures;

640-840
> 1000*
130-897
Ca. 400*
352
440-lIOO

* Extrapolation from short-term measurements.

Those macrophytes which produce large amounts of dissolved material while alive
and perhaps even more on autolysis after death contribute to detritus formation
chiefly via stimulation of heterotrophic growth of bacteria and aggregate formation.
The role of previously formed detritus and other particulate matter in this process
has been emphasized by KHATLQV a.nd FINENKO (1970); see also Chapter 2. Larger
molecules of polysaccharide and protein are adsorbed on the surface of particulate
detritus where bacteria, also attached to the detritus, can readily hydrolyze them
and thereby increase their own biomass (see also Chapters 2 and 4) In St. Margaret's
Bay (Nova Scotia, Canada), where high winter growth rates of brown algae have been
found (MANN, 1972), maximum standing crops of non-living particulate matter
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occur in mid-winter, prior to the normal April bloom of phytoplankton (SUTCUFFE,
1972). The carbon-nitrogen ratio of the winter particulate matter was around
13 ; 1, which agreed well with previous estimates for Laminaria longicruris, L, digitata
and Agarum cribrosum (MANN, 1972), but poorly with those for phytoplankton
from the same locality, February and March are normaJly stormy months in eastern
Canadian waters, probably causing major erosion of attached algae.
Not all macrophytes are copious producers of dissolved organic matter, None of
the 6 species examined by BRYLINSKY (1971) released more than 4% oftheirassimiJated carbon, The water-soluble organic content of Zostera was about 20% in fresh
material, 12% in senescent leaves, and 7% in dead ]~'aves (HARRISON, in: :MANN,
1972b). According to BOYSEN-JENSEN (1914) initial loss of nitrogenous material
after death of the Zostera leaf was followed by an increase as decomposition proceeded, Bottom deposit· in the Zoste'ra bed contained more protein than did fresh
material. Decomposition of other spermatophytes, such as Spar/ina and Thalassia,
follows a similar pattern (BURKHOLDER and BORNSIDE, 1957; TEAL, 1962; 0DUM
and DE LA CRUZ, 1967 and FENCHEL, 1970). Fig. 5-4 sum marizes the breakdown
pattern of Spartina as described by 0DUM and DE LA CRUZ (1967), As the particle
size decreases, so does the carbohydrate and fat content, but protein increases as
the particles become enriched by bacterial biomass, Rate of oxygen consumption
also increased as particle size decreased.
Deposit-feeding animal~ may further decomposition and, at the same time
render the environment more favourable for deposit feeding. Degradation of residual
carbon in recently released faeces of the deposit-feeding gastropod J-lydrobia ulvae,
with coincident enrichment in bact,erial nitrogen, wa.s followed by reingestion and
utilization of this bacterial nitrogen by the snail and subsequent re-colonization
of its faeces by micro-organisms (NEWELL, 1965), He also showed clearly that the
CjN ratio of powdered Fucus decreased in a non-linear fashion with decreasing
particle size, presumably as a function of an increasing proportion of surface
area available for bacterial colonization. The amphipod Parhyalella whelpleyi
shredded the particles and stripped the microflora from ThalMsia detritus which it
ingested (FENCHEL, 1970), After 4 days incubation of the faeces in membranefiltered sea water, a bactcriaJ flora was regenerated. The animals would then ingest
their faeces indiscriminately from new detritus, FENCHEL also found that feeding
activity of the amphipods increased detrital oxygen consumption by two times in
less than 4 days, Simihtrly, increasing numbers of the freshwater amphipod Hyalella
azteca, at least up to the hiahest concentra,tions normaUy encountered in its environment, stimulated increased bacterial and micro-algal production in sediment cores
(HARGRAVE, 1070),
In summary, then, organic matter in oceans and coa tal waters is oxidized through
an interlocking series of feed back processl'>l in which consumption and production
are never clearly separu.ted, The init,ial1y carbon-rich nitrogen-poor plant residues
are eroded by physical forces and animal activities and solubilized by bacterial
heterotrophy. As the total quantity of organic matter is reduced, it is rendered into
finer and finer particles while being progressively enriched per unit of particle
As the process continues, distinguishing between dissolved organic matter and
particulate organic matter becomes difficult; presumably the most refractory bit
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Association for the Advancement of Science.)

of organic detritus can still sei've as a nucleus for particle formation by physicochemical means or as a site for bacterial proliferation. It is, therefore, a mistake to
consider the large standing crop of non-living particulate matter in the sea as a
sink of chemically and biologically resistant refuse from the production process
simply because of its large size relative to the biomass of the autotrophs. Rather
it is itself in a state of dynamic turnover, albeit at many different rates depending
on the conditions prevailing. Since turnover rate is the product of a biomass times
a rate constant, if the biomass is large even though the rate constant is small there
will still be very large quantities of material being recycled without the total biomass
over the entire ocean changing appreciably. Dissolved organic matter in the sea
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forms the largest pool of organic compounds by far, so perhaps its apparent stability
merely reflects the constancy of the turnover process and our own inability to detect
small chemical differences against a large background.

(2) Acquisition of Organic Matter by Animals
At each transfer in the biological energy-utilization process, only a portion of
the available energy and matter is taken up, a smaller portion is assimilated, and
a still smaller portion is incorporated into the tissue of the next trophic level. In
animals, those portions of ingested food not assimilated aTe rejected as faeces
or regurgitations. Portions of the food assimilated are dissipated as heat or as
dissolved organic 'waste' (Volume II: PANDLAN, 1975). This process has been frequently described by the simple equation

G=R-E-U-T

(1)

where G = growth or production; R = the energy and matter taken up (the ration);
E = egestion or faeces production; V = excretion or loss of ma.terial as urine or
through the body surface; T = respiration. These symbols and others used in
further discussions are defined in Table 5-4.
The following sections are mainly concerned with dynamic aspects of food
acquisition and processing by marine organisms; for detaw; on feeding mechanisms
and nutritional physiology the reader should consult JENNINGS (1965, 1968).
JI2lROENSEN (1966, 1968), OWEN (1966), NEWELL (197U) and Volume II: PANDIA.N
(1975).
(a) Fine-particle Feeding
Feeding mechanisms of animals (Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975) fall broadly into
3 categorics-fioe-particle feeders, large-particle feeders, and liquid feeders including animals with piercing mouth parts, parasites, symbionts and other osmotrophs.
Whether suspended in sea water or deposited in sediments the largest fraction of
particulate organic matter in the sea is in finely divided form, and the largest
numbers of marine forms are adapted for filter- or deposit-feeding, including the
proceRsing of sediments in bulk. I shall also classify as fine-particle feeders those
animals which rasp fme particles from the surface of a substrate such as an algal
frond or an algal encrusted rock.
Method.sfor Determining Food Intake by Filter Feeding

The filter-feeding organism is often viewed as an automaton, passing water
through 80me kind of a particle trap such that, in a closed container, the rate of
removal is proportional to the concentration G, or

dG = -kG
dt
.
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Table 5-4
Symbols and their definitions used in further discussion of feeding, assimilation,
growth and production
R

Ration; food consumed per unit time
Some fraction of the ration which is assimilated and utilized
pR Physiologically useful ration, or physiologic fuel value
E
Egestion; amount of faeces produced per unit time
U Excretion; ma.terial released as urine or through the body surfu{)e per unit time
T
Respiration; organic matter oxidized per unit time
W
Weight of an organism
L
Length of an organism
P
Production (amount of organic matter produced per unit time)
B
Biomass (generally of a population)
t
time
Te Temperature
G
LI W ILlt = growth or secondary production; change in weight per unit time
g
dW IW dt = instantaneous or specific growth rate
if'
vk I = filtration rate; a volume of water swept clear of particles per uni t time
C
Concentration of some measurable quantity; Co = initial concentration; C, = concentration at some later time
k
Constant designating the slope of an exponential process; instantaneous rate having the
dimensions time-I; k l = instantaneous rate of particle removal in II. filter-feeding xperiment
v
Volume of water available per animal in filtration-rate measurements
V
Volumeofafood particle
e
Base of the natural logarithm
M Energy or material included in moults
N
N umber of some organisms
Ac Activity level
Concentration or density of food organisms
D
Do Day of the year
A
Amount of material or calories assimilated; A = R - E
A' Fraction of material or calories ingested which are assimilated, A' = AI R
!
Ratio, usually of some indicator of orga.nic matter used in calculation of A; !NR = ratio
of the indicator to nutrient in food; !N£. = the same ratio in faeces
K) Primary growth efficiency; ratio of growth to food ingest d, K. = GIR
K 2 Secondary growth efficiency; ratio of grolVth to food assimilated, K 2 = CIA' R
S
Selectivity (electivity index); S = rj - p,fr{ + PI
rl
Fraction of any food component in the total ration R
PI
Fraction of the same food component ava.ilable in the environment
p

One solution to this differential equation yields the familiar exponential equation

Ot

=

Ooe-kl,

which can be readily solved for the proportionality constant, k, here describing the
instantaneous rate of particle removal, kr, if the initial concentration of particles,
Go' and fulal, 01' some time t units later, are blown. Then filtering rate,

F = vk r .
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where v = volume of water per filterer but, as pointed out by COUGHLAN (1969),
the final equation may be written several ways. For ease of calculation, the form

F

=

~ In 0

t

0

(2)

Or

may be preferred.
In practice, several problems arise which may affect the relationship. For instance,
if living cells are used as food, their numbers may increase during the experiments
so that most investigators have used a control containing an equal concentration of
food particles but no animals. Where significant growth in the control occurs it may
be corrected for as shown by FROST (1972). Even living particles may settle out of
suspension so that various mechanisms for stirring have been developed (CONOVER,
1956; MULLIN, 1963; PAFFENHOFER, 1970).
Equation (2) gives an approximately accurate measure of F, whether Co and 0,
are estimated by cell counts, change in optical density of a suspension, change in
pa,rticula,te carbon or some othp.r chemical estimate of concentration, or cha,nge in
the amount of radio-activity in uuiformly labelled cells. If the animals were feeding
in a steady-state environment the amount of food consumed would be R, FCo '
equivalent to the ingestion rate. However, there has been some confusion between
the amount of food ingested and the rate of feeding in closed systems. The actual
number of cells eaten per animal per unit time is R = v(C o - C/)/Yt, where N
is the num bel' of grazers in the experiment. RIGLER (1971) suggested that

is a reasonable approximation of ingestion rate in such cases, but he apparently
assumed that filtering was always constant up to the level of maximum ingestion
and tha,t once amaximum ingestion level was reached ,itremainedconstant regardless
of further increases in food concentration, whereas the work of MULLIN (1963),
CONOVER (1966a), and HAQ (1967) showed that this is not always the case. Hence,
it may not always be possible to measure a true ingestion rate in a dosed system,
but if the filtering rate does remain constant, the amount ingested can be obtained
by using
(3)

where
-

0=

Co(e(kg-kf)1

t(kg-k

f

-1)
)

,

(4)

slightly modified from FROST (1972), to conform with the symbolism in Table 5-4.
The only new sym bol is kg, the instantaneous growth rate of the food source, which
may be zero ifno growth in control cultures has occurred,
Certain investigators have assumed that the rate of removal of particles is linear
rather than exponential (SENIOR-WHITE, 1928; SUSHCHENY A, 1958; PAVLOVA,
1959). PAVLOVA found good agreement between filtration rates obtained using the
relation
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+ (a'-b') ,

a+b
2

where a and b = concentrations in a control at the beginning and end of the experiment, and a' and b' = equivalent concentrations in the experimental vessel, and
those calculated from Equation (2).
In a flow-through system, feeding rate is

R = (Ojll - Cout)v,

(5)

where v in this case = the volume of water per animal flowing past per unit time.
Various radio-active tracers, but principally l4C and 32p, have been used to
measure filtering and feeding rates. As already mentioned, the change in concentration of cells labelled with isotopes can be used to determine filtering rates using
Equation (2), providing that the specific activity of the food culture does not change
for any reason other than as the result of the activity afthe filter feeder. This method
has been widely used, especially by Russian workers (e.g. MONAROV and SOROKIN,
1961 ;SOROKIN, 1966).
Other isotope ll!ethods require recovery of the label ingested by an animal, either
after an interval less than that necessary for the animal to pa.ss its first faecal pellet
(NAUWERCK, 1959; RIGLER, 1961), or after a longer time, in which case the radioactivity in faeces and eggs, if any are produced, is also measured (MARSHALL and
ORR, 1955). CONOVER and FRANCIS (1973) have drawn attention to the probability
of significant errors in such methods, even where the uptake period is short. The
problem can be pictoriaJJy described as trying to measure the increase in volume of
a liquid which is being added at unknown depth to a graduated cylinder in which
there is some unknown degree of mixing and which has some unknown number of
outflows of unknown diameter located at unknown distance above the bottom, by
comparing the concentration of a tracer in the liquid being added with that in the
vessel at a· later time. The measurement of tracer loss at the usual overflows, such
as excretion or respiration, is insufficient to assess total loss ofliguid because almost
certainly the concentration (specific activity) leaving will be different from that
being added. The problem is further com plicated by the probable presence ofsmaller
intermediate pools, with unknown behaviour, between the source ofliguid (or food)
being added and the bulk of liquid which we wish to determine (growth, assimilation, etc.). Hence, the use of tracers in nutritional studies is a problem in complicated
compartmental analysis. JACQUEZ (1972) has recently provided a comprehensive
introduction to the field as applied to biological problems.
The Coulter Counter (Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, Florida., USA) would seem
to be one of the most promising tools for the study of nutrition in suspension
feeders. General applications of the instrument in oceanographic studies have been
discussed by SHELDON and P.'l.RSONS (l967), and some specific applications to
zoopla.nkton grazing problems are to be found in PA.RSONS and co-authors (1967,
1969). The method depends on the use of an electronic gate to count 'LOd size, in
terms of volume, suspensions of particles; it is, therefore, equaIJy useful for analyzing
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natural sea waters and laboratory cultures. Not only can the total quantity of
particles ingested be determined, but also the size range preferred. Some difficulties
can arise in converting the volume of cells consumed to a measure of carbon or
energy, because the carbon content of cells is apparently not directly proportional
to their size (MULLIN and co-authors, 1966; STRATHMANN, 1967). When working with
natural waters it may be necessary to partition the particulate matter into several
different size categories using screens and filters (e.g. SHELDON and SUTCLIFFE,
1969) prior to chemical analysis.
Because the Coulter Counter lends itself so well to the direct measurement of food
ingested, determination of filtering rate F is often unnecessary. Rather a relationship between food concentration and ration R may be used such as that given by
I VLEV (1945) for organisms which showed a saturation response to increasing food
supply,
(6)

where R m •• = food consumed at saturation concentration Cmu ; k j = a rate constant,
this time relating concentration and ingestion. Equation (6) was modified by
PARSONS and co-authors (1967) to
R = R max (1 - e--llICekJC~),

(7)

where C~ = some threshold concentration of food necessary to initiate feeding.

Filter Feeding by Pelagic Animal$
Copepods are probably the most numerous Metozoa in the sea and certainly the
dominant direct link between primary producers and higher trophic levels in the
pelagic zone. Not surprisingly then, they have been the most intenRively studied of
the planktonic filter feeders. Consequently, I shaH examine in some detail what is
known about their feeding and nutrition, before examining the role of other
members of the planktonic community. The cultivation of copepods has been
reviewed in Vol ume III : KINNE (1977).

Factors affecting filtration rate in copepod.s
A generalized view of the filter-feeding mechanism of a typical marine copepod,

Gala.nus jinmarchicu.'J, based primarily on earlier observations by CANNON (1928),
is given in MARSHALL and ORR (1955a). As the copepod moves slowly through the
water, the second antennae, mandibular palps and expodites of the first maxillae
create current vortices lateral to the body, moving counterclockwise on the right
side and clockwise on the left (Fig. 5-5). Interlocking with and counter to the large
vortices are two smaller ones, feeding into the filter chamber which is bounded
ventrally by the tips of the swimming feet, dorsally by the body wall, and anteriorly
by the labrum. The only exit for the water is through lateral setae of the second
maxillae which serve as a filter. Food is scraped from these setae by the endites of
the first maxillae and bristles on the maxillipeds, and directed to the mouth. This
basic feeding pattern may be altered in various ways (CONOVER, 1966b; GAULD,
1966).
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The first attempts to measure filtering rates for Calanus finmaTchicus (FULLER
and CLARKE, 1936; FULLER, 1937) yielded values much less than 10 ml day-I,
which the authors calculated were inadequate to satisfy the nutritional needs of

Fig. 5·5: Diagram of anterior region of Galan·us
finmarchicu,s. Endopodite of the second antenna,
ma.ndibular palps and distal parts of the first
maxillae have been removed. The sha.ded area.
bordered by dotted lines indicaws the position
of swimming trunk limbs. Limb movement· arc
indicated on the right side; the water currents,
on tho left. r. : Rotation path of the tip of the
exopod of antenna 2; f ch: filter chamber;
mdb: mandible; mx 1: first maxilla; r 2 : rotation
path of tip~ of setM of exopodite of maxilla 1;
fiX 2: second maxilla; mxpd: maxilliped; r3:
rotation path of tip of maxilliped; 8 eh:
suction eh1ul1bcr (After CANNON, 1928; modified; reproduced by permission of Cam bridge
University Press.)

the animals. Subsequent observations of a similar nature on the same or closely
related species are shown in Table 5-5. A summary of work on several common
neritic copepods is given in Table 5-6. Both tables show the considerable variability
generally associated with such measurements, even for the same grazers studied
under similar conditions.
A number of factors have been shown to contribute to this variability. Some of
the technical problems in measuring grazing have been reviewed by ANRAKU
(l964a). For instance, filtering rates are higher if larger experimental containers
are used (MARSHALL and ORR, 1955; CuSHING, 1958; BERNER, 1962; ANRAKU,
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1964a) or if fewer grazers are tested in the same sized containers (MULLIN, 1963;
HARGRAVE and GEEN, 1970). Feeding does not necessarily proceed at a constant
rate with time (MULLIN, 1963; ANRAKU, 1964a;McALLISTER, 1969, 1970 ;HARORAVE
and GEEN, 1970). Stirring the containers by rotation increases filtering rate
(ANRAKU, 1964a). Culture age may affect filtration rate (MARSHALL and ORR, 1955;
CONOVER, 1956; MULLIN, 1963).
Of the physical factors in the environment which might have a direct effect on
feeding rate of planktonic copepods, light, at low intensity, did not appear important
in work by CONOVER (1956), but ANRA.KU (196480) and MARSHALL and ORR (1955)
observed somewhat higher filtering ra.tes in the dark. FULLER (1937) and GAULD
(1951) found some evidence for diurnal feeding variation but this phenomena could
not be confirmed experimentally by GAULD (1953) or HARCRAVE and GEEN (1970).
In a continuous flow system, IKEDA (1971) observed an increasing rate of food
uptake with increasing flow rate.
Effects of temperature and salinity on feeding rates of planktonic copepods have
been remarkably little studied. CONOVER (1956) found some adjustment of the
response of filtering rate to temperature change by Acartia cl.ausi and A. tonsa
at different seasons. ANRAKU (1964) reported a shift in the temperature of maximum
feeding from 8° to ISO C in summer in Calanu-8 finmarchicU-8, Acartia tonsa and
A. cla,usi, but not for Pscudocalanus minuttt8 or Labidocera aestiva. However,
filtering rates varied considerably from experiment to experiment, especially at
the h.igher temperatures, a.nd not in the same way for all species tested. ANRAKU
also found a 50% reduction in filtering rates with a decrease in salinity from 31'5%0
to 27'5%0 for C. finmarchicus, the only species tested. LANCE (1964) similarly
observed decreased feeding in dilute sea water for Acartia bifilosa and A. discaudata.
The analysis of feeding and swimming behaviour in several species of copepods
by LOWNDES (1935) provided the first serious arguments against the concept of automatic filter feeding. Then HARVEY (1937) showed that Calanus finmarchicus was
capable of selecting between diatoms of different sizes, even when both were
clearly large enough to be retained by the filtering mechanism. By preconditioning
the copepods to one food or the other, he could alter the proportion taken from a
mixture. CONOVER (1956) found that the presence of a sma]]er, unpreferred food
(Phaeodadylum tricornutum) depressed the filtering rate on the preferred Skeletonema costatum when the two together were offered to Acartia clau.si and A. lonsa.
Lat.er MULLIN (1963) established that three species of Calanus usually selected
the largest cells in mixtures of two species, and RICHMAN and ROGERS (1969) showed
selection by Calanu-8 helgolandicus for paired, dividing cells in a synchronously
reproducing culture even though they were only 1'5 times larger by volume than the
singles. When CaJ.anu-8 hyperboreus had been feeding on a suspension of smaller
particles it captured individual large particles less readily than when it had only
large particles available (CONOVER, 1966b), suggesting that filtering and large
particle feeding involve different mechanisms that are mutually exclusive.
One possible mechanism for size selection in copepods, which also explains most
of the earlier observations, has recently been proposed by WILSON (1973). He fed
Acartia tonsa a range (7 to 70 fLm) of graded plastic spheres. If a narrow range of
spheres was offered, the largest were generally selected, but if a wide range was
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offered the copepods took bea.ds just slightly larger than the peak concentration,
even though much larger beads were available. According to WILSON, the copepod's
feeding strategy involves gradually expanding the 'apertures' in th(~ feeding
appendages, like spreading one's fingers, to take the size of the particle just slightly
larger than the one just taken. In this way, food selection would be gradually
toward larger and larger particles until the volume taken in the next larger category
is no longer greater than in the preceding slightly smaller category.
Early feeding experiments with different cell concentrations (FULLER, 1937;
GAULD, 1951) suggested that filtering rate was more or less constant over a range of
about an order of mngnitude; hence ingestion should be directly proportional to
food concentration. CONOVER (1956), using population densities of Skeletonema
costatum covering roughly minimum, average and spring bloom concentrations
(two orders of magnitude), found lower filtering rates at the highest food levels,
but could not decide whether the copepods were actually satiated or simply mechanically unable to ha.ndle larger numbers of particles.
Relationship between filtration rate, ingestion rate and food selection
A systematic decrease in filtration rate with increasing cell concentration seems
first to have been encountered by RYTHER (1954) working with Daphnia magna.
SUSHCHENYA (1958a) showed that three other species of freshwater Cladocera
responded similarly to increased food and he was able to fit a hyperbolic function to
the data. The filtration rate fell sharply with increasing food concentration, eventually levelling off as though approaching the abscis. a asymptotically. At the same
time, the amount of food ingested increased rapidly to a plateau, thereafter remaining constant regardless of the amount affood available. Further work with Daphnia
magna by RIGLER (1961) and McMAHON and RIGLER (1963) suggest.s that filtering
rate is independent of food concentration up to some critical level and thereafter
decline' while ingestion rises linearly to a· maximum, presumably at the ~;}rne
critical concentration, and then remains constant. At higher food con('('ntrations
Daphnia magna regulates fooc1intake by a combination of slowing its feeding rate
and rejecting a certain amount of extra food (Fig. 5-6)
Mcl\'L~HON and RroLER (1965) reported relatively small differences in filtering
efficiency of Daphnia magna over a size range of particles frorYl o·g to I·R x 10 4 J-l-m J
The total num bel' of cells eaten were 3 orders of magnitude greater in the case of the
smallest cell compared with the largest, yet 10 times more food in volume units was
consumed while feeding on the largest. McMAHON and RIGLER also found that
~tarvecl Daphnia feed initially at higher rates than those previously fed, when food
supply was no longer limiting.
Filtration rate was also independent of food concentration up to some level in
Artemia 8alina, althouah the satiation level varied with the age of 1.h grazer (REEVE,
1963). Fig. 5-7 illustrate. the response by A. salina to three different species of algae.
However, the actual volume consumed was roughly the same, despite the ftpparent
differences in num bel'S of cells ingested, because the sizes of the three food species
differed. Volume ingested alone was not the factor regulating rate of intake,
because a far larger volume of sand, with no nutritive value, was ingested, along
with Phaeodactylum trico7'nutum, when the two were mixed (REEVE, 1963a).
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Unlike Da.phnia magna, A. salina did not regulate food intake by slowing the
movement of its appendages. Excess food was rejected.
Although the freshwater copepod Diaptomus oregonensis responded in a manner
similar to Daphnia magna to increasing nutriment (RICHMAN, ] 966), the behaviour
of some marine copepods differed in several respects. Both MULLIN (] 963) and HAQ
(1967) reported a more or less linear decrease in filtration rate with increasing food
concentration accompanying a non-linear increase in food ingested up to a maximum
followed by a decline (Fig. 5-8). There has been some debate, already alluded to
on p. 244, about the interpretation of these curves. RIGLER (1971) suggested that
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such an 'optimum concentration' could have resulted from a calculation error;
however, the curves are n~;d enough though perhaps artifacts of the closed system
used to measure them, a point which will be considered further shortly. While
filtration rate was initially greater in suspensions of larger ceJls, the negative slope
of the line expressing the relationship between filtration rate and food concentration
was also greatest so that maximum ingestion (optimum concentration) occurred at
a much lower number of cells in suspensions with large cells than with small ones
(MULLIN, 1963).
CORNER and co-authors (1972) and FROST (1972) have helped clarify several other
points regarding copepod feeding. FROST'S experiments were carried out either with
a continuous food supply or in closed experiments lasting several days in which the
volume per Calanu,s pacijicus was large. FROST carefully selected food particles of
similar shape, though differing over two orders of magnitude in volume. In the longterm experiments, his C. pacijicu8 did achieve, more or less, a steady ingestion rate
with increasing food supply (as in the experimen ts with Daphnia magna and Arle-mia
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salina), but he also found a short term 'overshoot' of the maximum ingestion rate
with previously starved individuals as did McMAHON and RIGLER (1965). In continuous flow experiments, FROST had considerable difficulty in obtaining a steady
state between food supply and grazers, but in one case steady filtering and ingestion
rates were obtained after 7 or H days.
FROST (1972) does not provide enough information to decide whether the rate of
adjustment to 'steady state' conditions would be affected by food concentration,
but it is my opinion that the curious maximum ingestion rates observed by
MULLIN (1963) and H AQ (1867) may result from some sort of 'overshoot' phenomenon followed by incomplete, differential adjustment of feeding level with experimental times intermediate between McMAHON and RIGLER'S (1965) « 1 h) and
FROSTS'S (> 2 day).
Filtration efficiency for Calanu.s pacijiw8, in contrast with Daphnia magna,
increased markedly with increasing particle size. FROST (1972) described the relation
by the straight line P = 2·61 (log V) - 4·84, where F = average filtering rate,
measured while food concentrations are at limiting levels and hence more or less
constant, and V = volume ofa cell in,um J. Thisequationpredicted the higher feeding
rate on dividing Ditylum brightU' llii cells by Calanu.s helgolandicu.s (probably C.
pacijicu.s) obtained by RWHMAN and ROGERS (1969) but over-estimated the filtering
rate on single cells.
Some of FROST'S (1972) data are shown in Fig. 5-9 and his grazing model in Fig.
5-10, In describing the data, FROST arbit.ra.rily chose to fit two straight Jines to the
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ingestion curves (left in Fig. 5-9). He could then fit the filtration-rate curves with
theaidof Equation (3) (p. 244). However, FROST might just as well have fitted an exponential to his ingestion data (PARSONS and co-authors, 1967) or a hyperbola to the
filtration rate data (SUSHCHENYA, 1958a) or, possibly, even a straight line (MULLIN,
1963) and would probably have obtained a statistically acceptable fit, an argument
partially verified by MULLIN and co-authors (1975). If the choice had been a.ny of
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these other three modeb, however, it would have been impossible to determine
a mean filtration rate and, consequently, there would be no leveloffoodsupply below
which filtering would be independent of concentration.
The feeding models used by planktologists are effectively the same as those
descri bed by HOLLING ( 19.'>9) for terrestrial organisms. His Type 1 describ s a linear
rise in food ingestion to a plateau with increasing fooo concentration just as found by
RWLER (1961), McMAHON and RIGLER (1963) and REEVE (1963). Type 2 is effectively
the exponential rise (Equation 6, p. 246) to an asymptote (lYLEV, 1945). HOLLiNO'S
Type :~, however, is an S-shaped curve implying that something like a threshold
may have to be exceeded in order for feeding to begin, particularly if there is an
alternative prey. The mathematical tn'atment is diffl'J"l'nt, but the concept is
es entially the same as that which PARSONS and co-aut.hors (1967) tentatively
described by Equation 7 (p. 246). POULET (1973) has demonstrated experimentally,
with natural particulate matter as food, that the marine copepod Pseudoca.lanu8
mirw.tu8 has varying thresholds for different sized prey (see also next section).
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As shown by FROST'S model (Fig. 5-10), copepods recognize that the most food
can be obtained for the least effort by eating big pa,rticles. Recent data (P.HFENHOFER, 1971; and CORNER and co-authors, 1972) indicate that enormous volumes
of water can be 'filtered' by Calanus in search of 'large cnough'particles, Table 5-5.
COR EH and 'o-authors also used a continuous ft.ow system to measure filtmtion a.nd
ingestion in Calanus helgolandiw8. However, to analyze their results they employed
the IVLEv model (Egua.tion 6). Like FHosT they found a critical concentration level
beyond \vhich no further increase in ingestion rate occurred, rather than a maximum
fonowed by a decline as was observed by MULL1N (19fi3) and HAQ (1967). At the
critical leveL J 800 cclls were consumed a day, an R m •• equivalent to 47'5% of body
nitrogen and 46·4% of body phosphorus.
FnosT's (197:2) data also show that copepod . can adju t their feedingto a tandarel
level (about :39% of body weight at 1 :2.5 0 OJ if given a steady supply of food under
uniform laboratory conditions. However, it . 'ems very doubtful that the natural
environment would appear as a steady state to its p(·lagic inhabit,mti;. Almost
certainly in the sea it is the food supply (and other pwvailing conditiolls) whidl
det(~rmine the feeding rate of a copepod rather than th(' f('('(lirlc; rate and food C(lI\centration which determine the food ingested as may be the C(1;;(' with some freshwater organisms. Therefore, we ought now to examine the responses of marine
plankters to their na.tural food supplies.

Quantitative feeding by copepods in natural sea water
There have been a great many observations of stomach and fa,('cal contents of
planktonic organisms, but in most cases these cannot giv(' any infurmation about
feeding rates or total ingestion. A notable exception is the work by PETIl'.\ (1959)
who combined observations on composition of gut contents with an estimate oftl\(,
rate of digestion and nu mber of faecal pellets produced to enable calculations of the
daily ration for Acartia clausi and A. latisetosa (Table 5-7), as percentage of body
weight. She also noted a persistent diurnal feedinc:r rhythm in these species, characterized by daylight feeding in the nauplii and young copepodids a.nd night feeding
in later developmental stages.
CORNER (1961) maintained two groups, one of 48 a.nd the other of 96 Calanus
helgolandicus, in continuously flowing natural sea water for periods of 4 days during
which time h monitored the particulate matter in the overft.ow daily. The difference
in the orga,nic content between the two samples was taken as the amount ingested
by 48 C. helgolandicus. Faeces were also collected and analyzed. The copepods
ingested from 25% to over GO% of their body weight each day fro III Plymouth (U.K.)
'offshore' '.vater (Table 5-7), while filtering only 10 to 36 rnl per individual (Table
5-5). It was also shown that C. helgolandicus selectively ingested organic matter
from the mixture of inorganic and organic particulates.
ADAl\IS and STEELE (1966) used chlorophyll and 14C to a'sess filtering rates for
Calanus finm.archic'us in natural sea water (Table 5-5), but did not attempt to
calculate the food ingested.
The nutrition of zooplanl{ton in winter when the production of living carbon is
low has long puzzled marine ecologists. One potential food supply might be the nOnliving detrital fraction, but several investigators, including myself, have been
unable to demonstrate significant ingestion of either natural or artificially produced
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detritus by copepods of the genus CalanW! (PAFFENHOFER and STRICKLA.ND, 1970;
COR 'ER, 1972). BALCH (1971) has examined this problem using chemical analysis
of living (ATP) and dead organic carbon, total organic carbon and total nitrogen,
all in particulate form, to determine ingestion rates by CalanW! jinrnarchicus from
natural sea water off Nova Scotia, Canada, over the period November to April. A
summary of his observations is included in Table 5-7. Probably because of low
levels of animal activity at low temperatures, BALCH had considerable difficulty
measuring significant feeding rates in mid-winter, but in most cases faecal pellets
were produced even though significant changes in particulate concentration were
not detectable. As shown in Fig. 5-11 all three particulate fractions were most
heavily grazed in April during the spring bloom period. Laboratory-starved inclividuals lost weight faster than field populations and BALCH calculated that ingestion levels in the sea below detection by his methods would about account for the
dHferences if some detritus were utilized. He was also able to detect uptake of 1 4 C_
labelled, artificial detritus made by bubbling the filtrate from sonified algal cultures
but the rates were low compared with amounts taken up from labelled diatoms
(species of Thalassiosira and Biddulphia).
Perhaps neritic copepods make greater use of detritus as food. Observations by
POULET (1976), also using ATP, indicate that, on average, only 35% of the carbon
ingested by Pseudocalanus minutW! in Bedford Basin (Nova Scotia, Canada) is
living. Detritus is also an essential item in the diet of Euryternom affinis in the
Patuxent River (Maryland, USA) (HEINLE and co-authors, 1974)
Microscopical cell counts have been u ed to estimate the rate of ingestion of
natural food by different copepods (Table 6-7). Aside f['om the considerable labour
in making such counts, a number of assumptions are necessary to make a.pplication
of such information to natural populations (HARGRAVE and GEEN, ] 970). The
importance of selective feeding in nature was demonstra,ted by MARTIN (1970) who
found that Acartia clausi preferred Skeletonema wstaturn to the larger Rhizo8olenia
delicatula but nonetheless selected the longer Skeletonema chains.
As a compromise between the laborious optical counting methods and the
strictly quantitative chemical methods, the use of the electronic particle counter
has considerable merit. PARSONS and co-authors (1967) have demonstrated that
different zooplankters select their food from specific portions of the size-partido
spl'etrum. Where one arazer ma.y gain an adequate ration from a bloom of ,t certain
species, another may not (Table 5-7). PARSONS and co-authors (1959) have further
shown that up to 60% of the body weight can be ingested each day when conditions
are favoura.ble (Table 5-8). POULET (] 973), usingthesame technique, has shown how
Pseudocalanus rninutu8 responds to a different size range of particles in its environment by adjusting its apparent food preferences. Thus, in the surface wi.ter, the
copepod obtains maximum ration from a large 10 !-'m (meMl spherical diameter)
peak, but as this peak disappears with depth, proportionally more food is selected
from larger-sized particles (Fig. 5-12).
As shown in Table 5-8, there seem to be rather variable level of food density
necessary to initiate feeding. A level ofC~ (Equation 7) around 70!-'g carbon I-I was
obser\"(·d by ADAMS and STEELE (1966) for Calanu..s .finrnarchicus, but others
(PAFF'ENHOFER, 1971; CORNER a.nd co-authors, 1972) have found that Calanus may

t.
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feed on larger cells in large volumes with particle concentrations less than 20 p.g
carbon 1-1. The study of small neritic copepods in natural sea water from Bedford
Basin, Nova Scotia (Canada), has suggested va.rying levels of C;, depending on
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size and desirability of the particles, which results in a shift in feeding emphasis from
one part of the size-concentration spectrum to another (POULET, 1974; unpublished
data). Size-related reduction in clearance rates has also been confirmr·d for CalanU8
pacificU8 feeding on cultured diatoms (FROST, 1975).
The level of food concentration necessary to produce a maximum ration (R mw
Equation 7) would also seem highly variable in na,ture (Table 5-8). While FROST
(1972) found that each of several cultured food particles had approximately the
same critical level of concentration necessary to yield a maximum ration (-39%
body carbon) to CalanU8 pacificus, HAQ (1967), working with two species of lV[etridia (lvl. lucens, j)l[. Zonga), found that critical levels and maximum rations varied
by an order ofmaguitude where one food was clearly much preferred.
Some recent observations on the flTding of zooplankton on natural particles
brings into question the existence of an absolut saturation level beyond which no
increa e in ingestion can occur. Fig. 5-13 shows the response of essentially the same
neritic zooplankton community to differing food concentrations in two successive
weeks in spring. Only the ambient particle concentration differed appreciably on the
two dates. Several lines of evidence suggest that the animals actually acclimate to
their food supply so that ingestion is effectively a linear function of the natural
food abundance, even at spring bloom levels (CONOVER, 1976). Induction of the
proper enzymes seems to be one of the proce ses involved in such acclimation
(MAYZAUD and POULET, in press).
The Coulter Counter has al a helped to clarify thinking about selective feeding.
With this instrument, POULET (1973, (974) has shown that copepods shift their
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feeding empha i. according to absolute concentration of particles, at least within
certain size limits. For example, Pseudocalanus minutus grazes the particlediameter peaks shown in Fig. 5-1 Z, regardless of the size of the component particles;
in other words, no selective feeding takes place (POULET a.nd CI-fANUT, 1975). In
virtually all the earlier laboratory studies showing selective feeding, the prefeITed cell ,vas the larO'er, but was also the most concentrated in total biomass. In
the Sargasso Sea, the particle-spectrum curve is nearly fla.t (SHELDON and coauthors, 1973), but if grazing pressure is removcd, certain portions of the spectrum
show marked gro·wth. Earlier, SHELDON and co-authors (1972) had emphasized
the uniformity of distribution in terms of total concentration of particles of all
sizes in the sea from bacteria to whales. Selective feeding would tend to drive
certain size classes to extinction. Only non-selective feeding, or feeding for concentration not size, would lead to the kind of particle distribution that we find in the
aquatic environment (POULET, 1974).
Jngest'ion in culture experiments with copepods

Regardless of the model chosen, evaluation of ingestion rates by pla.nkton
animals under different environmental conditions is imperative_ Most of the work
so far described has been concerned with adult or near adult plank tel's. Because of
their smaller size and higher metabolic ra.t,e, young stages utilize a proportionally
larger fraction of the available energy.
The youngest develop men tal stages (N au pli us I and II) of most caJanoicl copepods
do not feed, although JACOBS (196J) observed nauplii of PSe1l,dodiaplomus coronat11s
filling their gut with Chlamydomonas sp. within 20 min. of hatching. MARSHALL and
ORR observed that N III of Calanu.s finmanhicus did not readily ingest large
individual diatoms like 01:tyhtm brightwelli but would eat smaller cells and chains of
Chaetoce1-os decipiens up to 78 p.m long. On the other hand, Rhincalanus na,su.tu.s
nauplii sho'wed a strong preference for D. brightwellii at the earliest stages and
developed a taste for both larger and smaller sizeu cells with further maturation
(MULLiN and BROOKS, 1967); only stage CV am] the adult females took animal food
(Artemia salina nauplii)_ Calamts helgolandic1ts could not be cultured on D. nrightwellii but Rhincalanus naS1ltu8 could (MULLIN and BROOKS, 1970)
The relationship between size of copepods and rate of ingestion has been examined by MULLIN and BROOKS (1967, 1970) and PAFFENHOFER (1971)_ Data from
both papers are shown in Fig. 5-14 as a double logarithmic plot. Although the relation appa.rently was not tested statistically, it appears to be linear and each of the
different feeding regimes seem to have produced a curve of similar slope. SUSHCHENYA and KHMELEVA (1967) and SUSHCHENYA (1970) analyzed the relation
between food consumption and body weight for a number of crustaceans, some of
them planktonic. They concluded that the rela.tionship could be described by an
equation of the form y - axb. Values for the individual exponents ranged from 0-44
to 0·90 with an over-all value of 0·80 at 20° C from the curve R = 0·0746 WO'BO,
where R is ration in g animal~' day~1 and, W, animal weight in g. (SUSHCHENYA and
KHMELEVA, 1967). Using data from PAFFENHOFER (197J) (his Tables 1, 2 and 4), I
have computed a similar relationship for developing Calanus helgolandicus: R
= :2·02 WO- 74 (where Rand Ware as in the preceding equation except that the units
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are in /-Lg carbon). Thp :.:lope of the loga.rithmic form of the curve is highly significant
(t. 19,665, d.f. = 29, P < 0,001). Although the temperature was different (15 0 C),
a.s well as the units vf biomass, the exponent is well within the range previously
reported and of the same order as the weight exponent in the typical size-metabolism curve.
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Fig. 5-14: Ingestion rate!> for different developmental stag s of Oalanus
helgolandict18, expressed as micrograms of carbon, in relation to
amount of body carbon per individual. Data from MULLIN and
BROOKS (1970) are also includod. NIV-NVI: naupliar st,age ;
CI-CV: copepodite !>tages. (After PAFFENHOFER, 1971; reproduc d
by permis. ion of Spring r-Verlag.)

MULLIN and BROOKS (I970) plotted rate of carbon inge ted against age for
Calanus and Rhincalamt.8 with different foods at different temperatures. In this
case the slopes obtained at different temperatures were different, probably reAecting
differences in growth rate. It remains to be tested whether the weight exponent for
feeding is constant under different temperatures and feeding regimes a,s it may be
in the case of metabolic rate (PALOHEIMO and DICJQE, 1966).
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SUSHCH};:-;YA and KHMELEVA (1967) have used their relationship between size
and ingestion to compute the daily ration as percentage of body weight. Thus an
Arlemia nauplius weighing 35 p.g consume 266% of its body weight per day while
lr'hnippe menenaria, a crab, weighing 560 g, consumes only 1%. Table 5-9, prepared
from data of MULLIN and BROOKS (1967) and PAFFENHOFER (1971), provides the
same sort of comparison for different stages of two species of copepods as an iUustra.tion of the tremendous grazing pressure exerted by the developmental stages
compared with that of the adults.

Filter feeding, encounter feeding, superfluous feeding and active hunting
Thl"re have been a number of attempts to estimate the effect of grazing from
field data.. RILEY and BUMPUS (1946), using two different lines oflogic, arrived at
grazing estimates between 17% and 35% daily of the weight of the grazers during
April and May but they did not attempt to convert these values into filtration rates.
From a more detailed analysis of production by individual phytoplankton species
and from their apparent mortality rates, CUSHING (1955) concluded that tJ, single
average stage Calanus would ha,ve had to filter up to 60 times as much water as had
been experimentally measured up to that time to account for the 'missing' primary
production. CUSHING (1958) calculated that at the height of the algal bloom off
the northeast of England, a Calanus stage V needed to filter only 60 ml day-l to
meet its food requirements and suggested that the food ingested from further
filtration, up to 11 day-I, would be utilized wastefully, as HARVEY and co-authors
(1935) had earlier sugcrested. In the meantim(" BEKLEMISHEV (19.54) put forward
the concept of 'superfluous feeding' to explain the continued increase in faecalpellet production with increasing food supply after the gut became completely
filled.
To account for the considerable discrepancy between experimentally determined
grazing rates and field esti mates, CUSHING (1958) suggested that the volume of
containers used in the laboratory experiments was too small and showed that
Temora longicornis could filter water at a much greater rate in 500 mI than 5 ml
(see also Table 5-6). CUSHING (1959, 1959a) then proposed that in the sea copepods
employed 'encounter feeding' to search a large volum!' of Water. The operational
'volume swept clear' day-I, So' is related to the mechanical volume swept cl(~ar, SII"
which is determined by the cross-sectional area of the animal, including the first
antennae and their armature, and the distance it swims in a day, as
Sm
S _
o-l+vxy'

(8)

where x = time to eat one algal cell in seconds; y = number of cells ml- I ; v = 8 m
S-I, a function of the rate of swimming.
The mechanical volume swept clear (8 m ) would seem to be considerably smaller
than in CUSHING'S (1959, 1959a) original conception. CONOVER (I 966b) showed that
Calanus hype1'boreus could only capture a particle if itwas 'encountered' in the region
of the mouth parts. The copepod did not respond to particles touching the first
antennae and only modified its swimming pattern to facilitate capture if the food
item was a moving object snch as an Artemia salina nauplius. MULLIN and BROOKS
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(1967) removed the first antennae from Rhiru;.alanus nasutus to reduce the volume
of Sm and found that feeding on A. salina was not impaired.
In a more recent paper, CUSHING (1968) modified his original theory to include a
'perceptive range' which would define a cylinder, 7T1"2 vI, equivalent to the physical
or mechanical volume of water searched, Sm' in the earlier model. Together with
HARRIS (1968) a model was developed which considered how the presence of a
panicle within the perceptive range would alter the mechanical volume swept
clear to give an 'equivalent volume swept clear', Sf m larger than S/II' because now the
animal no longer swims in a straight line. HARRIS also showed how the time to
search out and capture 1 cell, ts, is modified by the cell concentration.
Although these models seem to adequately explain the frequent,ly observed
decline in filtration rate 'with time and with cell abundance, it would seem necessary
to assume wasteful feeding to explain the field observations by CUSHING (1955)
and CUSHING and VU6ETIC (196;3). Very high filtering rates for Calanus species
observed by PAFFENHOFEl{, (1971) and CORNER and co-authors (1972) (Table 5- 5)
are of the same order as those calculated from field observations. As the cells offered
in both sets of experiments were relatively large, probably some form of encounter
feeding was involved in their capture. However, these high rates were only attained
by copepods trying to achieve an adequate ra,tion in dilute algal suspensions. From
the work of CORNER and co-authors (] 972) and FROST (1972) it seems clear that
marine copepods, like ma.ny freshwater organisms, have a maximum ration (R m .. )
which cannot be exceeded, except in the short run by starved individuals, regardless
of food concentration in their environment. There is no experimental evidence in
the work of CORNER and co-authors (1972) that utilization of algal resources becomes
more wasteful as R m . . is approached, although the digestive efficiency for Calanus
.finmarchicus feeding on Biddulphia sinensis was somewhat lower than for many
foods. However, PERUYEV A and VILENKIN (] 970) have recently reported that
Calanus glacialis, feeding on ()oscinodiscus sp. discards more cells after biting off
a portion as satiation (BOla.) is i1pproached. In a subsequent paper, PERUYEVA
(1971) attributes this behaviour to greater selectivity by the crustaceans on
approaching satiation, but argues against the general concept of superfluous
feeding as used by CUSHING (196:2).
CONOVER (1966a) reviewed the evidence generally cited as support for the concept
of superfluous fccding and concluded it, was largely circumstantial. According to
BEKLEMISHEV (J 962), supertluous feeding should start at a concentration of about
390 [J.-g C I-I at which concentration continued feeding should be accompanied by
decreasing digestive ef'ficirnl'Y' However, CONOVER found that percentage assimilation remained unchanged at food concentrations over 1l:l00 p.g C I-I in laboratory
experiments and at concentrations over 1)00 /-Lg C 1-1 in the natural environment.. He
also showed that the presence of alar ye amount of organic matter in the fapces
did not constitute evidence for poor digestive efficiency. For examplc, if the food
is initially relatively hjuh in percentage organic matter (>90%), it is quite possible
to have about 70% assimilation by the primary consumer whose faeces will still
contain over 70% organic matter for use by other representatives in the food chain.
On the basis of the increa e in energy storage for Calam"8 hyperboreus during the
spring bloom, CONOVER (19(;6a) calculated further that a daily ingestion of just
ov I' 60% of the initial body weight per day would be required, assuming gro s
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growth efficiency of 34% (CONOVER, 1964). Such a high daily ration is close to the
maximum attainable in culture experiments (Table 5-9),and, together with the
relatively high growth efficiency (see also MULLIN and BROOKS, 1970), does not
permit much scope for wasteful use of the food supply. Rather than 'superfluous
fceding' during bloom periods, many copepoda store lipids, including wax esters
(LEE and co-authors, 1970), and engage in what CONOVER (1964) called 'superfluous
reproduction' .
The importance of superfluous reproduction is twofold. In the first place, it
leads to a higher rate of grazing by the population without the occurrence of
superfluous feeding. CUSRINO and VUCETIC (1963) incorrectly assumed that the
filtering rate per unit of biomass was the same for all stages of Calanus jinmarchicW3
in assessing the daily ration to be over 300% for stage V during the spring bloom.
In fact the much more abundant young stages probably fed at up to 5 times higher
rates (PAFFENHOFER, 1971). A ration of 300% in the case of a Calam1,8 naupljus
cannot constitute superfluous feeding in the usual sense, but is merely the ingestion
rate necessary to counter a higher meta,bolic rate. Nonetheless, higher metabolism
will mean more rapid turnover of energy and nutrients, which is one of the conditions
supposedly associated with the superfluous feeding. As a second consequence,
superfluous reproduction results in the insertion of an additional trophic link in the
food web in the form of a plenteous supply of 'microzooplankton' during and just
after a phytoplankton bloom. Selective feeding experiments with a variety of
copepods have shown that animal food is often preferred, and taken, probably by
active hunting, more efficiently than plant (e.g. ANRAKl."" and OMORI, 1963; MULLIN,
1966; HAQ 1967; MULLIN and BROOKS, 1967). Therefore, it is suagested that higher
feeding rates by microzooplankton, plus the attendant losses of energy associated
with an additional link in the food chain, might well dispose of the a.pparently
surplus food present during bloom periods without there being direct, wasteful
usage of the reSOUTce by grazing copepods.

Filter feeding by other members of the pelagic community
The numerical importance of the microzooplankton in the sea has been stressed
numerous times (e.g. HANSEN and ANDERSEN, 1962; BEERS and STEWART, 1967).
BEERS and STEWART (1970, 1971) calculated, after making several assumptions
about the magnitude of microzooplanktonic feeJing rates, that an average of 23%
of the primary production from the California Current and about 70% in the eastern
tropical Pacific Ocean could be removed by their grazing. Yet, aside from experimental observation on copepod nauplii already described ('rable 5-9), there are
virtually no actual measurements on oceanic forms.
BEERS and STEWART (1967, 1970, 1971) emphasized the importance of ciliatcs.
GOLD (1969) reported limited success with the culture of several species of tintinnids.
He also performed a preliminary feeding experiment using a proportion of 1
tintinnid Favella campanula to 14 dinoflagellates Olenodiniurn foliaceum and observed a 38% reduction in the production capacity of the flagellates overnight.
More recently SPITTLER (1973) showed that four different species of tintinnids
(Tintinnopsis tubulosa, T. parvula, T. jimbriata, LeprotintinnW3 boitnicus) could
feed selectively and were able to jngest particles up to about 4.'5% of the mouth
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diameter of the lorica. Maximum filtration rates ranged from a· low of 0·5 f-l-l
(animal)-Jh- I for L. bottnicus to a high of8's f-l-l (animal)-'h- I for ]'.fimbriata, and,
as has been shown in many suspension feeders, they decreased with increasing
food concentration. The marine ciliate Uronema sp. has been miLintained in continuous culture by HAMILTON and PRESLAN (1969) and has been observed to make
food vacuoles at the rate of one every 1 to 2 min. For a review on cultivation of
protozoans consult Volume III: KINNE (1977).
Detailed analysis of quantitative feeding behaviour in the benthic ciliate Uroleptopsi8 viridis shows the typical satiation response to increasing food (PAVLOVSKAYA, 1970). An R nm of 12 Amphorasp. (diatom) cellsh- I was attained at food
concentration of about 350 cells cm- 2 at which food level a minimum generation
time of 0·57 days was also found. At R max the daily ration was about 470% of the
wet body weight while at average culture conditions (consumption of 8 cells h- I ), the
ration was 312%.
Increase in food con('('ntration seemed to have little effect on feeding rates of
A moeha p"ote~ts (SALT, 1%8), but certain littoral Foraminifera showed a pronounced
increasc in ingestion when offered more food (LEE and co-authors, J 96(;).
While perhaps not chamcteristic of the microzooplankton of the open sea, rotifers
are amollg the few smaller metazoans for which filtering rates are available. Brachionus pliratilis, CL tide-pool organism frequently used as a food in fish culture, was
found to have a higher saturation level (R m • x ) if starved than if prefed at the same
food level for 60 min before measurement was begun. As concentration of food was
increased, filtering rate decreased in an apparently linear fashion while ingestion
rate remained constant (HiRAYAMA and OGAWA, 1972). Regrettably, neither food
nor predator were weighed or otherwise quantified in these experiments, but a fresh
water species of the same genus, Brachionus calyciflorus, was found to have an
R nm at about 3 x 10 6 Scenedesmus obliquus cells ml- I , whieh yielded a ration with
an energy content 5·8 times that of the predator each clay (GALKOVSKAYA, 1963).
Filter feeding in rotifers as well as in several types of ciliated larval invertebrates
has been studied by STHATHMANS (1971) and STRATHMANN and co-authors (1972).
In th single-band system, which is characteristically found in all planktonic
echinoderm larvae and in the torna.ria larva of hemichordates, water is passed
through the cilia as part of the swimming process, and particles are collected on the
upstream side of the cilia as the resu It of an instantaneous reversal of beat. Rejected
particles may pass right through the ciliated bands (see also Volume II: PANDIAN,
1975; Volume III: KINNE, 1977).
The opposed- band system is found in bdelLoid and flosculariacean rotifers, trochophores of echiuroids and annelids, molluscan veligers and entoproct larvae. In this
type, the pre-oral cilia ,up responsible for swimming a.nd feeding current production.
Particles coming within range of these cilia are transported to the food groove
between the pI' - and post-oral bands. The beat of the post-oral cilia opposes that
of the pre-oral and presumably facilitates retention in the food groove. When the
rotifer is not feecling, the post-oral cilia do not beat and the particles pass through
the pre-oral cilia in analogous fashion to rejection in the single- band system.
Experimentally measured filteringmtesfor the 'ingle-bandsystem showed reduced
efficiency of particle retention at higher food concentration. As is the case for some
copepods (MULLIN, 1963; HAQ, 1957), the rate of ingestion increased to a maxim um
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and then declined (STRATHMANN, 1971). Highest clearance rates were achieved
with intermediate-sized cells but large cells such as Ditylum brightwellii could also
be retained. In mixed cultures the presence of the larger cell might or might not
reduce the efficiency of filtration on the smaller (A mphidinium carteri) depending
on the echinoderm species, but indications were that large diatoms or chainforming diatoms in abundance would affect the feeding of the smaller ~pecie8
because of the necessity for more frequent rejection from the buccal cavity. ~mall
cells (1-2 .urn) were more often rejected with the single-band system, presumably
because they could not be detected in time to produce a reversal of beat.
In the opposed-band animals there was great variation in length of pre- and
postoral cilia, but no obvious minimum size of particle which might be retained.
Bdelloid rotifers retained latex spheres 1·3 .urn in diameter. On the other hand,
particles too large to be transported by the food groove were discarded.
STRATHMANN (1971) found a positive conelation between rate of clearance and
length of ciliated band. All species examined cleared between 0·3 and 0-6 .ul
min-I mm- I of band. Thus, the filtering mechanism may be described by a relationshjp such that
(9)
where lb = kngth of the ciliated band; lc = length of the cilium; lr = correction
factor for the return stroke of the cilium; v = velocity at which particles are transported withi n the capture distance, lc - l,. The method should permit the e timation
of filtering rates from morphological measurements and cine films (STRATHMANN
and co-authors, 1972).
The feeding of larvae of Ost?-ea edulis, which use the opposed band system, has
been studied by W ALNE (1956, 1965). In the earlier paper he observed daily filtration rates of 0-429 ml for larvae 218 to 242 .um long, and 0·489 mI for 260 to 279 .um
larvae. Using a length-organic weight conversion for Ostrea edulis given in WALNE
(1965), I recalculate the filtering rate to be between 476 and 1560 ml (mg dry
organic matter)-l day-I. BAYNE (1965) obtained 0·62 ml individual- 1 day-I for
M ytilus edulis larvae of 260 /.till length which must be nearly equivalent in weight
to Ostrea. In the more recent paper, W ALNE found evidence for an R max at a concentration of /sochrysis galbana of about 100 cells .ul-I. When cells of different sizes,
ra.nging from 0·0036 .ul 10-6 (2 .urn mean spherical diameter) to 0·52 .u1 10-6 cells
(10.um m.s.d.), were fed in equal concentration in terms of volume, filtering rates
were essentially uniform. However, the 'daily ration' decreased from 56% to 29%
as the larvae increased in weight by about four times. Daily ration in this context
represents 'cells assimilated' as determined by body burden of J2p after feeding on
labelled cells and, consequently, may be in error for reasons discussed earlier (p. 245).
While the opposed-band ciliary feeders among the microzooplankton may be
capable of removing bacteria from suspension, in the case of the molluscan veligers
examined to date, they are not a sufficient food (DAVIS, 1953). In fresh water, the
Cladocera make use of bacteria (MONAKOV and SOROJUN, 1960, 1961; ZHUKOVA,
1963).
The role of the marine Cladocera i somewhat enigm.atic. Two common genera
Evadne and Podon seem to feed largely on discrete particles and perhaps detritus
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(BAINBRIDGE, 1958; PAVLOVA, 19(7), but no experimental observations have bc n
made. On the other ha,nd, Penilia avirostris is an indiscriminant filter feeder on
particles less than 8 fl-m (PAVLOVA, 1959). ViThen offered a mixture of small algae and
bacteria in equal concentration, about equal quantities of each were taken (PAVLOVA and SOROKIN, 1970). Probable r1aily rations, as percentage of body weight,
for Black Sea Cladocera were 73% for Penilia avirostri', 71 % for Podon polyphenwides, and 120% for Evadne spiniJem and their activity accounted for removal
of 1 to 2% of the total scston daily (PAVLOVA, 19(7). At optimum concentrations
P. avirostris can acquire a ration of 105% on bacteria, and 67% on algae (SOROKIN
and co-authors, 1970).
The role of different particulate components in the sea as food for various tropical
zooplankters has been examined by PAVLOVA and co-authors (1971), PETlPA and
co-authors (1971), and PONOMAREYA and co-a,uthors (1971). The only truly fineparticle feeders djscovered were the Appendicularia (Oikoplcura sp.) and perhaps
the salpSalpa maxima (Table 5-10). The salp actually accumulated a considerable
quantity of radio-activity from bacteria, about 4 times as much as from dinoflagellates, but because of its relatively large size, containing a relatively high
proportion of non-living organic ma,tter, its rfl-te of ('arbon turnover a.ppears to be
low. The recent observation that the abandoned 'houses' of Appendicularia are fed
on by several planktonic crustaceans, including the copepod Oncaea sp. (ALLDREDGE,
1972), suggests a mechanism of energy transfer involving at least three trophic
links within the planktonic community of the supposedly oligotrophic warm seas.
Of the other organisms tested phytophagous copepods consumed more bacteria
than omnivores or carnivores, and aggregated bacteria were taken much more
readily than single cells (PAVLOVA a,nd co-authors, 1971). VYSHKV ARTSEV A and
GUTEL'MAJ<HER (1971) observed t,hat the cold-water copepod Calanu.s glacialis could
only capture and assimilate bacteria associat.ed with clay particles. In the experiments by PAVLOVA and her colleagues the optimum bacterial concentration was
around 0·3 g m -3 and higher concentrations had little effl,e-t, on the 'assimilation
ratio' 0)'10. However, none of the planktonic Crustacea could fully meet their
nutritional requirements on natural bacterial plankton in a mixture of natural
foods. The inclusion of a relatively large amount of blue-green algae in the diet of
the calanoid copepod Scolecithrix daTUle (Table 5-10) is intriguing as few other
organisms appear to make use of it.
While the morphology of mouth parts and com ponents of diet of larger crustacean
zooplankters such as the euphausiids have been studied in some detail (see NEMOTO, 1972, for a rpcpot review), there have been relatively few experimental
determinations of feed i ng rate. PONOMAREV A and co-authors (1971) tested 3 species
of tropical euphausiid on 5 or 6 different fine particula,te foods (Chlamydomonas sp.,
blue-green algae, Biddulphia catenata, Amphidinium klebsii and bacteria), and
found in no case a daily ration taken greater than 1·8% of body weight. Two of the
species tested were members of the genus Euphausia which in high latitudes and
more productive waters are usually herbivores, but in the tropics are often carnivorous (NEMOTO, 1967). Most observers have commented on the diversity of food
found in the gut (e.g. MACDONALD, 1927; MAUCULINE, 1960,1966). Even Euphau.sia
8uperba takes some animal food (PAVLOV, 1971). MAUCHLINE (1960) describes 3
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Table 5-10
Utilization of different food sources by representative pla.nktonic anima.ls from the
tropicfI,l Pacinc Ocean (Compiled from PAVLOVA and co-authors 1971, and PETIPA
and co-authors, 1971)
Zooplankton
Species
Length

Carbon

Food

(mg)

(mg m- 3 )

(mm)

Small calanoids
mostly Undinula
sp.

Eucalantl-S
attenualus

..gj

\·95
2'50

0·021
0·050

3-00

0-077

2·90

0-069

3'84
3·78

0-045
0·043

3·73

0·041

3-80

0-044

3-38

0·068

4·00

0-124
0·057
0-166

o

0..
<l)

0..

8

Pleuromamma
abdominalis

4·00

4·47
Scolecilhrix
danae
Appendicularia

Salpa ma.'l:ima

Assimilation
ratio·
(Cy/C%)

Bo.cteria
A.mphidinium
klebs·ii
BidduJ.phia
catenata
Blue-green algae

1'4-2,0
1-0-2-0

1-16
\·60

0'58

1·37

2-3

1-11

Bacteria
Biddulphia
catenata
Amphidinium
klebsii,
Gymnodinium
lanskoi
Blue-green algae

1'4-3
1·2-2·0

2-48
1·02

o·g

0·48

BidduJ.phw
catenata
Blue-green algae
Bactoria
Animal plankton

2'13

0·035

2'50

0-034

Biddulphia
catenata
Blue-green algae

2'50
2'50
2·28

0·0011
0-0011
0-0004
0·0009

Bacteria
Bacteria
Bacteria
Bacteria

60·00
60·00

2-092
2-092

Bacteria
A mph-idinium
kleb8ii

),83

Concentration
wet weight

2-3
0'5

2-3
0·3

0'56
9-4

4·6

1'5
0·18
51·08

0'4

5·63

2-3
1-4
1-4

1·4
1'4:-2'0

1·5
1·0

13'56

11·00
50·30
41·20
34'17
0-80
0·18

• Cy, carbon 'assimilated', based on body burden of '"C after a. period of feeding over C, total
ca.rbon in body.

feeding patterns: filter feeding, raptorial feeding on bottom detrital material, and
predation, but without active pursuit of prey_
Quantitative studies on feeding have been connned to Euphausia pacifica which
seems more amenable to laboratory conditions than most related forms. PARSONS
and co-authors (1967) found E. pacifica could obtain a fa.tion of 15% day-J at a
satiating concentration of 1580 J1.g carbon l-J consisting largely of Chaeloceros. The
size range of particles effectively grazed was about 12 to 80 J1.m mean spherical
diameter. Earlier, LASKER (J 960) induced E. pacifica to ingest approximately a
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] 0% ration while feeding in very high concentrations of Dunaliella primolecta
(4350 /.<g C I-I) compared to that in the natural environment LASKER (1966)
obtained a filtering rate of up to 139 ml (mg dry weight)-' day-l with Dunaliella

tertiolecta as a food source alone, but the addition of animal food (Artemia salina
nauplii) almost completely suppressed feeding on the plant cells. In another experiment with Platymonas subcordifoT'Tnis, a filtering rate of 276 ml (mg dry weight)-I
day-I was obtained, but not all cells were equally accepted as food. Exposure to
Thalassiosirafiuviatilis depressed feeding on Dunaliellatertiolecta for a day after the
euphausiid was removed from the disliked food. With anima.1 prey, maximal
'filtering rates' of 43 to 45 ml (individual-I) h- I were obtained. On the basis of his
measurements of grazing LASKER (1966) concluded that E. pacifica could meet its
energy requirements at the levels of carbon concentration in the sea but not by
feeding on phytoplankton alone. Thus, the euphausiids appear to be opportunists
exploiting the most readily accessible food sources, probably more often than not
aggregations of other zooplankton, as earlier suggested by PONOMAREVA (1954).
Among higher Crustacea, the galatheid crab Pleuroncodes planipes has been shown
to graze heavily on phytoplankton during blooms in areas of upwelling (LONGHURST
and co-authors, 1967). The crab actively filters the water emerging from the
branchial chamber by spreading out fan-like endopodites of the third maxil!iped. Food thus captured is transferred to the mouth by co-ordinated activity of the endopodites of first three pairs of maxillipeds. In laboratory experiments single crabs filtered nearly 100 I day-I, but by two different indirect means the
authors estimated that from 432 to 540 I might be filtered in nature. A study of
production and consumption of phytoplankton associated with a parachute
drogue, which served as a water mass tag, suggested that P. planipes might account
for 77 % of the estimated phytoplankton mortality by filtering at the rate of about
900 ml (mg dry weight)-I day-I.
A number of fish species also filter feed (Volume II: PANDfAN, 1975). Regrettably, there have been few attempts to quantify this process, but work by
LEONG and O'CONNELL (1969) and O'CONNELL (1972) on the Engraulis mordax, the
northern anchovy, is the exception. This anchovy engages in both filtration and
particulate feeding ('biting'). Over a range of 292 to 1] 20 Arternia salina nauplii
(0,6 mm long) 1-1, LEONG and O'CONNELL (1969) found feeding virtually constant
for at least 1 h. The number of nauplii consumed, n, could be described by the
exponential equation
n = 6·31 t o·970 WO·S20 DO·S9 4 ,
(10)
where t = time in minutes; W = anchovy weight in g; and D = number of nauplii
I-I. If adult A. salina (5-] 0 mm long) were offered, the feeding pattern changed and
food items were taken by biting. Jn this case, the density of food organisms between
1 and 25 had no effect but feeding was non-linear with respect to time. The weight of
A. salina ingested, R (in mg), can be estimated as
R

=

18·1 t o· 359

WI.US,

(11)

where t and Ware as in Equation (10). Although the rate of feeding decreased,
satiation was not reached until sometime after 120 min, at which time Em.. seemed
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to be linearly related to W by the equation
R max

=

53-1

+ 93-3W

(12)

(1972) showed that the threshold necessary to initiate biting was
between 2 and 7% dry weight of adult Artemia salina. At 2%, biting and filtering
were about equally divided and contributed about the same ration as if feeding
had been entirely by filtration. However, at 7% adults, feeding was all biting and
the ration doubled.
The Pacific mackerel Scomber japonicus responds in a somewhat different way to
different food concentrations. A rtemia salina nauplii were not eaten, but the adults
were filtered when their concentration was high enough (>221-'). At low densities
(1-21- 1 ) A salina were captured by biting. A comparison of the food relations of
the mackerel and anchovy i:'l :-;hown in Table 5-11. Despite a far greater capacity to
capture A. salina, the larger mackerel could rarely get its ration in the sea by
filtering and frequently would have to depend, at least in part, on the capture oflargel' food particles such as fish (O'CONNELL and ZWEIFEL, 1972).
O'CONNELL

Table 5-11
Amount of adult Artemia salina consumed (mg wet
weight) by one-year old mackerel and anchovy at
different density levels of A. salina (After O'CONNELL
and ZWEIFEL, 1972; not copyrighted)
Mackerel
Age (years)
Weight (g)
Nutritionall'equirements
(% body weight)
(mg)
l\'linuLes of feeding for nutritional
requirements at:
1 Artemia 1-1
5 Artemia 1-1
rug Artemia consumed in 20 min tit:
0'1 Artemia I-I
1 Artemia 1-1
5 Artemia 1-1
mg Artemia consuml'd (g fish
weight)-' in 20 min ute
0,1 Artemia I-I
1 A"temia 1-1
5 Artemia 1-1

Anchovy

147

14

8
11,784

6·8
270

1+

97
35

20
20

240
600
9,600

ca.l52
270
270

1·6

17
65

ca38
68
68

The filtration and feeding behaviour of these pelagic fishes show several similarities with herbivorous copepods. CONOVER (1966b) noted the different feeding
pattern employed by Galanus hyperboreus in ingesting large particles compared with
sma.Iler, and RICHMAN and ROGERS (1969) suggested that C. helgolandiG1(s 'actively
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hunted' the slightly larger, dividing Ditylum brightwellii. HAQ (1967) noted a very
rapid decrease in apparent 'filtering rate' as the number of Artemia salina offered
to Metridia lucens was increased, which he ascribed to a switch from active hunting
to filtration. Like Scomber japonicus, M etridia lucens seemed incapable of meeting
its food requirements wholely by filtration.
The largest filter feeders in the sea are, of course, the baleen whales. While
laboratory experiments are impractica.l because of space consideration, the large
size of the whale and, to a degree, their food facilitate the study of their feeding
behaviour. The right whales (Balaenidae) have been called skimming-type feeders
by NEMOTO (1970); they filter feed more or less continuously with their mouths
open. The skimmers have finer baleen filters and feed predominantly on copepods.
Even so, their feeding is not random for they have been observed swimming with
their mouths open along convergences where presumably plankters are more
concentrated (SCHEVILL, personal communication). The other main group are
swallowing types, including the blue (Balaenoptera musculus), fin (B. pkysalus) and
humpback (Megaptera nodosa) whales, which feed only on dense aggregations by
gulping water and plankton after which the water is forced out through the
baleen plates and the plankton swallowed. These species never take scattered
plankton nor swim with their mouths open. Humpback whales have been observed
to herd krill into a dense patch with their tails or by blowing bubbles at them, after
which the aggregation is 'swallowed' (INOEBRIGTSEN, 1929). Sei whales (E. borealis)
and grey whales (Eschrichtius gibboS1Ui), feed either by skimming or swallowing,
depending on type and availability of food. SERGEANT (1969) has shown a negative
correlation between ration as percent body weight and body size for various
Delphinoidea (Odontoceti) in captivity. He also showed that the heart weight, as
proportion of body weight, varied with feeding rate and presumably metabolic
rate. Using tills ratio he has suggested that a daily ration of 4% body weight might
be required for adult rorquals. Sei whales can filter 6 m J min-I by skimming and
can best achieve their theoretical ration of 800 kg day-J by feeding on plankton
patches (KAWAMURA, 1974).
Filter Feeding by Attached Animals

Because of their abundance, diversity of form and habitat and economic importance the Bivalvia would seem to be about the most important converters of fine
particulate matter to animal protein in the littoral and shallow water benthic
communities. Not all filter feed, but most create a respiratory current which is
passed over or through the gill by means of cilia. The feeding function of the gill
was probably a secondary adaptation (YONcE, 1939). Feeding mechanisms have
been described for the filtering bivalves in several reviews (J 0RGENSEN, 1966;
WIN'l'ER, 1969; Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975) and will only be considered here when
necessary to interpret results of feeding experiments.
Because of the several functions of the gill, the total amount of water passing
through the mantle cavity and the amount of water swept clea.r of particles may
not always correspond. A number of so-called direct methods for measuring water
pumped through a mollusc have been devised, but as our primary concern will be
efficiency of feeding, I will limit the discussion to those cases where the degree of
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CaCO J
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-

-
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Fox a.nd co·authors
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WINTER
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THEEDE (1963)
J0RGENSEN (1949)
J0RGENSEN (1949)
J0RGENSEN (1960)
J0RGENSEN (1960)
WILLEMSEN (1952)
WILLEMSEN (1952)
\\'ILLEMSF:N (1952)
WALNE (1972)
WALNE (1972)
W A.LNE (1972)
W A.LNE (l972)
DAV1DS (L964)
THEEDE

Author

Filt,ration rates for Myti/.us edulis, 11'1. caliJornianus and jvlodiolus modiolus (Compiled f{"Om the sources indicated)

Table 5-12
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pal'ticlf' retention wa' also determined or to those in which only the filtration rate
was measured,
A brief summarization of the filtration rates for mussels of the genera llJJytilus
or OM odiolus is included in Table 5-12, which I will use as a point of departure in the
following discussion. The culti vation of molluscs has been reviewed in Volume III:
KINNE (1977).
Factors cont1'ollinq filt-ration in b'ivalve molluscs

In the typical bivalve gill, particles are removed by the latera-frontal cirri,
which screen the space (the ostium) between individual gill filaments, from a current
of water generated by the lateral cilia (Fig. 5-15). Frontal cilia then transport them
elsewhere. If the latero-frontal cirri were ('ffectively fixed in the position shown in
Fig. G-l;3, then presumably the distance between them would determine the
minimum size of particles retained. Filtration rate, that is, the volume swept clear
per unit time, should then be constant with increasing cell concentration up to the
point at which clogging of the filter would affect the passaae of water. In actual fact,
the filter is anything but passive; the latero-frontal cirri have a pattern of beat which
may be varied so that the effective operative size ranges from 2 to 3,urn up to 5 to 6
fJ-m (DRAL, 1967). MOORE (1971) has shown that the latero-frontal ciui (often incorrectly called latero-frontal cilia) themselves have cilia which reduce the minimum operative size to 0·6 x 2·7 ,urn, thus accounting for the relatively high retention etJiciencies of I to 2,um particles observed by several investigator:i (eg. J0R(jENSEN and GOLDBERG, 1953; VAHL, 1972). Functioning of the gilt in feeding has
been described in detail for j11 ylilus ed'(~lis by J 0RGENSEN (1975).
l I( e

I

le

Ostium

'----...----- Gill fllamenl ./.-----Fig. 5·15: Schematic representation of some filaments of the
mussel gill. Cirri are at rest; 1·fr c: latero·frontal cirri; fr c:
frontal cilia; 1c: lateral cilia. (After DRAL, 1967; reproduced
by permission of Netherlands Institute of Sea Research.)
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Size alone does not ensure that a particle will have a high or low retention.
DAVIDS (1964) found that Chiorella sp. (3'R-6'4 x 3·5-5·8 j.Lm) was 1I0t efficiently
retained by JYlytilus edulis; its presence caused a red uction in pumping in corn parison
with that for Phaeodactylum tricormltum (19·2-27,:2 >: 3·2-4·2 j.Lm). If Chiorella
extract and Phaeodaclylum were offered together the pumping rate remained
depre ed but the percentage retention was not different from that for P. lricornutum alone. The toxi flaO'ellate Gymnodinium veneficum al 0 caused a, cessation of
feeding in Dasaea mbra (BALLANTINE and 'IORTO ", 1956). Nonethele s, recent
studies on Mytilus edulis (VAHL, J 972) and Crassostrea virginica (HAVEN and MORALES-ALAMO, 1970) have shown that once the critical minimum size of particle
(1 to 2 j.Lm) is offered, the efficiency of retention rapidly approaches J 00% and
thereafter remains constant regardless of particle size. In Chlamys opercularia, the
increase in efficiency of retention is more gradual and becomes maximal around 7
to 8 j.Lm mean particle diameter (VAHL, 1972a). In the cockle Cardium edule, retention is intermediate between jl'I. edult:s and C. opercularia (VAHL, 1973). Thus,
within certain limits, the bivalve gill may act as a non-selective filter and, wh.ile
choice of particle may have some effect on the apparent ra.k of filtration, other
factors are probably more important in determining the range of variation in the
observed values (Table 5-] 2).
WINTER (1969) ha pointed out the difficulties of measuring filtration rate for bivalves in a closed syst m. Amon a other things, if change in food concentl'ation with
time is used to measure filtration the experiments must be of a relatively short
duration, and the opportunity to observe changes in rate with time is generally lost.
Both WINTER (1969,1973) and DAVIDS (1964) showed variations in pumping and
filtration rate over the course of some hours by continuous recording. Periodicities
related to tidal rhythm have been reported by RAO (1954) and NAOABHUSHANAM
(1963). Feeding and digestion in bivalves are essentially rhythmic processes with
tidal, daily or even monthly periods (MORTON, 1973).
WALNE (197:2) claimed that flow rate past bivalves affects their rate of filtration
(Fig. 5-16). This finding (e also Table 5-15) ha recently been shown to be an
artifact of W ALNE'S method of calculation by HILDRETH and CRISP (1976). Their
results became known to the reviewer only after this paper had reached pageproof stage. According to KIRBy-SMITH (1972), increased water-flow rate depressed
growth in A Tgopecten irradians concentricW3.
Data in Table 5-12 show quite clearly the trend toward decreasing filtration
efficiency with increasing ~ize. There has been some difference of opinion regarding
the best criterion for ·tandardizing mollusc' of different dimensions but the most
frequently used seems to be shell-free wet body weight. However, ALI (1970) has
related filtration rate P in ml (g wet weight, including shell)-I h- 1 to W (g wet
weight, including shell) for a· number of sets of data from the literature (Table 5-13).
A the filtration rate was already corrected for size, the weight exponent b' is
negative and the reciprocal of the standard metabolic weight exponent b, usually
accepted to lie between 0·6 and 0·9. In Table 5-13 some of the larger negative
exponents indicate a very rapid decrease in filtration rate with size in large bivalves,
but in view of the several methods used to obtain the data, it is quite impractical to
make cro s comparisons even for the same species. WINTER (1973) obtained values
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Fig. 5-16: Individual estimates of filtration rate by 2 species of bivalve at
different water·flow rates. The calculated regression lines are shown,
as well as the mean values with the 95% confidence limits at flows of
50-99,100-199,200-299 ml min-I, etc. Mytilu$ edulis: 9 animals with
a mean dry-meat weight of 1·445 g; 10.0 0 C. CrM80strea virginiw:
4 animals with a mean dry-meat weight of 0·965 g; 10.8 0 C. See,
however, p. 281: HILDRETH and CRISP (1976). (After WALNE, 1972;
reproduced by permission of Cambridge University Press.)

of b equalling 0·74 and O' 73 for M ytilus edulis at two different food -concentrations.
However, he feels that the value for b is a function of size range of the experimental
animals, which could help explain some of the variability in Table 5-13.
Filtration rate has been related tQ gill area by HUGHES (1969) in an attempt to
compare filtering efficiencies between species. He showed that the square root of the
gill area was linearly related to shell length for several species of bivalves, and, on
comparing his data with those found in the literature, that all but lYIya arenaria had
higher feeding rates than Scrobicularia plana. Both M. arenaria and S. plana filter

Scrobicula-ria plana

Modiolus modiolus
Arctiw ialandica
Venus mercenaria

M. eduJia

Mytilus calijomianus

Species

20-21
16
16
16
16
17-20
12-15
15
12
12
23
18-20
16·5

Temperature
(OC)

0·14
0·22
0·46
0·35
0·86
047
049
0-54
0·24
0'18
0-39
0·35
027

a
-0·36
-0-56
-0,63
-0,57
-0-71
-{)-33
-0-61
-0'49
-0·39
-0-30
-0-75
-0-41
-0-26

b'

14
22
46
35
86
47
49
54
24
18
39
35
27

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
10- 2
]0- 2
10- 2

Rate predicted F
for 1 g animal

Fox and co-authors (1937)
SEGAL and co-authors (1953)
RAO (1953) Los Angeles
RAO (1953) Fort Ross
RAO (1953) Friday Harbour
J0RGENSEN (1949)
WILLEMSEN (1952)
THEEDE (1963)
WINTER (1969)
WINTER (1969)
RICE and SMITH (1958)
COUGHLAN and ANSELL (1964)
HUGHES (1969)

Author

Relation of filtration rate to body size for various bivalves based on the equation F = a Wb' where F = ml
(g wet weight)-I h- I ; W = g wet weight; a = temperature dependent coefficient; 6' = weight exponent
(After ALI, 1970; modified; reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag)

Table 5-13
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water from close to the mud-water interface which would have a much heavier
particulate load than water used by animals such as jl1ytilus edulis or Lasaea rubra
which norm,dly live attached to a solid substrate.
WINTER (1969) classified different bivalves into 4 groups according to their rate
of filtration, following the scheme outlined by SPAReK (1936) for different levels of
metabolism according to habitat Group I, bivalves with highest respiration rates
and high QIO' high growth rates and high mobility (e.g. scallops); group II, bivalves
with low respiration rates occupying low seston environments (e.g_ tellinids,
venerids and astartids); group III, bivalves with high respiration rates and QI oS
occupying levels between I and III (e.g. mussels, oysters and similar epifaunal
forms); group IV, bivalves with high metabolic rates inhabiting high seston
environments. Using his own data and those from the literature, WINTER prepared
a table of ecological performance part of whiqh is reproduced here (Table 5-14). At
first impression the relationship between feeding rate and size would suggest
different exponents in the different groups, but the data are too sparse and too
much information has been experimentally confounded to make such generalization valuable_
Table 5-14
Filtration rate in 1 (g wet weight)-I day-I of
different bivalves according to their metabolic
performance and habitat (After WINTER, 1969;
reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag)
Size class
(g soft body
wet weight)

Performance and habitat group
(se text for explanation)

I

0·8
1-3
3--5
5-10

10-20

II

III

IV

8-2

30-5
10-3

4-8
3-6

3-1

24·0

7-7

21-6
18·0

7-2

7·7
4-8

7-0

3·4

29
1-9

The relationship between dry shell-free wright and filtering rate at several different flow rates has been worked out by WALNE (1972) for five common lamellibra-nchs (Table 5-15). He first obtained the regression of filtration against flow rate
for individua.ls of specific size and then computrd the size-filtration relation at
specific flow rates as shown in the Table. Rather surprisingly, all values for b' are
large and negative in comparison with the majority of those previously determined
(Table ;)-13). In thest' t'xperi men ts the oysters Os/rea edulis and Crassostrea virginica
had appreciably higher weight-correckd filtration rates than Mytilus edulis_
Previous estimates of filtration by O. edulis given by ALLEN (1962) wcre considerably lower than any com parable data for filtration by j}J _edulis_
Only a few workers, among them \VALNE (1972), have examined the effect of
temperature on filtration in a systematic fashion. WALNE measured filtration rates
at a culture flow rate of 200 ml min- J for several different temperatures and then

II enerupis dec-ussata.

il1ercenaria mercenaria

iH ytilus edulis

Crassostrea gigas

Ostrea edulis

Species

200-299
300
200
200-299
300
200
300

ZOO

300

ZOO
Z00-Z99

200-299
300

ZOO

Flow rate
(ml min-I)

4·138
4·406
4-488
4·612
4·614
4·612
3·715
4,511
3-696
4·063
4·040
4·344
4·237
4·056

log a

-0,69
-0-75
-0'77
-0·84
-0,81
-0·80
-0,67
-0,89
-0-63
-0'77
-0-75
-0,82
-0·83
-072

b'

<0-001
<0·01
<0·01
<0-001
<0·001
<0-001
<0·05
>0·\ <0·05
>0-1 <0·05
<0-01
<0-01
<0·01
<0-01
>0-1 <0·05

(p)

Lovelof
significance
189-7
239·5
250·6
215·8
266·8
2858
80·7
1299
98·4
94:·8
106'4
133-4
98·6
125·6

500

152·0
164·1
50·7
70·2
63'5
55·5
63'4
75·5
55·5
76·0

lZ0·2

117·8
142·3
146·(3

1000

73-0
84·5
8::>'7
67·0
86·7
94·3
31·9
39·9
41·0
32·4:
37·8
42·7

2000

Specific filtration rate in
ml (g dry weightl-l min- 1 for animal
of dry mean weight (mg)

Specific filtration rates for bivalves of different sizes calculated at flow rates of200 ml min-I, 300 rnl min -I,
and the mean of all values betw'een 200 and 299 ml min-I _ Regression based on F = a Wb' as in Table 5-13.
20° to 22°C. See, however, p. 281: HILDRETH and CRISP (Hl76) (After WALNE, 1972; reproduced by
permission of Cambridge University Press)
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divided this value by the specific filtration rate at 20 0 to 22 0 a (Table 5-15) to give
a 'relative filtration' rate between 0 and 1·0. Plotting these index values against the
log of temperature yielded straight lines showing the decrease in filtration rate with
temperature below the standard 20 0 to 22 0
In the range 20 0 to 10 0 0, filtering
decreased about 25% for Crassostrea virginica and lvIytilus edulis, about 45% for
Ostrea edulis, and around 80% for Venerupis dewssala. In the range 4 0 to 14 0
WINTER (1969) calculated QIOS of 2·05 for Arctica islandica and 2·33 for lvI. edulis,
but in the range 10 0 to 20 0 C, QIO values were only 1·23 and 1·63, respectively. In
Scrobicularia plan.a, filtration rate increased rapidly to about 24 0 and then dpclined even though the activity of the frontal cilia continued to increase up to at
least 30 0
(HUGHES, 1969). ALI (1970) found a maximum filtration rate between
15 0 and 17 0 C in the rock-boring bivalve Hiatella aretica. Mytilus edulis shows
complete adaptation to a 5 Co temperature rise in both respiration and filtration
rate in 14 days, but there were marked seasonal differences in respiration (WInDOWS
and BAYNE, 1971). On the other hand, McLuSKY (1973) observed little or no temperature acclimation of filtration rate in 5 weeks even though there was a marked
reduction in respiration rate at 5°, 10°, 15 and 20° a over the. ame period. There
were also latitudinal variations in filtration in ill. edulis observed by RAO (1953) and
differences I' lated to vertical zonation described by SEGAL and co-authors (I953)
(Table 5-12).
As for other variables in the physical environment, BOHLE (1972) found that
lvI ytilus edulis exposed to 50% and 75% sea. wa.ter showed adaptation over It period
of 7 week but never achieved the feeding and growth rates of mu els kept at 100%
sea water. HOPKINS (1936) had ob erved no difference in pumping rate for Orasso8t-rea vi-rginica over It salinity mnge of 25%0 to 39%0' but at 20%0 there was a noticeable
reduction, and at I :3%0' virtually no pumping 0 curred. Lowered pH initially
caused an increase in pumping in C. vi·rginica followed by a decrease; below pH 6·5
pumping activity was always reduced (LOOSANOFE and TOl\'l1\fERs, 1947).
As in planktonic gra.zers, the study of the relationship between filtration and
particle concentration in bivalves has yielded conflicting results. In his review of
suspension feeding JORGENSEN (19Gb) pointed out the variable responses to different
amounts of non-nutritious suspended matter in their environment. LOOSAKOFF and
ENGLE (1947) also found depressed rates of 'water transport with dense concentrn.tions of algae and yeast. Nonethele s, it is as limed by many marine ecologists that
filtration rate and retention efficiency are Call tant up to the point at which the gill
starts to clog (JORGENSEN, 1966; HAVEN and MORALES-ALAMO, 1970; THOMPSON
and BAYNE, 1974) On the other hand, V'Il\TER (1969,1970) fonnd a. reduction in
filtration rate for Arcl1:W island-ica and Modiolus modiolus when the concentration of
food particle. was raised from 0·8 !Jog algal dry weight I-I to 1·7 and 3·4, a. range of
concentration which he con:;idered to resemble that of natural se.. ton in the North
Sea (Fig. 5-17). ALI (1970) observed continuous d(~(;reasc in filtration rate when
Hiatella arclica \vas feel on lsochrysis yalbona, but a per istently higher rate with
Phaeodactylurn lricornulurn a. food. In DAYTDS' (1964) experiments low algal
concentrations (,t3 and 54 x 10 J cells ml- ' ) produced an increase in pumping rate
over that in dean sea water but a.ny further increase in concentration caused a
decrease.

a.

a,

a

a
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On the basis of his 1969 studies, WINTER proposed a seven-stage behavioural
response to varying food concentration:
Stage 1: Very low concentrations; virtually no filtration activity; reduccd rates
of pumping and metabolism. Stage :2: Gill takes up filtering position; latero-frontal
cirri sticky, and ostia screened; thin mucous sheet is formed; retention and filtration
rates high. Stacye 3: I'll HCOUS filter no longer used; latera-frontal cirri still sticky but
only partly bridge ostia; degree of retention moderate, but pumping not yet reduced. Stage 4: More mucus now secreted to protect the gills; pseudo-faeces are
formed; latero-frontal cirri still sticky but bent forward to open ostia; pumping
and degree of retention reduced. Stage 5: Marked mucous secretion and pseudofaeces formation; latera-frontal cirri in forward posit,ion; widening of ostia; ingestion low. Stage 6: Partial arrestment of latera-frontal cirri which are no longer
sticky; mucous formation; only pseudo-faeces produced; stomach empty; retention
low; water transport greatly reducen. Stage 7: No water transpnrt; valves may be
closed.
WINTER (1969) considered that his bivalves were in Stage 2 at the lowest food
concentration he used (10 x 10 6 Chlamydomonas sp. cells 1-1). Nonetheless, this
algal concentration would most probably excc-cd all but bloom concentrations in
the open sea. Concentration fed in units of biomass was not given in DAVIDS (1964) or
ALI (1970). Only WINTER (1969,1973), WALNE (1972), TENORE and DUNSTAN (1973),
and THOMPSON and BAYNE (J 974) have observed or calculated the ration in quantitative terms. As shown in Fig. 5-17 there was a maximum ration for both Arctica
islandica and Modiolus modiolus, but the former reduced its ingest,ion at still higher
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food levels as some species of copepods seem to do (MULLIN, 1963). j}fytilws edulis,
under an automatic continuous feeding regime, consumed about the same number
of cells per unit time regardless of food concentration (WINTER, ] 973). TENORE and
DUNSTAN (1973) also found that ration levelled off at 8 or D% for M ytilus edulis a.nd
at about 7% for Cras80strea virginica at a concentration of about 300 p.g C 1-1
suspended in sea water. On the other hand, M ercenaria mercenaria did not seem to
reach adefinite plateau but, justas for Arcticaislandica, ration decreased at very high
concentrations (>700 p.g C 1-1). WALNE (1972) likewise observed a tendency for a
maximum ration and, furthermore, noted that, in volume units, it was about ha.lf
as much for lsochrysis galbctrw, as for Dunaliella tertiolecta or Phaeodactylum sp.
He thought that this might be because 1. galbarw, was a better quality food. In THOMPSON and BAYNE'S (1974) model, inge tion increased linearly with food concentration
but the 'assimilated ration' increased non-linearly to a maximum and then decreased. There was also a reduction in phagocytosis for Arctica islan.dica, but not for
JVlodiolws modiolws at higher food concentrations (Fig. 5-17).
Pseudo-faeces were first prod uced by A rcticaislandica at 40 x 10 6 Chlamydomonas
sp. cells (3·4 mg dry algal weight I-I) (WINTER, 1970). Cri.tical cell concentrations
nee ssary for pseudo-faecal production have also been observed by other authors
(e.g. LOOSANOFF and ENGLE, 1947; DAVIDS, 1964). Copiow:; amounts of pseudofaeces are produced by deposit-feeding Scrobicularia plarw, (H GRES, 1969). On the
basis of this limited information no clear pattern of the relation between filtration,
ingestion, assimilation (or phacrocytosis) a.nd p eudo-faeces production can yet be
established. Clearly, we need to kllOw more about the amount of food ingested and
utilized by filter feeding bivalves, expressed in comparable units such as carbon,
energy or biomass.
Feeding an.d pumping by sponges

As with bivalves, many of the earlier experiments on spong(~s were carried out
with non-nutritive particles or unnatural foods. A review of previous work usi.ng
these techniques is found in J 0RGENSEN (1955, 19(6). Water is taken in through
incurrent pores via currents generated by the choanocytes lining the flagellated
cham bel'S. The collars of the choanocytes act as microfilters with apertures down
to 0·1 p.m. Particles in the 5 to 50 p.ll'l range, which are too large to enter the flagellate
chambers, arr phagocytozed by amoebocytes or collenocyte,; in the incurrent
spaces. Particles too large to enter the derma.1 pores can be phagocytized by dermal
cells (RASMONT, 19(8).
Bacteria apparently play an important role in the nutrition of sponges. CLAUS
and co-authors (1967) and .M ADRI and co-authors (1967) found that jll icrocionia
p·roliJera could in some way affect the concentration of ltscherichia coli in polluted
waters. SCHMIDT (in: RASMONT, 19(8) was able to trace the course of uptake of
killed, fluorescent bacteria by choanocytes and their subsequent transfer to other
cells. She also obtained evidence for utilization of casein via the same pathway.
REISWIG (1971, 197Ja) studied pumping and particle feeding in situ for three
species of demisponges. By measuring flow rates and particles in the incurrent and
excunent water of undisturbed sponges he was able to establish that 80 to 95% of
unarmoured cells Rnd more than 90% of the bacteria entering were phagocytized.
However, these components constituted a small fraction of the total ration, the
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remainder (80,5%) being in the 'mieroscopically unresolvable' component of
filterable particulate carboll. The levels ofparticulate matter retained were sufficient
to meet the energetic needs of two species, but the third, Verongia yiyantea, required dissolved organic matter as imiJated by its symbiotic bacteria (see also
Volume III : KI NE,1977).
The pumping behaviour of the three species varied. Mycale sp., a thin-walled
sponge occupying Jow turbidity areas, filtered virtually continuously at the same
relatively Jow rate. The thicker walled Verongl:a giga,ntea filtered more rapidly
but shut down periodically for an average of 4~ min at irregular intervals between
6·5 and 38·2 h, presumably to clear its filtering mechanism. The third specii''',
l'etkya crypta, exhibited a regular diurnal periodicity and a long-term rhythm
(15,8 days). Temperature affected the pumping of all three species, but the Q 10 for
V. gigantea, 12·2, may in some way hav(' been related to its large symbiotic bacterial
population (R.EISWIG, 1971). The success of the sponges in certain environments is
presumably related to their ability to retain small particles with high efficiency at
high pumping rates and low energy cost (REISWIG, 1971a).
Suspension.. feeding by lophophorates

Bryozoa, Phoronida and Brachiopoda have recently been classified as'impingement' feeders (BULLlVANT, 1968a, 1968b). In these animals tentacles are arranged
on a lophophore surrounding, or partially surrounding, the mouth, In the bryozoan
Zoobotryon verticillatum 8 tentacles form a cone, open at their distal end and coming
together to make a shallow cup at their bases, at the centre of which lies the mouth.
Cilia beat distally in metachronal wave up the I ft side and down the right of
each tentacle. A feeding current is directed into the cone and deflected sharply
out between the bases of the tentacles. Particles appear to be thrown toward the
mouth or into an eddy of relatively still water over it (B ULLIVANT, 196Rb). 'TRATHMANN (1973) criticized the impingement feeding con.cept in several lophophorates
and described how particles are reta.incd and transported to the mouth by periodic
reversal of the beat of the lateral cilia.
Zoobolryon verticillaturn seems to have a satiation level below which particles
(Monochrysis lutheri) could be cleared at a mean rate of about 800 ml (mg dry
weight)-' da,y-', a rate comparable to that of rna,ny copepods (Tables 5-5 and 5-6).
The ingestion rate and daily ration in both volume and weight terms are shown in
Table 5-10, and again the level of feeding activity would seem quite comparable to
that of pelagic filterers. BULLIVANT (1968) also computed the filtration rate of
Z. verticillaturn per volume of oxygen utilized to be 11·61 ml- I of oxygen, using the
mean respiration rate for two other species from the literature (ROBBiE, 1949;
MANGUM and SCHOPF, 1967). Although I do not consider this technique a very useful
basis for comparison considering the normal variability of metabolic rates even
for the same pecies, the value for Z. verticillatum falls in the middle of the range
reported by J0ROENSEN (1955, 1966), after making the same assumptions, for
several Porifera, Cladocera, Bivalvia and Ascidiacea.
Several investigators have examined the feeding mechanisms of various othe:r
ectoprocts and brachiopods (e.g. ATJUNS, 1956; RUDWICK, 1962), and MCCAMMON
(1971) has de cribed the irregular pumping in 1'erebratulina septentrionalis (see
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also Volume 11: PA"\"VJAN, 1975). I-rowever, tl1l're are apparently no other quantitative studies on food intake in the lophophora.tes.
Feeding by ba,rnacles (uu1 other benthic crustaceans

Cirripeds show several forms of ~ eding: (i) the si x con~picuous pairs of cirri may
extend and withdraw rhythmically with the pumping of the operculum; (ii) the
cirri may beat faster with less opel' ular movement: or (iii) they may be extended
and held outspread for some time without rhythmic movement. In addition, fine
cirri are extended acros the aperture of the shclJ which may remove particles from
the respiratory current too fine to be retained hy the long cirri. Feeding by means
of the long cirri, whieh is perhaps more nearly raptorial than filter feeuing, would
seem to be morc efficient than fine particle feeding. With Artemia salina nauplii,
dinoflagellates or barnacle naupJii a. food sources, filtration rates from 2 to 40 ml
(individual)-I h- I were observed so long as there was orne current flow in the
vicinity (CRISP and SOUTHWARD, 1!Hil). No systematic analysis of the effect of
Cllrrent speed on feeding was made, however. While the rate of naupliar capture
wa.· about proportional to concentration and, hence, filtration rate nearly constant,
the actual quantity ingested seemed to be limited by other factors. CRISP (1964)
noted that an Elminius modestus given 8 nauplii of A. salina ml- J consumed more
than another given 40 ml- ' . In high concentrations of food, some nauplii, though
captured, were rejectcd deau (CRISP and SOUTHWARD, 1961).
RITZ and CRISP (1970) studied the effects of season, tempemture and intertidal
position on feeding rates in .Halanus halanoides. Barnades from near the high-tide
limit had higher feeding rates than those collected near mean tide. Rates were high
in October prior to fertilization and formation of egg mas es. In November and
Dec mber there was \'irt;ually no feeding, followed by a gradual. increa.se through
the winter months to a spring peak (March to May). By keeping the barnacles at a
higher temperature, ] 5° C, a higher feeding rate waH maintained but no fertilization
occurred. Tempcrature affected feeding rate differently at different seasons of the
year a,nd there was no clear relation between cilTal activit,v and feeding. \Vhilc tho
cirri beat at th(~ maximum rate near ~Oo C maximum consumption was usually of
14° to 18° C. NEWELL and NORTHCRaFT (1965) and CORNELl US (1968, in: NEW:ELL
and co-authors, 1971) reported that cirral movement is faster in sma'! I barnacles
than in large ones. Rln and CRISP give da,ta on consumption of Artem·ia salina
nauplii in tC'rms of numbers caten (a wet weight of barnacle)-l day-I under various
conditions, and they also give O'OJ 93 ± 0·0006 mg as the mean dry weight of a
naupli us. AHSU ming a wet weight: dry weight conversion of 10 : 1, I calculate the
daily ration from their data to lie between 0·8 find 6'5% day-I. The low value
probably i. relateu. to the large proportion of calcium carbonate included in the
weight of the barnacle.
Occupying an environment somewhat analagous to the high-energy intertidal
of the rocky shore inhabited by certain barnacles, the anomuran crab Emerita,
analoga lives in the surf-washed sand and filters particles from the retr ating waves
by means of its antennae (EFFORD, 1966). The crab sit.s in the sand with just the eye
stalks and antennules visible as the waves break and run up the beach. As the return
flow gathers speed the antennae are unrolled from beneath the meripodites of the
t.hird maxillipeds and extended to form a V with the apex facing up the beach. The
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antennae are feather-like structures "'ith 4 rows of diverging setae armed with
inwardly directed secondary setae. As the water flows down the beach the antennae
are withdrawn one at a time periodically and the particles adhering wiped off
by the mouth parts. When the beach is dry again, the antennae are withdrawn.
In laboratory experiments EFFORD (1966) found that the sand crabs fed only
when the current passed over them from behind. The position in the sand and the
frequency of antennal clearings were at least partly a function of current speed.
The crabs fed most efficiently on particles larger tha,n 4 to .5 ,urn, but ZOBELL and
FELTHAM (193fl) had previously shown that Emerita utilized bacteria for growth.
Inert particles such as glass beads or graphite had less effect on antennae clearing
(feeding) rate than living food. Nor did filtmte from acceptable culturrs of food
organisms affect the feeding rate. The stimulus to fcpd sepmed to dl'pend on the
discovery of nutritions particles on the antennae during cleaning.

Ree nt observations on .filter feeding by other benth·ic groups
Quantitative studies on filter feeding by polychaetes, gastropods, echinoderms
and most of the proto chordates are largely lacking since J0ROENSEN (1966) reviewed the literature, although several interesting papers on feeding mechanism
and feeding behaviour have been published (e.g. MAGNUS, 1964, ] 967; FONTAINE,
1965; RASMUSSEN, 1965; RUTMAN and FISBELSON, 1969; Bo 'AR, 1972; see also
Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975).
Some of the observations on echinod rms are particularly intriguing. RASMUSSEN (1965) showed that the asteroid Henricia sanguinolenta reduced the optical
density of cultures of 180chrysis galbana, J11onochrysis lutheri, Nitzschia closterium,
Phaeodactylum lricornutum and Cyclotella nana in various mixture at quite high
rates, presumably by suspension feeding. Inanimate particles were removed at a
lower rate. Strong ciliation in the a.mbulaeral grooves in the genus Henricia h'ld
earlier been described (GISLEN, 19M; ANDERSO , 1960). Among the ophiuroids,
Ophiocomina nig'ra and Ophiocoma scolopendrina both assume a distinct filtering
posture in a strong current. In O. nigraamucousnetis formed with strands stretch d
between adjacent spines (FONTAINE, 1965). In O. scolopendrina the ambulacral tube
feet line up to form filtrating comb, (MAGNUS, 19(4). Earlier ROUSHDY and HANSEN (1960) had observed clearance oflabelled phytoplankton cultures by Ophiothr'ix
jragilis and Ophioplwlis aeuleatcb, but, curiously, they detected no feeding by this
method for Ophiocomina nigra. Shallow-water crinoid feed diurnally, forming
collecting fa.ns oriented into the current at night and hiding in crevices during th
day (MAG'lI'S, ] 964,1967; R TMAN and FISHEL O. , 19(9). About 85% of the food
is composed of organisms less than ~oo ",Ill, including about 10% phytoplankton,
50% tintinnid protozoa.ns, and the remainder, small cru taceans and mollusc larva.e
(RUTMAN and FISHELSON, 19(9). MAGNUS (1967) calculated that an average
Heterometra savignyi, fully extended into a current flowing past at 2 em S-I, might
filter 40 m) in a night.
The relationship between filtration, food concentration and oxygen concent.ration in the laneelet Branehiostoma lanceolatum ha.s been studied by AZA RIAH (19()9).
In normal sea water at 29° C, t.heir filtration rates ranged from 20 t.o 30 Inl (mg dry
weight)-' da.y-'> which seems very low in comparison with otl1f'r benthic invertebrates (Table 5-12,5-15). Nonetheless, the rate ·wasfurt.herredlleed by increasing
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the concentration of particulate matter up to about twice that of normal sea water.
Filtration was positively correlated with oxygen concentrat.ion except at low levels
(less than 1·79 mil-I) where the rate increased slightly.
The tunicatesStyela. clava and Ascid'iella aspersa transport between 53 and 175 ml
of water min-I (g dry weight)-l depending on size (HOLMES, 1973). These are rates
quite comparable to those of some molluscs CTable 5-] 5). Weight exponents for
water transport varied between 0·275 and 0·646. Pumping rates were also several
times higher in running than in static sea water.
Summary and cQ'IU;lusions

At this writing, it appears that few, if any, marine organisms gather food particles
by automatic, indiscrimina.te filter feeding. One pos ible exception might be the
sponge MYCQ,le sp. which filtered for many hours at virtually the same rate, but
other dernisponges showed discontinuous feeding or even a diel rhythm in feeding
behaviour (REISWIG, I971). The cladaceran Penilia avirostris and Arterni(£ salina
also are more or les continuous filterers. P. Q.virostn:s feeds at the same rate on inert
or harmful particles for some hours before slowing the rate and dying but, nonetheless, showed a reduction in filtering rate with increasing concentration of food
(PAYLOVA, ] 959). A. salina feeds at a constfwt mte up to some level of satiation
on cells, but ingests much greater quantities of inert sand (REEVE, ] 963, I963a).
Copepods, when placed in a steady state situation for a long period, may eventually
adjust their feeding to a constant ration (FROST, :I 972), but in 24 h under constant
conditions certain bivalves showed marked variation with a tendency toward two
maxima (WINTER, I9(9). Various patterns of non-uniform feeding have been
described both in natural populations (e.g. WIMPENNY, I938; PETIPA, ]959;
PAVLOV, I9(9) and in experiments (e.g. RAO, 1954; NAGABHUSHANAM, I963;
MCALLISTER, 1970). Also food particles can be selected on the basis of crit('ria other
than their size (LOOSANOFF and ENGLE, 1947; CORNER, ]961; DAVIDS, 1964;
CONOVEg, 19(j(jb).
Most suspension feecleri', whether pelagic or benthic, apparently feed to obtain
the maximum useful ration. Under experimental conditions, ingestion may be
proportional to concentration of food up to a critical level (RIGLER, 19(1) or an
asymptote may be approached more gra.dually (PARSONS and <.;o-authors, 19(7).
In other case', the data suggest a maximum ration followed by a decrease at still
higher concentrations (MULLIN, 1963; \VINTER, I970). Howev 1', the va,rious
models fitted to th~ experimental data are at be·t convenient approximations and
may have little or no meaning in nature. Probably conditions neces ary to induce
saturation of the feeding mechanism occur only under bloom condition or, in
certain benthic environments, where the amount of suspended mat,erial is consistently high (HUGHES, 1969; REISWIG, 1971).
Clearly, more obsel'v<ttions on feeding by invertebrateg using natural foods,
under va.rying temporal tl.nd environmental conditions, and especia.lly in sit'a
experiments, such as those described by REISWIG (1971, 1971a), are essential
before we can improve our ability to simulate ecosystems. The effect of flow rate
past a.n attached organism has only recently been con idered (WALNE, 1972).
What criteria detcrmin the saturation level and what makes certain foods qualitatively better t.han other I Methods are now available to separate the living from
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the detrital fraction in an animal's diet. Factorial designs and multiple factor
experiments have scarcely been used at all in consideration of filter-feeding behaviour. Better understanding of the transfer mechanisms in 'undisturbed' environments can provide the basis for comparison of the effects of human influence
(Volume V).
The feeding experiments performed to date do show the adaptability of the different groups. Small particles are most numerous and probably most nutritious
(MULLIN, 1965; MULLIN and co-authors, 1966; ODUM, 1968). However, the energy
cost of their capture, sOTting and processing may be greater than for some larger
particles. For instance, SLEIGH and HOLWILL (1969) postulated that two rather
than one molecule of ATP might be necessary to complete the effective and recovery
strokes of a Mytilus sp. or SalJellaria sp. cilium. In any event, only certain groups
have efficient mechanisms for capturing small particles. In the pelagic zone,
Cladocera, pelagic tunicates, and probably certain larvae using the opposed-band
ciliary feeding system can utilize bacterial-sized particles. Mullets may be the
exception among the nekton. Bivalves, tunicates and sponges are probably the most
successful fine-particle feeders among the benthos, but not all bivalves examined to
date have equally high retention efficiencies (VAHL, 1972a).
The feeding behaviour of such fine-particle filterers seems more nearly continuous, with less tendency for particle selection. As the concentration of food in the
environment increases towards saturation food rejection (pseudo-faeces) and
reduced assimilation efficiency are often employed, although reduction in the rate
of limb movement, pumping rate or swallowing rate may also occur.
Copepods, often considered the principle link between primary producers and
higher trophic levels, depend primarily on larger-sized particles although they may
make some use of bacterial aggregations (SOROKIN and co-authors, 1970; Chapter
6). Even copepod nauplii tend to feed on particles in the same size range as their
parents and they ingest more per unit body weight. The tendency for large-particle
feeding would seem greater in oligotrophic waters indicating the likelihood of an
additional trophic level, probably involving some form of microzooplankton
capable of utilizing the smallest living particles and perhaps detritus (MULLIN,
1966). Many copepods and hjgher crustaceans such as euphausiids seem to feed
opportunistically, taking predominantly phytoplankton when abundant, but
making optimal use of a mixed diet at other times. As feeding and other physiologically important activities such as locomotion and respiration are generally
separated in the planktonic Crustacea, their responses to different levels of food in
their environment show much greater latitude than is the case for the fine-particle
filterers. Thus species of Calanus can obtain a sufficient ration by filtering 10 to
36 ml day-t in natural concentrations of organic matter (CORNER, 1961), but may
'filter' a litre or more, if the food item is big enough and the volume of water available for search is large enough, in its attempt to obtain enough to eat (PA1'.Fl.!:NHOFER, 1971; CORNER and co-authors, 1972). On the other hand, they may choose
between particles differing by only 50% in volume (RICHMAN and ROGERS, ] 969).
However, selective fceding for particle size may be, in part, a laboratory artifact.
In nature copepods generally feed on the particle which will give them maximum
intake for the least expenditure regardless of particle size (Po ULET, ] 974). Yet, their
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filtration efficiency on the smallest particle~ may be sufficiently low that an additional trophic link in the food web, such as the microzooplankton, can makl' bdtf'r
use of the resources available. To capture these larger particles, copepods employ
a feedjng mechanism different from that used in small-partjcle feeding. The size of
their 'useful' ration is controlled by the amount ingested, because assimilation
efficiency would seem virtually constant (CONOVER, 1966, 1966a).
Barnacles, crinoids and probably other benthic filterers, occupying environments
high in physical energy but low jn food energy are probably also opportunistic
feeders.
Vertebrates, which filter feed either part or all the time, possess the most advanced mechanisms. Not only are several feeding techniques employed by the
inclividual, depending on the food environment, but specialized behaviour patterns
to concentra.te food organisms have been observed (INOEBRIGTSEN, 1929) and
evidence for sophisticated remote-sensing mechanisms found (BEAMISH and
MITCHELL, 1971).

Interface Feeding
A number of mobile marine organisms crawl or swim over the bottom, or over
attached structures or benthic plant::; and animals associated with the bottom, and
derive their nutrition from fine particulate matter collected or growing there or
even from the sub~·;trate itself if it is of organic composition. ODUM (1 (70) cla,;~ifind
the mullet Mugil cephalus, which skims detrital material from tlw hottom or feeds
from the surface of Thalassia lestwlinum leaves, mangrove roots or some other
surface, as an 'interface feeder'. In contrast with the rather sparse concentration
of suspended organic matter in the pelagic zone, interfaces accumulate and concentrate organic matter. Hence, the animals feeding on them are probably not
food limited (MOORE, 1(66), although EBERT (1968) presents evidence that their
population bioma::;s may be food limited. They may select food from some specific
plant or a.n i mal source (BOOLOOTIAN and LASKER, 1964; Ll'~ [GH'fON, I. !)66; CAH,EFOOT, I. !)67 a, 1973; \::\ HL, 1(71) or they may ingest the entire assemblage of plants,
animals, bacteria, detritus and inorganic particles present and even part of the
inorganic substrate (NORTH, 19.54; BUCHANAN, 1.964; NEWELl., 1965; MARTIN,
1966; OnuM, HIGS; CHIA, 1969; ADAMS and ANOELOVIC, 1970). Specialists may
assimilate ,1 higher percentage of the relatively small amount of food ingested,
while detritus feeders may paliS large amounts of material through their bodies
from which only a small fraction of organic substance may be assimilated (BUCHANAN, 1964; CAREFOOT, 1967a; TSIKHON-LuKANINA, 1970).
Quantitati ve assessment of feeding has been attempted for a num bel' of interface
feeders but the presentation of data has not always followed a consistent pattern.
Rates of feeding as percentage of body weight ingested have been assembled in
Table 5- J 7 for a number of int.erface feeders with such additional information about
the conditions of experiment.ation as wert' available. Of the three opisthobranchs
studied by CAREFOOT (1967, 1967a) the smallest ration was obtained by Dendronotus frondosus fceding on a presumably highly nutritious food, the hydroid
Tubularia larynx. On the other hand, Archidoris psewloargus which took a larger
ration, ingested sponges, mainly Halichondria panicea, of relatively low organic

Food
Species

Undaria pinnatifula
Uiva pertusa
Ulva pertusa
Undar-ia. pinnatijida.

Patina pellu<;ida Laminaria hyperbo'rea

A. kurodai
A. j'uliana

A plysia juliana

A plysia punctata Plocamium coccimum
Archidvris
pseudoarg11.S
H alichcmdria panicea
Dendr01wtus
fro'MOBuS
Tubular-i.a.lary·nx

Aplysia punctata Plocamium coccineum
EnterOl1wrpha
intestinalis
Ulva Laduca
Heterosiphonia plumosQ.
Oryptopleura ramosa
Delesseria sanguinea
Laminaria digitata

Gastmpodll

Species

Table 5-17

brown alga

-

100-200

170-280
210
239
280
271
207
251-395
407
290
468

19

brown alga 14,0-22,2
green alga 17,6-20,7
green alga 16·2-20'2
brown alga
7- 9
11-12
15-17
18-20
21-22
22-24
25-26

hydroid

103

224

Size

103

15

15

Temp
(oCl

sponge

red alga

green alga
green alga
red alga
red alga
red alga
brown alga

red alga

Type

mg wet wt.

g wet wt.

mg dry wt.

mg dry wt.

Units

8*

32

12·3-32·7
210
14.·8
2·5
3
185
9-26'8
33·8

15-40

.')'0-19·2
10·0
62
0·9
1,[
8·9
3,6-6·8
8·3
H·O
1·7

46·3**

74,0**
75·3
8·8

117·1 **

50'4**
25,4**
28·0**
17,0**
5,8**
1·9**

43·3**

120·6

113'4
56·8
62·8
38·0
13·0
4·3

97·0

Feeding ra.te Ration (%
(mg[animaW I body wt.
day-I)
day-I)

Author

;rJ

~

>'l
""l
t'J

:>-

'<'
r-

H
(')

Z

:>

0

~

0

>%j

0

Z

0

H

>-:J

:s::>

~

0

>%j

(j)

Z

>

--3

e",

a>

~
(0

VAHL

(1971)

~

t"J

<

0

Z

0

(')

~

SAlTO and
~
NAKAMURA (1971)

CAREFOOT (l967a)

CAREJ!OOT (1967)

Feeding rate and ra.tion obtained by some in~rface feeders (Compiled from sources indicated)

•

Eucys evanesceT/a

-

brown alga

-

-

-

-

wet wt.
dry wt.
calories
wet wt.
dry wt.
calories
wet wt.
dry wt.
calories

mg 'body wt.'

ash free
dry wt.

0·21
0·21

mg dry wt.

0·14-200 mgwetwt.
0·32-120

-

-

'detritus'

-

-

-

'plant'

-

-

1,2-3'6
0·7
0·3-0·6
0·7-1·4
0,2-3,8
0'7-3·8

-

-

green a)!!:fH'

17
17
21
17
17-18
14

-

-

-

-

47-4
g wet wt.
45·1
48-1
50·8
46·7
48·9
6'0 ± 0·8
18'7 ± 2'1
31'6±4'9
48·3 ± 4·1
83·7 ± 5·7
122-4 ± 4·8

'animal'

Ente'romorpha,
Vlva

diatoms on CIM<Jphora. diatom
dia.toms in culture

-

-

"Died before eomptel ion of experiment.
"Ration based on initial weight. and average consumption o\'er a period of growth.

!. baltica

I. baltica
Orchestia bottae

1doth-eo, baltica

Crustacea
Dezam'inc
sphwsa

sponge

E ltcida·ris
trwttloides

Cliona ta.mpa

brown alga
brown alga
brown alga.
brown alga.
green alga
red alga
brown alga.

Strongylocent·rotus
intermedius
Lami?Ulria ja.ponica
Sargassum tortile
S. thungergii
Scytosiphon lomenta.·ria
Vl'va pertusa
Ghondrus ocella.tu.s
Lmn'i?Ulria japon·i<;a.

-

-

-

0·334-37'9
0'516-12'7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

24
32

239-19
]80-18

91
140
45

49

45
45
62
47
4L

109-120
35
18-26
28-100
25-200
17-] 87

5

(1963)

(1968)

DE LA

and
(1967)
CRuZ (1963)

KRMELEVA

SUSHCHENY A

(1970)

TSIKHON-LuKANINA

GREZE

MCPHERSON

2'71
5·72
0·60
1·33
1·04
2·16
1·95
384
0·45
0·96
FUJ( (1967)
0·96
1·96
0·84 ± 0·06 13·96 ± 0·81
1·64±O·1l 8·75 ± 0-95
7·61 ± 0·30
2'41 ± 0·09
2·80±0·16 5·80 ± 0·22
4·53 ± 0·21
5·41 ± 0·35
560 ± 0·14 4·58 ± 0·41

(")
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t-:)

(JJ

t"'

;>-
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Z
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~

b:l

Z
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content. Both of these species ingested high protein animal food compared with
Aplysia punctata, which took mainly an algal diet, high in carbohydrate, and consumed the largest ration of all. Feeding rate of Aplysiajuliana increased markedly
between II ° and 15° C and thereafter did not change very much with temperature
up to 22° to 24° C (SAITO and NAKAMURA, 1961). Molluscs and crustaceans seem to
consistently take larger rations than echinoderms but as the basis for comparison
is not related to the organic matter of the predator the relatively large amount of
ash in the echinoderms makes realistic comparisons impossible.
Quantification of feeding by interface feeders of different sizes has not been
undertaken frequently. The relationship between test volume and feeding rate
was non-hnear for the urchins Lytechinus variegatus and Tripneustes esculentus,
each feeding on Thalassia testudinum (MOORE and MCPHERSON, 1965). Similarly
MCPHERSON (1968) established that there was a non-linear relationship between the
size of Eucidaris tribuloides and the quantity of food it eats but, as in the previous
paper, no statistical treatment of the data was attempted. SUSHCHENYA and
KHMELEVA (1967) have summarized Russian work on feeding by crustaceans,
including several interface feeders, but do not give experimental details. Only
MILLER and MANN (1973), working with the urchin Strongylocentmtus droebachiensis, have considered the effects of environmental conditions on the size-feeding
relationship (Table 5-18). They observed that the same power curve exponent
fitted feeding, absorption and respiration, as a function of size, in all but the
August-September period. It also appears likely that the same slope would apply
for most seasons and temperature conditions though this hypothesis was apparently
not tested.
Using rate of radular movement as an index NEWELL and co-authors (1971)
examined the effect of size, temperature and level on the shore on feeding activity
by Littorina littorea. As in the case of the barnacles mentioned earlier (see also
NEWELL and NORTHCROFT, ] 965), small Littorina appear to feed more rapidly than
large, but the slope of the activity-size curve does not seem to vary in any consistent
way with temperature. The QJO for radular activity in small individuals, acutely
determined, ranged from 1-18 over the range 15° to 25° C to 2· 20 at 5° to 15° C, but
after acclimation to the experimental temperature all QIO values were lower.
Duration of submersion was the most important determinant of radular activity
at different shore levels; rates were adjusted so that the accumulated number of
movements for animals immersed 4 h (6!:n 1) was about the same as for those
immersed for 7t h (6371). The rate may very well be modified by even short-term
changes in tidal amplitude.
The mullet also shows a tidal rhythm in feeding perhaps because many of its
preferred feeding areas are not available to it except on high tides (OnuM, 1970).
In addition to tidal effects, diurnal rhythms in feeding activity have been described for sea urchins. Strongylocentrotus intermedius eats three times as much in the
da.rk as at 36,000 Ix and some suppression of feeding was observed at 6000 Ix
(FUJI, ]967). On the other hand, pink shrimp Pandulus montagui fed principally
at low slack water during daylight (WARREN and SHELDON, 1967). Variable rates
of feeding with time have been observed for other interface feeders even though no
persistent pattern was found (FORSTER, 1959; DE LA CRuz, 1963; SOUTHWARD,
J 964). Seasonal changes in food composition and quantity eaten are well known

Feb-Mar.
April-May
JW1e-July
Aug.-Sept.
Oct.-Nov.
Dec.-Jan.

Season

.. -

-

20

1,9-32'1
1·0-43·8
1·1-45·3
0·9-46·4
1·1-47,3
0,90-40,0

(g)

20

8·5
7·5

2
4
11
17

(0C)

Temperature Size range

• R in cll.1ories (urohin)-l day-1; Win g .
•• R in wet weight (anima!)-I day· I ; Win g wet weight.

I dothea. baUica
Orchestia botta.e

St'l'ongylocent'l'otus
d'l'oeba-ehiemis

Species

0·090"

0·061-*

9·1 *
20·3*
30·7*
30·5*
22,7*
20'1 *

a

0·670

0·633

0·866
0·729
0·,92
0'726
0·833
0-795

b

SUSHCRENYA and KHMELEVA (1967)

(1973)

SUSHCHENYA and KHMELEVA (1967)

MAN~

-

MILLER and

Author

-

0·86
0·91
0·97
0·92
0·92
0·89

,2

Feeding rate in relation to size for some interface feeders based on the relation R = a!V b ; where R = ration; IV = weight; a -,
temperature dependent coefficient; b = exponential constant (Compiled from the sources indicated)

Table 5-18
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from investigations by GREZE (1963), MOORE and MCPHERSON (1965), FUJI
(1967), EBERT (1968), and others.
Much of the work on interface feeding has been concerned with effects on the
physical and biological environment. Following the removal of limpets from a
stretch of bare, moderately wave- beaten shore thick growths ofrock-weed developed
within a years. Howe er, beneath this canopy young, rapidly growing limpets
became re-established and once again eliminated most of the algae within the next
3 to 4 years (SOUTHWARD, ] 964). Littorina 8cutulata in densities of about 0·2 em J
dm- 2 (about 3 dm- 2 ) and limpets (Acmaea sp.), about 0·8 cm J dm- 2 (roughly] to
8 dm -2 depending on size), controlled diatom populations on rock substrates in the
Oregon littoral (CASTENHOLZ, ] 961). Tegula funebralis alone utilizes virtually all
the primary production of the macrophytes within the intertidal zone of Makkaw
Bay, Washington (USA); PAINE (1971) believes that importation oflarger seaweeds,
eroded from deeper water locations, is a necessary supplement to the nutrition of
intertidal interfll<'~~ feeders there. Interface-feeding fish control substrate growth
in many locations (e.g., JOHN and POPL};, 1973). As for sea-urchins, FUJI and
KAWAMURA (1970) estimated that half the annua.l production of seaweeds (mostly
species of LaminaTia and Ulva) was consumed by a population of St?"ongylocentrotus
intermedius on a rocky shore in southern Hokkaido (Japan). Similarly MOORE and
co-authors (1963) and MOORE and MCPHERSON (1965) found tha,t the den 'e t
population of Lytechinus variegatus (about 15 adults m- 2 ) utilized the entire annual
production of the bed of Thalassia testudinum which they inhabited. About 6
Pamcentrotus lividus m- 2 controlled growth of Entero7no'rpha species in Lough
Ine (KITCHING and EBLINU, ] 96l). After removal of urchins belonging to the genus
Strongylocenlrotu.s, rapid ('olonization of new species took plaC'(', but eventually
brown algae not normally found in grazed areas became dominant (PAINE and
VADAS, 1969). LEIGHTON and co-authors (1966) found that only 1 Strongylocentrotus
franciscanus or ] 0 Lytechinus anamesus m- 2 would clear the bottom of seaweed off
California. Echinus esculentu8 may browse over one-third of the rock surface off
Plymouth (England) each year (FORSTER, Hl59). Other examples of interaction
between urchins and their algal environment are mentioned by MANN and BREE
(1972).
Urchins also can have a marked erosive effect on a rocky substrate. Hence,
LEWIS (1964) estimated that the tropical urchin lJiad ma antillarwn could scrn..p e
away 7,55 g of calcium carbonate during a year's feeding. While feeding on the
burrowing poJychaete Polydora ciliata, the urchin Echinus esculentu$ errodes the
sublittoral rocks of Helgoln,nd at a rate of ] cm year I (Kit l\1BEIN and VAN DER
PERS, 1974). Certain littorinids studied by NORTH (1954), having a numerical
density of 1 snail per] 2 cm 2 , consume sufficient substrate with their food to deepen
tide pools 1 cm in 16 year!;. From NORTH'S data Fox (19fl5) calculated that a 'normal'
concentration of8·6 x ] O' snails on a square mile of wet silt tone would erode about.
2200 tons or 3 x ]0 4 ft J (~850 m J ) per annum. At Heywood Beach, Barbados, the
population of the gastropod Nerita tesselata might be expected to remove about
17 kg year-I of beach rock from ate t area of 110m 2 while feedin a on its surface
rind of algue (M LEAN, 1967). Limpets also contribute to the wearing away of
rocks (SOUTHWARD, 1964). Turnover of ediment by the interface-feeding mullet
amount to 450 kg dry weight year-I, a volume of sediment 45 m 2 by t em deep
T
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per fish (ODUM, }970). Ingested sediments may also be transported by crustaceans
and fish (SHELDON and WARREN, 1966).
.
As already mentioned, some interface feeders show a degree of selectivity in their
diets. When food is abundant it has been shown several times that an animal can
afford to be more selective (e.g., lVLEV, 1961). Conceivably, the energy content of
the food could also influence selection (EMLEN, 1966), but neither PAINE and VADAS
(1969a) nor CAREFOOT (1973) were able to find any correlation between calorific
content of potential foods for interface feeders and their utilization. As POULET
(1974) found for copepOdS' food availability seems to be the most important
criterion for selection (PArNE and VADAS, 1969a).
Sediment Feeding
While the food of sediment feeders and interface feeders will overlap, those
animals living in the sediment which they ingest, for the most part, employ different
mechanisms for obtaining their nutrition than those which crawl over it (Volume
II: PANDIAN, 1975). The importance of detritus, its formation and utilization have
already been discussed to some degree (pp. 240, 241). Further reviews have been presented by NEWELL (19'70) and FENCHEL (1972).
Detritus also contributes heavily to the organic matter contained in sediments.
As LONGBOTTOM (1970) has shown, the organic content of a bottom deposit is
inversely, but non-linearly, correlated with particle size. In the same fashion, the
numbers of bacteria increase markedly with the fineness of the sediment. FENCHEL
(1972) has calculated that there are between 1 and 10 bacterial cells per 100 fLm 2 of
particle surface. While the respiratory rate was affected by organic content and
type ofparticJe, oxygen uptake and bacterial numbers, both determined per unit of
surface area, exhibited a rather limited range of variation (HAHGHAVE, 1972a).
Similar observations had been made by ODUM and DE LA CRUZ (196'7). HARGRAVE
also found that sterile, ashed particles consumed no oxygen, but quickly became
recolonized when exposed to natural detritus in enriched medium and then respired within the same range as natural particles of similar surface area. Earlier
he showed that the presence of an abundant fauna of detritus-feeding amphipods
encouraged microbial respiration (HARCltAVE, 1970). Similar observations have
been made for other deposit feeders by FENCHEL (1972). Utilization of bacteria
in detrital material, recolonization oft,he faeces with enrichment of the nitrogenous
organic fraction, and subsequent coprophagy has already been mentioned (NEWELL,
196.5; sec also Table 5-J 9). The importance of ciliates as intermediates in benthic
food (~hains, eVPJ) under condit,ions of anaerobiosis, has been established by FENCHEL
(J 9(9). Even in coarse sediments (sand), bacteria, probably living heterotrophically on dissolved organic matter, are doubtless the nutritional base for the benthic
meiofauna (McIN1'YRE and co-authors, 1970; LASKER and co-anthors, 1970).
At this writing it would seem that detritus, a.nd fine particles in general, serve
more as a 'catalyst' for energy conversion than as a direct source of nutrition for
either interface or sediment feeders. There is also evidence, cited in FENCHEL
(1972), that some density-dependent factor or other factor(s), such as the availability of 'nutrients', controls bacterial abundance and production in sedimentary
environments. The physiological activities of animals could supply some essential

-

sediment

sediment

-

sediment.

Abarcnicola pa-eifica
A. claparedi
Arenicola g-r-ubi
17'5

10-13

sediment

Nereis diversicolor

sediment

11

sediment

A. mm"ina
A. marina

18-20

sediment

6-15

Pectinaria gouJdii
Am]Jhit.rite ornata
Clymenella. torq'.wta

sediment

HyaleLla aztero

-

-

650<

120

2000

900
4.7
5,1-15,4

80

-

0·04.
0·1
0'5
1·0

-

-

-

Nitzschia
closterium

Palaemonetes pU{Jio

-

Temp.
(oC)

Cirrifo.,..mis tentaculaJ.a sediment

sediment

Food

Callianassa major

Species

Dry wt.
(animal)-l
(mg)

-

4698

150-:l80

3600
11000

-

5100
1200

6000

-

4.·4
0·25
0'50
0·32

-

638 ± 165

0·28
0·33

-

0·022 (fresh)
0·032 (aged 3
days)

0·00017

LONGBOTTOM (1970)

JACOBSEN (19(7)

KISELEVA and VITYUK
(1970)

2·0"

125-317
723

HOBSON (1967)

0·4 d
0'3 d
180
550

RHOADS (1967)

GORDON (1966)

GEORGE (1964)

HARGRAVE (1972)

VEL'TISHCHEVA and
KARZINKIN (1970)

-

-

-

4·48 (fresh)
JOHANNES and
SUOMI (1966)
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0·28 (fresh)
F .RA}'"""KE~BERG a.nd
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co·authors (1967)

Author

-

2'1
0·2
0.2 1

35-50·· d

20
9

2·9
2·9

Chemical
composition of faeces:
%C
%N

-

1004-2046

.;66
2050

7500

-

1100
252
99
32

-

-

Egestion
% Body wt.
(animal)-l
egested
(day)-l
(day)-l (mg)

Chemical composition of faecal pellets and their rate of production, where known, for some invertebrates (Compiled from
HARGRAVE, 1972, and FRANKENBERG and co-authors, 1967)

Table 5-19
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missing nutrient and their bUITowing activity might provide aeration, while
encouraging internal diffusion and mixing in the sediments. However, one recent
paper (ADAMS and ANGELOV1C, 1970) would suggest that at least some 'detritus' is
directly assimila,ted by 3 invertebrate animals, including both interface and sediment-feeding types, although it is difficult to interpret their results quantitatively.
Further investigation of the role of detritus as a food source must distinguish
quantitatively between living and dead organic matter, taking into consideration
that living organic matter may also have a very high turnover rate. The use of ATP
as an indicator of living ti,,~ue within sediments has regrettably been complicated by
poor reproducibility and recovery, but further improvements in the method (e.g.
ERNST, 1970) may be expected.
Because of the varying nature of the actual source of nutrition for sediment
feeders the determination of the 'feeding rate' is rarely possible. However, many
of these animals produce recognizable faeces. Table 5-19 shows egestion rates and
chemical composition of their faeces, with additional informa.tion on faeces of some
interface and s11spension feeders for comparison. The only freshwater organism
included is Hyalella azleca; for a general summary of similar data for other fresh·
water organisms consult HARGRAVE (1972).
Providing that percentage assimilation is constant and known, the amount of
food ingested should be determinable (HARGRAVE, 1972), but in only a few cases
has it been possible to verify the relationship. Nonetheless, rates of faecal production must be a reasonably pn:eise index of feeding activity. Experiments with
Lillorina planaxis (NORTH, 1954),Scrobicularia plana (HUGHES, 1969), and Hyalella
azteca (HARGRAVE, 1972) make it clear that smaJJer sediment feeders are more active
than larger ones. YOUNG'S (1971) experiments with Nucula pro,':ima sugge t that
temperature also affects feeding rate, Not surprising then, seasonality in rate of
sediment turnover was partly related to temperature and partly to size structure
of the population of Pectinaria cal~forniensis in Puget Sound, Washington (USA)
(NICHOLS, 1974).
One further point can perhaps be made from the admittedly limited data on
egestion in Table 5-19. Even though the organisms belong to severa.l phyla and
probably have different metabolic rates, there stiJJ seems to be a n~gative correlation between rate of egestion as percentage of body weight and organic content
of the sediment (or the faeces which presumably reflect the organic content of the
sediment). Animalsliving in coarse sa,nd, such as Peclina'ria gOllldii (GORDON, 1966)
or Clymenella torqllCtla (RHOADS, 1967), may process 25 to 75 times their weight in
sediment day-I while animals living in organic-rich environments, such as HyaleUa
azleca (H ARORA VE, 1972) or Hydrobia ventrosa (FENCHl~L, 1972), take a much smaller
'daily ration'. Even so WHITLATCH (1974) has recently shown that Pectinaria
g01l1dii selects larger-sized particles with a higher organic content during feeding.
Experimental evidence that the amount or kind of organic matter present in the
seclimentaffect,s rates offeeding or egestion rate is very limited. VEL 'TlSHCHEV A and
KARZINKIN (1970) tagged various freshwater plan ts (species of Elodea, Conferva,
Chlorella and [,emma) with J4C which was then (,ithp!" used as a dried food somce
directly or mixed as dried, pulverised tissue into sediments ultimately fed to .Nereis
diversicolor. X. diversicolor did not likc ChIarella or Elodea alone bnt ingested Elodea
detritus. ADAMS and ANCELOYlC (1970) also found that several deposit feeders
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preferred Zostera detritus to Zostera. alone. On the other hand, when dried pulverized Chlorella and Elodea. were added to silt and fed to .V. dive1'sicolor,
VEL'TISHCHEVA and KARZINKIN noted an increase in ingestion mte. They also
observed that.Y. diversicolor preferred 'aged' sediment to fresh sediment, which also
suggests that some qualitative factor was involved in determining feeding rate.
Regrettably, VEL'TISHCHEVA and KARZINKIN did not measure the orgn.nic content
of the different diets used; hence, we are still unable to say whether there is any
control over feeding rate based on size of the ration, as there seems to be for other
feeding types.
The most complete analysis of factors affecting egestion rates is that by HARGRAVE (1972). He found an apparently linear relationship between t,emperature and
rate of faecal pellet production for Hyalella aztew (y = -0,92 + 0'05x, 1. 2 = 0,90).
He also found a negative relationship between size of amphipod and number of
pellets produced per hour (y = 19· 0 - 0·0 15x, 1'2 = 0·47), but a positi ve correlation
between size of amphipod and size of pellet (y = 0·297 + 0'003x, 1'2 = 0'77). Using
these three relationships he constructed a model describing egestion for any-sized
amphipod at different temperatures (Figure 5-18). With knowledge of temperature,
amphipod numbers and dry weights, HARGRAVE was able to calculate the rate of
sediment egestion on a daily basis in Marion Lake from which an annual figure was
derived (Table 5-20). Similar calculations for other environments are also included
in the table. Interesting are the rather similar rates of turnover by t,hree populations
of Clymenella torqu.ata inhabiting localities with mean temperatures from 6° to
20° C (MANGUM, 1964). In part these results reflect regional adaptation to temperature, but the population densities also varied.
The effect of sediment feeders on their environment has been considered further
by RHOADS and YOUNG (1970), YOUNG (1971), and LEVINGTON (J 972). Where silt
and clay constitute a large percentage of the sediments, deposit feeders such as
Nw;ula pror£rna predominate. Their presence results in further sediment sorting
yielding a highly unstable, granular-appearing assemblage of faecal pellets and
fine materials of high water content which grades into a quartz-rich boundary
between the unstable and more or less permanent sediments (RHOADS and YOUNG,
1970). This unstable layer is easily re-suspended and contains a higher level of
KjeldaW nitrogen (YOUNG, 1971), but it seems totally unsuited as a habitat for
suspension feeders, probably because their young cannot metamorphose and develop
without a more stable bottom. The deposit-feeding community thus encourages
exclusion of suspension-feeding, space competitors via 'trophic group amensalism'
(RHOADS and YOUNG, 1970). Comparing the trophic structure of benthic communities, LEVINOTON (1972) has emphasized the unpredictability of food supply to
suspension feeders, which results in a relatively few species associations (due to
competitive interactions) and great fluctuations in population size and distribution; in contrast, deposit feeders, residing in a 'sink' of accumulated organic
matter, are buffered against fluctuations in the pelagic environment so that interspecific competition becomes paramount in determining population distributions.
The regulator and stabilizing influence in such communities muat be the bacteria
which appear to supply necessary energy with high efficiency of conversion at a
steady rate using material not otherwise available to higher animals.
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(b) Large-particle feeding

For the most part carnivores, large-particle feeders, perceive and capture prey
individually. Some such as the attached coelenterates, certain polychaetes, the
sedentary chaetognaths (genus Spadella), certain fishes and other groups, sit and
wait for their pI' y, but respond to chemical stimuli, movement, vibration or
visually perceive prey before capturing it. Pelagic carnivores with poor mobility,
such as medusae, siphonophores and ctenophores, also rely largely on chance
encounters with pelagic prey and use tentacular nets and other devices similar in
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concept to those employed by small-particle feeders. Yet each individual prey is
captured by a response to a chemical stimulus, perhaps initiated locally, but with the
possibility of some overriding control (SANDBERG and co-authors, 1971). The more
typical carnivores actively hunt their prey, taking advantage of special sensory
mechanisms to detect them, and a variety of adaptations to swallow whole, crush,
drill or otherwise open stubborn prey, or to pursue and capture rapidly moving
ones. For general reviews of mechanisms employed by perceptive feeders see
FEDER and CHRISTENSEN (1966), OWEN (1966), REESE (1966), J0RGENSEN (1968),
LENHOFF (1968), FRASER (1969), Volume II: CREUTZBERG (1975), PANDIAN (1975),
TESCH (1975).
Carnivorous Feeding by 1Y1arine Invertebrates

Following a pattern which I established in earlier sections, I have summarized
a number of observations on feeding rates in tabular form (Table 5-21); I have also
included estimates of energy conversion efficiency or growth efficiency where
available. Most data were obtained from animals feeding with an unlimited food
supply for a relatively long period so that hopefully we are examining something
close to optimal performance under quasi-steady-state conditions. Some of the
limitations of such data as applied to natural events will emerge from the following
discussion.
Several points may be made from the tabulated data at the outset. Not surprisingly perhaps, active pelagic carnivores with short life spans such as Sagitta
hispida (REEVE, 1964, 1970), Clione limacina (CONOVER and LALLI, 1974), and
Pontella mediterranea (PETIPA, 1969) show generally higher levels offood intake than
the benthic forms. Similarly squids (CHOE, 1966, 1966a) are obviously more active
than the octopus (NIXON, 1969). Among the benthic forms, coelenterates have
relatively high feeding rates (PAFFENHOFER, 1968) while gastropods and decapods
generally exhibit rather low rates. Exceptions in the case of the gastropods are the
nudibranch Dirona albolineata (ROBILLIARD, 1971) and two species of Conus
(KaHN, 1968). Feeding in decapods is definitely size related (SUSHCHENYA and
CLARO, 1966; ABoLMAsovA, 1970) (see also Table 5-22). Somewhat surprising are the
relatively high feeding rates exhibited by the asteroids, though it is clear from the
seasonal observations of HATANAKA and KOSAKA (1959) that such high rates
probably do not persist indefinitely. Perhaps the most surprising observation of all
is the tendency for high conversion efficiencies (K I) for all the invertebrates for
which data are available, regardless of feeding rates and size, in contrast to the
situation exhibited by most of the vertebrates (Tables 5-24,5-25).
As a quick test on the validity of this hypothesis I compared only the highest
value for K 1 based on growth and weight found by each investigation for each
species studied from Table 5-21 (invertebrates) with the same kind ofdata-from Tables
5-24 and 5-25 (fishes) combined, using the Mann-Whitney V-test (SIEGEL, 1956).
The null hypothesis that no difference existed in growth efficiency between invertebrates and fishes could not be supported (2 = 5,224, P < 0,00003). It is interesting
and perhaps relevant that THORSON (1960), while reviewing the literature on quantitative feeding by carnivores to that date, concluded that the in vertebrate predators
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in general took a higher proportion of their body weight 'per meal' than t,he vertebrate.
The effect of environmental variables on feeding rate for invertebrate carnivores
has not often been analyzed in a systematic fashion. However, CONOVER and LALLI
(1972) showed a linear relationship between log of the quantity of prey (Spiratella
retroversa) eaten by Clione limacina over a range from about 2° to 17° C. The Q I 0 for
these data was 3·00. At higher temperatures the feeding rate diminished. Sagitta
hispida does not feed below 11 ° C, but its feeding rate increased up to 25° C (REEVE,
1966). At 30° C there was some reduction and at 33° C death occurred. REEVE
also examined the effect of salinity between 25%0 and 50%0' and observed a curious
increase in feeding at either end of the range. 'Normal' temperature and salinity
conditions in Biscayne Bay where REEVE worked were nearly as extreme as those
used in the experiments, and suggested that, particularly with respect to temperature, S. hispida was frequently living under conditions near its limits of thermal
tolerance. In another planktonic carnivore, the ctenophore Pleurobrachia pileus,
significant feeding and growth occurred from 6° to 20° C, but lower winter temperatures must precipitate several months of virtual starvation. Salinities from 12%0
to 45%0 were tolerated (GREVE, 1972). The hydroid Hydractinia echinata takes
about 3 times longer to digest its food at 4° C than at about 15° C (CHRISTENSEN,
1967).
In carnivorous benthic forms much of the work on feeding has been concentrated
on gastropods, decapods and echinoderms of economic consideration for commercial shellfish production. The boring snails Polinices heros and P. duplicata
are serious predators on commercially important molluscs over much of the eastern
coast of North America. SAWYER (1950) showed that a single P. duplicata, from
9 to 12 mm across the maximum dimension, destNyed an average of 0·67 clams
(Mya arenaria )day-J at summer temperatures (21 0 C), but about 0·13 clams when
the temperature was lowered to 10° C. Conversion efficiencies were also reduced
from about 0·05 to 0·04 with the lowered temperature. Following up this work,
HANKS (1952) examined the effect of temperature and salinity on both species of
Polinices. In P. heros, the more stenohaline, feeiling continued at a low level
(0'05 clams snail-I day-J) down to 2° C while P. duplicata did not feed below 5° C
Bot,h snails were about equally destructive at 31 0 C (0'63 clams snail- J day-I).
'Vith respect to salinity the situation was reversed, P. heros refusing food below
12%0 and feeding poorly below 18%0' while the mOTe estuarine P. duplic.ata continued to destroy Mya arenaria at 8%0' HANKS (1957) also observed that the oyster
drill Urosalpinx cinerea doubled its feeding rate for each 5 Co rise between 10° and
20 0 C, whether feeding on oyster spat or mussels. Maximum feeding occurred at
25° C with a decrea e at still higher temperatures. A very similar range of feeding
activity was found by MANZI (1970) for the rough oyster drill Eupleura caudata,
with maximum feeding rate on Cras80strea vi?'ginica at 25° C and on Mulinia
lateralis at 27.5 0 C. Wllile HANKS found U cinerea preferred C. virginica to its
alternative prey, JJIJ ytilus edulis, Eupleura ca1u1ata ate more 111: ulinia lateralis than
oysters (MANZI, ] 970). Regrettably neither study enabled the relative ration to
the predator from the two prey sources to be compared nor clearly established
that the predator had equal access to each prey.
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Ration, R, generally as percentage body weight, and growth efficiency, K I' defined as animal growth in weight or calories
divided by the weight of food or calories ingested, for some marine invertebrate large-particle feeders generally provided with
excess food. Average values in parentheses. Calculations based on calories in brackets (Compiled from the sources indicated)
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Sepia
esculenta
(mysid)
S. 8ubawleata
Siepiella
maindroni
Sep'ia
NeO'mysis japO'nica
esculenta

CarcinWi sp.
Neomysis japonica

Principal food

O. vulgaris

Predator

20

25-27

?

g wet wt.

Units

0·60
2-35
6-37

1'79
3·13
6·63
13'55

III
229
19·8
50·4
85-0

38'5-99'7
(84-6)
123'0-246'5
(178-1)
345-8-520'0
(402-5)

g wet wt.

0'007-0491 g wet wt.

0·8-4-0

>20

<20

196-774
0,2-2,0

Size

16-23

(0C)

Temp.

6-03
2·43
)-27

4·11
3·25
2·29
1·69

0·83
0·60
3·02
2·14
1·42

J-5-2'4( 1'8)

6-20
30

1'8~3'4(2'7)

-

-

-

(0'67]b

(0'75]b

[0'70]b

0'44

11,3-35,3

-

2'4-4-2(3'2)

Author

(1966a)

(1966)

(1968)

ABOLMASOVA

CLARO

(1970)

SOSHCHENYA a.nd

CEOE

CEOE

0-29-0'52(0'42) NIXON (1959)

K1

Growth
efficiency

25-31

17-43

1-12(1 )

R

Daily ration
% body wt.

6-20

8-20

?

30

30

4-15

(days)

Duration of
experiment
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Mytuus califo-mianus (bivalve)

Pi8aster
ochraceus

(ophiuroid)

(bivalve)

13'7 ± 1·3
17·0 ± 2·3
21·7 ± 2·0
22·0 ± 0·6
17'2±09
13'1±0-8
9·9 ± 19
6·2 ± 06
3-9 ± 0·9

Venerup'is japonica 9·4 ± 0·8

mg wet wt.

72-177
110-228
151-216
47-214
47-193
51-198
48-230
42-133
49-139
52-134

8·9x12·9

g wet wt.

g wet wt.

52

g wet wt.

1'5-2,1
2-1-4'9
4,9-6,2

7

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
14
14

21

67
98

103-145

g wet wt.

1-4

1

5-15

40·19-76·42 g wet wt.

0·899<:;>
0'6066

1·90
2·71
1-48
0-51
0·38
1·27
1-91
1·03
0·60
0·09

5·4

11
6
7

2-18

22'7

79·3
43·5

"Includes efficiency of egg production.
OK =: weight (or energy of growth).
.. .
._
.. 0
2
. h (
. '1
.." , assImilation gl\ en as 90 9-99 3 Yo.
welg t or energy ass'ffi' ate
·Reference not seen.
dIn this case the number in p!lorentheses W!loS calculated from gut contents and estimated turnover time.

Asterias
amurensis

13-14

95-16'8

Bivalves

Ast1'opecten
irregularis

Luidia sarsi Ophiura albida

11-16

CWna intuhnalis

14-16

25

Asterias
rube1"l8

Asteroidea

PonteUa
Penilia, Evadne
mediterranea (cladoceran)

Copepoda

0'555
0·378
0'119
-1·190
-0-816
0·331
0·479
0·071
0'160
-2,094

0·32

0·06
0·26
0'14

0·39-0'48

0·24

KOSA.KA

and
(1959)
HATANAKA

(1965)

(1970)

FENCHEL

FEDER

CHRISTENSEN

(1970)

and
(1973)

SKJAEVELAND
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Sea stars have long been recognized as voraciuus carnivores, but there is remarkably little quantitative information on their activities. GALTSOFF and LoosANOFF (1939) remarked on the differences in feeding habits of the common Asterias
forbesi at different seasons. In the pre-spawning period, May to July, little feeding
oecuned, but following spawning they became ravenous. MACKENZIE (1970) examined feeding rates for the same species over a range from 5° to 25° C. Daily feeding
rates increased from 0-08 oysters per sea star at 5° C to 0·18 at 20° C and thereafter
decreased. A maximum weight gain of 13'7 g was also recorded at 20° C, but the sea
star lost weight at 25° C. Seasonally, the animals were more active in the period
April through June and October through November, but feeding was suppressed
during the period of highest temperature in Long Island Sound, which also coincided with the spawning season. This same general pattern was also observed in the
feeding of A. amurensis in Japanese waters (Table 5-21, HATANAKA and KosAKA,
1959). The seasonal pattern of feeding in Pisaster ochraceus is somewhat different.
According to MAUZEY (1966), feeding and energy con version may be more efficient
in summer and the pyloric caeca are used for storage. In winter, materials thus
accumulated are transformed to gonads, which completely replace the space
formerly occupied by the pyloric caeca, just prior to spring spawning.
The green crab Carcinus maenas, another serious shellfish pest, does not appear
to feed appreciably at temperatures much below 7° C nor were they so active at
26° C as at 18° C (ROPES, 1969). However, it did not appear to be affected by a
salinity of 9%0' European C. maenas showed peak feeding in the warmest months
but continued to take food at 2'3° C (VVALNE and DEAN, 1972).
Many factors affect the seleotion of food by predatory animals. In his classic
work on the feeding of fishes, IVLEV (1961) defined a selectivity index
(13)
where r{ = fraction of any given food item ingested; PI = fraction of the same component available to be ingested. He then proceeded to demonstrate that selectivity
was the resultant of two correlated factors: (i) the actual preference for a particular
food; (ii) its availability or accessibility. Because accessibility influences the
values of S obtained, JACOBS (1974) suggested modifying the electivity index so that
Sf

=
rj

r{ - PI
- 2r l Pj,

+ PI

(13A)

whenever food selection is to be quantified. In any event, an animal should show a
marked tendency for specific food preference when food of all sorts is abundant,
and, similarly, an animal ought to be more selective as it becomes sated. Training
or conditioning a predator naturally should affect feeding performance. Relative
sizes of prey and predator can affect availability as can the presence of a protective
shell for the prey or poison glands, ability to hide, form of distribution, etc. As
mentioned earlier, EMLEN (1966) suggested that food might be selected for its
energy content. SCHOENER (1971) proposes that animals work as time minimizers
as well as energy maximizers in the process of food getting.
While examples of selective feeding are numerous among invertebrate largeparticle feeders, there have been few attempts to test experimentally any of the
above hypotheses within marine ecosystems. One exception is the work of MENGE
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(1972) on foraging strategy ofthe asteroid Lepta.sterias hexactis. Predation and desiccation tend to Ii mit foraging to periods of high tide at night. On the basis of the prey
size eaten per different sized predator, the consumption time for each prey and
its caloric content, MENGE prepared a table of relative energy yield for each prey
species per hour of L. he;:r:actis foraging time. He then showed that highest selectivities were for moderately energy-rich species of high availability in summer, but
tending towards the rarer high-energy species at seasons when food in general was
scarce. Very low energy species were usually avoided by larger sea stars. Thus,
his conclusions supported, but with qualification, the theories of foraging strategy
proposed by IVLEv (1961), EMLEN (1966, 1968), and MAcARTHUR and PIANKA
(1966).
Another exception is the interesting work by LANDENBERGER (1968) on the sea
stars Pisaster giganteus and P. ochraceus, frequently competitors of Leptasterias
hexactis. Although all sizes of predators consumed all sizes of prey offered (Mytilus
spp.) there was a statistically verifiable trend for the larger sea stars to eat larger
mussels. When offered a choice of 7 prey species both sea stars showed increasing
selectivity toward mussels with experience gained over a 5-week period. Sea stars
seemed to learn where they would expect to find the preferred prey in the aquarium
and if the positions of favoured and un favoured prey were altered the predator
altered its search pattern within 2 days. Selectivity for mussels increased when
their relative abundance was decreased. Sea stars could be conditioned to take less
favoured prey, but when given the choice of mussels once more, returned to their
earlier favourite within 2 weeks. Throughout the experiments, there was no evidence
for a level of satiation. Rather, the sea stars seemed to feed more and faster as they
gained experience with a given food.
In this respect LANDENBERGER'S (1968) observations differ from certain earlier
observations, reviewed by REESE (1966).~he multi-rayed asteroid Heliaster kubinijii showed active hunting behaviour when starved, but a well-fed animal could
only be induced to feed by an extract of mussel £I.esh.
LANDBERGER (1968), also commented on the aggregations of Pisa8ter (mainly
P. ochraceus) on natural mussel beds and there is abundant evidence from other
sources of feeding aggregation. That chemorecept,ion could be involved has been
emphasized by ZAFIRIOU and co-authors (1972) who found that certain Asterias
species could distinguish between intact prey and injured tissue. Other examples
of extremely specialized feeding behaviour for echinoderms are given by FENCHEL
(1965), and MAUZEY and co-authors (1968). Astropecten irregularis ingests its
prey whole and selects bivalves chiefly with a low resistance to anaerobic conditions
(CHRISTENSEN, 1970). HANCOCK (1965) believes that Asterias rulJens selected
British over Danish mussels because the British ones had smaller adductors and
were therefore easier to open. Clams and mussels used as food by the crab Carcinus
maenas were selected according to size, smaller individuals being chosen presumably because they, too, were easier to open, and according to the nature of the substrate in which they were buried, those in mud being captured less often than those
in sand (WALNE and DEAN, 1972).
In gastropods which drill holes to get at their prey, accessibility does not always
decide prey choice. CHEW (1960) found that it took longer for the Japanese oyster
drill Ocinehra japonica to penetrate the Olympic oyster Ostrea tenida or Manilla
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clam Venerupis japoniro, which it usually attacked Drst, than the Pacific oyster
C'rMsostrea gigM. MORGAN (1972) found that associative learning and experience
affected the efficiency with which the dog whelk Nw;ella lapillus gained entry to a
typical prey, the cockle, CerMtoderma edule. They also became more rapacious feeding
on the cockle, and could then penetrate and consume M ytilus edulis faster than those
previously associated with barnacles, a more usual food. The gastropod CMsis
tuberosa eats two species of urchins, Echinometra lucunter and Tripneustes ventricosus, but ignored several other species. Of the two species consumed, E. lw;unter
was generally preferred although it had the thicker shell. T. ventricosus, however,
showed a quicker escape response to the predator. CMsis tuherosa demonstrated a
typical exponential response (Type II, HOLLING, 1959) to increasing numbers of
prey (E. lw;unter) (HUGHES and HUGHES, 1971).
The gastropod genus Conus contains many species of tropical predators all of
which apparently use a modified radula tooth to inject a paralytic poison into their
prey (KOHN, 1963). The snails are found in several types of habitats including
smooth, intertidal benches of beach rock or limestone, usually covered with some
sand bound by algae (Type II) and more topographically diverse, subtidal reef
platforms (Type III). On the Type II environment the species were generally
smaller, the environment harsher, but the diet ofthe predator more specialized than
that in the more diverse Type III locality. KOHN (1968) suggests that the greater
degree of water motion in the intertidal area makes food more readily available
and thus favours specialization. On examination of gut contents he found that the
specialists usually contained the largest numbers of prey items, but the generalists
sometimes took the largest ration.
Perhaps the most extreme cases of feeding specialization yet studied among
large-particle feeders occur in the pteropod molluscs (SENTZ-BRACONNOT, 1965;
LALLI, 1970, 1972). The gymnosome Clione limacina consumes only 2 thecosomes,
Spiratella retrOVeTsa and S. helicina, throughout post-veliger life, but apparently
feeds completely opportunistically on these (CONOVER and LALLI, 1972). The only
selection is for size. Fig. 5-19 shows that all but the smallest C. limacina select
the largest prey fTOm the population available in March. Earlier in the year (November), when both prey and predators were smaller, C. limacina less than I mg
dry weight also selected the largest prey then available. CONOVER and LALLI found
that a reasonable prediction of feeding rate for C. limacina could be made knowing
the size of the predator, size of prey and temperature. Their equation is shown in
Table 5-22.
CONOVER and LALLI (1972) also noted that the size of Clione limacina at sexual
maturity was apparently related to the size of its prey. Thus small, neotenous
individuals (2 to 3 mm) were found in fall, when Spiratella retroversa were small,
while individuals over 50 mm were found in northern waters where the prey consisted of the generally larger Spiratella helicina.
Correlations between size of predator and size of prey are well known, but
feedback interactions of the relationships do not seem to have been emphasized
frequently. Prey often outgrow their predators. Of the Venus striatella population
in Kames Bay, Millport (Scotland), ANSELL (1960) found that 15% fell prey to
.Yatica alderi in its first year, but only 5% in its second and 1 to 2% in its third.
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He also observed an apparently linear correlation between size of the drilled shell
and the size of the hole drilled in it. N. alderi uses special folds of the foot to hold
the prey firmly while drilling and if the prey is too big or too small it cannot be held
properly. A large CUone limacina has difficulty in holding and ingesting a small
Spiratella (CONOVER and LALLI, 1972). HANCOCK (1958) found that the young
mussels on which small A sterias rubens were feeding outgrew their predators and
became unavailable. As mentioned earlier, Carcinus maenas generally seeks smaller
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Fig. 5-19, Size select,ion by Clione lima.cina of different size when
offered the range of prey (Spiratella retroversa) sizes available in
St. Margaret's Bay, N ova Scotia on March 18, 1970: experiments
carried out at 4 temperatures, 2°, 7°, 11° and 17° C, for periods
from 100 h at coldest to 50 h at the warmest. Sha.ded
histograms: number of different sized prey eaten out of a total
population of sha.ded plus open histograms. The mean size
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Clione. (After CONOVER and LALLI, 1972; modified; reproduced
by permission of North-Holland Publishing Company.)
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Mytilu,s edulis and Mercenaria mercenaria, and a correlation was found between
size of prey eaten and size of crab (W ALNE and DEAN, 1972).
On the other hand, many predators are known to shift from small to larger prey
as they grow. The opisthobranch gastropod Navanax inermis swallows its prey,
generally other gastropods, whole. Since there is no trituratioll, their remains can
be identified in the faeces and used to establish the actual size of ingested prey
(PAINE, 1965). As cannihalism frequently occurs, N. inermis has also developed a
size-related defence mechanism against self predation. Small individuals on rocky
coasts ate chiefly nudibrachs, but in more sheltered areas the prey was primarily
Bulla. gouldiana, which itself reached considerable size. Choice of prey, however,
seemed to be a matter of availability: Outer coast Navanax inermis ate B. go~tldiana
in the laboratory, but ones from sheltered areas consumed nudibranchs. Feeding
and growth data show that large N. inermis feeding on B. gouldiana have virtually
the same feeding rates and growth efficiency as small individuals (Table 5-21).
Size of 1\1. inermis on the outer shore was certainly in part controlled by the instability of the environment, as well as by food. Even so, the largest individuals
found there, 8·9 g as compared to over 300 g in sheltered bays, were sexually
mature, a, situation reminiscent. of the precocious sexuality in Clione limacina,
whose small size was definitely rela.ted to size of food available (CONOVER and
LALLI, .1972). So presumably various mechanisms encouraging size selection have
evolved which have the dual purpose of keeping a portion of the prey population
unavailable to the predators while supplying the preda~or with the most suitablesized food for its own most efficient energy conversion.
Only a few attempts have been made to quantify feeding rates for invertebrate
carnivores. Some of these data are given in Table 5-22. Comparison of the weight
exponent b (see also Table 5-18) suggests that in Clione limadna larger animals
would feed proportionally less rapidly than would certain crusta,Cl'imS or seiL-urchins.
This may be an artifact related to the strong correlation betwE'pn feeding rate and
prey size Presu mably if j u.~t the right size Spiratella had been fed to each size of
Clione, the feeding ]';Lte wOlild have been increased in large individua.ls, the weight
exponent proportionally increased, and the exponent for Spiratella size reduced.
Indeed, we have noted a reluctance to feed on the pl1rt of very laro-e, presumably
expatriate, Clione when offered prey of local origin (CONOVER and LALLI, unpublished). The remaining data. in Table 5-22 suggest that the weight exponent for
feeding may well be of the same order as that. for metabolism. In fact, SUSHCHENYA
and CT...ARO (1966) report an exponent, 0,695, based on respiratory measurements
on .Menippe mercenaria.
In quantifying the feeding rate of the ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi relative to
the abundance of prey, BISHOP (1967) plotted the number of copepods ingested
(ctenophore)-J h- I (Y) against the product of the number of copepods I-I, times
the volume of the ctenophore in mI (X). The resultant scatter of points yielded the
equation Y 69 + 0·012X which he then used to calculate the copepod mortality
caused by ctenophore feeding. Thus;1-1 leidyi might consume 31 % of the standing
population of Acartia tonsa in the Pautuxent River, Maryla,nd (USA), each day
accounting for about 52% of the daily mortality rate previously determined by
HEINLE

(1966).
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SUSHCHENYA and CLARO (1966) discuss at some length the significance of maximum and average feeding rate. An animal fed ad libitum in the laboratory usually
adjusts its feeding rate to supply a more or less constant intake, but in nature
food is not necessarily always available, especially for carnivores and feeding
specialists. Most invertebrates can endure long periods of starvation with no apparent harm, even though in the case of soft-bodied individuals there may be considerable loss of weight and reduction in body dimension (e.g., KAMSHILov, 1960;
CHRISTENSEN, 1970; FEDER, 1970; CONOVER and LALLI, 1972, 1974; GULLIKSEN and
SKJAEVELAND, 1973). In order to take advantage of abundant food when available,
such animals have the capacity to considerably exceed their ad libitum rate for short
periods. Thus, SUSHCHENYA and CLARO (1966) found a maximum feeding rate 3 to
3·5 times higher than the average rate after M enippe mercenaria had been starved
for at least 2 weeks.
Likewise, soft-bodied forms such as coelenterates have enormous capacities for
overeating. Corals can consume 3·3 to 4·0 times their respiratory requirements in a
short feeding period (COLES, 1969). A single Hydractinia ~hinata polyp 0·2 mm
wide by 4 mm high could ingest three copepods 2 mm long or a piece of match soaked
in plankton juice 2 x 2 x 4 mm (CHRISTENSEN, 1967). Clava muUicornis will literally eat itselfto death if given the opportunity (PAFFENHOFER, 1968). The pteropod
Clione limacina also can ingest prey as large as itself (CONOVER and LALLI, 1972).
So willIe some invertebrate carnivores appear to have a typical exponential rise to a
satiation level when feeding in unlimited food (i.e., REEVE, 1964; HUGHES and
HUGHES, 1971), in the case of others R mu may depend on previous feeding history
or may not exist at all. As for the amount of food necessary to merely maintain an
organism, for invertebrate carnivores we know virtually nothing. Therefore, the
application of a feeding model based on experiments with higher animals (rYLEV,
1945,1961; HOLLING, 1959, 1965) to a situation involving invertebrate large-particle
feeders should probably be approached with caution.

Carnivorous Feeding by Marine Vertebrates
For fishes, studies of feeding have been largely concerned with either estimating
energy intake in nature with a view to ultimately predicting the yield to human
predators, or determining the optimum amount and kind of ration for efficient
production under conditions of cultivation (Volume III). Both approaches have
yielded valuable information and really form the basis for most of the thinking
about how aquatic animals get their nourishment. Still, it is rather a questionable
extrapolation in many cases to equate feeding behaviour and performance by fish
in a laboratory tank, given a specialized, often quality controlled diet to performance of fish as components of an ecosystem. On the other hand, it is usually a
costly undertaking to attempt laboratory simulation of the natural environment
and it has rarely been undertaken for marine fishes. Still, in a few cases, for instance
in feeding studies with salmonids in artificial streams (CARLINE and HALL, 1973),
there seems hope that some extrapolation may be justified.

Estimating food intake by ji8he.s-metabolic method
Logically, the amount of growth attained by a fish should be the difference between the amount of food it assimilates and its metabolic losses. Following the
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(1966), the so-called balance equation may

DICl.UE

pE

BY

T

+ LlW/Llt

(14)

to express information about the 'physiologically useful' fraction of the food supply
pR in terms of metabolism T, and growth L1 W/Llt. Using the same aut,hors' terminology, metabolism is generally believed to be related to weight Was
T

= 0: WY.

(15)

Much of the theory of energy balance, as applied to fishes, is based on the work
of WINBERG (1956), who, following an extensive review of his own and others' work
on metabolism, concluded that a general expression for 'standard' or 'resting'
metabolism of fish in temperate environments could be written in which y is
about 0·8 and lX, 0,3, after standardizing to 20° C following the methodology provided by EGE and KROGH (1914). WINBERG further suggested that 'active 'metabolism of a fish in nature was about twice resting metabolism. Assuming that energy
of egestion, E, and excretion, U, are together 20% of the ration and that I g of wet
fish flesh is equivalent to 1 kcal, MANN (1965), following WINBERG (1956), suggested
that the balance equation could also be written as
R

=

1·25(T

+ LI W/Llt),

where all units are calories.
To test the method, MANN (1965) compared feeding data from several literature
sources with the predicted ration based on the WINBERG model. A pictorial comparison using experiments on brown trout Salrrw trutta by PENTELOW (1939) is
shown in Fig. 5-20. Starving fish received less than the ration predicted by WINBERG
1 (resting metabolism) while individuals on a maintenance feeding level were very
close to prediction. Fish on a ration above maintenance, but still restricted, responded somewhat variably, but those on an unrestricted diet were above the
WINBERG 2 (active metabolism, two times resting metabolism) level. If it is assumed
that natural diets are usually restricted, WINBERG'S hypothesis appears generally
valid. On the basis of these and other supporting data, MANN used metabolism as a
predictive tool, along with calculated growth. for estimating energy ingested by
several common species in the River Thames (U.K.), based on the relationship
R

=

1·25 [2T

+ (.dw/Llt)),

by summing monthly calculations after correcting for average river temperatures
during the month. Other comparative studies employing the WINBERG concept to
fresh waters have recently been published by BACKIEL (1971) and SOLOMON and
BRAFIELD (1972).
In the marine environment, EDWARDS (1967) examined the 'natural' metabolic
rate of young plaice Pleuronectes platessa, labelled with radioactive zinc (65Zn ),
following a method outlined by MrSHIMA and ODUM (1963). Such plaice, when placed
in a netted enclosure in their natural environment, lost zinc equivalent to a metabolic rate about 2 to 2·35 times the 'standard' (WINBERG I) level. However, in
subsequent experiments with young plaice in tanks containing different concentrations of food, EDWARDS and co-authors (1969, 1970) found that the concept of
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2R plus growth as a predictor of food intake only applied where food supplies
were highest.

Level of food ConSUmption
Below,
maintenance Moolenonoe

Restricted ,over
maintenance

Not
restricted

200% ~~Etl~ ~ - - - - - -" -",
I

I
I
1

,- - • • }

+.
I

W,NBERG 1

100% - - - - - - - - -

0'-Fig. 5-20: Food consumption by trout Salmo trutta in the
experiments of PENTELOW (1939) compared with
'WINBERG'S predictions ba. ed on resting rnoto.bolism
(WINBERG 1) and twice the rate of resting motabolism
(WINBERG 2). (After MANN, 1965; modified; reproduced
by permission of Blackwell Scientific Publieatipns.)

More than increased swimming activity related to food getting is involved in
determining the level of metabolism. That metabolic rate was related to food consumption was also one of the conclusions of SOLOMON and BRAFJELD (1972).
P ALOHEIMO and DICKTE (1966) had earlier analyzed factors affecting both the
weight exponent a.nd level of metabolism. 'Vhile the weight exponent seemed remarkably stable, the level of metabolism could be affected by a number of factors,
some interacting. Hence, the concept of predicting energy consumption from metabolic and growth data, while theoretically sound and proven useful in certain instances, would seem to require a more complete understanding of the way in which
metabolic rate in nature is controlled before it can be widely adapted to use under
field conditions.
Estimating food intake by ji8hes-tu1'1wver of gut contents
It is relatively easy to obtain samples of gut contents from fishes, and their
quantitative and qualitative description constitutes a vast amount of literature,
but conversion of tills information to an estimate of feeding rate is rarely possible.
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To t.urn a static measurem nt of weight of gut contents to a reliable measure of
ingestion requires knowledge of rate of filling or of emptying. The problem is
variously complicated by feeding rhythms, temperature, season, previolls nutritional experience, etc.
Most fish have well-developed eyes and are at least partially visual feeders. The
effects of light as a limit on feeding have been reviewed in Volume I (BLAXTER,
1970). Thus many fishes feed with a distinct diurnal rhythm, their guts being
fullest at dawn and again at dusk with no night feeding. In larv al plaice Pleuronect€8
plalessa the visual threshold is about 1·0 metre candles and about 0·01 m.c. for
metamorphosed fish. Young plaice stop feeding a,bout Civil Twilight (sun 60 below
horizon) but all feeding ceases before Nautical Twilight (sun 12 0 below horizon) in
metamorphosing inclividuals (BLAXTER, 1968). O-group plaice in the same environment, Loch Ewe, Scotland, start to feed near dawn and reach maximum fullness
near Nautical Twilight (Fig. 5-21). The rate of filling late in the year appears to
increase as day length shortens, but in June and July, when there is actually no
Nautical Twilight at this latitude, some food is found in the gut at sunrise (EDWARDS
and STEELE, 1968).
Some fishes feed predominately at night. For example, the common sole Solea
solea. spends the day buried in the sand, but is active from sunset to sunrise at which
time they are more vulnerable to ca.pt.ure (KItUUK, 1963). The lantern fish Lampanyctus mexicanus makes extensive vertical migrations; its gut. reache maximum
fullness in the upper 300 m around 2200 h (HOLTON, 1969). Tidal rhythm affects
feeding of shallow-water species such as the goby Gobius minutus (HEALEY, 1971).
R.egardless of its cause, some periodicity in feeding can be an aid in determining
feeding rates as pointed out by KEAST and WELSH (1968).
As shown by IVLEV (1961) and ma,ny others, fishes tend to feed to satiation. To
calculat.e rate of feeding from food contents of the gut requires an understanding
of the factors controlling the level of satiation and the rate at which it is reached.
The stomach capacity of 52 species has been measured by KARIYA and co-authors
(1968) by filling with air. BLAXTER and HOLLIDAY (1958) measured the volume of
herring stomachs by filling thL:m without distortion using a graduated pipette.
However, they found that herring could take 4 to 5 times more than the measured
volume at a single feeding suggesting that considerable distortion can occur.
Further experiments on the relationship between stomach dimensions and stomach
contents under various degrees of satiation have been given by KARIYA and coauthors (1969) for the very active J apa,nese mackerel Scomber )aponicus and by
KARrYA (1909) for the more sluggish reef-dwelling Sebastes inermis. To measure
maximum ingestion by young sockeye almon Oncorhynchus nerka, BRETT (1971)
fed fish of three sizes recorded amounts three times a day for 20 min and on the last
day for I h, after which they were killed and the stomach contents detl~rmined. The
food in these experiments was Abernathy pellets with a moisture content about half
that of the fish, but after ingestion the stomach contents had approximately the
same density as the fish. The relationship between fish weight and stomach contents
for a single meal is shown in Fig. 5-22. Despite the scatter, stomach capacity
appeared to be an exponential function offish size as was the maximum daily intake
shown in Fig. 5-23.
In his original analysis of fish feeding, IVLEV (1961) showed how the concentration
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offood and the way that it was distributed affected feeding. ISHIWATA (1968) found
that fishes in captivity achieved a maximum satiation level after a period of acclimation, but hunger, as measured by length of period without food, also affected
the satiation level and feeding rate (BEUKEMA, 1968; ISHIWATA, 1968a; K.ARrYA
and T.AK.A.H..ASHI, 1969).
Satiation time required from 6 to 65 min in four different species offish (IsHIwATA,
1968b). Oncorhynchus nerka became satiated with food in about 40 min (BRE'IT,
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only. (After BRETT, 1971; modified; reproduced by permission of Fisheries Research
Board of Canada.)

1971). On the other hand, Japanese mackerel could seize food with great rapidity
becoming 60% satiated in from I to 4 s. However, beyond 70% satiation the interest
in food waned and the time for further feeding increased greatly (KARIYA and
TAKAHASHI, 1969a).
More use has been made of digestion time in studying feeding rates, probably
because the process is slower and less affected by unknown and uncontrollable
variables such as food availability and hunger. Summaries ofearlier data and reviews
of methods for determining digestion rates for various fishes are available in
MOLNAR and co-workers (1967), iVINDELL (1967), MAGNUSON (1969) and BACKIEL
(1971). Fig. 5-24 shows the rate of stomach emptying in skipjack tuna Kalsuwonus
pelamis and Fig. 5-25 shows the effect of temperature on digestion in young cod
Gadus morhua. In the skipjack the rate of digestion at 23 0 to 26 0 C (MAGNUSON,
1969) was somewhat more rapid than for cod, acclimated to J 9° C (TyuiR, 1970)
and considerably shorter than for a number of other fishes (Table 3 in: IVuoNusoN,
1969). A polynomial regression was fitted to the skipjack data while a negative
exponential was used by TYLER for cod. BRETT and HIGGS (1970) used a semilogarithmic transformation to linearize their data. The equations are given in
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Table 5-23. All sets of data indicate relatively rapid passage of ingested material
through the gut during the period soon after digestion had begun. Times to 50%
emptying are also shown in Table 5-23. Even faster rates of digestion at the sn·me
general temperature level (18°-23° C) were found by KARIYA and TAKAHASHI (1969)
for the mackerel Swmbel' japonicus in which only 20% of initial stomach contents
were retained after 5 h. Equations relating the digestion rati'S of four freshwater
fishes to temperature are given in MOLNAR and co-authors (1967). BRETT and HlOGS
(1970) have fitted second-order polynomial regressions to data relating digestion
time and acclimation temperature. TYLER (J !nO) went on to examine possible
gastric depletion models for cod. He noted that the 'instantaneous depletion rate', b
(exponential con8tants in Table 5-2:3) did not appear to be effected by meal size nor
meal frequency. He reasoned that digestion proba.bly took place at the surface of a
food particle (i.e. dwldt = _aH!O'67) but that volume of the stomach contents probably affected the rate of peristalsis. Being unable to distinguish between the surface
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skeleton nearly complete; E: skeleton fragmented; F: clcar liquid only. (After
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and volume models he assumed that the rate of depletion was related to weight as
dw/dt = -b W from which it was possible to predict the digestion rate knowing
weight of stomach contents and temperature. JONES (1974) used a different model
to analyze digestion rates in three gadoids, M elanogrammus aeglefinus (haddock),
Gadus mm·hua (cod) and lltlerlangius merlangus (whiting). He found that meal
size and frequency, size offish, kind of food and temperature affected digestion time.
He then defined the coefficient Q a,s the rate of elimination of 1 g food from the
stomach of a standard (40 cm) fish at an arbitrary t.emperature te . Estimates of Q
ranged from 0·07 at 60 C with a single meal to 0·31 at 12 0 C with feeding at regular
intervals.
Applieat.ions of ga ·tric depletion data to natural systems have recently been made
by ARN'l'Z (1971), BAC.KIEL (1971) and HEALY (1971). In working with Vistula
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River fishes,

BACKlEL

assumed that
(16)

where R = the daily ration; R s = average stomach contents; t~ = time in hours for
complete depletion. BACKlEL also suggested that the value of R s (as % body weight
W) is approximately related to size of fish as

i

(l00)

=

(17)

a - bL,

where L = length of fish; a and b = linear regression coefficients, b being specifio
for a given fish, but a varying seasonally. Then the average food content of all
individuals in a population from age groups tr to tIl can be expressed as
_
RsWo)

1

'.=

=:8 2:

J

t=l,

(RW) 100= BI L B
r._1 _
t=r

r

(a-bL r),

(18)

Onc.orhynchU8 mrka

Gadu8 morhua

Kat8uW0nu8 pelamis

Species

9·9
14·9
20·1
23-0

5'5

2
5
10
15
19

23'3-25-7
23'3-25-7

(0C)

Temp.

W,

-

0'0252t
O·0525t
a·08Bot
0-1l32t
0·1l14t

= W o e,(-O.IB4±O.OHl
= W o e,(-O.IJ9±O.030)

W d = 0·0923
W d = 0·0934
W d = 0-2872
W d = 0-4186
W d = 0-1692

Hr,
W,

= W o e,(-O.14J±O·0151

2

W .. = 82'7 - 10-25t + 0-286t
W d = 94·2 - 12-37t + 0·357t 2
W, = W o e,(-O'051±O'OO6l
W, = W o e , (-O·06J±O.015)

Equation

-

-

-

-

12·0
6·0
3-35
2-66
2·62

5

4

13
11
5

-

(h)

BRETT and HIGGS (1970)

TYLER (1970)

(1969)

Author

MAONUSON

to emptying
50%
5
5

Time

0-93
0·94

r or R

Regressions relating percentage of food left in stomach to number of hours after a meal in certain fish. Ww: % wet weight;
W II: % dry weight; W r : dry weight remaining in stomach; W 0: initial weight in stomach; e: base of natural logarithm ; t: time
in hours (Compiled from the sources indicated)

Table 5-23
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where B = annual average biomass of a population; B, = average biomas of age
group t; L, = average length of fishes in age group t. With these equations BACRIEL
calculated the food content of the fish guts for the four seasons. The depletion rate
was more difficult to assign a value to because of the variability of rates in the literature for the several species he worked with, but the general trend of the data with
temperature suggested that they follow a relation similar to the KROGH q-factor.
In the final analysis he computed ingestion rate using several different depletion
factors, ultimately comparing the results with estimates based on metabolic rates
(p. 321).
HEALY (J 971) observed a significant Jinear correlation between gut content of
gobies Gobius minutus (expressed as mg food g-I fish previously seined at high tide
when most fish have full guts and then kept in aquaria without food) and time in
hours after capture. As no difference in digestion rate with size of fish was found, he
was able to calculate mg food digested per hour directly. Subsequently HEALY
established the relationship between digestion rate, temperature and meal size
in laboratory experiments with Corophium volutator as food using the multiple
regression teclmigue, and then adjusted the intercept for differences between laboratory and field-determined rates. The resulting equation gives digestion rate Y d
in mg h- l as
Yd

Q·0081Tc

=

where l'c = temperature in °0; W g
A similar equation
Yd

=

=

+ 0·0395W g + 0·1115,

(19)

amount of food rem,tining in the goby'8 gut.

0·0147T c

+ 0'246W s -

0·057

(20)

gives digestion rate in terms of meal size Ws' As gobies feed only on a rising tide, the
amount ingested is equal to the difference between food in gut at high and low tide
plus the amount digested during the 6 h of feeding per tidal cycle. Knowing the
amount offood in the gut at low tide, HEALY couJd calculate that in the gut at high
from Equation (19) as 6(0'081 T c + 0·0395 W 9 + 0'1115) .;. W g' He then averaged the
gut contents between high and low tide to give a mean meal from which the amount
digested during feeding using Equation (20) was calculated Adding, si mplifying and
multiplying by two yielded as a final equation
R

=

0·2872T c

+ 1·1022W g + 0,673,

(21 )

where R = mg dry weight ingested per day; HI 9 = mg dry weight in gut at low tide.
ARNTZ (197]) used similar methods, based on diurnal changes in the amount of
food in different regions of the digestive tract, to determinfl daily and monthly
consumption rates from stomach contents of the dab Li·manda limanda in the Kieler
Bucht (Baltic Sea). Depending on the season, the daily ration varied from 0·7 to at
least 3· 8 % of body weight. He went on to calculate that the annual food requirement
for the dab was greater than 3000 tons (excluding Cyprina islandica crushed by the
otter boards of trawlers and fish wastes dumped overboard) as compared with a
minimum annual production ofmacfobenthos of 82,000 tons (and a further 446,000
tons of C. ~landica).
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ExperimentqJ determination of feeding rate in fishes
As stated earlier most experimental feeding studies with marine fishes have been
designed to study the growth process and in this regard will be considered in more
detail later. In such experiments the choice of food is usually a convenient one for the
investigator and not necessarily a typical source of nutriment for the fish. For
instance, bottom feeding fishes take bivalve molluscs in their diet, but only in
exceptional circumstances (see ARNTZ and 'VEBER, 1970, for an example) would they
be shucked for them as in most feeding experiments. In Tables 5-24 and 5-25 I
have summarized data on feeding rate and conversion efficiency for marine fishes
fed to excess on a natural food source, as opposed to an artificial, pelletized diet. I
have also included only those data in which weight or calories are used as the basis
for calculation of feeding and growth efficiency.
The data in the tables make several obvious points already discussed for lower
animals, notably that small fish take a larger ration, on a percentage basis, than
large ones and that temperature induces higher feeding rates, but not necessarily
higher conversion efficiences, over the range of environmental conditions tolerated
by the species. The response to temperature may be somewhat different for small
fish than for large (PANDIAN. 1970). All considered, there is remarkably little variation in ration size for the same fish or, for that matter, for fishes generally occupying
the same type of ecological niche. Compare also PANDIAN'S experimental estimates
of feeding in the dab Limanda limanda from Table 5-24 with those calculated by
ARNTZ (1971) from field data mentioned in the previous section (p. 330). PAN DIAN
noted striking daily fluctuations in the feeding rates of dabs, however.
The more variable parameter would seem to be the value of K I' the measure of
growth efficiency. Thus ARNTZ (1971) reported values of K J from 0-05 to 0·09 for a
natural population of the dab, feeding on a mixed natural diet, while PANDIAN
(1970) feeding the same fish from the same locality in the laboratory obtained
values from 0·18 to 0·45. One possible implication of such results is that fishes in
nature feed, within reasonable limits, to fill their guts, but not necessarily to grow
at the fastest rate. While it is relatively easy to observe examples of food selection
in fishes, it is not so easy to ascertain the reasons from field data.
That availability is in some way implicated can be concluded from the interesting
field and laboratory observation of feeding and growth in young plaice Pleuronecles
platessa from Loch Ewe. O-group plaice, when they first arrive on the beaches,
normally feed on the siphons of the bivalve Tellin.a tenuis and, to a lesser extent,
on polychaetes and small crustaceans (EDWARDS and STEELE, 1968). As the season
progresses and the fish themselves grow, the diet shifts more toward polychaetes
(Fig. 5-26). However, predation on T. lenuis resulted in a significant proportion of
energy normally used for growth and reproduction being diverted to regeneration
of siphons and, in tum, to lowered fecundity and reduced population sizes on the
beaches. As the T. tenuis siphons became more scarce the plaice shifted their predation pressure to other foods in subsequent years (T'REvALLlON and co-authors, 1970).
Other factors affecting the feeding rate as determined in laboratory experiments
include sex of the fish, at least at certain seasons. PANDIAN (1970) noted that female
Limanda limanda took a ::llgher ration by 8 to 42% than males of similar size at the

J.lytilU8 edulis (bivalve)

ArenWola marina (annelid)
Artemia salina (crustacean)
Arenicola marina (annelid)
Peden maximU8 (bivalve)

P. platessa

P. plate8sa

801ea solea

Solea solea
S cophthalmU8
maximU8

MytuU8 edulis (bivalve)

Paranais lieoralis (annelid)

Principal food

P-flesus
P. platessa
P. plateBsa

Pleuronecte.s
platessa

Predator

10-80
0'7-5-1
0-3-2-6
0-4--5'7
38-8-123-3
43'3-151-2
13'0-105
15·0-105'5
23-2--157 ·4
90-1-184'8
11·24-33-64
0-171-3-247
5,00-56,60
5·8
8·3
12·8
26-8-77·3"
16-3-66'0·
40-5-138-0"
87'4-116-3"

13
15
16
12-20

17

17

0'011-0-062

19-21
15-19

0'125-0-208

Size
g wet wt.

11-17-2

(0C)

Tmep.

8·8
7-0
4-9
4·3
1,0-5,7"
0'8-5-0'
0-6-6'0'
0-6-3'4"

17-20
15
17
15
133
162
293
293

8'1
3-3

12'3-16'1
10-7-11'1
11-7-15'5
7-9
6'6
7·4
5-3
7-6
6-1

0·32
0'63
0-34
0.21 b
0-34 b
0-17 b
0-05 b

0·053

0·052
1-025

0·07
0·10
0·09
0·10
0·10
0·11

0·17
0-15-0-22
0·25
0-19-0-22

0·27

3-3-5'7

0-18-0·20

]{I

Growth
efficiency

53-56

13-25
11-18

176
176
160-190
71-189
98-154
133-164

11
10
11

182

6

6

Daily ration
Duration
experiment % bodywt.
days
R

(1970)

(1962)

(1961)

(1961)

and
(1969)

(1969)

LANDLESS

BOWERS

BIRKETT

DAWES (1930)

COLMAN

BUCKMANN

BREONBALLE

BllEGNBALLE

Author

Ration, R, generally as percentage body weight, and growth efficiency, K l ' defined as the growth of an animal in weight or
calories divided by the weight of food or calories ingested, for some flat fishes generally provided with excess food. Average
values in parentheses. Calculations in terms of calories in brackets (Compiled from the sources indicated)
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14-4-17-9

Enchytraeus sp.
(oligochaete)

Pneumatophorus japonicU8
(fish)
15
25
35

'One fish only.
bCalculated for entire growth period_
·One animal did not feed a.nd hence had no growth efficiency.

Trinecte.s
maculatus
0-5-1'0

104-5-171-0(130·3)
302
140-157( 149-2)
186'0-199-5(192-8)
128,0-175'5(158'1 )
190-5-210-5(200'5)
86-0-104'0(95'0)
182-5-252-5(226-7 )
177-5-188-5(183-9)
202-5-209-5(206'7)

6-9~13-0

10-9-15-2

7-7-9-5

51-116(72-9)
139-5-212(162-8)
80-0-98-5(89-5)
133-211(170'8)
77-5-110'5(93-9)
113-5-196'0(154-0)
201-5-269-0(233'0)
117-5-216'0(165-5)
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same temperature, which he attributed to their greater need for energy to support
gonadal growth.
Food quality also affected ingestion in his experiments with Limanda limanda,
a somewhat higher ration being taken by those which were fed herring Clupea
harengus than those fed cod Gadus morhua. The herring-fed fish obtained about
three times more energy than the cod-fed, however, because of the higher caloric
content in heITing flesh. In Megalops cyprinoide8, a eurysaline, marine fish, larger
rations were taken with mosquito fish Gambusia affinis as food than with prawn
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Fig. 5-26: Seasonal changes in the stomach contents of a-group plaice Plewra·
nectes p'latessa on Firemore Beach, Loch Ewe. (After T"REVALLION and co·
authors. 1970; reproduced by permission of Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh.)
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M etapenaeus monocer08. Here the digestion rate with the chitinous prawn was slower
than with the fish and presumably appetite was regulated by the residual food in the
gut (PAN DIAN , 1967a). Which of several foods might have been selected by either
Limanda or M egalops given equal choice cannot be stated. There appears a lamentable shortage of selective feeding experiments for larger marine fishes to date, all
the more so considering the recent report of partitioning of the food resources
available to them by several demersal fishes in the area of Passa.maquoddy Bay,
New Brunswick (Canada) (TYLER, 1972). Similar resource division has been reported
in freshwater fish communities by KEAST (1970).
ISHIWATA (1969) found that four species of round fishes each had a higher total
ration if fed twice a day rather than once and an even greater intake if fed three
times (Table 5-25), suggesting that the common practice in aquarium experiments
of feeding to satiation once a day does not yield a true measure of Em.. ' Skipjack
tuna Kat8Uwonuspelamis, mostly between 1·3 and 1·8 kg, would take 75% as much
additional food after 4 h deprivation as after 24 h despite the fact that their previous
mea] was only 50% digested (MAGNUSON, 1969). When fed at 15-min intervals
during daylight hours the stomach did not become completely full until after several
feeding intervals (Fig. 5-27). Although the stomach capacity is about 7% of body
weight the average cumulative food ingested. was 19% of the body weight, very
high for so large a fish (compare with values in Tables 5-24 and 5-25). Hence,
various types offeeding rhythms frequently observed from gut contents (e.g. ARNTZ,
1971; HEALEY, 1971) should be duplicated in laboratory feeding regimes. Automated feeding systems are now becoming widespread and should provide a great
deal ofuseful information about feeding behaviour.
Assuming that a fish is feeding at its maximum rate for a given set of environmental conditions there should be an exponential relation between amount of food
consumed and size of fish (lVLEV, 1961). PANDIAN (1967, 1970) has calculated
feeding rates on this basis for the dab Limanda limanda and two warm -water species)
M egalops cyprinoides and Ophiocephalu8 striatus, along with the T-line est,imates of
metabolism ('food residual' in: PANDIAN, 1967) based on the difference between food
absorbed and that converted in growth (Table 5-26). In L. limanda there does not
appear to be any significant difference in the weight exponent at the two temperatures but there is a mfxkedly greater slope for fish fed the 'high energy' herring
diet as opposed to the cod diet. Earlier PALOHEIMO and DICKIE (1966) had concluded
that the weight exponent for metabolism was little affected by temperature and
diet. However, PANDIAN'S data suggest that the weight exponent for both feeding
and metabolism are incr'=lased where the energy level of the food increases. A second
point made by PAN DIAN is that the weight exponent for metabolism is considerably
higher than that for feeding. Clearly more work on the factors affecting weight
exponents and their biological significance is needed.
Interest in the feedir:g of larval fishes has been stimulated by efforts on the part
of fisheries biologists to better understand the reasons for fluctuations in year class
strengths. The greatest mortality in the millions of young fish produced each year
occurs at an early stage of development and may well be related to food availability.
BLAXTER and HEMPEL (1963) introduced the concept of 'point of no return' to
indicate the point when fish larvae, though still living, have become too weak
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through starvation to take food even if it becomes available. The development of
reliable methods for raising young fish (SHELBOURNE, 1964; BLAXTER, 1968, 1968a;
LASKER and co-authors, 1970a) have made possible a number of interesting experiments on feeding behaviour. For further details on cultivation of fishes consult
Volume III: KINNE (1977).
In reviewing feeding of young herring BLAXTER (1965) made several important
points. Sight is necessary to successful feeding and becomes more 80 as the larvae
grow older. However, other sen;,.;es may be used by very young stages of some fish,
judging from recent work by HUNTER and THOMAS (1973) with yolk-sac larvae
of the anchovy Engrauli.s rnordax which found and remained with patches of
Gymnodinium splendens both in light and darkness.
Right-sized prey is also vital and preferred food changes as the fi. h grows. The
maximum size of the food taken is probably related to the vertical gape ofthe jaws,
at least in helTing (BLAXTER and HEMPEL, 1963). The relationship between larval
length and prey width, where prey were natural populations of zooplankton, could
be linearized with a double log transformation, and equations describing the relationship for the scaled s[Lrdine Harengula pensacolae and bay anchovy Anchoa
mitchilli have been pre ented by DETWYLER and HOUDE (1970). LASKER and coauthors (I 970a) were able to rear larvae of the anchovy for 50 days on a diet con. isting initially of cultured dinoflagellates Gymnodinium splendens to which were
added, as the larvae grew, veligers of the gastropod Bulla .gouldiana, and still later
Arlernia salina na,uplii. However, best growth was obtained with a mixture of wild
plankton.
Juvenile churn salmon Oncorhynchus keta select the intermediate- 'ized zooplankter Calan~1.S plumch?"'lts even though they can eat and grow when fed smaller
(Pseudocalanus minutus) and larger (Euphausia pacifica) prey, if in eCfuaI rations.
The choice may well be related to the availability of each prey type in the natural
environment (LEBRASSEUR, 1969).
If a young fish must find food within a critical period or. tarve, clearly it. searching
power is of importance. Searching pow r is defined as the distance covered by a
la.rva during the period of the day when light is sufficient for feeding (BLAXTER,
1965). The distance covered can be viewed as a 'tubular' volume defined by the
lateral perception of the larva and the rate of swimming. An example of the tube
searched for a herring larva is shown in Eig. 5-28. However, the larva does not swim
continuously at the same fi\ h~. The percentage of 'snapping' relati ve to other activ ities goes up as the food concentration increases. Through careful observations of
swimming larvae ROSENTHAL and HEMPEL (1970) estimated that the swimming
path for a 5-min period could be extrapolated to the path for the day.
A similar analysis offeeding in larval anchovy has been made by HUr TEH (1972).
Young Engraulis mordax have a nearly cylindrical tube of perception in contrast
to herring (Fig..5-28). ·When a particle i. en the body contracts into an S-shaped
st·rike posture (Fig . .5-20). However, the illustrated feeding sequence was not
completed about 60% of the time, regardless of age, although the generalleveJ of
feeding succe. s increased with age. The volume of water searched per hour increased
with increasing size of larva in an exponential fashion (Fig. 5-30).
Food concentration is also a critical factor in the feeding success. The larval
anchovy needs 686 rotifers (Bmchionus) day-J (mg dry wt)-J to meet its metabolic
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.Fig. 5-28; 'Tube' 'earched by a Clupea harengt/8 larva. Only food it rns
which stay within the tube are available to the larva. (After
ROSENTHAl, and HEMPEL, 1970; reproduced by permission of Oliver
& Boyd, Edinburgh.)
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Fig. 5·29: Tracings of selected motion picture frames from a feeding scquence of an anchovy
larva Engraulis mordax (8,9 mm, 21 days old) and a prey, tak n at 128 fntrnps s-'. Frame
lines art> fixcd sLich that distance moved by larva i indicated by comparison of tracings;
unshaded imagc indicates position of larva in preceding tI·acing. .ET(elapscd time) 0 s:
larva sights prey; 0·117 s: larva orients head toward prey and swims toward it; 0'1171·435 s: larva forms s·shaped stl;ke posture; 1'435-1,443 s; strike begins and prey is
captured; 1,451-1'794 s: forward movement continues as tail returns to axi,; of progression.
(After HUNTER, 1972; not copyrighted.)
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requirements (HUNTER, 1972). From field observations SCHNACK (1972) estimated
that 200 organisms I-I of the preferred size were optimal for North Sea herri ng
Clupea harengu-8. )finimum estimates of food concentration from experiments on
10 to 11 mm hprring larvae were from 4 to 8 nauplii I-I (ROSENTHAL and HEMPEL,
1970) and 29 for a similal'-;;izpd anchovy, bll t an older larva was 37 times more
successful than a young one in feeding (HUNTER, 1972). BLAXTER (1965) gives from
1 to 68 items of food I-I aR the normal range for clupeoid fishes. However, growth
experiments with Engrau.lis mordax indicated little improvement in survival at
concentrations of copepod nallplii less than 4000 I-I (O'CONNELL and RAYMOND,
1970). It is well known that zooplankton distribution tends to be contagious. In
this context, them, it is encouraging that even yolk-sac larvae of E. mordax can
apparently deted patche of G1.jmnodinium splendens and alter their swimming
behaviour to take advantage of experimentally induced heterogeneity (HUNTER
and THOMAS, 1973).
Feeding by competing species of fish on several kinds of prey, as would normalJy
occur in nature, will be far more complicated than the typical laboratory experiment
as I VLEV (1961) recognized in his early model. Complex and rational search behaviour was exhibited by sticklebacks feeding in a maze (BEun~MA, 1968). They
seemed to know where they had seilrched previoll 'Iy and avoided those areas.
Cod Gadus m-nrhua feed by sight and by odollr and dig in the bottom for various
types of prey. Aggregations of cod seemed to feed more efficiently than individuals
(BRAWN, 1969). Where prey can hide, rate of predation by rainbow trout Salrno
gairdne1'i was inversely proportional to the complexity of the environment. If the
rate of capture by the trout did not exceed a critical level, the fish lost interest
in searching the bottom regardless of their tate of hunger (WARE, 1972). Position
in the social structure of the population was also a factor in feeding succe s in
salmon parr Salmo salar as shown by SYMONS (197)). Dominant fish tended to
:-t.ay within their territories with changing food abundance and grew faster than
sub-dominants at, high rations. With low rations the sub-dominants tended to move
about more, pre 'uma-bly 'eeking fooel, and under these conditions some of the
advantage of being dominant seemed to disappear. However, immigration in! ()
areas of1ow food availability is restricted by increased aggression by the dominants.
A sub-dominant goby Odontobutis obscuws ate more and grew larger than the dominant fish which apparently spent, too much time and energy defending its position
(YAMAGISJ-LI and co-authors, 1974). Recently \\TARE (1973) was able to account for
47% of the seasonal variations in occurrence oHoul' food items in the diet of rain bow
trout from Marion Lake, B.C. (Canada) using a computerized model involving 24
parameters. While this approach has certainly made a hopeful start toward analysing a step in the food chain of a natural ecosystem, it is also clear that we have yet u.
considerable amount of b<.1sic biology to learn before we can build the 'ultimate
model'.

Sumrnary and Conclusions
The carnivores, whether vertebrate or invertebrate, exhibit a much wider range
of feeding mf'f'hanisms and behaviour than suspension feeders. :Much of what is
known abuut large-particle feeding has been gained indirectly, for instance, from
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gut contents or physiological estimates of food requirements, and many direct
ob ervations are hardly more than anecdotal accounts specific to the environmental
conditiolls prevailing at the time of observation. It is not surprising th n that generalizations pertaining to the overall proce s of feeding on animal fie h are few and
those which do have substance are largely without numerical validation. For
example, there is abundant evidence that small individuals of a species feed
more per unit of body weight than large, but only a limited num bel' of quantitative
com parisons of body weight and feeding rate have been published. These show little
agreement (Tables 5-22, 5-26). PANDIAN (1967, 1970) found that the weight
exponent for metabolism was higher ill fish than that for feeding, but SUSHCHENYA
and CLARO (1966) obtained virtually the same v~·Llues for the arne exponents for
the crab .Menippe mere naria. In Clione limacina the weight expon nt for feeding
was less than half that for metabolism (CONOVER and LALLI, 1974).
Another pas ·ible generalization suggests that more active animals hav higher
feeding rates than sluggish ones. While this is probably so within a class or plylum,
comparisons between classes or between invertebrate and vertebrate are much less
convincing. Active fish uch as mackerel Pne~tmalophorus japonicus may ingest
10 to 25% of their weight per day while some bottom-£ cding fishe take only 1 to
3% (Table 5-25) which is about the ame feeding rate as that observed for certain
gastropods and echinoderms (Table 5-21). On the other hand, active invertebrate
predators, such as the cuttle-fish Sepia esculenta or the gymnosomatous pteropod
Clione limacina might consume proportionately more than active fish.
A number of carnivorous animals with and without backbones, feed to some level
of satiation as IVLEv (1945) showed, but in certain invertebrates such a-s a stars
belonging to the genus Pisasler (LANDENBERGER, 1968), there seems to be no
mechanism to turn off the feeding drive. Coelenterates also feed far beyond their
need (CHRIS1'ENSEN, 1967; PAFFENHOFER, 1968; 'OLES, 1969). In animals having
an l1pparent maximum food intake, some can considera.bly exceed the steady-state
rate after a period of fasting (S HCHENYA and CLARO, 1966). In several fishes,
maximum ration depends on how often food is offered (ISHIWATA, 1969; MAGNUSON,
1969).

Food selection and the fact.ors controlling it remain one of the mo. t controversial
aspects of the study of feeding biology. IVLEv (1961) defined a sel ctivity index
(Equation 13, p. 314) and point d out that selection is a· function of availability as
well as actual preference for particular food. I t is often difficult to separate the effect
of availability from that of preference even in experiment,al situations. Numerous
examples of a predator selecting one species in one environment and another in a
different environment could be cited (e.g., PAINE, J 965). Seasonal availability also
affect. predator preference (TREVALLION and co-authors, 1970). Shell thicknC'ss of
prey, its ability to with tand anaerobiosis, and relative. ize of prey and pn·dator
are but a few examples of factors affecting availability. Conditioning or karning
on the part of the predator may a.I 0 effect performance with two or more prey
sources pre.·ent. The selection of one equally available pI' y over another should be
more readily manifestcel if food in general is abundant and particularly as the
predator approaches satiation. EMLEN (1966) suggested that selection might be for
high energy food, a hypothesis partially confirmed by MENGE (1972), who found
that selectioll for calorie' took place more in winter when food was generally scnrce
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than in summer when available species of moderate energy content were taken.
Monophagy is rare in the marine environment, but gymnosomatous pteropods
such as Clione limacina feed only on relatively few, but probably at least two
(C. M. LALLI, personal communication), species of thecosomatous pteropods
throughout post-veliger life (LALLI, 1970; CONOVER and LALLI, 1972). Even in
these specialists, availability is probably decisive in food preference, since there
seems to be no selection except for size between the species actually preyed on.
(c) Liquid Feeding
As pointed out on p. 222 by far the largest standing crop of organic matter in the
sea is in dissolved form (Chapter 2). Dissolved organic substances regularly cross
cell membranes and are thereby assimilated into cells or they may be secreted or
excreted from cells. There seems no fundamental reason why it should matter
whether these membranes are inside or on t,he outside of organisms. Internal
parasites are continually bathed in the body fluids of their host and assimilate
directly from them. On the other hand, photosynthetic products of symbiotic
algae rapidly appear in the tissues of their hosts, and many algae extrude quantities
of organic matter directly into their surrounding environment. Certain animals
excrete copions amounts of dissolved organic materials. So organic materials flow
both ways across biolog:cal membranes. I propose to discuss briefly two aspects
of this phenomenon: the significance of the uptake of dissolved organic matter for
marine invertebrates and the symbiotic relationships between plants and animals,
most particularly those between certain algae and their invertebrate hosts.
Uptake of Dissolved Organic lJ1atter by Invertebrates

All invertebrate groups tested, except possibly the artlu'opods, and no vertebrates, except the hagfishes, take up organic compounds dissolved in their immediate environment (STEPHENS, 1972). STEPHENS and SCHINSKE (1951) followed the
di.rect uptake of amino acids calorimetrically, by 35 genera of soft- bodied invertebrates belonging to 11 phyla. While their methods demonstrated influxes at concen tra.tions below 20 p,moles 1-1 of amino acid, most su bsequent work, in the interest
of greater sensitivity, has foHowed uptake and incorporation of 14C-labelled compounds into the tissues of the experimental animals. In summarizing theJiterature
on amino-acid incorporation, STEPHENS (1972) makes the following points: (i)
Labelled amino acids are rapidly removed from solution at concentrations as low
as 5 x 10-9 moles 1-1 and can be quantitatively recovered from the organism taking
them up. (ii) Amino acids genera]]y enter across the external body surface rather
than through the gut. (iii) In most instances, the transfer is apparently accom pli:;hed
by a carrier or at a specific transfer site, the system being saturable and well described by Michaelis-Menten kinetics. In some cases more than one system) each with
different specificity, mediates uptake of amino acids. (iv) Where saturation kineties
have been analysed, half saturation constants (K m or K s ) range from 5 x 10- 5
to 2 X 10- 3 moles 1-1 and maximum velocity of uptake (V maJ from 10- 7 to fO- 5
moles g-J h- 1 in invertebrat,es. Values of K", are lower and V max higher for phytoplankton. (v) Influx of material proceeds unabated for up to several days in both
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algae and marine invertebrates. As well as amino acids, f<ttty acids (SOUTH\VA RD and
SOUTHWARD, 1970, 1972; TESTERMAN, 1972), glucose (STEPHE s, 1962; FERGUSON,
1963,1967; ERNST and GOERKE, 1969; SOUTHWARD and SOUTHWARD, 1972, 1972a;
PEQUlONAT, 1973), and various fra.ctions of naturally occurring organic matter
such as surface-active macromolecules (YEROKHIN, 1970), algal polysaccharides
and their hydrolysates (KHAYLOV and YEROlUITN, 1971) and algal protein hydrolysate (SOROKIN and WYSHKWARZEV, 1973) can also be assimilated by invertebrates
from the dissolved state. Nonetheless, the relative importance of these proces s to
the animals displaying them and to the ecosystem as a. whole has been the subject of
controversy (see also Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975; Chapter 2 of this volume).
STEPHENS (1963) calculated that the acorn worm Clyrnenella torquata cou Id
accu mula.te amino acids from solution at, a rate I·G times tha.t necessary to meet its
meta.bolic requirements, based on a concentration of 74 /-Lmoles 1-) of amino acids
in the interstitial waters of its environment. A similar range of concentr<ttion (46
to 220 /-Lmoles I-I) was reported for other sample. of inter titial water by STEPHENS
(1972). Nonetheless, STEPHE S (1963,1968) ca..utiously suggests that the uptake of
amino acids and other dissolved organic compounds is only a supplement to other
feeding methodsinC. torquata.
SORORIN (1973) and SOROKIN and WYSHKWARZEV (1973) have emphasized the
probable importance of dissolved organic matt,er in food-chain dynamics, pointing
out the greater efficiency if utilization by animals is direct rather than following
intermediate uptake by bacteria or pla.nt cells (see also Chapter 6). STEPHENS (1968)
had previously shown that organic solutes could be taken up against a gradient of
10 6 to 10 7 to 1 with high thermodynamic efficiency. SORORlN a.nd WYSHKWARZEV
(1973) report that uptake of algal hydrolysates by crustacean plankton could
account for only 1 to 1'5% of total metabolic 10 'ses, but various soft-b(J(lied larval
invertebrates accumulated carbon from dissolved organic matter more rapidly than
from bacteria or algae and could meet from 21 to 57% of their metabolic needs this
way. In fact, uptakes doubtless were considerably higher, as at least 24 to 38% of
labelled carbon assimilated from the dissolved organic medium was respired in the
course of a three-hour experiment. Likewise SOROKIN (1973) found that various
corals took up about as much carbon in dissolved form as from bacteria and considerably more than from algae. Data on respiratory equivalents obtainable by
various other invertebrates from dissolved organic matter have been assem bled by
SouTHWAlm and SOUTHWARD (1972).
'While there can be no doubt that organic compounds can be removed from solution and utilized metabolically by plants and animals in laboratory experiments,
a major criticism of all these observations is their isolation from the ecosystem.
Animals are removed from their habitat and uptakes are measured usually llsing a
single dissolved carbon source under sterile conditions. As pointed out by YEROKHIN
(1970), in nature micro-organisms undoubtedly are competing for ca.rbon skeletons
with invertebrates. Dissolved organic matter also interacts with particulate matter.
A model describing the behaviour of dissolved proteins and polysaccharides in
presence of micro-organisms and detritus has been given by AYZATULLIN and
K.H.A YLOV (1972). Such a model could probably be extended to include invertebrates
but not without a considerable increase in complexity. Perhaps it is a good thing
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that corals can obtain energy from bacteria as from dissolved substrates, as readily
as reported by SOROKIN (1973), because they may have no other choice.
Criticism has also come from those who have measured considerable losses in
dissolved organic compounds from animals JOHANNES and co-authors (1969) noted
that the net flux of amino acids from the flatworm Bdelloura cand1:da was out, not in,
although only 2% of the initial body burden of radio-activity had been released. As
the authors pointed out, this might be anticipated because the specific activity of the
external amino acids would be much greater than that of the internal after a
short labelling period, 11 precisely similar type of problem to that which makes most
'rates' determined by isotopes in the ecological literat.ure of questionable interpretation (p 245). However, FERGUSON (1971), using gas-liquid chromatography
instead of isotope labelling, was able to show a net uptake by asteroids of all amino
acids tried except glycine.
The conditions under which organic matter, in dissolved form, may be taken up
or released are certainly unclear at this writing. In the work by JOHANNES and
co-authors (1969), the release rate and also the uptake rate of dissolved amino acids
decrea.sed as salinity was reduced from 33%0 to 12%0' Earlier STEPHENS (1964)
showed that brackish water polychaetes ceased to take up amino acids at about
1/3 normal sea water. SmcR (1973) observed increasing uptake rates of labelled
glycine by Aurelia aurita polyps as salinity was increased from 10%0 to 30%0' but
the fraction of radio-activity appearing in the ethanol-insoluble fraction of a tissue
extract decreased, suggesting reduction of the amount of small, osmotically active
compounds at low salinities.
Excessive quantities of free amjno acids in the medium also depress uptake,
presumably saturating the transport mechanisms (FERGUSON, 1971; STEPHENS,
1972). Under these conditions efflux of amino acids may also increase.
Release rates of free amino acids decreased by nearly three orders of magnitude
for Duge.sia dorolocephala, a freshwater flatworm, during 5 days of sbrvation. Of
the material released 12 to 60% was glycine and serine, while only 4 to 10% of the
free amino acids in the tissues were in this form. As the smallest and poorest energetically of the amino acids, their lability would seemingly have the sma,Hest effect
on the metabolism of the animal gaining or losing them (WEBB and co-authors,
1971). Similarly, FIELD (1972) found that the release of dissolved organic carbon in
a sea-urchin (StrongylocentrotU8 droebachiensis) increased with feeding and also
with increasing temperature only when they were fed.
Length of starvation did not affect the rate of uptake of dissolved glycine at any
salinity level between 10%0 a.nd 40%0, but, in hungry polyps of Aurelia aurita, a
greater proportional utilization of the glycine that was taken up from solution was
observed (SHICK, 1973). Others have also found no effect of starvation on uptake
(e.g., REISH and STEPHENS, 1969).
As might be expected, temperature affects the rate of uptake, QlOs ranging from
1·5 to 2·0 (STEPHENS, 1962a; RRISH and STEPHENS, 1969). An exponential constant
of 0·134 has been found by REISH and STEPHENS for the relationship betw en the size
of the polychaete Neanihes arena<:eodentata and its rate of uptake of glycine
KHAILov (1971) found coefficients expressing the inverse relationship between
weight and uptake between -0,1133 and -0'4668 for several species of echj'nodermi'l
and molluscs.
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In summary, the direct use of dissolved organic matter by any animal as a
significant energetic supplement seems Wlcertain. There may well be a low kvel
background uptake, presumably mediated by factors largely llnrelated to the
nutritional state of the animal, and whatever organic material t:dwn up in this way
under starvation conditions could have a sparing effect on body reserves. 'With
food present or even with high levels of dissolved organic matter in the en vironment
the net flux of dissolved orga.nic substances could be out. Until net uptake of
dissolved material can be demonstrated under field conditions, the role of this
phenomenon in food chain dynamics remains obscure.
A closely related phenomenon, skin digestion, might be of considerable importance. Various insoluble, proteinaceous materials can be hydrolyzed by proteolytic
activity of mucus and by enzymes released by escaping coelomocytes of certain
echinoderms and then can be absorbed by them (PEQUIGNAT, 1900, 1. 972). DMITRIYEVA (1971) has described the use of the tentacles in feeding by several pogonophonws and sugge. ted that skin dige'tion (contact digestion) might be the chief
method of nutrition for these gutless animal. Pogonophores certainly take small
molecules from solution (LITTLE and GUPTA, J968, 1969; SOUTHWARD and SOUTHWAHD, 196R, 1970) and they may be more efficient in this process than other invertebrate. inlHlbiting the same environment (SOUTHWARD and SOUTHWARD, 1972a).
Earlier. tudi s of their integum nt with the aid of the electron microscope (GUPTA
and co-authors, 1966) and u ing hi, tochemical techniques (SOUTIIWARD and
SOUTHWARD, 1960) failed t,O demonstrate any evidence for external digestion, but
GUPTA and LITTLE (1970) found evid nee for dige tion \vithin the animal's tube
followed by absorption of macl'Omolecules. Tn multi-tentaculate forms, cilia are
present and the tentacles may be used in filter feeding. So even in this unique group
of animals, in which t,he usual digestive system is tota]]y lacking, the role of
dissolved organic matter in nutrition cannot as yet be positively established.

Algal-inve1'tebrate Symbiosis

Those coral reefs which have been studierl intensively would seem to be among
the world's most productive environments. Two atolls in the :Marsha.ll Islands
studied by SARGENT and AUSTIN (1954) and ODUM and ODUM (J955) and the
fringing red in Hawaii studied by KOHN and HELFRICH (1957) all demonstrated
rates of carbon fixation of the order of 1.500 to 3000g m- 2 yeae l , many times the
product,ion of adjacent ocecmic water. Nutrient levels in the surrounding waters
are U~u;llly low, but the particulate matter content is significuntly augmented
in water passing over a coral reef (MARSHALL, 1965; JOHANNES, 1967; QASillI and
SANKAltANARAYANAN, J.970; COLES and S"TRATHMA, 1 , 1973). The significance of
bacteria in coral-reef ecosystems has been emphasized by SOROKTN (J973, I 973a,
Chapter 6) and DISALVO (1971) but microbial activities are only part of the story.
All reef building conds exist in symbiotic relationsh.ip with (wtain dinoflagellates
(zooxanthellu.e), and a. number of other reef dwellers also contain photosynthetic
organisms or organelles. Something a.bout the mutualistic relationship bctween
plant and animal, characteristic of this environment, appears to account for their
uniquely high production in what would appear to be an impoverished environment,
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but even the exact nature of thc relationship, let alone how it benefits the total
ecosystem, remains a· subject of controversy.
As early as 18R2, GEDDES suggested that an animal having plant cells growing in
its tissue benefitted from the oxygen produced in photosynthesis, from having its
carbon dioxide and waste nitrogen removed, from carbohydrates supplied to it
by the living autotrophic cell and from the other nutrients received on its death.
The earlier research on the possible benefits of mutualistic exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide have been nicely summarized by DROOP (1963) and will not concern
us further here. On the other hand, the nutritional interrelationships have been the
subject of intensive research recently.
Radio-autographic techniques were first used to demonstrate movement of
photosynthate from a symbiotic autotroph to the anemone Anthopleura elegantissima by MUSCATINE and HAND (lfJ58). Similar observations were made by GOREAU
and GOREAU (1960) for reef-building corals, and by GOREAU and co-authors (1965)
for the bivalve Tridacna elongata. While zoochlorella , inhabiting a variety of
invertebrates, e.g. Pawmecium bUTSa1'ia, Chlorohydra vi'ridissima, certa.in sponges,
flatworms and certain freshwater bivalve molluscs, may release simple sugars such
as glucose or malto 'e, the zooxanthellae from corals and certain Tridacniidae are
believed to rclcase predominantly glycerol (SlIl:ITH and co-authors, 1969) However,
HOLT and HOLT (l968a) found a variety of compounds in the medium following
incubation of isolated cells of several corals. TRENCH (1971a) confirmed that a
variety of compounds besides glycerol were released and showed that the distribution of mdio-activity intracellularly was markedly different than in the extracellular produc:Ls, thus verifying that cell lysis was probably not involved.
The rate of movement and the quantity apparently moving from autotroph to
host is considerable. TRENCH (1971) reported that 45 to 50% of tota'! daily photosynthetic production appeared in the tissues of the sea anemone Anthopleura
elegantissim-a and :!o to 25% in the zooanthid Palythoa townsleyi. The 14 C accumulated in the animal tissue was largely incorporated into lipid and protein. In several
other coelenterates HOLT and HOLT (1968) found 24 to 40% of the photosynthatE~in
the animal's tissue after a :~-h incubation in the light with I~C-labelled sodium
carbonate. HOLT and HOLT (196880) estimated that the quantity of nm"ly made
carbon compounds released might bc 0·1 % of the anima! host's carbon content
each da.y.
If zooxantheJlae are isolated from their hosts, they may continue to release
products of photosynthesis into the water. MUSCATINE (1967) found that zooxanthellac from cora Is and Tridacna crocea released up to 40% of labelled algal photosynthate in the presence of some component of host tissue but only trace amounts
in sea wa tel' alone. TRENCH (1971 b) also confirmed that host tissue encourages
release of photo. ynthetic products from incubated cells, but if the zooxanthellae
were incubated with tissue from the normally symbiotic anemone Anthopleura
elegantissirna ma.de algae-free experimentally, extra-cellular production was
reduced. Release was greatest when incubation occurred with host homogenate
and decl'ea. ed rapidly with time. TRENCH also showed that the products released
changed if host homogenate was withheld for a period after incubation, suggesting
conversion of the initial photosynthetic products to other compounds. Ten hours
after incubation, alanine rather thetn glycerol was the principal compound relea-sed
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into the medium by the algae. According to MUSCATINE and co-authors (1972),
host homogenate retained its stimulatory effect on the release rate of newly photosynthesized material for at least 3 h. The amount of homogenate also influenced
the amount of release.
While the release 01 photosynthate to the host is certain, it is less clear whether
these materials are essential and, if so, how they are used. For coelen terates infected
-wit,h zooxantheUae and for members of the genus Trid<u;na as well, a major portion
of the 14C in labelled corals is found in the lipid fraction, but some also occurs in
proteins (SMITH and co-authors, 1969). In several marine slugs, in which the
symbionts are chloroplasts from algae ingested rather than whole cells, photosynthetic products contribute to mucous synthesis (TRENCH and co-authors, 1970,
1972). In Trid<u;na maxima labelled carbon also rapidly appeared in organs related
to mucous secretion and food gathering (GOREAU and co-authors, 1973). Photosynthetic products enhance calcification in staghorn coral even though they must
be translocated from the base of the branches, where zooxanthellae are numerous,
to the actively calcifying tips where algae cells are least abundant (PEARSE and
MUSCATINE, 1971). Inhibition of calcification at saturating light intensities gives
further evidence for the coupling of photosynthesis by the zooxantheUae with the
process ofreefbuilding (BARNES and TAYLOR, 1973). The rapid turnover of photosynthetically-fixed carbon in corals suggests its immediate use for metabolism
(COOKSEY and COOKSEY, 1972).
More than just the chemical products of photosynthesis may be used by the host
animals. In the bivalve fa.mily Tridacniidae, the form of the animals is profoundly
modified to expose the maximum surface, in the form of greatly hypertrophied
siphons containing zooxanthellae, to light. Surface zooxanthellae are usually in
good condition and rapidly dividing, but the presence of partially decom posed cells
deep in the visceral mass, where they presumably were carried by amoebocyte blood
cells, suggested to YONOE (1936) that Tridarna species may engaw~ in 'farming'.
The kidneys are aha of exceptional size in Trid<u;na, presumably to handle the
undigested products of phagocytosis. However, FANKBONER (1971) contends that
the algae being digested are senescent and are merely being 'culled'.
It is stj]] arguable as to whethet' a coral is in itself a 'complete ecosystem' or
whether there must be input from the external environment. COLES (1969) showed
that corals could obtain sufficient particulate food to meet apparent energy requirements, providing sufficient particulate matter in the form of Artemia salina nauplii
was present in their environment.. Others have noted significant depletion of plankton from waters passing over a coral reef(e.g. GLYNN, J 973). Nonetheless, JOHANNES
and co-authors (1970) were unable to find sufficient energy in zooplankton drifting
over a reef to account for more than a small fraction of the coral's J'espiratory
requirement. They contend that captured zooplankton more probably helped to
fulfill the phosphorus, or some other trace nutrient requirement, rather than an
energetic need.
Apparently coral-reef associations can produce more oxygen in the light than they
consume in 24 h (FRANZTSKET, 1964; KANWTSHER and \VAINWRIGHT, 1967; ROFFMAN, 1968). When corals are removed from light, sometimes they atrophy and die
even though at least some' zooplankters are availahle as potential food (GOHAR,
1940; FRANZISKET, 1970); other pecies in other ::;ituations thrive in the dark
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(YONGE and NICHOLLS, 1931; GOItEAU and co-authors, 19'71). FRANZTSKET (1969)
and JOHANNES and co-authors (] 970) claim net growth in corals existing autotrophically. Whether corals are autotrophic or heterotrophic is seemingly unanswerable just now, but a coral reef is an ecosystem and as such ex perien (',es all the
autotrophic, hetrrotrophic and regenerative functions of any other.
To now I have been concerned largely with the nutritional benefits to the animal
partner of the symbiotic relationship. Apparently less is known about how the plant
benefits, but the fundamental relationship is nutritional and should work best when
one partner is a chemotroph and the other a phototroph such that there is a net
short-circuiting of nutrients (DROOP, 1963).
A few symbiotic algae have been studied in culture (Volume III: UKELES, 1976).
SyniJJiodinium microadriaticum was isolated from Cassiopeia sp., a scyphozoan
medusa, by McLAUGHLIN and ZAHL (1959), but apparently is widely distributed
in coelenterates (McLAUGHLIN and ZAHL, 1966). Isolates from different hosts all
could use a variety of materials in addition to the inorganic salts (NO), NH 4 , P0 4 ),
including urea, uric acid, guanine, adenine, and at least 16 amino acids as nitrogen
sources and glycerophosphate, ;ldenylic, guanylic and cytidylic acids for phosphorus. Uric acid gave an approxinlately two-fold increase in 14C uptake compared
wit.h inorganic nitrogen sources (McLAUGHLIN and ZAHL, 1966).
The most striking difference between Platymona,s convolutae, isolated from the
flatworm Convoluta roscojfensis, and its free-living relatives was not the ability to
use organic nitrogen sources, an ability which all species tested had, but rather the
relative impermeability of the cell wall of the symbiotic species to organic carbon
compounds. Whereas the free-living Platymonas tetrahele readily took up glucose,
galactose and mannitol from solution, P. convolulae took up practically none unless
preconditioned by exposure to high glucose concentration for a long period
(GOODAY, 1970). The lack of permeability in the symbiont presumably insures a
one-way flow of carbohydrate to the host.
There is no certainty that sym biotic cells in isolation behave like the same cells
in their normal environment in the host tissue. Consequently, several attempts have
been made to observe utilization of animal by-products by the autotrophs in situ.
Radio-active sulphur (35S) has been used to demonstrate movement of material
from feeding host to autotroph in green hydra (MUSCATINE and LEXl.lOFF, 1965)
and a sea anemone (COOK, 1971). Carbon is taken up by zoochlorellae from feeding
hosts in both light a.nd dark, but Chlorohydra sp. fed in the dark contain more algal
cells than starved ones and had virtually the same growth rate in either light or dark
(COOK, 1972).
Loss offunction in the symbiotic algae does not seem to be of common occurrence.
The exception would seem to be the relationship between Zoanthus .fiosmarinus
and its zooxanthelJae. Labelkd carbon dioxide is incorporated into free amino
acids of both host and alga, except for algal glycine. The coelenterate apparently
converts serine to glycine which the alga cannot do. Glycine then is taken up
preferentially from the host by thf', autotrophic symbiont and nucleoside-polyphosphates released which may then be used by the animal in high-energy phosphate
synthesis or in making its own polynucleotides and nucleic acids (HOLT, 1968).
Similar kinds of feedback mechanisms involving nitrogen compounds are a],so
implicit in the work of LEWIS and SMITH (1971). They have shown that zooxanthellae
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apparently utilize ammonia to make alanine in both light and da.rk which may
then be released to thp animal The excretory products of coral are not known but
presumably ammonia il:! produced which can then be recycled by the plant back to
the host as amino acid. LE',vIS and SMITH also show that in dilute external concentration both glucose and glycerol are taken up by the coelenterate-algal complex.
Earlier STEPHENS (1962) showed that the flolita,ry coral Fungia scuta ria could take
up gluco e, while more recently Tridacna ~'ima f. elongata has been shown to take
up tritiated amino acid through the body surface quite independently of light and
zooxan thel1ae (GOREAU and co-authors, 1973). Fig. 5-31 illustrates in diagram matic
fashion the wa,y in which symbiosis fa.vours internal conservation of nitrogen
resources while, between them, the partners scavenge any available external
nutrient regardless of its chemical form.

Mutuolistlc symbiosis
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enVIronmen
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Fig. 5-31: Role of autotrophic symbionts in mutualistic as.ociations in
nutriul1t-poor environments. (After LEWIS and SMITH, 197 [ ; reproduced
by permission of Royal Society, London.)

The coral reef then is a 'tight' ecosystem and ideally suited to impoverished
waters. ~ym biosis is dou btless a principal process which keeps it tight but probably
is not the only one. In symbiotic association surplus algae are either digested, as in
the Tridacniidae (FANKBONER, 1971), or extruded along with mucus, as in many
corals (RETlVIEH, 1971), where they contribute to the increased particulate matter
observed over a reef and doubtless to the nutrition of its diverse fauna.. Bacteria
(and fungi) assimilate dissolved organic compounds and attack any non-living
organic structure including the relatively insoluble organic matrix of dead coral
(DISALVO and GUNDERSON, 1971). Bacterial production on the reef may be 30 to
60% of photosynthetic production and also contributes to the nutrition of virtually
all aninlal feeding types (SOROKIN, 1973; Chapter 6). With little input to or export
of limiting material from the system there is probably little or no net accumulation
of organic matter. The environment receives ample supplies of energy and non-
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limiting material (carbonate). The end result is not organic-rich ana.erobic sediment,
the potential progenitor of some future fossil fuel reserve, but rather a mountain of
limestone.
The coral reef, as perhaps the ultimate example of organismic diversity in the
marine environment, serves to illustrate by way of summary to this section, several
generalizations about pathways of material and energy transport in ecosystems.
As we have seen, organisms have diverse mechanisms for food and energy getting.
They may be highly specialized in their source of nutrition or they may be generalistic to the extreme ofperhaps using more than one pathway. They may maximize
energy intake by regulating feeding levels and removing for their own use a large
proportion of the organic matter in their food or they may shove the maximum
amount of pa,rticles through the gut extracting only that which can easily be
extracted. The ecosyst,em as a whole, however, is opportunistic. Virtually all
feeding types and all the pathways of energy flow doubtless persist in a diverse
ecosystem such as a coral reef. In a closed system such diversity leads to efficient
use of materials but low levels of bio-accumulation. If the system is opened, and
particularly if it is also subject to perturbations from whatever cause, efficiency
becomes less important to the ecosystem as a whole. The system then may begin
to store energy i\'ithin both the inanimate portions of the environment and the
organism inhabiting it.
(3) Utilization of Organic Matter and its Storage as Growth
As already expressed in Equation (1), once food has been ingested several things
happen to it. First, enzymes facilitate the assimilation of a portion, the residual
being discarded as faeces. Of that assimilated, one portion is respired to provide
energy for all life processes and another is dissipated in the urine. The residual
constitutes, in the definition used here, growth, whether the end product be new
tissue produced by the feeding organism, 01' its reproductive products or stored
energy. As assimilation, excretion and respiration all have their effect on the growth
process, I will first review what is known about these processes as they npply to
energy transformation in marine systems.

(a) Assimilation
To further define the boundary conditions of this review, I make it clear that
only assimilation or abscrption will be considered here. Digestion and its mechanisms have been treated exhaustively in Volume II: PAN DIAN (1975). Returning to
the balance equation, if

G=R-E- U -T,

(l)

it follows that assimilation

A=R-E.
If the amount of food ingested and the amount of faeces produced are known
then the fraction assimilated (Table 6-4),
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A' =~= R-E,

R

R

R~E

x 100.

or as a percentage,
A'

=

(22)

From the above Equation (l), A may also be measured as

A =0- U - T.
However, in most cases in the literature, A calculated in this way is unreliable,
because [; has rarely been measured at all and T, only inadequately.

J11 easuring Assimilation

Three basic methods of measuring assimilation are available. Where amount of
food ingested is known and faeces can be quantitatively recovered, a gravimetric
or similar chemical method will give a reliable estimate using Equation (22). Several
isotopes have been employed as tracers in studies of aRsimilation and are particularly
useful when the organisms being studied are small, but the results are generally
unreliable unless tracer in food and in faeces are compared directly. As a third
alternative, with certain prepared diets it is possible to add an inert indicator, such
as Cr 2 0 3 , to the food so that the ratio of indicator to nutrient in the ration compared with that in the faeces can be used to give a measure of percentage assimilabilityas
(23)

whereffoiR andffol£ = ratios in rations and faeces respectively.
Each of these methods has both advantages and disadvantages. As already
mentioned, gravimetric methods and most isotopic methods require knowledge of
total ingestion and total recovery of faeces, which can be especially difficult in
marine systems jf the excreta are partially soluble, easily dispersed, or very small.
Although they afford potentiaJIy greater sensitivity, radio-active methods are
subject to the same kind of interpretive errors already discussed with respect to
feeding. Though frequently attempted it is usually im possible to calculate assimilation from the body burden of isotope after a period of feeding on labelled food
(REICHLE, 1969; CONOVER and FRANCIS, 1973; sec also Chapter 6). The inertindicator method, which has been used more often in nutritional studies of homeotherms (e.g. CORBETT and co-authors, 1960) and insects (MCGINNIS and KASTINO,
1964), has the great advantage that neither ingestion nor defecation need he known
pre.ci~eIy, but is often impractical to use with natural diets. CONOVER (1966)
proposed a modification of the inert indicator method in which it was assumed that
ash content of the food, in the original experiments largely silicious diatom tests,
would not be affected by passage through the gut of a feeding copepod, thus serving
as an indicator. Then the fraction assimilated, as percentage,
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where this time JAR = ash-free dry weight: dry weight ratio (fraction of organic
matt-er present) in the food, andJAE = the same ratio in the faeces.
CONOVER'S (1966) so-called ash-ratio method required that there be no selection
against ash or assimilation of ash by the predator. He found good agreement
between assimilation mcasurelllents by gravimetric and ash-ratio methods with
copepods feeding on both diatoms and on dinoflagellates, containing smaller
amounts of a possibly more labile ash. Similarly, CORNER and co-authors (1967)
obtained good agreement between the two methods with Galanus fi.nmarchicus
feeding on the diatom Sk letonema coslatum (Table 5-27). The ash-ratio method
has a.lso been used with good succe"s by MASO (1970), working with woodland
snails; by GRAHAME (1973), for the intertidal gastropod Littorina l·ittorea feeiling
on the green alga Ulva lactu.ca; by HARGRAVE (1970a), for the amphipod flyalella
azteca feeding on natural foods, and by CONDREY and co-authors (1972), with
penaeid shrimps feeding on both artificial and natural diets. GRAHAME'S study
showed a reasonable measure of agreement between the refined gravimetric value
(that is, after weight of food and faeces were corrected for ash content), 82%, and
that. obtained with the ash-ratio method, 89% (Table 5-27), while MASON obtained
good agreement between crude gravimetric assimilation and that obtained by the
ratio method. GRARAME also offered some evidence that calcium carbonate was
being secreted into the gut.
The ash-ratio method ha.s also been criticized by a number of workers. TSIKHONLUKANINA and co-authors (1968) observed that CONOVER'S (1966) method gave
25% lower assimilabilities for the crab Menippe mel'cenaria feeding on fish than did
the gravimetric method. Evidence for absorption of the ash component was
pre ented by FORSTER and GABBOTT (1971) and PAVLYUTIN (1970) and for both
absorption and secretion of ash, depending on season, by PRUS (1971) (Table 5-27).
Where the percentage ash as imitation, A',4, can be determined, a corrected assimilability, A'c, can be calculated, following PAVLYU'l'IN (1970), so

A' _A' ~A~.
c - 1- A~

(25)

LASENBY and LANGFORD (1973), after applying Equation (25), found agreement
between gravimetric and ash-ratio methods in the case of My8is relicta feeding on
Daphnia pulex (Table 5-27). The same authors found CONOVER'S method unusable
when Mysis relicta was fed moss washing, because the mysid specifically selected
the organic component in the food. Earlier CORNER (1961) showed evidence for
similar behaviour in Galanus helgolandicus.
JOHANNES and SATOMI (1967) have pointed out two additional potential errors
in measuring assimilation which would affect any of the methods currently in use
A certain amount of organic matter not derived from the food directly, such as
chitinous or mucous membranes or binding materials, are added to the faeces in
the pa.ssage through the gut. At the same time, some organic matter from food
may be released as part of the feeding proct'~f' or, in ilissolved form, from the gut
without ever being assimilated. To eliminatn such errors JOHANNES and SATOMI

Vim laetuca (green alga)

Plocamium eoccineum (red alga)

Litt.orina lillorea

A plys·ia p1mctata

Laminaria digitata (brown alga)

Deles8eria 8anguinea (red alga)

Crypt<Jpl.eUTa ramoso (red alga)

Heterosiph.cmia plumosa (red alga)

U Iva lactuca

Enteromorpha intestinalis
(green alga)

NalJicuw. sp. (diO-tom)
ba.ctpria

Food

Gastropoda
Ancylu8 flu-matili8
Planorbis wntartus

Species

G

AR

G

IRT

1>lethod of
determination

nitrogen
ca.rbohydrate
dry organic matter
nitrogen
ca.rbohydra.te
dry organic matter
nit,rogen
carbohydrate
dry organic matter
nitrogen
carbohydrate
dry organic ma·tter
nitrogen
carbohydrate
dry organic matter
nitrogen
carbohydrate
dry organic matter
nitrogen
carbohydrate
dry organic matter

dry w1.
ash free dry wt.
calories
dry organic wt.

carbon

Material
assimilated

68-95

3~83

84· tl-!)6· 5

73
40

45

15

21

24

29

35

}(2

57
55
53

76
71
54
57

73

71

76

75
74

84

72
65
68
69
59
79

74

57
82
87
89

90·7

88·0

earl

Assimilation efficiency NeL growth
Range
111
efficiency

CAIlEFOOT

FLE'rCllER

(1967)

(1973)

and

GRAHAME

(1972)

CA[,O\\

Author

Assim itation by some aquatic in vertebrates from natural foods and net growth efficiencies, K 2' defined as the amount of growth,
G, over food assimilated, R - E. Only values obtained with one of the methods mentioned on p. 354 are included. Method:
Gravimetric, F; Radio-active tracer, RT; ash ratio (CONOVER. 1966), AR ; inert indicator plus radio-active tracer (CALOW and
FLETCHER, 1972), IRT (Compiled from the sources indicated)
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Tubularia larynx (hydroid)

Cladophora sp. (green alga)
Enteromorpha sp. (green alga)
Ulvajasciata (green alga)
Galaxaura sp. (caJcarous red alga)
Laurenci(, papillosa (red alga.)
Cladophara sp.
Enteromorpha. sp.
Vlva-jasciata

Hermissenda crassicornis (nudi·
branch)

Spiratella retroverso (pteJ'opod)

Dendronotus frondosu.s

A plysia dactylomela

Novanax inermis

Clione limacino.

Cal-anus hyperboreus

CoJanus
(V 2°C)
hyperboreus (IV 5°C)
(V 5°C)
(V 5°C)
(V 5°C)
(V 4°C)

Copepoda

Clava multicornis

Coelen tera ta

Pteropoda

Exuviella sp. (dinoflagellate)
Dunaliella sp. (flagellate)
Thalassiosira flu.viatuis (d iatom)
Skeleto-nema cost.atum (diatom)
Cyclotella nano (diatom)
C08cinodiscUB sp. (diatom)
Ditylum brightwcllii (diatom)

Ditylum brightwellii (diatom)
Rhizosolenia setigera (diatom)
T. fluviotilis (diatom)

Thalassiosira flu.viatilis (d iatom)

Artemia salina (small ration)
(m"d. ration)
(large ration)

Hal-iclumdria panicea (sponge)

A rchidoris pseudoargus

A. juliana

Plocamium coccinettm (red alga)

A . pWTu;lata

AR

AR

G

G

G

G

G

dry organic matter

calories

total dry wt.

carbon
nitrogen

calories

calories

total organic wt.
nitrogen
carbohydrate
total organic wt.
nitrogen
carbohydrate
total organic wt.
nitrogen
carbohydrate

56·3-82'9
75·1-89·9
36·7-87·9
36·7-44·6
4.2,9-76,5
32·6-63·3
39'5-66'4

-

-

-

82'5-98·4
97,6-99·8

50-70

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

35
68
62
24
67
15
69
84

71·6
86·7
67·3
4.0·1
59·1
50'9
50·6

47·6
52·7
50·9
53·0
63'1
58·6

74·0
65·4
60·7

94·7
99·0

62

± 5·4
± 10·6
± 9'7
± 1·0

± 5·6
± 12·9

± 1·4
± 7'7

67
74
73
52
93
58
86
93
65

50
34
40
86
68
89

38·5
40·3
39·3

67

49

84
67
43
0
49
0
20
33

24

70

31

LALLI

CONOVER (l966a)

CONOVER (1964)

P AYFENHOFER (1968)

CONOVER and
(1974)

PAINE (1965)

CAREFOOT (1970)

CAREFOOT (1967a)
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natural phytoplankton

nat-ural phytoplankton

Cala,nus sp.

alanus CristaJ.1/,$
C. plumchrus

Clndophoro sp. (alga)

decaying macrophytes

Daphnia pulex (Cladocera,)

Pon toga.>nmarus maeotieus

Orchutia bot.tJ.le

Mysidacea
M ysis relic/a

ba.cteria added to sediment
Navicula sp. diatom added to
sediment
bluegreen algae added to sediment
green algae added t·o sediment
epiphytic material on Char-a sp.
elm leaves
surface sediment
subsurface sediment.
epiphytic material on Chara sp.
elm leaves
surface sediment
subsurface sediment

natural particulate matter

C. helgokmdicus

Amphipoda
H yaleUa Clzteca

nat-uml particulate mat,t-er

Skeleto.wma cos/atum (diatom)

Calanus jlnmaTch-icu-8

Rhizosolenia setigera (diatom)

Food

'Mixed zoopJa.nkton'

Species

protein

G

calories
G
total organic wt.
AR
AR
(co rrec!.ed)

G

calories

dry organic matter

AR

G

carbon

carbon

nitrogen
phosphorus

RT

G

AR*

nitrogen

G
G
dry organic matter

dry organic matter

Material
assimilated

AR

AR

Method of
determination
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81,5-87,7
48,3-60,4
83·5-89,9

30,4-30,6

76-81

45-55
47,7-92,0

5-15

60-82'6

53'5-86·2
83,2-86,8

79-91

67'5--67-5

53,8-64,4

18·g-73·3
32,5-92,1

84·8
52, I
87·4

37·8

72·8
8·5
L4·9
6,5
80,0
22'1
23,2
13·7

10·0

75·0

62
69
75, 1
85,0

80·0

62,8

60·6

56·8
65,8

Assimilation efficiency
Range
Mean

42,4

53.5
41·0

Kl

Net growth
efficiency
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LA$El<Byand
LANGFORD (L973)

SOSHCHENY A (1968)

SOLDATOYA and coauthors (1969)

HARGRAVE (19700.)
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authors (1967)

CONOVER (1966)
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decaying alder leaves

Isopoda
Asellu.s aq!laticu.s

'algal mat'
Tra.churu.s mediterraneU8 (fish)

Mytil11.8 gallop-rovin,cialis (bivalve)

Idothea baltica (isopod)

Opts/enema oglinum (fish)

Laminario longieruris (brown alga)

P. setiferus
Eriphia. Bpinifrons
Carcinus maenas

Pa,chyg-ra.p81'.s marmoratus
Xa.nthe hydrophilus

Rithropanopew harrisii

,\1 e·nippe mercenaria

Echinodenna ta
Strongylocentrotus
droebMhiensis

G

G

G

G

AR

AR

G

G

AR

G

RT

RT

G

KETCHUM"

calories

calories

calories

tot,a1 organic wt.
protein
lipid
carbohydrate
total organic wt.
protein
lipid
ca.rbohydrate
orge.nic carbon
calories

calories

calories

(1962).

49±6-71±2

96-9-99'3

92-93

97·2-98·3
96'0-98·7

52-81
92· 1-93-8
97,8-99·6

.51-86
31-64
98

66-95

total orge.nic wt.

83-8-99-0

carbon

31'0-97-3
carbon

*Not actually the ash ratio method but a nitrogen: phosphorus method based on

'detritus"

Cylindrotheca fusiJormis (d iatom)

P. setifer-Wi and
P. aztecus

Decapoda
Pen.aeu.s set1je1"U8

I dothea. baltica.
enfeebled Idotkea
Cystoseim bQ.7bata (alga)
detritlls

various algae

A rtemia salina

E. pacifica.

Idothea baltica (young)
(adults)
(adults)
I. baltita

Dunaliella prima/ecta (flagellate)

chironomid Ia.rvae

Eupbousiacea
Euphausia pa.cifica

97·9

98·0
97·0

63
68
92·9
98·7

86
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92
99
59
85
75

76 ± 6·9
72 ± 4·4
28 ± 2·8

40·2
25·3
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81'9

40-9
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and
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f'>. TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER (R ..J. CONOVER)

advocated measurement of 'organic matter retained', X by invertebrates such that

X=R- U-E,

(26)

where the remaining symbols are a,; in Equation (1), except that E is stated to be
una,;similable organic carboll released, wh~ther in particulate or dissolved form. I
As there seems to be no easy way to separate unassimilated from assimilated
organic carbon released in dissolved form, U and E are undoubtedly confounded
to orne degree but this presuma.bly is unimportant to the physiology of the animal
itself. Thus X may be comparable to the 'physiologic fuel value' or 'meta.bolizable
energy' concept used by BRODY (1945). Whatever it may be called, JOHANNES and
SATOMJ (1967) found X to be 47 to 49% for the decapod Palaemonetes pugio feeding
on the diatom Nitzschia closterium while earlier they had stimated A' for the same
system at 78 to 79% (JOHANNES and SATOMI, 1966).
The amount of 'metabolic faecal nitrogen' added by prawns during digestion has
been considered by FORSTER and GABBOT1~ (1971). Values obtained from two different techniques were 39·3 ± 31·6 mg N(lOO g diet)-l and 189·2 ± 27·9 mg (100 g
diet)-I NOSE (1967) obtained values between 10 and 151 mg (100 g d.iet)-I metabolic
fa.ecal nitrogen in rainbow trout. The effect of such additions on the estimation of
nitrogen assimilation obviously varies with nitrogen content of thp food. For the
prawns studied by FORSTER and GA.BBOTT the error became relatively unilllporta.nt
between 2 and 4% dietary nitrogen.
A recent technique, for estimating assimilation efficiencies, which combines the
b st advantages of the isotopic and inert tracer techniques, has been described by
CALOW and FLET HIm (1972). In their met,hod the inert tracer 51Cr is combined
with 14C as an isotopic tracer. Theoretically, then, assimilation can be calculated
from samples of food and faeces by comparing the ratios of 51 Cr and 14C in each as
(27)

wherefRR is measured as [cpm non-absorbed indica.tor eICr)] (cpm 14C)-1 in food
andfRE is the same ratio in faeces. Chromium is added as soluble 5 1Cr C1 3 , rather than
as the insoluble oxide, and is absorbed or adsorbed by bacterial and plant cells.
Thus double labelling of natural food is posible. A number of conditions, such as
homogeneity of distribution of both tracers in food, uniform rate of movement
through gut, and stability of ratios in faeces, must be met if the method is to be an
improvement on standard gravimetric or isotopic techniques. The preliminary
results look hopeful; but clearly, the conditions of use must be tested, as should
any of the above-mentioned methods, for each food-web fragment to be studied.

A 8similation of N alural Foods
Some of the rather exten.·ive data on assimilation have been assembled in Tables
and 5·~8. Where comparisons have been made (CAREFOOT, 1967; PANDIAN,

5-27

1 Noto that r have ruvcrsed the meaning of the symbols U a.nd E in the balance equation compared
with that given in JOHANKES and SATOMI (1967). Tn an effort to maintain consistent nomenclature
throughout this manuscript, 1 have frequently changed other authot"'s mathematical nom nclature
to onfot"ffi to that givcn in Table 5-4, as I have done here.
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1967, 1967a; HARGRAVE, 19'70a; CONDREY and co-authors, 1972; GRAHAMF., 1973),
individual dietary components or specific elements are generally assimila.ted with
greater efficiency t.han the total organic matter. Nitrogen-containing compounds
(proteins) and nitrogen are assimilated better than carbon, carbohydrates or lipids
in some carnivores (MENZEL, 1959. 1960; CONOVER and LALLI, 1974), but in plant
feeding nudibranchs the principal component assimilated varies with the food
(CAREFOOT, 1967). Moreover, the same author observed considerable differences in
absorption of individual amino acids by Aplysia punc/ata from one food species to
another. On the other hand, Archidm·is pseudoargus, which feeds principally on the
sponge Halickondria panicea, absorbed 88% or more of a.ll the amino acids in its
diet (CAREFOOT, 1967a). CONDREY and co-authors (1972) found that lipids were
assimilated more readily t,han protein, and carbohydrates least well. CAREFOOT'S
(1967, 1970) studies also indicated that species preferred in nature were frequently,
but not always, assimilated best. BOOLOOTIAN and LASKER (1964) also found that
the urchin Strongylocent?'otus purpura/us was most efficient in utilizing foods most
readily eaten in nature. Animal foods were nearly always assimilated with greater
efficiency by omnivores and carnivores alike. Assimilahilities greater than 80%
are rare for plant foods c,nd those less than 90% equally rare for animal diets. Truly
herbivorous fish, like Tilapia nilotica, do not handle all algal species in their natural
environment so well as certain cultured species (MORIAR'£Y and MORIAIlTY, 1973a).
The omnivorous angel fish H alacanthus bermudensis assimilated plant material qui te
efficiently, though it was doubtful that they would normany consume suffieient
amounts for growth without other food sources (MENZEL, 1959). Most phytoplankton are assimilated by zooplankton with efficiencies ranging from 50 to 80%
(CORNER, 1961; CONOVEH, 1966, 1966a; CORNER and co-authors, 19(7). Higher
rates of assimilation by copepods feeding on a variety of phytoplankton species
have been observed by MARSHALL and ORR (1955, 1956), using J2p uptake as a
measure of assimilation, and for copepods and euphausiids feeding on flagellates
such as Dunaliella and Peridinium (LASKER, 1960; CONOVER, 1966a; HAQ, 1967).
Efforts to establish sl;itable artificial diets for culture of various marine animals
of commercial significance have shown some differences in digestability between
animal and plant protein sources Th us FORSTER and GABBOTT (197]) fouml that
the shrimps Palaemon serratus and Pandalus platyceros assimilated several different
dietary proteins of plant origin with between 82 and 94% efficiency while preparations of fish or shellfish origin were utilized bet'ween 7.5 and 91 % efficiently. In
various mixed diets, carbohydrates from various starches, dextran and glycogen
were virtually 100% assimilated, but cellulose only poorly. CONDREY and co-authors
(1972) found assimilation from commercial diets generally inferior to that from
natural foods. In fish, animal proteins in artificial diets are generally used more
efficiently than those of plant origin (COWEY and SARGENT, 1972).
Merely freezing or freeze-drying the food source, the annelid Lumbricillus rivalis,
could render it less utilizable by plaice and growth efficiency decreased (KIRK,
1972). Likewise, drying the alga Cystoseira sp. reduced its assimilabiJity for Mothea
baltica from 60 to 31 % (SOLDATOVA and co-authOl'S, 1969). Dead leaves, detritus
and the like are poorly assimilated (HARGRAVE, 1970a; TSIKHON-LlTKANINA,
1970; PRUS, 1971).
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91·8
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nitrogen

98·7

96·3

G

calories

Lumbricus sp. (oligochaete)
Percafiuviatilis (fish)
N otropis Q·therinoides (fish)
Gammarus lacu.stris (amphipod)
Oreoneetes virilis (decapod)
l\'1ic-rocystis, Anabae-na, Nitzschia (cultured algae)
Chlorella (green alga)
lake algae

Arenicota marina (polychaete)

Pleuroneeles platessa
Solea solea (small)
Solea soloo (yearling)
Perea fiuviatili.s
Stizostedion vi.treum

G

Method of
detennination

Enchytraeus sp. (oligocha.ete)

Plwronedes platessG (fish)

Food

Gadus morh·ua

Species

.
Net growth
Material Assimilation effiCIency efficiency
assimilated
Range
Mean
K

Assimilation by fish of specific elements or compounds from natural diets and net growth efficiency, K 2' defined as the amount ~
of growth, G, over the amount of food assimilated, R-E. Only values obtained with one of the methods mentioned on p. 354 are ~
included. Method: Gravimetric, G; radio-active tracer, RT (Compiled from the sources indicated)
~
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G

Gamlrueia afJinis (fish)

krelapenaeu.s mOn<Jceros (shrimp)

M egalops cyprin<Jides

M. cyprinoides

72-84

carbohyd.rate
calories

calories

G

G

83,7-88'0

82-91

nitrogen

Holacanthus be1'1nudensia En/.eromorpha. .9a,lina (alga)
Monostroma oxysperma (alga)
Monostramo. oxyspcrmo. (alga)
£a,treutes fucorum (decapods)
H istrio histrio (small)
Leander /.enuicornis (decapods)
(medium)
(large)
Gammo.rus pulex (amphipod)
Perea fluviatilis
G

95·6-99'6

protein
calories

Ophiocephalus striatus

93·9-95·3
946-99·2

protein
calories
protein
calories

Epincphelus (sma.!l)
(medium)
g'uJlatus
(large)
calories

48·1
32·5
19·2

73·9
82·3

23·0

25'4

34'7

39·6
33-5
19·7

72·3

77·7

85·0

97·1
90·9

97·2
94'1

94·6
92·6

93·2
95·3
953
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G
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RT

MicrocySlis sp. (bluegreen alga)
lake algae
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Other F(J,(;tO'rs Affecting AS8'imilation
As mentioned earlier (p. 268), BEKLEl\fiSHEV (1954) postulated that under condition of high primary production zooplankton might continue to feed at the same
rate, but more wastefully (superfluous feeding), by reducing the percentage of food
dige. ted. Evidence that copepods do not reduce assimilation efficiency at higher
food levels wa given by CONOVER (1966a). BUTLER and co-authors (1970) calculated
the percentage assimilated by Calanus species during spring bloom period in the
Clyde Sea, a period when the amount of food available was greater than that
suggested by BEKU~MISHEV (1962) as the critical level (390 mg C 1-1) for the onset of
superfl uous feeding. ba 'ing their calculations on net growth of the population in
terms of nitrogen and phosphorous. net growth efficiency, daily excretion of nitrogen
and phosphorous, and the nitrogen: phosphorous ratios in phytoplankton and
faecal pellets. They found a similation levels of the same order as those determined experimentally (Table 5-27): 77% for phosphorus and 62% for nitrogen.
GA DY ([974) presented some evidence that the pert'('nlagl' assimilated by
three copepod specie. decreased as their ration increa;;ed; however. he based his
estimates on the energy nece ary to balance a budget lacking an excretion term,
the I' by confounding his results ( e p. 354).
Similarly, there appears to be no reduction in assimilation efficiency with increasing ration in certain other organisms. Thus, BIRKETT (1969) found a linear
correlation between food intake and assimilation (absorption) rate for plaice, sale
and perch. The slopes of his regression lines repre ent the fraction a imila.ted in
Table 5-28. Nor wa~ there loss of digestive efficiency in the walleye when rations
were increased up to 9 times their calorific content (KELSO, 1972). Fig. 5-32, taken
from LAWTON (1970). shows that if anything, assimilability increased with food
ingested in the case of tIll' damselfly Ian"a Pyrrho.soma nymphula, feeding on four
types of food Where Asellus aquaticus was prey (Fig. 3-32d), the positive slope wa
significantly di~ rent from zero. In the euphausiid JJ1eqanycliphanes norvef/ica
feeding on juvenile Artemia, no significant relation hip could be found between
assimilation efficiency and either size of ingested prey, concentration of prey or
total weight ingested (FOWLER and co-authors, 1971a).
By no means all animals maintain a nearly constant rate of assimilation with
increasing food supply or ration as copepods, some fish and damselflies do. In her
review of assimilat,ion by planktonic Crustacea, PECHEN'-FINENKO (1971) divides
them into 'mN:hanical filtrators' and 'satiable animals'. In the satiable animals,
mainly copepods and euphausiids, as 'imilation doe. not appreciably decrease with
increasing ration, but for the mechanical filtrators it apparently doe. ; however, in
each case of a mechanical filtrator cited, the assimilability was determined either
from energy balance calculations (RICHMAN, 1958; SUSHCHENYA, 1964) and thus
was not measured directly, or was determined from body burden after uptake of
labelled food (MONAKOV and SOROKIN, 1961; SCHINDLER, 1968; PAVLOVA and
SOROKIN. 1970) and, therefore, does not conform to the definition of as imilation
I use. However, her argument is probably valid and still supported by additional
data (PECHEN'-FINENKO, 1973).
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The perch Perea flumatilis also seems to be les8 efficient in assimilating its food
at high ration levels (SOLOMON and BRAFIELD, 1972). Two other animals apparently
alter assimilation according to amount of food ingested. The freshwater fish Tilapia
nilotica assimilated more carbon from the food ingested toward the end of the day
than at the start of the feeding period (MORIARTY and MORIARTY, 1973a). In this
fish, feeding begins early in the morning and its gut content increases steadily until
it stops feeding just before sunset (MORIARTY and MORIARTY, 1973). Food apparently becomes stratified in the gut with little digestion taking place until after 4 or 5 h
of feeding. PAFFENHOFER (1968) found that the hyd.roid Clava multicornis defecated
26% of the food ingested at low ration and 39-3% at high ration.
It is weU known that young animals grow faster than older ones. Perhaps then
is it not surprising that they sometimes have greater ability to assimilate their food
efficiently. An exception would seem to be small sole which are less efficient than
yearlings (BIRKETT, 1969) (Table 5-28). Three fishes, 1I1egalops cyprinoides and
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Ophiocephalus striatu8 (PANDIA~, 1967, 1967a) a,nd Epinephelus guttatus (MENZEL,
1960), show littl!> or no differenc(~ ill aSl'illlilation with size, but another, the waJJeye,
shows a statistically significant reduction in efficiency, though only a few percent,
for individual:-; between 100 and 500 grams (KELSO, 1972). Among crustaceans,
young ldothea baltica assimilate more than adult males and females on some diets,
but not on others (SOLDATOVA and co-authors, 1969). Assimilation showed a
generally decreasing trend, fTom 50·6% in 9 mg to 30'4% in 80 mg Orcheslia bollae
(SUSHCHENYA, 1968). In the crayfish, Pacifastacus leniusculus, 4-cm individuals
assimilated a.nimal food (cut-up poultry) with an average 64% efficiency while
1] -cm individuals averaged only 43·7% (MOSHIRI and GOLDMAN, 1969). Small
(4 mm) damselfly larvae assimilated Daphniaobtusa between 92 and 93% efficiently,
but the level fell to between 85 and 86% at 13 mm (L\.w·l'u~, 1970).
Season, sex, reproductive state and degree of crowding all had some influence on
ftssimilation in the isopod Asellus aquaticus (PRUS, 1971).
In many animals, aimilation efficiency eems to be independent of temperature
overtheirnormal range (MENZEL, 1960; CONOVER, 1966a; SOLDATOVAand co-a.uthors,
1969; LAWTON, 1970; MASON, 1970) and salinity in certain Crustacea (SOLDATOVA and co-authors, 1969). Feeding rates and, hence, net assimilation rates are
affected, however. Season and/or temperature affected assimilation in the urchin
Strongyloce:ntrotu,s droebachiensis (MILLER and MAN , 1973).
CONOVER (1966a) showed a negative regression between ash content and assimilation percentage in zooplankton feeding on a variety of cultured diatoms and
flagellates and natura] particulate matter. It ma,y be that ash content of food
Jimits assimilation efficiency in certain interface feeders as well (CAREFOOT, 1970).
Mention should also be made of the correlation between assimilation efficiency
and net growth efficiency described by WELCH (1968). While the premise that such
a correlation exists may be true, his analysis might ha.ve been somewhat premature
and his choice of data could be criticized. In several cases cited, only one of the two
variables had been determined directly, the other being calculated by difference,
assuming a balanced energy budget. In another group of data, a:similation was
determined from short-term uptake of radio isotope, a method considered to be of
doubtful value in most cases (CONOVER and FRANOIS, 1973). Finally his selection
of early data on Calanus hyperboreu.8 from CONOVER (1962), in which the assimilation values are stated to be preliminary, over later (CONOVER, 1964), in which the
percentage assimilation is more than twice as hilYh, seems somewhat arbitrary.
Consequently, I have computed a similar regression using suitable data from
Tables .5-27, 5-28 and WELCH'S Table (Fig. 5-33). Recognizing that the various
points ought to have differing weights, not accounted for by the regression, nonetheless, a statistically significant negative slope was obb'Lined (F = 18·30, d.f. I, 46,
P < 0·001). Yet mo t f the species with high assimilation efficiencies are carnivorous fishes whose a.ct.ive way of life results in a larger metabolic expenditure per
unit of energy ingested than in the invertebrateherbi voreswhich generally assimilate
less but convert more of it to growth. One exception to the general trend seems to be
the carnivorous molluscan feeding specialist C'lione limacina (CONOVER and LALLI,
1974), which assimilates a very high proportion of its food but, at the same time,
under ideal conditions can convert ration to growth with high efficiency. Perhaps
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more invertebrate carnivores and vertebrate herbivores should be examined
before we generalize further.
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(b) Excretion
With respect to energy budgets and the balance equation we seem to know least
about the significance of U, the energy excreted or secreted in dissol vcd form by the
feeding animal, perhaps because in the past major interest in excretion in the
aquatic environment has been primarily concerned with the physiological aspects
of disposal of nitrogenous waste and the role of such wastes in nutrient regeneration.
Important reviews, such as NICOL (l967), POTTS (1967), J"OHANNES (1968), and
CORNER and DAVIES (1971), do not mention the energetics of excretion although
non-respiratory energy is being lost even when the end-product of protein metabolism is ammonia (BRAFIELD and SOLOMON, 1972). Table 5-29, taken from NICOL
(1967), serves to emphasize the variety of excretory products which may be lost
from marine organisms.
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The quantitative significance of organic versus inorganic excretion has been a
somewhat controversial subject. With respect to phosphorus, POl\'lEROY and
co-authors (1963) reported that about half the amount released by zooplankton
from several localities, ranging from the estuarine Doboy Sound, Georgia (USA)
to the Gulf Stream, was in 'organic' form though no further characterization was
attempted. They suggested a 100% turnover of their phosphorus daily by these
zoopJankters, although CONOVER (196Ia) had previously found a turnover rate of
only 10% day-l for CalanU8finmarchicus. In a.nother series of experimAnts occupying roughly the same locations, SATOMI and POMEROY (1965) found a ratio of
inorganic to total phosphorus of 0·6 in zooplankton excretory products. HARORAVE
and GEEN (1968) also found that small neritic copepods belonging to such genera as
Acartia, Pseudocalanua, and Oithona excreted up to 74% 'organic' phosphorus, the
total excretion being increased by up to 40% with feeding.
When food il1 present, it is frequently difficult to ascertain whether the dissolv'ed
phosphorus mf,asured was all excreted as an end-product of metabolism. JOHANNES
(1964) reporhd a reduction in the reka~e rate of 75% for dissolved inorganic and
of 53% for cllssolved organic phosphorus when the gut of the amphipod Lembos
intermedius became empty. The animals in his experiments had an abundant food
supply and seemed to be engaging in 'superfluous feeding', only 16% of the ration,
in terms of phosphorus, being assimilated. However, they released from their diet
a significant amount of dissolved phosphorus, and presumably other compounds,
which were not assimilated.
There is evidence for incomplete oxidation of phosphorus-containing compounds
by zooplankton (SATOMI and POMEROY, 1965). According to theory (REDFIELD and
co-authors, 1963), it should require 276 atoms of oxyg('n to release 1 atom of
phosphorus if oxidation proceeded to completion, but SATmn and POMEROY found
an 0: P rate of only 72 for zooplankton occupying the coastal shelf water between
Doboy SOlmd and the Gulf Stream. While low 0: P ratios could result from release
from partially digested food during feeding, as was earlier suggested by HARRIS
(1959), recent work by BUTLER and co-authors (1970) indicates that more organic
phosphorus, which apparently had first been assimilated, wa,:: released by actively
feeding OalanU8finmarchicU8 than by starved ones. Earlier, Bt:TT.RR and co-authors
(1969) found that OalanU8 helgolandicU8 from the English Channel in summer
released small and variable amounts of organic phosphorus during short-run
experiments in filtered sea water, but during the spring bloom in the Clyde O.
finmarchicU8 released organic phosphorus (up to 72%) at rates roughly proportional
to cell concentration in the sea, even though there was no difference in excretory
performance between individuals with full and empty guts (BUTLER and co-authors,
1970). In an analysis of excretion and n>i'piration in upwelling water LE BORONE
(1973) found 52% of phosphorus released in organic form.
Investigations concerning excretion of nitrogen-containing organic compounds
have proved to be even more contentious. HARRIS (1959), measuring only the
ammonia released by neritic zooplankton, had found low 0: N ratios as well as low
O:P ratios. Subsequently, CORNER and co-authors (1965) measured nitrogen
excretion by Calanus with a method specific for amino nitrogen, not just ammonia,
and found release rates considerably lower than those determined by HARRIS.
Comparison oftbeir usual method with ammonia-specific ones showed no significant
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differences, suggesting that little besides ammonia was excreted. Nor could there
have heen much 'spillage' from materials despoiled by Calanus during feeding or the
differences between 'ninhydrin positive' nitrogen and ammonia should have been
greater. However, JOHANNES and WEBB (1965) and WEBB and JOHANNES (1967)
reported that considerable quantities of amino acids wet", released by zooplankton
from water off the coast of southern United States, from the Sargasso Sea, Gulf
Stream and from off the Peru-Ecuador coast of South America. Their studies
showed a linear correlation between excretion rate and temperature over the range
7° to 26° C. The regression inferred that excretion of organics ceased at about 6° C,
a situation which they considered to be unlikely (JOHANNES and WEBB, 1970), but
did not check. Cope pods were by no means dominant in all samples; however, even
in samples containing a high proportion of Calanus chilensis amino acids were
released at about the same rate at which C. finmarchicu8 released total nitrogen in
CORNER and co-authors experiments. As a consequence, CORNER and NEWELL
(1967) examined the excretion products of Calanus helgolandicus in more detail,
under conditions of feeding and starvation, concluding that mainly ammonia was
excreted, plus small amounts of other nitrogenous materials such as urea; little or
no amino acid was encountered unless very high concentrations of experimental
animals were used. They argued that perhaps overcrowding of the experimental
material accounted for the higher amino acid residue in zooplankton excretion
experiments conducted by JOHANNES and WEBB (1965) and WEBB and JOHANNES
(1967). In their next paper WEBB and JOHANNES (1969) criticized the duration of
the earlier experiments (up to 24 h) by CORNER and colleagues, claiming that bacteria a,ssociated with the animals and faeces would be capable of removing 11
considerable portion of released amino acids before completion of their experiments.
At this writing the argument is not truly resolvable. Quite probably both groups
are, to a degree, in error. MAYZAUD and TAGUCHr (personal communication) have
found that high concentrations of ammonia which would be excreted when zooplankton are very concentrated, as in the experiments of JOHANNES and WEBB
(1965) and WEBn and JOHANNES (1967,1969), are actua]]y harmful to them, causing
reduced respiration and sometimes increased excretion of organic and inorganic
nitrogen. Nor is there any reason why all plankton species should behave in the
same way. Other workers have found further evidence for organic nitrogen in
various forms being released by zooplankton. Thus, JAWED (1969) observed that
18% of the excretion was amino-nitrogen in Neomysis myii and 13% in Euphausia
pacifica under more or less sterile conditions, but E. pacifica also released urea which
N. rayii did not. He also found amino acids released at 6° C which would not have
been predicted on the basis of the regression given by WEBB and JOHANNES (1967).
MAYZAUD (1973) observed variations from about 13 to 50% organic, as percentage
of total nitrogen excreted, in four species of zooplankton. Highest rates were
recorded for the hyperiid amphipod PhrO'nima sedentaria (50%) rather than for the
soft-bodied chaetognath Sagitta setosa (28%). In the euphausiid 1I1eganyctiphanes
norvegica the excretion of organic material in spring (32%) was more than twice the
winter level (13%). For the small neritic capepod Acartia clausi, the levels varied
between 13 and 22%. MAYZAUD also found some evidence that bacteria in high
concentrations could indeed supress apparent amino-acid production by the
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euphausiid but not by the copepod. Meanwhile, LE BORONE (1973) observed that
46% of nitrogen released by mixed zooplankton in the Mauritanean upwelling was
organic.
Not all the work on release of organic matter has been confined to zooplankton
nur ha the fact that organic matter contains carbon been completely forgotten.
JOHAN~ES and SATOMJ (1967) calculated an organic carbon release rate for the
decapod Palaemonetes pugio, feeding on the diatom Nitzschia closteri~tm, which,
on an hourly basis, exceeded the amount of carbon released as faeces; however, they
did not attempt to separate the organic carbon which was excreted from that derived
from other sources such as di solution from broken djatoms or from fa.ecal pellets.
The ratio between ingestion and release rate was 3: 1 in this animal. In flatworms,
relea e rates of dissolved amino acids exceeded uptake over a salinity range from
12%0 to 33%0 (JOHANNES and co-authors, 1969). Feeding had a pronouncf'd effect
on the release rate of free amino acids, which decreased from 967 x 10- 3 cal (g wet
wt)-I h- J to 3 X 10- 3 in Dugcsia dorotocephala in 72 h (WEBB and co-authors, 1971).
At the start of starvation, the calorific Joss resulting from free amino-acid release
amounted to 43% of that lost in respiration over the same period, but the decrea-se
in excretion ra.te with time after feeding was more rapid than the decrease in
respiratory rate. JOHANNES and WEBB (1970) presented further data on free aminoacid release by everal benthic animals as well as the hyper-saline crustacean
Artcmia salina and freshwater plankton (Table 5-30l. They also reported a trend
towards greater release per unit weight with smaJJer animals. MAYZAUD (1973)
observed a linear decrease in total nitrogenous excretion with increasing size in
Jl1 eganyctiphanes norvegica, but with a. ~ma]]er slope tha.n for re piration. Temperature affected the release rate of c;1rbon in the urchin Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis (Figs. 5-34 and 5-35) and they released more when fed (FIELD, 1972).
Again it is not known whether the carbon was excreted or released before assimilation, but it amounted to 70% of the respiratory use at lower temp rature and was
about twice respiration at 12° C. In this same group of echinoderms, FECHTER
(1973) found Paracentrotus lividus to be 91 % ureotelic while in another urchin
Diadema anlillarum 30% of the nitrogen excreted was accounted for by amino
acids (.J. B. LEWIS, 1967).
The complete energy budget in the amphipod Hyalella azteca was measured
by HARORA VE (1971) who found that 5% of the calories ingested, or 36% of those
assimilated were lost in organic excretion. When MILLER and MANN (1973) subtracted respiration and production from energy absorbed (consumption - faeces) by
Strongylocentrot~ts droebachiensis they were left with a residual 40 to 80% which
could only be accounted for as dissolved organic matter lost (see also FIELD, 1972).
In Table 5-31, the same authors have assembled other data, for benthic invertebrates in which respiration alone did not account for difference between production
(growth) and absorption (assimilation). To this Jist might be added some
observl.'l,tions by CONOVElt and LALLI (1974), in which it was nec.essary to apply a
20-fold increa e in respiration for fed over £tarved Clione limacina to account for
differences between growth and assimilation, unless a sizeable portion of the energy
surplus was r lea ed in dissolved organic form. Likewise, ABOLMASOVA (1970)
found that the conventional energy balance formulation failed to account for 30%
of the energy a 'imilated by the marble cra.b PachygrapsU8 marmoratus. In young
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• Food of cultivated animals is shown in parentheses. Other species were incubated at in situ temperatures immediately &fter their removal from their
natural environment, except for Nen/·a, t·e,·rsicolor, which was held without food for 3 h prior to incubation.
b Hypersaline crustacean.
f Marine sclere.ctinian coral.
h Freshwater dipteran larva.
w
d Marine chiton.
"l
e Estuarine annelid.
e Marine gastropod.
• Freshwater crustacean.
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Cysteic acid
Taurine
Methionine sulfate
Aspartic acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic acid
Proline
Glycine
Alanine
Valine
Cystine
Methionine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenyla.lanine
Ornithine
Lysine
Histidine
Arginine
Unidentified
ninhydrin
positive

Amino acid

Composition of dissolved free amino acids released by some aquatic invertebrates (mole per cent)3 (Mter JOHANNES and WEBB,
1970; reproduced by permission of University of Alaska)
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Fig. 5-34: Logarithmic plot of di.ssolved
organic carbon l'eleased animal-I day-l
by fed Strongylocentrotus droebach·iensis
against the mean live woight of urchins in
each jar. Each point represents one
experiment. Lines were (ltted to the
points at each temperature by least
squares. The intersection of each line at
J 5 g weight was used to plot Fig. 5-35.
(After FIELD, 1972; reproduced by permission of American Society of Limnology
and Oceanography.)
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Fig. 5·35: Dissolved orga.nic cn.rbon released
by fed and unfed Strongylocentrotus droe·
bachiensis of 15 g standard live weight
plotted against temperature. Each point
was ota-ined from the intersection of aline on 15 g weight of animals as shown for
fed animals in Fig. 5·34. (After FIELD,
1972; reproduced by permission of
American Society of Limnology and
Oceanography.)

isopods, metabolism, computed as ration minus growth plus faeces, was 3 to 10
times higher than that based on WIN BERG'S standard equation (TSIRHON-LuKANINA
and LUKASHEVA, 1970). Doubtless, other examples of unbalanced energy budgets
can be found in old notebooks and other repositories of unpublished data.
(c) Respiration

The literature concerned with respiration of marine animals is vast, but only a
relatively small portion ;lppcars to be relevant to understanding why some animals
grow faster or more efficiently than others. While the number of measurements purporting to reprc 'ent T in the energy balance equation is also large, like U, the true
energetic value of metabolism in an actively growing animal, whether in a laboratory experiment or in the field, is difficult to determine. In this review I can only
hope to point out some of the problems and perhaps some of the things we still need
to find out to solve the problems.
Thc general su bject of T'('spiration has been variously reviewed and for details the
reader may refer to KROGH'{l941), ZEUTHEN (1947), NICOL (1967) or any good

Strongylocentrotus
droebachiensis
(sea urchin)

Halioti8 rufescens
(abalone)

(sea urchin)

purp1~ratus

Aplysia punctata
(sea. hare)
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Percentage of absorption (a) not accounted for by respiration (R) and growth (P) for various benthic herbivores. See text for
explanation (Mter MILLER and MANN, 1973; reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag)
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physiology text. From any such review, it is abundantly clear that respiration rates
are variable. Even the arne animal species in the hands of the same competent
investigator under rigidly controlled laboratory conditions can yield a wide range
of value for oxygen uptake. Aside from the obvious physical and chemical factors
such as tempera.ture, salinity, pressure, dissolved gasses, and the like (Volume I), a
number of biotic con iderations must be made. The widely accepted generalization
that metabolic rate decrea 'es with increasing size according to some exponential
function (Equation 15, p. 321) has already been mentioned. The active animal ha.s a
higher rate of respiratory exchange than the resting one and it follows that certain
animals with more active modes of life are metabolically more active than sedentary ones. Rhythmicity, purely circadian or a sociated with alternating periods of
daylight and dark, tide, season, etc. is known to occur in certain animals. Different
stages in the life cycle may be rather different in respiratory behaviour. Some animals have periods of arrested development or diapause in which exchange levels
are substantially reduced. The onset of sexual maturation and reproduction can
also affect metabolism. Seasonal a.nd regional differences, perhaps adaptive changes
to different temperature regimes, are frequently recognized (Volume 1, Chapter 3).
The 'physiological state' of the animal as influenced by its food supply, amount and
kind of stored reserves, moulting cycle if an arthropod, growth pattern and dou btless other intrinsic and extrinsic factors are all of importance. Faced with such a
formidable array of variability-provoking factors, how is it possible to predict T,
for instance, in planning dietary requirements for fish or shellfish cultures (Volume
III, Chapter 5), or even to measure T under conditions simulating those normally
controlling an animal's metabolism ~ Before going further into the question of
measurement we must consider what it is we wish to measure.

Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide and Energy
The process of biological oxidation in an animal yields a certain amount of energy
in the form of heat. "Ve usually mea.sure heat in calories, and if we could measure
that given off by an animal we would have adirect measure of metabolic heat]os:'lcs.
Various direct caloriuwtric methods are now available, some supposedly applicable
for use with sma)] animals, but as yet they have not been widely employed in studies
of marine organisms. A recent paper by PEAK1N (1973) compares heat output for a
terrestrial poikilotherm, Tenebrio 'trwlilor, determined by direct calorimetry and
that calculated from oxygen utilization. DAVIES (1966) used the same technique to
investigate metabolism in the goldfish. Thus, most of the determinations of energetic expenditure come from indirect methods involving measurement of oxygen
utilization, carbon-dioxide production or combinations of both. If the proportions
of oxygen used and rarbon dioxide produced arc known the resulting respiratory
quotient (RQ), determined as moles CO 2 (mlJ/(~X O 2)-1, can be used to estimate the
relative proportions of different non-protein substrates being metabolized. RQ
equals 1 for simple carbohydra.te, about 0·71 fol' ;tverage fats and is said to be about
O·l:) for proteins, all of these value,; being derived from energy studies on higher
animals. Again based on mamma.lian sources, carbohydrate typically supplies about
,1·0 kcal g-I on oxidation, fat about 9·5 and protein 4·0 to 4·5. Table 5-32 illustrates
the range of calorific expenditure a 'sociated with different values for RQ providing
no protein is being utilized.
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Table 5-32
Calorific equivalents of oxygen,
protein utilization ignored
(After BA RTHOLOMEW, 1968;
reproduced by permission of
MacMillan, New York)
RQ

kcal per mole O 2

0'71
0'75
0·80
0·85
0·90
0·95
1·0

106
107
109
110
III
113
114

If there is oxidation of protein, and if excretory nitrogen is also measured, the
total calories produced can be calculated, provided that the end product of nitrogen
metabolism is also known. Various so-called oxy-calorific (Qox) coefficients have been
proposed. For the average resting mammal with an average RQ 0[0'82, 11 of oxygen
is equivalent to 4·825 kcaJ (MITCHELL, 1946). BARTHOLOMEW (1968) gives 4·7 kC!11
I-I of oxygen, presumably also based on the activity of some higher organism. Values
for Qox have also been reported for various substrates. For carbohydrate the value
based on oxidation of glucose, 3·53 cal(mg 02)-1 or 5·05 kcal(l 2)-1, is widely
quoted (e.g. BRETT, 1962). The composition of fa.ts is more variable and a range of
values from 3·22 to 3·30 cal(mg 02)-1 are mentioned by BRAFIELD and SOLOMON
(1972). The same authors show that, for the oxidation of proteinaceous materials,
Qox varies with the end product. For instance, if urea is excreted and Qox is 3·15 for a
given protein, an ammoniotele would expend 3·20 kcal in the equivalent oxidative
process. HRAFIELD and SOLOMON show that the value for the RQ can likewise vary
with the final excretory product (see also Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975). Literature on
energy equivalents has recently been reviewed by ELLIOT and DAVISON (1975) and
some re\Tised estimates for protein oxidation presented.

°

Levels of Metabolism
Theoretically there should be some minimal metabolic level at which the organism is just barely maintaining homeostasis. For mammals this stable, minimum
operational rate of metabolism, whidl perhaps is best approximated by the rate of
a fasting animal at rest, is called the 'basal metabolic rate' (BMR). For poikilotherms
there is no basal rate because of the direct temperature dependence of metabolism.
Rather the term 'standard metabolic rate' (SMR) is usually applied to the minimal
fasting rate at a given environmental temperature. There is also some maximal ratA'
of metabolism achievable by an organism under mild stress. The difference between
the minimum (SMR) and maximum rates for any given set of environmental con-
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ditions represents the 'metabolic scope for activity'. Within the rang(" between
standard and active levels lies some average rate of performan("(', often calJ.ed
'routine metabolism' (e.g. JOB, 1959; WOHLSCHLAG, 1960), in which the animal is
hopefully behaving somewhere near normally or as it might outside a respirometer
(see also Volume 1: KJNNE, 1970, p. 444; BRE1'T, 1970, p. 538).
The terminology used here ha.s been largely a.pplied in the study of energy metabolism of fish, one of the few groups of aquatic poikilotherms for which there has
been some concerted effort to sort out the energy degradation process. :B'ig. 5-36
shows a somewhat expanded version of the standard balance equation, as formu-
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I
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I
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Fig. 5-36: Categories of losses a.nd uses of the energy of consumed food materials.
(Afwr WARREN and DAVlS, 1967; modified; reproduced by permission of Black·
well Scientific Pu blications.)
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lated for an analysis of fish bioenergetics, but which doubtless could apply to any
poikilotherm. Tn addition to the increment of metabolic expenditure directly attributable to increased activity, there is another category often called the 'specific
dynamic action' or 'effect' (SDA), which is the energy cost of digesting, transforming, transporting and dopositing a.bsorbed food. So respiratory oxygen is
really involved in 3 processes; maintaining the organism, moving it about and
digesting its food (Volume II: PANDlAN, 1975).
Some brief 0001 ments migh t be made about the 'energy of metabolizable material'
and 'net energy' oategories in Fig. 5-36. BRODY (1945) has defined that energy
assimilated and not lost to excretion as the 'physiologic fuel value', which I have
also defined aspR (Table 5-4). WINBERQ (1956) uses the term 'physiologically useful
ration' for the same category but WARREN and DAVIS (1967) suggest that some of
the energy of metabolizable materials will not be used in this way and they equate
the net energy for growth and metabolism with the physiologically useful ration.
Effect of Body Size on .Metabolism

The most widely used, and to some rxtent also misused, relationship in biological
energetics must b the characterist,ic size-mrtabolism curve, T = 0: Jff1 (Equation
15). On p. 321 I have introduced one aspect of its use in feeding ecology.
In mammals, which presumably have mOf(' heat to lose, it has long been argued
that metabolism should be related to their surface area. In phy. ical objects, surface
area is approximately proportional to the two-thirds power of weight or volume
providing that all dimensions are roughly of the same size. Consefjuently, the
rather frequent observation that y is about 0'7 has been stated as proof of the surface
law. However, as pointed out earlier in this text, feeding, too, is frequently related
to weight by an exponential constant similar in dimension to that for respiration.
While feeding and metabolism are certainly rela,ted to some degree, it would indeed
be spurious reasoning to conclude that a y value for feeding of 0-7 was direct evidence
for proportionality with surface area, unless it was first proven that the anima,l's
principal mode of nutrition consiRted orall over 'skin digestion' or something similar.
l~ar better we should think of .'uch exponcntial constants merely as mathematical
tools.
The relative ea e with which the size-metabolism curve can be mea. ured ha.s
undoubtedly contributed to the proliferation of such data in the literature. Extensive compilations have been contributed by WINBERG (1956, 1961) for fishes and by
SUSHCHENYA (1972) for crustaceans. I have summarized this data along with that
by h'LEV and YAKOYLEVA (1963) for several other groups and the extensive original
data produced by IKEDA (1970) and CHAMPALBERT and GAUDY (1972) in Table
5-33. On the basis of their data, IYLEV aoOd YAKOVLEVA suggested that lower
Metazoa might have ignificantly lower exponential constants than higher forms.
There is quite a good cross comparison between regressions for fishes and crustaceans
among the three Russian paper, although it might also be mentioned that
SUSRCHE~YA did not include data for barnacles (y = 0,361), nor euphausiids
(y = 1,0) in his overall regre sion. Following the same Jine of reasoning, boreal and
tropical zooplankton would seem to include a greater proportion of lower metazoans.
In fact, this was true to an extent, there being fewer 'jellys' and a greater proportion
of crustaceans in the IKEDA'S temperate samples. Perhaps as a consequence, there
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was a smaller scatter of data in the temperate samples as well. Copepod data, produced by CHAMPALBERT and GAUDY (1972), suggested that temperature affects
the value of the exponent. In this case, the correlations were less good when the
slopes were steepest (14°,15° and 18° C). All such multispecies curves are subject to
a large statistical 'noise' and their use in energy calculations may, therefore, be
limited.

Size- Weight Relation and Temperature
Poikilothermal animals show a variety of responses to temperature (Volume 1:
KINNE, 1970). QIO values may be higher or lower at one end of the experimental temperature range or unchanged over the entire range. Seasonal or regional adjustments may consist of raising or lowering the respiration-temperature curve, without
altering its slope (e.g. SCROLANDER and co-anthors, 1953) or, alternatively, the curve
may be rotated to give a Q10 as low as 1·2 to 1·4 over the normal temperature range
(e.g. VERNBERG, 1959).
Furthermore, for poikilothermal species there must be a standard size-metabolism curve with an intercept a and an exponent y. If activity is increased, whether
as a result of increased temperature, forced activity or a meal, the level of a, often
called the temperature-dependent coefficient, should be affected and the regression
line presumably would be displaced upward. However, the behaviour of the exponential constant is a little more uncertain.
There are a number of examples from the literature, generaIJy from animals
studied at some level of routine metabolism, in which no statistical difference between individual values of y could be shown over a range of temperature. For
instance, SMALL and co-authors (1966) and PAltANJAPE (1967) found similar slopes
near one for Euphausia pacifica between 5° and 20" C, and there appeared to be no
change in the exponents for six diaptomid copepod species of different sizes studied
over a range of 20" C (COMlTA, 1968).0 10 for these planktonic animals lay between
2 and 3·75. CONOVER and LALLI (1974) found that the weight exponent for the
pteropod Clione limacina was not affected by temperature, season, or locality although the a values were significantly different. The gastropod Polinices duplicatu8
behaved similarly to the pteropod except that the common value for y was 0'S36
(HUEBNER, 1973) rather than 0·931 as for C. limacina. In the urchin Eucidaris
tribuloides the exponent was 0·70 at 20° C (winter) and 0·65 at 30" C (summer) for
well-fed animals (MCPHERSON, 1968).
In a number of other invertebrates, changes in the weight exponent with temperature or season have been reported. Thus, CONOVER (1960) observed an
increase in the weight exponent from 0·67 at 5° C to 0·93 at 13° C in Artemiasalina.
In freshwater snails bolonging to the genus Lymnaea, BERG and OCKELMANN (1959)
found a significa.nt decrease in slope for adu It snails between June and August. In
summer, the exponentia,] constant for the cold-water urchin Strongylocentrotus
droebachiensis was slightly higher at 5° and 10° C than at 0" and 15° 0, but in winter
y increased substantiaIly between 10° and ISO C, suggesting a size-dependent depression of the respiration-templ~raturerelation at elevated temperature (PERCY,
1972). There is some evidence for lowering of the size-metabolism slope in the oyster
Crassostrea virginica with increasing temperature (DAME, 1972).
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For fishes, the factors affecting the relationship between size and metabolic rate
have been considered by P ALOHEIMO and DICKIE (1966), BEAMISH and DICKIE
(1967), and Volume I: BRETT, 1970. WhileanumberofinstancesofchanginlTvalues
for yare to be found in the literature, PALOHEIMO and DICKIE concluded that when
standard levels ofmeta.bolism were compared, regardless of temperature, the xponent was not appreciably affected The problem in studying many poikilotherms is
obtaining a suitable measure of the standard oxygen-consumption level. KROGH
(1914) defined standard metabolism as the'nearest attainable approximation to the
basal metabolism which would obtain when all organs were absolutely at rest', but
for many animals spontaneous activity complicates the measurement.
BEAMISH and MOOKHERJII (1964) used a heat-sensitive activity meter to record
the movements of goldfish simultaneou Iy with respiratory measurement. The
arithmetic plot of respiration against activity was then extrapolated to zero to
give what they con idered to be the standard rate of oxygen consumption. ~'he
rates so obtained were lower than earlier measuremen ts for the goldfish and indicated more or less constant slope. Using the S£Lme equipment BEAMISH (1964) obtained similar resultl for six (Jthl'I' fish species.
In certain intert.idal animals a standard level of metabolism can a.l.·o be
established. For the barnacle Ralanus balanoides, NEW ELL and NOR.'l'HCROFT (1965)
noted three levels of activity, (i) normal cirra! beating, (ii) irregular 'testing' activities with no regular movement, and (iii) clo. me of the mantle cavity, which corresponded with high, medium, and zero rates of oxygen utilization, respectively. They
snbsequently showed that the lower metabolic rate, corresponding to the activity
level (ii), was virtually independent of temperature while rate (i) was increased
significantly at hiaher temperatures (14 0 to 20 0 C). Fig. 5-37 show a similar pattern
of respiration rates for Cardium edule, the cockle. The quie cent phase had a QJO of
1·2 while the active was 1·84 (NEWELL, 1966). In a subsequent paper NEWELL and
NORTHCR.OFT (1967) found similar behaviour for an an mone, a polychaete, and a
gastropod as well as for C. edule. Thus, the active rate seemed to follow Arrhenius's law while the 'standard' rate was virtually independent oftemperatlll'e.
NEWELL (1966, 1967) examined the mitochondrial re~piration for a number of
invertebrates, including a desert-dwelling grasshopper. In each case the slope of the
R-T curve was initially quite flat, remaining so over the normal habitat temperature
range, but then accelerating sharply before declining at even higher temperatures.
Presumably, a low level of standard metabolism in these animals is characteristic
of forms inhabiting zones of frequent tempemture fluctuations.
Seasonally, the standard rate. of oxygen con urnption are only slightly affected
by temperature in tho winkle Littorina littorea and the mussel J.llytil~UJ edulis, but
the active rates are markedly temperature dependent at all seasons (NEWELL and
PYE, H170). Seasonal adjustment.s are also observable at the sub-cellular Ie I oJ. In
the winkle, NEWELL and PYE (la7]) found that the weight-specific version of the
size-metabolism slope (y - 1) for both standard and active modes showed some
seasonal adjustment, tending towa.rd lower values at all temperatures as conJitions
became wa.rmer. Individual tissue preparations showed the same specific dependence of oxygen con umption on weight as the whole animals but homogenization
of the tissue destroyed the·effect.
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While the standard metabolic rate is generally determined for the fasting animal,
starvation often results in a further reduction, at least for fishes (BRETT, 1962).
However, CONOVER and LALLI (1974) starved the gymnosomatous pteropod Clione
livwcina at two tern perature levels, 4 0 to 60 C a.nd 100 to 13 0 C, for some weeks without detecting any change in the rate of weight loss at either temperature, and,
moreover, without detecting any significant difference in weight loss between
temperatures. Multiple regression of weight loss data gathered over a range of temperatures failed to show a significant partial regre sion with temperature. However,
there was a significant, if relatively small, contribution by temperature to the
regression when the same treatment was applied to 'respiratory data', calculated as
difference between food assimilated and net growth, [or feeding animals. One
puzzle persists: The rate of metabolism calcu lated [rom weight-loss data was about
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twice that measured respirometrically. Even so, the planktonic mollusc, whose
habitat temperature should not normally be affected by sudden changes, clearly
exerted a considerable degrec of temperature independence at low levels of metabolism just as was the case in certain intertidal animals.
Some poikilothermal animals do not behave as Clione, M ytilus, Littorina and
the like. TRIBE and BOWLER (1968) found standard metabolic rate to be temperature dependent over a range of 10° to 30° C in acclimatized blowflies and suggested
that during the period characterized by quiescent rates, in NEW};LL'S (1966) sense,
anaerobic respiration could be occulTing. That intertidal animals can respire
anaerobically is well known (e.g. BARNES a,nd co-authors, 1963). Similarly, MANGUM
and SASSAMAN (1969) found aQlo 00·77 for active and 1·73 for standard respiration
in a polychaete a,nd several other examples could also be cited. In his review of
metabolism in intertidal animals, NEWELL (1973) sepa,rates temperature effects
into (i) short-term, tidally-dependent factors and (ii) tidally independent categories, such as latitudinal or seasonal influences. He cites further evidence that
intertidal animals may show a degree of independence over their temperature
environment and suggests that lack offood not only depresses metabolism but also
.empresses temperature dependence (see also lVlARSDEN and co-authors, 1973).
PHILLIPSON (1962, 1970) has proposed a way to obtain a 'best estimate' of metabolic expenditure for a population of different-sized individuals. Respiratory rates
of all life stages or representative size classes are measured at the mean environmental temperature. To avoid overweighting a particular size category when
representative size classes are used, they should be selected from a scale approximating the sigmoid growth curve for the species. Respiratory rates are then summed
and divided by the sum of the mean weights of the individual instal'S or weight
categories to give the 'best estimate' per unit biomass. To convert to an estimate of
animal respiratory expenditure, the best estimate is multiplied by an appropriate
factor to convert it to an annual scale and then multiplied by the mean population
biomass. Comparison of the best estimate method with more detailed studies shows
generally good agreement (PHILLIPSON, 1970).
Scope for Activity
As already stressed in the preceding section, a major difficulty with establishing
a standard level at different temperatures for many organisms is the direct effect of
temperature on the animal's activity patterns. Between thermal tolerance limits
for an organism lies the 'potential range of activity' (FRY, 1947) and between the
standard and active metabolism curve is the 'scope for activity' (Fig. 5-38). The
potential range is defined by the intersection of standard and active rates at either
end of the temperature scalp. At these points there is no scope for activity and the
organism may enter a 'heat coma' or 'cold coma' (NEWELL, 1969; Volume I,
Chapter 3).
The relationship between metabolic level, activity level, and temperature has
been intensively studied in M ytilus edulis (WIDDOWS, 1973a). Standard, routine
and active rates of metabolism as well as the degree of activity all possess different
temperature coefficients (QIO values). As mentioned earlier, the standard rate of
oxygen consu mption is relatively temperature independent and shows no significant
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acclimation to temperature seasonally or under laboratory conditions. The active
rate is temperature dependent and shows partial acclimation. Between these limits
and within the 'scope fo!' activity', routine metabolism shows marked temperature
dependence but also completely acclimates within 14 clays, apparently as a direct
consequence of acclimation in ventilation rate.
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The scope-far-activity concept depicted in Fig. 5-38a, obtained with an intertidal
amphipod, may also differ somewhat from that obtained for fishes. The amphipods
studied by HALCROW <:-nd BOYD (1967) responded spontaneously to increasing
temperature and were not unduly stimulated as, for instance, when fish were forced
to swim against a current (BRETT, 1964). BRETT'S data suggest an optimum temperature somewhere between 12° and 15° C. Under stress, scope for activity may
be increased 10 to 12 times in young salmon Oncorhynchus nerka (BRETT, 1964), 9
times in the euryhaline fish aholehole Kuhlia sandvicensis (MuIR and NUMI, 1972),
and 7 to 14 times for the shrim p Leander adspersus (IVLEV, 1963). The slope of the
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size-meta-boli m curve for resting Leander was 0·75 but remained bet.ween 0'02 and
0·67 for an order of magnitude increase in swimming speed.. Not so in the ::;almon,
which exhibited a continuous chanae of slope (0'78 to 0'97) wit.h increasing activity
at 15° C, the optimal temperature for the specie' (BRETT, 1965).
Comparison of the 'cope for activity between different animaJs in terms of oxygen
used does not seem too valuable, however. The energetic cost of moving a heavy
shell might be proportionately as great for a sluggish gastropod as moving itself
might be for an active fish. One needs to have some measure of work done before
meaningful quantitative comparison can be made (NEWELL, 1973). Nonet.heless,
the differences between active and standard metabolism for a single species Can be
used to establish levels of performance (Fig. 5-39) and to ana Iyze the factors governing the limits of this performance (Fig. 5-40).
j}J etabolism and Food

If an animal is fed and t.hen food is withdra.wn, metabolic rate generally shows an
increase followed by a gradual decline. For instance, if a 10-gCarcinusmaenasisgiven
a single meal, metabolic rate increases up to 44% after 18 h and then starts to decrease. Ba. level is not reached until.- days later (v\ ALLACE, 1973). In the flatworm
Dugesia dorotocephala, starvation induces a decrease in metabolic expenditure from
. 2250 x IO- J cal (g wet wt)-l h- I to 1250 X lO- J in 5 days, but, as mentioned earlier,
the decrease in rate of release of amino acids is much faster (W EBB and co-authors,
1971). At 23° C the respiration rate ofa 44 g aholehole (fish) about doubles with a
I-g meal of tuna and increases an additional 25% or so with a 2-g ration (Fig. 5-41).
It aJso t.akes somewhat. longer for metabolism to again reach prefeeding level with
the larger meal (MUIR and NHMI, 1972). By integrating the areas under t.he curves
in Fig. 5-41, the authorR showed that the increase in oxygen consumption was 76 mg
for a l-g and 158 mg for a 2-g ration using an oxycalorific equivalent of 3-42 cal
(mg 2)-1. They determined that.l g of tuna flesh ('()lJtributcd a calorigenic effect of
260 cal. Assuming a caloric content ~f 1400 to 1600 cal g-I for tuna flesh, SDA would
be 16 to 19% of the ration.
Even the few cases where planktonic animals have been actually fed during a
respiratory measurement, not just before (CONOVER and CORN ER, 196 ; CONOVER
and LALLI, 1974), there can be a marked inCff'HSe in metabolic rate. Examples of
decreasing metabolic rate with length of sta.rvation are numerous (e.g. MA YZAUD,
1973). By means of covc"Lriance analysi:, CONOV ER and LALLI showed that fed Clione
l'imacina had a lower exponential constant y for a T-Iine calculated from the difference between food assimilated and net growth than starved individuals, but a
20 times higher metabolic level, (x, alt.hough they could not distinguish respiratory
and excretory losses in t.lwir analyr-;is. A step-wise multiple regression and pat·tial
correlation treatment revealed thc"Lt the largest partial regression coefficient by far
and, indeed the only one significantly affecting metabolism, was that for ration.
In the long run, the effects of food on metabolism may be somewhat different.
When fasting mussels Jl1ytilu8 edulis are offered a suspension of algae, both filtration
rate and metabolism increas(' abruptly, but the mussels behave virtually the same
wa.y if a su pension of inert pa.rticles is given. Thus, the initia.l metabolic rate increase must be associated with higher feeding acti vity levels (THOMPSON a.nd BA YN.K,
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1972). When an individual is first starved and then fed for a period of days, the active
metabolic rate gradually falls to a lower level but above the starved (standard)
rate (Fig. 5-42). The a:.tthors acknowledge that at least some of the active rate is
attributable to SDA but they have not yet been able to separate the energetic costs
of the respiratory pump.
One other feature of mussel physiology deserves comment. WlDDOWS (1973)
found that heart frequency and amplitude showed no thermal acclimation over a
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range of 5° to 25° C, although oxygen consumption and ventilation rate acclimated
to all but the highest tempera.ture. However, heart beat decreased with starvation.
When feeding again commenced, the mussel" hea,rt returned only gradually, over
a period of a week, to the rOll tine frequency, even though respinotion and ventilation
rates increa. ed abruptly (Fig. 5-43).
Feeding and metabolic studie' on plaice Pll'.1~ronectes platessQ (EDWARDS a.nd
co-author, 1969) also revealed some puzzling aspects. In the original experimenta.l
design it was intended t.o feed t he plaice at maintenance, intermediate and excessive
levels. However, the plaice persisted in reducing their met,abolic levels on low food
so as to make growth at the so-called 'maintenance' level. With continued feeding
there was a decrease in amount of food ingested and an increase in metabolic rate,
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resulting in reduced growth efficiency. Nonetheless, under optimal conditions there
appeared to be a direct correlation between rate of food intake and metabolism
and, hence, a constant conversion efficiency.
The significance of SDA to t,he calculation of food utilization in gro\vth studies is
illustn1ted by work of H. SE1'Hl reported by VVARREN and DAVIS (1907). SDA accounted for more energy than did faecal losses and standard metabolism combineu
(Fig. 5-44).

Predicting Ai etabolic Rate
While it may weH be that the exponential constant y is truly constant over a wide
range of temperatures and feeding regimes, provioing sufficient time for acclimation
is allowed (PALOHEIMO and DICKIE, ] 960), the preceding discussion hopefully
makes it clear that no single cnvironmpntal factor or behavioural charactc:ristic
will enable an accurate prediction of metabolic level. Temperature amI size w r
combined to give a common predictive equation for metabolic rate for 5 specieR of
diaptomid cope pods by COMITA (1968). In our observations on Clione limacina we
used three independent variables-size of respiring animal, size of its ration and
temperature-in an attempt to predict the mptabolic rate using multiple linear
regression. As stated earlier, tlw strong('st partial regression was with ration and
temperature, in particular, had little or no direct effect (Co OVEn and LALLI,
1974).
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Some mention concerning the 'physiological state' of a respiring organism has
already been made. The Affect of change:,; in physiological and biochemical behaviour
induced by long laboratory III a.in t.cnance or cu It,me are difficult to assess, and it is
never saJe to extrapola.te too far from slich studies (sce also BA YNE and THOMPSON,
1970). The metabolic behiwiour o[ an animal in nature need not be the same as that
in the laboratory. The rate of eliminat.ion of a strong gamma-emitting isotope,
65Zn, once initial non-equilibrated material has been eliminated, has been suggested
as a possible indicator of the long-term rate of metabolism [or a free-living animal
(MISHIMA and OVUM, 1963). The use of this technique to study the metabolism of
small, 'free-living' Pleuronec/'es pla/,essa in Loch Ewe has already been discussed
(p. 321). Active plaice apparently respired about twice as rapidly as those in a
respirometer (EDWARDS, 1967), although subsequent culture experiments indicated
that on Iy fi:-hes on high rations attained such high metabolic rates (EDWARDS and
co-authors, 1969, 1970). Even so, the inadequacy of many measurement,; derived
from laboratory respirometry as predictors of energy flow in nature can not be
over-emphasized.
The type of metabolic substrate used for energy production will also affect the
metabolic rate. The respiratory quotient (p. 376) can tellsomething about the nature
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of the material oxidized, especially if the kind and amount of nitl'og nous wa8te
excreted is also known. However, measurement of RQ in t,he sea has only been a,ttempted a· few times (GIESE, 1966), and, ome of the data available are rather difficult
to interpret (BOSWORTH and co-authors, 1963; RAYMONT and KRISHNASWAMY,
1968).

Somewhat more interpretable result~ have been obta.ined by combining the rate
of oxygen utilization with the amount of nitrogen excreted as an indicator of
metabolic substrate. HARRIS (1959), comparing atom for atom, found 0: N ratios
averaging 7·7 for Long Island Sound zooplankton a.nd CORNER and co-authors
(1965) obtained ratios between 9'8 and 15·6 (mean 13'5) forCalanus helgolandicus
andC,finmarchicus, While typicltl marine particulat(' organic matter would require
about 17 atoms of oxygen to completely break it down (REDFIELD and co-authors,
1963), a typical protein should yield an 0: N ratio of about 8 on oxidation (CONOVER
and CORNER, 1968). More recently, MAYZAUD (1973) compared a.mino-acid composition of mammalian protein (WEST and TODD, 1961) with that of copepods and
conclwh·d that because of the larger proportion of basic amino acids from Calanus
finmarchicus (COWEY and CORNER, 1963, 1963a), an 0: N ratio as low as 4 should
not be considered anomolous. On the basis of this lower value certain low ratios in
HARHIS'S work and in recent studies by SNOW and WILLIAMS (1971), which reported
ratios between 5·5 and 7'4 for Palaemoneles var-ians in winter, suggest oxidation of
a nearly pure protein substrate for energy, but some of Mi\YZAUD'S own data, 2·08
for Phronima sedenta'ria, 1· 34 for Acarlia claU8i and 1·25 for Sagitta selosa, would
seem to require further explanation. MA,YZAUD (1973) suggested that gluconeogenesis
might be involved, but more recent studies by MAYZA"D and TAG 'CHI (personal
communication) indicate that 'ammonia toxicity', which depresses respiration and
perhaps even increases 10 s of nitrogen, may be a better explanation.
Despite the still somewhat unresolved biochemical complexity associated with
the 0; N ratio, seasonal variation has been reported that correlates reasonably well
with chemical composition and what is known about the life cycle of the boreal
copepod Calanus hyperbO'reus. Thus, highest O. N ratios were observed j llst after
the spring bloom, when the copepods were rich in fat, and they rema.ined high
through summer and fall during a period of arrested development in which the
copepods fed little or not at all (see also CONOVER, 1962). As lipid reserves were
grad ually used up, the 0; N ratio deerea ed; the lowest values were observed in late
winter. Low 0: N values in winter and higher ones in spring and summer, when food
was presumably more plentiful, were also reported by SNOW and WILLIAMS (1971).
Decrea ing 0: N ratios with time in laboratory culture were observed for )v] ytilus
edulis by BAYNE and THOMPSON (]970).
CONOVER and CORNER (1968) used multiple regression to examine the effect of
size and chemical composition, that is, nitrogen and fat content, on respiration,
nitrog n excretion and 0: N ratio for several different planktonic animals, some of
which were lassified as herbivores (e.g., C'alanus spp.) and the others as omnivores
or carnivores (e.g., 1J:Ielr'idia spp., Pareuc}uu.ta norvegica). Both respiration and
excr tion were strongly correlat d with body nitrogen (protein), but fat had a
general tendency to depress metabolism. If the effects of differen t level of fat and
protein were removed by covariance, it was confirmed that the ea.rnivore-omnivore
group had a higher mean metabolism per unit of weight than the herbivores (see
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also CONOVER, 1960). The fact that herbivorous plankton of the Cn/anus type can
have a period of arrested devel(J~Hn('nt in their life cycle, possibly under hormonal
control (CARLiSLE and PITMAN, 19()l), may well ex plain the differences observed,
but, a.t the same time, it contributes fUl'ther compl(~xity to the overall problem of
estimating energy expenditure indirectly.
The most elaborate respiration model based on multiple regression analysi has
recently been published by NEWELL and Hoy (1973). Earlier, Roy (l!'l6fl) had shown
that the slope y was apparently inversely correlated with both experimental temperature and acclimation temperature for the slug Arion cinumscripl1t8. In similar
studies, N EWELL and PY E (1971) fOll nd little consistent variation in y although some
seasonal effects were indicated. In undertaking the joint analysis of data on the
winkle Littorina Wtorea, they divided the 697 sets of available data into 48 subgroups each corresponding to a different combination of activity level (Ac), day of
the year (Da) and temperature (Te). They u,wd the classical exponential expre sion,
in log form, to show the relation between respir<1tion and size. In the original equa.tion, 13 independent variables were subjected to multiple regression analysis, and
of these 8 were retained ~o yield the somewhat ponderous equation,
log T = -0·003873
xlO- 4 Te 3

+ 0·8539

+ 0·3029 log W + O'6286Ac + 0·03359 Te-0'4441
x 1O-6Te 4

+ 0'00774311ogW(Te)+0'OOlI23Ac(Da)

4

- 0·8523 x 1O- Te(Da.),

(28)

which accounted for 94·9% of the variation in log T. A series of graphs could be
plotted from Equation (28) relating nwta.bolism to body size, activity n.nd time of
year at various exposure tempt'l'ature~, n,nd to exposure temperatures at different
times of the year. It was further concluded that exposure tern perature can inft uence
the exponential con'tant. The equation also predicts the scope for activity, sU CT gesting 11 greater scope in summer. The range for scope is about 6 which iLgrees with
earlier observations on Ll:ttorina litlorea (NEWELL and NORTHCROFT, 1967). The
relationship between log T and exposure temperature was sigmoid with a plateau
in the range of environmental temperature (Fig. 5-45). A definite loss of sensitivity
to temperature in summer presumably is related to the suppression and rotation of
size-rate curves of the sort shmvll in Fig. 5-45. The model also led to the calculation
of secondary equations from which metabolism could be predicted from activity,
season and exposure temperature, and QIO for metabolism from weight, day of the
year and temperature. Despite the obvious flexibility in the equation and relatively
high precision of it" estimates, the author nonetheless concluded that other factors
could be implicated in low QIO values observed in summer, among them being the
nutritional state of the organism.

(d) Growth
It has long been recognized that growth is the resultant of the combination of
generative and regenerative processes. VON BERTALANFFY (1938) wrote his version
of the balance equation as
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dW
dt

=

h Wn _ k Win'

.J. CONOVER)

(29)

'

where the change in weight W with time t is related to size by the powers nand m,
assuming h is a proportionately constant for anabolism a.lld k fl· similar constant
for catabolism. To evaluate nand m, VON BERTAf.,ANFFY a,-sumed that anabolism
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would be proportional to the absorptive surface of the organism while catabolism
would be a function of the mass. Ideally, then, anabolism is related to the square of
the linear dimension, L, by some proportionately constant and catabolism, to the
cube. By integration and appropriate substitution he derived the equations

L,

=

L oo

-

(L oo - Lo)e- K ,

(30a)

and
(30b)

where L oo or Woo represent size at maximum growth, La and Wo , size at initial time
or zero age, and K is a catabolic constant, equivalent to 1/3 of k in Equation (29).
BEVERTON and HOLT (1957) modified Equa.tion (30) slightly to give the perhaps more
familiar versions
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(3Ia)

and
(3Ib)

where now to represents time at no weight, assuming that the growth pattern remains the same throughout life. As there is little likelihood that growth really remain the same, to is in fact an artificial constant of no biological meaning. Although
frequently criticiz d (e.g. recently by KNIGHT, 1968 and KR"oER, 1969), these
equations form the starting point for many subsequent growth and production
models.

Parameters of Grcrwth
Where the organism is grown in the laboratory, growth in length or weight with
time can generally bp measured directly. When field populations are being studied,
size can often be H'lated to age by use of growth rings on shells, cales or otoliths.
To fit such data to t he VON BERTALANFFY relationships graphical solutions are often
used (FORD, 1933; WALE'ORD, 1946). Following WALFORD'S technique the length
or cube root of weight, after growth interval t + I, is plotted against the same parameters at t. So long as the intervals, usually 1 year, are constant, the successive
points on the curvilinear plot of the original growth data are usually transformed to
a straight line, with slope ]{, which will intercept the bisector through the origin
at Wl~3 or L (Fig. 5-46), To obtain all estimate of to' values of log (W~3 - W l,/3)
are plotted against the corresponding values of t. This time the slope is - j { and the
value of t at ordinate log W~IJ is equal to to (Fig, 5-47). Further discussion of gra14 - - - - - - - -
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Fig. 5-47: Determination of to from growth
nata. following determination of K and
W I';'3 in Fig. 5-46. (After B~~VERTO and
HOLT, 1957; reproduced by permission of
the Controller of Her Majesty's Sta.tionery
Office.)
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phical analysis is given by HANCOCK (19650,).
While the graphic method is simple it lacks precision. Various curve-fitting techniques have been proposed, all of which require successive iterMions (TOMLINSON
and ABRAIHSON, 1961; FABENS, 1965; ALLEN, 1966) and, therefore, a·re rclat,ively
time consuming without the help of a computer. Some shorter method,' of analysis
have also been propo ed (CAMPBELL and PHILLIPS, 1968; RAFAIL, 1973).
With crustaceans the discontinuous pattern ofgrowth presents several difficulties.
As all the hard parts are generally cast in the moult, there is no residual record of
growth against time. Furthermore, tagging or marking is uSlJa.Hy ineffectual because the devices are often disca.rded. Holes punched in the tail-fan have been used
as tags for lobsters several times and will persist through at least two moults
(THOMAS, 1958; SIMPSON, 1961; HEPPER, 1967). Using this technique, length before
moult has been shown to be linearly correlated with length after, the regression
coefficient being about 1 (HEPPER, 1972), but the frequency of moulting must also
be determined to estimate growth in the field.
In the edible crab Cance'f pagurus, tags, inserted along the suture by which the
newly moulted crab escapes its old shell, have been used to obtain not only the
increment of growth but also the moulting frequency. To do this HANCOCK and
EDWARDS (1967) plotted the percentage of moulted individuals bearing tags recaptured exactly I-or multiples of I-year from date of tagging, as well as the
growth increment, against carapace width (Fig. 5-48a and b). At smaller sizes males
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and females moulted with about the same frequency and had about the same growth
rate, but males seemed to have a smaller maximum size and a reduced growth rate
earlier. Anomalously high increments in a female crab of 135 mm long suggested a
double moult. Regrettably, numbers of usable measurements at each size category
were relatively few anel statistical treatment not attempted.
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The other frequently measured growth parameter is the specific growth rate
1
Wr
g=t 1n W'o

(32)

where W0 and Wr = weights of some organism at the beginning and end of some time
period t. As a general rule the values of g will change as development or growth proceeds, often in a regular fashion.
Among the Crustacea, perhaps the most regularized growth pattern is exhibited
by the cope pods which normally have 6 naupliar a,nd 6 copepodid stages from egg to
maturity. IVANovA (1973) examined the development of 20 different freshwater
forms belonging to both ca.lanoid and cyclopoid groups. By comparing size for each
stage of each specie. as a fraction of maximum size of the adult [emal" and development time for each stage as a fraction of that for the female. she described a
generalized growth curve for the groups. from which specific growth rates for each
stage could be computed. This remarkably simple technique could wdl have wider
applicability.

Nitrogen Retention and Protein Synthesis
Growth is usually measured in units of weight, elemental chemical composition
or calories. \Vhen animals are being raised for commercial reasons, primary concern
is with protein production (BRODY, 1945; M.AYNARD and LOOSLI. 1962; Volume III).
The proportion of nitrogen, as a measure of protein retained. has been used as a
growth indicator in fishes by GERKING (1955, 1971), BIRKETT (1969), PANDlAN
(1967, 1967a, 1967b) and others (see also Volume II: PAN DlAN, 1975). Similar
studies on copepoos using nitrogen and phosphorus have been carried out by
CORNER and co-authors (1967) and BUTLER and co-authors (1969. 1970). The
growth curve in terms of nitrogen for Calanu.s finmarchicus is shown in Fig. 5-49.
The period of most rapiel growth in terms of protein is between copepodid stages II
and V. Total growth in terms of weight may not foHow quite the same curve, however, for late stage Calanu8 store considerable amounts of energy as lipid (MARSHALL
and ORI~, 1955a).
In order to make new prot.ein, organisms need certain amino acids and a minimum
amount of dietary protein. Among rnC1rine orgC1nisms. only for fishes (see review by
COWEY and SARGENT. 1972) and for prawns and shrimps (KANAZAWA and coauthors, uno, 1971; COWEY and FORSTElt, 1971; SICK and co-authors, 1972;
ANDREWS and co-authors, 1973) has there bl'cn much work on nutritional requirements. Work by COWEY and co-authors (1970) and COWEY and FORSTER (1971) has
confirmed that certain marine flatfish and the prawn Palaemon serratus have essentially the same amino-acid requirem· nts as mammals. In fish, protein concentrations
in the diet from 40 to 70% were often necessary to give optimal growth and. in some
cases, there was no plateau reached up to the highest level tested. COWEY and SARGENT (1972) conclude that the protlein requirements of fishes, in quantitative t rms,
are substantially higher than for birds and mammals.
Shortcut methods of measuring protein synthesis, involving uptake of radioactive sub. trates, have been employed a few times in fishcs (e.g. JACKB1 and
LAROCHE, 1973) and crustacean (e.g. GORELL and GILBERT, 1971). Protein ynthesis increased markedly with temperature in the killifish Fundulus heteroclitus
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but showed no acclimation (JACKIM and LARoCHE, 1973) although translation was
observed earlier in the toadfish (HASCHEi\1EYER, 1968) and both translation and
rotation were recorded by DAS and PROSSER (1967) with goldfish, Perhaps even
more interesting were differences in the rate of amino-acid incorporation between
fed and starved F. heteroclitw> (Fig, 5-50).
In labelJing experiments with fishes and larger crustaceans ro..dio-active Rmino
acids were generally injected into the body, but this technique cannot rf'adily be
used with very small animals, In many soft-bodied animals it is relatiYf'ly easy to
demonstrat(· direct uptake of amino acids and their subsequent incorporation into
animal tissue (p. 345), but PEASE (1973) found that A rtemia salina cells, even after
homogenization, were relatively impermeable to amino acids and simple peptides,
thus making estimation of the rate of protein synthesis impossible using MichaelisMenten sa.t.uration kinetics.
N'ucleic Acids and Growth

RNA, in its several forms, translatf'~ gpnetic information from DNA, forms the
template for manufacture and as~ures that the proper sequence of amino acids are
combined to form protein (COHEN, 1966). Not perhaps surprising, then, are a number of observations showing good correlation between RNA concentration and
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growth in micro-org<1ni~ms (e.g. CALDWELL and co-authors, 1950; NEIDHARDT
and MAG ASANIK, 1960), insects (e.g.) LANG and co-authors, 1965; CHURCH and
ROBERTSON, 1966) and other organisms. These observations were extended to the
marine amphipod Orchestia platensis, to Artemia salina ::Lnci to the llIud snail NMsariU$ obsoletU$ by SUTCLIFFE (1965). PEASE (1968) repeated SUTCLIFFE' studies on
A. salina and further extended them to several planktonic species, concluding that
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RNA could be used as a predictor of growth only during log phase. SUTCLIFFE (1970)
combined new observations of his own with observations from the literature to show
an apparent correlation between RNA and percentage growth for a range of different-sized poikilotherms covering several orders of magnitude in size and growth
rate.
In these studies only R,NA was measured and change in dry weight was used as a
growth indicator. DACG and L1TTLEPAGE (1072) examined the relationship between
RNA concentration and protein, between RNA and DNA, as well as between RNA
and weight, as potential indices of growth using Arternia salina and copepodid
stages III to VI of Euchaeta elongala as experimental material. While they were
able to show linear correlation, their growth data did not agree with those predict,ed by SUTCLIFFE'S (1965) equation nor did either their relationship for A. salina
nor SUTCLIFFE'S adequately describe the data for E. elongata. The general concept
of a relationship between RNA and growth was supported by their results, but they
concluded that it lacked sufficient specificity to be very useful in production
studie .
Assuming that the quantity of DNA per cell would be constant for an organism
while R,NA should be related to protein synthesis, BULOW (1970) examined the
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RNA: DNA ratio in fed and starved golden shiners Notemigo-n:us crysoleucas. He
found that fish fed at different levels for 1.5 days showed- 16-1 %,2,2% and 21·3% increases in weight with mean RNA :DNA ratios of 2-18, 2·83 and 4 ·32 respecti¥ely
Similar relationships were found for longer experiments. When fish were starved
for 14 days the RNA:DNA ratio fell more or less regularly from 3·56 to 2·30 but
was promptly restored to near the original level in 1 day's feeding and continued
to increase for several days with further feeding. The RNA :DNA ratio also seemed
to be a promising indicator of population growth rate for large-mouth black bass
and carp raised in ponds (HAINES, 1973). However, with carp that reproduced
during the experiment, the scatter of values was markedly greater than for the bass,
probably as a result of the channelling of some growth energy in the older fish into
reprod uction.
The RNA: DNA ratio in the shrimp Crangon vulgaris increases with growth until
the animal weighs about 300 mg. REG NAULT and LUQUET (1974) have suggested
that the cells of the shrimp have acquired 'a sort of physiological maturity' at this
time.
While it is clear that nucleic-acid concentrations or ratios are not yet a workable
tool for predicting growth under all situations, the potential value of the method
seems high. Further investigation of animals, particularly planktonic species, in
culture should be encouraged.

Energy Storage
In temperate regions particularly, animals are frequently faced with alternating
periods of plentiful food and near starvation. Most respond by undergoing marked
changes in their own biochemical composition, storing energy in some form at one
season to be used later in maintenance or even reproduction. Typical calorific values
for foods of land origin are; carbohydrates, 4·10 kcal g-I; fat, 9-45 kcal g-I and
proteins, 5·65 kcal g-I (MITCHELL, 1946). Consequently seasonal variations in their
relative proportions in an animal's tissue should be reflected in similar variations in
caloric content.
Marine lipids are often of longer chain length and show a higher degree of unsaturation than those found in land animals (LOVERN, 1964). Measurements of
calorific content for marine oils, 10·198 kcal g-I from Calan'us hyperboreus and
10· 019 from C. finmarchicus-dominated plankton (CONOVER, 1964), suggest that
marine lipids might also have a higher energy content than non-marine lipids. The
importance of stored lipid in copepods, such as C hyperboreus, which effectively
feed just during the spring or summer increase and thereby build up sufficient
reserves to complete their life cycle, including reproduction some months later, has
also been pointed out severa] times (CONOVER, 1962,1964; HEINRICH, 1962).
Among flatworms, the principal storage product varies with mode of life and
reproductive potential. Free-living forms store lipids, have a high calorific content and low fecundity while entocommensals and entoparasites have lower than
the average calorific content, 13tore carbohydrate and are very fecund. Ectoparasitic forms are generally intermediate in energy content (CALOW and JENNINGS,
1974).
Relatively few measurements of seasonal variation in calorific content of animals are to be found in the literature. For freshwater invertebrates, WISSING and
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HASLER (1971) observed midsummer decreases in Daphnia species, Leptodora
kindtii and Hyalella azteca. For chironornid larvae the reverse was true, calories
increasing through July [Lod then decreasing. Freshwater copepods and cladocerans
(Tenerally have higher calorific content in midwinter than in spring or summer
(OSTAPENYA and GIG1NYAK, 1970; SCHINDLER and co-authors, ) 971; SNOw, 19n).
In Diaplomus species build-up of calories precedcs reproduction, but uccur:;; in
copepodids as well as adults (SCHINDLER and co-authors, 1971). Winter eggs of
Leptodora k·indt1:i contained more energy than summer egg. (!\{OSHILU and CUMMINS,
1969.)

In the sea, only COMTTA a.nd SCHINDLER () 963) and COM ITA and co-worker.
(1966) have studied the seasonal patterns of calorific distribution in plankton. The
seasonal trend of weight <Lnd ca.lories follows roughly the same pattern in Calan'us
finmarchicus as for freshwater plankton and the quantity is higher and le8s variable
in stage V than in adults (Fig. 5-51) Sharp increases take place in the April-May
period in response to the spring phytoplankton bloom. Another period of energy
accumulation by the overwintering generation takes place in the fall.
For other marine poikilotherms there is but little additional dat.a. TYLI1:R (1973)
examined calorific content of 19 invertebrates which were known to be prey for
demersal fish but was able to describe seasonal trends for only seven (Fig. 5-52). In
contrast with the planktonic animals most benthic forms had summer peaks, e.g.
the bivalves Astarte undata and Arctica islandica, the shrimp Pandalus montagui,
and the amphipod Leptoch 'irus pinguis, or a more or less uniform calorific content
as shown by the polych,tetes :.\"ephtys incisa and Lurnbrineris fro-gilis. However,
the euphausiid, M eganyctiphanes norvegica showed two period::; of calorific growth,
one in late spring and another in October-November. Between were periods of
calorific loss probably associated with breeding . .M. norvegica seems to have spring
and fall broods in the Gulf of Maine-Bay of Fundy area (FISH and JOHNSON, 19:n).
Intertida.1 limpets Acmaea seahm again show a peak in calorific accumulation in
winter, which unlike the planktonic species mentioned ea.r1ier-is associated
with gonad matumtion (SUTHERLAND, 1972).
In the invertebrates most of the seasonally stored energy is in the form of fat,
but this is not the only material stored in the C<Lse of the America.n plaice Hippoglossoides platessoides. The average mature female of :32 cm lengt,h stored 92 kcal
during summer and used 72 kcal of this for metabolism and 20 kcal for gonad
maturation. Like certa.in copepods of the family Calanidae these northern plaice
do not feed appreciably in winter. About 50% of gonad growth occurred during
the feeiling period, the remaining 50% during the winter non-feeding period at the
expense of previously stored body protein (MACKlNNON, 1972).

Changes in Biochemical Composition
Two aspects of the proximate biochemistry of an organism are particularly relevant to the understanding of the energy transformation process. Seasonal ch~m
ges in various chemical constituents say something about the response of the
organism to favourable and unfavourable food conditions and often indicate principal storage products. Starvation studies, carried out in the laboratory, can be
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compared with seasonal changes observed in natural populations, indicating the
principal reserves and how they are used.
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Lipid storage
Lipids are a heterogeneous assortment of organic compounds which have the
common property of dissolving in the same solvents. Included in this catcgory are
triglycerides, phospholipids, sterols, sterol esters, waxes and lipid derivatives, such
as fatty acids and carotenoids. Their role in animals is varied and it is far beyond
the scope of this review to consider the structure and function except as they p€'rtain directly to the transformation of energy and materials from one organism to
another in the food web. Reviews by LOVERN (1964), BROCKER-HOFF (1966) and
GIESE (1966) are suggested for further details.
The amounts, and also kinds, of lipid vary from organism to organism even within
the same cJa.ss or phylum. Some data on the proximate chemical composition for [t>
variety of invertebrates have been assembled in Table 5-34. Whil most specie' do
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not show conspicuoUK oil· or fat-storing structures, the oil sac, a diverticulum of the
gut, is prominent in a number of ('alanoid copepods (JlfAl{SHALL and ORR, 19{){)'1).
Such species usually have relatively high total lipid contents· (Table 5-34), uut
other copepods, such as the neritic species Acartia clausi, show no distinct storage
structure and the level of fat is genera.lly less than 10% (MAYZAUD, unpublished).
Nor are there special storage structures or organs in ba.rnacles (BAl{NES and coauthors, 1963b). In decapods, the hepatopancreas (digestive gland) is often intimately involved in lipid storage and synthesis (STEWAl{T and co-authors, 1967;
ARIIITTAOE and co-authors, J 972; BOLLENBACHER and co-authors, 1972). The
majority of oceanic caridean shrimps have more than 50% of their lipid in the
hepatopancreas, and a few, more than 90% (HERRING, 1973). The OVftry of the
crab Cancer antennaris accumulated considerable lipid in certain seasons (Table
5-34). In MytilU8 edulis energy reserves are stored in the digestive gland and mantle
tissue (BAYNE, 1973). Storage of lipid in the digestive diverticula of the scallop
Chlamys hericia, and subsequent transfer to the gonad, was recently reported by
VASSALLO (1973). Coneen tration of lipid in different organs of molluscs, except for
reproductive structures, is perhaps less variable than for other phyla (Table 5-34),
but there are exceptions. Curiously, the foot of the chiton M olpalia hindsii contains
over 20% lipid (GIESE, 1966). The polychaete Nereis virens stores fat in its gut wall,
which is used initially on starvation, but the long-term reserves seem t.o be in the
body wall (POCOCK and co-authors, 1971). Echinoderms are generally thought to
store carbohydrates and lipids in their guts (GIESE, 1966; LAWRENCE and coauthors, 1966). However, in certain specie losses under starvation are too small to
account for respiratory 10. es and it has been postulated that the body wall
(LAWRENCE, 1972) or test (GIESE, 1966a; LAWRENCE, 1971) are supplementary
storage structures. In the sand dollar Mellita q~,inquiesperJorata the gut is so short
that primary nutrient reserves may be located in the gonad even in immature animals
(Moss and LAWRENCE, ] 972).
Fish are chara.cteristically of two types with respect to lipid storage. The whitefleshed fish, like cod, genendly store lipid in the liver, while darker-fleshed fish store
it directly in the muscle (LAGLER and co-authors, 1962; COWEY and SAl{Gl';~T,
1972).
The principal forms of depot lipid are usually triglycerides, wax esters or alkoxydiglycerides (LOVERN, 1964). However, there ca.n also bc a considerable amount of
sterol or sterol ester.'. The principal lipid classes in Neomysis integer were phospholipids, triglycerides, hydrocarbons, sterols and diglycerides, but no sterol esters or
wax esters (MORRIS, 1971), while in the intertidal polychaete Nereis virens, triglycerides, alkenyl- and a.lkyl-glycerylether diest.ers served as depot fat (POCOCK and
co-authors, 1971). In addition, the eggs and body wall contained sterols and polar
lipids. In the epipelagic euphausiid EuphaU8ia brevis a,nd in six meso-pelagic decapods, fats consisted mainly of triglyceride with only small amounts of mono- and
diglyceride, sterol, sterol ester and pho pholipid (CULKIN and MORR.IS, 1969). The
decapod shrimp Pandalus boreal1:s, starved for three weeks, contained 47% phospholipid, 43% triglyceride, 10% sterol and only traces of otber components (ACKMAN
and EATON, 1967). In contrast, with the surface-dwelling or near-surface forms deepwater shrimps often contain a high proportion of wax esters in their lipids, especially
tho e found in the hepatopancreas (HERRING, 1973).
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A marked increase in the amount of oleic acid in the fatty acids of deep water
fish and plankton was first noted by LEWIS (1962). NEVENZEL and co-authors (1965,
1966) showed that certain deep living fi h included hiO'h percentage of oIeit' ;~cid
containing wax e tel'S in t.heir fats. R. "V. LEWIS (1967) then reported that a yariety
of crustaceans and fishes contained more oleic acid and decreasing amoun ts of longer
chain fatty acids with increasing depth. Subsequ ntly LEE and co-a.uthors (1970,
1971) and MORRIS (1971a) found that wa.x esters were often quite high in lipids of
marine copepods, especially the deep-water ·pecies. Surface zooplankton from the
tropical Pacific Ocean contained small amounts of lipids, mainly triglycerides, but
in deeper water wax esters again became important. Nonetheless, in the low latitude. , the quantities were significantly lower than in northern waters at the same
depth (LEE and HIROTA, 1973).
In addition to their presumed use as an energy reserve, the wax esters may be
us d to increase buoyancy (NEVENZEL, 1970). MORRIS (1972) found wax esters low
in surface-dwelling crustaceans and in those living on the bottom even though in
deep water. Midwater species stored con iderable amounts of wax. He postulated
tha.t triglycerides formed the primary energy store and that the wax esters were
layed down econdal'ily to aid in maintaining near neutral density. In addition, the
waxes could be used as a secondary energy store, contributing particularly to egg
formation.
Insulation is the third function frequently assigned to lipids and, in particular to
the wax esters, which indeed were first described from the spermaceti of whales.
They are also a. characteristic ofthe blubbers of toothed whales (NEVENZEL, 1970).
Neither buoyancy nor insulation would seem to explain the significant contribution made by the wa·x esters to the lipids of sea anemones and corals (BERGMANN
and LESTER, 194 J ; BERGMAN· and co-authors, 19.51, 1956) although they may be
pa edontobrowsingreeffi he (BENsoNandMusCAT[ E,1974).NorwouldthegeoYraphic distribution of these coelenterate conform to the di tribution of waxes
shown for the pelagic organism by LEE and HIROTA (1973). As the relative importance of the wax esters has only recently been recognized, perhaps it is too early to
generalize concerning their distribution.
A hypothesis recently offered by SARGENT and McINTOSH (1974) might explain
the presence of wax esters in intertidal and littoral forms. They have shown that the
formation of wax esters requires les::; oxidative rCHpiration and, therefore, could be
an ada,ptation to a partly anaerobic C'nvironment. Further, wax-e tel' biosynthesis
can be a mean of enhancing lipid synthesis without a respiratory-dependent rate
control.

Origin and synthesis of lipids in relation to the food chain
Similaritie' between the basic building blocks of marine fats, their fatty acids,
from phytoplankton through the food chain to fish is generally recognized
(BROCKERHOFF and co-authors, 1964; LOVERN, 1964; ACKMAN and co-authors,
1968). Several food chain experiments, each involving as one link Artemia salina,
have shown that the pattern of fatty acids in the algae is genera]]y reflected in the
animal but with some notable exceptions. KAYAMA and co-authors (1963)found no
fatty-acid chains longer than 18 carbons in the diatom Chaetocer08 simplex, but A.
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salina, the herbivore, added 20-carbon acids, especialJy eicosapentaenoic with
five double bonds (20: 5), and 22-carbon acids (22: 5 and 22: 6) were found in the
carnivore, th guppy Lebistes reticulatus. This interpn>tation was questioned by
HINCHCLIFFE and RILEY (1972) who pointed out that eicosapentaenoic acid is normally a major component of diatom fatty acids (see also ACKMAN and co-authors,
1968; CHUECAS and RILEY, 1969). JEZYK and PE. lCNAK (1966), effectively repeating the experiment.· by KAY AMA and co-authors, but with an unidentified green
alga as primary producer and the coelentera te Hydra pseudoligactis a the carnivore,
found limited ability in A. salina to make longer chain acids and a somewhat gr ater
ability to make them at the next step in the food chain. Both JEZYK and PENJCNAK,
and HINCHCLIFFE and RILEY (1972) concluded that the dieta.ry acids to some extent
affected those found in A. salina. When algae with differ nt fatty-acid spectra were
furnished A. salina, greater similarities were found when the food source had a uniform distribution (HINCHCLIFFE and RILEY, 1972). Hence, metabolic needs of the
animals, as well as dietary composition, will affect composition in A. salina. In this
regard both KAYAMA and co-authors (1963) and JEZYK and PENICNAK (1966) found
more long-chain poly-unsaturated fatty acids produced at higher levels in their food
chains when the experiment was carried out at lower tempemture, in general agrc,,ment with several observations on the seasonal or latitudinal distribution of fatty
acids (e.g. LEWIS, 1962; FARKAS and HERODEK, 1964).
Artificial diets now available for culturing certain fish enable more exacting
studies on the relationships between fatty acid in food and feeder than studies involving natural food only. Fats, particularly saturated and mono-unsaturated
fatty acids not found in the natural diet, have often been added to feeding preparations because of their apparent nitrogen-sparing effect (i.e. DUPREE, 1969). OWEN
and co-authors (1972) have recently investigated the effect of different unsaturated
and saturated fatty acids on tissue lipid in Pleuronectes platessa, the plaice. In comparison with wild fish norma)]y containing characteristically large a.mounts of
20: 5w3 and 22: 6w6* poly-unsaturated acids, fish fed corn oil contained more linoleic acid (18: 2w6) as well as saturated and mono-unsaturated fatty acids. Addition
of cod oi I to the diet yielded virtually the same levels of 22: 6w3 as in wild fish.
Plaice could concentrate 22: 6w3 fatty acid from low dietary levels and built up
liver triglycerides to do so, but apparently could not elongate 18: 2w6 and 18: 3w3
acids to make it. Earlier BROCKERHOFF a,nd co-authors (1964) showed that the
poly-unsaturated acids, 20: 5w3 and 22: 6w3, accumulated in the f3 position (centre)
of the glycerol in triglyceride formation and hypothesized that most marine lipases
were ex specific. Interestingly, 'I'rNSLEY and co-authors (1973) have shown statistically that the 22: 6w3 acid is positively correlated with fish size rather than diet,
but its real significance to the animals accumulating it remains a mystery.
While not necessarily relevant. to our general understanding of lipid metabolism,
mention might be made here of certain hydrocarbons, notably pristane, which
seem to accumulate in marine food chains and even occur in fo sil form (BLUMER
and co-authors, 1964). Pristane can be manufactured from the plant alcohol phytol
• The Dumber before the colon indicate the total number of carbon atoms in the chain, thA
number to the right of the colon is th numb r of double bonds and Lh number beyond omega, w.
describ the po ition of the last double bond relative to the t rmina.l methyl group.
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and then accum ulates in the Ii pids of such oj I-rich copepods as Calanus fin'marchicus
and C. hyperboreus (AVTOAN and BLUMER, 1968) (see also Table 5-:34), from whence
it apparently finds its way into the fats of such plankton feeders as the ba king
shark (SORENSEN and MEHLUM, 1948) and herring (LAMBERTSEN and HOLMAN,
1963).
Comparison of fatty acids from different trophic levels in the natural environment has given some enigmatic results, probably because only rarely can the food
composition of the different food-chain steps be definitely ascertained, but at the
same time has afforded greater potential range of dietary variation than would be
possible experimentally. For example, the phytoplankton off Barrow, Alaska
(USA), was shown to have a number of iso- and aniso-odd-numbered acids not
normally found in phytoplankton, which were, to some extent, transmitted to an
amphipod Apheru,sa glacialis presumably feeding on it (LEWIS, 1969). Salps, which
feed exclusively on small-sized particulate matter and phytoplankton, retained
most of the COmmon phytoplanktonic fatty acids, but were notably lacking in
poly-unsaturates of the 16-ca.rbon series (CULlON and MORRIS, 1970). In the case
of fin whales, which presumably feed largely on zooplankton, there were notable
differences in the fats between Antarctic a.nd North Atlantic popula.tions which
were probably attributable to differences in the diet of the principal krill (euphausiid) species consumed (ACKMAN and EA'l'ON, 1966; ACKMAN and co-authors, 1970).
While marine animals do not seem to show much originality with respect to the
fatty acids they contain, they still have some n,bility to synthesize them. Thus,
plaice, on a fat-free diet, either make saturated and mono-unsutllmtl'd acids up to
18 carbons or selectively retain them (OWEN and co-authors, 1\:)72). Earlier KA Y AMA
and co-authors (1963a) showed that the marine fish Parablax clathratus can elongate and further desaturate labelled linolenic acid (18: 3w3) to form 20: 5w3 and
22: 6w3 acids. The mysid Neomysis integer ca.n synthesize 20-carbon and 22-carbon
po]y-unsatura.ted acids from labeJled 16- and 18-C acids or even from starch
(MORRIS and co-authors, 1973). Labelled acetate waS incorporated into depot lipids
in the ochre star, Pisaste?' ochraceus (ALLEN, 1964, in: GIESE, 1966).
"Vax esters in marine anima.ls are likewise synthesized de novo. CalanU$ helgolandicus, cultured on three different diatom species, showed respectively 37, 25 and
41 % wa.x ester in their lipids, while none could be detected in any of the algae (LEE
and co-authors, 1971a). There would seem to be two pools of precursors for lipid
synthesis necessary to explain the combination offatty acids and alcohols observed
in the wax esters. One would contain the dietary fatty acids and the other would be
involved with de novo synthesis of 14·C and 16-C alcohols and a.cids. Based largely
on experiments with fish summarised by NEVENZEL (1970), the general scheme for
synthesis is believed to be as shown in Fig . .5-53. Thus alcohols, whether synthesized
de 1WVO or reduced from fatty acids, are then e termed with other fatty acids. An
isolated mem brane preparation prepared from two species of Calanus ha~ recently
been shown capable of wax ester synthesis by HOLTZ and co-authors (1973). The
J4C from labelled palmitic acid can be incorporated into both wax esters and triglycerides in the copepod Euchaeta norvegica (SARGENT and co-authors, 1974), and into
16: 0 alcohols and 18: 1 acids of wax esters and 16-, 18-, 20- and 22-carbon acids of
both triglycerides and phosphoJjpids in several mid water, oceanic crustaceans
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Fig. 5-53: Biosynthesis of wax estern. (After NEV~:NZEL, 1970; reproduced by
permission of American Oil ChemitltR' Society.)

(MORRIS and SARGENT, 1973). E. non'egica can also make wax esters from simple
precursors such as glucose or alanine (S.\.RGENT and McINTOSH, 1974).

Seasonal changes in biochemical compos?:tion
For most organisms, marine or terrestrial, growth is not a smooth progression
along the hypothetical sigmoid growth curve, a point nicely illustrated by data
from BARNES and co-authors (1963a) on the common barnacle (Fig. 5-54). If an
animal lives more than 1 year and has hard parts which are permanently retained,
growth rings give evidence for the intermittent nature of growth. If the inorganic
com position of an organism varies sufficiently from one season to another to produce
an interruption in carbonate deposition, not surprisingly there will be biochemical
fluctuations as well.
The patterns of variation from species to species are themselves variable even
though they appear to be part of the same community and subject to the same environmental stresses. Consider first the pattern of sea onal lipid and nitrogen distribution in the calanoid copepod Calanus hyper-bare'us (Fig. 5-55). This animal
typically breeds before the spring bloom in the arctic or boreal waters that it occupies (HEINRICH, 1962) using previousJy stored energy, predominantly wax ester
(BENSON and LEE, 1972), for the purpose. Consequently, there is a rapid decline in
lipid during the winter. At the time of the spring bloom (A pril in the Gulf of M.aine)
the copepods corne into the surface zone to feed for a few weeks, storing large
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Fig. 5-54: Changes in total body ..." eight of a single Balanus balanus grown on a raft for
2 years. (After BARNES and co·authors, 1963a; reproduced by permission of Cambridge University Press.)

amounts oflipid, after which they go into a quiescent stage sinking to mid depths to
complete their life cycle with little or no further energy input (CONOVER, 1962). In
cont.rast, the typical boreal euphansiid M eganyctiphanes no-rvegica shows no rea.l1y
consistent pattern of storage in any of the major chemical constituents (Fig. 5-56)
unless it could be that there is a fa..!l peak in lipid associated with formation of reproductive prod ucts (RAYMONT and co-authors, ] 971). In Fig. 5-57 are shown cia.ta. for a
copepod and a euphausiid from the Antarctic Ocean (LITTLEPAGE, 1964) E1tchaeta
antarctica, a carnivorous copepod, seems to behave rather like 11,1. norvegica, there
being little seasonal difference in Ii pid except for an increase at the breeding season,
while Euphawia crystallorophias probably stores lipid during the phytoplankton
increase and uses such stored energy sometime later to reproduce. Temperate or
subtropical, neritic zooplankton generally show Jaw percentages of fat and little
evidence for seasonal energy accumulation (LINFORD, 1965; RAYMONT and coauthors, 1966; REEVE and co-authors, 1970). Presumably their food supplies a,re
seldom restricted and they have little need for mechanisms affording 'partial independence' from their environment. The general subject of chemical composition and
metabolic rates relative to life cycles and habitat characteristics among plankton
animals is discussed more fully in CONOV ER and CORNER (1968). Seasonal variations
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in fatty acid and amino acid composition of zooplankton, depending more on
changes in community constituents than on changes within any single ,constituent,
have been reported by JEFFRIES (1969, 1970).
Before leaving the subject of zooplankton chemical composition, mention might
be made of the relatively low carbohydrate levels shown by Meganyctiphanes
norvegica (Fig. 5-56). Nor does carbohydrate seem to serve as a. stora.ge depot in
any other planktonic animal so far investigated (see also Table 5-34).
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Planktonic animals do not readily lend them elves to Ion -term biochemical
studies because of their small size, short, life histories and wandering tendencies
brought about by the unstable nature of their environment. Littoral invertebrate.
ca.n generally be ·tudied the ypar round with the a suranee that the population of
organisms studied this wepk is the ame one studied last. Moreover, many arc larger
and afford sufficient material that biochemical events in specific tissues can be
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compared. Much of what we know covering the effect of season on such org-n.nisms is
attributable to the work of GIESE and his students (see reviews by GIESE, 1966,
1966a, 1969).
Their approach was generally to esta,blish it series of indices for differenl body
structures as a percentage of total body weight. Often seasonal variations in relati ve
size of the different organs told a good bit about energy storage and utilization as,
for instance, in the reciprocal variation shown between digestive gland and gonad
for the chiton Kalka.rina tunicata (Fig. 5-58). The next three figures (5-59, 5-60,
5-61) show seasonal fluctuation in the proximate biochemi try of import,ant body
organs. Quite clearly lipid is of less importance in some organs than others and carbohydrate can be stored in considerable amounts in the immature gonad (GIESE
and HART, 1967). The reciprocal relationships between carbohydrate and lipid and
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carbohydrate and protein sugge t at least some seasonal conversion. Carbohydrate,
usually as glycogen, is an important storage product in many molluscs (GIESE, 1969,
see also Table 5-34).
The effect oj sla1'vation and othe1" types oj stress on biochemical composition

Marine animals frequently must endure periods of deprivation. As already mentioned, cert.ain calanoid copepods undergo long periods of quiescence as a normal
part of their life cycle. One such specie', Calanu.s hyperbor u.s, regularly stores more
than 60% of dry body weight in lipid (wax ester). Some years ago we starved this
animal for more than 80 days (CONOVER, 1964), during which time it lost about 25%
of its dry weight, over 90% of which was previously stored lipid (Fig. 5-62). A threeto-four fold reduction in respiration rate also occurred during th starvation period.
In another speci(''', Calanu.s plumchru.s, in which the adults do not feed at all, wax
esters are accumulated by the sub-adult stage IV. During thi storage phase they
lack a wax lipase, although tri Iyceride lipase is active. If starved for 50 days, virtually all the triglyceride is consumed but, as waxes constitute 90% of total lipid,
presumably there is still a ufficient tore of energy to complete the li~ cycle (BENSON
and LEE, 1972). In another experiment, most of the triglycerides in the dep water
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copepod Gau8sia princeps were metabolized in 5 days (LEE and co-authors, HJ71),
shifting the relative percentages of t.he two principal components from 49°,;, wax
ester and 1R% triglyceride to 61 % wax and but 2% triglyceride. 1-.1 owever, ill laboratory populations of the surface form Calanus helgoland'icu8 both waxes and triglycerides were rapidly utilized on starvation while sterols and phospholipids were
utilized more slowly (LEE and co-authors, 1970a).
'Lipid-oriented' metabolism based on f\t:lrvation experiments would seem to be
characteristic of a number of invertebrates. \Vhen Lillorina planaxis was starved
for 70 days only lipid showed a significant decrease of the major body constituents,
but free amino acids, except taurine, also decreased (EMERSON and D ERR, 1967).
Similarly, the carnivorous snail Thais larnellosa in 53 days of st,arvation 10 ,t 32%
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of its lipid, no appreciable carbohydrate or protein, but 39% 01 its non-protein
nitrogen (STICKLE and DUERR, 1970). Curiously there was no change in the respiratory rate during this period. However, if the snails ar· starved after the body
reserves have been depleted by reproduction, all three body constituents showed
appreciable reduction (STICKLE, 197 J).
Some gastropods, notably pulmonates, store substantial amounts of carbohydrate. In Planorbis corneu.s, the pre tarved compo. ition of soft part was 34·9%
polysaccharide, 29·9% protein and 12·9% lipid. As shown in Fig. 5-63, carbohy-
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drates were used initially on starvation and were nearly completely depleted after
58 days. Although substantial amounts of protein and lipid remained, snails began to
die once their polysaccharides were gone (EMERSON, 1967).
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In many other organisms several substrates show marked depletion on starvation,
as, for instance, in the lobster Homarw; americanus (STEWART and co-authors, 1967)
or barnacle Balanus balanoides (BARNES and co-authors, 1963b). If the proportions
of various chemical compounds within the animal vary seasonally, starvation incurred at one time of year may be more disastrous and affect different tissues than
the same conditions at another. The mussel Mytilu8 edulis stores both glycogen and
lipid at, certain seasons and shows striking variation in protein, moisture content,
condition index, and ash as well (WILLIAMS, 1969; DE ZWAAN and ZANDEE, 1972).
Its biochemical and physiological behaviour under stress have been studied by
BAYNE and THOMPSON (1970), BAYNE (1973, 1973a), and GABBOTT and BAYNE
(1973)
Preliminary studil's (BAYNE and THo~[PSO~, 1970) indieated that losses we're
greater from the mantle and germinal tissue than from the remaining non-somatic
tissue. Under mild Rt,ress carbohydrate was reduced more rapidly than protein, but
gonad maturation might still take place. The greater the stress the greater the utilization of carbohydrate and protein, but a constant ratio was maintained within the
tissues.
Later experiments show more clearly the effect of season on the type of Sll bstrate
utilized. Carbohydrates are generally 1000vest in winter and reach maximum levels
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in autumn (Fig. 5-64). Protein and lipids decline in winter to a spring minimum and
then they too increase to a maximum in fall (GABBOT and BAYNE, 1973). Starvation
in winter results in greater utilization of protein for energy while in summer and
autumn carbohydrate and fat make the greater contribution (BAYNE, 1973).
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Accompanying changes in biochemistry brought about by season or starvation
are various adjustments in metabolism. Thus on starvation, respiration falls from
routine to standard levels but the rate of decreal e varies easonally, taking perhaps
10 days in summer, when the routine rate is lowest, and 25 to 30 days in winter,
during gametogenesis (BAYNE, 1973, 1973a). In winter and spring when reserves
are low, starved animals excrete more ammonia than in summer. This behaviour
is reflected in the 0 : N ratio which in winter declines to a steady state value of about
30 indicating some but not total protein utilization, while in summer it may rise to
greater than 300 indicating very limited use of nitrogenous material (BAYNE, 1973).
Production of gametes is in itself a stressful activity for an animal, and mortality
after reproduction is common in nature. In the mussel, energy balance is normally
maintained by metabolic adjustment except during gametogene is (GABBOT and
BAYNE, 1973). Very probably the gametes will have a different biochemical composition than the adults, producing an internal imbalance in demand for basic
components of structure and storage, and thereby exaggerating nutrient stress.
The (kveloping la.rvae then will probably have a basically different metabolism
than their parents. This would seem to be the case with larval oysters, which accumulate triglyceride during early development part of which is used in metamorphosis (HOLLAND and SPENOER, 1973). During starvation of larvae only protein and
lipid are used rather than polysaccharide, which is so important in the adult (W AL E,
1969).

Short-term variations in energy reserves
A number of natural events associated with aquatic life put a certain amount of
stress on the organisms involved, either by increasing temporarily the rate of energy
expenditure or by decreasing the opportunity to obtain food or both. The effect of a
diurnally retreating and advancing tide on an attached intertidal organism would
be one such example. Ability to withstand desiccation, higher feeding rates when
feeding is pos ible, and aerobic respiration in air are among various adaptations
employed by intertidal forms. Presumably certain adjustments in their biochemical
composition might also be anticipated. In this regard AVOENFELD (1967) observed
that barnacles higher on the shore and, therefore, exposed longer during each tidal
cycle, had higher respiratory rates, areater cytochrome-oxidase a.ctivity and relatively more stored glycogcn than those less subject to prolonged exposure. Species
highest on the shore all showed some lactate-dehydrogenase activity, but there was
no further evidencc for anaerobic respiration, which would bp more wa~teflll of
limited carbohydrate reserves, in any species even after 6 days exposure to air.
AUGENFELD further. peculated that the upper intertidal species might also use
lipid during starvation which would make it all the more neccs. ary to maintain
aerobic metabolism.
Certainly the crustacean mou It period is astres: ful time for, not only is the animal
relatively marc exposed to predation, but also it annot fced at a time when it would
seem to be disca.n.lin a a relatively significa.nt portion of its previous energy accumulation. The high frequency of moults in cllphausiid populations has already been
referred to (LASKER, 1964f Working with the crayfish Orconecles limosus, SPECK
and URICH (1971) have shown that during the 36 h before a moult a 20-g crustacean
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would resorb 330 mg of chitin out of its old integument. Of this quantity 15% is
respired, 36·5% is re-used to synthesize new chitin and the remainder is stored as
lipid (12%), polysaccharide (12%) and free or protein-bound amino acids (24'5%).
Within the first 48 h after moulting this stored material is also com pletely exhausted
in energy metabolism and further chitin synthesis. However, the economy of the
process is such that no drain on the remaining body reserves is nece ary during the
period of forced starvation necessitated by the moult. Thus chitin appears to store
the necessary energy and building blocks for its own reconstruction prior to each
moult.
Probably there is no phenomenon in marine biology more speculated about and
less understood than the diel migration made by a number of planktonic and nektonic species (Volume II: CREUTZBERO, 1975; ENRTOHT, 1975). Among the more
attractive theories proposed, HARDY and GUNTHER (1935) sugge ted that vertical
migration would aid in horizontal displacement and food finding, providing that
there was water movement in different directions at different levels in the water
column through which migration occurred. Or migratory plankton could be taking
advantage of more efficient feeding in thermally stratified, warm surface waters
while receiving an energy bonus by processing food in cooler water below the thermocline (McLAREN, 1963). KERFOOT (1970) contends that light-oriented vertical
migration, with organisms adapted to different light ranges, tends to distribute
grazers according to the light-induced productivity level within each range while
enabling the animals themselves to make seasonal adjustments, again according
to the behaviour of their vertically changing light ranges. None of these theories
lend themselves easily to experimental verification and scientists cannot really decide whether making such a migration would be energetically costly, as argued by
PETIPA (1966), or little more energy-consuming than swimming horizontally
(VLYMEN, 1970).
Diurnal changes in the size of the oil sac in migrating Calanus helgolnndicus in the
Black Sea were reported by PETIl'A (1964). Laboratory observations (PETIPA,
1964a) showed that optically measurable amounts of oil were produced along the
gut during feeding and that these would soon disappear under starvation
conditions. However, changes in fat concentration observed in field populations
were 6 to 27 times greater than those observed in the lab which PETIPA (1964a)
attributed to the much greater metabolic costs of vertical migration compared with
laboratory existence. Recently LEE and co-authors (1970a) also noted lipid droplet
formation Juring laboratory fcoding and relatively rapid expenditure on starvation
(see also p. 418), but they did not detect diurnal variations. Two more recent papers,
one concerned with energy changes in a freshwater rnysids (TERAGUCHI and coauthors, 1972) and the other with lipid in a marine, midwater decapod (MORRIS,
1973), have reported diel fluctuations for migrating species. In each case lipid or
energy levels seemed to be high befoTe the start of migration as PETIPA (1964) had
observed earlier. To add to the picture, GATTEN and SAROENT (1973) present some
evidence that wax-ester bio. ynthe is by ealanoid copepods is higher in surface zone
at night, while t,otal lipid is higher in organisms in deep water, though neither correlation was quite significant at the 5% level.
A number of explanations for these observations are possible. Perhaps, as PETIPA
(1964) suggc ted, metabolic expenditure in migration is high, thus accounting for
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the diurnal fluctuations, but such an argument does not suggest any obvious adaptive advantage for the phenomenon. If the primary role of the lipid were to increase
buoyancy as an aid in migration so that synthesis occurred prior to upward movement and was followed by breakdown to facilitate descent, all the observations except for those on biosynthesis by GATTEN and SARGENT (1973) might be accounted
for. A further explanation made by GATTEN and SARGENT would account for their
results, and, very probably for the others as well, considering the large variance in
plankton sampling generally (e.g. PLATT and CONOVER, 1971). It could be that the
animals with low fat and high biosynthetic activity in the surface water at night,
started their migration that way and that the lipid rich animals in deeper water did
not migrate at all. There is usually a residual population which lags behind even
though the majority of the population appears to be migrating (i.e. CLARKE, 1934).
That populations need not migrate en masse as a discrete entity was suggested by
PEARRE (1973), based on evidence for a rapid turnover of feeding Sagitta elegans in
the surface water, in which individuals swam up, seized a meal and returned immediately to deeper layers to be replaced by others following a similar pattern.
Growth Rates and Factors Affecting Them

Some species grow faster than others, even though their habitat temperatures
and range of potential food sources appear superficially to be similar. Thus, the
prawn Pandalus platyceros is larger at all stages of development than any of eight
other species belonging to the Pandalidae co-occurring with it off the coast of
British Columbia (BUTLER, 1964). Of the seven pandalid species for which there is
comparable data from the Strait of Georgia area, the ranges of temperature and
salinity associated with their habitat are relatively narrow and rather similar.
Some differences are found in type of bottom preferred and in the benthic communities associated with the different species, but the reason why P. platyceros should
be at least 33% larger than its congeniters at each stage in its life history appears
to be a fortunate genetic accident. Whatever the reason for its high growth rate,
the organism'8 potential for aquaculture in cooler waters would seem to be high
(WrcKINs, 1972).
There are also groups of organisms, such as the salps, whose morphology and
physiology seem totally oriented toward rapid proliferation. Enormous colonial
aggregations of sexually produced individuals are familal' to most planktologists.
The asexual individuals, called oozooids, are produced individually within the atrial
cavity of the sexual individuals and are nourished by them through a placenta-like
connection. Upon release, the asexual individuals of Thalia dernocratica rapidly
grow to maturity and shortly begin budding off, in a chain, from 20 to 80 identical
em bryos which are also nourished by the parent salp until a rather advanced Rtage.
A complete generation, comprising both sexual and asexual phases, can be accomplished in 46 h (HERON, 1972).
Presumably, the tremendous productive potential of Thalia dernocratica is
achieved by minimizing the amount of consumed energy needed for locomotion,
predator evasion, sensing and capturing food, building protective structures and
physiological adaptations for ubiquitous living. Its chief defence against predation
is rapid growth to a size where it is too large to be effectively attacked by most
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planktonic predators and too numerous to be wiped out by larger ones. Its structure
a.nd food-getting mechanisms are simple but efff'd.ive (HERON, Hl7 2). Particles from
l,um to 1 mm are removed non.select.ively by a eont,inuous mucous filter net, which
in T. ciemocratica is turned-over once every 60 to 90 S (MADlN, 1974).
There are doubtless other examples of morphological and physioloO'ical adaptation to facilitate rapid growth. Various examples of parthenogenetic and neotenic
reproduction must certainly facilitate growth at the popula.tion level, but this subject will not be considered further here.
Geographical and lal£tudinal differences in growth
It has been long recognized that a certain degree of metabolic plasticity can be
exhibited by organisms inhabiting 11 wide geographical range or wide range of environmental temperatures. For example, MAYER (1914) observed that the umbrellar
beat of the common seyphomedusan Aurelia aurila in Nova Scotian waters at 14° C
was comparable to that off Florida at 29° C. For general reviews of the subject, see
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BULLOC1{ (1955), PROSSER a.nd BROWN (J961), VER 'BERG and VERNBERG (1964)
and Volume I, Chapter 3.
Much lesiS ha. been written concerning geographically induced variation in growth.
From the studies that have been made, there is evidence that northern forms grow
as fast or faster at their environmental temperature as their southern counterparts
(e.g. MOORE, 1934; DEHNEL, 1955) but their seasonal growth rates might be less
(WEYMOUTH and co-authors, 1931; SWAN, 1952; ANSELL, 196R). For instance, razor
clams Siliqua patula often had initially higher growth rates in the southern part of
their range, which were not necessarily sustained. Thus southern individuals were
usually smaller and lived a shorter span than northern (WEYMOUTH and co-authors,
] 931). Comparison of growth rates for gastropod veligers from Alaska and southern
California showed rates 2 to 9 times higher at a given temperature for the northern
forms (DEHNEL, 1955).
The hard clam .111ercenaria rnercenaria has a continuous range on the east coast of
the United States from the Gulf of Mexico to Capt: Cod but relic populations are also
found in certain marine inlets further north including Prince Edwa.rd Island,
Canada. Being opportunistic, it has also become established upon introduction at
several places in Europe (ANSELL, 1968). Fig. 5-65 indicates that over most of its
geographical range the growth rate of a standard 4-cm clam is approximately the
same, although for anyone area the range of variation is great. Only the relic populations show a possible reduction in rate.
While the amount of growth per year is approximately the same over the distributional range, excepting Maine and Canada, the season over which this growth
takes place is highly variable. In Prince Edward Island, . ignificant growth takes
place only from June to September; in Virginia, growth can occur at least half the
year, while in Florida some takes place in every month. Temperature is the only
environmental parameter for which there is data from the entire geographical
range, including the European portions. ANSELL (1968) has plotted the daily increments ofgrowth for kl ercenaria mercenaria against temperature a.nd fitted a limiting
catenary curve (Fig. 5-66). It is clear, however, that few points come close to fitting
on the catenary, which suggests that temperature, if it limits growth, does so for a
relatively small portion of the growing season. To illustrate this point mon' dearly
seasonal deviations from Ii miting temperatures were plotted as shown in Fig. 5-67.
Except for the Canadian animals, temperature would seem to be more important
in the northern part of the range while to the south other factors must predominate.
Effect of food

There are numerous data supporting the general contention that increased food
supply results in increased growth. Moreover, there are increasing amounts of information concerning thp specific dietary requirements for growth, particularly in
commercially exploitable species. COWEY and SARGEN'r (1972) may be consulted for
recent information on fish nutrition, and SICK and co-authors (1972) and FORSTER
and colleagues (COWEY and FORSTER, 1971; FORSTER and GABnOTT, 197 I ; FORSTER
and BEARD, 1973) give an introduction into the nutrition of commercial shrimps.
Rather than review this voluminous literature I will confine my discussion to some
specific effects and generalizations.
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To make an animal grow it is first necessary to have a satisfactory food. The
nutritional inadequacies of certain uni-algal diets for small aquatic organisms has
been demonstrated by PROVASOLI and co-authors (1959), TAUB and DOLLAR (1968),
NASSOGNE (1970) and others (see also Volume III). Assuming that the food is
satisfact,ofY, then perhaps the simplest response to increasing food is that shown by
Artemia sahna, which apparently combines feeding, swimming and respiration into
a single more or less uninterruptable process. MASON (1963) has shown that, within
the boundary conditions of his experiments, A. salina growth was proportional to
the amount of food available to it regardless of concentration. The response was
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asymptotic to a larger ultimate size wit,h each geometrical (power of 2) increase in
food. The growth curve, at least at higher concentrations, was classically sigmoid
(Fig. 5-68). Conversion efficiency decreased with increa ing size but increa ed with
increasing food over the period of most rapid growth. However, MASON did not continue to increase the food supply to find the maximum growth rate and maximum
size his material could obtain.
In an organism that ha a more complex behaviour pa ttern, the amount of time
that it spends finding food and feeding must affect the ultimate utilization of energy
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acquired. Presumably there is an optimum-sized food packet and an optimum distribution of such packets. 1VLEV (1961) pointed out that contagious distribution of
the packets should aid in foraging and presumably their optimal-size could be smaller if their distribution for the prcdator was more fa vomable. The effect of particle
size on feeding rates has already been discussed (p. 255 and p. 319). However, it
has been more difficult to show experimentally how food si7.e affects growth. Though
juvenile chum salmon Onrorhynchu.s keta selected mainly Calanu.s plumchnts-sized
zooplankton in feeding studies (LEBRASSEUR and co-authors, 1969; PARSONS and
LEBRASSEUR, 1970), there seemed to be no difference in growth with different prey
so long as the same total ration was provided (LEBRASSEUR, 1969). Electivity indices showed that Calan?.ts was still the favourite food but apparently even t.he
lowest concentrations of plankton offered were too concentrated by natural standards to demonstrate any effect of availability as related to particle size.
In size-preference studies of growth using natural food, which are usua]]y of
different species, there is always the additional complication that subtle differences
in nutritiona.l value may affect the result. However, Clione lima-cina feeds on only
one food source, which grows as the predator grows. If small prey (Spiratella retro-versa) are offered in exec. s, growth is significantly less than if large prey are offered
(CONOVER and LALLI, 1972).
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A ugmenting the natural food 8upply
When the food chain is short an increase in prima.ry productivity should directly
improve production of primary consumers. Tilapia mossambica fry behaved in
exactly this way. their growth being significant.1y correlated with gross photosynthesis in microcosms (MCCONNELL, 1965). Similarly, enrichment in tanks generated
marked increases in zooplankton (RAYMONT and MILLER, 1962) and shellfish production (TREVALLION a.nd ANSELL, 1967; TREVAI.LION and co-a.uthors, 1973). In
the second paper, 1'REVALLION and colleagues showed that excess nutrient ca.used
symptoms of eutrophication and reduced growth of zooplankton and Tellina
tenuis. Best growth was obtained when nutrients were added in an amount equivalent to their rate of utiljzation.
Fertilization experiments in more complex systems have shown that small marine
basins and large lakes can be benefited. Studies in Scottish sea lochs showed that the
addition of commercial fertilizers could sub tantially increase the standing crops
of benthic organisms which resulted in accelerated growth in young flounders and
plaice (GROSS, 1947; RAYlVIONT, 1947). In Great Central Lake, British Columbia
(Canada), fertilization produced a 10-fold increase in zooplankton biomass
(LEBRASSEUR and Kl<; NEDY. 1972) but only an average 30% incr ase in the growth
of juvenile sockeye salmon (BARRACLOUGH and ROBINSON, 1972). However. interactions between temperature, zooplankton distribution. and behaviour of the
salmon fry combined to produce varying response to the increased nutrition. Thus,
the first fry arriving in the lake in the spring before surface layers had warmed to
15° C could make best use of the augmentation in copepod standing stock. Latearriving fish found the surface water too warm for efficient utilization of the increased ration.
Interactions between temperature and food
While the ultimate size of a,n organism may not say anything about its growth
rate, it probably does say something concerning the sum of factors controlling
growth. In temperate neritic waters one commonly observes larger copepods of tlw
same species in the cooler months and hl,rger animals in the northern part of the
range. In a series of papers DEEVEY (1960, 1964, 1966) has shown tati tically tha.t
where the annual range oftemperatul'e is larae, as in Long Island Sound, temperature
seems to have the grea.test, influence on size. Wherc the temperature range was less
exaggerated, as in Loch Striven, Scotlano, or the western Mediterranean Sea, food
supply, in the form of phytoplankton, shared with temperature the control of size.
'With even narrower temperature ranges, and, particularly in sub-tropical areas
such as the Sargasso Sea, the availabilit:V offood alone seemed re ponsible for growth
and final size, at least in some species. Others may have had morc omnivorous or
carnivorous tendencies and consequently the correlations were not significant.
McLAREN (1963) interpreted DEEVEY'S (1960) data slightly differently, arguing
that becau e she observed better correlations betwel'n >lize and th independent
variables 1 month previously, rather than in the sanlt' time, the effect:;; of food and
temperature, which were also negatively correlated, could have been confounded.
McLAREN cites CORER'S (1933) study offre hwater cyclopoid development-in which
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food concentration merdy controlled rate of development, not final size, to support
his arguments that only kmperature need be considered in predicting thp ultimate
size of a zooplankton animal. Experimental growth studies with Calanw helgalandicus at several food concentrationH and two temperatures (MULLIN and BROOKS,
1970a) tended to support DEEVEY'S case rather than McLAREN'S, but either way,
separating the effects of temperature and food supply on growth, while a mathematical convenience if it can be done, can hardly be biologically realistic.
As mentioned earlier (p 318), feeding in CliO?~e limacina can be adequately
described statistically by three variables, ~jze of predator, size of prey and temperature (CONOVER and LALLI, 1972). Figure 5-69 illustrates the significant positive
regression of growth rate on feeding rate found for this animal. Yet Clione can so
completely adjust its metabolism to prevailing conditions that temperature has no
apparent effect on the T-line (metabolism), whether it is fed or starved (p. 383; p.
386), though temperature accelerates feeding which in turn affects metabolic rate.

0-4

0·3

~

0·2

0·5

..

Feeding role (f)

Fig. 5-69: Specific growth rate (g) for CLione limacina.
plotted against its specific feeding rate (j) on
Spiratella retrove?·sa. Equation for Lhe line is
g = 0'8021 - 0'025, signifi ant at P < 0·001. (After
CO OVER and LALLI, ) 972; reproduced by permission of North-Holland Publishing Company.)
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To continue this purposely circular argument, if one is to achieve the maximum
growth rate forClione, and also largest final size, large prey should be fed at relatively
high temperature. While this is a useful laboratory exercisp, it does not seem to be
the way nature performs, because only small fast-growing prey are ava.ilable to
warm-water C. limacina. To get a really substantial mea'! it must develop in the
northern paTt of its range where large Spiralella helicina live_ So the effects of temperature may operate on growth in more than one way, and conceivably in opposing
ways. In nature there may often be some balance between positive and negative
effects of temperature, and probably other environmental variables as well, which
can appear erroneously as no effect at all.
In laboratory studies, a number of organisms have been shown to have optimal
temperatures for life processes, including growth. If an animal is fed an excess ration
and temperature is gradually increased, growth rate normally ri e' to some maximum and then declines, usually at asomewhat lower temperature than that causing
heat shock or mortality_ The difference between energy consumed and that lost to
all other causes at the maximum growth rate has been termed the 'scope for growth'
by WARREN and DAVIS (1967) by analogy with the scope for activity already discussed (p 384ff). Now if the temperatnre is held constant and ration gradually increased, growth rate likewise can be increased to some maximum level beyond which
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additional food has no further effect on it. If the specific growth rate is plotted
against ration, some sort of exponential function should be procl \Iced similar to that
shown in Fig. 5-70, based on growth data for sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka
at 10° C (BRETT and co-authors, 1969). The ordinate, where the curve intercepts the
line of no growth, indicates the maintenance ration. Maximum ration, while theoretically easy to identify, was most difficult to determine accurately because of experimental variability. The optimum ration can be obtained from the tangent to
the curve passing through the origin. The rela.tionships between the three ration
levels and temperature are shown in Fig. 5-71.
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Fig. 5-71: Relation of maintenance, optimum and maximum
rations to temperature for Oncorhynchus nerka. (After BRET1.'
and co·authors, 1969; reproduced by permission of Fisheries
Research Board of Canada.)

It seems reasonable that if an optimal temperature was determined for a given
ration, a decrease in ration would, in order to reduce maintenance costs, necessarily
produce a decrease in the optimal temperature for growth. So where 15° C was optimal at excess ration in sockeye, it decreased to 5° C at 1-5% of the body weight
day-I as shown in Fig. 5-72. The ouu'rmost curve represents the scope for growth
for optimal conditions and each lower positive curve would similarly represent
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scope for growth at that particular ration level. These curves represented growth
act,ivity for relatively young fish. As the fish grow older the growth rates would become progressively reduced and the curves correspondingly flattened (BRETT and
co-authors, 1969).
By changing the ordinate as shown in Fig. 5-73, growth rate isopleths can be
constructed which would enalJlf' rapid determination of optimal food and temperature conditions for use in mariculture or hatchery enterprise. However, this formulation only applies for a portion of the life cycle. Similar constructions would have
to be prepared for other growth stanzas before total ra.tion or an accurate costbenefit relation could be derived.

Facto-rs other than diet affecting gro-wth
For a marine organism, reducing the salt content of its environment could add an
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additional maintenance cost which would be necessary to counter potential osmotic
stress (Volume I, Chapter 4). The desert pup fi h CypTinodon macularius can survive
and reproduce in water ranging from zero to 70%0 salinity, bnt there were significant
differences in growth efficiency and final size in fish raised at zero, 15%0 and :35%0
(KINNE, 1960). Even though more food was con:-;umed at the higher salinity, maximum efficiency was observed at 15%0' Optimal temperature was about 25° C and
the effects of differing salinities on growth were exaggerated at temperatures
above and below this level. On the other hand, making the tank water isotonic with
blood concentration of young Oncorhynchu.s nerka did not markedly improve the
efficiency of growth (BRETT and SUTHERLAND, 1970).
Sagitta hispida is a relatively euryplastic species inhabiting waters from 25%0 to
39%0 salinity in Biscayne Bay, Florida. While temperature had a marked effect on
its gTowth and ultimate size, salinity had little or no e!fl'el over the range found in
its habitat. At 45%0' some growth occurred but the population died out after 21)
days. At 20%0, growth to normal size was attained hut no ma.turation (REEVE and
WALTER, 1972). In contrast, for the relatively stenohaline prawn Pandalus platycer08, the effect of salinity change on growth was much more marked than that of
temperature (WICKINS, 1972).
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Fig. 5-74 shows the effect of salinity on growth of Mytilus edulis larvae at two
tempera,tures (BAYNE, 1965). Maximum rates were obtained at 16° C and 24%0
salinity, and all others were related to this standard. The 95% confidence limits were
used to describe salinity ra.nge of maximum growth which was 20%0 to 30%0 at the
higher temperature and 17'5%0 to 26%0 at the lower.
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Fig. 5· 74: Growth rate of Mytilus edulis larvae from Helsing"'r (Denmark)
at different salinities. Solid circles: 16° C; open circles: 13° C. Food
concentration lvlonochrysis ltttheri 1·5 f-Ll packed cell volume 1-1.
J(/K v : gwwth rate]{ at each salinity as a function of the rate at 16° C
and 24%oS. 95% confidence limit for the highest K values are shown;
e: maximum salinity to which larvae would be exposed in the field;
stippled area: salinity range over which fastest growth occurs at
16° C; hatched area: salinity range of fastest growth at 13° C. (After
BAYNE, 1965; reproduced by permission of Marine Biological
Laboratory, Helsing0r.)

The effects of oxygen on the growth of marine fish or invertebrates (Volume I:
VERNBERG, 1972) does not seem to have bet:n given much attention perhaps because,
except in vertically stratified estuaries, uniquely isolated basins and in the oxygenminimum layers of mid-latitudes, the level is seldom greatly reduced in the water
column itself. However, sediments are frequently anaerobic. On the other hand, in
fresh water, oxygen levels fluctuate both naturally and as a result of human influence, and here there is more known about tolerance to different oxygen concentrations. The large mouth bass M icropterus salmoides is thought to be quite toleran t
of low oxygen conditions (Moss and SCOTT, 1961). N onetheJess, growth was correlated with oxygen concentration up to air saturation and appetite was depressed
at moderate oxygen reductions (STEWART and co-authors, 1967a). In young coho
salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch growth was depressed slightly at 4 mg 1- 1 of oxygen
and rapidly decreased below that level (HERRMANN and co-authors, 1962).
Water currents can affect the nutritional balance of organisms in at least two
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wa,y8. For the free-living animal maintenance of position in a rapidly flowing stream
must constitute an appreciable energy drain even though the necessity for extensive
foraging will be lessened by the amount of food brought to it in :luspension. For the
sessile marine animal, nutrition is virtually impossible without continuous renewal
of water in its immediate environment. Mention has already been made of the effect
of CUlTent speed on feeding in bivalve molluscs (WALNE, 1972).
As for growth by benthic forms the results are conflicting. Early experiments on
the growth offouling organisms (F. G W. RMITH, 1946; DOOCHIN and S:MITH, 1951)
suggest an increasing growth rate with increasing current speed up to some limiting
rate of flow. However, for the bay scallop Argopecten ?:rradians, which has considerable mobility though benthic in habit, increasing the flow above the slowest
speed tested, 0·21 cm S-I, resulted in a decrease in growth rate, even though the
animals downstream from the source received as little as 30% of the initial chlorophyll available for nutrition (KIRBY-Sl\ITTH, 1972). Clearly there is need for further
work along these lines.
The physical removal of a portion of an animal's body by predation, with the
necessity for subsequent regeneration was found, not surprisingly, to affect rate of
growth and reproductive success in Tellina tenuis, a benthic bivalve (TREVALLION
and co-authors, 1970; TREVALLlON, 1971).

Generative growth
On approaching maturity, a certain amount of energy accumulated in growth by
an organism will be channelled into reproduction. While vital to the maintenance of
the population, reproduction reduces the potential energy for exploitation by man
or other predators. The proportion so lost has been worked out for a number of
organisms and will be considered in a following section. Here, I consider a relatively
few attempts to relate fecundity or some other measure of generative growth to size.
JENSEN (1958) observed a linear relationship between numbers of eggs produced
and the cube of the length of some, but not all, individuals in cru ·tacean samples he
examined. SAlLA and co-authors (1969) suggested that the number of eggs carried
by the American lobste:' Homarus americanus varied as the 2·8647 power of carapace length, and McLAREN (1963) calculated a length exponent of 3·939 for egg
production in the copepod Pscudocalanus minutus, based on earlier measurements
from Loch Striven, Scotland (MARSHALL, 1949). However, McLAREN (1965) found
that North American data for Pseudocalanus would not fit the same curve because
the eggs were smaller than the Scottish ones. Clearly, then, if a generalization concerning size and fecundity is to be made, some functions of volume or weight of
reproductive products must be sought.
Working with euphau:-;iids, MAUCRLINE (1968) concluded that the ovary was
about 10% of body mas". Based on counts of eggs in the ovary and their size on
being laid he concluded that about 50% of the ovary volume or 5% of the total body
would be expended in egg laying. MAUCHLINE'S conclusion that this was probably a
minimal estimate was verified by more recent work on the euphausiid Nem(ttoscelis
difficilis, which indicated that about 15'5% of the maternal weight, but 28-4% of
the body carbon and ]9·2% of the body nitrogen, went to make eggs (NEMOTO and
co-authors, 1972). Broods constitute about 10% of body volume in the mysids
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(MAUCHLrNE, 1973). Utilizing data from 16 species of Crustacea, KHMELEVA (1972)
examined the energy content of the eggs they produced which she then related to
body weight by regression, after correcting all data to 20° C. For this group of ani·
mals the loss of energy in egg production was about equivalent to that lost in respiration. Hopefully, this potentially useful relation will be given further
consideration.
Growth efficiemy

In Table 5-4 I have defined the growth efficiencies, K I and K z· K I has variously
been labeJled as 'gross efficiency' (BRODY, ] 945), 'gross growth efficiency' (RICHMAN, 1958), 'first order growth coefficient' (IYLEV, 1945), 'ecological growth
efficiency' (ODUM, 1957), and probably a few other things as welJ, but it still represents the fraction of rations which appears as growth, thatis, GIR. Likewi e, K z has
been given a number of nameflo but remo.ins the amount of growth per unit of
assimilated ration or O/A' R.
Many poikilothermal animals develop from a yolky egg. The potential energy is
therefore supplied by the previous generation in immediate proximity to the site of
the growth activity, which is generaJly a very efficient arrangement. MARR (1966)
refers to the fraction of energy in the egg which appears in the recently hatched
larva as a gross efficiency, but there would seem to be no reason to distinguish
between K and K z under the definitions given in Table 5-4. Efficiency is usually
cumulated over the period of development even though there may have been
changes during the interval. Examples of such cumulated efficiencies include 71 %
for brown trout Salrno trulta (GRAY, 1928; recalculated by MARR, 1966),68% for
rainbow trout Salmo gairdnerii (S. SMITH, 1(46), and 70% for Atlantic Salmon
Salmo salar (MARR, 1966). Based on optically measured changes in yolk volume,
LASKER (1962) calculated that 77 to 79% of it went into larval growth. In herring
Clupea ha'rengu-s from several different stocks, BLAXTER and HEMPEL (1966)
found some tendency for efficiency to hatching to be higher (50 to 74%) than to
maximum size of the non-feeding larvae (49 to 65%), although I was unable to
show that the means were statistiea,lIy different using a Wilcoxon matched-pairs,
signed-r<:l,nks test (SIEGEL, 1956). However, smaller herring eggs did develop more
efficiently at 8° C than large but this was not the case Itt 12° C. Cumulative efficiency
was 67·9% at 10° C, 54'5% at 15° C and 46·9% at 20° C in Solea 80lea CFCUCHTER
and PANDIAN, 1(68). Protein growth can be very efficient and generally is at the
expense of fat and carbohydrate (Table 5-35). Similar results were obta.ined for
Crangon crangon, H omaru.s amer'icanu.s, and Eupag'urus bernhard'us (P ANDIAN, 1 967c,
1970b; PANDIAN and SCHU1ANN, 1967). In addition to its high energy content,
oxidation offat prod U('(''; Wil t(~r and does not result in pl'Oduction of toxic amniOnia.
All the above species are benthic and have demersal eggs. Planktonic eggs, such as
those of Solea 8olea, often rely more heavily on protein for energy during development which would favour low or decreasing specific gravity throughout development
(PANDlAN,1969).
Growth efficiency in planktonic animals has been reviewed by CONOVRR (1968)
and CORNER. a.nd DA VIES (1971). Laboratory studies of growth in J ry weight over a
narrow temperature range (2° to 5° C) by Calanu8 hyperboreu8, usually over a single
J
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stage (Stage V), indicated that gross and net efficiencies were usually between 13
and 35% and 25 and 64% respectively (CONOVER, 1964). However, as no moulting
occurred, in most of these experiments growth constituted prihcipally the storage
of lipid (Table 5-27). In calorific terms, then, j() was 20 to 50% and K 2' 40 to 89%.
Higher efficiencies were generally associated with lower food concentrations. Subsequently MULLIN and BROOKS (1970, 1970a) cultured Rhincalanu~ nasut'u8 and
Calanu.s helgolandicu.s and found gross efficiencies generally of the same ordn (IS
to 72%). Temperature had no apparent effeot on conversion effioiency but aga.in
higher concentrations of food were not handled as economically as lower (MULLIN
and BROOKS, 1970a). There was also some evidence that efficiency varied with
developmental stanza, but the results varied with temperature, late stages being
more efficient at ISO C and copepodids I to IV at 10° C. On the other hand, PETIPA
(1967) reported lower growth efficiencies for later stages of Calaml8 helgolandicu.s
in the Black Sea, which she attributed to the energy expended during the extensive
vert,ical migrations made by them (see also p. 423).
Table 5-35
Cumulative efficiencies for utilization of different biochemical components of yolk
in two marine poikilotherms (Compiled from the sources indicated)
Efficiency based on :
Author

Animal

Gastropoda.
Grepidula
fomicata

Dry
weight

Energy

Protein

Fat

Carbohydrate

8:~·8

61·0

85-1

130'7

63'6

PANDIAN (1969)

81·8

60·]

75·6

47·4

73·2

PANDIAN (19700.)

Decapoda
HomaTWI

gammarU-.9

Efficiency of growth in t.erms of nitrogen (CORNER ami co-authors, 1967) a.nd both
nitrogen and phosphorns (BUTLER and co-a.uthors, 1969, 1970) have been estimated
for Cala.nus finrnarchicus and C. helgalandie-us, using information on chemical
composition, excretion and population data from the literature. All values, including
that for egg proouction (14%, CORNER and co-authors, 19(7), fell within the range
of the earlier estimates for Calanus hyperboreus. H owcver, the small tidepool
copepod 1'igriopus brevicornis uses nitrogen for growth with only 13% gross and
17% net efficiency in laboratory culture at ] [)O C (HARRIS, I9n).
As for other small a,nimals, BUNT (1970) ob 'erved net growth efficiencies between
17 and 64% for an amoeba, probably assignable to the genus Vexillifera, growing
on a small diatom at around 24° C, the percentage being negatively correlated with
nutrient availability For mollusc veligers J 0RGENSEN (1952) observed ]{ 2 equal to
73% for Mytilus edulis and 62 and 63°;;, for two gastropods Litt01'ina littorea and
Nassa reticulata (=Nassariu.s retiC7.1lat~). W ALNE (1965) found very young Ostrea
edulis 68 to 80% efficient in converting assimilated food to growth. In a more recent
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paper, K 2 was shown to decrease from 78·6% for newly released O. edulis veligers to
55'5% after 10 days of growth (GABBOTT and HOLLAND, 1973).
A very different pattern of growth was shown by Artemia salina (REEVl<:, 1963b).
At all four concentrations of food used, gross growth efficiency K L was essentially
lowest with very young animals, riRing to a peak after 15 to :30 days of growth before
decreasing again (Fig. 5-75). "When using A. salina of the same age, 'peak' efficiencies
around a ce]J concentration of 50 mm 3 and about 35%0 salinity were also found. No
growth occurred at 5° C but thereafter XI increased with temperature, reaching
85% at 25° C, which must have been near the maximum.
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Fig. 5· 75: Cumulo.ti VEl efficiency (circles) and increMe in length for Anemia salina at 4
different food concentrations of Phaeod-actylum tricornutum. (a): 100 cells mm- J ;
(b): 75 cells mm- J ; (cl: 50 c·lls mm- 3 ; (d) 26 cells mm- 3 • (After REEVE, 1963b;
reproduced by permission of Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole.)
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The combined effects of ration and temperature have been studied in detail for
fingerling sockeye salmon Oncorhynchu.s nerka by BRETT and co-authors (1960).
They drew growth efficiency contours, K 1 , on previously determined growth curves
at different ration leve~s plotted against temperature (Fig. 5-72). The resulting
'efficiency surface' indicated a small maximum around 25% with a graphically
determined centre at 11'5° C and a ration level of 4% day-I (Fig. 5-76). They used a
similar technique to demonstrate a 'net efficiency' maximum of 40% between 8° and
10° C with ration of 0-8 to 1·5% of body weight day-J, 0·8 being here the so-called
maintenance ration. In this instance, they define net efficiency as growth divided
by the amount ingested less maintenance cost, which is not strictly comparable to
K ~ in our earlier definition.
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Fig. 5-76: Gross efficiency of food conversion in percent for fingerling sockeye salmon
Onwrhynchus nerka in relation to temperature and ration, drawn as isopleths over·
lying the growth curve (broken lines) shown in Fig. 5-72. (After BRETT and coauthors, 1969; reproduced by permission of Fisheries Research Boa.rd of Canada.)

A considerable number of other estimates of gross and net growth efficiency are

to be found in the literatme, some of which I have included in Tables 5-21, 5-24,
5-25, 5-27 and 5-28. Some mention has also been made of a possible correlation
between net growth efficiency and assimilation efficiency (Fig. 5-33, p. 367). Others
have also tried to establish some quantitative relationship between growth efficienoy
and ration, notably PALOHEIMO and DICKIE (1966a), who found that logarithm of
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K I was linearly related to the size of the ration as

log K 1 = log (LlW/RLlt)

=

-a-bR,

(33)

where Ll W represents growth in time LIt, R is ration and a and b, fitted constants.
By means of this so-ca,lled K -line, growth may be redefined in terms of ration as
LI W
-a-bR
K = RiJt=e
,

(34)

j

where e is the base of the natural logarithm a.nel all other sym boIs are as previously
defined. The implication here is that at some maxim um level of efficiency at low
ration,

iJW

-a

RLlt = e ,

which then decreases by a constant fmotion e- b for each unit increase of the amount
eaten per unit time (PALOHEIMO and DICKIE, J 965). Because the amount of food
consumed and size of the organism are genera]Jy related, log K is also correlated with
size, but when factors other than size, which produce changes in ration were
examined, ration a.lone seemed the best predictor of K •.
Detailed statistical analysis of data from the Jitemture showed that environmental factors affect the K-line in several ways. Temperature, which affects
metabolic level generally, produced a change in level of ration consumed but
apparently did not affect a or b. Hence, the K-line might be extended in either
direction, as the level of metabolic turnover increased, but there was no rotation
or vertical adjustment. However, with salinity changes which presumably would
affect the total metabolic load, the K-lines tended to rotate. Perhaps even more
important was the type of food, f~specialJy with respect to relative particle size.
Thus, a flatter K-line should result, if, as an animal grows and its ration increases,
the available food parcels also get larger. Presumably there is some balance between
the energy expenrled in capturing a particle and the nutritional reward obtained
thereby which affects the overall metabolic balance. Studies of lake trout food
chains (K.ERR and MARTIN, J 970) and prey-predator relations between the pteropods
Clitme limacina and Spiratella species (CONOVER and LALLI, 1972, 1974) tend to
support such a hypothesis.
The reality of the K-line was questioned by BRETT and co-authors (1969), who
considered it an artifact of the very high rations generally used in feeding-growth
studies cited by PALOHEIMO and DICKTE (1966, 1966a). As pointed out by KERR
(1971), the K-line cannot always be 'linear'. Indeed, growth efficiency can be
negative and will be positively related to increasing ration up to some maximum
just as BRETT and co-authors (1969) indicated. 'Humpbacked' growth efficiency
CUTves such as those found by RREVE (1963h) (Fig. 5-75) also imply that K) can
increase as well as decrease, perhaps in response to a change in fceding efficiency,
resulting from use of a single, not always optimally-sized food source.
However, KERR (197 J) confirmed the existence of the K -line and redescrihcd the
relationship between growth effioiency and metabolic balance as
I
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(35)

g(ar - lXR - as)

In deriving the equation, KERl't partitioned total metaholism TT into T F , cost of
foraging activity, T s ' stwdard ur basal metabolism, T e , cost of food utilization, in
some way ana.]aaous to SDA, and ']'R' the energy of spontaneous activity. The
a's are then the equivalent constants contribnting to metabolic level deriveci from
the tandard size-metabolism relationship T = aWy (Equation 15); Z is related to
the metabolic cost of foraging and represents the average energy cost of acquiring
one dietary item and w is the contribution made by this particle; m is a derived
constant relating the energy ina particle to the co t of processing and utilizing it;
P is the assimilation constant. A similar line of reasoning was used by MAKAROYA
and ZAIKA (1971) to describe 'humpbacked' curves of changes in growth efficiency
with age or size of the sort observed by REEVE (1963a), SOLDATOYA (l970) and
otbers.
The question still remains as to why growth should become less efficient as ration
increases. The metabolic costs of increased laboratory foraging would seem relatively small even if the particles were not all of optimal size. However, CONOVER
and LALLI (] 972) described the difficulties encountered by a large Clione limacina
in trying to eat a small8pirat lla. Changes in the assimilation coefficient p have also
been invoked to explain laboratory results, but KERR (1971) rejects this supposition.
He contends that as an animal feeds its level of spontaneous activity goes up
proportionately, and offers some examples from the literature to support the
hypothesis. Whatever the situation, KERR'S point ought to be well taken that the
use of a simple correlational approach to the study of complex relationships, such
as those between feeding and growth, should now be abandoned in favour of
experiments designed to clarify specific mechanisms.

Other Efficiencies

In an earlier section (p. 36]) I examined data on assimilation efficiency and
concluded that for the most part carnivores are more efficient than herbivores. The
same conclusion was reached by KOZLOVSKY (1968) on re-examining data from five
'classical' ecosystem studies. Statistical comparison of assimilation efficiency with
growth efficiency implies a negative correlation (Fig. 5-33 and WELCH, 1968).
That is, the herbivorous invertebrates, which generally assimilate a relatively low
proportion of their food, make very efficient use of what they assimilate, while
higher trophic levels, usually digesting and assimilating more than 90% of their
intake, quite regularly have lower growth efficiencies (K 2 ). KOZLOVSKY also
described a steady decline in net growth efficiency or what he calls 'tissue growth
efficiency' with trophic level, a logical expectation judging from preceding arguments. I did point out, however, that the molluscan primary level carnivore Clione
limacina can both assimilate and grow with high efficiency, while most of the higherlevel carnivores, for which we have data, are vertebrates. Whether phylogeny
affects efficiency independently from trophic level remains unanswerable. However,
the point to be made here is that all these assimilation and growth efficiencies
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compare individual performa,nce occurring at a given trophic level, which is not
quite the same as comparing transfer between trophic levels at the population level.
SLOBODKIN (1961) pointed out that one needs knowledge of events and interaction at three trophic levels to calculate the 'ecological efficiency' between two
trophic levels. In his definition then ecological efficiency is the amount of food
ingested at a given trophic level divided by the amount of food ingested at the
preceding trophic level. Another 'progressive' efficiency might be the amount
assimi lated at level n over the amount assimilated at level n - 1 (KOZLOVSKY, 1968).
On the basis of laboratory studies with Daphnia pulex (SLOBODKIN, 1962) and
various hydrida (SLOBODKIN, 1964), SLOBODKIN proposed a. more or less constant
eeologica'! efficiency a.round 10%. Subsequent empirical observations, including
those generated by the Symposium on Marine Food Chains at Aarhus, Denmark in
1968 (STEELE, 1970), suggested to SLOBODKIN (1970) that there really was no upper
limit to such an efficiency after all, nor anything 'constant' about the level from one
environment to the next. KOZLOVSKY'S (1968) results also tend to support this new
contention and TURNER (l970) showed that homeothermic animals would be expected to have very different ecological efficiencies than poikilotherms.
In a more recent essay, SLOBODKIN (1972) shows that ecological efficiency cannot
be constant or have a limit on theoretical grounds. He argues that at the population
level the amount of ingestion is an extensive or global variable, by which he means a.
variable that the individual population constituents cannot do anything about.
Hence normal evolutionary selection processes cannot affect them. Thus ecological
efficiency is a ratio of two global variables and, therefore, immune to the maximizing and minimizing effects of natural selection.
SLOBODKIN (1968) defines population efficiency as
Yf(
(36)
E p ( = _) X I D I - (rIP))
_ K-I D I "
I

where Y K = calorific content of the animal, Xl -- cost of replacing the animal of age
i (that is, the growth efficiency in absence of predation), and D j = number of such
animals dying per unit time. K I ' and Dt' are the equivalents to Xl and D j with
predation. P is the standing crop in calories of an unexploited population and, pi,
that with predation. So population efficiency defines the population structure that
makes most efficient utilization of the resource. It also defiDl's the choice that a
predator should make when confronted with more than one cfltegory of prey and
consequently involves locally-determined or intensive varia.bles. Taking obsolete
prey whose K has dropped to near zero would seem the most prudent thing that a
predator can do.

Balances and Budgets
'Ve should now be in a position to 'put it all together', to use an expression of the
times. In so doing, I will try to provide a summarization of the state of our understanding regarding the transformation of energy and materials in aquatic food
chains, in hopes that some useful patterns can be found.
While terrestrial ecologists always seem to be concerned with energy, to those
concerned wi th the amoun t of nourishment a given body of water can provide, some
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measure of the amount of 'gilt-filling' organic matter is the usual standard of
comparison. Carbon as the universal component of all organic mll.tter is most often
studied, but, if growth is understood to be protein accumulation, nitrogen provides
a reliable label and, moreover, because it is not found in the same proportions in all
organic material, its relative abundance compared with other elements in organic
matter can be used to trace not only it movement through the food chain, but also
the proportions ga,ined and lost.
Nitrogen has been used by CORNER and colleagues (CORNER and co-authors,
1967; BUTLER and co-authors, 1959, 1970; HARRIS, 1973) in several ways to study
the growth process. In Table 5-36 are summarized some nitrogen (and carbon)
budgets for relatively smaJJ and short-lived animals. To obtain the data quoted in
the table, CORNER and co-authors (1967) determined the growth curve in terms of
nitrogen for the entire life-cycle of Calanus finmarchicus, measured the rates of
assimilation and excretion and relied on earlier estimates (MARSHALL and ORR,
1955a) for fecundity. Subsequently BUTLER and co-authors (1969) relied on the
ratio of nitrogen to phosphorus in the animal, its food, and its excretions to compute
a gross efficiency of growth virtually the same as the earlier (33-1 % and 34-0%).
They also found a relatively constant N: P ratio in the excretory products which
they hoped might be- m;eful in future calculations. These va.rious f'f\lationships were
re-examined during the spring bloom by BUTLER and co-authors (Hl70) and some
different values were found_ Assimilation rates were virtually the same offering no
support to earlier suggestions (BEKLEMISHEV, 1954; CUSHING and VUCETIC, 1963)
that copepods feed less efficiently at high food concentrations. However, the N: P
ratios of the excretory wastes decreased significantly, while the proportion of
organic to inorganic phosphorus increased. Net nitrogen retention (42-7%) also
increased over the earlier measurements (Table 5-36), but as the animals studied in
the spring bloom casC' were immature or male there w~re no reproductive 10 ses. Of'
the nitrogen captured 35·7% was excreted in soluble form, 37'5% lost as fakces
and 26·8% incorporated in growth (K J). As the earlier r.alculations were based on
growth over tho ent.ire life cycle, the omission of the younger stages from t,he later
study might a.ccount for the somewhat lower gross growth efficiency.
Thus Calanus .finmarchicus seems to bc relatively conservative regarding the
proportions it a similates a.nd directs to different metabolic u es regardless of food
supply. It al 0 maintains a proportionately lower metabolic rate with respect to
nitrogen than thc other small invertebrates for which we have sufficient data. (Table
5-36). The smaller harpacticoid copepods studied by HAR.RIS (1973) and LASKER
and co-anthors (1970) both live at or near an interface and presumably do not face
the nutritional extremes t.hat Calanus does, but whether their budgets can be
strictly compared i. <Loubt.ful. Both seem to inve t a relatively small proportion of
their energy in net growth and relatively large amounts in reproduction, but
'l'igriopu.s brevicornis, a tidepoul dweller, completes a generation in 31 days while
Asellopsis intermedia, which lives in the inter tices between sand grains, completes
just one generation a year in Firemore Beach, Scotland.
Unlike copepods which have a fixed number of developmental stage', euphausiids
are well known to moult at frequent intervals (LASKER, 1964; JERDE and LASKER,
]966; PARANJAPE, 1967; FOWLER and co-authors, 1971), As shown in Table 5-36,
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the cost in (:<1,['bon would seem to be considerable, but there does not appear to be
any information on the nitrogen (·.ontl·nt of euphausiid exoskeletons. In view of the
mechanisms of conservation of energy and Ill,.terials stored "in their exoskeletons
by decapods, reported by SPECK and URICH (l971), it is indeed surprising that
euphausiids can alford this apparent waste.
The role of Tellina tenuis siphons in the nutrition of young flatfish has been
referred to on p. 331. SLOBODKIN (1970, ] 972) considers this a very 'prudent' form
of predation in which only a portion of the prey is consumed leaving the remaining
tissue to regenerate. The economic cost of regeneration would not seem particularly
great but probably contributed to the poor reproductive success in 1966 shown in
Table 5-36 (TREVALLION, 1971). Excessive predation probably reduces recruitment
to the population, leading to reduced food supply to the young plaice, which must
then shift their feeding pressure to some other food source, thus allowing the
'1'. tenuis stock to recover. Similar patterns of fluctuating grazing pressure according
to food availability are shown by the copepod Pseudocalanu:; minutus (POULET,
1974).

Nitrogen balance has been used by BIRKETT (1969) to estimate maintenance
ration, basal excretion and the meta,bolic cost of growth in plaice Pleuronectes
platessa, sole Solea solea, and perch Perea fluviatilis. He obs~rved linear regn'~sion
between nitrogen absorbed and growth in terms of nitrogen from which he obtained
the gross efficiency of conversion as the slope, maintenance level as the intercept on
the absorption ax is a,nd basal excretion as the growth axis intercept. Gross efficiency
of conversion BIRKETT defines as growth divided by absorbed food not used in
maintenance. By plotting excretion against growth he obtained the growth maintenance cost for his fishes which ranged from 1·05 to 2,64 mg N excreted per mg N
retained. He applied his techniques to data from several other sources (lVLEV, 1939;
GERKINO, 1952, 1955; MENZEL, 1960), and also found linear regressions between
absorption and growth. A similar type of regression was shown earlier for Clione
limacina in Fig. S-Gg.
BIRKETT (19G9) diel not control tempera,ture but stated that it, varied little from
17° C. CONOVEft and LALLI (1972) found that the correlation between growth rate
and feeding rate in Clione was independent of temperature, but this was not the ea,se
for the Japanese mackerel PnemnatophoTusjaponicus (HATANAKA ancl TAKAHASHI,
1960).

Turning now to energy budgets I have assembled somc representative examples
in Table 5-37. At the outset we might look at the measurement~ made on the same
animal either Ly different investigators or by the same investigator on separate
occasions. The benthic deposit f{'<:c1er Hyalella azteca was shown to excrete a very
significant fraction of it absorbed energy in short.-run experiments (HARGRAVE,
1971). In the same environment, using techniques of population biology to sort out
the balance parameters, MATHTAS (1971) found virtua,lIy the same net production
for H. azteca but attributed a much greater fraction of energy unused in growth to
respiration. Undoubtedly a significant fraction of metabolic losses in most energy
budgets are attributable to excretion. In many marine forms the determination of
excretory losses is scarcely more difficult than measuring the respiration rate. The
usefulness of nitrogen excretion in determining material budgets of copepods has
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Energy budgets for some aquatic invertebrates. No value under 'Reproduction' (P.r) generally indicates inclusion in total
'Production' (P). No value under 'Excretion' may mean included under 'Respiration' (T). No value under 'Moults' (ff!) may
mean included under 'Production' (P). No values under Rand E indicates that assimilation was determined a·s the sum of
P, T, Pr, and 111. CL: Cladocera; AM: amphipod; MY: mysid; BR: branchiopod; IS: isopod; DE: decapod; RO: rotifer;
OP: opisthobranch (Compiled from the sources indicated)
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been amply demonstrated by CORNER and co-authors (1967) and BUTLER and
co-authors (1969, 1970).
As for Aplysia punctata, in two experiment,s described by CAREFOOT (1967, 1967a),
in which the food was Plocarniurn coccineum, the major differences are in the
relative amount of energy expended in reproduction. P. coccineum wa.s the normal
food in nature, and if other food sources were used, the efficiency of utilization, as
well as feeding rate, decreased. CAREFOOT calculated the energy budget by doubling
the respiratory losses and adding 15% to the loss column as a measure of excretion
and secretion and in so doing obt,ained a reasonable energy balance except where
the food was poorly eaten.
CAREFOOT (1967a) also compared two other nudibranchs with the herbivorous
Aplysia punctata. One, Archidoris pseudoargus, feeds virtually exclusively on the
sponge Halichond?'ia panicea, which it assimilates moderately well (52%) and
utilizes with high efficienoy. The other, Dendronotus frondosus, feeds mostly on
the hydroid Tubularia larynx, assimilating 86% but converting only 28%. Both
then more or less conform to the negative correlation between growth efficiency and
net efficiency discussed by WELCH (l968).
Animals devote a considerable fraction of their accum ulated energy to reproduction to assure viable offspring. This may be achieved either by producing many eggs,
abandoned in the water column or otherwise left at the mercy of predators, or by
offering some amount of protection in a brood pouch. The marine cladoceran
Penilia avirostris carries a few young to a rather advanced stage of development;
hence, its high a.pportionment to reproduction. Longer Jived animals are generally
larger and can produce more eggs without a complete disruption of their growth
patterns, but curiously. copepods, which are small and very successful, may only
put 1 or 2% of their energy into reproduction (PETIPA, 1967).
I have purposely omitted two recent energy budgets and a classical one from
Table 5-37 because the results do not appear entirely interpretable. DOOHAN (1973)
measured respiration for the rotifer Brachionus plicatilis in a Cartesian diver and
determined feeding and as_imitation from the body burden of 14C after a period of
grazing on radio-active cells. Consumption was determined as the rotifer radioactivity immediately 011 completion of feeding and assimilation, after the animals
had cleared their guts. On theoretical grounds, it is impossible to measure either
consumption or assimilation in this fashion unless it is certain that no recycling has
occurred (CONOVER and FRANC1S, 1973). Assimilation was det,ermined to be 19%
from the radio-active studies, suggesting that the rotiEers discard a large amount of
potentially useful energy while feeding on a presumably quite digestible, naked
flagellate Dunaliella sal1:na. When DooHAN summed calories of production, meaning
eggs produced, and that lost as respiration, as determined from diver measurements,
they almost exactly balanced the radio-active assimilation. Hence, there seems to
be no excretion in this arumal, no growth except for reproduction (possibly true in
the mature individual) and no scope for activity or SDk
In the second recent paper ZIMMERMAN (L9'73) used radio-active sulphur S8) to
label Dv.naliella tertioleda and Artem-ia salina nauplii which were then used as food
for the decapod shrimp Lucifer chacei. Assimilation was again determined as in the
preceding study by allowing the animal to oh:mr jts gut after feeding before meas-
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uring its body burden. In this casc, a 'imilation from the algae wa between 7·7 and
10'4% and from the A. salina a,bout 22%. Earlier studie - have shown that most
algae are assimilated with more than 50% efficiency (MARSHALL and ORR, 1955,
1956; CONOVER, 1966a). Ruphausia pacifica utilized Artemia salina at more than
60% efficiency (LASKER, 19(6). While sulphur is not respired by crustaceans, it is a
metabolizable component of amino acids and therefore readily recycled. W"hile the
author recognized that his values were low it is not clear that he recognized why.
Once again we have a budget without any excretory loss term.
The classical paper is RICHMAN'S (1958) often quoted study of energy transformation in Daphnia p1~lex. D. P'Ulex were fed Chlamydomonas reinhardi at 4
different concentrations and their growth rates determined. Experimentally ddermined filtering rate were used to measure consumption and respiration '\\'a~
measured for 'fed' and unfed individuals. I add the quotes because while fed
D. pulex had been feeding prior to the respiratory measurements, they were not
feeding when the actual respiratory mea8urements were in progres8. So intake and
growth were measured with good precision and respiratory losses probably as well
as they can be estimated for a small animal by conventional techniques. Egestion
was then determined as the difference between energy consumed and the sum of
that measured as growth and not lost in respiration, which yielded a low (6,6 to
31-7%) value for assimilation, the lowest values being associated with highest food
conc~ntmtions and vice versa. Again we have no excretory term in the budget nor
any scope for respiratory activity. I am not really argujng that a similation is
neccsBariJy constant, regardless of food concentration, even though my own
observations on cop pods (CONOVRR, 1966, 1966a) support this contention. The
point is rather that in preparing an energy budget it is often necessary to measure
one para-meter by difference, but one cannot estimate two such parameters by
difference and have a feeling of security iLbout the results.
Population energy budgets requ,ire good knowledge of events taking place in
nature as well as in the laboratory. Because of the difficulty of getting such information for anything but attached forms or animals with limited powers of locomotion, such budgets are usually compiled for intertidal benthic forms (Table 5-38).
MILLER and MANN (1973), after measuring consum ption, defecation, respiration,
growth and reproduction for the sea-urchin Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis found
by difference, a 68% loss of assilJlilated enprgy necessary to balance intake, which
they attributed to excretion of dissolved organic matter (see also FIELD, 1972). On
critically examining a number of other budgets, they concluded that 8uch imbaJances are frequently observed. Their explanation that herbivores, such as
Strongylocentrotus, ingesting a largely carbohydrate diet, mllst discard excess carbon
to keep in nitrogen balance is certainly plausible but needs confirmation.
Data for a population of the 'deposi t feeding' bivalve ScTObicularia pl.ana in Table
5-:38 represent another a.speet of the imbalance problem. Deposit feeders often
consume large amount,s ofrela-tively organic-rich sediment but remove only a small
fraction for their use. Indeed faeces produced had a higher energy content than the
sediment ingested in the case of Scrobicularia plana (H UOHES, 1970). The problem is
further complicated by a pre-ingestion sorting process resulting in the production
of pseudo-faece8. HUCHES had to make several a sumptions in order to obtain an
estimate of consumption, which, as shown in Table 5-38, yielded a value too low
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urchin; BI: bivalve; OA: gastropod; PO: polychaete (Compiled from the sources indicated)
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even to account for respiratory losses (HUGHES, 1970, upper row). When values for
production and respiration were a-dded to the amount of energy lost as faeces, the
estimate of consumption was 14~~J higher than that measured directly. Part of this
deficit could be accounted for by direct suspension feeding (HUGHES, 1969).
HUGHES (1970) also compared upper and lower populations and found a greater
rate of energy flow through the larger, more fecund, lower population. Seasonal
changes in the distribution of energy under the influence of temperature variation,
different mortality rates, varying food supply, seasonal gonad growth, etc., are
also to be expected judging from observations on invet"tebrate populations studied
to date. Table 5-39 illustrates this point for a population of polychaete worms
inhabiting a tidal-flat at Southend-on-Sea on the north side of the Thames Estuary,
England (KAy and BRAFJELD, 1973).
For fish, there has been more success in partitioning the energy of respiration
than for invertebrates (Table 5-40). Where data are available from experiments, at
least a doubling of l'f~spiration rate with feeding, and accompanying increased
activity, may be anticipated, which is in general agreement with the common
assumption used in study on fish energetics based on WINBEJ:tO'S (1956) synthesis
of his own and other observations (see also MANN, 19(5). Another WINBERG
hypothesis, that the physiologically useful energy available for fish growth is
generally about 20% less than consumption, would appear to be more or less
satisfied, ba ed on work by KRUEGER and co-authors (1968), SOLOMON and
BRAFIELD (1972), and SMITH (1973). That experimental imbalance can also be a
problem in studies with fish is illustrated by SOLOMON and BRAFIELD'S fish R II ,
which did not eat well, respired and excreted more than the average in their experiments, but only lost 1·3 kcal of energy in 54 days. An increased energy input of
249% was required for balance.
Before leaving energy budgets some consideration should be given to the general
subject of the use of respiratory rates to predict production. ENOELMANN (1966)
examined the relationship between population production and population metabolism using primarily data from the literature for terrestrial systems. The idea was
pursued further by M(,~EILL and LAWTON (1970) who produced separate regression
lines for homeotherms, poikilotherms and short-lived poikilotherms, in which they
plotted log respiration against log production and log production aga.inst log
respiration. If assimilation is taken as the sum of respiration plus production their
equations also permitted calculation of net population production efficiency.
MILLER and co-authors (1971) used a, further modification of the McNEILL-LAWTON
equation to estimate population production from respiratory data for a variety of
invertebrates making up the seaweed-lobster community of St. Margaret's Bay,
Nova Scotia (Canada). While confidence limits have been calculated for these
various regressions, they are understandably wide. By way of illustration of the
da,ngers in such calculation, MILLER and co-authors (1971) showed that by accumulating the confidence limits through a series of calculations from individual respiration measurements to a final annual production estimate for the population, the
final upper limit was 446% greater than the mean. Even so, MILLER and MANN
(197 3) found that the equation deri ved for the earlier paper (MILLER and co-authors,
1971), P = 0·6440 To.sls7, on the basis of a·n estimated respiration of 178·5 kcal
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m- 2 year-I, predicted an annual production of 53·3 kcal m- z year- l which compared favourably with their measured production of 49·9 kcal m -2 yeae l . The net
production efficiencies were also remarkably close (22 and 23%, respectively).
MILLER and MANN carried tlw analysis one step further and calculated a universal
QIO relationship for 14 species of north Atlantic poikilothenns. The value proved
constant and equal to 2·05. On this basis, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis production could have been predicted with fair accuracy from respiratory measurements at a single temperature and season, providing that annual variation in
temperature in the habitat were known.
There is also a resemblance here to PHILLIPSON'S (1962) 'best estimate' concept
of respiration It is not at all clear, to me at least, why some of these simple relationships seem to work so well, particularly in view of the overwhelming complexity
which seems to be pre"ent in biological systems. Perhaps there really are a few
reassuring generalizations to be gleaned from all this detail. Can we, for instance,
make use of WELCH'S (1968) relationship between assimilation efficiency and production efficiency in ecosystem analysis? How valid and how useful is SHELDON and
co-authors' (1972) supposition that the biomass is roughly constant at all particle
size levels in the sea from micro-organisms to whales? Is there a consistent relationship between intrinsic rate of increase and body size as suggested by FENCHEL
(1974)? Even though SLOBODKIN (1972) has backed off a bit on the constancy of
'ecological efficiency' on theoretical grounds, there may well be empirically determinable limits which will show regional or latitudinal consistency. A recent paper
by TANIGUCHI (1973) on zooplankton-phytoplankton relationships of oceanic
plankton communities suggests that this might be so. It may be that somt: of us
have difficulty seeing the ecosystem for the seaweeds or the copepods or whatever
our area of specialty may be.
In putting together this doubtless overly long review of current thinking on food
chain dynamics, I have often wondered if I was merely writing a progress report,
which would be obsolete before it was finished. In retrospect, I believe that I can
better sit off at a distance as though behind some ecologically oriented, satellite
mounted telescope and better view the world as an ecosystem. If I have helped
anyone else to do this, perhaps it was worthwhile.
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6. DECOMPOSITION OF ORGANIC MATTER AND
NUTRIENT REGENERATION
Yu.1.

SOROKIN

(l) Introduction
(a) Relative Significance of Microflora and Animal Populations in
Heterotrophic Processes and N utrieot Regeneration

In oceans and coastal wa~rs, decomposition of organic matter and nutrient
regenera.tion are predominantly theresult of metabolic activities ofliving organisms;
chemical oxidation, in quantitative terms, is of little importance. Decomposition
of organic matter is the only source of energy for the heterotrophic a.quatic population (Chapter 6; see also Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975). This also applies to chemoautotrophic bacteria (Volume II: SCHLEGEL, 1975). Together with the production
of organic matter (Chapters 2, 3, 4) especially that due to photosynthesis and the
transformation of organic matter (Chapter 5), decomposition of organic matter and
nutrient regeneration (reminera.1ization) constitute the fundament of an ecosystem.
It has remained a primary aim of the marine ecologist to understand the quantitative dynamics of the flux of matter as it goes from photosynthetic plant tissue to all
other trophic levels (STRICKLAND, 1972; KINNE and BULNHEIM, 1977).
During metabolism of a heterotrophic organism, as well as during the metabolism
of a single heterotrophic cell, part of the decomposed organic substrate is oxidized,
and the energy thus made available is used for biosynthesis of cell constituents and
activities. Consequently, the total amount of organic matter decomposed in an
ecosystem is, in terms of energy units, equal to the sum of all metabolic expenditures
incurred during its functioning. The ratio between metabolic expenditures and
consumed food in microbial populations was found to be 0·70 to 0·75 (SOROKIN,
1971c, 1972a). For animal populations, this ratio is about 0·25 to 0·55, accounting
for the coefficient K I (gross growth efficiency) 0'15 to 0·25, and the assimilability of
consumed food, 0·5 to 0·7 (SUSCHENYA, 1969; MONAKOV and SOROIUN, 1972; see also
Chapter 5 of the present volume). That means about 65% of the organic matter
subjected to biodegradation at one level ofthe food chain is oxidized, 20% is utilized
by the consumers for growth, and 15% is excreted as the non-assimilated part of the
ration. This applies if we accept that bacteria metabolize most of the total pool of
organic matter in the aquatic ecosystem (Tables 6-1,6-3, 6-4 and 6-24).
The process of biological decomposition of organic matter produces new organic
matter at each single level of the food chain. This matter, in turn, is decomposed
during recycling within a given ecosystem. The complete decomposition of organic
matter is accomplished by integrated metabolic work of the total ecosystem,
comprising severa] trophic levels-usually 5. Each subsequent level of the system
is a step in the decomposition of the organic matter produced at the preceding level.
Hence, the completeness of the decomposition process increases with the increases
in number of trophic levels of an ecosystem.
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These introductory remarks are necessary, because it is sometimes assumed that
organic· matter remineralization occurs only in microbial populations (RITTENBERG,
1963). Experimental studies on the decomposition of organic matter in vitlO, for
example, almost exclusively concern only microbial activity. Such experiments
usually result in the accumulation of new, ba.cteria-formed particulate organic
matter, which itself can only be mineralized via consnmption by arum a,}s, but the
latter are usually absent in this type of experiment.
Unfortunately, the size and complexity of marine ecosystems haw" thus far,
largely prevented the collection of a.dequate information on these systems. Thus,
we must resort to Jimnic systems for a more complete picture.
Modern ecology considers processes of energy and matter transformation at all
trophic levels (e.g. Sn:ELE, 1965; VINBERG and ANISIMOV, 1966; PATTEN, 1968;
VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1972). This fact has facilitated the construction of
mathematical models and schemes which attempt to describe functions and structuresof aquatic ecosystems (e.g. KROGIUS and co-authors, 1972, MENSHUTKlN, 1971.).
Such models and Fie-hemes facilitate the assessment of the relative importance of
various organism groups in organic-matter decomposition.
An example of the use of energy-flow schemes for evaluating the relative roles of
different organism groups in the decomposition of organic matter is presented in
Table 6-1. This compilation summarizes the energy flow in the Rybinsk Re ervoir,
USSR (30 x 160 km 2 ), which receives rich allochthonous organic inflow from a
forest dra,inage basin. Its ecologic-al features are somewhat similar to those found in
sha,llow marine estuarips on the western coasts of the Atlantic Ocea,n. The scheme
was selected both because of its completene~s and because of the abundant data
available on allochthonous organic input, on metabolism and on productivity of
microbial populations and protozoans.
As can be seen from Table 6-1, bacteria reminemlize about 80% of the total
input of organic ml1tter. The remainder is metabolized by animals of subsequent
Table 6-1
Elements of trophical balance in the ecosystem of the Rybinsk Reservior. Average
annual da,ta for 1964-1968, expressed as kcal m- 2 year-I; biomass given in kcal m- 2
(Based on SOROKIN, 1972a)
Consumer
Phytoplankton
Macrophytes
Bacteria
Micro2'.ooplankton
Mesozooplankton
Microzoobenthos
Macrozoobenthos
Fishes
Man (fishery)

Amount
cOTU3umed
(ration)

620
33
1700·
210
150
]8
43
70
1

Biomass

14

13
]0
0·8
1·3
0'1
3'4
28

Production

Respiration

f% of total)

500
27
425
61
44
5
8
24

120
6
1275
50

7·7
0'4
79·6
3·3
2·8
0'4
1·1
4·7

44
6
18

72

.. Ration ofba.cwria is composed of 75% of allochthonous and 25% of autochthonous organic matter.
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trophic levels. The total organismic respiration mineralizes about 87% of the total
input of organic matter (total input: 1928 kcaL; respiration: 1591 kca]).
The Dalnee Lake (Kamchatka Peninsula, USSR) is located in a rocky formation
and receives no rich organic inflow. In this lake, only 69% of the total organicmatter input is metaboljzed by microflora (Fig. 6-1). A major part of the remainder
is metabolized by microzoopJankton (16%) and me. ozooplankton (12%).
The e two examples demonstrate that decomposition of organic matter (selfpurification of the ecosystem) depends upon the normal functioning of the entire
ecosystem. Elimination or disturbance of a 1:lingle link of such a system (e.g. by manmade pollution) can reduce the rate a.nd efficienc:y of this na.tura] process.
According to SCHERBAKOV (196'7), oxygen consumption by zooplankton
(including rotjfers and protozoans) in the mesotrophic Lake Glubokoe amounted to
15% in the epi1imnion and to 6 to 8% in the remainder of the water column. However, during strong zooplankton development, oxygen consumption can rise to
20 to 40%. In the c!t'ep, oligotrophic Baikal Lake (VOTINZEV. 1953) and in the ocean
(VINOGRADOV, 1952). corresponding values for crustaceans are about 10%.
Studies on function and structure of marino ecosystems, especially in the open
ocean, and reliable evaluations of the relative significance of microtlol'a and animal
populations in organic decomposition are highly complex. Such work is still in its
initial phase. Some of the first attempts (STEELE, 1965; PATTEN, 1966; PETIPA and
co-authors. 1970) omitted such important parts of the ecosystem as bacteria or
microzooplanktont which have been shown to transform large parts of the energy
involved in fresh waters (Fig. 6-1). This essential participation of ba.cteria and
microzoopJankton appears to pertain to many marine communities as well. STEEL"E
as well as PETIPA and co-authors assume that about 90% of primary production is
consulllOd by zoopLankton. They claim, for example, that 75% of the primaryproduced organic matter is metabolized by the net mesozooplankton only Crable
6-2). However, approximations of microbial metabolism in the euphotic zone of the
Table 6-2
Rates of production and metabolism (cal m -2 day-I) at different trophic levels of a
bathyp]ankton community in the we~t Eddy region of the Black Sea in June;
7°_12° C* (Based on information presented by PETIPA and co-authors, 1970)
Tr'ophic level
Primary producers
Herbivorous
zooplankt.on
Predatory
Metazoa

Production

Food consumed
(I'ation)

Metabolic rate
241

4984
514

4096

3228

62

l088

398

.. Phytoplankton (biomasa el'timated by sedimentation method) production was calculated on tho
basis of generation timos of m"Sti species. Zooplankton Wllti collected by not (130-l'-m mesh size);
its production was calculated from estimates of mtes of ciev lopment and growth. Food ration'
are based On gut·content m l\Suroment· and caleulations baser.! on rates of respiration and growth.

f

Organisms passing through a O·2·rum-meah-size net.
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Allochthonous
organic
matter
Phytoplankton +
Mac rophytes

p = 2070

::2

~

~

0

Salmon
carcasses

0

+
</)

.2

0

....

0

v

+

0

</)

.2
....

EQ]

Q)

a

Catch,

Outflow,

Migration

Sedimentation

Fig. 6·1: Energy flo\\' (kcullll- 2 day-I) ill the Pcosy~tem of Lake Dalnec (Kamchatka. U~SH)
based on one \"E'g-etat iOIl p 'riud (170 day .j in 1970. P: product.ion ; H: re"rimt ion. V nlllc~
i.n small squarcs: grazed production (rations); \·a.IIH's in circles: Tlondigcstcd food; \·l1ll1es
in triangles: non.grazed producliou. (Original.)
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Black Sea, based on microbial production (SOROKIN, 19720..), give a minimum value
of 2500 to 3000 cal m 2 Jay-I. This corresponds to 50 to 60% of the total primary
production, and seems to represent an acceptable value for marine environments.
Some recent studies show that, without taking into account microflora and microzooplankton metabolism, we m,ty miss the major part of the plankton population
responsible for essential portions of the flow of energy and matter as well as for
organic decom position in the marine environment (POMEROY and JOHANNES, 1968;
BEERS and STEWART, 1969; SOROKIN, 19710.., 1973a.). POMEROY and JOHANNES
showed that the ultra-nannoplankton, including bacteria and small flagellates, is
responsible for the main portion of oxygen consumption recorded in the water
column [!'Om 0 to :300 m in the Atlantic Ocean. Recent investigations into the role of
bacteria in productivity and metabolism of the pelagic ecosystem in the tropical
waters of the Pacif'ir. Ocean (measured by the 14C method) revealed that the metaLolic rates of the microbial populations concerned often exceed the rates of phytoplankton production, cspecially in the oligotrophic zone of convergence (SOROKIN,
1971a, b, Hl73a). According to SHELDON and co-authors (1973), heterotrophic
partic:le production far exeeeds the size of 1 4 C primary produetion in the oligotrophic
surface waters of the Sargasso Sea.
Experiments lIsing 1 4 C techniques showed that microbial populations are an
impoItant nutrient source for zooplankton in the tropical ocean (SOROKIN and
("o-authors, 1970; PAVLOVA and co-authors, J971; PETlPA and co-authors, 1974).
Quantitative ria ta thus obta inecl were used in a mathematical-simulation model of a.
tropical pelagic ecosystenl (V1NOOltADOV and cO-i.wthors, I U72). Ar:cording to this
analysis (based on 14C m(-'asun~mcnts), microbial populations metabolize 2300
cal m -~ da.y- J, as com pared wit h 1300 cal rn -2 day-I accum ulatcd by phytoplan kters
(Table 0-3). The ('X('('SS of organic matter oxidized by the microfiora. is assumed to
Table 6-:3
ProducLivity charaderistics of a, phnkf.,oll communit.y ill the tropical Pacinc
OC('all (cal m- 2 (Lw- I : biomass: cnl rn- 1 ) in the 0-200 m layer. Station 60:~3,
R.V. '\-"ityaz', OO~oS, IUiol" E, I)cC'cnl!wr, 1969 (I3a:-;cd on VINOGRAOOV and coauthors, 1972)

"Pity t opln..1 k t (II,
na('ll'ria

Micl"Ilzoopllll\ k t (II'
Mcs'lzflnplllllklOI\

Biflll);\S"

I{l\ti'>n

PI"' "hlf't ion

HI';<pinloliol\

J()I)I)

1000
1000*

2:100

4(1)

1400
:tlOO
91G

lOa

404

J :l(;f)

693

I:l9

4:2l:l

(jil)

400

• Est illmll'" by n'lliocarbon method ...

have Leen transported from ("older, 1l1on~ pl'oducti\-e o,'(,<1n I't'gions hy advedion of
the Alltarcti(' intermediate waters (SOlWKIN, Ul7la).
Examples of t he cllergy-Ho\\' s("!lenH'. in evcral typica I pelagic hiota are shown in
Figs 0-:2 to G-·I. ThC'se prc'('nt the re, ults of joillt studies of pcl<1gic ecosy tems,
carried out during the last f('ll- years under the SlllWl'vision of])r. M. VrNooRADOV.
During these studit'fi, all possible autotrophic and heterotrophic ('omponents of th >
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food chain (excludjng nekton) were accounted for: phytoplankton, ba.etf'ria,
heterotrophic flagellates, ciliates, sarcodines, larval stages of crustaceans, hpTbivorous and carnivorous net zooplankton. Simultaneously, experimental studies
were done on the feeding and metabolism of mass species of animals, thereby
producing data on rations, size-composition and production rates (PETIP and
co-authors, 1971,1974; SOROKIN, 1971a, 1973a, 1974; VINOGRADOV and co-authors,
1972; SORORIN and co-authors, 1975a; TUlIIANTZEYA andSoRoKlN, 1975).
An example of data used is shown in Table 6-4, which indicates that microbial
respiration exceeds 14C primary production (taking into aCCOlln t all possible methodological gaps) even in the considerably productive waters of divergence where
primary production was found to be more than 0·6 g C m- I day-t. Microbial
respiration, together with the respiration of protozoans, composed a.bout 90% of the
total respiration of the heterotrophic part of the community. Th is ratio of respira-

Phytoplankton

p = 33,000

Bacteria

Preda tory
mesozooplonkton
P = 820

Detritus. DOM

Outflow,
Sedimento tion
Vig. 6·2: Ener-gy flo,," i,llt pelagic ocpunic ecosy;;;telli. Station 14G]
of HV 'Akndp'lIil< Ellrchato\" ('xpC'ditioli 1974: ,-,qunlor-iul
di\·prgcllc<,. 154 0 \ \ " ; Ft'lJrllHry; u"it;;;: c:ul m- 2 dny-I. C(lIIS11lt
legenu to Fig. 6-1 for fllrtl",r C'xplunntioll. (Ba.,-;pd Oil SOJWKIt"
nnd co-o.u tli 0)';;; , 19/5.)
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tion of ultraplankton and net plankton was also found ill tropical water~ by POM 81tOY
and JOHANNES (196R). The clat.a. of Ta.hle 6-4 show t.hat an inAow of ol'galli<; matt.er
from an external source is required to estahlish the bacteria ration.
A quite different situation was found in the productive upwelling regions (Fig.
(j-3). Here, half the primary production is not· utilized by the local N·osy. tcm. The
execs: might be used by other systems. Tn this case, respiration of heterot.rophic
microplanktoIl (·oIlstit.utes ('n. OO°!., oCtile total. A further scheme (Fig. 6-4) W,lS mane
for the ccosystem of temperat.e wat.ers of the Sea of Japan during the het.erot.rophic
stage of seasonal succession of the community in June (SOROKIN, 1974). Figure 6-4
shows that.,during the summer(phytoplankton minimum), evenin ternpcratewater,
a situation (:an exist where the energy needs of the heterotrophic part of the
community cannot be covered by primary production; in this case the ecosystem
must consume energy accumula.ted during the previous spring phytopla.nkton
bloomo
In pelagic ocean communities, the 'detritus' type of food chain predominates,
rather than the 'pasture' type based on direct grazing of phytoplu.nkton, which is

Phytoplankton

E:w;ternal

p = 6300

moiler

organic

Detritus, DOM

Outflow,
Sedimentation
Fig. 6·1: Enelogy flow in a. pelagic oceauic ecosy;;tem. Statioll 1454
of HV 'Akfl.demik Kurchatov' expf,ditioll 1974: equatorial
upw(,]ling, 98° vV ; ,January; uni1 s: cal In- 2 clay-I. (Based on
SonoK1N a.nd cooauthors, 1975.1
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morc commonly thought of in marine environments. In the r('gions of equat.orial
upwelling (Fig. 6-3) and divergence (Fig. 6-2), about 90% of the vrimary production
is utilized via the detritus stage-via bacteria and protozoans. The schemes reflect
the complex nature of the zooplankton ration, which was demonstrated experimentally (Fig. 0-5). When assessing the trophic role of bacteria and microzooplankton, these results clarify two basic problems of the ecology of tropical pelagic
zooplankton communities. The first concerns feeding of filtering animals at natural
phytoplankton concen trations (2 to 5 mg C m- J ); these are usually 3 to lOti lTIes less

Phytoplankton

p = 4750

Stock of
organic matter
accumulated
during spring
bloom of
phytoplankton

(200,000)

Bac terioplank ton
II--~~I

~

P=3580

Zooplankton
(crustaceans)

p = 760

Detritus; DOM

Outflow,
Sedimentation

:Fig. 6-4: Enel'gy flow in the pelagic ecosystem of a temperate sea during
slimmer. St.at.ion 66."\4 of RV 'Vityaz' expedition 1972: Japan Rea;
,JUIlC; llllit.s: c"l m- 1 day-I, (After SOROKIN. 1974; reproduced by
permission of Springer-Vcrll1,g.)

Phytoplankton
Bactorioplankton
Microzooplankton
(Protozoa)
Microzooplankton
(crustacean larva.e)
Mesozooplankton
(herbivorous)
Mezozooplankton
(pr('datory)

Community
components

-

0'30
045
0·40
0·25

0·25

16,300
1820

840

1270

1130

(K.)

Gross efficiency of
food utilization

-

Rations

280

320

330

6300
4900
820

Production

630

640

190

11.400
500

-

5

5

I

85
4

-

Metabolic losses
(respiration)
ca.1 m- 2
% of total

220

310

320

500

-

Non·assitnilated
food

Table 6-4Productivity characteristics of a plankton community in the equatorial divergence of the Pacific Ocean at 154 0 \V (ca,] m- 2
day-I) layer 0-200 m (Based on SOROKIN and co-authors, 1975a, b)
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t IWIl 1l1'{'PS, nry for recovering llwt a llOl j(' loss (! 0 to 30 mg C m -J). The answer is that
phytoplankton <:OIn])osc. only a. part (soJlIetimeseven a minor part) of I,he herbivore
rat iOJl. The S{'('OIH] probll'lll is the pl"(~dorninan(;e, in tropical waters, of predatory
11('( ~()()plailldon over till' lH'rhi\"ol"()lIs spl:cies, a. sitllation which is i.mpossible to
ex pia iII Oil t he basis of Jlrcda tor} [('cd ing. rndccd, the ration of preda.tory zooplanktOil ill('llldcs Illirrozooplallktoll, algar: and v n bacteria (flakes).

R

00
p
161%

P

50
m

b

I
b

I

0
4

5

Anlmols

Fig. 6·5: Importance of different food sou rees in the rution of several
mesozooplankton mass sp eies from the equaturial divergence.
R: daily ration 11,; perc ntage of body carbon. Food: b bacterio·
plankton; p phytoplankton; c ciliates; m mixtur() of small calanoids. Th animals: I : Clatl80calantUJ m.a8tigophort/,.~, 2: Paracalanus
parotUJ. 3: Uninula darwini, 4: E'llcalantUJ attenuatus, 5: Acartia
danae. (Based on information provided by PETIPA and coauthors. 19715.)

Decomposition of organic matter results in mineral nutrient regenenl,tion
(e.g. KETCHUM, 196]). Nutrient r generation is not a monopoly of the microftora;
it is also a result of animal activitie (JOHANNES, 1968). In environments where
microbial decomposition takes place predominately at the expense of old organic
matter (i.e. detritus poor in nutrients), bacteria consume, rather than produce,
external mineral nutrients ·especially phosphorus. In this case, not bacteria, but
the animals feeding and digesting bacteria and phytoplankton regenerate mineral
forms of nutrients (JOHANNES, 1964a),
AJI these general considerations must be taken into account when assessing the
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signifieanee of different organism groups in decomposition of organic matter in
marine environments.
(L) The Role of Microbial Populations in the MctaLolism of

Aquatic Ecosystems
Abtlndant dat,a, especially from freshwater habitats, document the important
role of miCTobial populat.ions in the metabolism and productivity of aquatic ecosystems (Zo nELL, I 94G; J{O))J N A, 1951; K lJZN ETSOV, )969, 1970; SI!:KI, 1965b;
SOROKIN, 1071 b; STRI 'KLANO, 197 J). Microbial populations are composed primarily
of bacteria and also of adillomycetes, yeasts and moulds. Unfortunately, comparable knowJedge is not yet availctblp- on marine ecosystems. Up to the time of this
writing, deplorable data gaps still exist in the knowledge of microbial biomass,
distribution, productivity and in situ metabolism in oceans and coastal waters.
In regard to productivity st.udies and in ]'(',;pc'ct to bio-geoehemistry, the process
of microbial production ibdf is no less important. than t,he proces' coupled with it,
namely, microbia,l decomposition, which has attract.ed far more attention
(RITTENRERfl, 1963; SOROKIN, 1972d). Microbial synthesis trn.nsforms dead organic
matter and CO 2 into microbiu,1 cell prot.ein (PARSONS and STRICKLAND, 1961). This
process includes into cell synthesis-and thus into the food chain as well-an
appreriablc number of elements, such as N, P, S, Fe, Mil, Co and some trace metals.
A specific feature of bacterial decomposers is their a,bility to meta.bolize-and
include int.o the ecosystem's energy budget-energy from sources and concentrations which are barely, or not at all, accessible to other organisms (ZoBELL, H146).
Among these sources arc the Jow in sit-a concentrations of dissolved organic matter
(sugars, am ino acids, fatty acids, humic acid ), dead particulate organic material,
cellulose, chitin and hydrocarbons. Decomposition of organic substances in anaerobic habitats is accomplished almost exclusively by microbial populations.
Microflora. components also oxidize the low-molecular-weight products of anaerobic
decomposition, sl1ch as fatty acids and alcohols, and reduced mineral suLstu.nc~es
(e.g. methane, hydrogen, hydrogen sulphide, ammonia), using oxidation energy for
biosynthesis. In this way, microbial popldations constit.ut.e :i. functional bridge
between biological processes in the wat.er and its reduced scdirllents, in acldit·.ion to
promoting mobilization of energy resourref{ contained in organic sediments, ,tnd
including these resources int.o the biologi ~a.1 production proc'ess (80ROlUN, 1965,
1970a, 1972b; FENCHEL, Hl70; see also KINNE and BULNHEIlIJ, 1977).
Microbial populations are also fundamental producers of external metabolites,
which constitute the biochemica.lJy ad.ive portion of dissolved organic matter in
sea water (KHAlLOV, 1971 ). It has been stated that marine bacteria excrete peptides,
amino acids and polysaccharides (DAGLEY ;tnd JOHNSON, 1956; ADAMS and Yo NO,
1965), enzymes (KADOTA, 1959; McDONALD and co-authors, H1G3; CHEP RNOVA,
) 966), vitamins and antibiotics (DAISLEY Ctnd FISHER, 195R; BUCK and MEYERS,
1965; CARLUCCI and SILBE:RNAGJ,L, 1965). The external metabolites excreted by
the marine microfl.ora are an important factor in the formation and integration of
marine biocenoses (LUCAS, 1947; JOHNSTO~, 1955). This role of the marine microflora is demonstrated most clearly in epibiotic communities of essile microa.lgae and
bacteria covering solid surface areas and detri tus particles (KHAILOV and
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GORBENKO, 1967; KHAILOV and FINENKO, 1968).
In the following paragraphs, detailed data and conclusions are presented, together
with the description of some methods employed in quantitative studies on distribution, metabolism, productivity and on the trophic role of microfiora populations in marine habitat,s.
Several accounts regarding methodological aspects of microbial dynamics (e.g.
determination of numhers and biomass, metabolic activities, trophic relationships)
have been presented in STANDARD METHODS (1961), and by KUZNETSOV and
ROMANENKO (1963), H,ODINA (1965), SOROKIN (1968) and SOROKIN and KADOTA
(1972); see also Volume II: SCHLEGEL (1975); Volume III: GUNDERSEN (1976).
Many of these methods give results of low reproducibility and are often difficult to
interpret. In western count,ries, methods involving direct microscopical bacteria
counts, measurements of their biomass on stained membrane filters or measurements
of microbial production and decomposition rate via radiocarbon estimates of
heterotrophic CO 2 assimilation are, sometimes, hardly accepted. In eastern countries, corresponding s('cpt,icism exists in regard to the use of plate counts and
labelled organics for measuring numbers, biomass and rate of microbial decomposition at sea. Consequently> methodological aspects require a detailed and critical
review.

(2) Determination of Rates of Microbial Production and Decomposition
(Examples of Worldwide Rates)
(a) Methodology

Sampling Problems
Different methods of estimating microbiological dynamics require different types
of sam pIers. In practice, special st,erile microbiologieal water sam pIers are absolutely
necessary only for plate-colony eounts and for microbiological counts by the minirrlal-diJution method. Mic:robiological data obtained on number and distribution of
bacteria in the sea (by using the plate-count method and based on water samples
taken b.y non-sterile samplers, e.g. serial hydrological Nansen bottles) were proven
to be artifacts of cont.amination by the m ieroAora from the i:iampler's walls
(SOROKIN, 19Mb; 'WILLINGHAM and BUCK, 1\:165). These data can now only be of
historical interest (ZOBELL, 1941). Examples of such data include tile worldwide
investigations on distribution of heterotrophic bacteria by KRISS (1963).
Among the most convent.ional sterile sa.mplers for greater deptbs are those
developed by ZOBELL (1941) iLnd NrSKIl\T (l962), employing contract.iblc rubber
bulbs (or sterile plastic bags) expan(ling at defined depths to take up water seun plc$.
Syringe samplers ha.ve been introduced by JANNASCH and :'IrA rmux (l967) and
SOROKIN (1964b). An interesting new type of large-volume sterile sampler has been
described by BERTONI and MELCHIORRJ-SANTOLINI (1972). In this sampler,
pressure injury to the large (5-1) sterile glass bottle is prevented by counter pressure
(air from SCUBA-diving apparatus).
For estimating tot.al bacteria numbers by the direct microscopical method, or for
measurements of metabolic activities of the microbial population, special samplers
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are not required. It is sufficient. to use plastic waLer bottles of the types described
by VA)l DORN (1956) or SUSLYAF.V (in: SOItOKIN, 1970a). These wnsist of an open
plastic cylinder (2- to 5-1 cap:tl:ity) wit.h 2 caps closing the cylinder at a predetermined depth. The water bottle must be cleaned and rinsed with 5 to 10% Hel
solution for sterilization and prevent ion of contamination from the surface film.
Sampling of surface film, often containing a specific neuston biocenosis (e.g.
SIEBURTH, 1965a), requires spccial attention. Screens a.re usually used for this
purpose (GARRETT, 1961)). The screen is placed on the water surface and then transferred in a vertica.l position to it collection bucket,. Another method for sampling
surface-film bacteria has been introduced by BEZDEK and CARLUCCl (1972). The
bacteria are accumulated by air bubbles passing through the water sample.
In pelagic ocean regions, microbial population densities are often very low. This
fact may preclude the usc of direct estimation methods. Therefore, ome investigators have attempted gentle concentration. The main eoncentra.t.ion method is
filtration via reversed or spinning-membrane filters (DODSON and THOMAS, 1964;
POMEROY and JOHAI NES, 19G8). Losses of living material during 100- to 500-fold
concentration amounted to about. 70 to 80% (}IoLM-HANSI':N a.nd co-authors, 1970).
The reason for th~ poor performancp, of this method probably lies in the selective
nature of the concentration process; microbial cells penetrat.e the filter porE's and
attaeh to it more easily than largcr orga.nisms (e.g. phytoplankton, especially
motile f1agellat SOl' ciliat s) which can escape contact with the filter surface.
It is extremely important to obtain ljuantitatively representat.ive samples over
vert ical profiles. Energy asscssrJ1(~nts of the dynamic aspects of aCJllatiC' ecosystems
demand C'xpression of such quantitativI- data in calories m- 2 . Thus, rclia.ble curves
are required, which describe biomass, production and metabolic rates in a verti('al
profile, and aceount. for all sianifieiLnt variations which may be pl"l'ul i:lr a.nd irregu lar
in strat.ified ba~ins (e.g. HARUER, l %8). Ideal are cont,inu )\IS recordings, similar to
those used for estimating l'Idorophyll by the fluoromdric llwthod. However, this
method cannot yet Ill" employed for measuring microbiologic'al parameters. The
only way to obtain reliable vl'l'tical profiles is still I'ofcfl'llC'c sampling, e.g. selec:tioll
of samplill-r depths with the aiel of continuOlls recording of o>uitablc physical or
chemif'al parametc'l's ('oupled wit II IH\'er struet\lreS of local plnnkton communities.
The pa.ramekl's used \I'c!'e knlporatur(' (SOIWKIN, 19GO), t.urbidity (SOROKIN,
1973a) and bioluminescence (Vlt'OClRAOOV and c·o-a.ut.hors, lD70; SOROKIN, Hl7Ia).
Layr·l'O> of maximum micl'ohinl ad ivity can be found in the tipper part. of the
thermodilH' (Fig. G-G). Tllpse layl'r,,; ('uilll'icle well with thc turhidity and bioluminescence maxima. l{cfl'['('llc'C' sampling Illay})(' madll in ~ ways. In the lirst., more simple
way profiks of 1 01' 2 of the a bovl'- nH:'ntioned parameters arc ma.de. Thp,n, in accordance with the (·han1c({-risties of the l'\l['ves obtainl?d, ::;arnplillg dl'Jlths are selected.
The second, more precise Hill! handy approaeh, involves th(~ attal:hing ofa group of
\I'atcr bottl s to it ('able, togctllPr \-\'ith several indicators I'llI' contilluous parameter
I'cC'ording. The illIteI' bot t Ie::; Hn' doscJ 1I11~['haJlieaJly at IH'csplccled depth' by 'L
me 'senger, as the apparatus passes through the water ('olumn (OI'i'EI.SON and coauthors, 1971).

f; tiJl/fltiUi! of Microhial Biomass
Th re arc 3 IIlain

III

'I hod.' for obtaining quantitati,-c data

011

mic'robial bioma.
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(i) calculation based on the total number of single microbes and their average
volume, as determined bydirel~t microscopical counting; (ii) calculation based on the
ATP or protein cont(~Ilt., estimated by biuret rea.ction (KREY, 1967) in the suspended
matter collected by membrane filters; (iii) cakula.tion ba.-ed on mct.abolic rates (M)
or productioll rates (F), IIsing the PIB or Pllll coefficients (SEXI, 1970).
\\'ith reference to the first method, it mllst be stressed that the total number of
bacteria cannOL be estimated by cultivation 01' colony-count methods, The.'e
method~ reveal only a small portion of t.he toted microbial population actually
present (..,ee also Voillme II [: ell N IH:RSEN, 1976). The ra.tio between total num bel' of
bactcria counteel by dired m icroscopy (which accounts fot' all microbial cells present)
and nllmbers obtained by plate COllnts varies from 1: 100 to I: 20,000 in eutrophic
unci oligotrophi(' environments, re:,;pec-tively (Table 6-5). Plate counts can be used
only as a relative indicator of the abundance of active heterotrophic bacteria
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Table 6-5
Generalized ranges of total bacterial number (N), estimated by direct count, and of
bacterial biomass (B) in surface sea and fresh water and in sediment exhibiting
different levels of productivity during the warm season (Based on SOROKIN and
KAD01'A, 1972, and SOROKIN, 1973c)
Surface water
Habitat typo
N(10 6

Polluted estuaries and
lagoons
Eutrophic waters
M . otrophic waters
Oligotrophic waters

ml~l)

Zr-10
1-3
0·2-1
0·04-0·2

Sediment

B(mg C m- J )

Ratio direct
count: plate
count

100-1000

2()..-100

5()..-).50
5-50
1-5

100-1000
1000-2000
2000-20,000

N(l09 g-I)

B(/-Lg C g-I)

5-10

50()..-1000

2-10
0·1-1
0·01-0·1

100-1000
5-1000
02-.'3

utilizing proteinaceous compounds. However, these are practically useless from the
standpoint of biomass calculations.
The most a.ppropriate method of microbial enumeration presently available for
biomass calculations is direct microscopical counting. Bacteria can be count.cd in
intact sample concentrated on the surface of membrane filters or slides (JANNASCH
and JONES, 1%9; RASUMOV, 19G2; KUZNETZOV and ROI>IANENKO, 1963; RODINA.
19G5· SOROKIN and KADOTA, 1972). For counting bacteria in concentrated sa.mples,
erythrosin staining is usually employed. In the intact samples sbined with a. fluorchrome, bacteria can be counted under t,he luminescent microR,l'ope (WOOD, 1965),
wi th the aid of a phase-contra-xt mi(,l'Oscope, in peloscopic capi] lari($ (PERFIL') EV and
GA RF., 1969)01' ina glass camera. The capilbric:; have flat, pamHcl walls (30 x J OOjtlll).
The glass Oil mora, which can be used alternately, has a depth of 50 [Lm. The count in
intact water samples, in a suspension of silt or periphyton ::;cra.ps, can also be made
in a lass camera of 2- to 3-rnm depth. The cells are counted in the view field of a
microscope at GOO to x 900, immersing the phase contrast objective directly into
the sample, while the microsereen i:; turning between 2 fixed positions, providing a
vertical objective move of 30 to 50 p.m. In this case, the -ample volume in which the
cells have bef'n cOllnt<~d is caiclilat d on the basis ofthe mea ur d vertical objective
move and the area of the field ('ounted (YAGODA, 1975).
Sizing of microbial cells t,o calc:ulate their volume can be done on stained, dry
preparations on membrane filters or on slides. In these preparations, microbial
cells shrink; hence, a correction factor must be applied in order to obtain the original
average volume ofa wet cell. This faetorwasfound to be 2'5 (TROITSKY a.nd SOItOKIN,
1967). Sizing of living bacteria. can be made in concentrated amples employing
phase contrast.. ·Microphotography is also useful for such estimations. For ··tatistical
treatment of microbial num bel'S, it is convenient to use the monogram by CASSEL
(1965).

Carbon content in the wet microbial biomass was found to be 10%. Hence, the
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microbial biomass (B in mg C I-I) can be calculated as fo1Jows

B = N . 0·1 . V mg C 1-1

(1)

where N = total num her of baderia (10- 9 1-1) and V = average cell volume (um -J).
The method of direct microscopical counting on stained filters is widely used in the
USSR, Germany and Austria (KI:ZNETSOV, 1959; KRISS, 1963; RODlNA, 1965;
SOROKIN, 1971a, 1973c; OVERBECK, 1972; TILZER, 1972), but much less frequently
in the USA. American scientists found the process too time consuming (STRICKLAND,
1971). Another reason seems to be the inconvenience of the Millipore membrane
(0·45-,u.m-pore-size)tiltcrs which are used in the USA for direct connting of bacteria.
The crude structure causes microbial cells to penetrate deep into the mass of the
filter, making counting quite difficult. For this purpose, Sartorius filters and the
Czechoslovakian VUFS O'I-fLm-pore-size filter are recommended.
The ATP method of estimating microbial biomasses (actually the total biomass of
nannoplankton) is based on the empirical ratio between the amounts of ATP and
living-protoplasm carbon (Hour-HANSEN and BOOTH, ] 966; HOLM· HANSEN, 1970).
This ratio was fonnd to average 250 in plankton and marine bacteria (HAMILTON and
HOLM-HANSEN, 1967). Microflora components are concentrated from fresh or
frozen samples on membrane filters. ATP is then extracted with tris-buffer. In the
extracts obtained, ATP content is estimated by luciferine-luciferase reaction,
recorded by detection of light emitted with the aid of a photomultiplier or by scintillation techniques (ADDANKI and coauthors, 1966). The ATP method estimates
10- 5 to 10- 7 ,u.g ATP. It was also used for estimating microbial biomasses in bottom
sediments (ERNST, 1970).
Unfortunately, the ATP method has serious shortcomings. It does not differentiate between microbes, small flagellates and phytoplankton cells. The ratio ATP: biomass depends on (i) the physiological state of the plankton cells and (ii) the time
elapsed between sRmpling and analysis. The only reliable way to control the
resulting deviation is to use the direct microscopic counting method.
A comparison of direct microscopical and ATP estimation of the total microplankton biomass (bacteria + phytoplankton) in intact water samples with purely
microbial biomass samples, prefiltered through Nuclepore filters (5-fLm pores) to
exclude phytoplankton, have been made in waters of the eastern Pacific Ocean
(SOROKIN and ~0-author8, 1975). The results show that the total biomass ofphytoplankton and bacteria in intact water samples from the euphotic zone ('rable 6-6)
agrees with that calculated from thc ATP data. In deeper layers, the ATP method,
as a rule, gives 1·5 to 2 times larger microbial biomass values, as compared to the
direct-count data of SOROlON (1971a, 1973a) and HOLM-HANSEN (1969). In prefiltered samples from the Peruvian upwelling region, a favourable comparison of
ATP and direct-count data was observed in samples taken below the layers rich in
phytoplankton (Table 6-7). The latt,er pack the pores of the N uclepore fil tel' and
retain part of the In i('rohial cells. Hence, the problem of microbial biomass measurement by the ATP method in the euphotic zone-in the presence of phytoplanktonhas not yet been solved, clespite the use of Nuclepore filters. The method of direct
counting, in this case, appears to be more acceptable.
The consumption rate of labelled glucose was used as a, measure of microbial
biomasses by SEKI (1970). The ratio of glucose assimilation to bacterial biomass was
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Table 6-6
Total biomass (B s ) of phytoplallkton (R p ) and bactcrioplankton (fl,J, as compared
with the living biomass f'stimakd from tlltal ATP data (H a ), crnployillg a. ralio
bioma s-carbon: ATP oUriO (HOLM- HANSI':N, 1 UG9); Sta.l,joll 1450, R. V. 'Abdcmik
Kurchat.ov', Equatorial Divt'l'gc/ll'l', ) 2:2" W, January, I \.Ii.J. (Ba;;(~d on LUZAHEV
and MIRKINA, 1075; SOROKIN a.nd co-anthors, 197!»)
Biolll
Bb

Depth
(m)

lip

C

111- 3 )

Total .-\TP content

B,

Bu

4·4
5·8

5·9

8·2
3·0

O·f)

0·9
0'4
03

7·7
7·5
13-0
6·0
15
0·7
0·7

3

1·5

26

48

3·6
],5

75

0·7

6·7
2·3

100

0·4
02
0

0·2
0·3

200
500

SS (lIlg

\1-4

(fLg

111- 3 )

32
30
52
24
6

3
3

Table G-?
Microbia.l biomass estimated by direct counting, as compared with that calculated
from ATP content in identic-al sa.mples prefiltered through Nuclcpore filters to
eliminate phytoplankton. Samples taken along oS ncar t.he coast of Peru, March
1974 (Based on SOROKIN, 1g7:3; LUZAltEV and ~IIRKINA, 197.'))

Sta.tion,
longitude (W)

Df'pth

Total nurnbf'r of
bactl'ria (direct
counL)

Direct,cOtlllt
mot.hod

ATP motllotl

18·2
6·8
39·0
9'7

8·0
5·7

12.'i

) ·56
0·52
]'59
021
0·09

3·6

6,.')

o

2·46

32·0

7·5

(In)

lOb ml- '

St. 1468,
80° 35'

o
10
) :3

nO
St. 1470
81 0 57'

Microbial biornass
rng In- 3

24·5

14·8

25

0·21

7·3

g·o

,,0

0·10

150

0·02

3·1
0·5

2·1
1·7

estimated in cultures of t.he marine bacterium Vibrio sp. The ratio obtained was
used for calculating microbial biomasses in natural waters.

b'stimation of

~licrobial Product·ion

The rate of microbial production in mar·jne environm nts is one of the most
important, but still one of the least-studied aspects of marine ecology (STRICKLAND,
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1971). There are considerable methodological diniculties. Fur more data arc available on mif:l'obial production in limnic habitats (KUZNETSOV and ROMANENKO,
IOGG; KliZNETSOV, 1970; OVEJUH:CK, 1972; SOROKIN, 1072(1).
Microbial produetivity can Lw estimated by boWe methods. One of these
estimates microbial mult.iplication ra,tes in a· water sample (IVANOV, 1955;
GAK, 1075). Other methods of microbial metabolic-rat.e determination use CO 2
assimilation (ROMAN"~NKO, ] 9U-l; SOROKIN, J 970a, [()71 a) or O 2 consumption
(SOROKIN and KADOTA, 1un) as criteria. Still other methods are basec! on measuring
ba(~terial population growth rates in natural waters, Ilsing a chemostat (JANNASCH,
1969; sec also Volume III).
IVANOV'S (1955) method is widely used by limnologists. Rates of microbial
multiplication are measured at temperat.ures dose to those recorded under in situ
conditions by direct micro.' 'opieal barteria count. For this purpose, samples of
prefiltered water arn llsed in order to avoid grazing during the 12- to 24-11. exposure.
Grazing rates are established in the same way, using a nonnlt,ered parallel sample.
Several modifications OfIVANO\·'S method have been described (VrNBERc, 1971).
A calculation method introduced by GAK (1975) employs the equation:

P=N·K·t

(2)

where N = microbial number in initial nonfiltered sample, K = coefficient of the
mte of microbial multiplication*, n 1 and n 2 = numbers of bacteria in filtered water
sa.mples before and after expo 'ure, and t = exposure t.ime in hours. The equation is
based on the assumption that microbia,) produ tion in natuml waters is equal to
grazing. Such a rehLtionship wa' proved by data which revealed that the total
amount of bacterioplankton cells remained ~onsta.nt in intact water samples
obtained in Jakes or reservoirs during J day of their exposure (VINBERO and
JAROVITSINA, 1946; CZECZUGA, 19(0). According to GAK (l967), after 1 day of
exposure of 260 samples from the Kiev Reservoir, the initial (3,78 ± 0·19· 10 6 ) and
the final (3·08 ± 0-19'10°) Lota! mi~robial numbNsml- ' were practicaJly the same.
ROM A NENKO (1970) used the following method fur estimating the va,]ues ofn l and n 2 ,
in order to calculate the cocfficient J( in the above equation. He accepted that these
num bel'S are proportional to the rates of microbial heterot,rophie J 400 2 assimilation,
which reflect the mte of microbial biosynthesis (ROMANENKO, 1964; SOROKIN,
1964c). ROMANENKO estimated the grazing rate in samples where microbial multiplication was inhibited by antibiot.ics.
The above-mentioned methods have not yet been widely used in marine environments, where ROMANENKO (1964) most frequently employed the radiocarbon
method (SOROKIN, 197 la, 197 3a); this method is used in fresh waters as well
(OVERBECK, ] 972; ROMAN1':NKO, 1972; SORORIN, 1972a.; TILZER, 1972). It has been
described in detail by SOROKIN (1971a), SOROKlN and KADOTA (1972) and ROlVIANF,NKO and KUZNETSOV (1974), and is based on the empirical ratio between CO 2
assimilation and cell synthesis by heterotrophic bacteria. This ratio varies from
3 to 10% for bacteria mth different types of metabolism (SOROKIN, 1964c).
• K = 2·303 (lg n, - Ig
t

nil
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ROMAN ENKO (1964) estimated the ratio for natural freshwater micro bial popu lations
to be 6%, and SOR01<TN (1971a) determined the mho for sea-water microbial
populations to be 5%. Hence, the microbial production (P) can be calculated as
follows:

P

=

20·A mg C m- J day-J

(3)

where A = the rate of heterotrophic ili'\Rimilation of CO 2 , as mefLsurcd by the radiocarbon method, expre sed in mg C m- J day-I. The use of this method still pre ents
somc difficultie and limitations. Among these is the separation of the CO 2 fM>. imilation by bacteria from that by phytoplankton in the sampl s from the euphotic zone.
However, in practice, there is usually little difference between t,he rates of CO 2
assimilation in the intact samples of sea· water and in those prefiltered to exc.ludc the
phytoplankton (SOlWKIN, 1971 a, 1Una), when the samples are kept in darkness
for 2 h before the addition of 14C-ca.rbona.te solution. The separation of phytoplankton can be accomplished with the aid of a 7-j-Lm or 10-j-Lm-mesh nylon net or Nuclepore filters. Such pl'efiltration removcs not only the phytoplankton, but also the
animal grazers of bacteria, i.e. the microzooplankton, and can cause some overestimntion of in situ prodllcti vity rates (SHELDON and co-all thors, 1973).
Anat.her limitation of the radiocarbon method lies in possible variat,ions of the
ratio CO 2 assimilation to microbial production in the water layers dose to the
anaerobic zones (OVERBF.C1<, 1972). In th so layers, chemo-autotrophs llsing
rE'duc d mineral subi'\tancfls may b(~ present (Volume II: SCHLEGEL, 1975). Chemoautotroph .. a. imitate CO 2 in quite a different. proportion to hot.el'otrophs (, 'OROKIN
and J(ADOTA, 1972). In order to differentiate autotl'ophie CO 2 assimilation from
heterotrophic CO 2 a.ssimilat.ion, SOlWKIN (L 972b) made the assumption that the
rate of het.erotrophic CO 2 assimilation in the water column is proportional to the
relative vertical distribution of active heterotrophic microbial populations, as
measured by platc counts or with the aid of labelled protein hydrolysate. This
approac'h makes it possible to estimate the vettica.l gradient in the rate of heterotrophic assimilation, taking the sea surface value as 100'/".
A third limitation Df the radiocarbon method is thc so-called \vall effect'.
STEE~IAN NIELSEN (1972) postulated that a probable cause of overesti mu,tion of
mic:rouial production by the J4C method (as well as the bottle method) is Jue to such
'wall effe(·t'. This phcnom non, fir.. t described by ZOBELL and ANDERSON (1936),
doc not, however, inAuence short·tcrm (I day at 10° C) bottle experiments on
total-microbial-populaLion production. ZOBELL and A:\DERSON st<~ted that a more
rapid increase in the num bel' of plate-counted heterotrophs occurred during prolonged inc:ubation of sea-water samples in bottles of smaller size (as opposed to
larger ones). This difference appeared quite some time after the initial 24 h of exposure; moreover, the plate count records less than I % of the total microbial population. The influence of the 'wall area' of the bottles upon microbial activity was
more markedly reflected in the results of experiments on biological oxygen consumption (BOC). During the first 4 days of exposure, its rates were similar in IOO-ml
and 1-1 bottles. Corresponding results \-\'t~re obtained in experiments with 50-ml and
1000-ml bottles (ROMANENKO, 19(9). Th(~ 'wall effect' wa:.; disproved by TA YLOR and
COLLINS (1949), even in relation to plate-counted heterotrophs. With regard to the
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tot,al microbial population, special experiments documented that its growth rate
was independent of the bottle volume, or was even larger in larger-ca.pa.city bottles
(CZECZUGA, 1960; GODLEVSKA-LIPOVA, 19(9).
The simplest method of ascertaining approximate microbial production values
uses oxygen-consumption rate D (mg O 2 I-I day-I) as criterion. According to
SOROKIN and KADOTA (1972), D is determined at in sit'u temperatures, employing
the dark-bottle method of BOC

P

=

0·8 D mg C I-I day-I.

(4)

This ratio was originally found empirically by comparison of field data on microbial production (as measured by the direct-count bottle method) with the BOC data
obtained from the same samples in the Bratsk Reservoir. The ratio appro. rs to be an
accurate reflection of the efficiency of microbial biosynthesis, as expressed by the
coeffi cien t

P

Kl:KI

1

= P + D = 1 + 3.3 = 0·23

(6)

where D = microbial metabolism measured via BOC in mg O 2 1-1. About the same
values of K[ (0'25-0'30) were found in direct experiments (SOROKIN, I971a;
SOROKIN and co-authors, 1971).
The production of autotrophic, chemo-autotrophic and photosynthetic bacteria
can be estimated by the I4C method (SOROKrN, 1964a; l' AKAHASH! and ISlHMURA,
1968; KUZNETSOV, 1970; SOROKIN and KADOTA, 1972). The efficiency (K 1 ) of
aquat,ic microflora biosynthesis can be determined with the aid of la,belled orga,nic
matter. Labelling with J 4 C protein hydrolysat,e or glucose was used by SORQKIN
(1970c, 1971<1), who mea.sured maximum accumulation of the hydrolysate carbon
in bacteria cells. Another method is based on the simultaneous estimation of 2 values
in the same water sample: (i) oxidized organic carbon, by estimating oxygen consumption of the bn.cterioplankton (R); (ii) microbial production determined by t,he
14C method (P). The percentage ratio P'lOOjR gives the efficiency (SOROKIN and
co-authors, 1971).

111 etabolic Activities of N aturalMicrobial Populations
Many investigations rev(·;tl that 10e;).1 metabolic activities exhibitcd by natural
microbial populations usually do not coincide well with bacterial numbers. Isolation
and even enumeration ofba,deria of different metabolic types from water samples
usually provides insufficien t informat,ion about, actuat in sit!1.< conditions
(RITTENBERG, 1963). More reliable information can be obtiline(l through in Ijitu
measurement of aetua,1 or potential metabolic activiti<'s, such as CO 2 assimilation,
consumption of labelled organic substances, or of oxygen in samples of water or
bottom sediments, artificially enriched with minor nn10unts of spe(·in.c sllbstrata
(different kinds of organic matter or reduced inorganio sub.·tances). The labelled
organic substances used were amino acids, organic acids, sugars and protein hydrolysates of phytoplankton (WRIGHT and HOllmE, L965 ; VACCARO and ,J ANN ASCH,
}fl66; WILLlAMS and ASKEW, 1968; SOROlZIN, 1970b). Thl' intensity wit.h which labelled CO 2 and labelleJ organic subst,rata are consumed by the natural microHora is
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measured in short-term experiments (2 to 20 h) either by determining the radioactivity present in microbial cells after exposure or by measuring the intensity of
labelled CO 2 release (SEKI, 1970; WILLIAMS, 1970).
The reduced inorganic substances used were methane, hydrogen, hydrogen
sulphide or thioslllphato (SOROKIN, 1970a). In this C'itse, the relative intensity of
chemosynthesis is measured with the aid of 14 0; the consumption rate of inorganic
substrate is taken as indicator.
For studying the mechanisms and the intensity of sulphur, phosphorus or nitrogen turnover by natural microbial populations, 35 8, J2p or 15N are most convenient.
Providing the specific act,ivity of these elements is known, turnover intensities can
be measured under conditions approximating those in the Sea. Rate and mechanisms
ofH 2S and sulphide oxidation, as well as S04 reduction in some meromictic lakes and
in the anoxic Black Sea, were studied with the aid of J5S (SOROKIN, 1964a, 1970a,
1972b). Turnover rates and the role of bacteria in phosphorus metabolism of Jakes
and marine waters were studied with the aid of J2P (WATT and HAYES, 1963;
JOHANNES, 19640.; SOROKIN, 1972d) Use of 15N made it possible to estimate in situ
rates of nitrogen fixation in lakes and marine waters (GOgRING, 1968; DUGDALE,
1969). This relatively complex method of measuring N rfixation can be replaced by
the acetylene-reduction method (STEWART and co-authors, 1967). Acetylene is
reduced via the same enzyme complex as N 2' When mE'asuring the in situ acetylenereduction with the aid of gas chromatography, it becomes possible to ca.Jculate the
N 2 -reducing activities of the Mganisms in the sa.mple.
The radioautography method is used for determining activities of various kinds
of micro-organism cells (BROCK and BROCK, 19B8; MUNRO and BROCK, 1968).
Isotopes with soft radiation (1 4C, JR, JJ P) can be used as ra.diotracers. Radioautography of microbial cens from natural populations, labelled with J2P was used by
PERONI (1972) for determining the numbers of metabolically i1ctive bacteria in the
sea. Radioisotopes were also u ed for estimating the consumption ofsome iIn portant
trace elements, such as Fe and Co (SOROKIN, 1972d).

M('wH/rement of in situ Decomposition Rates
The simplest method for assessing in situ de('omposition ratefi is rliroct determina.tion of oxygen <.;onsumpt,ion via the batt,lc met.hocl, using Winkler titrution or oxyaen
electrode:::; (1\ O\·OSF.{.OV, H162; L."'EVASTLI n.nd l:o-authors, 1965; FEDOSOV and
ERMACHENKO, 19U!J). Howe vel', this method, widC'ly u. cd in fresh wat,ers, is usually
not sensitive enough for est,i mating oxygen con~ulllption in the open sca. It can best
be applied in eutrophic neritic waters, in estuaries and in small inland seas. In
oligotrophic water:;, this method ('an be used following the concentration of sample. ,
with the aid of nwmbranc filters (POMEIWY and JOHANNES, 1968; SEKl, H168;
OSTAl'ENY A, 1971).
In pelagic sea an'as, mon" sCI1,'itive, indirect methods are employed: clark
heterotrophic 002-assimiln,tion measurements, ATP estimations, enzymatic
measurements of rcspiratory aC'tiviti(~s, determination of in situ decompo 'it-ion
rates, and geochemical methods.
(i) Dark het,erot.rophie CO 2 -assimilation measurements with the aid of 14C have
been employed by HOMANENKO (1965). This author found the empirical ratio
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between COl assimilation (a, mg m- J ) and respiration in natural microbial communities (D, mg 0 1 m- J ) to be 140; SOROR-TN (1971£1) obtained a value of 150. With
this method, the rate of in situ decomposition has been determined experimentally
to be as low as 0·04 mg O 2 1-1 year-I. The limitations of th is method are the same as
discussed in context with measuring microbial biomass.
(ii) ATP estimations in sea water have been used for calculating respiration rates
by STRICKLAND (197]) and HOBIllE and co~authors (1972).
(iii) New enzymatic measurements of respiratory ud,ivities of planktonic communities have been developed by PACKARD and RWHARDS (1971). The enzymatic
method is based on estimating activities of the electron-transport system (ETS)
by enzymatic reduction of tetrazolium in plankton accumulated on glass~fibre
filters. A similar method has been employed by OHLE (in: SOROKIN and KADOTA,
1972) for determining dehydrogenase activity in bottom sediments.
(iv) SevNal approaches have been made to determine in situ uecomposition rates
with the aid of 1 4 C-labelled, low-molecular-w{'ight organic matter, such as glucose,
amino acids or fatty aeids (WRIGHT and HOBBIE, 1965; KADOTA and co-authors,
1966; HO.13BIE and co-authors, 1972). Similar to the enzymatic procedures outlined
above, this method determines the heterotrophic pott~ntial or relative heterotrophic
activities (TAKARASHJ and ICIDM RA, 1971), rather tha.n the actual va.lue of in situ
microbia.l respiration. It was successfully used for studying the kinetics of organicmatter consumption by natural plankton communities at limited concentrations
(STRICKLAND, 1971 ). This method facilitates measurements of uptake velocity (Vm),
butis only related to the uptake of one individual sub tam'e, and even in this respect
it is necessary to know the in situ concentration of the. ubstance in order to obtain
absolute values.
(v) Geochemical methods of esti mating orgal1ic~matterdecomposition rates have
been described by SOHOKIN and KADOTA (1972), and are not discussed here in detail.

(b) Examples of Distrihution and Localization of Microbial
Activity in Marine Environments

As pointed out above, microbial populations arc a, most importa.nt component
of an aquatic ecosystem, both in tNms of energy How and nutrient dyna,micfI. In
order to evaluate the actual participation of microflora in these processes, it is
necessary to obtain information on (i) the microbial biomass in different biotopes
of the sea, as well as the rate of itg production; (ii) the sources oforganie ma,ttel' n,nd
nutrients available to the marinp, microftora, together with their rate of in situ
metaboJism; (iii) the importance of the microflora (l, a. food sou rcc for mass sjllwies
of filter-, detri tus- or sedi rl1(~n t-fcco iog ani ma'is. The role of mi 'rof!ol"ll com jlollent,s
in decomposing organic matter in the sea is tllseparablc from jts rok in the produC'tivity and trophical dynamics of t.he ceosystcm.
The flow of informa.tion on biomass, produetioll and trophical dynamics of the
marine microflora is slow. Most. (hta accnmulated have been con<:t'rJ1ccl with t.he
distribution and physiology of individual micro-organism groups-heterotrophs,
grown on rich organic media or on easily utiliwble labclbl organic rllf~tter (Volume
III: GUNDERSEN, 1976).
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Measurements of in situ biomas and production, especially in pelagic regions,
arc both complex and time-consuming (STRICKLAND, 1971). However, without such
knowledge, it is impossible to analyse the ecological dynamics of marine
productivity.

Total Number of Bacteria a.nil Their Biomass
From the sparse data at hand, it seems that number and biomass of planktonic
bacteria (bacterioplankton, RAZUMOV, 1962) in non-polluted marine waters (corresponding to the defined levels of their productivity, as indicated by primary
production) are 1·5 to 2 times lower than in fresh water. This fact can be explained
as a consequence of (i) large organic matter inflow from land into fresh water and
(ii) the more direct use of primary production by animal grazers in the sea, as
opposed to lakes with blooms of large plankton algae, but small-sized zooplankton
populat,ions. Direct grazing on phytoplankton is limited in lakes, the substance of
the phytoplankton being u1>ea and made available to the ecosystem mostly via the
bacterial link.
In eutrophic waters of marine bays, lagoons or estuaries, the total number of
bact~ria ranges from 1 to 4.10 6 cells ml- I , their biomass from 30 to 200 mg m- 3
(SOROKTN, 1967, 1973c; MELBERGA, 1968;KARAPETYAN, 1971). Results of measurements of tota.l pliLnktonic biomass by the ATP method in surface water of the
Peruvian upwelling ranged from 30 to 170 mg C m- J (Table 6-8). The purely
microbial biomass, separated from the rest ofUle plankt<>n with the aid ofNuclepore
filters (5-fLm mesh) and estimated by the ATP method, ranged from 7 to 17 mg C m- 3 •
The direct-count estimates of microbial biomass ranged from 15 to 85 mg C m- J , i.e.
values similar to those determined by HOLM-H ANSEN (1969) by the ATP method in
plankton-rich regions. The total microbial number attained was .5.10 6 ml- ' . In the
pelagic equatorial upwelling at 98°W (eastern Pat;ific), the surface microbial
bioma s was ca 32 to 38 mg C m- 3 .
In mesotrophic ba:sins e.g. in temperate waters of the Japan Sea, neritic waters of
Bubtropical and tropical basins of the Black Sea, H.ed ~ea, Caribbean Sea and
northeast Pacific Ocean--the total num bers of bacteria ranged from o· 3 to 1· [i. 10 6
cells ml- I (LEBEDEVA, 1957; SOROKIN, 1964a, 1971a; 1972b, 1973a, 1974;
ANTSHENKO, 196R; H OLlIi-HANSEN, 1969; LEllEOEVA and SHUMAKOVA, 1970; SEKI,
1970; TSVBAN, 1970; STlUCKLANO, 1971).
On transects from shore to open pelagic regions, the microbial biomass usually
decreases (Fig. G-7). Near small islands, especially those located in oligotrophic
waters, the enrichm cnt effect of shallow biotopes ceased at distances of several miles
from the island. This is indicated by a decrease in microbial biomass. In atoll
lagoons on coral reefs, microbial biomasses of 10 to 50 mg I-I have been recorded
(SOROKIN, I 973b). Oligotrophic pelagic waters in the western parts of oceans, e.g. in
the Sargw so Sea, in deep inland seas such as the Black Sea, and in shallow, but
oligotrophic inland seas, e.g. the Aral Sea, reveal very Jow a.verage densities of
microbial populations: 50 to 150· 10 3 cells ml- I , wi th a biomass of I to 6 mg C m- J
(SOROKIN, 1964a., b, 197) a, 1973a; NOVOZHILOVA and co-authors, 1970; STRICKLAND,
1971; HOBBIE and co-authors, 1972).
Below the euphotic zone, most pelagic regions (excluding some maxima layers)
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contain very low micl'obial-population densities: 3 to 6·10.1 cells mr- J with a biomass
0[0·02 to 0·08 rng C m- J . The. e values have been est.alJlisheu by direct microscopy
(SOROKIN, ]971a). The ATP method yielded much higher lllicrobial·biomass values
in deep waters than did microscopical counting: 0·1 to }·o mg C 1l1· J (HOLM- HANSEN,
]969; LUZAREV andMIZ1<lNA, 1975). Very low microbial population densit.ie in

deep-sea water' were alsu demonstrated by the plate counts of heterotrophs
(ZOBELL, 1940) and by labelled clissolved-organic-matter-uptake measurements
(SOROKIN. 1970<;; 'l'AKAHASJH and 1 :HIMUltA, H171). The high count of hoterot.rophs in the deepe t oceanic waters, reported by KRISS (1963), have been unma.sked
as fallacious due to non·sterile Nansell bottles (SOROKIN, 1964b).
BERN... RD (1966), HAMILTO 'and co-authors (1968), HOLM·RANSE (1966,1969)
and FOIJR:'\lER (1971) ha.ve shown that, far below the euphotic zone at depths of
200 to 10UO m. organisms simila.r to fla.gellate can be found; these organisms
comprise a significant part o[ the deep-sea microttora biomass (Fig. 6-8).
Important microftora components, especially in shallow waters, are the yeasts
(e.g. FELL and V,I.N UDEN, 1963; see also Volume IJt: HOPPE, 1976). Number of
yeast cells in such waters, ranging from] 000 to 10,000 I-I, have been rietermined by
the plate-count method, but, unfortunately, this method underestimate in situ
numbers.
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lYlicrofioTa PTOductivity
Acceptable data on microflora productivity arc ,'('arce. J ANN ASCH (1909), using the
continuous culture wchnique (Volume 111: KINNE, 197ll; GUNDERSEN, 1976) found
generation times of individual marine bacteria species to range from 20 to 100 h.
The e va.lues were obtained from recurcling 'washout velocity of microbial cells from
an in sit1t chemostat.
These generation times are similar to those found by employing direct microscopic count" in mesotrophic lakes and reservoirs, as well as in the Aral Spa
(K UZNETSOV and ROMA NE KO, 1966; KtlZN ETSOV, 1970; N OVOZHTLOV A a,nd coauthors, 1970). According to KARAPETYAN (1971) and SOROKIN (197:3c), microbial
productivity in coastal waters of the Japan and Black Seas (using 14C f1u·thod, dark
CO 2 assimilat,ion) W;j,-; relatively high, 20 to 70 mg C m- J day-I; this value is comparable with phytoplankton productivity in the same biotopes. For bacterioplankton,
the coefficient PIB was found to range from 0·3 to 1·0 day-I. These values of PIB
coefficient and microbial productivity are close to the values reported for the
mesotrophic Rybinsk Reservoir during summer (J(UZNETSOV and ROMANENKo,
1966). In lagoons of the Tarawa, J\Jal<in and Fanning atolls, microbial productivity
ranged from 30 to 80 mg C m- J day-I; the coefficient PIB from 0·2 to 0·4 day-l
(SOROKIN, 1971a, ] 973a). r n mesotrophic boreal waters of the Japan Sea (Fig. 6-9),
microbial production during summer was 6 to 20 mg C m- J day-I. In the surfa·ce
waters of oligotrophie tropical wat~rs of the Pacific Ocean and in pelagic waters of
the Black Sea, average values of microbial production amounted to only 2 to 5
mg C m- J day-l (Tables 6-9,6-10; Fig. 6-9). However, in the layer of maximum
biological activity, they increased 3 to 1) times. Avera(le values of PI Bin these surface
waters were 1 to 2.
In deep oceanic waters, microbial productivity decrease 100 to 500 times, as
compared with that found near the surface. The raw of microbial production in
deep waters (800 to .'5000 m) ranged from 0·004 to 0·05 mg C m- J day-I (Tables 6·9,
6-10). SEKI and ZOBELL (1967) found much higher CO 2 -assimilation and microbia.lproduction values in the deep bottom waters oftheJapan Trench-about 4 mg C m- J
day-I. This was perhaps due to participation of chemo-autotrophic mieroflora
elements in CO 2 assimilation.

Vertical Structure oj Microbial Populations
The vertical structure of microLial populations and their metabolic activities
exhibit layer patterns in the water column of stratified basins. SOROKIN (1971a, b,
1973a) found 4 main layers. Their respective positions in the water column are
directly correlated to the vertical structure of the total plankton community,
characterized by biologically active layer-bioceno es, within which the components
are connected by close metabolic and trophic interrelationships (VINOGRADOV and
co-authors, 1970). The quite regul:u layers are usually formed at the boundarici-l
between phases or water masses.
In the water column, microbial activities attain several maxima. The first
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bacteria (B)
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3·00
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1·0
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9·0
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l·20
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Microbial
decomposition
(mg O 2 m- J day-I)

Helative metabolic activity, total number, biomass and productivity of bacterioplankton in the wlLter column. Station 6033,
R.V. 'Vityaz'. Western tropical Pacific Ocean; 4°S, 167°E (Based on information provided by SOROKIN', 1971a)
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B
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Number (Nl, biomass (B) and productivity (P) of planktonic bacteria, as compared with those of phytoplankton; average
values from 10-100 estimations; av: mean value outside layers of basic maxima; m: mean value within layers of maximal
concentration (Based on SOROKIN, 1964<1, 1971a, 1972b, 1973a, b, c, 1974; HOLM-HANSEN, 1970; SOROKIN and co-authors,
1975)
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Fig. 6-9: Dynamics of plankton productivity in tho central part of Japan Sea. Units of wet
biomass expressed as percent of ma.ximum vnlues recorded; absolute measurements
stated separately. A: Relative metabolic activity of hf\t.erotrophic microflora components; B D : microbial biomass (mgm- J ); B p : phytoplankt.on biomass (mg m- J ) ;K,: relaLive rate of photo~Yllthesis; P B ; microbial production (fLg I-I day-I); Ci, Fl, Cop; wet
biomas es of ciliates, phagotrophic flagellates and copepods, respectivoly (fLg 1- 1 )_
(After SOROKIN, 1977; modified; reproduced by permis-"ion of Springer- Verlag.)

maximum is attained in the surface fLim (SIEBURTH, I!lG3; TSYBAN, 1970; BEZDEX
and CARLUCCI, J 972: SOROKIN, 1973a). Population densities a.nd a.ctivltics in surfacefilm samples of borea.l , su btropical and tropical marine basins were 10 to 1000 times
higher than in the water below (Fig. 6-10). Aggregation of micro-organisms in this
layer could be based on the existence of a special smf<1ce community, the hyponeuston, whiC'h contains increased amounts of nutrients, organic matter and phytoplankton (increased primary prOdl[(·tion). This layer also contains a specific population of zooplanktcrs (DBITZ and LAFOND, 1950; ZAITSEV, 1962; WILLIAMS, 1967;
'l'SY DAN and Po LISCH lJ K, ] 969; ~OROKIN, 19na). The stability of the surface film and
its biocenosis is supported by the accumulation of surface-active organic molecules,
such as lipids, hydrocarbons and proteins (GARRET, 1965, 1972; PARKER and
BARSOM, 1970).
The second maximum a.nd the third maximum of microbial activity both occur in
the euphotic zone of stratified basins, if the maximu mclensity gradien t is situated
within the boundaries of this zone. In the tropical waters of Trade-W'ind currents,
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permission of Springer. Verlag.)

the second maximum is located at 20- to 25-m depths in the layer of optimal light
conditions for photosynthesis, or foJlows the maximum of the curve of the lightdependent rate of photosynthesis in the water column (K, curve). The second
maximum is not always present; it often disappears during the day (SOROKIN,
1973a).
The third maximum of microbial activity exists in the form of a constant layer
in the upper part of the thermocline. It was observed in Rtratified temperate
waters (Fig. 6-9), as well as in oligotrophic tropical waters (Figs 6-6, 6-8, 6-11;
Table 6-8). Thc bacterioplankton concentration her is 3 to 10 times higher than
the averages (Jfva.lue~ found in the euphotic zone out 'ide the maximum layer. Even
in oligotrophic tropi~Ld wat.ers, the maximum microbial biomass increases up to
5 to 15 mg C m- 3 The third layer is, in part, based on the high stability of the
thermocline, \vhich ma.y comprise microlayel's with extremely steep gradients
(Fi a . 6-12). However, the main cause for the formation of this layer appears to be
the equilibrium between light penetration from above the surface and Ilutrient
diffusion from the depth (SOROKJN, 1960; VI OORADOV and co-authors, 1970).
This equilibrium determines the actual depth of the maximum layer, and influences
the development and production of phytoplankton. Its position often (but not
always) coincides with the maximum-density gradient.
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Fig. 6-H: Vertical profile of bacterioplankton characteristics at Station 6429 in the ,vestern
tropical Pacific Ocean. K p : Distribution of active phytoplankton (% of surface activity);
L1a,: density gradient (10- 3 m- 1 ); O~: dissolved oxygen (mg 1-1); W: meridional component
of current velocity (em S-I); A.: aggregatcfl in % of total bactcrioplankton; A: relative
activity of heterotrophic bacteria (% of surface activity); B: microbial biomass (p..g C 1- 1 );
Z: meszoooplankton (p..g of wet weight biomass I-I) P b : production of bacteria (p..g C ]-1
day-I); P and P n : potential production of bacteria in prefiltered (pore size 3-5 p..rn) and in
nonfiltered water samples. (After SOROj{lN, 1973a; reproduced by permission of SpringerVerlag.)

In the layer of this third, basic maximum of bacterioplankton and phytoplankton
density, maximum concentrations of chlorophyll, suspended matter, zooplankton
and protozoans were recorded (Figs 6-9, 6-11, 6-13, 6-14). HARDER (1968) showed
experimentally that plankton animals tend to accumulate in the density-discontinuity layer, even when food is absent (Volume I, pp. 96&---973). The physiologicaJ
mechanism employed by zooplankters to locate this layer is unknown (Volume II),
but the accumulation is presumably related to food finding. Field observations
revealed accumu lations of zooplankton in the thermocline layer (SCHRODER, 1961).
Thus, in this main layer, a special biocenosis seems to existin which the components
are connected by narrow trophical interrelationships. The accumulation of the
food material in this layer attracts zoopJankters which feed there (mostly dm'ing
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the night) and excrete faeces which, in turn, accumulate in the density-gradient
layer thus supporting microbial growth. Together with the zooplankton, the microbial population contributes to the regeneration of local nutrients, and prorluces
vitamins required by the phytoplankton and other members of the local biocenosis.
This basic layer of high biological activity is es. entially the same in stratifi.ed,
temperate sea v,,'aters (Fig 6-14) and in lakes
In lakes, the second and third maxima, formed during the seasona.] succession of
the planktonic community, proceeded from a homothermy period towards summer
stratification (SOROKIN a.nd PAVEL,lEVA, 1972). In tropical ocean areas, the same
process is assumed to develop in the plankton community during the moving of
surface waters due to upwelling, divergence or convergence (VINOGRADOV and
co-authors, 1970).
The formation of the layered structure of planktonic communities, as indicated
by the vertical distribution of bacteria and phytoplankters, has been modelled
cybernetically by VrNOGRADOV and co-authors (1972). Programmed into a computer, this model produced a vertical structure with 2 maxima (Fig. 6-15), very
similar to the conditions found in nature.
Heterotrophic flagellates and ciliates (tintinnids) represent im portant com ponents of the basic layer in temperate waters. They serve as intermediate food links
between bacteria and mesozooplankters, and sometimes occur in extremely high
biomasses-up to 1 to 1·5 g wet weight m- 3 (Fig. 6-9).
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The fourth maximum of microbial activity was rcpeatedly found in the tropical
Pacific Ocean between temperatures of 50 and 70 C, ill the lower part of the thermocline near the upper boundary of the intermediate Antarctic waters (SOROKIN,
1971a, c, 19na; GUNDERSEN and co-authors, Hl72), The fourth maximum is
usually situated at density (at) values ranging from 27,1 to 27,3, In this layer,
microbial numbers and biomasses sometimes cxceeu the average found below the
euphotic zone by 5 to 10 times (Figs 6-8, G-Il, 6-18; Table (j·9), Accumulation of
detritus a.nd suspended organic ma,tter were also found in this layer with the same
density gradients both in the Pacific ane! Atlantic Oceans (SElVELL and FAGg, 1948;
HOLM-HANSEN amI co-authors, 1966; KREY, 1967; KINZEl'l., 1969; GUNDERSEN and
co-authors, 1972; see also Figs 6-16, 6-17),
The formation of th.is layer can be explained as a consequence of increased
microbial activity in the heating zone of cold Antarctic waters. These waters are
formed near the surface layer of highly productive regions (MONTGOMERY, 1940;
REDFIELD, 1942; WYRTKI, 1962), We may assume that the decompositon rate of
organic matter is reduced by the low temperatures prevailing during the period of
transfer to the tropical regions, The heating of the Antarctic intermediate waters in
the tropical regions on contact with warm surface waters should increase the
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rate of bacterial conver::;ion of organic matter carried by the Antarctic waters
(SOROKIN, 1971a). A second cause for the formation of the fourth layer of maximum
microbial activity could be the high stability of the water masses in the boundary
regions, due to the strong microgradients pre ent in the thermocline (STOMMEL and
FEDOROV,

1967).

The existence of the biologically active layer at water depths between 400 to 600
ill, where the microflora (Figs 6-11,6-18), the zooplankton (LONGHURST, 1967; see
also Fig. 6-19) and detritus (KREY, 1967) accumulate, suggests the possibility of
active in situ water deoxygenation which could cause oxygen depletion in the
intermediate Ania.retic waters. Indeed, in these waters a deep, constant oxygen
minimum is observed between 400 and 600 m. The suggestion was put fonvard that
this minimum originates in upwelling regions at depths of 300 to 400 m, and then is
transported to other parts of the ocean during advection and sinking of these
deoxygenated waters. The data mentioned above suggest that the oxygen minimum
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may be formed directly in situ. Thus, advection processes would be of secondary
importance in this phenomenon.
The in situ activity of microbial populations in deep waters in very low. Nevertheless, over a long period of time, their metabolism can also participate in the formation of the oxygen minimum (HoLM-HANSEN, 1970).
An important aspect of microbial plankton populations is the aggregation of
microbial cells (JoNES and JANNASCH, 1959; SEKl, 1971, 1972). Microbial aggregation is an incident feature of microbial growth (SHELDON and co-authors, 1967);
it does not depend on the presence of suspended particles which are supposed to act
as aggression centres. The speed of aggregation was found to be the same in both
untreated and membrane-filtered water (SOROKIN, 1971a). The aggregated portion
of marine bacterioplankton is estimated to comprise 20 to 30% of the total bacterioplankton.
The adsorption of dissolved, surface-active organic substances to the water-air
interphase has received brief attention in Volume III (KINNE, 1976, pp. 140-141).
At the water-air-bubble interphase, organic molecules reorient and form a thin
'mm' which collapses when the air bubble bursts (e.g. BAYLOR and co-authors, 1962;
RILEY, 1963; BARBER, 1966; BATOOSINOH and co-authors, J 969). Apparently, the
formation of organic aggregates can also be indirectly stimulated by bacteria-by
intensifying calcium precipitation (SIEBURTH, 1965b). Increased intensity of
organic aggregation was detected near coral reefs (MARSHALL, 1968). Aggregate
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formation involves participation of coral mucus excretion (JOHANNES, 1967).
Experiments conducted by the reviewer on the mechanism of aggregation in the
presence of coral mucll.8 showed that the mucus had no sigI)..ificant influence on
bacteria-induced organic aggregation. SHELDON and co-authors (1973) successfully
used the Coulter counter in their investigation of the dynamics of in situ aggregate
formation.

Mechanism and Efficieru;y of in situ Microbial Decomposition of
Organic M atte:r
Studies of microbial decomposition under in situ conditions still involve
considerable difficulties. These arise from the complex nature of the organic matter
present in sea water, as well as from our inability to conduct adequate cultivation
experiments (Volume III) and to analyse physiological processes in natural microbial populations. The natural aquatic microflora is primarily composed of oligocarbophilous bacteria which do not grow on any of the known nutrient media. Thus,
we can cultivate only bacteria which grow in the presence of high concentrations of
complex organic matter (Volume III: G NDERSEN,1976).
The sources of organic matter in the sea, both particulate and dissolved, as well
as the composition, concentration and distribution of this matter, have received
attention in Chapters 2,3 and 4 of the present volume (see also Volume I, Chapter 10).
The total concentration oforganic matter in sea water ranges from ),5 to 2·0 mg CI- 1 ;
it averages (according to dry-combustion estimations) 10 to 15 kg of dry organic
matter under each squa.re metre of sea surface. About 50 to 60% of this matter is
refractory and is represented by the relatively stable 'aquatic humus' (WILLIAMS,
1967; OGURA, 1972b). The rest is made up of low-molecular-weight constituents
(amino acids, fatty acids, carbohydrates) and biologica.lly active metabolites
(vitamins, antibiotics, etc.) The a,mounts of the e variOliS constituents identified
directly in the sea vary between 10 and 100 fJ-g I-I (WILLIAMS, ] 961, 1969;
DUURSMA, 1965; VACCARO and JANNASCH, 1966; ANDREWS and WILLIAMS, 1971;
KIIAILOV,l97l).
The stabk portion of the dissolved organic matter (DOM) is supposedly derived
from phytoplankton and is formed after microbial transformation of plant materials
(similar to soil humus). Its molecular weight ranges from 300 to 400, and the
empirical formulais C ls H 24 0 '2-amixtureofhydroxylated organ icacids (\VILLI 1S,
1961; KALLE, ]966; OGURA, 1974). For a detailed review consult Chapter 4. The
relative stability ofDOM has been documented by long-term, 1:n vitro d compo 'ition
experiments in water sampleR (BARBER, 1968). In oceanic surface samples, exposed
to decomposition for .'50 days, about 50% of the total initial organic matter resists
further oxidation (OauRA, 1972b).
However, when discussing results of in vitro experiments, we must keep in mind
the fact that the normal conditions under which organic decomposition in an
aquatic environment takes place are disturbed. Under in situ conditions, the total
ecosystem participates in the decompositon proc":,s, including all elements of the
food chain. The microbial biomass produced a,'3 a result of microbial decompo. ition
is consumeu and oxidized by animals. In bottle experiments, however, this microbial biomass is accumulated, due to the absence of the subsequent anima~ link in the
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trophic chain. Under in vitro conditions, DOM is partly oxidiz d by bacteria, but
20 to 30% of the DOM is transformed into microbial bioma s. This proce s manifests
itself in these experiments in the form of an increase in total suspended organic
matter, rather than in the supposed decrease by microbial decomposition.
An example of this kind of experiment is illustrated in Fig. 6-20. Water from the
surface layer was kept at 30 C in 20-1 bottles in darkness. In the course of 18 days,
the amount of labile organic matter decreased fourfold, as indicat.ed by the values
obtained for potential microbial production (PP); the total amount of dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) decreased from ca ]·7 to ]·0 mg I-I. Simultaneously, in the
first 9 day, the microbial bioma s (B) increased 10 time, at,taining a value of
almost 30 fJ-g C 1-1, and the total suspended organic carbon (SC), in tcad of decreasing, doubled (from ca 23 to 53 fJ-g C I-I). Under natural conditions prevailing in
tropical ocea.nic surface water', the microbial biomass never reaches such high
values, due to grazing and remineraJization through the food chain.
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Fig. 6-20: Experimentally documented changes in a samplo of sea water
collected in the western tropical Pacific OC0l\n at II depth of 50 m
during exposure to :30 0 C. P P: Potential microbial production
(J-Lg C 1- I ); B: microbia.! biomass (/l-g C 1-I); DOO: dissolved organ ic
carbon (mg 1-'); SO: suspended organic carbon (J-Lg C 1.- 1 ). (After
SOROKlN, 197:3a; modified; reproduced by pennission of SpringerVerlag.)

The unnatural conditions prevailing in the in vitro experiment. on decomposition
of organic matwr were marked by the a.bsence of microbial-biomass consumption.
The same artifacts regarding decomposition depth and spectrum of end products
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are typical of in vitro experiments on the decomposition of algal organic matter,
especially if the initial concentration of matter is lligh. The experiments by OTSUKI
and HANYA (1972a) demonstrate this phenomenon. The authors report 20% of the
initial amount of organic matter from algae to be transformed into suspended matter
after 30 days of exposure (Fig. 6-21). A significant, but undetermined part of this
newly formed suspended material became part of the microbial bioma ". l\'lost
probably, the constant in situ grazing on the growing microbial population promotes
the development of a diverse polyfermentative microbial c.ommunity, capable of
consuming the large variety of decay products derived from algae a.nd detritus.
Instead, the artificial experimenta" conditions, in a medium which has been enriched
with organic matter without grazing, favour the formation of a dominant microbial
monoculture with a limited spectrum of fermentative capabilities. Therefore, the
introduction ofa single grazer link (e.g. protozoans) in such experiments significantly
increases the rate of decomposition (JAVORNITSKY and PROKESOVA, 1963;
JOHANNES, 1965; HAMILTON and PRESLAN, 1970). The role of protozoans in biological waste-water purification in sewage plants is well known (see also Volume III;
KINNE, 1976, and Volume V).
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Fig. 6-21: ExperimentaHy documented changes in dissolved organic carbon
(DOG), dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) and particulate organic
ca,rbon (POG) during aerobic decomposition of dead algae. D: Dissolvp,j
organic fraction; M: oxidized organic matter; R: remainder of particulate organic carbon. (After OTSUKI and HANYA, 1972a; modified;
reproduced by pennission of American Society of Limnology and
Oceanography.)

The relative amount of the stable, high-molecular fraction of organic matter
(aquatic humus) seems to be similar in vertical profiles in different regi'oTIs of the
ocean. This is suggested by the similarity in characteristics of organic matter in
water samples from different depths, e.g. the percentage of the high molecular
fraction (water humus; OOURA, 1974), the age as indicated by J lC/nC-ratios, and the
total content of DaM (Chapter 4). This similarity in the vertical distribution of
DaM perhaps reflects the dynamic nature of the DaM level which, at every depth,
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is regulated. by the equilibrium-exchange process: DOM~suspended orgamc
matter (FJNENKO and ZAIKA, 1970).
The concentra.tion of labile, low-molecular DOM components, 'l.ccording to many
observations (e.g. WALSH and DOUGLAS, 1966; WILLIAMS, 1969; ST,UUKOVA and
KORZJffiWVA, 1970; POCKLINCTON, 1971), does not decrease signifi("tntly along
vertical profiles, even jn pelagic regions of the ocectns (Fig. 6-22, Table 6-11).
Similar results have been obtained from analyses of suspended-organic-matter
composition along vertical profiles. Neither the relative amountoflabile components
in the suspended matter not the con tent of utilizable material decreased significantly
with d.epth (FINENKO and ZAIKA, 1970; FLNENKO and OSTAPENY A, 1971;
Table 6-11
Components of dissolved organic matter in the Pacific Ocean.
(After WILLIAMS, J. 970; modified; reproduced by permission of
Marine Biologlcal Association of the UK)
Components
Total orga.nio carbon
Amino acids
(free and combined)
Sugars (f1' e)
Fatty a.cids
Vitamins (B I2 , B/,
biotin)

Concentration (J.Lg C 1-1)
0-300 m depth
300-3000 m depth
1000

500

25

25

10
40
10-2

10
10
10- 2

GUNDERSEN and co-authors, 1972). For example, in different parts of the Pacific
Ocean, the content of suspended protein was found to be about the same at depths of
50 and 1000 m (Fig. 6-23; see also Table 6-12). The presence of utilizable organic
matter in intermediate and deep waters was also indicated by estimates of the
potential oxygen conl'umption and the potential microbial production in water
samples obtained from vertical profiles (Fig. 6-1 J., Table 6-9).
These data contradict the concept of predominance of old and biologically inert
aquatic humus in deep oceanic water organic matter. The traditional concept was
developed in order to expla.in the extremely low rat,cs of biological organic oxidation
and the low values ofBOC calculated for samples from deep waters. It is ba{jed on the
assumption that the single source of organic matter in deep waters is phytoplankton
production in the local euphotic zone, and that organic matter is transferred only
or primarily in a vertical direction. The organic matter is thought to be thoroughly
transformed when passing from the upper water layer to the bottom, and to reach
the deep waters only in its refractory portion.
SKOPINTSEV (1949) compa.red the decomposition rate of plankton organisms with
their size-dependent sinking rate. He' c,dculated that macroplankters can reach
the bottom (4000 m) at a stage of 50% mineralization. Meso- and nannoplankters
are almost completely decomposed in the upper pa.rt of the water column. Employing these data-if we assume that the organic matter originates in the upper
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euphotic zone and is distributed in a vertie'11 direction-we can hardly explain the
distribut.ion pattern of dissolved and particulate organic mat.ter in vertical profiles
below the euphotic zone.
The traditional concept, ascribing the origin of deep-water organic matter to
local sources, i.e. considering it as derived by sedimentation and subsequent
dissolution from particulate organic matter produced in the euphotic zone, receives
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Table 6-12
Distribu tion of am ina acids obtn-ined by iron copreci pitation in orrlcrof abundance*.
: > I mg m- 3 ; ++: J to 0'5 rng m- 3 (After PARKandco-authol's, 1962; reproduced
by re:"mission of American Association for the Advancement of Science)

+

Glutamic
acid

Depth

(m)

+++
+++

0
500
900
1500
3000
:J500

+++
+++

Lysin

Glycine

+++
+++
+++
+++

+++
+++
+++

+++

* Somiquantitative analysis with
04

0·2

0
2

4

+++
+++
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strong support even from authors who produced contradictory information (e.g.
WILLIAMS, 1969).
However, it seems to make more sense to assume that dissolved and particulate
organic matter (i) originate predominantly from high latitudes and (ii) are received
by deep and intermediate waters primarily via horizontal transport.ation. Renewal
of protein constituents of suspended matter in deep waters can pro 'eed via bact.erial
biosynthesis performed by bacteria attached to particles.
Modern models of dcep oceanic circulation arc based on the concept of high-speed
advection of .Antarctic-intermediate and Arctic-deep 'waters which carry surface
waters from highly productive northern ocea,n regions to the eguator. This transfer
is rapid near the eastern continental shores, and here can take up to severa] ycars
(STOMMEL and ARONS, 1060; VERONIS, 1972). Strong countercurrents, such as the
Cromwell Current in the Pacific Ocean, distribute the advecting water masses
throughout the oceans. The elevation rate of deep and intermediate wa.ters to the
surface was found to be very high in some tropical regions, especially near the
equator and in western parts of the oceans (TCHE1WTILLO, 1965, 1970). In these areas,
the rate can amount to;) to 10 m day- J ; the average upwelling of deep waters to the
surface may take one to several years. Conseq uently, it becomes im possi ble to cLeccpt
vertical sedimentation as the ma.in mechanism for organic-matter transfer to deep
waters. This is especially true for vertical cliff usion of dissolved organic matter or for
turbulent exchange, since both processes are very slow.
Horizontal organic-matter transfer seems to bc much more important in t.<~rms of
global transportation and distribution (SOROKIN, 1971a). The pos3iblc irnportanre
of horizontal trnnsport for the distribution of organic nl<Ltter in the sea has been
considered by J-[EF,Z~~N and co-authors (1955), J[,;ltLOV (1959) and D!\L PONT and
NEWELL (1963). This tmnsport mechanism explains the very importn.nt finding by
MENZEL and GOl~HlN(; (19H6) that the content of suspended organic; mattn, even
at a depth of 100 m, is not contl'Ollcd by t.l1e surfa(:e-proc!uction level (Fig. (j-~.J).
The eonecpt of horizontal tnlll;o;port of organic matter also cxplaills (i) the o"served vertical distribution of total organi(' matter, (ii) the stable 1JC/11C ratio and,
eSIJerially, (iii) the jll(',;l'lwe of easily ulili,.ahlc organic mat<>rial in til(' deep lI'aters,
as mentioned abovc. The <lata on the u'liforll1ity oft.he vertical elisl rilJlLtioll ofl)OM
and suspended organic' nwlt('r ;IS well as thl' IIC/llC mho have been used 10 PI'OV(~
the theory about Illl' inert nalure of t'he orgHnic matter below the e'uphotic zone
(i\h~1\ZEL and CC)F;J{[W;, 19G6; WILLlA~IS, I [)(in). According t,o \VIf,I,IAMS, disso[ve'd
orga.nic matter (and possibly the parlicu!<tlp Illaner as wdl) is old, ('ll('lIli('ally <lnd
biochemicall,\' incrt, and insignificant in till' Illarine food chain of the (kl'f) Sl';l.
However, till' even distribliliun of the' totHI and llw lauile organic' Ill;lttn hl'lo\\'
300 rn may nl,;o havl' another explallalioll. 'I'll(' slock of DOM and, in l"lIt" also of
parti('ulate organi(' In alter. is ('onstant I.v l'('lw\\'('d by the replnc'('nH'nl oj' \\'ah'r
maS::iCS !J'Io\'ing in a meridional direction from high to low htitltde», This tran"por!
of deep and inlC'l'Incdiate Antarl'ti(· wakrs hlk('s pla('e ill. Iligh prf'ssurf'.-; and low
temperatl11'l'R. Such ('onditions present a InOl'e liktdy explanation of a "lowdown of
biochelll iea I proccsse,; and a rcduct iOIl in dccp- \\'a tel' uxygen ('(lllioillni pi iOIl mtps
than the rt'fl'adory nature of the organic Ill;t!tpl' itsplf; moreover, the high cl\'l'l'age
aete oforgunic rnattcr as indicated by 11)(' 1JC/1l(' mtio is aIJolit the sarne in surfM'e
and d(~ep wa tel's (\V11. LlA l\IS and ( :0 n LH).\', I07 ()). ;\ llum Lwr of stud ics I'('veal<'d t It a t.
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high pressures accentuate the retarding influcnce of low tempcratures on microbial
activities (Volume 1: KINNE, 1972). SORO]{[N (1969, 1971a, 1973a) and JANNASOH
and co-authors (1971) experimentally showed thi:tt a. com bination of high pn$sures
and low temperatures inhibited microbial metabolism in Jeep waters, even in the
presence of otherwise easily utilizable organic matter (l"ig. 6-26). Apparently, the
deep-sea microflon\ as a whole is notsufficiently adapted, either to great prcssures or
to low temperatures; with regard to temperatures, it cxhibi ts the same QIO v,,·t!ues as
the microflora of surfa.ce waters (SOROKIN, 1969).
Another reason fol' low microbial adivities in d('<:p waters may be the absence of
vertical density gradients in cleep and intermediate w,ttcrs. Such gradients are
presumably necessary for the development of Ia,ycr-bio('ellos(~s,which are important
for the establishment of microbial populations, eS[Jc<'iatly where organic matter
concentrations are low. The lower limit of the <:one-Gntrations, at which organic
matter may stitl be used by marine bactcrioplanktun, ranges from 1 to 3 f-Lg C I-I
(Fig. G-:2o). Tlw half-nlltximum mte of lal)(~lIecl'glu('oseuptake by natural bacterioplankton liC's at ('oll(,clltrations as low as:2 to 10 f-Lg I-I (VACCARO and JAKl\ASOH,
19(j(;). Some micro-orgallisms ('all achieve ma.ximulll lIpt.ake even at concentrations
as low as 10 to :20 f-LI!, C I-I (Sf-RI, IOG7b).
The opinion th,tt til(' Ill<lrinc microflora, call usc di::;solved organic mattor only at
conC'cntl'at.iolls of I ll1g I-I and highpr, alld assimilatc org,\nie matter at concentrations lower t ha II t hus(' a ft('r its adsorption on solid SII rfaccs- ·such as walls of ex perimental bott le.<; 01' dl't I'i t liS parti<d(~s (e.g. Volume T: (; (' N K ~~L, I972)-is not correct.
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Thi~ t.heory is l.H1Sed on results obtained from plat.e l"OlllltS. l\lore rec(~lIt ill for III at ion
demonstrates t ha t the bottle·w:\" su rface dot's not infllH'nce the a.d i v ity of t he total
microbial population, expn-'sst'd as BOC or as rate of phosphate assimilation
(HAYF:S and PHILI.lPS, 1958; L>\I~\-ASTU and ('o-allthors, I!)(j;j). r~iltrati()n of sea.
\nltt'r, eliminating large-sized pa.rticlIlat(l matter, docs not redu('(O microbial
<tetivitics, nut eVen at nOM (,ollcentration:> as low as those re('orded in natural
oligotrophic 0('(';111 ,,-aters (l~'igs u-I J, 0-27: compare the pot.ential proc!lIdioll ill
fi.lh·~r('d alld lloll-filtercd \I·atcr). l'refiltration liS II a II.\' dol'S not deer 1ISC, but often
aClTlerilte. microbial ac·tivities, perhaps by dC'stroying microbial aggr('gatilll!
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'I'll(' eflil·iel)ey of t hc Ilt i1izat ion of organ il' Illat tf'r (protei I) hydroly~<lt(') ('on, lllned
by marine ual'tl't'ioplankton is v('r\, high, (~V!:'/1 at very low cOIl('cntration.· (Fig. 6-:~6).
At ('OIl('clltl'iltiO/lS ('xl't'eclillg In p.g C 1- 1, the cfT-iciency (the coefficient 1\.2' i.e. the
IlSl' of assi III iln ted food for growth) milY exceed (;;1 :~o to 40% (HonnlI::: and
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19G9; SOIWKIN, 1!l7()c, IQ7Ia). The Iitilizatioll C'l'iiciClll',' of Illltliral
organic JUatter lJy bneteri0l";lllktoll, nl(',\Sllll,d by sirnulhncolls ('stimat iOlt or
product.ion (14(; mL'lhocl) and rcspiration (\\'inkler 111('1 hod) yielck-l! ;I X 2 "alul' of
0,25 (SOROKIN, 1971a: SOlWK1N ;lnl! c'o-iluth()J's, I I).
The use ofJabelkd 14<.: Sllbstarll'ps (glucose. 'll,(,ti,· ;lcicI or ;Imino aC'ids) f;lc'ilita(('s
the evaluation of (·hl.' ('ollslllnptioll dynaillics of various orgallic' ~qlh'ifan('('s a(,
c'oncentrntiolls as JO\\' ns thosc mc'nslll'C'l! in n;t! tlml spa \I-at('r (I'.\I(:;ONS nlHl
STRICKLANIJ, 19G I: \\'nH:II'l' allcI HOIlHH:. I !l(;.')). [)aLl thu~ outainc·r! Oil rall's of
assimilation or pmdtlc·tion of metauoliv CO 2 in Ilahtr,,1 lI'ntcr sa III pies \1'('1'(' \l'idl'ly
used for assessing the rcla t,i ve int l'nsi ty of hl.'tC'L'Ot mph ic- PJ'Occ 'ses, t tll'llOVOI' t i nleS,
and even for ca ("ulat ing ,j n situ 1'<1 tes of orgHui.('-maUpr rninpralizat ion. Tho pert incnt
information has b en reviewed in CIHLpiurs ~ to :> of the present voll\me (:':\I"·e ;~lso
KINNE and BULNHEIM, J077). One of the most important findings m;J,d l with low
concentrations of labelled organic' IlH~tter is t.he differentiation betw('('n conccmtrations at which low-rnolp.cuIM-weight DO~I is cousllmed by pl,l,nktonil' il.lgal~ on
one sitle, and by b~l,dpria. and microlhgellates- whi(,h appeared to ad, in a similar
manner to bacteria in this resped-on the other side. Microftagellates have been
shown to be able to t,~kc~ up org,Lnic mattDr ;~ctivcly elt levels het.wet~1I I() alld 1no
fkg 1- 1 , whc"reas larger phytoplankton cells, \I-hic·h a·ppear to employ onl,\' diffusion
as uptake me"hanism, eall retain labelled organic: matter only a,t nlllch hi~Il('r
levels (several log I' I in lake wa,tcr; 'vV HJ (: liT ;Hld H ORB Il;;, I96!); A LL EN, 1!17 I ).
Th{,,,c' data do not support tlH~ cOllcept of "lrgo-scnlp heterotrophy of planktonic
algae, bl'('all"r' tJw ('())1<'{'lltrat ion of Iitilizabic organic Illatter in natural sea watcr
is usuaJJy much Ie,;" t·han 1 nlg 1-1. The key OJ'galli~rns which dCl'ornpo,;(' and u:w
organic matter are, no doubt, bacteria and ll'Ii(Tofta<rellatc·)s of:3 to -+ fkm ill size.
This theory is also supportcd uy analy~es of L4C distribution in di!fcrcnh;i7.cc!
plan kton organ ism:-; after t hei I' ex POSl1 re t(l low C~Ollcelltf'il tions of la l)(~lbl a rn ilIa
acid~ (WILLIAMS, 1 nO), as well as by raelio-autography of the same kind of Inbpllcd
plankton (MUNRO and BROCK, 19(8).
ANDREWS ancl \VILLfA1I1S (I 97n) measllrcd oxidation rates of 1:/1, situ stoc'ks of
amino acicl~ and gluC'ose in the English Channel. They demonstrated that, t1lPse
substanC'cs havC' a turnover rate of 2 to 4 clays in f>urnmerand 0[' mote than 100 days
in Will tel'. Th is observation shO\I's the in fiucnc'e of tern perat,u re on the ra,te of m icrobial metabolisIII at low level:' of::;u b," tra te C'onu'n trat ion. Ae '01'11 ing to c,dculations of
ANDREWS and ';Y'n.uAMs, the planktonic microflora oxidizes about 3 g m-1 of
glucose and :W g m- 2 of amino aoids per year, This means that bactcrioplankt.crs via
the dissolved organic mat.ter excreted by phytoplankters-use about 50% of the
tot.al primary production, STEELE (I G(5), who asse. sed production rates at sub equent trophic levels ill the same region, omitted the bacterial link entirely,
ST.RlC)(LAND (1\)72) was much closer to the truth when he stated that attempts to
rna.ke up energy-flow charts for marine ecosystems are premature; we still C,tnnot
ac 'oun t for some im portan t Jinks of the food chajJl in sufficiently q uantitative terrn~,
Uptake-rate conHtants (K and K max), obtained from the kinetic equation (\-\fRIGHT
and HOBBIE, 19G5; VACCARO and J ANN ASCH, 1966) whieh was developed for one
bacterial species and for one su bstrl1,te-were a,lso used for estimating these constant,s
in natural populations, but the resulting data are perhaps far from reality. The
species composing the baeteriopla.nkton community exhibit 11 considerable diversity
CRAWFOlW.
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in their a.bilit.y to use a single lallcllecl subst.ratp as \\,(,11 as in their uptake dynamics
at different ,'ubstratc concentration.' (SI':I{[, I !)(17 b). HAM[LTO~ and co-authors
(I VGf», for cxa nl pIt', havp shown tha t, five isolakc1 spcc'ics of marine bacterin., which
can use glucose at vNy 10\\' ('oncentrations, exhibit kinetic constants K lllax and
J,: (substrate cOIH·t'ntratioll whcn gro\\·th mtc is half th(~ maximum possible)
varying by 11 fa('tor of :,0 to 100. 0!o definite relationship was fOIIllc1 between j{ and
A/II(1x' Some populations require high substrate cOllcentrations before growth CiU1
commence; thereafter, they grow at much !o\\,('l' ('oncC'ntrations. Othcr SPCCil~S
grow at very low cOl1ccl1tJ'Utions, and population growth remains slow. All these
different spccies-spccific' growth dl<1raeteristic. are highly temperature dl~pclldel1t.
The constants of substrate uptake arc measured by recording the rate of cell
labelling, without 3('('oullting for metabolic lo..ses which mtLY differ as a function
ofpopulation-gro\\·th stag and rat.e (HOBBW and t'1{AWFORD, 19(9). In summary
then, t.he methods predominantly applied t,!lUS far yield, at best, only vl'ry rough
approximations of tlie d~"numjcs prevailing in ocealls and coa't.al waters. Values of
K were found to runge from 10 to 50 flog C I-I. J)uring field observations, they vtLriecL
from 4 to 300 flog C 1- J, und could not be correlated with plate counts of heterotrophic
bacteria (HAMII.TON and PRESLAN, 1970). Most measuring techniques at hand can
be u ed as relative indicators of heterotrophic activities of natural microbial
populations, but not for obtaining actual rates of organic matter decomposition
(STRICKLAND, 197]).
Measurements of relative uptake rat.es of lahel1cd nOM during short-term
(G to 10 h) exposure ('an replal'e the colony-count technique (Fig. G-28) which a.lso
yields only relative datel, (SOROKIN, 1970e). The b st substrat.e for this purpose is
acid protein hydrolysate (30 to 80 flog C 1- 1 ) which call tains a variety of amino acids.
The marine microflora exhibits capabilities for decomposing a wide variety of
different organic substances dissolved in sea water-ineluding long, complex chains
and cyclic compounds 5\11'h as starch (ZOBELL and HlTTLE, J 967), alginic acill
(YAPHE, 19(2), ceJJulose (KADO'J.'A, 1959), chitin (SEKI, 1965a; ,sEKI and TAGA,
1965), lipid oil (SJ~KI, 19G7a) and carcinogenic hyuroearbons (EVANS, 1963; ZOBELL,
1964,1971:1, b; LoBELL and PROCOP, 1966; MIRONOY, 1971).

Decomposition in A noxic Ba..qin..~ anI! illicrobial Chemosynthesis
Anoxic conditions Ileal' the sea bottom are often found in basins with a strong and
stabile discontinuity laycr which restricts vertical water cxehange. A halodine,
for example, is often formed in ~emi-isolated basins with a narl'llw connection to the
sea and an influx of fresh wakr. Some such basins are lctrge and deep, e.g. tho Black
Sea. or the Ca.riaco Trench (Caribbean Sea), but mo t are bays, fjords or lakes connected to the sea by narrow st.raits or channels having a shallow ridge, such as the
Lake Nitinat (USA) or Lake .Faro (Sicily). In these basins, anoxic zones usually
exist below the halocJine; their water contains hydrogen sulphide, methane,
increased amounts of carbon dioxide, ammonium and phosphates.
A specific feature of these basins is that decomposi tion of organi c matter proceeds
under anaerobic conditions (Volume II: SCHLEGEL, 1975). Typically, mineralization
and energy utilization by members of the ecosystem takes place in two steps:
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(i) Anaerohic dceomposition with different fermentatiolls, nitrate n,ncl sulphate
reduction, and putrefaction. During anaerobil' clecompo ·it ion, only 10 to 20% of the
energy from the initial organic matter is liberated. The remainder accumulates in
reduced, low-molecular-weight products such as methane, hydrogen, hydl'O'ren
sulphide and lower fatty acids. These substances diffuse into the water column and
are distributed in the anaerobic zone by turbulelH:e currents (RICI!ARUS, 19GG;
ATKINSON c),nd H,ICHARDS, 1(67). (ii) Near the boundary of the oxygenated zone,
some of these products are, in part, oxidized chemically. However, the major part
is oxidized by chemo-autotrophic bacteria (Volul11c II: SCHLECEL, 1(75) whieh
transform the energy contained in the products of anaerobie dccay and thus introduce it into the energy budget of the ecosystem (SOROKIN, I 964a, 19b5, 1972b;
FENCHEL, 1969, 1972; FENCHEL and RIEDL, 1970). If tilc halocline is situated ncar
the boundary of the euphotic zone, hydrogen and hydrogen sulphide are used by
photo-autotrophic bacteria as electron acee-ptors in the process of photosynthesis.
Increased shore pollution augments the chances for devplopment of anaerobic
zones in bays and fjords. Eutrophication promotes oxygen depletion and hydrogen
sulphide formation. Hence, detailed studies on the chemistry and biology of
meromictic salt-water basins are most urgent.
Typical examples of the vertical distribution of major chemical constituents in
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1.

basins with anaerobic zones are presented in Fig. 6-29. The basic features of the
distribution, as well as the ratios between the products of anaerobic decomposition
(e.g. NH 4 , CO 2 , H 2 S, P0 4 ---), have been described in a model equation of the anaerobic mineralization process of organic matter with the participation of sulphate
reduction (RICHARDS, 196.5):

+ 53 S04--

(CH 2 0)'06 (NH 3 ) 16 (H 3 P0 4 )

-~

106 CO 2

+ 53 S-- + 16 NH J + H J P0 4 + 106 H 2 0

(6)

If the sulphate reduction is low, as is sometimes the case in bottom sediments
(STR0M, 1957), methane formation proceeds as expressed by the equation
(CH 2 0)106 (NH J )'6 (H 3 P0 4 )

53 CH 4

-....

+ 53 CO 2 + 16 NH J + H 3 P0 4

(7)

Methane formation was found in Lake Nitinat (RICHARDS and co-authors, ] 965),
in the Black Sea (ATKINSON and RICHARDS, 1967; SOROKlN, 1972b) as well as in
fjords (S'1'R0111, 1957).
An jm portant process taking place in basins of anaerobic zones is denitrification
(see also Volume II: SCHLEGEL, ] 975). The summary equation of anaerobic decomposition of organic matter, employing nitrate as hydrogen acceptor, is:
(CH 2 0)'06 (NH 3 )16 (H J P0 4 )
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This process vigorously proceeds in anoxic zones at the expense of hydrogen
sulphide. Thiobacilli use nitrates as hydrogen acceptor: 4 NO) - + 3 S-- ~ 2 N 2 +
380 4 - - . This process is t.he cause for a complete absence of nitrates in hydrogensulphide anoxic zones (SOROKIN, 1972b; Volume II: SCHLF,OEL, 1975).
The process of denitrification was not only described under total anaerobic
conditions, but also in marine environments with oxygen concentrations under
0·15 mg I-I. BRANDHORST (1959) and GOERING (1968), for example, described
denitrification in oxygen-deficient subsurface waters near the coast of Peru.
Experiments with 15N revealed a net loss of molecular hydrogen liberated from
nitrates in layers of low oxygen content and of anomalous nitrate distribution
(Fig. 6-30). The nitrate formation observed here was also accepted as a consequence
of denitrification, as nitrate is the intermedial product of this process .
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Complete oxidation of reduced products of anaerobic decomposition occurs a the
upper boundary of the anoxi . z ne where an active biological layer is formed. Thi
layer is supported by (i) the density gradient, (ii) the pre 'ence of oxygen entering
from higher layer. and (iii) a constant energy supply in the form of reduced sub-
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stances arriving from the anaerobic zone. In some cases, the light energy (3 to 5% of
the surface sun radiation) penetrates down t<J this layer.
The degree of bacterial accumulation in this layer, as well as the bacterial
productivity, is high-much higher than in the layer of phytoplankton photosynthesis (SEID, 1972). In the Black Sea, with its very deep discontinuity layer, no
photosynthesis takes place; the microbial biomass ranges from 7 to 8 p.g C I-I, and
the production from 5 to 7 p.g C 1-1 day-I (Fig. 6-31; SOROJUN, 1972b). In the eutrophic Lake Faro, a former marine bay connected with the sea by a channel, photosynthesis is performed primarily by brown bacteria (TRUPER and GENOVESE, 1968).
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In the chemocline layer (reddish-brown colour, 13-m depth), the maximum biomass
of bacteria is about 3600 fJ-g C I-I (Fig. 6-32) and bacterial numbers amount to more
than 30.10 6 cells ml- I . These values are close to the highest levels registered in
natural waters; the productivity of non-photosynthetic thiobacilli was also very
high-up to 30 fJ-g C 1-1 day-I. That is about 50% of the microbial photosynthesis
rate in the 'red water' layer. The microbial production in the 'red water' layer of this
lake is consumed and mineralized by extremely abundant populations of anaerobic
protozoans. Their wet biomass in the layer was about 1 mg 1-1. The populations
consisted of two species of Hypotrichae: Tra<;helostyle sp. and Urostyle sp., which
are usually typical benthic forms. Howevel', in Lake Faro, they live as plankters,
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adapted to ana.erobiosis a.nd the presence of H2~ (Fig. 6-33) (SOROKIN and DONATO,
1975).
Methane is oxidized in the boundary layer by methanoxirl.izing bacteria (Fig.
6-31). Hydrogen sulphide is oxidized by photosynthetic sulphur bacteria or by
thioba.cilli (probably indirectly). The reviewer's experiments 'Nith la.belled sulphide
show that this oxidation by dissolved oxygen in natural waters-and even in
cultures ofthiobacilli-proceeds in two stages. The first-a purely chemica,) process
-is a first-order spontaneous reaction (SOROKIN, I 967b); the products of oxidation
are sulphate and thiosulphate (approximately I: I). During the second, biological
stage, thiobacilli oxidize thiosulphate to sulphate; only the energy obt<:tined from
thiosulphate oxidation is used for chemosynthesis. The efficiency of mierohial
oxidation of hydrogen sulphide is, therefore, comparatively low only 10 to 15%
(SOROKI " 1970&, 1972b).
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In marine biotopes with a normal oxygen regime, the proce s of chemosynthe. is
as a significant SOUTce of organic production can only take place in the redox layers,
at or below the sediment-water interpha e in the event that reduced sediments
are situated near the bottom surface (l"ENCREL, 1969, 1972). Chemosynthesis is
trophieally significant because it incorporates the energy contained in anaerobic
decomposition products into the production process (Volume II: SCHLEGEL, 1975).
J
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Chemosynthesis uses energy from the final d{~<:()rnposition products of primaryproduced organic meLt-tel'. Therefore, unless it involves an autotrophic process
with utilization of CO 2 -carbon (SOROKIN, lOUD), chemosynthesis in aquatic
environments must be regarded as a process of secondary organic production.
Integral Production and Decomposition Ratts in the Sea

Rates of in sit1~ decom position are usually ex pressed in terms of respiratory oxygen
consumption. These rates represent one of the most importa.nt occanological
parameters. in situ dccomposition rates Rrc widely used as an indieator in studies on
physical (KOLESNIKOV, t 963), chemical and biological (RAKESTRAW, 191)8; BUBNOV,
j 966; SKOrINTSEV, J 971) processes in the sea. There are two basic approaches to
evaluating decomposition rates in the spa: calculations based on products measured
at .-ea and experim(,nts basl:d on metabolic performance of captive organisms.
Most calculations an' deriv('ll from distributions and changes in oxygen content
and water temperature, as well as from respiratory activities of the plankton
community (including mieroAora and zooplankton). Experimental values are
obtained directly by Winkler titration or oxygen-electrode measurements, 0 I'
indirectly (I4CO z assimilation) by measuring planktonic respiration in bottlcd
samples during short- (LAEVASTU ano co-authors, 1965; OSTAl'ENYA, 1971;
SORORIN, 1971a.) or lon~ term exposure (R.-\KESTRAW, 1947; NOVOSELOV, 1962).
The values obtained during short-term exposure in oligotrophic and deep waters lie
near the lower sensitivity limit of the method, because decomposition rates under
such conditions are v('r)" low. Given these data for two periods (usually 3 and 6 days),
it is possible to calculatp the rate constant K and the potential total BOC which is
assumed to be representative of a given stock of labile, ambient organic matter, Qc
(9)

where t . time of experiment, QI = oxygen consumed per time t, and Qz = the same
per time '2t
(10)

'l'he potential BOC can also be obtained by long-term experiments on oxygen
consumption. Some significant results of direct and indirect measurements are
presented in Fig. 6-34 and Tables 6-9 and 6-13.
The calculation method gives 3 to 4 times lower rates of respiration in intermediato
and deep waters, as com pared with cLrect measurements using the 14C method. The
ETS (electron-transport system) method also yields extremely low respiration
values in oceanic deep waters, as does the ATP method. The method of measuring oxygen consumption in plankton samples concentrated by membrane filtrat.ion
(POMEROY and JOHANNES, 1968) netted values the average of which is intermediat,e
between those obtained by J4C and ETS e timation. For 15° to 30° C, the following
reference values may be accepted: in temperate and tropical oceank ,'urfaee waters,
2 to 5 mg Ozl-I year-I; in intermediate wat. rs, 0·2 to 0·5 mg Oz 1-1 year- J ; in deep
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• Potential consumption is measured during long-term experiment./! (5-20 days) at optimum temperatures (20°-30° C) and reflects the stock of utilj7,able
orga-nic ma-tter in a. sa.mple.
t HOBElE: a.nd co-authors (1972) accepted, perha.ps, too Iowa BOC: ATP ratio: 100 mg O2 day-l per 1 mg ATP at 20' C. This means that the PI B coefficient
would be only 0-04 day-to Such a low ratio is hardly acceptable, even for organisms larger than bacteria (phyt.oplankton, protozoans). For plankt.onic
bact.eria this ratio, according to the reviElwer's calculations, based on VlNBERO (1946) and HOLM·HANSEN (1970). should be 5 times greater (500) at 20° C.
Therefore th.e average ratio 300 for surface water accounting respiration of total microplankton seems acceptable.

m- 3 )

Potential
decomposition·
(mg O 2

5

Calculated on geochemical basis
Calculated on physical
basis
BOC
14C02 -consumption

20(60)t

70(240)t

6

15

15

20

Habitat
Surfa.ce pela.gic
Intermediate
waters
wa.ters
(400-600 m)

150

150

100

Surface water of
upwelling and
shallowa.reas

ETS

ATP

14C0 2 -consumption

respiration
(mg O 2 m- 3 BOC in concentrated
day-J)
wa.ter samples

In situ

Parameter

Method (cf. text
Methodology, p.5l2)

Table 6-13
Q1
Rates of in situ respiration and potential microbial decomposition of organic matter in oceanic waters. Data in parentheses: ~
recalculated values of BOC in accordance with the second footnote (Based on the sources indicated)
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waters, 0·015 to 0·030 mg 02]-1 year-I. Th(· constant K of the oxygen-consumption
rate in bottle experiments with natural wa,ter samples va.ried within a range of
0·02 to 0-10. This range is close to that found in experiments on decomposition
rat(~>; of phytoplankton in sea water (SKOPTNTSEV, J 949) and that found in experimentH on oxygen consumption of silspended matter (collected by filtration or from
material of dead algae) at low concentrations (FINENKO and OSTAPENYA, 1971;
OGURA, 197280).

1-2
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Fig. 6-34; Oxygen consumption in water samples taken
from depths of 10 m (I), 150 m (2) and 1500 m (3) in
the Atlant.ic Ocean. (Bas d on informat.ion provided
by NOVOSELOV, 1962.)

(c) Microbial Biomass, Production and Decomposition in Bottom
Sediments and Detritus

Plate counts of heterotrophic bacteria from marine bottom sediments revealed a
rich microflora in the surface layers-up to 100 to 300· 10 3 cells g-I (ZOBELL, 1946).
Using the method of direct microscopical counting, it was found that microbial
populations compose a significant portion of the total organic matter present in the
surface layers of most types of sediments, with the exception of extremely oligotrophic, deep oceanic sediments. The total number of bacteria and their biomass
vary considerably, as functions of productivity and water depth (Tables 6-14,
6-15).
Maximum total numbers (1 to 9· 10 9 cells ml- I ) and biomass (100 to 500 flog Cml-I)
were found in the deposits of shallow eutrophic biotopes, such as coral sands in atoll
lagoons, sediments of inland seas (Azov or Aral Seas), and shallow sediments of the
Caspian Sea (BUTKEWITCH, 1938; SAL1I1A.L'IOV, 1968, 1970; NOVOZHILOVA and
co-authors, 1970; SOROKIN, 1970b, 1971d; DI SALVO and Gu -DERSEN, 1971).
In coral reefs, the maximum microbia.! biomass and production were found in
detrital 'regenerative' sediments and in materia.l scraped from the surface of dead
corals. The coefficient, PIB was found to be 0·2 to 0·4 day-I, and the microbial
production, correspondingly, 20 to 100 flog C ml- I day-I.
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Table 6-14
Quantitative characteristics of the microftora In maTlne sediments; all data
expressed per I ml of wet sediment (Based on SOROKlN 1971 b, 1972b)

Sediment
type

Depth

2
2
2

Detrital
sediment
Grey sandy
alevrite

2
L80

300
1100
2000
2050
4060

Radiolarian
polite
sedimont,
Red clay

Locality

(m)

Coral
Sand

5000
5810

5000

Total
number
of bacteria
(10 9 )

Fanning Atoll
Majul'O Atoll
Hawaii, Oahu
Island
Hawaii,Ou.hl!
Island
Black Sea.
slope
Japan Sea,
slope
Tahiti Island
slope
Japan Sea,
central part
Black Sea,
central part
Pacific Ocean
slope near
Japan
Equatorial
I'acific Ocean
North
tropica,l
Pacific Ocean
South
tropical
Pacific Ocean

B (in % of
Biomass of Production
bacter·ia., B, of bacteria total organic
(p..g C day-I)
carbon)
(p..gC)

2·03
3·80
2·41

97·0
180·0
145·0

25·0
71·0
25·0

1-0
6·0
4-2

9·7

147-0

730

8-0

4·9

150-0

12-0

0-6

0·31

4-3

0·25

0·1

0-07

3·1

0·38

01

1-64

30·0

0·85

0·3

0-98

15·0

0·7

a-I

0-]0

5-1

0·94

0·2

0·04

1·9

0'15

0·03

0·014

0'7

0·06

0·01

0·007

0·3

0-003

0-005

Table 6-15
Ranges of wet-biomass values (g m- 2 ) ofbacterii.1 and meiobenthos in sediments of
trophically diffenmt zones of the Pacific Ocean (Based on SOROKJ.N, 1970b, and
SOKOLOVA,1972)
Mcir)bontho~

Zuno
Shallow elf-trilal sC'c1iment·g
Shallow ell trophic zona
Slope mesotl'ophic zone
Doep nligot'l'Ophic zone

60-500
20-100
2-20
0-2-2

20-50
10-30
1-10
0·05-0-)
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Import.ant compoJ1t'nts of th pibiotic microfiora in Goral reefs and in ot.her
shore biot.opes are filament.ous f1exibactcria (LEVo"lN and LOUNSfl81W, 19G!);
5mBuRTH and co-author, 1(72).
In bottum sediments of inlan<l ,eas and in sedimf'llt.s of contincntal slopes ill
tropical and boreal regions of the ocean, the total number of bacteria was found to be
0·1 to 1.0'10 9 cellsml- 1 ; theirbiomassamOllnted to 10to-l-0ttgCml-'. The bacterial
production was 0·5 to 5·0 ttg ml- I (SOROKIN, 1964a, b, 1970b, 1971b; ANDERSON
and MEADOWS, 1DG9; SEKI and ZOBELL, 19G7; SALMANOV, 1968; S1!:KI, 1968'
ERNST, 1970). In thc bottom sediments (radiularian and diatom silts, red clays) of
deep oligotrophic 0 ectn regions, the total number of bacteria deer ase to 0·01 to
0.05.10 9 cells ml- I , their biomass to 0·3 t 3·01.Lg ml- I , and their production to
0·01 to 0'1 JLg ml- 1 (SOIWKIN, IHG4b, 1970b).
The distribution and abundance of benthic microbial populations WH, found to
depend on the level of I' gional productivity, even at significant depth. (SOROKI ,
1970b). Thi situation also prevails in the distribution of the organic-carbon content
in sediments (ROMANKEWITCH, 1970) and in the di tribution of the benthic fauna
(Table 6-15; see also SOKOLOVA, HI72). However, this observation contradicts, to
some extent, the opinion that the amount of particulate matter in deep water i
independent of the productivity of the upper euphotic zone in orne localities
(MENZEL, 19(7). This contradict,ion can be explained if we accept the hypothesis
that the main source of orgaruc matter in deep sediment. is faecal pellcts of mesozooplankters rather than dispersed particD lat,e matter. The volume of pellets which
reaches the deep-sea buttom within a few weeks should depend directly on the level
of phytop1fmkton production. overtheles.', t.he amount f randomly distribut d
pellets cannot be det-cted by an,dy. ing suspended matter in relatively small water
amples.
In shallow eutrophic sediments, the microbial biomas. con tituLPs ,. significant
part of total organic rnattt'r up tu ~ to G%. In dpep-sea sediments, the rat in usually
ranges frol11 0·1 t,o 0-:3%. The daily Pin cocHicicnts of bottom microf\om \'ary hetween 0·:2 and 0-:3 in shallo\\' depositH and betwcen 0·01 and 0,) inclecp-seast'cliJrlC'llts
(Table G-l·q.
Plate-count anulys('s of the ycrtical microflom distribution in .'edimPllt columns
ha ve ShO\l'l1 that til{' number of heterotrophs decrease. quickly down ward in tho
core (ZOBELL. H),JIj). Evon in slope sediments, where t,he sedinlPntation rate is
relativl'ly high, their lluIllher at I m below LIllI bottom .'lIl'flCe \Va only ()·OO] % of
t,he YOIUllJP recorded in a surfact' sample. l\evcrthelc 'S, t.lw presence ofli ving bactel'i;~
ha. bcen reported II p to a core depth of 5 m. 1n . ome ca es, th nu mbeT.. of heterotrophs fonnd at::l sub tratul11 depth of 2111, ven at deep-sc,. stationo, \\'<1. observ d
to be the same as at t,he :>llrfu,(;e (MORf'l'A and ZOBELL, I Dfifi; sec al'o Volume I:
MOHlTA, I ~17~); in many. ubsamples from intermediate depths, how vcr, bacteria
were completely absent.
Micrubial activities in relcLtioll to. ec1iment. depth are of principal illlp0l'tan ~ for
assessing the hist,ory of 'ediment formation. Piston corer. with large diam tel'.
(J 5 cm) have greatly improved our pertinent analytical pot. ntial; they allow t.he
taking ofsterile sediment samples from the middlp pm·t ofa thick core. Tnvestigatioll~
on the vertical eli triblltioll ofhotcJ'otrophic bact ria (SOROKIN, 196-1b), as well ason
the di tribution of uptake Tates of labelled protein hycLrolysate and a silllilation of
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CO 2 , showed that in deep-sea ediments from oligotrophic central regions of the
Pacific Ocean microbial activities end below a core depth of 8 to 10 crn (Fig. G-35).
In terrigenic carbonate slop sediments, 'where sedimentation rates are several
tens of times high r, living bacteria were founo dowll 0 (;01'e depths of 20 to :10 em
(SOROKLN, 1970b). In ediments from the central region of the Black Sea, microbial
activities were found onl in the upper 5 em oft.he core. Deeper sediments proved to
be terile (SOROKLN, 1964a).
The absence of mi robial activities explain' the even distribution of organic
Relative activity (%)
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matterin core depths below 1 m and the evenly high redox potl'nt,ial (+500, +GllO m V)
in the column down to a core depth of 4 ill (Fig. G-36).
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Fig. 6-36: V rtical di ·tl'ibution of l'f'lative
heterotrophic micro-organism activity
(%; see 'hading in upp r part of figure)
in a sediment column in tho cent,raJ
Pacific Ocean (176° \V, 21° N). Th graph
also shows the distribution of Eh: I'pc!ox
potential (m V); Corg: organic carbon
(% of dry sedim nt); BOC: hiological
oxygen consu mption (mg 0 1 20 Ie I 20
days-I, at 28° C). (Based on illfol'1nation
provided by SOROKI .1970b.)
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'rhe ltb.~encl' of micl'obia.llife, as docllmented by the above da.t,a.. ma,y not only be
caused by t,hc lack of ut.iliz'Lble ol'ga,nic matter. The estima.tions of potential rnicrobilt! prod lIetion and BOG in sam pies from djffcrent core depths showed that
far below I m down t,he core, organic matter is present and accessible for utilization
by bacteria at, dcek temperature (26 to 28° C) and normal oxygen saturation.
"Microbial It<.:tivit.ies in the sediment column ma.y be decreased due to low in situ
tempenltlll"CS inhibiting microbialutilizat,ion of the relatively stable organic matter,
as well a.. due t.o free-oxygen deficiency. Anaerobic redox processes, which support
microbia,1 meta,bolism in sediments enriched with labile organic mattcr, can hardly
be possible in <leep pelagic sediments.
An important cha.racteristic of microbial production and decomposition rates in
bottom sediments is the biological oxygen consumption (BOC) in t,he sedimeuts.
The BOC in marine sediments usually prevail~ over chemica,l con 'urnption (WAXMAN
and HOTC'Hloss, 19:38). BOC is mostly a result of the metabolic act,ivit,ies of mi 1'0flora and microzoobenthos components. As with any process of biological oxidation,
it is coupled with biosynthesis. BOC ranges can thus serve as a rough llleasure of the
relative productivity of benthic communities (HAYES and MA AULAY, 1959).
BOC rates are a direct reflection of the organic-matter content in lL sediment
(WAXl\1 Nand HOTCHIUSS, 193R), ,tnd a converse reflection of the particle size
(FENCHEL, 1970; HARGRAVE, 197:2a). This regularity was also stated in relation to the
abundance of bacteria in different types of sediments (ZoBELL, 1946). In undisturbcd sediments, BOC is limited by the oxygen-supply rate. Di..solved oxygen
penetrates only the top few millimet,r . of the oxidized surface layerofsiltysedirnents
(HAIWRAVE, 1972b).
Absolute BOC rates in sediments vary from :2000 !Jog O 2 g-I dlty-I in rich coastal
sediments to less than 10 !Jog g-I day-l in lJelite sediments of pelagic ocean regions
(WAXMAN tLnd HOTCHKISS, 1938; ZoBELL, 1946; KATO, 195G; SOIWlUN, 1D70b,
1971e, 197:3b; Dr SALVO and GUNDEl,SEN, 1971b). The stock of utilizable organic
matter (Q,) can be calculated usingtheformula:
0

Q _ 0·75 ·Q2
-I
I - 2Q 1 - Q 2 !Jog g

( I 1)

where QI and Q2 = BOC for 10 and 20 days exposure; 0'75 = coefficient ofrecalculation of oxygen units per dry organic m<1tter. The stock was about 20% of the total
organic matter in shore sediments. In slope sediments, it decrea..es to 5 to 8%; in
pelite deep-ocean sediments, to about 1%.
Calculations regarding the approximate integrated values ofBOC were made for
the upper 5-cm sediment layer. The results shows that, in the neritic zonc, 10 to 20%
of the primary pl'Oduction is decomposed in the bottom sediments (Table 6-16). The
energy gained supports a rich local benthic community. In deep pelagic regions with
their poor organic income and low t,emperatures, only 0·3% of the primary production is decomposerl in bottom sediments. The total decomposition in marine bottom
sediments appears to be 1·6· 10 9 t C year-I-or about 6% of global primary production as mea.sured by t,he I-IC method. Taking into accOlmt the possible threefold
unclerestim11t.ion of primary production obtained with this method, it can be
ca.lclllah~cI that only ~ to :3% of the organic matter produced in the ocean is decornpo ed by the bottom community; the rest is decomposed in the water column. This

(averages)

Deep sea
Deep sea
Total

Coast
Slopes
Slopes

Zone

25·2

13
18
15
106
208

360

Depth
limits (ro)

0-50
50-200
200-1000
1000-4000
4000

8·0
:1·0
0·4
0·06
0·008
0·11
0·015

5·4
0·72

14·3

307·0

185·0
97·0
10·8
11·6
3·[
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0·66
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sm- 3
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0·7
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year-I)

Biological oxygen consumption (BOCH

"After RYTKER (1969).
t After W AKS3I.lu.... and HOTCHKISS (1938), HAYES (1964), and
t After ROM,,,"'l"KEWITCH (1970), and SOROKI:-< (1970b).
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Summary values of BOC and microbial production in bottom sediments of the 'Vorld Ocean

Table 6-16
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rat io is similar to t.he ratio toteLl annual zoobcntbos production (O'l fi . l fl9 (, C) t,o

total aWlUal pruduction of zooplankton (1.7.10 9 t
(BOGOROV, 1007).

(~)

which amounts Lo

U.lHlllt (J.().')

(3) The Role of Bacteria in Food Webs
(a) Introduction

The role of bacteria in food webs can be asset' 'ed on the basis of inforll1at,io!l on
(i) standing microbial biomass in the respective l1CJuatie habita,t, (ii) nLte of bacterial
reproduction, (iii) energy ~ources supporting microbial produetion,and (iv) quantitative feeding characteristics of mass species of filter-, cletritus- a,nd silt-fecders,
comparing bacteria with other food sources. Estimates of bacterial biOtn<1~,' and
production in natund ma,rine environments have been considered on pp. 559-565.
The sources of energy for microbial production can be determined from the ratios
between prima,ry production, microbial production and decomposition rat,e
(SOROKTN, 1971a, I Dna), as well as from data on .'ources and amounts of elissolvedorganic-matter input in a, given biocenosis (relea'e by algae, inflow from land, et.c.).
Feeding paramet.ers of animals fed with bacteria can easily be obtained by employing
radioisotope techniques ('ee below). Such feeding studies on pelagic plankt,ers are
made most conveniently aboard a research yes el, since most of these animals do
not survive transportation (PE'I'IPA and co-authors, 1971).
(b) Methodology
Methodological considera.tions must include e timation of (i) spectnun and rates
offeeding at different trophic levels, (ii) degree offoocl a. simiJability, (iii) metabolic
losses, and (iv) inorganic phosphorus and nitrogen excretion. Comparable aspects
have also been considered in several other chapters ofth(~ present volume.
Studies on the trophic importance of bacteria in the marine fooel chain a·re largely
based on the radiocarbon method (SOROKIN, 1968, 197 Ja; WARD and co-authors,
1970). The bacteria are labelled with 14 C by cultivating them in media with labelled
organic matter or by feeding natural populations in water or detritus samples with
low concentrations of dissolved labelled organic matter. For this purpose, hydrolysates of labelled phytoplankton or of algae protein can be used. The labelled organic
food should actually have a specific radioactivity of ca 2 to 6.10 6 cpm mg- 1 of
carbon. After 24 to 36 h of incubation at, 25° to 30° C, the labelled organic matter
introduced is almost completely consumed by the bacterioplankton; for biosynthesis, about 30% of the initial amount is liS d. The rest is respireel a" Cal' The
specific activity of CO 2 aecum ulating in the water remains very low because the
water is diluted by the carbon of the bicarbonat . Consequently, the pre ence of
CO 2 in the water does not affect the results of the feeding experiments.
The first step in analysing the trophic importance of bacteria for ani mals, based on
the above method, comprises experiments on the food requirements (Volume II!),
in order to compare the rate of bacteria intake with that of other kinds of food
organisms (different algae, detritus or protozoa) consumed 'mder natural conditions.
Specimens of the feeding organisms are also labelled to mea ure their activity per

f)(i7
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iJldi\'idual. .\s a I1wasurc of the food intake rate, the daily Hs.'·i 111 i1at ion index (CalC)
was u.-ell. It \l'a, calcula,teu as:

CalC =

Or . r . 100 . 24

(12)

-'---10'/

where ('r = 1'I'\"('r.-e<.1 . peeific act ivity of foocl carholl (/.Lg C- J rplll): ,. = n,euioact i vity
ofthc COnSllll1PI"S llocly (epm Sp-I): 1i'=el1rholl GUlltCJlt in t.lw 'ollfiumer's hody
(fLg 0 incl.-I): I = Lime of intake of laboll d food. Lo.-scHof labC'llcclmet,a,bolicC0 2
are not HC'cOlll1tecl for in this ,st.imation, 'l'he1'eforc, tho a.-siIII ilation indp.x if> not an
absolute, but rnthcl' 11 relative l11PiL. lire oftlw intensity and efficipJl(·y of food intake.
A tually, it inllicutes the relatiye amount of assimilatt>d labellt><l food ubsta,nees
r tained in Ow ti 'sue~ of the consumer (luring the experiment.
The second step is the estimM,ion of optimum and t,hrcshold food can eontl'H,ti OI1i:l.
These pal'nmet,cl's are ofprimc ecological importance: thC'y pl'Ovidu the information
neces,'al')' for p\'<tluating the true imp0l'tttl1cP. and <Lccessihility of natural microbial
populat ion,,; of cl ifI"crent densit iCfi as food sources. To £'.-ti ma te t,h£' opt.i mum ba.etcria
cOl1centration, the assi III iJation index is clct. rmined let, cl iffcrent. dcnsit,ics of labf'llecl
b111Jteril1 (PAVLo\'A and SOROKTN, 1970; PAVLOVA <mel eo-aut.hors, 1971). At tho
opt,i m um cOlleent ratioll, a Silll ilation plottecl agaillst the concentration of labelled
ba toria approaches a plateau (Pig. u-37). The tlll'cshold conccntmtion conespoll(ls
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to the level at which t,he amOlUlt of assimilated food just covers the energetic
requirements ofl'flspimtion. Its e. tirnation is more complex, since it is necessa,ry to
mea,'ure thc absolute value. of assimilation (A) as well as those ofrcspira.tion (M).
Thc concentration at, which these valucs are equal is accepted to represent the
thre"hold (ROROKIN, 1968).
The third step concern the determination of the values of A and iVI, together with
the other factors of food balance: ration (R), non-assimilated food (F) and growth
(U). The animals are fed wit,h labelled bacteria for a short time (sufficient for taking
up enough food to fill the gut,). In small crustaceans (e.g. species of Penilia or
Pnmm[anus), this takei'\ about 20 min. During this time, there are practically no
los,'cs of consumed food from t,he consumer's body (e.g. CO 2 or faeces). The animals
are then transferre(] into fresh sea watcr (with a pH of about 8'5) containing nonlabelled food. After a period sufficient for the completion of digestion of the labelled
fooel, radioactivity is measured in (i) the animals' bodies (r o )' (ii) the respired CO 2
(r c), (iii) the solid faeces retained at the mem brane filter (r f), (iv) the liquid excretions
('1'1)' In parallel experiments, the met,abolic Joss (M) is det,ermined by the usual
\"'inkler titration. From these data, the following parameters are calculated:
~he

ration R

=

Cr(r o + 7'e + 1'1

t,he assimilated food A
t he

"lb'l'
I Ity

aSSlrnJ a

+ J'f)
Cr' (1'0 + r e )

=

(I A.100%)
R
=

the non-l1ssimilated food F
the
the efficiency with ,\hieh

URe

th~

=

Cr' (r l + 1j)

of food for growth G = A - llif
[LSi;imihtted food is converted into body growth

K - G ·100 o/c
2--A-

0

The nuliocal'boll nwt,hoel for stud.\·ing nut rit,ional param 'f.c'n; of ftC] ua tic ani mah
has been revised 1)\' c.;O:\O\'ER cLlld FHANl'lS (10n; sec a.lso Chapter ;;). These
aut,hors suggest, a complex mathematical tr('itt.rnent for intl~ll)ret.ing the data
obt-ainer] from radiocarbon expcriment. , ba,secl on more or less prolonged feeding.
Howc\'er, for the type of experiments dcscribed above (estimation of ()a/C as a
rclati ve va.lue of short-tcnn food balance), regn.rd ing only the ~hort period beforc the
release of labclleclll1ctabolic CO 2 , sHch COllllJlieatcd evaluations arc not ncccssllry.
(c) Examples of Experimental Data
The concept, of the t,rophic significance of bacteria, based on t,heir role in the
tmm;formation of dissolved organic llHl,tf.cr into particulate protein food for marine
fauna,. has been developed by 7,0l3ELL (]!)'H\), RODINA (1949, 1951) and Kl'Z~ETSOV
(I !);)!J). If, was eledllcerl froln long-ten)) clIlti "ation ex periment,s in volving planktonic
fine-tiltratof', slich as JJaphnin sp" benthonic filtrators slich a.s JJylihls sp. or
detritus-foeeIers such a.. Tenchpes sp" whose only food source wa.s bacteria populations obtainerl from eultur meclia..
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second type of Rtudy was based on (i) direct micro 'copical counts of inge ted
bacteria in animal guts or (ii) the decrease of ambient microbial concentrations in
the presence of filter feeders (ZUKOVA, 1963; Smu, 1966a),
During the last decade, the sensitive radiotracer method brou(Tht new perspectives
to the study of nutritional dynamics of aquatic animals, using J 4C-labelled bacteria
(SOROKIN and co-authors, 1970), 32p or 35S (RODINA and TnosIDN, 1954; Dr SALVO,
1971). The hicyh sensitivity of this method permits measurement of uptake of some
10- 5 mg of microbial substance and, thus, makes it possible to study bacteria intake
of filter-feeding animals at natural bacteria concentrations which, in sea water,
usually range from only 10 to 30 f-Lg 0 1-1.
Another experimental approach for assessing the role of bacteria as a food source
for aquatic animals requires microcosm conditions maintained in a chemostat
(SEKI, 1966a, b; sce also Volume III, pp. 212, 317, 400). In SEKI'S chemostat, the
microflora grows in a separate vessel, in sea water with 0·01 % peptone. A portion of
the culture medium continuously flows into the next vessel, supporting the protozoan culture growing there, by providing bacterial food. Water from the protozoan
culture overflows into an aquarium containing brine shrimps which under these
conditions show normal growth (see also Volume III: LEVANDOWSKY, 19(7).
Maxim um con version efficiency of dissolved organic matter (hydrolysate of algae)
labelled with 14 0 WILS measured in Daphnia, pulex, using that food source via the
microbial link (Fig. 6-38) Hydrolysate (50 to :200/Lg C I-I) was added directly into
natural water (cleared of protozoans by prefllt.ration, and containing a final concen-
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formalin). (Based on information provided by SOHOK1N
and T HERDYNZEVA,1971.)
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tration of 2.10 6 bacteria ml- ' ). Thi u.mount of hydrolysate on sponds to the
calculu.ted average amount. of dissolved organic matt r excr ted per day by phytoplankton. D. pulex were then placed in the experimental vessel. Radioactivity
measurements showed that, after 40 to 70 hcxposur ,D. pull'.rrctained in their badiN;
about 15 to 18% of the initial amount of hydroly ate carbon added to th system.
Thus, the efficiency of DOM utilization in a two-step system is very high, even
when disregarding the r . piratory losses. Maximum efficiency in a system, containing-u.s a third link-the predatory zooplankton copepod Cyclops p., was abont
12% (SOH.OKIN and TCHBRDYNTSEVA, 1971). Direct consumption of hydrolysate in
water free of bacteria. was about 1 % of the initial amount at a eoncentra,tion of
100 fLg C I-I. The efficiency of DOM utilization in such exp'l'iment. depends on the
number of consumer animal present. Maximulll value;' were attained only iLt very
high densities of D. pule:c (100 individuals 1-1). t a density f 30 individuals I-I,
efficiency wa only 7% in the lake. Ca,lculatin cr the u. e of the energy, cont- ine<l in the
primary input of organic matter, by the animal popula,tion in the entire ,cosystem
(deduced from Table 6-1) yields about the sarno value: 6,5%.
The importance of planktonic bacteria as a food. ourc ha also been invt'stig11ted
in hort-term experiments using mdioearbon n' tracer. These' . tuelic. compare the
relati e inta.ko mte of labelled natural bacterioplankton with that of planktonic
algae at the same concentration levcls (0' L to (j<{ g C m- 3 ). The assimilation index
(CalC) ha usually been e'mployed in these experiments as an ill<lieator ofthercln,tive
feeding, nd as.'imilation rates. Thes studies, howed that natuml bclcterioplankton
can be a normal food source for a v:Lriety of aquatic anirniLls, including protozoans
ponges, hydl'ui<!,', coral polyps, appenoieula.rians, a. cidian.-. ;, cla<!ocel'ans anrl copepods, euphausiids, bivalves, and polyehaetes (NOROl{1 . l!Hi~, 107]cl, d, HJ7:,!c;
SOIWKIN and co-author', 1$)70; PAVLO\'A and SOHOKI:->, 1070: POSO~IAI{I>:\'A and
co-cwthors, 1!J7 J) ~evcnl.l exampJ s of the results obta ined in the'e ex peri rnents
are pre 'ented in ~-ig. fi-;{0. For fine-pclTticle flltel'<'rs (e.g.. ponges, uppendiculul'ian.<;
cladocel'un , serpulids and veliger larvae), baet,criopiLtnktpl's ar anequally important,or ometillles more important foo(l HOUfce than phytopI1111ktPl's, eV('1t when the
latter a.rc offercd in the form of optirnum-sizl'd small eells, Lt optimulll l'Ollcentrations. However, c1'll<lc-pc1rtidl' fllterers (e.g. copl~p()ds. hi\·al\,('s. a. cidians.
euphausiids) utilize baekrioplanktoll with less ellie-ien 'y than planktonil; 'Llgae.
Neverthele.'s, also for el'lHI(~-particle tilt,erel's, ba<:tcriophnkt.on 'an .'crvl' as.L significant additional food source.
'T'h relative importane of bacl<'rioplankton Hllll p!ld,oplanl<1on a: food SOIl1'C'C8
for marine zooplanktl'r~ ha~ b en further asspssed on t,}H' b1Lsis of food-s<'ll'ctio!l
experiment,:,>. The con:->umption rat,e of labelled bal'1<'l'ioplankton ha:' 1)('<'1l dl'Lel'mincd in the pl'l'sence of nonlabl~lle<1 phytoplankt.oll. and vic(' \"('1'S,1 (Fig. fi-40).
Ba tcria may ,Lccount, for up to 30 t.o fiO% of the food ration of crud!' lilt<']'('rs. Even
predators stich as A'ur!uu'/n marina COn8Ul1le SUIII(' haetC'ria in th(·ir l'atiol\: ]"'PSUlllably, they l:ollect b'Lclcrial u,ggr('gaks. The ahi} it.\' of erudc Ii IteTers t.o ('lJllSU me
natural hacterioplanktoll dcpewls on the' preSCllC'D of such aggl'('giLt<'S. As documented above, :W to :W'Y., of the natuml ha<:terioplanktoll occlir in n·ll aggregated
'ttlte. Feeding experinll'l1{s on crude filterers such a~ calanoids or o.\·st rs showNl
that, filtration dtiC'iellcy, ,1S deterrllincd by chang<',.; ill thl' <'OllC('lItration of labelled
bactcria in \I',Lt(~r (Fig. H--~I) or by feeding intcllsit,\' (('nj(' index, Fig. fi ..t.;n,
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6: c pepod ElIwlan/l.s attel!lIatl.l-s. 26 to 2RO C. (l1as('d Oil information pro\'i,l<-d I),Y
SOROKIN, Hl72c.)

decreases when aggregates are removed from bacteriopl[Lllkton by prefiltration
(5-j-tm-pore size).
The importancc of m,Lrine bactt:>rioplankton agcrrcgates can be deduceu from
studies on the clependenee of feeding rates on the concentration of bacterioplankton
(Fig. fi-:3D). 'J'hc optimu m foou concentra tion in thl~se experi ments is indica,ted by the
lovel where th(·~ cun'c of the relative fceding intcn.. ity appronches c\ plateau. For
crude-pa,rticle filtel'f'T's, the optimum bacterioplankton conccntrn,tion usually
ranges from I no to 150 j-tg C I-I; this ra,nge is :3 to ,1 times higher th,tn that I'Ol' fine
hlterers (:25 to 40 J-I-g C ,-I). Crude hlterers, such <1!'l caln,noiu copepoels, ~ eel on m ixecl
food (bacteria, hcteT'ot,rophic Aagellates, proLozoans, small zooplankton anu mesopJa.nJdon). Only by ut,ilizing all of the e . ouret's simultaneously carl they obtain
suth 'ient foou, especially in oligotrophic re"ions. Anyone of the above-mentioned
food source p r. is insuffi ient for covering their norma,1 energy requirement.
A wide spcctru III of food organisms is chal'<l.cterixtic of planktonic animals in the.
reaio/
irrespective of their morphological adaptation for consuming 11 special
type of food (P.I<:TJPA and co-authors, 197 J, I !l74).
The assimilability of the bacteria consumed was deterlllined in balance experiments. It varies between 40 and 60% and hence, is ahout the same as the a.s imiJability of algal food (Table 6- J 7). The mtions during fe ding of fine filterers, such as
Oikopleura, dioica., P nilia avirostl'is, ga tropod veljacrs or hyul'oid.· COlT sponds to
50 to 100% of the budy carbon per day (Fig. 6-..1:3, Tabl (;-1 H). In these animals,
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metabolic requil'l'llwllt,s amount to to to ~()'y.) of bOlly carboIl. The \)iLet.erial food
assimiliLtccl call easily meet the Illetaboli(: lo)o;se:,;, even a,t concentrations:~ to:j times
below tlw optimum level (PAVLOVA and SOlWKIN, HJiO). For example, in P.
aviroslris. the the shold concentration is .- mg C m- 3 ; th amount of assimilated
food at the optimum concentration is about ;~ times hi rher tlHLn the metaholic
losses incurred (as meHsmed by the oxygen-bottle method).
Calanoids, whiGh filter large part,iclc,," and have a morc intensive metabolism,
cannot l1cquirc the-iT ration from microbial rooel only; however, bact,f'J'ia can ervc
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Olkop/euro

a

Pent/tO

a

b

Vehgers

a

Poroc%nus

a

b

b

Euc%nus

a

b

Acorfio

a

b

Fi).:·. (;·4:3: Doily mlions (expl·es.<Jcd llS I ercC'll(ugcs of b dy pm'boll) of filtC'ri"g
o.ninmls fcd (0.) Inl>elled planktonic algnc or (b) Inbdlr,d buCtOI·ioplullktoll.
Finc·pa ..ticlo fil tcrcrs: Oiko]Jleura. d/:oica. !' lIilia at'i1'ustris (clnduceran) and
veligcr,; of SerpulO1"/)i$ sp. ; intermediary filtnHor: cupcpod !'aracala.) us paN 111';
crude filtra(ol': cop('pod EucalanvlJ aUell uatulI; prNlatory copcpod: Acartia
clausii. 23° tv 25° C. (Based on infornltltion pn)\'idcd by SOROKlN and co·
8.uthors, 1970.)

Table 6-17
Assimilability of phytoplankton (a) and bacteria.
(b) by aquatic invertebrates (Original)
Assimilc~bility

In \'crtebrates

Typo of food

("!o) ratio of
assilllil,~t(\d to

eOllSllJned food

Penilia avit'oat'rill
Eucala.nus attenuatus
Paracalanus parvus

a

:>5

b
a
b
a
b

75
41

Daphnia longispina

a

Simocephalusvetulus

a

b
b

:3:3
66

80
40
53
48
54

Eu.C'(J.lanuIJ aUellUall.l.'J.
Gastropod n-"'1JJ.!t'r:,.

Paracala'ful8 'Pan'uB
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a' an important food source for them, in addit,ion to their' prevn,iling planktonic
pla,nt a.nd animal diet.
Est,imations of food rations based on feeding hedules with bacterioplankton
have been made for benthic filteJ'er. inhabit.ina coral reefs: oyster, polychaetes,
sponges and ascidians. Estimated from flltration rates and bacterioplankton
bioma,9s valu s, a. well as from short-term food-balanco experiments (Tables (j-19,
Table 6-19
Relative bacteria ration per day (R, % body
carbon) and assimilability (A, %) for different
marine animals; a: labelled bacterioplankton;
b: labeHed bacteria of detrital sediment (Based on
SOROKTN, 1972c)
Animal

Eucalanus attenualus (copepod)·
ParacalatlJU8 par1JUS (copopod)'
GastI'opod veligers'
Pennal'ia tiarella (hyclroid)"
Pocillopura damicornis (coral)'
Palylhoa sp. (actinia)a
rpulid polychaete •
Ascidia nigra (ascidian)a
To.l·adocea violacea (sponge)"
('ras8uslr a giga.~ (oyster)'
J,iuorina seahra (gastl'OpOd)b
Ophiodesoma speclabilis

R

A

9·2
.51·0

42
55
60

52·0

54

lfj·7
11)·9

64
58
63

243

11·8
1·6

83

3·9

85

2·2

68

6·7
10·4

22
26

(holothurian)b

6-20), tho rations were found to be quite sufficient for normal feeding at concf'ntrations typical of tropical 'hallow waters. Feeding of fine flltorers fluch as sabelli(ls
Table 6-20
Hate of filtration ( F, 1 day-I g-I C body carbon)
and relat,ive nttion (R, % of body carbon day-I,
calculated from F values) in, orne common coralroef animals (Based on SOROKL , 1972c)
Animal
S('J'pulid polychaete
" ILbcllid polycllll.ote
Toxaclucea sp. (lJpongc)
CrassOl:Jl,.ea, gigas (oyster)
Cladojterum sp. (polychl.\Ote)
Halichondri.a sp. (sponge)
lie?'dmania sp. (ascidian)

F

H.

915

13·3
8·4
5·8
32
2·2
3·5
1· l

650
426
231
165

103
82
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and sponges proved to be especially effective. With bacterioplankton as a food
source, these animals exhibit filtration rates from 100 to 650 l day-I g-I body carbon
(Table 6-20). Dr SALVO'S (1971) experiments on corals fed with 35S-labelled bacteria
suggest that they are able to consume and assimilate the bacteria. Studies on some
common scleractinian corals fed labelled natural bacterioplankton supported this
hypothesis (SoRoKrN, 19720, 1973b, 0). The corals are able to consume and assimilate
bacterioplankton at in situ concentrations (Table 6-19, Fig. 6-4-4). The ability of
corals to digest bacteria was shown by men,suring labelled CO 2 excretion in individuals previously fed with labelled bacteria.
7·5

6'0
~
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u

E

a.

u

4'5
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Ct::

~

0

3'0

<l>
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o L------'-..lL.l<-XL-'LL.L4...-L...-~__LLl.l.l.l..JL-

o
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3

4

Fig. 6·44: Release of labelled CO I uy corals
(colony weight; 35-40 g) during a 2·11
exposul' after fceding labelled bacterioplankton. 1: Pocill0l'()ra rlam·icornis; 2:
11] onJ.ipora verrucosa; :l : Porites compressa;
4: Ji'ungia 8c'Utaria. 28° C. (Based on
i nfoTmation provided by SOROKIN, 1972c.)

Quant,itative studies regarding the role of bacteria fl.S a food source of marine
filter feeders an~ still in thl' initial stage. Future research should concentmte on the
most important consumel'S: microzooplankton, heterotrophic flagellates o,nd
radiol arians.
(d) Bacteria as a Nutritional Component of Detritus and Seuiment

Organic detritus forms as a result of the metabolic decomposition of aquatic
communities. During this proces , aggregated organic complexes are formed and
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serve as substrate, harbouring a rich microcosm at the substrate-water interphlLse.
Such organic aggregates compose a major portion (about !)O%) of the suspcnded
fraction of organic matter distributed in the water column (KREY, 1961, BEERS and
STEWART, 1969). Detritus also accumulates in the form of fine organic sediments
covering solid surfa,cc' in f>hallow eutrophic biotopes (Dl SALVO, 1971).
The trophic importance of detritus becomes more and more obvious now, in
contrast to previous views which underestimated its role (e.g. JORGENSEN, 1962).
The underestimation was based upon data suggesting a low assimibbility of detritus
by aquatic animals. However, today, we know that large quantities of detritus are
consumed by many arumaIs; detritus is a widely available food source and its
considerable qua.ntity compensates for its limited qua.lity and energy content
(DARNELL, 19B7; FENCHEL, 1972).
The trophic importance of detritus is especially great in eutrophic estuaries and
bays, where more than 50% of the total primary production passes through a
detritus phase, a.nd is incorporn.tp.d into the food chain in this state (ODUM and
DE LA CRUZ, ] 963, 1967; MARSHALL, 1970; QASIM and SANKA.RANARAYANAN, 1972).
Therefore, the trophic importance of detritus and the factors determining its
quality a. a food source are now among the most intensively studied aspects of
marine t,rophnlogy (KuAILOY and FINE KO, J968; SUSCHENYA, 19(8).
The literature on processes of detritus formation, its chemica.l composition and
distribution in the sea has been previously reviewed by PARSONS (19fi3), NrSHlzAwA
(1966), DARKELL (HJ67) and RILEY (1.970).
Detritus is formed from the particulate remttins of decomposing organisms,
faecal pellets a.nd tPTTe ·trial debris. Dissolved organic matter also plays a part in its
formation. It is ut.iIized by the microHora which colonize the detrital particles
(FrNENKo and ZAlKA, 1970). In aggregations of detrital particles or in layers of
detrital sediments which settle on solid surfaces, a kind of microbiocenosis is formed,
harbouring bacteria and fungi, flagellates <md ciliates (ROD.INA, 1963; FENOHEL,
1970). Detritus includes prot.eins, amino acids, lipid.', carbohydra.tcs (PAHSO fS
and STLUCl{LAND, 1962; QASTM and SA..l'l'KARANARAYANAN, (972). The total detritus
stock in the water column of the open oCean contains 100 to 500 g of organic carbon
m- 2 . This is far more t,han the amlUal primary production. Of this quantity, the
living biomass composp.s only 3 to 20 g C m- 2 (NISIIIZAWA, 1966).
Detrital particles are centre.: of microbial activity. rn 'young' dct,rit,al part.icles,
microflora metabolize t,he organic matter of the particle itself. However, ill the old
'ripe' detrital particle::>, the sorption of surface-acti ve rnolccules from the stock of
dissolved organic ma.tter in th sea prevails (FfNL::-<KO and ZAIKA, 1970). Tho importance of the external somee of dissolved organic matter in su p[lorting growt,h of the
microbial biomass and, thus, the accumulat.ion of living protoplasm in dead
part,iculate matter, wa.s demonstrated experimentally by KHI\ILOV (1971). He us('c1
artificial detritus mad, from glass powder cov red with epibiotie microflor;t.
J UHA NNES and SATO~1l ( I9(6) studied the fa,ccal pellet.-· of a shrim p. After foUl' days
of exposure, they observed a :2.''5% net increase in organic carbon in faeces suspended
in a medium containing li~~olved organic nutrient,s.
A direct mic['oscopi(:,d count revealed that micl'oflorn composes a significant
portion of the organic matter in the detritus. The total numbers ofbactcria, inelud-
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ing yeasts and fungi. varied from 3 to 25· 10 9 cells g-l (RODINA, 1963; FENCHEL,
1970, ] 972; Dr SALVO, 197]; SOROKIN, 1971d).
The total organic matter content in detritus varies from 5 to 15% ; the protein and
lipid content reaches 3 to 5%. The microbial biomass composes 0·2 to 2·0% of
detrital organic matter. The living organic matter in detritus is represented also by
rich populations of flagellates, amoebae and ciliates (FENCHEL, ] 972). A significant
part of detritus aggregations of sediments is composed of living microalgae,
especially benthic diatoms (FENCHEL, 1970; HARGRAVE, 1970b). According to
FENCHEL, I g (dry-weight) of detrit,us derived from a turtle grass harboured:3 .10 9
bacteria, 2.10 7 diatoms, 5.10 7 flagellates, 5.10 4 ciliates, and large numbers of
metazoans. The oxygen uptake of the detritus was found to be about 20 mg O 2 g-I
day-t, i.e not less than that of a benthic animal of the same weight. These data
show that the classification of detritus as dead organic material is incorrect. In
reality, it is a living and active component of the ecosystem. However, the concept
of JOHANNES and SAT0ll11 (1966), postulating that faecal pellet.s are living organisms
which are forming a kind of 'population', seems to be somewhat hyperbolic.
When determining the balance of energy flow, it is not necessary to evaluate the role
of this 'population' or that of detritus alone in energy flow and organic production,
but it is necessary to determine the populations inhabiting the detritus, as being part
of the planktonic, benthic or epibiotic community. In this ra~e, it is possible to
separate organisms of different trophic levels; for example, diatoms as primary
producers, ciliates as secondary producers, etc.
Direct microscopical observation, as well as experimental estimation, has proven
that the main part of the living portion of detritus is assimilated into the food chain.
Microscopical analyses of ingested parts of detritus showed that microbenthic
animals selectively ingest single cells or colonies of microflora and do not consume
the dead detrital material itself (FENCHEL, 1972). licroscopical examination of
detritus after having passed the intestine of seston-eating a.nimals, such as grey
mullets or the amphipod Parhyalella sp., revealed a decrease in the number of
micro-organisms ingested as a part of the detrital material (ODUM, 1969; FENCHEL,
1972). The mollusc Mcu:xrrna baltica removes more than 90% of the bacteria., 60%
of the diatoms and all protozoa from detritus pa"sed through the intestine. The same
was found in the guts of the worm Nereis succinea (ZUKOVA, 1963; Fig. 6-45).
Experimental studies proved that detritus-eating animals actually feed on organisms aLtachl'd to the detritus, rather than on detrital particles themselves. Ddl'ita,1
particles arp composed of refractory long-chain carbohydrates, lignin and humic
material which cannot be hydrolysed by the digestive enzyme system of animals.
RODINA (1963) demonstrated that lake detritus is a full-quality food for Daphnia
sp., allowing normal growth and breeding. Its high food quality has proven to be
due to the micro-organism stock inhabiting it.
Chemical analyses of detritus ingested by the molluscs H ydrobia p. and M acoma
sp., as well as of the subsequently obtained faeces, demonstr<1ted a decrease not in
total carbon (which was very small), but mainly in the rich nitrogenous fraction
which can belong only to micro-organism proteins (NEWELL, 1965). Indeed, the low
nitrogen content of the faeces increased-as a consequence of microbial growth-·
after exposure in sea water. During this proce s, a recovery of the food quality ofthe
detrital material also took place.
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Experiments usin cr 14 0 howed that aged d tritus, made up of dead labelled algae
transformed by micro-organisms, became a utilizable, normal food for many aquatic
invertebrates-filter- and deposit-feeders (SOROKI~, 1968, 1972<:; ANGELOVIC,
1!-l70; LUFEROVA and SOH-aKIN, 1971). Labelled bacteria mixed with detritu . were
shown to be digested by the deposit-feeding amphipod Hyalella azteca. The del/ree of
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Fig. 6-45: Microflora den 'ity ]V (10 9 g-I) in intestines of the detritu. -feeding inv rtebrate. Maconla. baltica and Nereis succ'inea. a: Sedim nt; b: stomaeh; c to e:
posterior parts of inte tine; 1 : initial part of inte tine; 2: middle part; 3: end part.
(Based on NEWELL, 1965, and ZUKOVA., 1968.)

assimilation of pure bacterial biomass by this animal was 65%, but only 7 to 8% of
the organic matter of the detritus. The assimilable part of detritus was found to be
the bacterial biomass (HARGRAVE, 1970a, 1971). The Hyalella population consumed
about 10% of the da.ily microbia.l production of the ddrital portion of the sediment,
but when artificially increa. cd fourfold, this population consumes up to 100% of th(~
microbial production (HARGRAVE, 1970b). The microbial population of detrital
sediments can be labelled by addition of 14 0 protein hydrolysate. In experiments
\:vith such la.belled sediments, sediment-feeding holothurians, and gastropods
consuming the labelled substrate digested the microflora with great efficiency,
obtaining a normal ration (Table 6-21).
An important source of detritus formation and as such a food source for bottom
fannais faeces of crustaceans (BEKLEMISHJW, 196i; FRANKENBERG and co-a,uthors,
1967). The food quality of the faecal pellet~ is changed by microfloral activity transforming long-chain carbohydrates into microbial biomass, and by algae increasing
the content of living material (NEWELL, 1965; JOHAN. ES and SATOMT, 1966).
Grazing on the detritus and plant material in the faecal pellets stimulates further
development of microflora (2 KOVA, 196:3; HARGRAVE, I 970b; FENCHEL, 1972).
A population increase of the detritus-feeders, for example, raises the total metabolism of a microbial community. The effect is caused, in part, by the mechanical
degradation of the particles, thus increasing their urface. The second cause is the
excretion of organic, and especially inorganic, metabolites by the grazer.. The
metabolites are nece 'sary for a rapid increase of microbial biomass (Fig. 6-46).
The inclusion of detritus in the food web makes an ecosystem more stable and
mature (OD UiII, 1969). In particu Jar, detritus provides a food supply during periods
when autotrophic production is lacking or when the production is composed of
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nonedible algal forms, e.g. blue-gr'een Uscillator·ia thiebautii, which was report.cd as a
mILjor component of phytoplankton in the tropical Atlantic Ocean (PrZYK, 19fi9).
The inclusion of detritus particles in an active rn icrocosm sy tem prov ides the most
complete use of prima.ry-bound energy in the food web.

Table 6-2J
Daily rations of gastropods and the holothurian Ophiodes07na speclabilis fod
labelled bacteria in detrital sediment; duration of experiment: 50 min; Cr of
bacteria in sediment: 5·8· 10- 6 mg C opm- ) (Based on SOROKlN, 19720)

Species

Organic
Radioactivity
Rations per day
Recalculated
carbon in tho of consumers
animal's body
% of body
pOl' g wet
body
)
(mg
C
ind'
weight
sediment
W(mgC
(10 3 cpm
ind- 1 )
ind- 1 )

Liuorina seabra
N erita pieea
Cymatum sp.
Cypraea
eaputserpentis
Ophiodesoma
spectabilis

13'4
10·2
53·6
180·0

5·9
6·4
7·4
18·7

1163

65·0

30

20
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15
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9·8
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0·9
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Fig. 6·46: Number of bacteria per 100 fLm 2 of
Zostera fragments (particle size 125-200 fLm).
a: With, b: without addition of mineral
nutrients. (Based on F'ENCHEL, 1972.)
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Microbial production also seems to be a basic nutritional component in bottom
sediments, in sand, and in epibiotic ecosystems. It comprises a major part of the
living biomass, of it production, and of the a-ssimilablc-protein content in most
sediments, especially below the euphotic zone (Ta.ble 6-14). A direct correlation was
found between the abundance of benthos and the standing crop and production of
microbial biomass in lakes (HAYES and ANTHONY, 1959), in large reservoirs
(SOROKIN, 1959), and in oceanic environments. The biomass and production of
bacteria proved to be the main trophic factor influencing the distribution of the
biomass ofthe deep-sea benthic fauna (Table 6-15) and even the composition of this
fauna (SOKOLOVA, 1972). The mud eaters were extremely scarce in oligotrophic
regions where the microbial biomass was insufficient to satisfy normal food requirements.
McINTYRE and co-authors (1970) showed that microbial populations play an
important role in the energy How of a sand ecosystem. Converting dissolved organic
matter into particulate pl'Otein food attached to the sand grains, the sand microflora
provide a food source for benthic animals (.I\:~mERsoN and MEADOWS, 1969).
Important intermediary organismsin the trophic r01ationships of the sand ecosystem
are ciliates (CRAY and JOHNSON, 1970).
(e) Importance of Microbial Production and Decomposition in the Energy
Budget of Marine Ecosystems

Data on the importance of bacteria for the productivity of marine ecosystems are
still very scarce. The rate of microbial production in most biotopes is unknown. The
data available and the methods with which they have been obtained are still
disputable (STEE UN), -NIELSEN, 1972; RAUSE, 1974).
Nevertheless, the rapidly developing eco:,;ystem approach in marine hydrobiology
enables us to advance some calculations for evaluatina the possible role of microbial
populations in the energy flow of various marine communities. These calculations
yield information about the most important agents in ecosystem metabolism and
productivity. The destruction of organic matter is largely accomplished by microflora. It is coupled with microbial production (P) on the basis of a definite ratio:
P = 0·08 D mg C, where D = decomposition, expressed as mg O 2 consumed by
bacteria. Therefore, if we know the range of oxygen-consumption rates, we can
determine the approximate production rates a.nd, on the basis of the average PIB
coefficients, their biomass as well (Table 6-22). Values for these parameters were
calculated from corresponding data on microbial decomposition rates which were
obtained from the results of direct estimations and measurement of average PIB
coefficients of microflora in water column and bottom sediments (SOROKIN, 1970b,
1971a, 1973a, b).
The total microbial production of bacteria in the World Ocean am01.mts to
2·4 -10 10 t C yeac l . The total microbial biomass was determined to equal approximately 0·23 .10 9 t C. A major part of microbial decompositon (ca 60%) and, correspondingly, of microbial production takes place in the W(Lrm surface waters
between 20° Nand 20° S, at temperatures from 22° to 28° C. This explains the
relatively high average PI B coefficient of planktonic microflora (0,35 day-I).
Microbial production and decomposition in bottQm sediments were found to equal

Sum year- I in
water coltunn
Swn in bottom
sediments
yea·r- I

year

60 0 -70 0 S
50° _60 0 S
40 0 _50 0 S
20 0 -40 0 S
20 0 8_20 0 N
20 0 _40 0 ~
40° _60 0 N
Sum Ocean- I
day-'
Sum Ocean-I

-

-

-

-

-

-

0·37
0·56
0·89
l·88
3·05
1·97
0·71

10'0 t
0'43
JOIO t

25·2

10 10 t

)),7

4·4
7·3
10'8
50·1
194·0
43·2
12·1
322·0

-

.-

-

) ·4
2·2
3·4
15·7
61·0
13·5
3·8

-

-

0·11
0·20
0·37
0·87
1·50
0·93
0·28
-

-

-

-

33
53
83
)75
286
184
67
1·10
10'0 t
2·4
\OlD t
0·03
10 10 t

0·39
0·69
J·OO
4·6
18·3
4·0
) ·14
30·)

-

-

-

0·21

0·14
0·14
0·21
0·28
0·35
0·28

Production day-'
Average
Surface 0-4000 m
PIE
Sum
layer
layer
region- l coeffi·
cient
(mgC
(mg C
(106 tC) (day-I)
rn- 2 )
m- J )

-

-

-

0·24
0·37
0·39
0·63
0·82
0·65
0·32

(g C m- 2

J·8

226·0

2·8
5·0
4·7
)6·4
52·0
14·2
5·4
100·5

Sum
region- '
(lQ6 t C)

Bioma.ss

production by I·e method caused by substract,ion of grazers in bottles (SHELDOJ' a.nd co·authors, 1973) is corrected
in these calculations using the factor 0·7.

-

-

-

360·0

1·1
2·2
4·0
9·5
16·0
10·0
3·0

Decomposition day-I
Sum region- l
Surface 0-4000 m
layer
layer
% of
(mg0 2
(g O 2 (10 6 t O 2 ) total
m- 2 )
m- J )

11·9
J3·1
12·1
26·2
63·2
21·8
16'9
165·2

Total
area
(10 12
m- 2 )

-

-

7·0
-

21·0

20·0
26·0

ll·O

1·3
5·0

Average
surface
temperature (DC)

* Possible overestimation of microbial

World
Ocean

Pacific
Ocean

Area

Latitudes
(boundaries of
regions)

Calculated decomposition rate, total production* and biomass of bacteria in the Pacific Ocean and recalculated values for the
total 'Vorld Ocean (Based on SOROKIN, 197]a, 1973a)
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only about 15% of that in the water column, as they proceed at a very low temperature and with a scarce supply of organic matter.
The importance of bacteria in the metabolism of planktonic communi.ties varied
in different biogeographical zones of the ocean Crable 6-22). In the Arctic and
Antarctic regions, microbial act.ivities are inhibited by the low t,e rn perature. In these
regions, only about 2% of the total microbial production takes place. However. an
excess of organic matter from the relatively high primary prod uction emichcs t.he
Antarctic and Arctic waters in the regions where the deep and intermediate waters
of lower latitudes are formed (Rh:DFrELD, 1942).
Temperate waters have high primary production and strong seasonal maxima of
phytoplankton development. The major role of microbial production can be seen
here in the transformation of exce, s organic matter (produced during seasonal
maxima) into the microbial biomass ofdetrital particles which serve as a zooplankton
food source during the period between the maxima. Important intermediary links
are protozoans-hetf'Totrophic flagellates and cilia.tes-feeding on bacteria. This
'microbia.l protozoan phase' was clearly observed in the Japan Sea during the
middle of June, following the spring diatom bloom (see :Fig. 6-10 and SOROKIN.
1974). Bacteria and protozoans were the predominant components instead of
phytoplankton, which was scarce during this period after the formation of a sharp
thermocline. Conversion of diatom biomass into microbial biomass after a bloom of
the algae and a subsequent increase in the number ofbactel'ia-feeding animals were
observed in a transparent stratified lake (Fig. 6-47) which had a biological rerrime
similar to that of a temperate sea. The excess of primary production and detritus
not used during the relatively short warm period after stratification cessation in
winter is transported t,o a depth where it can be included in the formati.on of particulate and dissolved orga.nic matter stock in deep and intermediate waters. This process takes place with great intensity in the north.west Pacific Ocean where the
surface temperate waters sink and fOfm the cold, deep current Oya-Shio near the
coa t of .Japan.
The most intensive microbial production takes place in the warm surface waters
of the tropical zone, where there is relatively little primary production. The m icrobial production appears to be an important part of the basic food resources for
zooplankton throughout the season here. In this zone, the primary production of
phytoplankton is insufficient to provide the energy for the actual bacteria production (Table 6-23). Therefore, it, wa." deduced that, in this zone, the main energy
som:ce for microbial biosynthesis is the dissolved organic matter stock constantly
present in Rea waters (SOH-OKIN, .9718.0). Its utilization by bacteria is stirnu lated here
by the high temperature and high stability of the wat,er column in thc thermocline,
promoting the formation of layer-biocenoses, thus stimulating development, of an
active microbia'! population. It was surmised that microbial production is ba.se<1 on
both externa.I energy from 'allochthonous' matter (i.e. organic rnLLtter brought in
from other regions of the ocea.n) and internal energy from local, or 'autochthonous',
phytoplan1<ton matter. The sepan.tion of these two parts of bacterial production is
important from the standpoint of energy flow in the tropical pela.gic ecosystem.
The fir t part, composed at the expense of external energy (Pal, should be combined
with primary production (P p), and the second part with secondary production.
Thus, the production of 'primary food' in a rcstricted area of tropical waters (P P)

Pelagic tropical
Wllters
(3500-5000 m)

Neritic tropical
waters (2600 m)

Lagoon of atoll
(24m)
Tropical shelf
waters (70-60001)

Type of biotope
(depth)

EquBLoria.1
divergence,
western Pacific
Convergence,
wester'n Pacific

Butaritari Atoll,
Gilbert Islands
Vicinity of Great
Barrier Reef,
Australia
Vicinity of Great
Ba.rricr Reef,
Australia
North trade wind
current

Localit,y

1-02

0·48

4000

4000

0·395

0·85
0'53

200
:l00

1000

1·20

70

•

1·49

B

22

Column
depth considered for
calcuJations (01)

1·34

1·48

0·83

0·52

0·62

1·57
1·63

2·27

1·15

D

1·2

0·7
1-1

0'7

0·3

P./B.

• Bee text pp. 584, 586.
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0·68
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Productivity characteristics of tropical waters of the Pacific Ocean. Biomass (B b) and daily production (Pb) ofbacterioplankton,
daily primary production (P p) and daily microbial decomposition of organic matter (D), daily production ofprima.ry food (P P*)
in the Pacific Ocean (all values in g C m-Z) (Original)
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is represented by the equation

pp, P"+Pa =Pb +O'84P,,
where P b = total microbial production (SOROKIN, 1973a). Examples of P P values
calculated according to the above equation are given in Table 6-23.
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in f-1-g C 1-1 .. (Based on SOROl<lN and co-authurs, 1974.)

By taking the ,~dditional microbial production. into aecount, the di~crepaIlci('s
between zooplankton food requirements and phytoplftnkton production can be
explained. Phytoplankton production is usually jnsunici~'nt. to /Ileet even the
respiratory losses of zooplankton in oligotrophic waters (M LJ LLT", 1969).
The energy sourr'c for additional microbial production in tropical zoncs was
determined to be the dissol ved organic matter transported from t,he morc productive
regions-from upwellings, from region.s of the subantarctic and Arctic convergence
(SORORT~, 197 J a, b, J 973a).
The main factor promoting consumption of planktonic micmflora by filtering
animals is the aggTcgated state of a significant part of the bacterioplankton. This
makes possible the ingestion ofba,cteria even by crude fi It (,rers, such as calanoids and
euphau jids. The second factor is the layer strllctme of the planktonic community
in stratified waters. This factor has especially great importance in oligotruphic
tropical waters where the average food. concentration outsille the htyers of maximum
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plankton concentration is by far insufficient to compensate for the energy losses
from filtration. An evaluation of data on the feeding intensity of filter-feeding
planktonic crustaceans at different food concentrations in the light of the vertical
distribution of total phytoplankton and microbial biomass shows that efficient
filter feeding is possible only in layers of maximum plankton concentration (Fig.
6-48).
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Fig. (\·48: Filtration rate of the copepod Eucalanus
atten7.Latus (a herbivorous mass species in the western
tropical Pacific Ocenn) as a function offood concontration and the limits of in situ food concentrations in the
local euphotic zone. A: Region of (:onvergence;
B: region of equatorial divergence; 1: limits of food
concentration (phytoplankton + ba.cteria) in layer of
main microplankton maximum at upper part of
thermocline; m: sume limits outside maximum layer;
I and 2: components of particulate food-bacterio·
plankton (I) and phytoplankton (2); Ie lower limit
of food concentration for efficient ftlter·feeding. Cf.
J0RGENSEN, 1966. (Based on information provided by
SOROKlN,1973a.)

Microbial populations clearly play an important role in the food web of the upper
boundary layer of the intermediate Antarctic waters, where their concentration
reaches a maximum at 400- to 600-m depth. Microbial production here is the sole
source of frash particulate protein. The trophic importance of microbial populations
in deep waters is displayed by the biosynthesis of microbial protein in the particulate
matter, such as sedimented faecal pellets. This process increases the food quality of
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detrita.l material which is a main food source for the nonpredatory, def'p-planktonic
and also for the benthic filterinO' fauna.
Inl'horeenvironments, the microbial population transforms a ma,.;s of dead organic
material into an assimilable form and, thus, participates in the forIlLatioll of (letritus,
which is one of the main food sources in shallow waters. Additionally, epibiotic
microflora, covering rocks, dead seaweeds and corals, utilizes dissolved organic
matter from the passing water. This is a second (in addition to photosynthesis)
mechan.ism for accumu lating external energy, in the form of microbial biomass, in a
shallow biotope. The third mechanism is the filtering activity ofthe fauna, accumulating particulate organic matter (including bacterioplankton) from the passing
water. These mechanisms, by which external energy sources a·re exploited, must be
taken into consideration when studying organic-matter balance (SOROKlN, 1971d,
] 973b). They can compensate for organic-matter losses typical, for example, of the
coral-reef biocenosis (MARSHALL, 1968). To illustrate the trophic importance of
baet~I'ia in tropical shore biotopes, a scheme of the trophic relationships in a cor8olreef community is given in Fig. 6-49.
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Fig. (J·49: Trophic structure of a coral reef community. (Based on infonnation provided by SOROKIN, 197Id.)
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CalcuJa.tions based on 1 4C estimations of decomposition rates (Table G-:n) give
an annual decomposition rate of 25.6.10 10 t 02> which COITl'sponds to R·1010 t C
(respiratory coefficient: 1· z). This is twice the va.luo clet-t'Tminecl by SKOPINTSEV
(1967) and four times higher than the widely accepted atUlllal primary product.ion
value (2.2.10 10 t C) as determined by the I·C method (KOBLF.NTZ-MISHKE and
co-authors, 1968). However, it approximates the upper limit ofprimary production
in the World Ocean determined by VrNBERO (1960).
Calculations of the probable energy expenditure by the heterotrophic population
were carried out to evaluate the nece. sary primary-energy input into the ecosystem
of the total World Ocean Crable 6-24). The basic data were taken from Table 6-14
and from BOGOROV (J967), BEERS and STEWART (1969), GRESE (1973), SOROKIN
(1974), TUMANTSEVA and SOROKIN (1975) and Chapter 5 of the present volume.
Production of nekton was approximated from the rat,io total fish production
(including juvenile stages) to catch in large reservoirs, which was found to be 30
(SOROKlN,1972a).
Calculations ('Table 6-24) establish the energy demand of the World Ocean's total
heterotrophic population to be almost 3 times the value of 14C prima,ry production.
Direct respiration estimates of microplankton only at 0 to 500 m (POMEROY and
JOHANNES, 19(8) gave values which also exceed tota.l pl"imal"y pl"oduction as measured by the )4C method. Measurement of total particles in tropical wa,ters (with the
aid of a Coulter counter) produced values 10 times higher than the primary production meaSlUed with the aid of 14C (SHELDON and co-author::;, 1973).
This discI'epancy is, most probably, oaused by a well-known underestimationby a factor of 2 to 3---of in situ organic production by the 14C-bottle method
(VERDUiN, 1959; VALLENTYNE, 1965; ARTHUR and RIGLER, 1967; OD M,1969;
POMEROY and J OHA 'NES, 1968; RILEY, 1972). All the various possible errors of this
method result in cumulative underestimation (SOH-ORlN, 1971 a.). The most typical
of these errors are (i) modification of the response of phytoplankton populations in
bottles; (ii) failure to accoUllt for daily rhythms and migrations of phytoplankton;
(iii) failure to take into consideration the microstructure of phytoplankton layers
during sampling at standard depths; (iv) losses of fixed radioactive l:lUbstance clue
to in situ excretion eluring the filtration procedure and during filter storage;
(v) elTors in estimating actual radioactivity; (vi) failure to account for annual
periodicities of p hytoplcmk ton development, which usually exhibits a sharp maximum in winter or early spring, i.e. during bad-weather periods when most investigators prefer to stay in their la,boratories rather than to be at sea.
The total amount of dissolved orga.nic matter (DOM) present in the ocean is
estimated at 2·3, 10 12 metric tons of carbon. Ifwe accept annual decomposition to be
about 8.10 10 t C, this means that the turnover time of the organic matter would
be only :25 to 35 years. These figures uggest a much higher speed of oceanic circulation than usually accepted (~ 300 to 1000 years), which is in agreement with modern
models of oceanic circulation (TCHEKOTILLO, 1970; VERO I ,1972). The DOM stock
in oceanic waters should directly depend on the rate of global oceanic circulation
(SOROKIN, 1971a, 197;3:1,). Indeed, the main process of organic mat,ter decomposition
takes place in the thin burface layer of warm tropical waters. These waters compose
less than 1% of the total volume of oceanic waters, but in this layer, more than 50%

Pla.nts (phytoplankton, microphytobenthos, macrophytes)
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of the total org,mie matter is respired (see Table 6-22). Consequently, t.he total
decomposition rate should depend on (i) the circulation rate of oceanic waters
through the thin surface layer of tropical regions or (ii) on the tra,nsfer rate (due
to meridional advection of intermecliat.e and deep waters) of organic matter from
regions of high production but low decomposition rates (subantarctic and subarctic) to low latitudes, to tropical upwelling and subsurface countercuncnts with
high decomposition rates.
H the size of the DOM stock in sea water (1'5 to 2·0 mg C I-I )-01' better if the
ratio (30) between the stock (2'5' 10 12 t C) and the above-computed probable
primary production (R '10 10 t, C-see Table 6-24)-is a function of the meridional
oceanic circulation, it becomes possible to make the reverse calculation, i.e" to
assess the probable rate of meridional advection, based on the ratio between the
organic matter stock and the rate of its production. The avemge speed thus calculated a,mounts to 2 to 3 cm S-I. According to the model propo 'ed by VERONIS (1972)
the main advection currcnts pass along the westem coasts of the continents; their
velocity could be much higher.
The energy-fiow scheme in Fig. 6-50 is based on calculations of the energy budget
of the World Ocei1n's ecosystem (Table 6-24). It demonstrates the predominance
of the 'detritus-DOM' route in the food chain. About 80% of the primary energy
pa-sses through it, being included into the food web via bacteria a,ml microzooplankton. According to this scheme, the directgra,zing of phytoplankton amounts to 25%,
which is close to the value indicated by RIT.rEY (j 956).
The respiration of meso- and macrozooplanktol1 composes only t 5% of total
heterotrophic respiration. This value is close to the estimation by POME1'l.OY and
JOHANNES (1968).

(4) Nutrient Regeneration
(a) Introduction and Methodology
The stock of tho main mineral nutrients nitrogen and phosphorus is continuously
recycled in the euphotic zone ofmost ocean rcgions. It compos s only asmall percentage of the tota-l amount useu in the annual primary-production cycle. The stock of
inorganic nutrients is cOlL'mmed by algae in a few days, but is constantly renewed
by the regeneration of nitrogen and phosphorus via autolysis ofdead phytoplankton
cells as well as during the metabolism of heterotrophic organisms (bacteria and
animal populations).
A significant part of the nutrients bound in phytoplankton cells is regenera,ted in
the eu photic zone and i.. im mediately reutilized by algae. This part provide up to
25% of the total nutrient supply (KETCHUM, 1962). The value can be especially
high in tropical stratified waters where it large part of the daily phytoplankton
production is grazed by zooplankton. The rest of the nonmineralized, particulate,
mostly nitrogenous su bstance (phosphorus is released more rapidly than nitrogen)
sinks below the euphotic zone or is brought down to that depth by descending
currents in t he regions of convergence. Here, it is gradually deeo mposed and mineralized by the heterotrophic community and returned into the organic cycle, being
elevated up to the euphotic zone by currents with upwelling waters in regions of
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divergence and up,velling, or by turbu lent vertical exchange through the thermocline. Zones of intensive nutrient regeneration in shallow waters include the surface
layer of bottom sedimentR and epibiotic bottom communities.
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Problems of nutrient regeneration refer to the general question of organic decomposition and energy transfer in food chains. The regeneration rates and the roles
played by different groups of heterotrophic organisms, such as bacteria, protozoans
or other zooplankters, are directly related with their integral metabolic activities,
expressed, for example, as respiration rate of apparent oxygen utilization, AOU
(REDFIELD and co-authors, 1963; SATOMI and POMEROY, 1965).
Nutrient release by microbial action is usually examined with in vitro experiments
on the decay of organic matter from algae or sediments, accompanied by analyses
of the products formed (GRILL and R.ICHARDS, 1964; SEKI, 1968). The excretion of
phosphorus and nitrogen by zooplankton is measured in laboratory experiments and
then extrapolated to the in situ excretion of animals after measuring its biomass or
metabolism rate (HARRIS, 1959). Labelled phosphorus is widely used for measuring
rates and studying the mechanism of inorganic-phosphate excretion by animals
(CONOVER, 1951 ; JOHANNES, 1968; Chapter 5).
(b) Mineralization and Nutrient Regeneration under Experimental
Conditions

Under experimental conditions, mineralization of the easily utilizable fraction
of dead phytoplankton takes 20 to 30 days at 20° to 25° C. The rate is described by
the constant of chemical first-order reactions (SKOPINTSEV, 1949; OGURA, 1972a;
OTSUKI and HANYA, 1972a). In various experiments, this constant (X) varied
between 0·01 to 0·15 day-I. The second stage of mineralization is a slow decomposition of the stable 'refractory' fraction during subsequent incubation. Its rate
constant is 3 to 10 times less: 0·005 to 0-01 day-L (GRILL and RICHARDS, 1964;
OQURA, 1972b).
Similar values of the constant K were determined for the liberation rate of organic
nutrients (ammonia and phosphates) during the first stage of aerobic decomposition
of dead phytoplankton. These constants were used for calculating in situ organicmatter decom position rates. SKOPINTSEV (1949) calculated the time of 90% decomposition of del1d phytoplankton at various temperatures, obtaining the following
values (constant X = 0,056): at 22° C, 18 days; at 12° C, 40 days; at 2° C, 88 days.
However, in deep waters, in situ decomposition of even easily utilizable organic
matter proceeds much more slowly due to the cumulative inhibiting action of low
temperature and high pressure upon microbial metabolism (SOROKIN, 1969;
JANNASCH and co-authors, 1971).
A significant part of the organic nitrogen and phosphorus constituents of the
phytoplankton cell (up to 50~%) is water solu ble. It is easily liberated during autolysis
of dead algae cells before any microbial action commences. This was shown by the
incubation of sterile dead algae (GOLTERMAN, 1964). During autolysis, :rapid
enzymatic hydrolysis of phospholipids and phosphorylated sugars took place along
with the liberation of inorganic phosphates. Only the nucleic acid fraction was not
subject to this process. During autolysis, the nitrogen was liberated more slowly.
This proceeds via enzymatic deamination of amino acids, resulting in the formation
of ammonia.
During decomposition of dead algae in vitro, a part of the organic matter (about
6%) forms the dissolved fraction, consisting of proteinaceous material (OTSUKl and
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HANYA, 1972a). At the end of the initial stage of the process, about 15 to 20% of total
organic matter and about the same amount of organic nitrogen were left nonmineralized, forming the particulate-matter fraction (Fig. 6-22).
Further decom position of the remaining cUssol ved and particulate organic matter
proceeds very slowly. However, this is probably only partly due to stability, because
during decomposition microbial biomass is accumulated, which, in turn, has to be
mineralized.
According to OTSUKI and HANY.A. (1972a), the remaining portion of decaying
material contaill8 a mass of bacteria which composes upto 20% of the total carbon in
the insoluble fraction. This percentage was surely underestimated by these authors,
who did not use the direct bacterial count method to estimate the total microbial
biomass. Even in natural detritus and sediments, where there is a normal biocenosis
including grazing animals, the percentage of carbon accumulating as the microbial
biomass can be up to 5 to 10% of the total organic carbon (SOROKIN, 1971d).
In natural waters, decomposition proceeds at much lower substrate concentrations and via the metabolism of a whole ecosystem. It is, therefore, much more
complete than in in vitro experiments.
During anaerobic decomposition of algae tmder experimental conditioll8, the
main products after 60 days were the insoluble fraction (50%) and dissolved organic
matter (30% mostly lower fatty ac:ds). Only about 20% of the substance was
mineralized (Fig. 6-51). However, under natumI conditions, decomposition of
organic matter in anoxic zones proceeds more intensely than in the in vitro experiments, since the dissolved, low-molecular-weight reduced products of anaerobic
decay migrate to the boundary of the anaerobic zone and are oxidized by the
anaerobic, heterotrophic and autotrophic micro flora. The microbial biomass
accumulating during anaerobic decay can be mineralized in the redox zones by
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anaerobic ciliates (FENCHEL, 1968; Fig. 6-33) and by other benthic animals.
Therefore, we do not find the large accumulations of organic matter in anoxic
basins which could be expected when considering the results of the above in situ
experiments (RrcHARDs and VACCARO, 1956; SKOPINTSEV and TlMOFEYEVA, 1960).
It should also be mentioned that under in situ. conditions, additional sources of
hydrogen acceptors-such as sulphates and nitrates-exist, which are absent in the
in vitro experiments conducted. Their presence makes possible more inten~e anaerobic decomposition (RICHARDS, 1965) than fermentation alone, as in the experiments by OTSUKI and HANYA (1972b).
'l'he liberation of organic nutrients (NH 4 +, P0 4--) under anaerobic conditions,
even in vitro, proceeds much more intensely than the mineralization rate of the
organic matter itself. At the end of a 60-day experiment by the above authors, about
50% of organic nitrogen was mineralized, as compared with 20% mineralized
organic carbon (Fig. 6-51). In anoxic basins, a large accumulation of organically
bound nitrogen and phosphorus also fails to occur (RICHARDS, 1965).

(0) Regeneration of in situ Phosphorus
Phosphorus is present in cell substances in thre main fractions. The first is the
easily hydrolysable esterified sugars, such as ATP. This fraction constantly liberates
inorganic phosphorus, even in living edls during the energy metabolism. The
intensity of this process in micro-organisms depends on the physiological state of the
cell. After the death of the cell, this fraction is guicldy hydrolysed, Jibemting
inorganic phosphate. The second fraction is the phospholipids and polyphosphate ,
composing the structural and energy-stock com poncnts of the cell. This fraction also
decomposes relati vely quickly under enzyme action during autol...::;is, with liberation
of inorganic phosphate (Ho:E'FMAN", 1956; GOLTERMAN", 1964; JOHANNES, 1954a).
The third fraction is the rela.tively stable organic phosphorus of nucleic acids.
It composes about 25% of total cell phosphorus and is barely hydrolysed during
autolysis. It gradually dissolves, forming the organic-phosphorus-stock fraction in
natura,l sea waters where its content varies from 0·] to 0·5 ttg d t r 1-1 . It can be used
by bacteria for biosynthesis and is mineralized rna ,tly through the food e!lain.
A significant part of phytoplankton and microbial populations in the sea is
grazed by animals which metabolize and mineralize the bulk of phosphorus
(JOI-IANN"ES, 1968). The most important role in phosphorus mineralization is played
by protozoa, which have a high metabolism and feed directly on bacteria. Per
biomass unit, the protozoa excrete 10 to 100 times more phosphate than the crustacean microzooplankton and several hundred times more than the mesozooplankton
(JOH.L--.. ES, 1965). In 5 to 15 min, they excrete an amount of phosphate equal to the
content in their bodies (Fig. 6-52). Therefore, even though composing a minor
fraction of the biomass, protozoa can accom plish the main function of phosphorus
regeneration in the planktonic community. Sometimes, especially during periods of
intensive decay of a phytoplankton mass accumulated during a previous phytoplankton bloom (Fig. 6-48), the protozoam can xct'Qd even the mesoplankton in
biomass (SOROKIN, 1974). In this case, their prevailing role in nutrient regeneration
8hould be absolute.
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The protozoans are responsible for most of the phosphorus regeneration from
detritus (JOHANNES, 1964a, 1(65). A significant role in this process is al 0 played by
benthic fauna elellll'nts (POMEROY and BUSH, 1959; KUENZLEH, 1961; JOHANNES,
1964b). Its purification effect is especially significant in shallow estuarine sediment
(POMEROY and co-authors, 1967).
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Fig. 6-52: Body·equivalent excretion time of
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J OHAN 'ES (1964a) presented a formula which expre ses the excretion time of the
body stock of phosphorus (B) as a function of an animal's body size W expressE'\d as g
ofdry weight, incrustacean mesozooplankton: B = 0·331, W + 2·6h. In adult forms
of calanoids, the daily phosphate excretion ranged from 2 to 5% (KETCHUM, 1(62)
up to 40 to 100% (POMEROY and co-authors, 1(63) of the animal's body stock. The
latter values were obtained for net zooplankton from the tropical Atlantic Ocean.
Inorganic phosphate excretion by mesozooplankton only
xcluding microzooplankton-ranged from 15% of the daily requirements for phytoplankton in
continental shelf waters up to 60% in waters of the Gulf Stream. In a shallow bay,
this perc,-entage was guita low-anIy 6%. The main function ofphosphorus regeneration in this biotope is played by the benthic community. According to HAltGRAVE
and GEEN (1968), animal excretion. can satisfy most of the phosphorus requirement
of the phytoplankton, even in a lake.
A significant part (30 to 50%) of the total phosphorus excreted by living net
zooplankton was represented by the organic phosphate fraction.
In experiments with animals labelled with J2P-via feeding with labelled algaeit was determined that planktonic calanoids excrete about 9% of J2p day-I when fed
with pre-labelled algae over a long period. This value was about 30% when the
caJanoids were fed only for a short time (Co OVER, 1961). It was concluded that, in
crustaceans, there are two phosphorus pools--a pool of labile phosphorus (perhaps
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that of ATP) and another pool of a more stable phosphorus (perhaps that of the
nucleic acids) which exchanges more slowly.
Phosphorus mineralization and excretion of mineral phosphate by zooplankton
are functions ofthe organism's energy metabolism (Fig. 6-5:3). Therefore, a relatively
stable ratio exists between zooplankton respiration and phosphate excretion. It was
found to equal 70 to 90 for net zooplankton, if O 2 consumed and P excreted were
expre sed in j.tg atoms (SATOMI and POMEROY, 1965). In accordance with the
stoichiometric ratio (REDFIELD and co-authors, 1963), complete oxidation of the
planktonic organic matter should result in a much higher ratio than report,ed
above-about 276. The lower ratio in zooplankton reflects the selective assimilation
and incomplete oxidation of the organic matter of consumed phytoplankton.
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phosphorus in solution. 1: Only bact ria present; 2:
ba<:teria + ciliate Euplotes sp.; 3: bacteria + flagellates.
(Based on JOHANNES, 1965.)

The stability of this ratio is very valuable. It makes possible calculations of the
intensity of phosphorus regeneration by the zooplankton community. However,
for these calculations, it is also necessary to have data on the biomass and metabolism of crustacean microzooplankton, ciliat(~R and phagotrophic flagellates, which
is difficult, due to deficiencies of the determination methods.
Regarding the role of bacteria in the phosphorus regeneration process, a controversy still exists. When oxidizing organic matter with a norma] phosphorus content,
bacteria must liberate! of it as inorganic phosphate and utilize about .} as cell
constituents during oxidative assimilation of organic matter (SEKl, 1968). The
presence of bacteria accelerates the release of organic phosphate from dead animals
(JOHANNES, 1964b) and algae (GOLTERMAN, 1964), especially at advanced stages of
decomposition. Their role in phosphate liberation, however, should be different in
environments belonging to different trophological conditions with different organic
metabolism. In lakes, for example, where direct grazing of algae is not a principal
mechanism of decomposition of phytoplankton material, the microfiora oxidize
prevailingly organic matter rich in phosphorus, whereas in pelagic parts of the sea,
they oxidize mostly remains of grazed and digested algae poor in phosphorus. In the
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first case, it should release phosphate, but in the second, it should consume inorganic
phosphate from the sea water for its own biosynthesis.
Experiments on 32p turnover in natural waters showed that, even in lake waters,
the microbia.l population rapidly consumes a significant portion of labelled phoRphorus introduced (RIGLER, 1956, 1964.; HAYES and PHILLIPS, 1958). The same
was found in sea water (JOHANNES, 1964a). The e observations led to the conclusion
that bacteria have only minor importance in the liberation of inorganic phosphate
and, moreover, that they mostly consume it rather than liberate it (JORA NES,
1968). However, the above data on J2P-phosphate consumption by bacterioplankton. are probably insufficient for this conclusion. By this method, consumption of
J2p is measured only in part of the microbial population where the oxidizing
fraction of organic matter is phosphorus poor (fatty acids, amino acids, carbohydrates). The simultaneous microbial processes of unlabelled-phosphate Jiberc1tion
and decomposition of organic phosphorus compounds are not accounted for in these
experiments. Nevertheless, mineralization of thc stable fr.action of organic phosphorus present in sea water is pro bably one of the most important functions of the
microbial population in the phosphorus cycle of aquatic environments, since other
organisms cannot, perform this function.
According to JOHANNES (J 964a), organic phosphorus is released by all living
organisms (algae, bacteria, animals) The released phosphorus equals about 25% of
the stable organic phosphorus fraction formed during autolysis of dead algae and
animals (GOLTERl\fA" , 1964 ; JOHANNES, 1964b). Bacteria partly mineralize organic
phosphorus and release organic phosphate. The rest is transformed into the particulate substance of their bodies which are accessible to consumption and minerCl.lization by bacteria-feeding animals (JOHANNES, 1968).
Experi ments with labelled phosphorus showed that the main source of phosphorus
for animals is particulate food, mostly algae and bacteria. They are not able to
assimilate inorganic phosphate. Therefore, the pathway 'dissolved organic phosphorus~bacteria->animals-.;.inorganic phosphate' indicates one of the most
important mechanims of phosphorus regeneration in aquatic habitats (Fig. 6-53).
The dominance of a trophic l"c1ther than osmotic mechani'm of phosphorus consumption was also demonstrat d for coral polyps (SOROKT", 19nb). In this case,
we have a kind of 'plant' with a high photosynthesis rate, due to the presence of
zooxanthellae, which can use particulate organic phosphorus by consuming planktonic microft.ora.
The ability of bacteria to utilize inorganic phosphate for biosynthesis, at the
expense of the energy of organic-matter oxidation, makes them serious competitors
of algae for this nutrient (FITZGERALD, 1969; RHEE, 1972). This competition can be
especially significant in environments where phosphorus-poor organic matter-brought from other regions or water layers-had been oxidized and.dephosphorilized
during the transportation. Such a situation exists in tropical ocean regions where
bacteria largely oxidize the organic matt~r brought in from more productive regions.
In these habitats, inorganic-phosphorus uptake by bacteria can far exceed its
consumption by algae. In the euphotic zone, competition of the microflora with
algae for phosphorus-under conditions of generally low nutrient concentrationis believed to be one of the causes of a low primary production in tropical oceanic
waters (SOROKIN, 1972d).
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Studies of the vertical distribution of nitrates and phosphates, of orga,nic phosphorus, and of CO 2 and O2 content in different parts of the ocean demonstrated the
existence of definite ratios among these properties, The ratio of nitrates and phosphates by atoms in waters below 250 to 300 m (15; l)is close tothat in phytoplankton
(REDFIELD and co-authors, 1963). Vertical distribution is a result of the biochemical
processes of mineralization in the water column. The localization of these processes,
which also are the cause of the formation of the oxygen minimum in the ocean, is
still under discussion (HOLM-HANSEN, 1970; MENZEL and RYTHER, 1970). The
opinion has been expressed that the main part of oxygen is consumed during in situ
microbial decomposition and zooplankton respiration, at the expense of settling
particulate organic matter derived from local primary production, especially that
accumulating at density-gradient layers (SEIVELL, 1937; SVERDRUP, 1938; MIYAKE
and SARUHASHI, 1956). Data on the stability of the vertical distribution of particulate and dissolved organic matter, as well as unsuccessful attempts to locate the
accumulation of particulate matter in the subsurface water column, demonstrated
that the above-mentioned decomposition processes of local organic matter can be
responsible neither for the basic mineralization process nor for the oxygen depletion.
Moreover, oxygen and phosphorus distribution appears to be a quasi-conservative
property of the water masses in most parts of the ocean. Thus, their formation and
distribution were later related to the global oceanic circulation process.
One theory proposes that the main process of organic decomposition and oxygenminimum formation is localized in the upwelling regions of high organic production
(e.g. off the coast of Peru), and that the products formed here are distributed over
the rest of the ocean by horizontal transport of water masses (MENZEL, 1970).
Another theory connects oxygen-minimum formation and phosphate regeneration
with organic-matter decomposition in a given water mass during the formation of
deep and intermediate waters in high-latitude convergences. This organic matter
is decomposed in deep and intermediate waters from the subantarctic and subarctic
convergences on their way to the equator (WYRTRY, 1962; REDFIELD and co-authors,
1963; PYTKOWITZ and KESTER, 1966). Therefore, their distribution does not coincide
with the distribution of conservative properties (e.g. density). Nevertheless, the
initial amount of phosphates in the waters which sank in regions of convergence
(preformed phosphates) was cited by hydrographers as a conservative property.
It can be calculated as the difference between the total amount of phosphate in sea
water and the amount which can be formed during the process of organic-matter
mineralization after its sinking in the region of convergence (Pm)' The latter is
calculated from the value of apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) (REID, 1965;
PYTKOWITZ and KESTER, 1966; SAPOZHNIKOV, 1971).
The value of AOU at 1000- to 2000-m depth in the tropical Pacific Ocean was found
to be about 6 mg O 2 1-1. If we take the oxygen-consumption value as directly
measured by means of the 14 0 method (Table 6-9), which is about 0·04 /-Lg O 2 1- 1
year- 1 for this layer, we obtain the age of these waters, 150 years.
An example of the composition ofthe phosphorus pool is given in Table 6-25. It
shows that, below 250 m, organic phosphorus is almost absent and the organic matter
is completely devoid of phosphorus. Further microbial oxidation in water moving
upward in the regions of upwelling and convergence in the tropical zone can proceed
only by involving mineral phosphate for microbial biosynthesis. This explains, in
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part, the extremely high intensity of phosphate assimilation by microflora in tropical
surface waters (SOROKIN, 1972d; SOROlUN and WYSHKVARTZEV, 1974}.
At 500 m, a certain amount of organic phosphate appears again, as a result of
rapid advection of intermediate Arctic waters along the boundary layer in the western part of the ocean. The phosphates formed in these waters compose about half
the total phosphorus. The second half are the phosphates formed during mineralization of the original organic matter which sank at Antarctic convergence. In surface
waters below the euphotic 7.one, the phosphates gradually rise. Their stock, which
composes half the total, is formed by local remineralization of organic matter from
phytoplankton.
In the euphotic zone of the tropical waters, a high percentage of the total phosphorus (60 to 80%) is present in the organically bound forms. Therefore, in these
waters, the processes of local mineralization and nutrient regeneration by zooplankton are of special importance in supporting phytoplankton production. The limiting
concentration of inorganic phosphorus for diatoms in the tropical Pacific Ocean was
determined to be 0·2 p..g at PI-I (THOMAS and DODSON, 1968), i.e. about 50% of the
total stock of organic phosphate in the waters of the euphotic zone. In the western
part of the ocean, this limiting concentration is supported by local regeneration and
turbulence at 50 to 70 ill, where the main biological maximum is located (SOROKIN,
1973a).
(d) Regeneration of Nitrogen

Nitrogen is a more conservative element of protoplasm than phosphorllR. Its
regeneration coincides more with the general organic-matter mineralizu.tion. The
main process of nitrogen regeneration is ammonification-the liberation of ammonia
during deamination of amino acids after proteolysis. This mechanism proceeds as a
result of the action of enzyme systems of heterotrophic organisms, which metabolize protein and amino acids and use the e substances as an energy source. The
heterotrophic organisms in question include saprophytic bacteria, zooplankton and
zoobenthos. The relative role of these groups in the ammonification process is
different in different aquatic biocenoses. In lakes and in marine eutrophic estuaries,
the most import,ant role is played by saprophytic microflora, since the mass of
autochthonous ;;~nd 1tllochthon 1US organic mnterial accumulated ht-:re cannot be
consumed and metabolized by the animal population (KUZNETSOV, 1970).
In pelagic marine bioceno es, a significant amount of regenerating ammonia
nitrogen is excreted by zooplankton (H ....RRIS, 1959). HARRIS demonstrated that,
in the Long Island Sound in the northwe.':lt Atlantic Ocean, up to 70% of the daily
nitrogen requirement of the phytoplankton was covered by zooplankton excretion.
The latter was found to be 2·6,ug at N mg- l day-I. Ammonia excretion can be
determined from the stoichiometric ratio respiration: N = excretion. Average values
found by HARRIS were: O 2 cOIlSumed:N excreted = 7·7 (for zooplankton) and 20·5
(for zoobenthos). The ratio for phytoplankton is around 17. A low value for the
zooplankton ratio found by HARRIS might be a result of incomplete assimilation
of the phytoplankton substance by animals under food-excess conditions in the rich
waters of Long Island Sound.
According to CONOVER and CORNER (1968), the 2 : N ratio in zooplankton varies
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from 16 to 30 and higher (see also Chapter 5). The high ratios were observed in
Calanus finmarchicus when respiration proceeded at the expense of stored fat at the
end of the spring bloom. Predatory species, e.g. the copepod Pareuchaeta sp.,
had higher respiration and nitrogen-excretion rates and a lower 2 : N ratio than
the herbivorous C. finmarchicus.
The relative importance of the microbial population, as well as that of protozoans
and other microzooplankters, in nitrogen regeneration in pelagic communities was
not considered in the above studies. Nevertheless, it is quite probably less than in
lakes and eutrophic marine estuaries. This is indicated indirectly by a relatively
low saprophytic-bacteria content in the waters of the open sea, as compared with
lake biotopes of the same productivity level (Table 6-5). The difference is about
5 to 10 times. The main role of bacteria in nitrogen metabolism in pelagic marine
communities, as with phosphorus regeneration, can be seen in the mineralization of
the stable-cycle and high-molecular-weight nitrogenous organic matter. During this
process, one part of the nitrogen is liberated as ammonia, and the second part is
transformed into the nitrogen of microbial protein, subjected to further mineralization via the food web. These processes have thus far received scant. attention
(KRA.r.Lov, 1971).
The ammonia liberated during protein decomposition by zoopJankters and
bacteria is, for the most part, included into the food chain again when consumed by
phytoplankton and by bacteria-oxidizing nitrogenJess organic compoLU1ds (e.g.
lipids, sugars). The more scarce the nitrate supply by turbulence from deeper layers,
the more important is the local mineralization process and the more likely that a
part of the nitrogen is used by phytoplankton as ammonia. In temperate productive
regions, about 70% of the nitrogen is used by algae as ammonia. In oligotrophic
tropical waters poor in nitrates, this portion can be about 99% (DUGDALE and
OERING, 1967).
Part of the ammonia, especially that which forms below the euphotic zone, is
oxidized to nitrite and then to nitrate by nitrifying bacteria (WATSON, 1963;
CARLUCCI and McNALLY, 1969). The bulk of the nitrogen in deep oceanic waters is
present in the form of nit.rates. DUGDALE (1969) postulated that these nitrates are
formed at high latitudes and sink with the waters. A significant a,mount of nitrate
was also found in upwelling regions with a low oxygen content in the water column,
where it was formed as an intermediary product of the denitrification process,
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7. GENERAL CONCEPTS OF POPULATION
DYNAMICS AND FOOD LINKS
R.

MARQALEF

(1) Introduction

The term 'population dynamics', as used by most ecologists, comprises changes in
populations of organisms under natural conditions. A population is composed of a
set ofindividuals, defined and limited in some way; usually, a restriction of a genetic
nature is applied, as well as some limitation concerning space and time. The changes
experienced by a population consist of discrete events: births, deaths, possib]'y
movements in and out of the spatial frame of reference, plus phenomena of a more
continuous nature, such a. gro·wth. The dynamics of a particular population may
be expressed as a record of such events.
Every event finds an explanation in determinate terms: an individual death may
be the effect of a predator, or of malfunction associatf"d with age, disea ,etc. It is
usuaHy difficult to specify such causes, and for this reason, as well as for the convenience of providing some summary or synthetic overview of what happens, a
statistical approach has been found useful, in which events are summed or averaged
over segments of time and/or space. The identit,y of the individual that dies may be
considered im material to the conceptual model, so that its death is takcn as a
random event. This leads to statements of the sort that an average fraction of the
individuals present die within a given unit of time. \~Tith reference to a population,
it is possible to say that an individual of a given age has a certain probability of
dying within a· fixed period of time.
Demography is the dl-'s(:ription of populations, anddernographic eventg cOlild be
expressed in a simplified form as parameters of a. statistical nature. These parameters can be accepted, if t!H're is lawfulness in nature, as rates of biological
processes. Of course, the rates can change with t,ime, so that the derivativcR or the
rates make sense biologically. Only here can a justification be found for the generalized use of the term 'dynamics'. A set of re,cor<!pd observations can be elaborated,
following accepted statistical rules, and allow the computation of said parameters.
The study of population dynamics involves a modest degree of book-keeping, As a
next st.ep-if the events can be reasonably summarized in terms of rates 01' any
other simplified form-it becomes possible to compare populations of the same
species, or of different species, and to louk for rC'gularities.
Sometimes, the faise assumption is made that once determined parameters arC' a
characteristic of the species, comparab), to size or metabolism, and that it is
possible to compute or estimate such parameters in populcttions bred in the laboratory and to use them as a physiological characteristic of the species, thus attempting
prediction of demographic behaviour of natuml populations of t,he species concerned, Actm~Hy, the parameters used in population dynamics are a statistical
617
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result and cannot substitute for the different events and processe. involved. Since
the single event-as welJ as the frequency with which it reappears-often depends
on the presence of other species, e.g. in predator-prey relations, any rate or parameter used for describing the demography of a single species is, in fact, part of a
system of many populations of different species, that is, it is related to the ecosystem level. Such enlargement of the frame of reference, beyond the population
examined, is also necessary when simple statistical principles allow meaningful
explanations, for instance, in context with the stabilizing effect of many independent causes, combined at random.
Population dynamics comprises, besides book-keeping and computation for
expressing rates and indices, a good deal of 'soft science', which abounds in :<pecuJation, e.g., on the value of demographic parameters for describing relations between
species, or on ways to combine data pertaining to several species in order to obta.in
meaningful expressions u.t the ecosystem level. This is done by mathematical
modelling. It is unsound to push the rna.thema.tical argument beyond biological
utilization and its biological fundament.
It cannot be the purpose of this chapter to prescnt a reasonably complete
I'eview. We comment here on the general theoretical framework and discuss
possible avenues of future research. We believe that dat-a become meaningful only
within the framework of a theory; while this view may not be sha.red by some
readers, some kind of theory-often a poor one-stands behind a.ny collection of
'plain facts'-much more so in the case of tabulated or plotted information.
(a) Human Demography

One of the roots of today's ecology originates from considerations on human
populations. Even in ancient speculations, one can recognize a t.race of the diverging
viewpoints that have persisted until today. According to some beliefs, a cer·ta.in
number of humans had to exist because souls were waiting to be born. Or mankind
was seen as a sort of military parade before the Almighty, or simply before t,lw
times, with new people entering the stage by birth, and others leaving by deal h, in
such a way that the populace in the process of marching retained certain overall
characteristics. Crude population censa have existed for millenia, for purposes of
ta.xation and personal (rnilit,a.ry) service. Much information, most.ly unused, exists
in the records of European parishes; although not, unifOr'Ill, it, is extremely interesting, but requires critical analysis. More detailed records are available on til('
aristocracy-regarded, perhaps, as a species by itl:\elf. Life insurance was based on
rough and intuitive statistical knowledge, and soon stimulated J'f'search abollt the
shape and properti(':-; of the survival curve. Such practica.l problems of human
demogra.phy awakened the interest of eminent mathematicians.
The problems in vol ved were soon (;onsidCl'cd to fall primarily within the domain of
statistics, less so of det.erministic biology. The emphasis on t.he statistical asp<'cts of
demography was beneficial, because it helped to develop iL firm approach to population dynamics, as observed from inside. However, it ma.} also have contributp,u to
the fa.ct that. the analysis of possi bIe relationshi ps betwecn the survi va] of inu ivid uals
and that of the ent,irc population have been neglp.ctcd. ~uch it eomprp.hcnsive
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concept requires a model larger than the population, and the recognition of some
sort of deterministic mechanism.
Neither aspect is new. EULER. (1760), for exa.mple, spems to have been more
interested in the internal dynamics of one populfttion and ill possibilities of expressing its propert.ies through a smaH number of pa.ra.meter·. ORAl NT (according to
SUTHERLAND, 196:3) in the seventeenth century, and ]\IAL'l'HUS (179H). a century
later, stressed the consequences of exponential increase t.hat somehow would call
for some agent of external regulat,ion.
Originally, in the frame of reference of human demography, a species was conceived as a set of individuals. Later, a complementary point of view was developed,
based on the concepts of biomass and production. This more recent. approach may
be relevant in connection with practical problems, such as the exploitatioll of
crops, where individuals are difficult to identify and to define, or unimportant to
the investigator. These different approaches have produced conflicts of quantified
versus continuum mea.sures of the same objects.
The consideration of humf1n populations has facilitated planning and implementation of censa., statistical treatment of the resulting data, development of
abridged ways of presentation, and computation of parameters for describing
changes in simple ma-thematical models (KEYFITZ, 1968).
From commonlinguisticu.,;f', it seems that the term 'populationdynamics'involves
the study of forces that shape the populations, and that alter or regulate their rates
of change. If the rates of cha.nge are considered variable, as they are, it is possible
to t;peak of accrl~ration and, in this context, the use of the term 'dynamics' is
corn'ct. But v('ry often, the expression population dynamics is used rather loosely,
and often applied to simple demographic d scriptions; in these cases it would be
better to speak of population kinematics. The causes t hat shape populations
through dynamic processes can be studied only in the fr:unl' of the ecosystem. If
such differentiation between dynamics and kinematic;; is acceptable, it may be
embarrflssing t.o speak of the dynamics of unispeciflc populations, when referellce
is made to ideal populations governed by constant parameters or rates. Actually,
such rates are /lot constant, but shifting, but their change ca.nnot he explained in a
small system of reference limited to a single species.
In summary, human demography not only has introduced the concept of rates of
change (births, de,tLhs) and of age distribution resulting from the'e ra.tes, but al.o
illustrates that the values of statistical parameters used to describe population
processes are not constant; they change as :1 function of space and time. Such
chang(~1'; have been especially notorious in recent time-so J n the order of decades, t,he
av(~rage human life span has lC'ngthened very much, and rates of birth and death
are slowing dO\\'n in a. profound transformation that has lwen named the tra.nsition.
Human demography shows that it is useful to compute simpl!' parameters in order
to describe some basic properties of populations, but it shows as well that it is
difficult to prodll(;(~ a.dequate information on population dynamics from inside
unispecific populations. However, even if rates are not constant, f'very population
nevertheless shows a certai n resilience to change, and this specific property, that
may be considercd as a relaxation time, explains oscillatory behaviour as a response
to stress.
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(b) The Utilitarian Approach of Fisheries Research

The principles developed in human demography have been applied to domestic
a.nimals, to insects and to water-fleas-as far as individua.Js and events (births,
deaths) could b(:~ identified. For organisms multiplying by fission. such as bacteria,
algae and ciliates, it must be decided at every division, whethcr 1 death and 2
births have to be accounted for, or I immortal body and just I birth. Binary fission
is the casiest way to conceive exponential increase in numbers. DARWIN was
impressed by the 'geometrical ra.tio of increase'-a section title in his 'Origin of
Species' (p. 46 of the sixth eclition, 1897 printing), where he deals 'Nith such old
favourites as t,he potential increa. e of a population of elephants. Similar l'xamples
abound in popula,r books, listing the number of years required to cover the earth
wit h paramecia, fleas, mice or men. The su bject of potentia,1 increase has generated
more speculations than ob..ervations and led to a controversy about the J'egulation
of numbers in nat,ural populations (NICHOLSON, 1933, 1954; ANDREWARTHA and
BIRCH, 1054; LACK, J 954). The controversy concentrated on the que ·tion: How
remote from the actual population are the inputs for regulation if any-and, if not
remote, can they or can they not be recognized as being actually dependent on the
(]istl'ibution in space (not simply on density) of the same popuJation~
Plant populations have been st,udied primarily in terms of mass parameters
(trophic ecology)-except for a few studies emphasizing individuals (experiments
on competition in grasses or in duckweed, demographic studies in species of RanunCUl1/S and a few other plants) and, notably, forestry. Trees can be counted and their
growth followed individually; hence, they provide a welcome possibility to follow,
separately, density in numbers and growth. Forestry stimulat~d the study of
relationships between clearing of stands and growth of individual trees, with the
objective of maximizing total yields. Thus a bridge was built between demographic
and trophic aspects of population studies.
Studies on fish populations, as those on forests and some forest pcsts (moths and
otber insects), have contributed considerably to the development of modern
concepts of population dynarnics. More efforts have been invested in the study of
fish populations than in the study of populations or other aquatic organism'perhaps, of any organisms. Thcse efforts are witnessed by a large n umber of important papers, revievl's and books (e.g. BARANOV, 1918; BEVERTON and HOLT, 1957;
CUSHING, 1968; .Fox, 1971; GRAHAM, 1935; GVLLAND, 1055, 1962; HJORT, 1914;
LECREN a.nd HOLDGATE, 1952; NIKOLSKH, 1960; PALOHEIMO, 1957; RICKER, ) 946,
1954, 1958; RIFFENBURGH, 1969; SCHAEFFER, 1954, 1957, 1968; SCHAEFFER a.nd
BEVRRTON, ! 963). Obviously it is impossible to review all important papers that
have been written. We restrict ourselves here to aspects considered cspecially
essential and releva.ut to the topic of this chapter.
Motivation is important in research. The motivation of fisheries biologists was
kindled by their desire to estimate the capacity of a fish population for sustaining
exploitation, and to assess the maximum obtainable sustained yield. Since it was
evident that, withollt fishing, the oceans were not brimful with fish, fishing actually
was ttLking out it portion that would otherwise be removed or remain unused.
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Natuml exploit,aLion by predators and 'nnJ.ural' death wa., thus, substituted in
part by human exploitation-fishing. In a way, tiJ;hing means tu collect tIll' fish
before it dies frum 'nalural' causes. Usually, fishing reduces the life span of illdividuals. This does not necessarily happen when man eliminates and thf.n subst,itutes
completely by himself some natural predator of fish.
Some of thc pertinent problems could be studied in experimental populations of
water fleas (SLOBODKIN A.nd RICHMAN, 1!J5G; SMITH, 1!)():3) and of small freshwater
fishes (l.ebisles 1'etiCltletIUs, SILLIi\fAN and OUTSELL, 1!J5~). Expluita.tion can be
studied experimentally in expanding populations or in continuous cuit'lires (Volume
III: KINNE, J 976). A population that expands, steadily exporting individuals to
neighbouring areas, maintains characteristics similar to a population that is being
exploited, Eventual differ<·'nces refer to crit·eria for picking out individuals in both
cases: 1fthe potential losses by migration or drift are identical to those individuals
most 1';1 ,.;ily caughl in the case of f~ctual exploitation, the model is of general application. As a result of exploitation, not only changes in the relative representation of
different age classes occur, but also changcs in the rates of growth.
The change observed in thc characteristics of an exploited population is the
revcr:se of the change recorded in human popula.tions during the transition period.
The most obvious a.spect is a lal'g r proportion of juveniles, resulting in a smaller
average size of the individuals of the whole population. Either because growth is
limited, or because larg specimens use a Ic'Lrger fraction of energy for h;. .)motion,
young fishes can transform a higher amount of the ingested food into body SI1 bstance
(IvLEv, 1961; ee also Volume II: PANDIAN, ] 97.5). A larger proportion ofjllveniles
in an exploited population is a desirable condition, a.s long as the total bioma s is
not exc('l'dingly low, or the capacity of the population to produce suilicicnt offspring
is not endangered. Perhaps the best moment to collect the fishes is just before they
would die from 'natural' causes. In such case, man would behave as the 'prudent
predator' (SLOBODKIN, 196:2). Bllt 'prudence' is more a ma.tter of the prey than of
the predator, since it involves a change in the ~hape of the survival curves, combining different probable causes of death when survival of the species is a.s~ured. It
is obvious that man, acting as additional predator, ca.n destabilize an existing
relationship and reshc'Lpe the demographic chcuacteri. tics of species. It is also clear
that yield maximation could involv(~ probing ''Llong the age distribution of the
population, and thus include more and more of the young individuals. Moreover,
extraction costs are related to the fishing methods adopted, and to the size and
relative numerical proportions of the individuals extracted. Combining some very
general ecological concepts with economic notions, through trial a,nd error, some
equilibrium could eventually be r ached. At this point, increase in yield, if ff'tlsible,
would not repay the increase in effort.
Fishermen have long recognized that a species usually contains different breeding
groups, often referred to as stocks in commercial fisheries. Tagging, biometry and
chemical microtaxonomy have confirmed the complexity of the spatial organization
of populations. Rate of renewal of local populations may differ, and the composition
of the respective populations can be further altered by migration or movement of
individuals between different places, It seemed wi e to distribute the degree of
exploitation in a relatively uniform way over the stocks, in order to obtain the
combined maximum yields, considering also the differences in the costs of extrac-
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tion according to the different places. The exp<Lnsion of t,ile opera.tion area of
fishing Aeets, induced the development of a theory, able to ell ("om pass more eomplex
situations being realized over la,rge areas and not only the consideration of very
local interactions between fish and fisherman.
Some general propf'rties offish populations were introducf'd in t111 considern-t,ions.
Obviously, mortality of eggs and young fish was very high and difficult to assess.
Fisheries biologists preferred to disregard demography during early jife, and to
begin their studies with the recruitment of young fish, i.e. when the youngest
specimens appeared in commercial catches.
In the study of fisheries, much effort was inve. ted in met,hodology, obtaining
censa, measuring, tagging, and in developing the best ways of estimating the
ucnsity of populations resulting from interactions with man. Perhaps, even morc
diJficlIlt wa.s to assess growth 1:Lnd mortality, to Jifferellt,iat(~ between mortality UII(~
to fishing and to 'nn,tural causes', to analy'o the resIJon. cs or young individua,L' to
t.he removal of old ones, to estimat.e the efficiency and selcct,ivit,y of fishing gear,
and so on. Probably, rnore effort has been channelled into t.hese aspects than into
any other single en terpl'ise of applied ecology . However, m lIch of the work, published
and unpublished, is uninspiring rout.ine, although often wrapped in seerningly
sophisticated mathematical jargon, and it is difficult to make use of much of the
data that continue to flow into OUI' libraries.

(c) Simple Mathematical Approach
The most simple accounting of a population of Ashes, or of any other species, is

LJB

=

Rb

+ Gb + I b -

Jl1 b

-

Eb

-

Fb

+ e,

or

LJN=R,,+l n -frf n -B,,- P"

e

where B = biomass; LJB = change of bioma.ss; X - number of individuals; LJX =
change in Dum bel' of individuals; R = reproduction (individuals born); (: = growth
(if the population is expressed as number of individuals, indiviuU<11 growth C<tll b0
disregarded); 1= im migration; M = mortality; g = elll igmtion: F extnwtion
(mortality due to iishing); e = a statistical term to round the account, if considered
necessary.
This sort of finite difference equation is more germl:Lne t.o t.he concepts used by
ecologists, and call be translated immediatcly into computer 1"llguage, recording
isolated events in the ,Lppropriate sequence and ma.nner, a.nd having programmes
to answer possible questions about rates and projections on the basis of such a
record (WATT, ]962).
It has been customary to write such expressions in a differential form, the
different processes being given as instantaneolls rates. If t is time,

. . IN dN
1Imlt--= 1-0
t
dt

and

. . LJB dB
1l l m t - = - ·
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t

dt

Although biomass (B) can grow in infinitely small steps, the number of individuals
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(N) cannot, and has to be maintained quantified. However, for very large llumbers,
it can be supposed that the possible relative changes can be quite small too, and the
differential form has been accepted and assimilated, perha.ps over-enthusiastically,
in population dynamics. We can recognize the attempt. to make ecology more like
physics, pretending exaggerated precision and .i L1stify ing the introduction of
concepts of rates, accelerations, etc. The changes can be made relative to total
biomass or total number of individuals
1 .

, Ll 15

1 dB
13 dt

I

,Ll_~r

= - -.- ,

- bmlt B I~O
t
,

1 dN

- hmlt-=--·
iV I~O
t
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It is then possible to introduce instantaneous rates, for which we can keep the
same letters, but lower case,
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and it is possible to write
1 dN.
1
--=r+z-m-eN dt
'

or

dN /dt

= 1'lY

+ il\' -

mX - e~V -

11':.

The rounding term e can be substituted by some random funct,ion added to the
right of the last expression.
Movements are usually limited inside the area occupied by the population
concerned, and can be disregarded, omitting e and i (E and 1). Mortalities due to
fishing and to natural causes often cannot be separated, or from the point of view of
general ecology there is no interest in separating them; hence, the equations
reduce to
IdN
=r--m
N dt
'

- -

dN/dt

=

rN - mAi.

Integration o[ this expression leads to

the basic expression for exponential increase. If rate of multiplication (expressed as
the limit of R/N [or short periods of time) exceeds the ratc of death over the whole
population, however small the difference, the population should increase exponentially, and if it is found acceptable to assign numerical values to rand m, the trend
should continue to an infinite population or to extinction, Of course, the development of the population is determinate. once fix~d values are assigned to r, m and tothe initial population N Q' Biological common sense requires retention of some
capacity of manoeuvring, assuming that rand m are not so constant and/or
retention of some indeterminate or random term in the whole expression.
In population dynamics, interest is usually focused on numbers of individuals, N.
But biomass (B) can be introduced, considering the average increase of the biomass
per individual, computed as a rate (g)
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dB/dl
dB/dt

=

=

dN/dl + d(B/N)/cU
rN + gN - mN.

In the twenties, VOLTERRA was inspired to develop his models by changes that
affected the state of fisheries in the AdIiatic Sea (VOLTERRA., 1926; SCUDO, 1971).
Changes in exploitation pr ssure during and after the First World War were
accompanied or followed by changes in the composition of the populations, and a
quantitative modcl for an explanation had to bp found. Although the correspond nce between what had happened and the model was objectionable, thf'ory
provided a. tremendous stimulus for furtlwr development of population dynamics.
VOLTERRA'S models, as well as those developed simultaneously by LOTKA (1925),
concern interaction between species, and in fisheries it can be assumed that man
and fish interact. The rate of mortality m can be considered to depend on the
pressure of predation exerted by miscellaneous predators (with a popu lation density
.Y j ) anu by fishermen (with a population density N f)' We can write, as a preliminary way of quantifying the relationship,

m=c+bNj--:-fNf
and, introducing this expression in a previous equation,

dNJdt

=

rN t

-

cN t - dN/N) - fN j N f

in which instantaneous change of a fish population (1\1 j ) is made proportional to a
sum of terms, in some of which there are products of the densities of interacting
species (.\'j .V j , X j .\'f), as if sllch products could express th(~ probabilities of the
respeetive interactions, in accordance with the Ia.w of ma;>s action.
The ~1cceptance and generalization of this model assumes that any interaction has
the same probability of happening inside all the space of referen('I~, independently
of any I'f~i11 non-random distribution in space of the reacting elements (individuals).
Such hypothesis may be justified in the case of ions, molecules or for numerous
small oraa.nisms in a large volume of turbulent wa.ter, but is not applicable to
motile organisms present in small or moderate numbers, as is the case in fish
populations.

(d) Desire for, and Feasibility of, Prediction
Almost. inee MALTHUS (1798), prediction concerning human populations has
been a hobby among those who may be characterized as para-ecologists. Obvionsly,
prediction was one of the first objectives in t he study of fish popula.tions. However,
it must be recognized that success has not been bright in either area-in the study
of men or of fishes.
The boldest and most dangerous method for prediction is to fit, by eye, a line
through values of a few censa, e.g., to plot a gra.ph as a. function of time, and with
prodigious mat,hema-tical intuition of the function involved, extrapolate the line.
A second dangerous method is to study the demographic properties (age clistribution, dist'l'ibution of mortality, fertility, movements) of the population, here and
now, and to rna.ke 11 Rhort-term prediction, based on the assumption of the con-
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staney of basic parameters OWl' a short period of time. This would be a kinematic
met hod. Another approach, perhaps more precise, has never been tried, because it
would requin~ t1w identification and the study of a set of feedbacks that continually
modify the properties of the population that are expressed by the usual demographic
parameters-adding to this some inputs that ('annot be expressed exactly, but
which may be introduced as probability distributions. I believe that only this
approach-involving. of course, the study of the entire ecosystem-could qualify
as population dynamics.
There is a call for prudence and restraint in thCi\c comments. They are further
substantiated by the following considerations: While biological processes tend to
run exponentially, non-linear links with dependent processes, exhaustion of
resources, etc., represent force.. tha.t oppose the main process and that can be conceived as a feedback. These forces are poorly known, but cannot be disregarded,
and it is dangerous to extend a given rate computed to fit the initial segment of an
exponential process.
Small differences in the rates accepted may make all the difference between
survival and extinction. Human demography tells us how difficult or uncertain it is
to compute statistics of events (deaths, births) distributed inside a certain stretch
of time and age. The errors to be expected in computing from them net rates of
increase (r - rn) are larger tha.n values associated within extinction or survival,
respectively. The same difficulty prevails in any work involving censing and
averaging over space of' time, where the va.)ues derived are affected by considerable
errol'. It is very difficult to make predictions about competition or survival from
computatiol1s·-or guesses-of net rates of increase. LEWONTIN (1974) considers
that population genet,irs is not an empirically sufficient theory, because built into
such theory are parameters and combinations of parameters that a.re not measurable
to the degree of accuracy required. The same can be said of population dynamics.
Prediction ,~ppears, thus, to be hopelessly difficult. Nevertheless, the most
elementary study of populations teaches something useful about the regularities of
the ups and downs observed. At least since LOTKA it is understood that, if a population keeps constant its fertility and its mortality according to age, it evcntually
reaches a stable condition, in which distribution by age does not change, and ra.te of
increase is also constant. In such condition, the survival curve can be inferred from
the age distribution. Any mornpntary change in the frequency distribution of
events-births and deaths-rapiJI~'levcls off after fading oscillations. This happens
because internal connection>; in the pUpil lation--Sllch as numerical relations between
successive age classes, based on a number of causes of mortality-are relatively
conservativc in the presence of Gxtemal inputs, depending on a complex organization. Ifthc populat,ion is considered as a 'ystem <1nd observed from inside, properties
that can be considered as output,s (e. o·. age distribution) are more predictable than
inputs (fluctuating numbers of offspring). The oscillations so generated are related
to biological properties of species, for instance, . orne general properties in survival,
acquired through evolution, and reflected in the length of the life span (weeks,
months or years).
In fishl'ries management, prediction has been more testable, due to a definite
manipulation of the population. The basic philosophy in fisheries management is
related to what has been na.med theory of overfishing (PE'rERsEN, 1900; RUSSELL,
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1931). Excessive extraction of the resource changes the structure and the density
of the population; it follows that, at a certain point, further exploitation ceases to be
economical. If this is so, it can be anticipated that, sooner or later, exploitation is
no longer rewarding and is reduced or discontinued, permitting the fish population
to recover. This is a feedback mechanism of regula,tion or control, similar to that
effective in the system prccbtor!prey. In such terms, the main purpose of fisheries
management has to be to anticipate change, eliminate unrewarding and exaggerated
effort and find the best conditions for exploitation.
There is always some lag in these relationships, and it can be envisioned that an
uneconomic fishery may persist for some time by inertia and by lack of alternative
opportunities, with seriously diminishing returns, endangering perhaps the conservation of the resource. Comparison between different species shows that the
respective populations may have different internal properties, and it is possible to
assign to eY(~ry population an approximate recovery time (which in more mathematical or physical terms can be compared to a relaxation time). If exploitation
ceases, some species or populations can recover more rapidly than others. At this
stage it can be suspected that the speed of recovery is related to life span of the
species involved.
An approximate calculation of the sustained maximal yield has to be based on
some conceptual model or theoretical construct, used as a frame for computations.
The objective is a prediction of what would happen under different possible intensities of exploitation. A forecast, even if rough, may be useful in directing policies.
Some preliminary exposition of models that can be traced back to VOLTERRA and
BARANOV may introduce some arguments to which we will return in different
sections of this chapter.
Coming back to the expression.

dNddt

=

rN{ - cN{ - dN;N j

-

fN j N I

.

H density of non-human predators is considered con tant, the second and third
right-side terms can be combined as

and further

The last term in the main equation refers to fishing. Its total effect is/X i )\")', X f
being the number of fishermen or, in general, the fishing effort, and fN j the catch
per unit of fishing effort, that is considered to be proportional to the density offish.
In fact it is usual in cellsus work to assume that yield per unit effort (in detecting or
in actual catching) i~ an estimate of density of the population. Almost everybody
acknowledges that the reduced expression

dNddt

=

a'N j

-

lSi Sf

is very poor, although it is often used in the study of fluctuating populations.
Fisheries ecologists have preferred to imagine rathcr constant populations
(dN;(dt = 0) and to include another term that stands for the loss of [('producti ve
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power of the species, attributable to crowding. \Vhat is needed is to account for
population regulation in the absence of fishing. The rationale is as follows: Either
man takes out fishes or population increase stops after reaching a limit. If r mO' is the
maximal rate of increase in the absence of disturbance due to crowding (reduction of
available food, etc.), it is assumed that the achieved rate of increase r is zero, if S
reaches some value K that cannot be exceeded. The most common way to relate r
and r mu (VERHULST, 1938; PEARL, 1924) is to put
r = r m.. (K - N)IK,

r = r max(l - (N IK))

and from this

but there are many other alternatives, as we will see later. In fact if we take
= b and write, as customary,

rmaxlK

dNrldt

=

a'N j

-

bN/ -

f N i Nf

we have replaced
a'N) - bN r2

by

rN; - cN) - dN t N J

and can suppose that, if the purpose of the expression is to fit some experimental
data, it may be convenient to allow more flexibility, using a variable k and not the
power 2, in the form

dNddt

=

a' N I

-

bN/ - fi\ i lI'f'

k will probably be between 1 and 2. The model of GRAHAM (l935) and
1954) accept k = 2; k = 1 reduces to the simpJl' expression

dNddt

=

a'N j

-

SCHAEFFER

fN;;.'\' f·

As a way of dealing with the aforementioned expression, it can be supposed that
dNJdt = 0 is an unlikely state in any natural population of fishes, and extremely
unlikely in a fishery. But if, nevertheless, we are prepared to accept the hypothesis,
then every term can be divided by H j and the expression simplifies to

O=a ' -bN/ k -I)-f1'/f'
and, most commonly,
O=a'-bNI-fN f

·

If the total catch isJZ".,TiN I' expressed as e, and fishing effort is E ,Nf'

e =·f (a' -

JE)E,

elE =

{

(a' - fE).

These relations are very simple (Fig. 7 -1) : with increasing effort, catch varies as a
parabolic function, and catch per unit effort decreases linearly. As the most
abundant information in fisheries concerns catches and efforts, it is possible to test
the model against empirical data. It would be surprising to obtain an excellent
quantitative fit, in view of the many 'ifs' inherent in the reasoning, but the model
seems to be correct at least in a qualitative way (Fig. 7-2). Individual growth is
neglected and!, for practical purposes, the model may work better in species that do
not grow very much during the time they are subjected to fishing. The fit is expected
to be better if crowding is actually a regulator of increase in numbers. Terms with
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Xi' aR well as NjN f relate with density-dependent regulation. Consequently, it
could be anticipakd that the model would give a better fit for species of pelagic
fish, of small and rather uniform size, and if success in spawning is a function of
u
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density. However, the model has also been applied, with no poorer result::;, to the
interpretation of populations of large pelagic tlshes (SCHAEFFER, J (57).
The expressions that have been used allow the formulation

c=

{a.' - bNJSi'

and

producing a parabola and a right sloping line (Fig. 7-1). Maxim um total cat,ch is
obtained when the population N i is equal to half the maximum attainable v[duc.
Such solution could be anticipated from analogy with physical systems (ODUM and
PINKERTON, 1955). Many previous decisions ill the process of constfLLcting a
supposedly demographical model may be irrelevant, jf the prediction is kept in
rather qualitative terms. In economic terms, the m'1ximal profit has to be computcd
taking into account the extra,ction cost, and falls at a value of N i between its half
and its maximal values.
The use of rea. oning based on different,jal equations nMy be acceptable in an
approximate, 01' rather qualitative, model, but the actual problem probably needs
a finite difference tr·eatment. The equilibrium catch can be considered as the actuaJ
catch plus the difference (in bioma:-;s, or in numbers) between the stock at the end
of the year and at the start of the same year.
When growth is important and has to be introduced in the model, and fishing
contributes in a decisive way to total mortality, a more 'individualistic' approach
is followed. This may be useful with demersal fishes much affected by man '8 activity.
The approach is more related to the apllroach of cultivators and foresters and thus it
succeeds better in populations that can be compared to cattle and trees, where
individuals 'count' more. It starts with a given number of young individuals,
studies their mortality due to 'natural' causes, and to exploitation, their growth
(thinning of the population may represent an increased growth of the individuals
left, a complication to account for) and tries to state the relations among the
different variables, in order to be able to select a combination of ages and densities
that maximize some output, usually total yield. After BAIUNOV (1918) and RICKER
(1944), the most distinguished pioneers of this method have been BEVERTON and
HOLT (1957) in a classic study of fish populations, based mainly on plaice and
ecologically similar species, for which the model is especially valuable.
The model is based on four primary independent variables: recruitment, natural
mortality, fishing mortality, and growth History of the population before recruiting is ignored; hence, it is not necessary to introduce with rigour the possible
relation between the number ofspa"mers and numberof eggs produced, The number
of recruits may be more dependent on environmental conditions, on food and water
movements, than on the actual number afparents, and it may be justified to make
the number of recruits constant or to vary between a. certain range according to a
random function. Natural mortality may be assumed to be density dependent;
then it would be naturally included in any expression of the form a'N 1 - bN/. In
commercial fisheries, the coefficient of mortality due to fishing is very important;
it is usually assessed by a regression of the apparent mortality against fishing
intensity. Fishing mortality depends on the age and size of the fish and more or
less on the fishing method. The relation is relatively simple in the case of nets with
a steep curve of the percentage of capture (from practically 0 to 100%) over a small
size range. Growth is introduced in the expressions usually through the acceptance
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of some theoretical function relating length (or weight) and age.
Assuming constancy of rela.tions and using differential equations may lead to
difficulties of only a mathematical nature and is of no theoretical interest. Use of
computer facilities, with finite difference equations, and checking as often as
possible the estimates of the different parameters may produce better results. The
aim of this approach is usually restricted to the description of the destiny of a
cohort, and its utility has to set some criteria for the exploitation of the cohort. The
model of ALLEN (1971) (see below) has been conceived along the same lines.
(e) Examples of Overfishing, Near Extinction and Unexplained Fluctuations

The simple comparison of censa, taken at successive times, provides a measure
of the trend in the change of populations and stimulates speculation on how to
explain the change using knowledge about the biology of the species, combining
offspring production, likely values for mortality, etc., in order to produce some
satisfying quantitative model.
A certain amount of such work has been done in benthic populations. Of course,
populations on a rocky substrate are more easy to mark and to follow. Among the
few experimental papers on dynamics of marine populations, stand prominently
those of HATTON (1938) and CONNELL (1961), dealing with barnacles. There is a
relatively large body of observation about the colonization or the first succession
stages in wood panels and other solid surfaces exposed to fouling. However, these
data, published or unpublished, have not been used extensively from the point of
view of population dynamics. Perhaps this is because in such conditions it is more a
matter of succession than of dynamics of unispecific populations. These are much
too unstable, shifting rapidly Pioneer species develop in relation to season and
availability of diaspores, and are foHowed by species slower to grow and often
dependent on the previous development of other organisms. Changes in plankton
populations are difficult to follow unless the popu~ations are confined to plastic bags
(Volume IlL KINNE, 1976). However, in bags, normal environmental conditions
may be altered, the supply of nutrients may change by reason of the artificial
boundaries and the sequence of populations may differ from that in the nearby free
water (McALLISTER and co-authors, 1961).
Fish populations have been studied more intensively because of economic
interests. C nd(~r dH' influence of man, the long-range trend in the density of interesting species has always been towards a decline in biomass, but not necessarily in
individual numbers. This fact is consistent with model anticipations discussed in
the preceding section, based on the assumption that maximum biomass values
attain an equiJibrium in the absence of exploitation. However, in a system that
contains many species at the start, it can be assumed that a population of an
exploited species can be maintained at a very high density, with a decrease of
predators or of competitors, or by alterations in production. This is an essential
aspect of aquaculture (Volume III: KINNE and ROSENTHAL, 1977).
Many species of fish are being overfished, up to the point of discouraging continued exploitation; this applies also to several whales and seals. Changes in population densities of plaice Pleuronectes platessa and of other demersal fishes under the
action of fishing have been studied in detail in several areas, for example, in the
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North Sea. Populations of the Alaska salmon Oncorhynchus decreased from about
8: 1 between 1905 and] 955 (COOLEY, 1963) The catch per unit effort in the demersal
fisheries in the West Mediterranean (Fig. 7-3) also dropped 8 tim('s from] 943 to
1961, although the total yield was kept almost constant by multiplying the effort.
The stock of fin whales Balaenoptera physalus is estimated to have decreased from
about 300,000 in 1930 to 33,000 in 1964; this amounts to a reduction in population
size from 9 to J in 34 years. But rarely, perhaps never, has or will an exploited
species become extinct (perhaps with the exception of large animals, easily traceable
from t,he air). At a certain point, the net rate of change stabilizes around zero; this
is expected to occur at low population densities, when the species in question has
ceased to be an important and exploitable resource.
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Significant quantitative changes in populations, not directly due to man's
activities, have been remarked in various species, e.g., in species of the eel grass
Zostera, in large coastal areas of the Atlantic Ocean or species of the sea star
AwnthasteT, which expanded in Pacific coral reefs. Such changes are most obvious
in populations of small organisms. So-called pioneer or fugitive forms, for exampIe,
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species of Slceletonema, Ulva, Tetra8elmis, Brachionus, Tisbe or Tigriopus can
produce rapidly expanding populations under laboratory conditions. These
organisms provide demonstration material for students; they iIJustrate rates of
increase---on the basis of count~ made at different times, observation on binary
fission, estimates of survival and reproduction-but nothing more. They are
hardly useful for the interpretation of changes observed in nature. Natural populations show such tremendous rates of increase only for short periods of time, and
only in few species. Perhaps, the real importance of such observations and experiments is that they provide information for discussing mechanisms of selection, and
of high potential increase rates. High rates of increase may result from selection
under conditions that include the possibility of indiscriminate annihilation oflocal
populations. We cannot use, at face value, parameters computed from experimental
laboratory populations and use them for evaluating the survival probability of
species in nature. Differences (in instantaneous rates) between -0,02 and 0·01
express net changes in natural populations that become extinct or that expand.
However, such small variations cannot be constructed from laboratory behaviour
where rates of increase range from 2 to 3.
Clupeid and engraulid populations represent good examples of ecologically
important fluctuations. In the California sardine SarcZinops caerulea changes of
abundancl' of more than 50 to 1 have been observed over a period of 20 years
(MURPHY, 1966). In the sardine of Japan Sardinops melanosticta changes from 10 to
1 have been observed over 20 years (YAMANAKA, 1960). Accepting uniform exponential rate of change

on a yearly basis, a' does not exceed 0·2. This refers to net change; the rates involved in reproduction and mortality are one order of magnitude higher. The net
rate of change may be a measure of the combined effects of cha.nging hydrographical conditions a.nd of man-the first potential cause being more important
than the second one, since populations may increase even in periods of sustained
fishing effort.
It may be speculated that the high population fluctuations observed in pelagic
fishes are associakd with the ability to recover from occasional mass mortalities,
and this is the key to their exploitability, j list as in grasses. There is a psychological prejudice, according to which positive developments are attributed to wise
management and proper exploitation, and negative developments to 'acts of God'.
\Ve must realize that, at least in pelagic fishes, evolutionary acquisition of expJoitability is a.ssociated with inevitable population fluctuations.
Even in these cases, this does not, of course, mean that wise management is
unimportant. \Vise management can support recovery. However, environmental
influences are usually morc important in smaJI-sized pelagic fishes. Moreover, if
exploitation by man is selective, its effects may be a.mplified. If local stocks of a
species show small differences in food use, e.g., a response to different food availabilities, using more phytoplankton in one area, and more zooplankton in another
(as seems to be the ca'e in the Peruvian anchovy Engraulis ringe?'/,S) , the ratio
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production of fishes/primary production can change noticeably as a function of
fishing inten~ity. In E. rinqenB, exploitation by man and by birds has been more
intensive in areas where th0se fish feed primarily on phytoplankton; this interference ha,g produced more measurable damage, because it affected a more productive food chain.
From these and many other data, it can be inferred that some populations
fluctuate between limits far apart, and that at least some are able to keep pace
with rapid environmental change. The populations of sardines and anchovies can
be compa,red with terrestrial populations of herbivorous insects (grasshoppers,
many tree-damaging moths) whose numbers seem to closely follow environmental
change and are not seriously prevented by some intrinsic biological mechanism of
running in fluctuations of mass (NICHOLSON, 1933, 1965; SCHWERDTFEGER, 1941;
HUTCHINSON and D'EEVEY, 1949; ANDREWARTRA and BIRCH, 1954).
In contrast to small-sized pelagic nshes, the plaice Pleuronectes platessa in
exploited areas is relatively more controlled by biological factors, related to
population density and predator effects (including those of man). Tuna (genera
1'hunnus, Katsuwonus, Germo, Neothunnus) populations could be conceived as
being in equilibrium within a large pelagic system that includes few effective
predators. Presumably, this requires complex migrations in order to take advantage
of a number of productive spots which fluctuate independently and which are
dispersed over the ocean. Due to highly organized behaviour, such a population can
maintain itself even with rather low rates of recruit,ment. Such a population, also,
can bedecimated irreversibly by a predator that was not present.during its evolution.
Following such a line of reasoning, recovery of declining tuna populations appears
less likely than the recovery of sardine or anchovy populationR. In any case, factors
cannot be kept apart; in the example of clupeoids, besides hydrographic fluctuations, overfishing may be important; and in populations of plaice and tuna, years
of particularly poor spawning success can be decisive together with degree of
exploitation.
The different situations outlined illustrate examples along a contin uous range of
possible situat,ion. , rather than opposed extremes. The constellation of effective
factors assumes different configurations. Their analysis a posteriori may j usti fy
speaking of different strategies.
VOLTERRA'S models emphasize interaction between species, and are Jess appropriate for explaining changes in species that depend primarily on abiotic environmental factors. But such unpredictable effects of the environment can be introduced
in the same expressions as random terms. The presence of such stochastic terms in a
basic model of VOLTRRRA means that the model is not closed, but must be included
in a larger model, in whose frame such terms can be 'explained'. The explanation
ma,y be provided by a weather-prp,dict.ion model. Sardine populations, as many
populations of gra shopper in arid lands, cannot be encompassed in a limited
model, since they depend heavily on situation. related to the whole atmosphere or a
large ocean part. In contrast, the dynamics of a more sedentary population, held by
many biotic interact.ions in an environment that is not subjected to large fluctuations, can hopefully be predicted in the frame of a more closed and deterministic
model.
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(2) Trophic (Continuous) and Demographic (Discontinuous) Aspects of
Population Dynamics
Time, as an independent variable, is exceptionally important in the consideration
of living systems. Time appears significantly irreversible in the domain of life, and
description in its frame of phenomena relevant to life and organjsms is history.
In living systems, extensive and intensive properties can be rustinguished.
Extensive properties, such as biomass, refer to sections in time. There is a need for
simultaneity in comparisons of biomasses and in distributions. We make synoptic-in practice approximately synoptic-surveys and aim to produce censa
referred to a fixed date.
Change or turnover are intensive properties, their reference is time, flow of time.
Rate of change is an inverse of time Rates of change differ from one piece of
structure to another, be it inside the organisms, or in the different components of
the ecosystem. It can be suspected that one of the basic properties of what we call
organization is that the object is made up of rufferent pieces or elements that
differ in tmnover or, in general, in some intensive property.
Both extensive properties (biomass; analogues: mass, heat) and intensive properties (turnover; analogues: speed, temperature) can be considered as continuous and
differentiable magnitudes, that can be expressed in any suitable measure of mass
(g of dry organic matter, or organic carbon, m- 2 ) or change (production in g of
carbon reduced, or assimilated, day-l m- 2 , etc.). There is no special difficulty in
discussing and modelling B (biomass) or dB/dt (change of biomass with time, the
net change being the difference between biomass in and biomass out).
Many ecologists prefer an expression of extensive properties as mass. This has
been usual with reference to trees or to their wood, to crops, to benthic animals and
so on. As ecologists developed the trophic-dynamic approach, several authors
preferred to express biomass in calories. Little is gained by translating organic
carbon into calories, and not much morc by measuring actual calorific values of
biological samples. However, the practice is common and, consequently, there are
two possibilities for expre:>.sing extensive and intensive properties of ecosystems:
(i) as mass or as chemical energy, (ii) as rna s t.urnover or al'1 energy flow. Some
difficulties are unavoidable, especially in regard to estimating the cnergy actually
involved in sustaining change.
The internal changes in an ecosystem, in terms of mass of selected elements, can
be expressed without serious conflict. It is easy to imagine a mode! of transfer of
mass from one component to another inside a closed Rystcm; it takes the form of a
transfer matrix relative to a certain element, such as carbon, phosphorus, etc. The
set of equations adopted for th(' description of transfers has to be consistent with
the law of conservation of matter. Wha.t is lost in one compartment (e.g. phosphorus
in water) is gained in some other (phosphorus in phytoplankton), and it is possible
to draw a matrix of transfer with symmetry: losses in one compartment are gains
in another.
Difficulties appear if 'organic matter' is used as reference, because organic matter
is formed and decomposes along the way and is not conserved as such. Difficulties
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are obvious if ener17Y is retained as expression, but there is some regularity: any
change implies a 1088. Ecosystems are essentially dissipative systems, and any set
of equations purporting to describe the system in terms of energy has to pass something in every step to a sink, with no return. Matter cycles, energy flows. In any
event, part of the energy exchanged is not reusable and goes to the sink. In consequence, the matrix of transfer of energy between the elements of a system cannot
be symmetrical, because the energy that disappears in one item, does not reappear
totalty in other compartments.
Life comes in discrete blocks of organized matter of minimal size, bearers of a
certain amount of energy, and thus evaluated in the censa as individuals. Its
turnover or change then appears in the form of birth and deaths. This is the demographic point of view that can be explained and justified in many ways, and that
represents a complementary aspect of the trophic-dynamic point of view. The latter
involves expressions in terms of matter and energy; demography concerns individuals. The correspondence between both viewpoints is not easy to establish,
because individuals represent inequal parcels of matter and energy, compounding
the difficulties of both previous expressions with new ones. Individuals are not
differentiable mathematically; moreover, some properties of the individuals as
such are responsible for, or determine, general thermodynamic properties of the
system-for instance, efficiency in energy transfer from one to another compartment, entropy increa,se, depends also on average size. This may become realty
important, when strategy of life is related to some function in thermodynamics.
For example, the most usual path taken in evolution and in succession can be linked
to a minimizing of the energy exchanged in total and of the loss of irretrievable
energy at the places of transfer. Moreover, individuals grow and, hence, any
expression in terms of biomass has to include demographic changes plus changes in
individual size by growth.
The difference between the continuous or trophic approach and the discontinuous
or demographic one goes deeper than said: I ndi viduals bind matter into a temporary
common destiny, with an activity that involves the degradation of variable amounts
of energy, and in the strategy of life, each one of such blocks of matter functions as a
unit, as far as su('('pss and survival are concerned. It seems feasible to construct
models concerning biomass and turnover of biomass, or production, based on conservation, continuity and differentiability, that eventually may come close to
physical models, for instance, models describing nutrients or salt cycles. However,
the adequacy of such models for representing parallels to actual ecosystems remains
doubtful Individuals are involved in a game. What is gambled for is death or
survival of individuals or of the species as a whole. Group selection, formation of
alliances, learning, etc. add additional problems. These aspects are particularly
releva,nt when some species are agents of selection, or factors of evolution, of others,
that is, in processes of co-evolution. All these considerations urge U8, to attempt to
proceed beyond simple physical models of transfer of energy and matter, to borrow
ideas from the field of game theory, and to explore analogies with theoretical
developments in other sciences, such as ethology, economics and sociology.
In short, a simple approach in terms of energy and matter, the 'trophic' approach,
visualizes ecosystems as a net, connecting nodes in a certain array, with fluxes of
matter and energy: a closed cycle of matter (or almost closed, with some exchange
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with neighbouring systems) and an open flow of energy, from a source to a sink.
Species, represented by separate individuals, stand at the nodes of the net. Controlling the fluxes, they act as valves, but this is done in a discontinuous way.
Moreover, they form part of a super.imposed net of relations that include unequal
transfers of information, and that can be described better by game theory than in
terms of elementary physics. An important fact is that the capacity of control of
such valves (species) may be out of proportion with the mass of the species involved.
Man is a species with a capacity of control much higher than its biomass implies.
It is understandable that man
mphasizing individuals-would be attracted to
a demographic viewpoint. The trophic-dynamic point of view represents an
abstraction-although linked to very practical considerations in the case of cropsand its introduction haoS bC0n considered a revolution in the history of ecology. The
particular point that has to be stressed is that trophic-dynamic amI demographic
aspects are complementary [lnd not exclusive, and life being what it is, perhaps the
demographic point of view must be given ultimate importance. The demographic
vit~\Vpoint is more general, as it is always posf.;ible to imagine units or individuals
comprised of single molecules; in other words, the trophic-dynamic a,spect may be
presented as referring to populations of molecules.

(3) The Single-species Approach

(a) Elementary Demographic Processes

A population can be arbitrarily limited inside a bounded continuum of space,
and conventionally restricted to a single species or to a single breeding unit, and
the events to which such population is subjected and that change it can be recorded.
The record may be ent(~red in a computer using an appropriate la.nguage. This may
lead to a simplified expression, using averages computed over time and space, or
else to the use of more detailed forms of expression.
The single-specie' approach takes the species out of its ecosystem context,
disengages it from connections with other species, computes values for certain
defined parameters, but by its very approach renounces an explanation. The
descriptive approach is often qualified as a statistical approach, but it is so to a
very modest extent, since, at thi· stage of demographic description, probabilities
of occurrence of births and deaths are assumed to be cons tan t over considerable
stretches of time, and for practical purposes can be assumed to be determinate or
fixed, except when the population is reduced to quite a small number of individuals
(KENDALL, 1948; BARTLETT, 1960). It is true that frequency of births and deaths.
and the distribution of such events according to age and generation, actually change
as a function of many agents, external to the single-species population; however,
such ohanges cannot be included in the single-species model. Such a model cannot
be adequate to discuss the eventual dependence of the demographic parameters
on the density of population, because the eventual mechanisms of dependence or
regulation, usually run through some element external to the single species population. The model disregards an environmental factor most important in evolution:
the presence of other species.
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Conse4uently, the single-species approach can be only descriptive and ofJimited
value. It provides not more than a set of rules for keeping records of some observations, alld compressing them in a few conventional parameters. It accepts as va.lue
linked to the population certain fixed probabilities concerning the demographic
processes of births and deaths, according to age. Although this ,-,pproach should not
receive an inordinate amount of attention, it is useful. It provides rules for synthesizing numerous observations into a few numbers, as well as for testing significant
differences between separate breeding units, and it facilitates comparison. The
demographic processes occurring in different populations of a species, or in coexisting populations of closely related species, or in representatives of groups that
can be assumed to diverge in evolution, may be reduced to a few computed paramet('r~ and expressed as rates. As an example, two populations of the copepod
Tisbe (considered as different species) can be compared (VOLKMANN-Rocco and
FAVA, J 9(9). The characteristic parameters have been estimated in laboratory
cultures under similar conditions:
Average
length of life

Average
generation time

Net rate of
increase (a)

Tisbe reluctans, from
Chioggia, Italy

81'4 days

39·84 days

0·102

Tisbe persimilis, from Malta

62'5 days

39·02 days

0·088

Thus, comparison is made easy and can disclose significant regularit~es. The
differences between Tisbe reluctans and T. persimilis are small and are insufftcient
for predi(:ting the result of competition under natural conditions that do not
duplicate exactly the experimental conditions employed. :But larger differences
can be evident as regularities in groups of species. Almost in every taxonomic
group it is recognized that, in some species, mortality and the associated birth rate
are higher than in others. According to the species or to the groups of species
involved, the population renews itself faster, or has a more rapid turnover rate
than in other groups. In marine organisms, mortality of young stages is an important
contributor to total turnover. The turnover is higher in oysters than in nudibranchs,
higher in sardines than in tuna. Sound analysis of the very scattered information
available can provide useful hints. A different level of turnover rates is related to a
different position of the respective species in the energetic structure of the ecosystem, and to a different strategy in life and evolution. Not uncommonly, a
splitting of strategies inside a group-some species produce more offspring and have
a shorter life span. others are less proJ,ific and live longer on the average-can bE.
followed, and may be superimposed to some hypothetical relations of descent or of
colateral phylogenetic affinity, perhaps, related to differences in beha\ iour and
ecology. Recently, as an example of relations between demography and c<)ology,
possible relationships between population turn 0 vel' and ha,bitat depth have been
discussed; in general, within a given group, deep-living species tend to have a
slower turnover, produce less offspring, live longer, and so on.
lt must be kept in mind that data which allow broad generalizations are often
insufficient for detailed comparisons, e.g. between pairs of species. The demographic
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parameters computed from the study of one population, representative of a certain
species, arc not valid for the whole species, since there is much va.riability inside
one species, according to the period of time over which measurements arc made,
and according to the pla.ce or to the different populations concerned. 1 evertheless,
as s.1,id before, such information can provide an idea in regard to the limitations of
the species. It may indicate whether the species can follow rapid environmental
changes or not. In consequence, such information can be used to predict the population's response to changt:. Also, the internal tructure of the population (age
clistribution, mortality ,Lnd fertility at different ages) can allow some estimate on
how accidental changes in the age distributions will be ironed out, how fast this will
happen and if the perturbation will eventually generate a sequence of dampened
oscillations. These have been analyzed in human populations (LOPEZ, 1961) and
probably the same procedure could be applied to populations of tuna-like fishes.
An adequate approach to demography may consist in simple accounting with the
help of a modern computer. For instance, an individual of species A is born. An
individ uaJ ofspecies B kills and partially eats an individual of species A. In the meantime, all living individuals grow older. If such separate events are recorded and
stored, the stored information may be a reflection of nature. Some elementary forms
of book-keeping can be introduced in such a way that the computer can answer
questions, averaging frequencies of speCified events over certain periods of time, or
over certain age classes of the population. If over the stuclied range oftime and space,
probabilities converge, as data increase and remain steady, the resulting information is really useful. It may even be possible to detect dependence of demographic
parameters on certain factors, provided we can study different populations, or follow
one population over a sufficiently long period of time for some factors to undergo
significant changes.
The number of births and deaths observed in a population is, in the first place
and usually, related to the number of individuals in the population-qualified, if
possible, by age. Isolated events may be considered random, or stochastic, on a
very small scale. This may be so in observations involving a small number of
inclividuals, but in the usual scales of time and space involved in ecological studies,
many births and deaths are counted, and demographers are never reluctant to
pass from averages, obtained sometimes with doubtful methods, to parameters
that are considered as determined for most practical purposes. As expected,
age-specific models become much more complex than expressions referring
to the total population.
The traditional approach includes more simplifications. Usually the relations of
space, arising from extension, density and motility of populations, are ignored and
a simple proportionality i8 assumed, exemplified by the kno\VJl expressions
.1N1 = R - M = A
dNddt = rN j - mN j

Nil =
=

aNI

Nil

(N IO + (R _lJII))'/<JT

= NlOe(r-m)1

where Ll T = time between censa.
This is the standard opening. Its most serious shortcoming is the assumption
that rand m are parameters characteristic of the population, being in fact variables
that depend, in a very complicated form, on all the other properties of the
ecosystem.
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(b) Computing Rates over Segments of Time and Space

If the limitations considered above are acceptable, the practicability and the
reliability of i1verages or rates computed on events that are distributed in a nonuniform way over small blocks of space, time and age soon become evident.
The diagram of LEXIS (Fig. 7-4) presents some basic problems of demography in
didactic form. It makes apparent the difficulties involved in any attempt to compute
rates. Time and age are represented along coordinates at a right angle, and the
trajectory of life, or the life line, of every individual is represented by a line at an
angle of 450. Each line is bounded by definite events, i.e. a birth and a death.

Svrvi'/ol curve of
I~e cohort t t s t r i b u t i o n
of deolhs
I

234!)

Time-

Distribution in oqe classes

L

a 78

I II

Cohorl

V

Ins Ion 1oneous
section of population

Survivors

0/0

Births
I
Deaths ----~-"""'41-~-~~-~--~----~
I

I
I

I
One of the rectangles inside
of which overages hove 10 be token

Fig. 7·4: Lexis diagram for a single species population llnd different distributions
which can be derived from it. (Original.)

Different single events, births or dea-ths, can be projected either on time or on age,
and their frequencies in different segments of the continuous line of time can be
related to population density in the I'l'spective periods. However, censa and other
waysofn~('()rdingeventsare. in practice and by necessity, discontinuous. Assuming
the best conditions, this means that a number of events fall inside a small rectangle
of indetermination (age x time). This is so because the best information available
indicates, for instance, that such a number of deaths have occurred in such age
classes and during such period of time. It cannot be assumed that the whole set. of
events has happened in the middle point of the line or of the rectangle, because the
distributions are not regular. Iterative adjustments or interpolations can be made,
based on the distributions in the neighbouring rectangles. Errors depend, of course,
on the procedure adopted, but the generated uncertainty may be important enough
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to in val idat.c predictions. Moreover, the adopted way ofinterpolation and smoothing
can reinfore;esome frequcncies, ifperiodical behaviour is expected. Serious consideration has to be giv n to these circumst,ances, because the expected errors, however
slmdl, are Ia.rger than t,he differences that mea.n either extinction or survival. In
other words, differences pl1ramount in competition and survival are easily swamped
in the averaging processes. The problem can be treated in a cavalier way, selecting
the rates in order to produce or to explain the observed changes of population, a.s
they rc.'"lt frorn long-term s'.'rveys, and then adopting the treatment oft.he scattered
observa,t,ions on birth and death frequencies that we might have, that produces the
most acceptaLlc results.
In conclusion, even a· careful treatment of usual information about births and
deaths seems to be inadequate for prediction, sincc t,he future of one population
hangs on hairfine differences in rates.

(c) Mortality and Survival
A group of individ uals, born inside rather narrow and well-defined I iIll its of
space and time, is named a cohort. This term has not nece·. arily a. genetic meaning;
although, in experimental work, indi viduals OLL cohort are ordinarily n·la ted, being
the offspr'ing of the same pa.rent,s or of a small group of interbreeding individuals.
The probability of life at age x of a horn individual is expressed by a function Ix> 01'
survi va,l, all estima te h;Lsed on actual observation regcuding age at deaf h and how a
(TfOU p clies off. Its graphic representation is a monotonously decreasing curve, the
survival cunrp (Fig. 7 5). The age :rmax at whidl the survival curve inter.'ccts the
or'igin (110 individuals left) is the maximal lifc span in the population to "'hich the
cur v!' refer!;. It is usually possible to define the end of individual Ii fe, cxcept perlHtpS,
in species endowcd with a high capacity for reconstitution and regenemt,ion.
The average or Ill<:>an life is the surn of the lengths oUhe observed inclividllallives,
divid(~d by t,IH~ lI111nb(·~r of individuals. The substitution of the ac{.uul population by
Ml ideal onc, in which cLlI individuals have the sallle oLge at death, can be accept,(~d
only for very limit,ed purposes. In any population estimate in tf'l'ms of bionwss, or
any age-dependent property, individua.ls exceeding the cLvprage age weigh more
than individll<tls t.hat, do not reach such age, and one cannot be exchanged l1gainst
the other.
The distribution of deaths at hot h sides of the a vcrage leJlgth of life is not llPeeSsarily regular. It is possible to 11cCPpt neitlwr a stochastic funct.ion nor a simple
mathernat,ical eliI've as a des(:ription of the survival curve. The most elellwnta1'y
as. umption wOlild be it eOllstant. mortality rat,e, (,11;1t would/cad to an (-~xponentia.J
survival cUl've. In fisheries research, sOllwtillles cwd usually without sufficient
evidt'nce, it is assumed that mortality Illay remain constant, through age (l<'ig. 7-G).
The tot<d rale of 1ll01't:d it,y, 111, is referred to age, 1n x ' and in vol ved in the form of
the survival curve, as

The rate m can be considered as;t, slim of different, parts, according to the different
causes of dcat,h; moreover, 'In a.ne! its composition change with ltgE'. It is feasible,
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atleast theoreti cally, to construct a table stating the probabilities of death associated
with every cause of death and to every age. \\Te continue to use m as instantaneous
rate referred to an individual:
Age
Cause of dei1th
(e.g.: action of
definite predators)

2

3

x
m

a

'm](l

m~a

b

m1b

m 2b

m 3a
m3b

m xb

s

ml,

m2'

m3s

m xs

XIl

If the mluses of death were independent, they could simply be added. However,
they are not independent. An individual can either (lie from disease or fall as prey
to a predator. Its actual death CCl.,n oe attributed either to disease or to predation
but it is difficult to base prediction on a simple addition of probabilities because, in
the ab~ence ofpredators, the toll paid to disease may be heaNier. In fisheries research
causes of death rHe usually divided into only two groups: 'natural' canses, and
causes due to fishing. Natuml causes may be disease, predation, overcrowding, Jack
offood, or cannibalism, and some of these may be made proportionaJ to the number
of predators (N). Mortality chw to fishing can be made proportional to the number
of fishermen or to the fishing dfort (N f). Hence, we have aga.in
7ft

= G + dN j + !JV r = c' + fN r.

It is customary, but incorrect, to consider r;' andfto be independent, and to estimate
'natura.l mortality' (c') from the intersect in a graph on wllich total mortalitiesin different years 01' in different plcLCes of t,he exploit.ed populat,ion (rn) are compared with the respective fishing efforts (.LV f) (Fig. 7-7).
If the causes of death that aet simultaneously are assumed to be independent, it
is obvious that

dNJdt
~\'rit

+ m b + ... m s ) N i

=

-(ma

=:

lvT;oe- mat e- mbl e- msc

=

.l\'iOe-(ma+rIlb+m,Y)r.

However, since they are not independent, some exprC'ssion has to be found that
,wcounts for overlap or interact,ioll, and is capable of '(;ornpressing' the result
obtained from different causes of mortality when these il. ·t together.
According to the distribution of deat,h rates, the clII've of surviva.l assumes
(lifferent, sha.pe~ (Fig. 7 ·i). In species with a high mortilli t.y at· a low age of iJldiv in uals,
the curve slopes dO\l"Jl rapidly; if mort,alit.y iJlcn)as(~s sharply only after a nether
advanl:()cl 'lgC, til<' shapc of the eliI've is more rcefanglliar. Ordinarily, the sllHpe of
the curve is intcrllH'diatl'. hC'twcpn the diagonal-c:olle,\Ve a.nd the rectangular types.
The survival C1I1YC call hardly bl' ('xprpssl·d hy il simple lnatll('lll,tt.ic'll formula,
beca.llse the l;Olltl'illiltioll of diH"ct'C'llt causes of lllot'Calih charlgt's according to age,
amI Lecause the' inh'r<lcti(lns wjt.h the ont,side world arc thcrn.·elves subject to
change.
ObscrvaticPl<; ill man, 'l·S \\'cll ,1.8 in a fe\\' sppcil's of other aniJllals and in trccs,
<llIo\\" a sarnplp of slll"viv;lI (:lIlTCS (1h:E\·.EY, J 947). \'('1')' of't l'll , \\llal. is presented as
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a survival curve is the result of computations ba:;cd on age distributions, assuming
a stable population or making use of other uncertain assumptions.
In man, fish s and trees, the survival curves of different populations of the same
species differ from place to place and from time to time, and this is surely typical.
Probably, such variability has to be accepted as a common fact of life, since the
shape of the survival curve ig a function of the whole set of interactions with other
species, and dppends on all propertics of the ecosyst.em. Ollly in very broad term;;
can a slIlyjval curve, prepared for a particular population of a species, be considered
repre 'entative for the whole species. The rationale behind slIch po. sible uniformity
has to be ba. ed on the as umption of intense genetic Row, or on a uniform environment or on th fact that the species tends to escape cuntrol from the environmental'
from other species, such as man.
\,ot''>
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related to fishing effort

Factor of morlalily(i.e. fishing effort)

Fip:. 7·7: If tot.al morLoliLy is R. s('ss('d ill diffpl'pnt pupulatiolls of a
spccif';; (in different pllLce;; or at cliff('rcllt till10'l, (wei or\(' flu'tor
of mortAlity is knoll'lI, rcgrC'~~i()n of tolol II10rt!llily 1~aillst the
factor (lllo\\'~ an estirnoLe of !nortalit.\· II01l·Rccollntubl(' to this
factor. This proceduro is ofton appli d ill nshC'I·j ~ sci('nce to
pstimaLc 'IIa,tural' mortality. (Ori~inal.)

According to t.he uasic philofiophy of evolutionary t.heory, it, seelllS that natural
selection can remodel eharaeteristics faster when lllort<dit.y i~ hi"liest. Moreover,
sinc old age depends 011 subadult survival, then> i~ a certain a 'ymrnetry in ueh
relationship and evolution of {1tLtptatioJ1 ' shonld proceed lmsi ally from young to
old. Dependence of old age on youth throllgh survival is of a diffprent natme than
dependence of youth 011 old age throlwh reprodlld,ion, If mortality increases
sharply at the (>lId of life charactprized by low mortality, natllral s Ie ·tion may act
all til(' uparcrs of long lifC' and t·he result may'be ('lahoration or divergence of characters appearing ill old agl·. If mortality i:-; highl'st at .voung staacs, it can foster
ehangC's in chamcteri, tic exhiuited a 10\\' age, en'lI to tlw point of cutting out
altogether t,he final seglllC'llt of the individuallifp eycle and of shortening th life
eycl (paedomorphosis). These arc cxtrelm~ cases in a cUllt.inllOllS range of possibilities. Th. prop rtie reflect d in the survival curve are not only a product of past
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('\'olution, hut also l:ondition future evoluti n. III eOllse<]upnce, thl' slIlTinil r'UIT'
is a cOlllpelHliulll of the ecological and evoilltional'\' propertie. of it pOjllllut ion.
~I)('cies with oppositp kinds of survival curn' behave quite differently (Fig. 7-f)).
High and SOlnd,inl('s m'arly cOllstant, mortalities OCCUI' in specie: that produce
larae nUllllJers of unprotected small eggf'>, ofl.Pll rriving risc to fl'('!' planktonic
larv,Le, or in para-sitic specim; if the infection of a new host is a. rat.her improbable
event.
Rerlucecl mortalities arc found in speciN; in which eggs a,nd youn a arc prott'cted,
and where the lat.tN HI'(' liberated only at, a comparatively large sizp. III many case:,
(,his is a conf;equencp of con 'lllning othcr gg., or cells that represent l,otential
eggs. In mammals and in vivipa.l'Ous organi 'ms in general, the survival elll'\,e, if
f;t.:1l'ting with Pgg (Jt.velopment, ma.y be Ie . st.eep during life in 'ide the mother t.han
during the fIrst stage: of independent lifl~. Thpre is a dependenc!' of the s\ll'viva.l
curve of embryo and foeLu . on t.he survival curve of thc mother, and an amdogous
dependence l~xists in recrard to survivid curves of parasites OIl those of their hosts.
'Vhen individuals spend a resting period in especially prot.ected places, this is
reflected as an almost horizontal segment in the surviva.l curve.
Tn exploited populat,iol1s of fish, mortality is high during young I>tag<'s, tlwn
dLlJreases and, fina.II"" i ncrea,se . again when individua.ls arc recl'u ited by the fl:her)'.
Difference. hetween population arc exp cted from recl'uiting age OIL
In organi. Ill' leaving hard rl:'rnains 'uch a shells (present and fossil), making
several assumptions (e.g. uniform condition: of conserviLtion, rf'gular and usually
logarithmicgro\\'t,h), the age distribution of dead individuals can h "p to rcconstruct
.'urviva.1 curves for iL rdati v(~ ti me, and for an a.bsolute t.ime if seasonal or age marks
are present (eRA 1G i~lld 0 I~R.TEL, 1966; KA E ·LI·;L{. ;tnd FISH ~;R} 1969; LEVI Nl'ON and
BAMBACH, 1969; ~NYDI~H and 13RETSKY, }971).
Death n'l.tes depend Oil a complex combination of factor" that <:hangl-' iiteaclily.
The difficulty of com]Jining mortality rate. t.hat arc time- as \\ell as a~e-dependent
is ohvious in human populittions_ The survival 'urve of people born 30 years ago is
not the same as til(' sUl'vival curve of people bam 70 years ago, and any in ·tant
transect displays a hybrid curve that i not fit for theoretical extrapolat,ion: if it
is attempted to keep thes<' simple and hiologil:ally nlf'aningful. The. itm~ considerations apply to ot,hel' :p!'eies, especially t,hose that usually exist. undp.r ch"Ulging
environmental condit,iolls. The ratio betwe n length of life and avomg period of
environment.al Hur:t,uations is important. i)o-ealled pioneer or fugitivI: species
develop rapidly, pl'ofitin r from tmnsit.ory condit.ions, and become xtinet, through
environment,a,1 chang, or through the action ofprec1atOJ's t,hat occur Jater (or at the
same time, but de\-elop more slowly and become auult. and dangerous later), 01' Ly
strong competitio)l from o(her immigrants that take Tllorc timeto oe ·m. In fugitive
species, age distributions and survival curves change rapidly in a given population,
with puzzling rcsults to the observer. A late cen. us in popula.tions of Anostraca or
Nato traca, may show, for instance, an exce's of old indivicluals and ;l drop in
mortality at old age, jm;t because some cause: of death-luck of adequate food,
(~bllnrlan(;e of pl'l-'dat,ors-that are mainly effective on young individwds, incrcase
their effectivity with time and succession, blocking population renewal, but leaving
:ome old individllftl: to elie off. The shape of the survival curve at this late time may
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be very different fWllI the survival curve obtaillcd when the satlle population
just Golonized an 'empty' spa ·e.

ha~

(d) Life Tahles

Un fOl'tunately, most, of L1H' ('(Jnsideratioll~ Oil pOpli lalion dynam ics hrwc to llC
made in an approxilllilte and \'(Jrbal form, sinCe' n']iablc qUHntitative da.ta aJ'(~
extrcmely scarct', and usuaJly repl'e..ent. ,.;omc sort of chimacras or eorllJlo::;itc
monsters, obt.ained by corllhining disjointl'd bit.s of cvidpllce-assessing, for
example, mortality from age distriblltion (in the best (:al;es cOlllplprnente<! by sonic
information 011 ll1ortalit,\, of tagged individuals) and computing pl'Ouahle nllll1bers
of offspring from eggK in uvarics. Using discret,c t,imes in Gemn introduces problems
of a teehnic,tl nature. An example of the usual disposition of life tables is presented
in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1
Demographic information on a. population of San/inops ca.entlea in Califomia
waters. Estimates are based on int,erpJ'etations of age distribution and fecundit,y.
(After MUHl'HY, HJU7; reproduced uy perrnis ion of the author)

Age, x
(yenr)

U

2
:j
4
5
6
7
8
!J

10
II

Ii
J:)

14

Survival. Ix

Avernrro lluJnuor of
offspring prouuood
per year, n x, J-ll'r
individual

1.000000000
0.000014084
0·00U009410
0·000006328
0·000004242
0·000002843
0·000001905
0·000001277
0,0000008.56
0·000000074
0'00OOOO:l84
0·000000257
0·000000171
./

T = 4·111

0

:Hi,543
lJ(i,li87
119,414
I:J3,593
14:J,824
Iii I ,H41
J:i8,74:j
161,070
I fj I ,070
I {1l.070
I (iI,070
HiL070
?
)'eMR

Rcal number of
off!'pring,lxllx

0
0·5147
0·9128
0'75.57
0·5667
04090
02890
O<W28
0·1379
0·092(;
O'Ou 19
0·0415
0·0279

B o = 4·0125

In organism .. with separate s xes, life table can be construdf'd foJ' the entire
population, listing the avera" offspring production per individual, or treat,jng
females as a cohort, and considoring only the daughters OJ' all otT'spring and making
the appropriate com putations, taking into account sex ratio. The 'urn of the
products lxn;x, for all values of x where n x is positive (fertile pcriod of life), give.. the
tot<11 average number of offspring produced by every individual born (R o)' It is
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possible to compute i1 llseful e~tirnate of generation time ('1'), from egg to egg,
ta.king the ccntral age around which the production of olfspring is distributed. This
is simply

'I'

=

2: l.~nxx = 2: lxnxx.
2: lx n x
Eo

A number of technical procedures for a better estimation of the parameters involved have Leen developed, c.:specia,lly in relation to demographic studies of
human populations. Unfortunately, such improvement~, a.clvisable as t,hey are, do
not usually rcp['('scllt an important difference because of the poor qua.lity of the
originaJ information.
(e) The Different Rates of Increase

Diffel'cnt ratl'S of increase can be discussed cit.her in terms of finite differences or
c! ifferentied equations. The secone! possib iii ty is prcfcl'l'l'<l, hecause instemtancous
rates may have a more general a.nd uni form mC'an illg ill t hcol'etical biology, <1lthough
the use of finite difference equations may be more I'eali. tic.
If the probability of the addition of new individuals is made proportional to t.he
number of ext<1l1t individuals, we have the usual expression

where r = instank'll(·()llS rate of ill crease. The simplest illustration of such situation
is exemplified by orgtLllislllS (.h'Lt multiply by fission. H 7' is the timc necessary for
duplication,

NI

= 1\ O.

21 / T

or

where r = 0·6937'-1.
Thus, r is inversely related to a period of time, in this case 1', meaningful ill the
life of species, as bei ng a measurc of thc ti me that. is necessary for the population to
recover or to ex perience certain changes.
The ra.te of multiplication ca.n be partitioned, in the same way as 1110rt,Llity, Oll
the basis of a.ge of the parental individuals in the population (specific fert.ility rates
at given ages), or of externeLI factol's affecting mult,iplica.tion, such as food supply
(abunJance of prey species). Only the first partition fiLlb; traditionally in the area of
dynamics of single-species populations. If r x !Lre the fertilit.ies associated with different ages x, we have
rNt

=

r l .N II

+ T Z N{2 + ...

rx~\tx

where a number of terms would vanish, since 'l'x is positive only during the 'fcrtile
period'.
As seen here, l' is compllted acro"s a synchronic sc(,tion of a population, corn posed
of different a.ge classes. However, in othcr cases, exemplified by Ta.hle 7-1, integration of fertiIity along a cohort is refcrred to, and fert.ilit,y is computed with refercnce
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to a OOI'll individual and not to the ,wl'rage individual pn.'sl'nt. A. ratC' of inCl'C'ilSC
computed from such tabll'l would not r('I)1·('selll.llll~ total rate ofinc:rea~)(-' r, but thp
net rate of inc-rcelsl', 11 = l' -?n, since mortality is alrl'a.c1y tak('1l into account, in
the secolld table ('olullln. [f, within W'lIpmtioll t intI', '1'. one illcliyidual <rivcs origin
to R o individuals, tIll' illstantallCOllS net, rall' of' ill(;l'('ase (:(\,11 1)(' eOll1jJllteu frol!l
Jog" No

a=--f/,-'

AssUllling thl' populat,ioll is stallJe, that is, the distriLution by age is in equilibrium
with survival/x' survival, net rat of inen~asc (0) and fertility at different ewes (n x )
can be linked in an e1pga.nt cxpre. sian, disciissed at length in most books on
Jemography

Forcornplltatiol1 pur])o.·(,· (LaTKA, 192;;;
I

=

L

BIRCH,

1948; l\fERT7., 1070), \\'e ma.ywTite

e- ax lx 'II'x

x=o
where (t. can L(·, ol>t,ailwd by successive clpproxilililtions,
However, the situu,tioll is not so simple fnHl1 a biological }loint of view. The
JIll mUCI' of otTspl'i ng ea I1not Le an unq lIil] i hed si mple function of t h(' tota I num bel' of
potential pan'llts. There arc problems of dCIl.'it,y and of spalial organization,
noticeable in tenito!'i;tl spc{:ies, but, not, nc{;('ssarily absent in othC'l's, that can
inflll{>(]('{' "x' Tn hi;;exunl organisms, 01' ill organism._ fun ·tionillg as bisexuals, some
effect, of propOl'(,jolls alld kind of intemctions lJ('[:\\'eell inrli\'iduals of different sex
is to be ex peClC'd, so th;\ t some proportionality may ex i;-;t uetweell roproclu ction and
some POW(·'!' oft he density of individuals, rather t hall si III pIe num bel'S of individuals.
If random succ{'ssful encounters are as. umed, otIspring production is ma.ximized by
an equal abundance of both scxe '. The p,ffective population
4~Vo 1'1'''/(:-.'0

+ ~V?)

is, then "1, Change of st1X with age (. ex reversal has 1)('cn observed in scveral fish
spccies) alld fertilization of rno.'t female. by a few dominant males (e.g., in many
birds and rnclllllllals) introduce obvious compliea,tions as do all complicated
patterns of sexual behaviour.
There ha' oC'f'n a projection of human intere ts in tlw in(f'rpretation of population
dynamic.. For one thing, fit,ness has often been equclted wit,h thl'~ capacity to
produce offspring. Maximulll fit.ness would nwan a high rate of multiplicat.ion, as
eviden ed in :>ltort.-term experiments and often in a proC('R, involving t.he occupation
of an 'empty' space. Prc,.umably, different aspects of reprodu('tive hiology have
been misunuerstood, ;;1,nu visualized too much fmm sllch perspective. Ordinarily,
sexual difl'erentiat,ion is as 'ociated with morphism lhat has al. 0 other ecological
significance, as bat,h sexe differ in the shapPR of their .'lIrvival !'urve:'! and in the
general pattern of int.eractions with other specil's. Add ing to t,his fact the obvious
dependcnce of ulli-specific populations on both ·exe.. , the f(',u,ibility of a simple
demographic model recedes quickly. One get, the: impre, sian-common a.bo in
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analogous considerations at the ecosystem level of mechanisms of defence and
competition-that elaborations on reproductive biology have contributed to
stabilizing and slowing down reproductive ra.tes, rather than to increasing them.
On the one hand, complication means multiplying the number oflinks ofdependence,
and may represent a certain stabilization of values--at a rather low level, of courseon the other hand, the whole situation tends to become imbalanced due to several
different mechanisms and in consequence rather fragile. Maintenance of a certain
level of fertility requires a very complicated, integrated mechanism. This may
disintegrate rapidly in different ways, without especially evolved fertility controls.
In other words, multiple dependenc can explain stabilization as well as destabilization of numbers--depending on which factors are combined and how. This is a
function of evolution and of environments, trnpredictable or turning unpredictable.
Other difficulties lie in the interpretation of multiple reproductive periods. In
terms of numbers of individuals, but not of biomass, it can be assumed that survival
of the parent, capable of as~uring the production of another brood, is equivalent to
its death after leaving one individual more in the first brood, account taken of the
survival function. In this case also, considerations have to be introduced that allow
avoiding exaggeration in the meaning attributed to r in competition.
The net rate of change a (a = r - m) is never far from zero, if averaged or computed
over periods of time that include a number of generations between 10 2 and 10 4 •
For a long period of time, a species cannot sustain a rate below zero without becoming extinct. In fact, the rate of species extinction--{)stimated by paleontologists
for different ages of the earth-can be a measure of the spread of the values of a
around zero. The spread would be larger in geologic periods where biotic change has
been more important. At the other end of the spectrum, a value significantly above
zero leads to au tbreaks and cannot la-st.
There rna)" be confusion if the net rate of change (a) is symbolized by r. If a = 0,
there should he a strict relation between the values of m (and l) and r. Romem ber,
that the number of offspring i8 high in species with a falling diagonal survival curve,
and low in the case of a more rectangular curve. Impressive examples of both
strategies can be found in many organisms-e.g., in ophiuroids, decapods,
gastropods.
The equilibrium between rand m must be in a dynamic state, in the sense that
selection pre sures are constant, depending on other species, on co-evolution, and
on ecosystem organization. There should be a continuous adjustment of small
changes in mortality and birth rate, reflected in the shape of the survival curve.
Comparison of species, which can be considered to have attained different stages
along phylogenetic lines, suggests that a simultaneous decrease of r Imd rn may
occur occasionally during evolution. In fact, one of the most generally accepted
trends in evolution concerns the increased care for offspring or the shift from one
trophic level to the next higher level.
However, in species geared to the strategy of dispersal, invasion and opportunity,
survival may depend on an increase of both rand 1n.
Although not logically necessary, in the frame of evolutionary theory, a relation
between a = r - m and t· has to be assumed. The most simple reason is that a can
never be large if r is small. Species with a low rate of increase (r) cannot sustain
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important fluctuations in a changing environment. Presumably, some auxiliary
hypothesis, based on thermodynamics, has to be introduced in the sense that r
tends to drop to its minimum value.
The net ratn of increase (a) expresses a residual effect of a. continuous renewal of
individuals that is expressed either by r or by ?no Anyone of these parameters
represents an intensive property of the population, a measure of the flow going
through the 'valve'-represented by the population-in t,he transfer of energy, and
is more meaningful than a from the point of view of thermodynamics. On the other
hand, a is simply a measure of the success in adjustingr tO?n and-at the same time
-expresses the resulting change. Success is unique (maintain a equal or above zero),
but the strategies to attain success are manyfold, and r may attain very different
values depending on the species involved The inconvenience with strategies is that
they must be defined a posteriori. Winners write history as they pleafie, and then
may boast about strategies, or get victorious strategies attributed to them. A
rather mythical maximum potential rate of increase, the upper limit of r, has often
been referred to when the population was placed under the 'bpst' suitable conditions.
However, there exists confusion also in this aspect, because two different rates are
usually involved in such considerations. For one thing, there may be an absolute
rate of increase for the species, r malabs.' that could be estiroa ted sim ply by keeping
records of the performances of its different populations, under a.ny conditions, like
olympic records. In a more usual sense, r ma • is considered to be the asymptote of
r, when different values of r are considered in real populations. Usually, the maximum value of r (r rna.) if! observed at the beginning of a culture, or of the expansion
of the species in a favourable 'empty' a,rea. The actual values of r, always smaller,
can be related to different degrees oHood limitation, crowding, and so on. The usual
way of dealillg with this subject is through an expression that has already been
introduced,
r

rmax(K j

=

-

Nr)/K j

where N{ = number of individuals of species i, and r j attains a ma.ximum value
when Nt approaches zero. If b = 1·ma .K-J, this expression can be written al80 as
r

=

rm". - bN,.

The decrease of r, with increasing numbers of individuals N, can be represented
also by many other functions. I am not aware of convincing proof that certain
functions are superior to others and, usually, empirical data are not adequate for
appropriate tests. Ono of the proposed expression' is
r=rmax(K')(K" +N,)-'.

This expression is analogous to the MICHAELIS MENTEN formula used in enzyme
kinetics and algal growth. Combining this expression with the previous one, we
obtain
r

The

OOMPERTZ

= rm.x(K' - N,) (K" + K'" N,t J •

curve uses logarithms
r=rmax-KlogN I ·
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Exponentials (e.g., GALLOPIN, 1971; KRAPIVIN, 1972) can be wopted as well
T = r rou(l - ek'-kn/V·t).

Similar expressions can be worked out for finite difference equations, such as
N t + , - Nt = R(1 - (NrfK)), N t + , - N , = RNr-k, and others (e.g., THALENHORST,
1963; MAY and co-authors, 1974).
Such expressions are easiJy combined with the terms for interaction with other
species, e.g.,

dNtfdt

= TroaxN t -

bN? - mN t N j .

However, this expression can be misleading, because it interrupts the uniformity of
formulation, placing in the same class of second-order terms N/ and NIN j . The
model would be adequate in the case of N/ standing for cannibalism, whereas, in
the common use of the expression, the term N/ refers to unproduced eggs, rather
than to eggs that died or remained unhatched. Surely, 1"max' like maximal age, has
some characteristic value in a species or a population, but only between certain
limits. Both parameter!' have reached a certain value under the guide of natural
selection. They set some limits to the capabilities of the respective populations, but
it is difficult to estimate an T mox that makes sense with reference to a concrete
populat,ion. In other words, T max is a sort of ecological entelechy such a~ the climax.
In summary, the relations between the different rates of increase are
T max

> r> a.

If the same symbol r or the same expression rate of increase is used confusion
may arise. This can be easily avoided.
(f) Stahle and Stationary Populations
Demography of a population is conveniently described by a life table in which
probability of surviv}~i and production of offspring is stated for ea,ch specific age.
Such data can be summarized, computing a number of descriptive parameters,
such a,s expectation of lifc at different ages, average age of the population to which
it leads; avemge time of generation (T) from egg to egg, number of individuals that
a born individual begets on average during its lifetime (R a), net rate of change of
the population. The computation involves integration over ages, with much interpolation and iterative reworking, and rna,\' adopt procedures used in human
demography, where much work has already been done (KEYFI'l'Z, 196R). But as
the values of the parameters change from place to place, and usua]]~' also "hift
continuously in a population, there is neither need nor possibility for a·n accurate
a,nd 'once for all time' computation of the demographic parameters of one species.
Assuming that discontinuous classes are introduced, in age and time, as it is
usuaUy done, the system faJIs in discontinuous classes or compartments, and
matrices can express in an elegant form the cl iffel'ent relations (LESLIF., 1945, 1948).
The matrix summarizing the demography of a population can be considered as well
as a transfer matrix or an input-output mat.rix (Fig. 7-8) and describes how new
classes and new distributions are generated along time, assuming a set of probabilities
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of change or of transfer. If such probabilities are invariable, the relative number of
individuals in the different age classes eventually attains constancy. Age distribution becomes stable.
The matrix of a population describes how it changes through one period oftime.
If the output is used as a new input, the population approaches a stable age distribution. If the new input is composite-the old output plus something new-deviations
in the age distribution run later, as a wave, through the population.
Number of individuals (N) of different
ages (1, 2..l at time I
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Fig. 7-8: Dyna.mics of a. single-species population (5 age classes) in
matrix form. IJ: Probabilities of survival from one age class to the
next; r: number of offspring produced yea.rly by one individual in
the corresponding year class. (Original.)

It has been proved mat,hematically that the operation of such a matrix leads to
an age distribution that is stable, i.e. constant; usually, it is tacitly accepted that, a
stable age distribution persists indefinitely, even in an enlarging population. In
other words, in mathematical terms, stability and density constancy are not
necessarily linked. Biologically, this is nonsense, because the mathematical
expressions used neglect space. If space is considered, a different picture emerges.
A new model is required in which crowding, due to forceful space limitation, changes
the demographic parameters. Imagine a stable population that is increasing; at a
certain moment, high speeds of divergent migrations of individuals would be
necessary if the conditions and the population parameters are to remain constant.
Only when population density and the net rate of increa..<;e a.re very low is space less
important. Hence, the life-table technique must be supplemented by a consideration
of the differences between r mux and r, and the steady change in values of r.
This leads to more general pro blems associated with space. Motility of individuals,
dependent on age and other characteristics, may cause emigration or immigration
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from or to neighbouring areas and, resetting the frame for interaction, thus
affect demographic parameters. All this could be done, of course, by using multidimensional matrices, but it has not yet been treated adequately in this way.
When a stationary (constant-density) population attains stability, this occurs
at a = 0, and as a = InE o T- 1 , the steady state is obtained when Eo = 1, for replacement of individuals. If this condition is held, generation time (T) can increase in
the course of evolution, lowering the cost of replacement or the amount of energy
used for maintenance of essential processes. A comparative demographical study
of related species would indeed be interesting, but it is practically impossible
because of lack of appropriate data; species of T1'ibolium and Drosophila among
insects, and of Tisbe among crustaceans, provide examples of well-worked out
histories. Most of the evidence at hand is indirect. It suggests that during evolution,
a general tendency prevails towards lengthening life, ifthe environmental conditions
allow this (i.e. when they are sufficiently constant relative to their capacity to control organisms). In fact, lengthening life is one of the 'dinosaur syndromes' and seems
to be frequently associated with an increase in size.
(g) Ergodicity

Ergodicity, in dealing with populations, refers to the possibility of substituting
averages over time for synoptic averages (over space). A stable population is ergodic
in this sense, since its age distribution is reflected in the survival curve. But natural
populations probably never achieve such a state. This property has to be referred to
a certain space, over which the population is distributed in numbers high enough to
obtain meaningful averages, and with a sufficient and uniform motility to assure
adequate mixing.
If demographic properties of a population and motility of its individuals are not
perfectly uniform over space, interesting disturbances arise. In a preliminary
approach, the whole area can be divided into smaller areas, examining whether the
subpopulations in small areas behave in a uniform way, and whether the exchange
between neighbouring small areas or compartments is symmetrical. Irregularities
are often a consequence of patchiness in the environment, or of periodicities generated by the same dynamics of populations: population waves, for instance, even if
of similar period (not necessarily) may bp. out of phase in adjacent spots. The
situations may be so varied as to make generalizations very difficult.
This problem is particularly attractive, because we may obtain information on
whether there is some regularity in the distribution of demographic parameters,
and whether migration is the result of such unequal distribution. Frequently, in
selected areas there is a higher probability of breeding or a higher probability of
offspring survival, implying (or not) that individuals move towards such breeding
areas for spawning. As we move to peripheral habitat zones, demographic structures
become more differentiated, with a larger relative representation of young age
classes in breeding areas, and with progressively increasing representation of older
age classes. This situation is common in fish populations. In the pilchard Sardinia
pilchardus, south of the mouth of the Ebro river, from 1950 to 1960, catches made
close to the spawning area revealed percentage of representation of the age classes
0, I, II, III and IV to be 26%,56%,16%,2% and 0%, respectively. Only 40 miles
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away, the population was characterized bythevaluesof7%, 49%,37%,6% and 1%.
The maximal distance to which a population spreads depends on the distance that
individuals can travel during their lifetime, either by their own movement or by
the effect of currents. Such a model can be developed for pelagic fishes and, in
general, can be applied to species in expatriation areas, where the species is present
but does not reproduce.
As can be supposed, no real populations can achieve ergodicity. Past events are
reflected in present population compositions. However, it is possible to speak of
quasi-ergodicity, a concept that hloB been applied to human populations (LOPEZ,
1961) to mean a partial persistence of properties of age distribution in time, not
total, because subjected to disturbances. These travel as waves through the population, decreasing in the process.
Another related concept is synchronism in the population, that manifests itself
in age composition, or in the fact that the whole population belongs to a single
cohort. This is observed in species with non-overlapping generations that develop
in correspondence with seasonal changes. Similarly, planted and managed forests
usually show a high degree of age synchrony or uniformity. The passage of this
condition towards a more ergodic age distribution is an interesting aspect of climax
reconstruction. In laboratory cultures of algae it is customary to use synchronized
versus constant-light (quasi-ergodic) populations.
Mortality rates depend more on population structure than inputs (success) in
offspring production. Mortality may also depend more on food or be subjected t.o a
lesser variance in certain periods of life. As a consequence, random inputs from
environmental factors affect mortality to a different degree at different agesusually more so in young than in adult individuals.
The population acts as a mechanism that regularizes inputs. Any unusual input
generates population waves, with a period characteristic and dependent on intrinsic
properties of populations. Such period may be considered characteristic of the
population a.nd considered as a relaxation time in physical terms. In other words,
the existence of a number of relations internal to the species, or internal to the
ecosystem, implying stabilizing relations with other species, provides a certain
relaxation time for every population. The a,pproximate length of this time can be
gathered from demographic tables. Every instantaneous input, anomalous or not,
assimilated in the evolution of the population (a year spawn tha,t fails, an extra
number of individua.Is of certain age that enter the population from 'outside')
generates a wave that runs through the population in one or more cycles, gradually
losing amplitude. The period of such waves is an important demographic characteristic, and is related to average length oflife, or to the inverse value of r, but probably
cannot be evaluated for practical purpo os with reference to a single species,
because much interaction, interference or resonance between different populations
of a species (Pacific salmon Oncorhynchus; 17-year cicada Magicicada) or between
species inside the ecosystem must be exp cted. It is importa,nt to consider that
'random' inputs (e.g. abnormally good or bad years at intervals of 5 to 7 years)
can be transformed to regular population oscillations, if individual lives are, on
average, long enough, and probably even more so if adult mortality is more regular.
Dependence on different resource, or on one resource at different points in space,
through migration and transport, or on one resource in time, accumulating reserves
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according to season, may stabilize survival value or make mortality more regular.
If movements of the individuals are not completely at random and symmetrical,
as happens when there is a tendency to dispersal from a 'spawning centre', a sort
of wavelike distribution of the relative frequencies of age classes should be anticipated. So far, there are no data on support, but this hypothesis seems worthwhile
to examine, especially for explanation of some kinds of 'patchiness' in plankton
distribution.
In both cases-time waves and space waves-shifts in age distributions can be
interpreted as follows: superimposed on the population wave, or travelling with it,
is the addition or elimination of definite proportions of individuals of each age, or
an acceleration or retardation of movements ofindividuals of definite ages in definite
directions. A matrix of a population, in which age classes are linked to other classes
by some rules, the most simple of which is age-dependent mortality, allows computation of some measure of diversity related to the way the whole population falls into
subsets (e.g. age classes). Such diversity is related to the false mortality apparent in
age-class distribution, and has a mea,ning, if any, only in regard to this specific
aspect. Any wave travelling through such a population, causes a decrease of such
diversity. In other words, if a diversity index is computed on the distribution of
individuals in age classes, and if measures are taken separately in small blocks
defined in space and time, any 'youthful' age distribution comes out as a lower index
of diversity.
This concept may be of interest in considering the problem of diversity in ecology
as a measure of a shift in equilibrium relations. It may be useful for mapping, over
a large space, the demographic properties of a species.

(4) The Ecosystem Approach. Dependence of Demographic
Parameters on Other Species
(a) Generalized Models. Can they Contain the Strategies of Life?
The closing discussion of a meeting on 'Dynamics of Numbers in Populations'
and GRADWELL, 1971) provides good insight into the conflicting
approaches employed at the population levd versus the community level. In one
session, WATT tried to interrelate processes prevailing itt the two levels of organization, the unispecific population and the community. However, others felt that such
attempts should not be made by a population ecologist. They argued that such views
belong to the realm of community ecology or, perhaps, theoretical and speculative
ecology; however relevant community studies might be for a biological synthetic
theory, they are of little use for studying true or genuine population ecology. As
such arguments are common among ecologists, we shall explore them here in more
detail.
I am prepared to recognize that once some population parameters are accepted
as constants, the computations and their results are not exciting and, maybe, are
not even useful. A model constructed with such demographic constants has to
reach some steady state. However, we know only too well that an age distribution
assumed to be stable can lead to unrealistic predictions if space is ignored and
(DEN BOER
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density-dependence of r is not included. A useful piece of information, implicit in
a modest model of this sort, that is unispecific, concerns the capacity of the population to recover itself after some unexpected (external and not accounted for in the
original model) input, and the approximative period of eventual oscillations
following such input.
Actually, neither the r's nor the m's can be considered constants, but depending
on the concentration of certain substances, or on individual density of the same and
of other species. There can be no discussion of food chains in the frame of unispecific
demography. We have een the possibility of analyzing rates into a sum of components respectively proportional to concentrations of some other influent organisms. In consequence, we an'ived at expressions of the form

dN;jdt

=

rNt - bN/ - mNIN j

that can be made more complicated ad libitum. It seems reasonable to make the
mortality somehow proportional to the density of predators or to the prevalence
of disease, and the term mNiN j eems appropriate to describe interaction. The
product N I N j gives a measure of the probability of encounters between individuals
of i and individuals of), according to the law of mass action. Such interaction has
to be introduced at some point. Consider only the absurdities caused by basing
the predictions on some net rates of increase computed from limited observations,
often obtained from a confined population of an opportunistic species during the
process of filling a bottle. But as soon as ome expression, including numbers of
individuals of another species (N), is adopted, we already leave the domain of
'dynamics of unispecin.c populations'.
A first step for a generalized approach is to write

dNi/dt =

2

j=1

a'uN/Nj'

This has been accepted by most ecologist,s and by co-operating mathematicians
(e.g., LOTKA, 1925; VOLTERRA, 1926; KERNER, 1972; ULANOVICZ, 1972). Some N's
can be reserved for environmental factors (for example, nutrient concentration,
affecting primary producers and affected by all species, either as consumers or as
mineralizers). Eventually, such N's can be considered constants, leading to the
most useful expression

dNddt

=

ANI +

L aljNIN

j .

}=I

Subsets of one species can be treated separately. This is advisable if they behave and
interact differently according to 3,O'e, e.g. in species whose larvae develop in conditions very different from those uitable for adults, as is the case in benthic animals
with free swimming larvae, or according to other criteria, such as the distinction
between hungry and satiated animals might provide. The result is a set of n.rstorder, quadratic differential equation, one for each species, or for each compartment in the model of the ecosystem.
Before going further, perhaps, it is prudent to recall that the whole concept is
not well founded. Demographic models for one species are so awkward, and interaction between species so poorly known, that it might seem a hop less ta k to
construct conceptual models referring to many species. The usefulness of such
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models is sought in two directions: (i) as an heuristic approa.ch, (ii) for exploring
possible shortcuts, with the eventual introduction of synthetic crikriu. The last
point may provide the basis for the application of statistical mechanics to systems
composed of many species (VOLTEHRA, 1936; KERNER, 1972).
The equations can be conceived in different ways. They represent a matrix of
inputs and outputs (Fig. 7-9), such as the unispecific population matrix (Fig. 7-8),
Random terms. not explained
in the small model, but that
may be de/ermined in a
lorger model
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Fig. 7-9: Model diagram of an ecosystem. (OriginaJ.)

where change in the number ofindividua.I of any species, in turn, induces changes in
the num bel' of individuals of the same and other species, with a certain delay that
travels in the form of a wave, as commented in the previous section. This approach
lends itself to multidimensional representation of the state of the system-as a
point in space in which every dimension stands for one species, and the changes
experienced by the system follow a certain path, more or lcss rigorously fixed by
the set ofassumed interactions. Such representation is especially apt to the inirodu etion of macroscopic statistical criteria. (KERNER, 1972)
This model is incomplete. We must examine, successively, three possible amendments concerning, respectively, random inputs, space, and kinds of interactions.
(b) Stochastic Terms

The above-mentioned model is not a.ttractive to environmentalists, who are
aware that population steadily change due to climatic and other impacts, perhaps
to a much la.rger degree than due just to biotic intera.ctions between different
species. This makes it advisable to add terms that express random inputs (GOEL
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and co-authors, ] 971), e.g., by writing

dNddt=

2:
}=I

aljNlN j

+ 2: bijN[R tI, + 2: cljR[f
k=J

1=1

where the R'B represent stochastic functions, in the sense of variables that c~nnot
be defined from inside the system (e.g., rain, cold winter). Of course, a mndom
variability of the a's can also be assumed, or set a = a' + r, where r is a random term,
with specified probability distribution. According to the relative importance of
each of the sums of terms at the right side, num bers of individuals of species i (N f)
can be declared as being controlled by density-dependent effects, or by factors
independent of population density. As we shall see, this does not imply that density
independence means absence of regulation. In fact, a population dependent on
many random variables, some of which are independent, may have a small variance.
In other words, variables independent ofpopulat,ion density may regulate or stabilize the numbers in populations between a rather narrow range of variation.
The part of the expression containing R comprises, thus, a sum of stochastic
functions, for example, environmental factors of unpredictable intensity, plus some
unexpected biological events. If the original R's represent, for instance, values of
temperatures, salinity or water movement, a mpitsure of their independence can be
obtained through computation of their covariance. The covariance is a measure of
the stabilizing capacity of the system of stochastic variables. A small covariance
may be associated with relatively low total values of rand m, and a net change,
dNJdt, that never departs much from zero. A high covariance between pairs of
factors, computed over time-or what amounts to the same, dependence of one or
few key factors (or many correlated factors)-on the contrary requires a high
potential rate of increase in any selected population, which will be subjected to
strong fluctuations.
The analysis can also be conv niently made inanotherform. The original functions
R can be analyzed for principal components, and these used as new, truly independent (orthogonal) functions. Then, each principal component, as a new variable,
can be studied separately. Perhaps, it would be interesting to find the frequency
with which a definite value of the variable is exceeded. If several independent new
variables are recognized, the variance of the sum of their combined effects at
different points oftime or space is inferior to the sum of their overall variances. Thi,
can regulate dNjdt and stabilize popula.tions up to a certain point. It is generally
accepted that a multiplicity of clependenciet;, even from random factors, can
maintain a population inside a rather narrow range of variation. Some of the
complex results of the dependence of one species on another or on environmental
factors, have been discussed by DEN BOER (1968) and REDDINGIUS (1971) ; see also
Volume I.
The final situation can be looked upon as the result of natural selection, through
which every species becomes able to shift its dependence on external variables.
It can be a sumed that a· progressive narrowing of the fluctuation range may be
linked to strategies leading alternatively or simultaneously to: (i) dependence on
many independent va.riables, (ii) dependence on one or more variables over a large
space, assuming a non-homogeneous distribution of such variables, (iii) dependence
on one or more variables over a long period of time. Only the first po sibility is
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available to organisms with a short life span and limited mobility. Animals can
combine motility and longevity to stabilize populations, adhering to an heterogeneous environment and to seasonal or irregular changes. In variables fluctuating
with time, a sma]] covariance means differences in phase orland in frequency. The
selection of an adequate combination of master factors means to push the dependence over the appropriate dimension of space by motility and transport, and of
time by regulating the average length of life and, possibly, by introducing periods
of suspended life.
Stochastic terms are most useful if they provide some explanation, for instance,
for the conservation of population numbers between a narrow range, as discussed
above. The less attractive aspect of stochastic terms is that they reject other kinds
of explanation or place them outside the model. The R's remain undefined from
inside the model and from inside the ecosystem, but may find a deterministic
explanation within a larger frame. Input of nutrients and passage of predators,
may appear indeterminate or random in the model of a small marine area, but these
factors are determined in a larger area, providing such area includes sources of
nutrients, mechanisms of bringing them to the photic zone and predators.
Perhaps it is unnecessary to add that the component analysis of stochastic
variables can be extended to the extraction of different periods (as separate
oscillators) controlling the temporal organization of the ecosystem.

(c) Consideration of Space

Let us now consider the possibilities of introducing space or extension in the
general model of an ecosystem, composed of interdependent populations. In
expressions such as the previous ones, it is never stated whether reference has been
made to a single point in space-in which case only one element of one kind could
be considered-or to an indefinite extension of space-hopefully to be defined later
-in which case it is assumed that everything has the same probability of interacting
with everything, everywhere. In other words, it is assumed that movement of
organisms is uniform and sufficiently fast to keep the system perfectly mixed along
the scale of time. Such assumptions are obviously false, although seemingly less so
in the case of plankton than in that of a forest. Plankton is supposed to move with
the water, and patchiness is a problem, but not the major one. The impossibility of
conceiving an expanding population that remains stable in age distribution also
introduces problems concerning space, as well as in discllssing local differentiations
of a population, according to the age composition. It is not enough to accept terms
assuming a migration at speed V (V\i'N i ) or a turbulent diffusion with coefficient
D(D\i'2 N i ), because the problem concerns the true interaction between individuals
(ROTTENBERG, 1972).

Presumably, the best start would be to take the problem at its very origin,
writing

a2 N;/at ax = 2:
j,k= I

F(Ni,N j , R k )

where x stands for some dimension in space and F represents non-specified functions,
describing interactions between species, or consequences of unequal distributions
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in the intensity of environmental factors, with the pattern of distribution of the
species concerned and with their movements or dispersal. Only later, if convenient,
should we return to the expression of dN,'dt, or, alternatively, of dN;,tdx.
If dNjdt is retained as being more related to the subject of population dynamics,
it is intuitive for a biologist that, as a measure of interaction between pairs of
species, instead of the simple product of densities N/N j , it becomes desirable to
have in every tprm an integral describing more accurately the organization of the
interaction between the individuals of every pair of species, and this would depend
on many things, including motility, behaviour, and the precise distribution of
individuals in space, with all their potential implications. STEELE (1974) proposes to
write interaction as b(N,oN jO + tZr=l N,rN jr ), where r is the distance from the site
of reference (0). If the interacting species were immobile, the covariance of their
distribution in a fine-grain scale, over space, would provide a measure of the amount
to which a rough interaction, based' on the average densities over fl.1l the spaces,
must be corrected. In other words, a stronger interaction is to be expected if both
distributions are highly correlated in a small scale, than if they are distributed
forming patches of alternative dominance.
The situation is more complicated in moving organism ; A motile animal can
interact succe sively with many individuals distributed over a large space; but
perhaps other species, or even the same species in different conditions, may depend
more on actual density over small spots; then, covariance ma.y be applica.ble as
before. Large animals of the highest trophic level interact over large distances, and
competition at this level may keep the number of species lower than in other
instances of potential competitors belonging to primary producers or to first-level
consumers. There is a decrease in diversity regarding the composition of communities, as we ascend in the trophic levels, and every species has a certain range
of space on which it acts as organizer.
It is to be expected that adequate expressions wiJI be developed some day. In the
meanwhile, ecologists have toyed, for different purposes, with expressions that may
be useful [or this particular problem. The basis is to introduce some expressions for
diminishing returns, that may represent what happens when resources have to be
collected over a large area. It is possible to accept as interaction

a (j NN.(l_e
,
J
GOl'<lATAM

A - BN ,B J )

.

(1974) proposes

aljN{logN j
based on the GOMPER'rz equation for single species, dNjdt = rN j - kN/logN,.
Several authors have advocated the use of powers of independent variables,
instead of the simple values o[ such variables, in context with similar or equivalent
problems. CUSHING (1970) proposes to express the n umber of recruits as proportional to a power of the number of stock. WISE and Fox (1970) have proposed to
change the expression, used in fisheries, from

o=
ROSENZWEIG

a' - bN i

-

jN f

to

O=a'-bNj-jN/.

and co-authors (1971), in a kill rate model, use densities raised to a
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power, and AYALA and co-authors (1973) proposeamodel for describing competition
in which densities also are raised to a power. We can examine, thus, with some
optimism, the possibility of adopting

aljN/I) Nl)l
using N i as the average density of species i over the space of reference. The exponent
k used in such tentative expression would give a measure of the strength of the
interaction. The case of k = a should apply when the corresponding N stands for
some non-limiting environmental factor, and when the result of the interaction is
independent of the intensity of the said factor, depending only on numbers of the
(other) species. The same applies in regard to the use of stochastic functions,
bikN/ R k will reduce to bikRk when the exponent k = o.
Nevertheless, such procedures lack, for the moment, any evidence of adequacy.
It is true that empiric data, being insufficient, ca-nnot provide criteria for selection
of a definite expression.
If we combine the considerations made concerning space, both in the field of
interaction between species and in the operation of random factors, it appears that
space not only determines the kind ofinteractions among organisms in their environment, but that meaning and organization of space is, as well, a function of the
presence and activities of the organisms.

(d) The Web of Interactions
In a reasonably complete form, as we can now foresee, the eq uation for the change
of every species with respect to time, would have the form

dN;/dt

=

L aijN/I)N/'J + k=l
L bikR

j=l

k•

However, most of the discussion so far published on this subject has been centred
on the more simplified form

dNJdt

=

L aUNjN}.
}=!

The ecosystem is, thus, viewed as a set of differential equations. There is a set of
coefficients of interaction au, and in a simplified assumption it is accepted that they
are reciprocal, alj = -ajj-the losses of one species represent the gain of another.
There is also the set of all possible products N j N j' including, of course, the squares
N / and N /. Such information can be arranged conveniently in the form of matrices,
and this is also the convenient form for carrying out a number of computations on
the system.
In unispecific population models, the opera-tions regarding births and deaths, at
age-dependent rates, lead to a stable population. In the case of a m ultispecies
system, net changes depending on the density of all species, as well as on environmental factors, as far as these can be internalized in the model, must lead to a
stable community composition. Since population densities are of more general use
than absolute numbers of individuals, there is no place for distinguishing between
stable and stationary populations, and the problem is simplified. That is, if dN Idt
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refers to densities and not to actual numbers, we have not to worry about multispecie populations that could be considered stable but not stationary. This is an
important point that ecologists concemed with population dynamics ought to
adopt from ecosystem dynamics. The matrix form ofLESLlE (1945) could be adopted
easily, but with reference to densities.
Several questions arise from a closer examination of the sets of equations.
Regarding the relations between species, there is the notion of connectedness,
related to the distribution of the values of the coefficients a'ij' The signs of the coefficients define which species eat which. This is the basis of any food web. The
coefficients may be ei.ther all of the same order and rather small (a high-diversity
situation), or else large values may be frequent, associated with zeros in many
other interactions. In terms of food webs, non-zero values represent links in the
food web, and if there are plenty of such Jinks, we shall have a multiconnected web.
Obviously, only a situation of extreme simplification or degeneracy ·can be named
a food chain.
Rapidity of change of the value of single populations and ability to recover after
an important loss or regression, may be a function of the distribution of the values
of aij, and diversity may be indirectly related to such distribution as well. Diversity
has to do with distribution of tile different values of N in some state of the system.
Diversity is reduced by any wave passing through the system as the result of some
external input, and the degree of reduction and of recoveri.ng the original diversity
is dependent on the d.istribution of ai). Such dynamic relationship allows us to
assume that, im stea,dy state systems, diversity and the set of a:s are somehow
related. Usually, diversity is rela1ted aLo to the num bel' of links. However, in certain
cases, there may be many species, and most a's become zero and the number of
aetuals links is low.
There has been a considerable amount of mathematical work on the properties
of such sets of equations, and on the corresponding systems of connections. In
regard to stability, convergence, oscillatory behaviour and other preferred topic,
the results obtained do not coincide. According to some authors, a high degree of
connectivity assures stability (ROBERTS, 1974; JEFFRIES, 1975); according to
others it is the can vel' e (MAY, 1973; GILPIN, 1975). Probably, there are some
differences in basic assumptions or in mathematical technicalities, without relevance
to ecology. 'Mathematical consilderations involve symmetrical relations between
species; they often assume that au = -aJI> and ignore thermodynamics, selection
and evolution.
(e) The Net of Interactions Describes a Physical System
The situation constitutes problems in mathematics as well as in physics. The a's
not only stand for transitive and reversible mathematical operations, but are also
gates in a system of energy dissipation. In terms of mass or energy, wha.t one species
(i) loses (-aUN,Nj) is more than another species (j) gains (+a ji }, jN(}. In this way,
some of the energy cannot be recovered. Thermodynamic impositiollB referring to
turnover cannot be ignored and neither should the historical results of evolution,
according to which, for instance, such species feed on such and such. The net cannot
be treated as isotropic, but is bestowed by a hierarchical stmcture. If it is accepted
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that a multiconnected net may have more states, and thus is essentially Ie stable,
it can be argued that such a net--because it has the potential to adopt a greater
number of state '-could have more easily reached a particularly stable condition.
Possibly certain beneficial effects exerted by one species on another may be
available at no cost to the former. A serious difficulty i that, in the mathematical
model, there is no place for innovation. The eco ystem model is larger than the
single-species model, and thus explains or establishes inside the model many
dependentvariabJes that were independent in the single-species model. For instance,
mortality is associated, in part, with the density of predators. Nevertheless, the
model is closed and exhibits the usual asymmetry of models adopted to assist biological argumentation where simplification always appears more probablo than
complication. Simplifications of the system (probable extinction of species,
ecological exclusion as the outcome of competition) an~ predicted, but the models
cannot accommodate something new in the system. Hence, evolution, or introduction of new species by trial and (,I'ro(', is excluded. This doe' not mean that a model
must I'un rapidly towards a final state; the interaction between species, even as
modelled in the usual sets of differential equations, may involve time lags or be
very slow, and a given mod.el can last as clockwork for a certain time, and cover a
range of ecological succession. But the final outcome is fatal, and is far too simplified
to be real.
The main purpose in discu ing closed models is to stress aims of ecology. But it
cannot produce better models. In the usual mod Is, with a structure or description
of interactions, given a set of constants and the laws of probability that follow
random variables, any initial situation leads to an equilibrium state, including
among the possible the disruption of the system. In the single-species population,
the equilibrium state is a stable age distribution; in a multispecies population, it is
an 'equilibrium' community. Starting with anyone of a large set of pos ible initial
states, the evolution of the system (= succession) is assumed to converge in a
restricted set offinal states, restricted in the sense of representing a smaHer collection
of the inel'easing number of states, possible at such a time.
An ecosystem can be represented in an ecological space of many dimensions, in
which every dimension stands for one species or environmental factor if convenient.
Considerations of real space-how it maps on the ecospace, and its dissectioncreate problems and open up fa cioating possibilities. A large ecosystem may be
represented by one point, defined by the total num bel' of individuals of all species
present; certain parts of the same system may bl' projected into other points,
and the whole set of resulting points must retain some relation with the original
point pertaining to the whole system. The dissection of an ecosystem can be
reflected by successive sets of points and their projection into an ecological subspace.
In large ecosystems and their parts, succession can be visualized a,s a, path
connecting points representing 'uccessive states. In a multispN:ies or ecological
space the path leading from initial states to anyone of a set of final states, cannot
be visualized as a straight line, but should have interesting propertie . This also
applies if species are considered in terms of numbers of individuals or as biomasses,
However, it would be interesting to look for transformations that could yield a
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straight Hnc. There is some hope that the trajectory could be described in a rather
simpl~l way, assuming but not needing a complete specification of all relevant interactions. In the same way as the trajectory of a ray of light, travelling through 0.
heterogeneous medium, (~an be imagined, for practical purposes, as minimizing the
time used by light to travel between two points, it should be possible to find some
useful function to predict the most likely successive situations in the ecosystem,
although a strict analogy with the light-ray example may not prevail.
Some sugg stions as to the nature of the function to be expected can be derived
from empirical studies of succession: at the beginning, opportunistic species
occupy space rapidly; the organisms are then strongly affected by crowding and
are gradually followed and, in part" substituted by species that can afford to
spread their increa,se in nu m bers more evenly along time. If this process is considered
in its totality, it means a rapid space occupation compatible with low total energy
exchange. \Ve may submit that not only the changes tend to make in ,!!~neral
dNt/dt
0, but also d 2 Nddt 2 __ 0. Actually, these hypotheses mayor may not
apply to separate species, but am always applicable tu the whole biomass of the
system, dB/dt -+ 0, and d 2 Bldt Z > O. This is an example, albeit speculative, on
how the dynamics of an ecosystem rna,y have some similarity with the behaviour of
a ray of light. There are arguments in favour of this view, a working hypothesis
only, as well as against it. What is postulated, here and now, i~ simply that working
hypotheses can be so general as to serve as guidelines or predictors of succession.
I believe that such auxiliary hypotheses are <L necessary adjunct if we want to pas
from pure mathematical models to more restricted models that take into account
physical, material systems.

(f) Types of Feedback and a Revised Concept of Niche
In the preceding pages, change in each species has been supposed to be describable
as the result of a number of interactions plus some random inputs. Most interactions are reciprocal as in the case of a predator and its prey, where the predator
is a selective agent for the prey and vice versa. In other situations relations might be
more involved and the feedback loop less simple. They represent a feedback
mechanism. In predator/prey relations, the range of variation in abundance of
either species is reduced, and a certain narrow range of variability is maintained.
If the number of individuals of the interacting species enter the model with a power
higher than one, such stabilizing effect may be enhanced.
The whole ecosystem can be divided into a number of negative or stabilizing
feedback circuits, based on the pairs au, aJI' each composed of one or both species
and of some environmental variable (a diatom and phosphate concentration, for
instance). The multiple feedback circuits are interconnected, that is, one and the
same species may enter as a partner in different circuits or loops. It is not certair.
whether something is gained when the problem of interconnected elements is
presented in the frame of cybernetic theory. Perhaps, this may help to understand
the drift of the system towards a certain state, to which some qualification of
stability can be applied. However, the purpose of rephrasing the problems in
cybernetic terms is another.
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Two negative feedback loops can be combined in parallel. Such arrangement is
especially effective when one of the partners is represented in both loops and
occupies the same relative position (two predators eating the same prey, or two
prey organisms beiJlg eaten by the same predator). The combination of both negative
loops forms a positive, or disruptive, feedback loop, that may lead to the elimination
of one of the two elements linked by a parallel relationship. This happens if the
symmetry is high, that is, if the parallel elements are similar and do not have
multiple and different connections with other components of the ecosystem.
The concept of the niche has frequently been used in ecology. The early notion,
compared the niche to the address or profession in human terms or to the way of life
in more biological terms. Now, a more quantitative approach is preferred, related
to the ranges of a number of environmental factors under which a species exists.
But as we deepen the analysis, it turns out that every species is integrated in a
slightly different way in every segment of the ecosystem; this may defeat a precise
concept of the niche. If found useful, perhaps a cybernetic definition of niche might
retain all acceptable essentials. Between niches can operate a negative, or stabilizing,
feedback-but hardly a posi tive, or di srupti ve, feedback. Species linked in a negative
feedback are also in an asymmetrical position in terms of energy degradation. The
kind and degree of feedback between two species can be inferred, comparing the
coefficients that describe the interactions of these species with all others, in the set
of differential equations representative of the dynamics of the ecosystem. Sign,
value of the coefficient and, eventually, the power affecting individual numbers or
population density of interacting species, enter in the account. Thus, the definition
of the niche may include the notion that when two species are similar on such counts,
they belong to the same niche.
Some species change connections during life, e.g. insects with aquatic larvae, or
benthic species with free swimming young stages. It may be found convenient to
model each of such species with a couple of equations, one for each life stage, and
with added statements about the passage of individuals from one compartment of
the model to the other. The same can be applied to species in which behaviour can
change, for instance, according to the degree of hunger, or to the phase in their
reproductive cycle. Such species belong successively, or alternatively, to different
feedback loops and increase the connectivity (and perhaps the 'stability') of the
ecosystem (GARFINKRT, and RACK, 1964).
Ecological succession is a controversial subject. However, often a certain difference or asymmetry of organization between pioneer and late stages is recognized.
The asymmetry concerns the relation between the speed in occupying space and
the energy exchanged per unit of persisting biomass. Rapid space occupation takes
priority over minimization of energy exchangr.. Both overlapping processes are
combined with a damping of environmental.B.uctuations, in part, by reaction of the
community. In other words, the environment becomes more predictable or even
more constant (microclimate controlled by organisms) in successful reactions of
biotic components of the ecosystem on the physical environment. While all such
processes are going on, their trends have to be reflected in the development and
reconstruction of feedback loops and, in consequence, in the possibilities of the
partition of the community in niches. It could be predicted that the number of
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niches will increase, or that, niche overlap will decrease. Mathematically, both
properties of the ecosystem can be proved to be a function of environment variability (MAy and MAcARTHUR, 1972). In the development of all multi-species
populations, especially if the environment is more or less constant, the number of
species usually increases, and overlap of functions among them becomes less and
less frequent.

(g) Homeostasis and the Different Sorts of Stability

A set of interconnected feedback loops forms an homeostat. The homeostat is
kept working, changing its state asymptotically, because there are always some
new, 01' non-internalized, inputs, that can be qualified as random inputs. It may be
convenient to return to the J'epresentation of the state of a system by a point in a
multivariate space, where the dimensions stand for the numbers of individuals of
different species and, perhaps, for other variables of state. If the applicability of
usual- and of even more complicated-models i:,; accepted, the composition of the
system can be represented by one point. Chang(' means movement of the point in
the multivariate space, and it can be discussed if a more frequently travelled path
exists, from a given starting point to convergence. Stochastic inputs can, of course,
blur the image.
It can be a,ssumed that forces drive the ecosystem, that produce change, or
redress the system after some perturbation. Cybernetically the speed of the change
t,hat such forces introduce could be related to the distance, in the multivariate
space, that separates the point representing the present state of the system, and
the point representing the final or asymptotic tate. This last point is not real,
since no teleology is implied; it is an extrapol-ation of identified mechanisms in the
ecosystem, but can be accepted as a reference value in a cybernetic mechanisma,s a descriptive, not as an explicative term. The distance may give a measure ofthe
forces active in stabilization.
Stability is a controversial term. It can be used with reference to the ability of a
system to return to a state si milar to a previous one, if deformed by some disturbance
or stress, external to the system as described, or not included in its model. A system
may be said to be stable if, under some perturbation (random inputs overruling
deterministic internal inputs) or stress, it develops some activity, or internal forces,
that act in an opposite sen e to the said input. As 't resu It the system does not change
as much a could be predicted from simple physical consideration. To this can be
added, that a stable system tends to regain a state similar to the primitive one.
The forces activated oppose, to a certain degree, the perturbation. Here we find a
reflection of a general theory of physics (principll' of LE CHATELIER-BRAUN), in
the sense that some new situations of externa,1 origin induce a change that tends t.o
nuJlify the effect of the input. The same can be presented and discu'-··d in terms of
information (PATTEN, 1961). If stress ceases, recovery may be complete. Under
persistent stress, the redressing mechanisms are recognizable and constitute
notorious characteristics of the stressed system. For instance, gravity and biological
mechanisms operating in an oceanic system get most nutrients immobilized in deep
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water, in sediment or in the body of organisms and productivjty falls to low values.
The minimal cycling would be related only to vertjcal diffusion and transport by
animals. If the system is fertihzed, e.g. by upwelling or eutrophication, the redressjng mechanisms are evident (oxygen depletion in deep water, jncorporation in the
sediment of non-oxidized carbon compounds, precipitation of excess phosphate,
etc.), but if eutrophication continues, the primitive situation is not recovered. The
stressed system can be recognized as such by djfferent equilibria (e.g. nutrient ratios
outside/inside the organisms). A common requirement in all stressed systems is a
high and sustained ratio between production and biomass-the consequence of a
persistent drain towards the outside of the system (and the outside of its model).
In a more concrete sense, stability has a meaning only in relation to the variable
discussed, ego species composition or energy flow. Different kinds of stability are
not necessarily coincident. If taxonomjc composition is preserved over tjme,
prjmary productjon is not necessarily constant. Stability refers to a property in
which the ecologist concerned is interested. Here lies the source of much confusion.
A general concept of stability is implicit jn the set of equations used to describe
a system, as proposed. There has been much discussion about mathematical
convergence in such sets of equations. However, from a biological point of view, it
would be difficult and, perhaps, unrealistic to accept a model without regions of
convergence, from the infinite number of possible states. If all structural elements
are preserved no equatjon should vanish-it could be anticipated that random
inputs are ironed out. Such model stability is of the same sort as the stability in age
composition of a single-species population. Stability is given with the model and
excludes what does not come with the model. In the case of a stable age distribution,
it is age-dependent mortality, and age-dependent fertility. In a first approach to
demography, the past history of the species and richness in stored alleles can be
disr(>garded. However, those aspects can cause important differences if the external
conditions change. In other words, we are not concerned with interaction between
species of fixed propertjes, but between populations with many, often for the
moment unmanifested, genetic capabilities.
These comments do not exclude the usual confusion, concerning the application
of stability criteria to actual systems. A system may be declared stable if (i) under
stress ('unusual' inputs), it maintains similar characteristics of production or
biomass, perhaps also ofst,ructure, even if the species composition changes; (ii) thA
species composition remains approximately the same, partly because the ecosystem
is in a 'constant' environment and the capacity to resist change has never been
tested, or has been lost, or has never been acquired. To avoid confusion, I have
proposed (MARGALEF, 1969) to name adjustment or lability the first quality, and
conservatism, endura,nce or persistence the second one. Other authors have
proposed subtler distinctions, but all amount to saying that stability is not a
unified concept. However, in all cases, stability reposes on a set of feedback equations, involving a 'peculiar behaviour' of the ecosystem in front of external inputs.
Differences in the response, that is, in the very idea of sta.bility, may depend on the
degree of stress and on the level of reference. What is unstable or unexplained in a
small model, may become stable or explained insjde a large model, Or a large
system may be stable because itis composed of subsystems that behave as unstable.
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(b) Coupling or Composition of Ecosystems

A useful 'Gedankenexperiment' is to imagine a large ecosystem, to construct--jf
only on paper-a model according to the common procedure discussed on preceding
pages, and then to proceed to dissect the system, in order to establish the limits
down to which the model holds. In the case of an offshore area, for example, the
upper (photic) layer and the lower layers cannot be properly separated, because
primary producers are limited to the upper layer and the cycle of matter to be
closed has to pass, in part, through organisms that inhabit deep water during most
of their life. If we choose to go ahead with the proposed partition, we need cum bersome partial-compaltment models with inputs and outputs in the form of organic
matter or of organisms, and this is not easy to achieve in an elegant way. However,
it is feasible to dissect the same initial ecosystem into a number of vertical prisms
of water, holding the same model for every prism. The horizontal dimension of the
prisms may be made as a function of the capacity for horizontal movements of some
important, large components of the ecosystem. Such reduction in size of the ecosystem of reference does not mean the absence of horizontal exchange, but just
that such exchange, for most practical purposes, is symmetrical and hence, can be
ignored.
To test the divisibility of a modelled system is a useful exercise. It may be found,
for example, that upwelling ecosystems are difficult to model, because ofasymmetric
exchange. Any model of an upwelling ecosystem, required to have the same degree
of 'closure' or conceptual amplitude as a model of an offshore pelagic community,
must have rather large horizontal dimensions. Indeed, it must include other
systems to which thp upwelling areas are coupled, and from which they import
nutrients. In other words, some models can be considered to be more closed tha.n
others, and models of the same degree of closure are of different size, depl:nding on
the nature of the ecosystem-they are large in the case of upwelling areas, narrow in
oceanic waters.
The same problem may be viewed from another p rspective. Any input or
infl uence not included in the descri ption of a.n almost closed system can be considpred
as stress and, in very general terms, can make it difficult or impossible to describe
the system as something consistent by itself.
As the agents of stress are external to the small or elementary system considered,
we may wish to internalize them by enlarging the system and its model. The system
may be e:nlarged until its boundaries are symmetrical or indifferent. For example,
an upwelling area can be combined with neighbouring deep-water areas, from which
it receives nutrients, or surface-water areas, to which it exports organisms. Such
combined areas may be modelled and result in it >lystem that is almost closed with
reference to matter, and that Can be compared functionally with a prism of offshore
water. Such procedure requires, of course, criteria for assessing the degree to which
the model is closed. In general, for achieving the same degree of closure, the horizontal dimension of the upwelling system must be larger than the horizontal
section used in the case of an offshore system. The concept of functional divisibility
is imporiant in ecology and essential in modelling.
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The enlargement of the frame of reference necessary for achieving a similar degree
of description or of explanation of ecosystems, gives a measure of the stress acting
on each of them. It is related to the problems of modelling in space and to the
applicability of thE:' notion of stability, in some form. This is most obvious in the
example provided by pollution. Pollution represents a stress on 'natural' systems,
and is clearly Il~sociated with human transportation systems that link systems
separated in space. }[an collects resources over a large exploited area and dumps
and concentrates thc 'half-used' materials in a small spot.

(5) Food Webs
(a) The Food Matrix

The set of clifferential equations describing demographic change for each species,
in terms of individuals, corresponds to a similar set of equations describing transfer
of matter. These equations constitute the basis of a food web. The food web projects
(maps) on the matrix of the comm unity, expressing relations between populations
of different species. The food (trophic) matrix is part of the complete interaction
matrix, since one can conceive interactions with information transfer, but without
material transfer, or, at least, without transfer of matter that could be considered
as food. Restrictions linked to the fact that energy and matter are transferred, are
obvious in the food matrix, but not necessarily in the general interaction matrix.
A pure mathematical approach is acceptable in the study of the interaction matrix,
but the food matrix has to comply with some physical restrictions; for instance,
there is some loss in each transfer of energy, and turnover of different elements sets
limits to the connections that can be established between them. In this sense, the
study of food webs or food nets, that is, of trophic connections in the ecosystem,
cannot be separated from the study of the dynamics of the clifferent populations
that constitute the community.
The food web is made of food links. A food link is the particular relation between
any pair of species, taken out of the context of the whole web. The study of food
links imposes restrictions on possible intera.ctions between species, but also suggests
that interactions, at times, may be more general than assumed. Numerous species
are unspecialized feeders, able to use, as food, organisms of many different species.
Perhaps we should employ a composed approach to the study of food webs. an
empirical approach, compouncling, piece by piece, the food net on the basis of
food links observed separately, and an approach assuming that, in principle,
every species can eat almost anything, and then look for processes that increase
the importance of some links above others, or that lead to the abandon of some of
them. Adaptation, habituation and reinforcement, leading to specialization and
perhaps to co-evolution are basic evolutionary processes in the organization of food
webs. An extreme situation of degeneracy, in which food links are neither convergent nor divergent, but only parallel, is the food chain. We concentrate here on food
webs and consider, with a certain amount of detail , (i) feeding types, i.e., the mode of
food acquisition implicit in the organization of large groups of organisms; (ii)
specialization in the food web; and (iii) thermodynamic constraints.
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(b) Feeding Types
Qualitative information on food and feeding is available for many species
(MAOGlNITIE and MACGJNITIE, 1968; NICOL, 1969; STEELE, 1970; Volume II:
PANDIAN, 1975). For fishes, birds and insects, extensive data on food have been
published. The true meaning of the data is difficult to ascertain, unless it is possible
to compare actual food and available food. However, in general terms, it is possible
to recognize several different kinds offeeding (Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975).
In microphagous organisms, the size of food items is relatively small compared
with the body size of the feeder. Acquisition of food is more or less automatic and
often indiscriminate. Not uncommonly, pa.rt of the ingested material has a low
food value. Metabolic rate is usually lower than in macrophagous species. Microphagous animals usually inhabit environments with the food uniformly dispersed.
The food collected is a uniform mixtme whose composition does not change very
much. Two principal groups can be distinguished: filter feeders and deposit feeders.
Filter feeders may be free swimming or benthonic, and belong to a large number of
groups (e.g. ciliates, sponges, annelids, bryozoans, brachiopods, rotifers, crustaceans, molluscs, some snails, sea-lilies, tunicates, fishes and baleen whales; for
details consultJ0RGENSEN, 1966 andPANDIAN, 1975).
Deposit or sediment feeders utilize particulate material accumulating near the
sea bottom. The material is a mixture of organic and mineral components. Limits
against filter feeders are not clear. For details consult Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975.
Surface micropbagou8 browsers collect small food elements from a solid substrate.
Most browsers are plant feeders, but some feed on corals, sponges, bryozoans and
other animals. In surfa.ce feeders, food collection does not require investing much
energy in exploration, and food-conversion efficiency is supposedly high.
Animals consuming liquid food are not particularly frequent in the aquatic
environment. Suctorians, paradoxostomid ostracods, as well as some copepods
and leeches may serve as examples. Liquid feeding (Volume II: PANDIAN, 1975)
requires specialization and often implies considerable co-evolution.
l\1acrophagous animals track and catch usually mobile prey, of a size comparable
to their own or smaller. They swallow the prey whole, or in pieces, sucking out its
fluid contents, or digest it, in part] outside their own body. In terms of biomass,
macrophagous species contribute little to the ecosystem, but in terms of evolution,
macrophagy has provided tremendous stimuli: macrophagous animals exemplify
the many capabilities of nature and have attracted attention from investigators
out of proportion with the mass of predators. Noctiluca., many ciliates, cnidarians,
ctenophores, sea-stars, some rotifers, as well as many crustaceans, snails, cephalopods and fishes, and the toothed whales, provide representative examples. 'Personalization' of relations between predators and prey often involves co-evolution,
with diverse and often elaborate patterns of behaviour and defensive devices.
Necl'ophages and scavengers, feeding on dead organisms, can be included in this
group. Predators may be highly selective in their food items, and this may be
expressed in diet similarities over large geographical ranges. The diet of the fish
Alepisaurus jerox, for example, is almost identical in the South Pacific and in the
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North Atlantic Oceans (FOURMANOIR, ] 969). Macrophagous animals may exhibit
high food-conversion efficiencies and, more important, in food collection, but
exploratory movements constitute a substantial part of their metabolic budget.
Several models have been proposed for st.tldying optimation in feeding strategies.
The models are based, for example, on balancing ingested food against energy
expend.iture, or on time to track and catch prey. Such models serve as a basis
for evolutionary speculation, probing into whether it pays for an animal to follow
a certain path of speciallz&..tion. In trying to find an answer, it may be useful to
consider morphological series exhibited by a given group, e.g. by euphausiids or
cladocerans. Relatively small changes in the differentiation of legs and in the
development of hairs on them may involve drastic changes in feeding strategy and
the efficiency of food collection.
(c) Specialization in the Food Web

Feeding specializations involve chemical properties (e.g. enzymes) and mechanical adaptation (e.g. locomotion, food-collecting organs). They may comprise the
whole organization of the animal concerned. Evolutionary speculation on nutritional specializations must be based on actual observations. The concept of predator
selectivity has been developed by IVLEV (1961). It is based on empirical comparisons between a food item found in the ingested material and the proportion of
that item available in the surrounding environment. Research along such a line
provides some measure of the degree of stenophagy. Several indices have been
proposed. Perhaps the simplest is the diversity index of the food items consumed,
compared with the diversity index of the material available. BARUS (1969) has
applied another index to the comparison between groups of species. He found
tropical labrids, for instance, to be more specialized-more stenophagous-than
their counterparts in temperate seas.
A complete quantitative approach would have to include the diversity of the
predators acting on a prey species, as well as the diversity of food items, since the
process of specialization is working at both ends of the food link. Specializations
to get hold of prey initiate defensive specializations for escape or for reducing the
aggressive behaviour of the predator. All these processes can be represented in the
matrix of the ecosystem (Fig. 7-9). Maximal specialization in a system would prevail
when the coefficients all attain a maximal value or are zero, and the matrix of the
coefficients of interaction (au's) has no identical columns or lines. Any computations
for measuring specificity, based on information theory, such as those by QUASTLER
(1953) for measuring specificity in enzymes and substrates, might be applicable
here. In an evolutionary context, the specificities or the d.iversities have to be
compared at d.ifferent times and over the range of the species.
Although the pertinent information is not plentiful, it reveals interesting aspects
The ingested food may be subjected to fluctuations in composition. If some food
item is exceptionally abundant, it may be included in the d.iet of many species,
including species that in times of food scarcity specialize on something else. If a
food item is abundant, the predator may become 'add.icted' to it, and may attempt
to continue to ingest it in excessive amounts, even when the food item diminishes
in abundance. There appears to be a time lag, based on accommodation and
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behaviour, between food availability and the food proportion ingested. Addiction
to using a common prey may exert a stabilizing effect on the ecosystem, since it
indirectly protects rare species. It is understandable that such behaviour may be
cornman in vertebrates; however, it also exists in molluscs, decapods and even in
Calanus species.
Usually, the information desirable for analyzing food-web dynamics is not
available. What we have, in the best situations, are data on segments of the food
webs. These data were g:.Lthered for comparative stucties on feecting of co-existent
species. Of high ecological and evolutionary significance are studies on food relations
between species of the same genus. An example is provided by KaHN's (19,59,
1968) studies on snails of the genus Conus feeding on polychaetes. In one area,
associated species of Canus differ in their feeding habits sufficiently to avoid
serious competition. However, the species may behave differently according to
places. Nevertheless, a certain trend may persist in the sense that some species
always take a more diversified food than others. This is exemplified by Table
7-2.
Table 7-2
Food items for three species of Canus consumed in three different localities (diversity
in bits) (Based on data from KOHN, 1968)
Localities

Species
Maldives

Chagos

Hawaii

ConWi chalda.eWl

0·77

0·98

0·56

(average O'77)

Con11$ ebraeWl

0·29

0·89

0·40

(average Q'53)

ConWilividWi

2·19

1·84

1·78

(average 1'94)

The highest specificity in the food matrix is found in paraaites and in other
organisms closely linked by a long process of co-evolution. We use the term 'coevolution' when one species constitutes an extremely important selection factor
for another one, this relation often being reciprocal. In predators, apparently most
adaptations are the result of evolutionary pressures exerted by the food available.
The frequent passage from microphagy to macrophagy along supposed evolutionary
paths can be explained as the result of optimization provided by different patterns
of selection, applied to a wide spectrum of particulate food items. In the distribution
of particulate material according to particle size, selection of larger particles may
or may not be advantageous. Any process-as in succession-that forces changes
upon the size spectra of particulate material has to be followed by different conditions of evolution of a tilter feeder. At the upper limit, microphagy gives way to
active predation, as predators specialize on large preys that can be tracked. Further
specialization is conceivable and is implicit in any evolutionary interpretation of
food relations. On the other hand, a corresponding defensive evolutionary response
is to be expected on the part of the prey. As preys become objectives of predator
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evolution, both species become linked in a process of co-evolution. Comparable
co-evolutions occur over the whole food web. When ecologists speak of selection
and evolution at the ecosystem level, in most cases they seem to have in mind such
co-evolution and nothing else.
In the construction of trophic webs, two elements can be distinguished: (i) the
kind of connections between species or compartments; and (ii) the amount of
energy (and matter) travelling along a path specified by its ends. Properties of
the path important in evoh,tion are defined by the degree of specialization, dependent on the number and relative importance of other connections centering in the
species that stand at the ends of the link under consideration. The measure of
specificity in food webs, proposed by MAcARTHUR (1955), is an expression of the
degree of utilization of alternative energy-flow paths. It seems difficult to conceive
how selection in a given food web, accepting possible extinctions and introductions
of new species, can achieve something, in the sense of maximizing the value of some
compound variable. VON NEUMANN has shown (VON NEUMANN and MORGENSTERN,
1953) that it is impossible to apply to a complex system the economist's maxim:
'The maximal good for the maximum number of people'. It remains to be seen if
particular maxima attained in food links or sections of a food net can lead to some
trend in the evolution of the entire food web. But one should be prepared to recognize
that gambling and thermodynamics may be at odds, at least over limited ranges.
The problem is made more difficult, because the strategies a-re expected to
shift, both during succession and as a function of the level, e.g., in first-order
phytophages, second-order zoophages, and so on. A basic prerequisite is, of course,
to assure persistence, e.g., by making use of nutritional resources in different areas
or over different tim~:s (bridging lean periods through accumulation of reserves).
These are protective measures against resource unavailability in space and time.
They probably involve the acceptance of a lower average value for resource utilization, and payment for additional security by diverting some energy from growth
to locomotion and to locating of prey. It is usually assumed that euryphagous
species oan stabilize their populations more easily, since they depend on a- variety of
resources whose abundances are un correlated.
Once persistence is assured, thermodynamic advantages can be gained by
ma-ximizing efficiency in food catching u.nd utilization. The species that persist,
keep probing towards achieving higher efficiencies in energy transfer. Thermodynamic efficiency becomes a key factor in competition. However, this adds to t,he
fragility of a section of the food web, since major changes may ca.use extinction.
If food webs are examined for evidence of such strategies, it can be seen that they
are asymmetrical in prevalent strategies and in their evolutionary frame. In the
lower trophic levels, stabilization of populations through the combination of many
resources seems to prevail. Microphagous a.nimals provide excellent examples.
However, in higher trophic levels, populations can be maintained stable, and at a
low turnover rate, by specialization and increased abil.ity to explore spa-ceo This
situation is exemplified by impressive adaptations for catching and digestiJlg
specialized prey, often involving complex behaviour (Volume II). The asymmetry
has a counterpart in thermodynamics, since the flow of energy and the dissipation
of energy are much larger in the lower part of the food web. Much less energy flows
through the higher trophic levels. Here, energy is degraded by organisms of 'higher'
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organization, that ha.ve received, through genetic channels, a much larger amount
of information. The polarization of strategies leads to a certain divergence of
selection. Since it is common now in ecology to speak of r- and X-selection, it can
be said that the nature of the forced flow of energy at the lower trophic levels is
more germane to r-selection, while the situation of organisms closer to the top of
the food web approaches conditions for X-selection. However, such statements
refer only to average situations. As stated above, it is difficult to refer to the evolution of the whole food web. It is always possible to find notable exceptions, for
instance, in the form of a very specialized organism at a low trophic level. However,
in some situations it seems that the segment of the food chain that is above the
point considered is more important than the segment that is below it. For example,
the dinoflagellates of the genus Ceratium, although primary producers (nevertheless,
digestive vacuoles testify a certain measure of phagotrophy), behave more like
animals in regard to distribution and turnover; presumably, one of the main reasons
for this is the small number of predators acting on them.
Pelagic food webs are considerably influenced by energy not involved in photosynthesis, effective in processes such as mixing or upwelling. This 'auxiliary'
energy is analogous to the 'subsidiary' energy utilized by farmers (e.g. tractors,
harvesters, fertilizers, irrigation). The effect of auxiliary energy multiplies the
array of possibilities of primary production, through turbulence and enrichment,
but destabilizes food nets and perhaps favours microphagy. pwelling, mixing
and soft-bottom turbidity benefits filter feeders and sediment feeders. However,
in special co. es auxiliary energy may improve conditions for selection at higher
trophic level, easing predator movement towards areas of food production. This
may be exem plified by predators (e.g. species of tuna) making use of water currents
for exploiting successive areas of high productivity. The ecological importance
of such auxiliary energy, and the difficulty of computing the part of it actually
involved in the functions and structures of ecm,yl:)tems, adds to the difficulties
prevailing in the computation of energy budgets of ecosystems and segments or
levels of food webs.
(6) Food Links

A food web can be dissected into a number of links, which make up a number of
knots. Knots may be species or any convenient group of organisms. Traditionally,
species in a food web are distri buted over a num bel' of trophic levels. This holds for a
degenerated food web (a food chain) as well as for normal whole food web::> and can
be uscd for generalization', such as the statement that the number of trophic
levels usually does not exceed five, except in areas of great constancy of environmen al conditions or in parasitic relationships. However, the numerical concept
of trophic levels is difficult to apply with precision, as many speciel:l feed au several
species that belong to different trophic levels. Ciliates, for example, may feed on
bacteria and phytoplankton; copepods on phytoplankton, ciliates and bacteria;
young fishes on ciliates and copepods; larg I' fishes on phytoplankton and copepods.
It is impossible to a sign to every species a fixed number indicating the number of
steps away from the primary producers.
For conv nience, we have pre ented some comments on the characteristics and
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properties of food links in two sections, separated according to demographic and
to troph.ic-dynamic points of view.
(a) Predator/Prey Model. A Symmetric, Mathematical Game-theory Approach

A model of interaction for two species occupying opposite ends of a food link
must take into account that life processes involve a time lag, and that patterns
of behaviour amount to a strategy, although often labelled as such a p08teriori. A
usable probabilistic model of interaction between a predator and a prey has to be
cast, perhaps, in terms of game theory. The predator mllst secure the least costly,
stable, maximal yield. The prey must maximize the possibilities of escaping, or
alternatively, of tolerating cropping in the presence of high growth rates. Such
'musts' are prerequisites for survival; if they are not fulfilled, the species becomes
extinct. Both predator and prey are held in a sort of jigsaw, with a small measure
of relief through the possibility of establishing extra links, or participating in
occasionally odd-looking alliances.
However, the usual approach is different, and can be represented by a determimstic Volterra-Latka model. Any attempt to make the model stochastic usually
amounts to the addition of stochastic terms to the equations, or to the u.s~lllmption
that some parameters show a certain variance around an average value.
If i is the prey andj the predator, the basic formulation is

where r'/ = rate of increase (not further qualified just now) of the prey, and m j = rate
of 'natural' mortality of the predator, also assumed independent of other variables.
The pertinent algebra.ic transformations can be found in many books and express
the relations between the major va.riables, Nt, N j , and the parameters r, m. Some
interesting ecological rules can be reasonably interpreted in mathematical terms
and in the frame of this theory,
One prediction concerns fluctuations that are expected to be periodic and
dependent on r ( and m j' These parameters can fix the period of any ecological
(biological) clock (Volume II: ENRIGHT, 1975). Moreover, short-term fluctuations
are expected to be isochronous. Periods equal 9·06 (=27T/ln 2) times the geometric
mean oft-he time in which the prey, in the absence of the predator, would double it-s
population, and the time in which the predator, without the prey, would halve
its population. Since these times are equal to In2/r and ln2/m, respectively, the
mentioned period can as well be expressed by 27Th/mr.
Experimental confirmation of this prediction has been sought in laboratory
cultures of a predator and a prey (plus a food supply for the prey, assumed to be
non-limiting). Ciliates, acarina and insects have been tested and found to behave
often as expected, although the system is usually soon d.isrupted. Complication of
spatial relationships, adding refuges or mazes, helps to prolong the cycles. Finally,
some natural fluctuations, such as the celebrated 'wild-life ten-year cycle' have been
considered from this point of view. The only criterion for judging the adequacy
of the theory is the commensurate value of the period of the fluctuations, and the
rates of increase and of mortality, according to the expression presented above.
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It could be assumed that the mortality rate in predators is more related to the period
of fluctuations in which they are involved, and that the rate of increasn is related
to the period of fluctuations in the prey. The case for the predator can also be
constructed in another form, supposing that spawning success is variable, with the
result that yearly additions to the population are random, and that mortality
is, at least in part, age dependent. If n I' n2 ... are the individuals born in years 1,
2 ... , and m J , m 2 ... the mortalities, the total population at time N l will be
A series like this, based on another series of random numbers n" shows a narrowing
of the range of fluctuations and a lengthening of the average period of the same
fluctuations. Thus, there are different ways of approaching the problem and for
expecting a statistical regularity in fluctuations, in aVl'mge length of the cycles.
Other predictions, based on Volterra-Lotka's model, concern perturbations on
an otherwise regular periodicity. If individuals of both interacting species are
destroyed in a uniform and proportional way, the mean number of prey increases,
and the mean number of predators decreases. Fluctuations are more detrimental
to parasites than to hosts, and parasites are less frequent in the pla.nkton than in
the benthos. Uniform destruction of the predator population accelerate the fluctuations, while uniform destruction of prey population retards the fluctuations. Such
regularities can be derived directly from the equilibrium assumption
T/-vNj=wNt-mj=O

multiplying both Nt and N j by a number k, inferior to unity,
T/ -

vkN j > wkN/ - mJ'

This equation predicts that net increase of the prey will be more importa.nt than
increase (or decrease) of the predator Manipulations affecting doubling or halving
times of the number of individuals affect correspondingly the average period of
population fluctuations.
Another prediction concerning numbers of individuals in interacting populations
pretends that the numbers are independent of any initial situation, although for
small numbers of individuals stochastic effects in the probabilities of extinction
cannot be ignored. This conclusion is implicit in any construction of the food
link from a tropho-dynamic point of view.
There is some experimental support for the main deductions from basic predator/
prey equations. However, assumed evidence from natural populations (fishes)
cannot be accepted directly, because the primary relation may be obscured; the
effect of interactions with many more species-just outside the predator/prey
link under examination-and the possible periodioity in the properties of the
environment may be material in moat of the fluctuations observed. The most
convincing assertioIlB on the supposed basic correctness of the Volterrar-Lotka
model are: (i) most predictions can be based, as well, in very simple reasoning, as
presented before, and (ii) the characteristics ofoscillatory behaviour in the dynamics
of several species has to do with rates of increase and shape of the survival curves of
the species involved. An important improvement of the model consists in the intro-
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duction of time lags (WANGERSKY and CUNNINGHAM, 1957; LEWIS, 1972). Such
lags may be genuinely biological, and as snch based on properties of organisms,
e.g. addiction to a special kind of food, life span, diapause, but also on economical
and social aspects; in the latter case, they must be an essential part of any fisheries
theory. As pointed out before, in relation to laboratory experiments, organization
of space seems to be extremely important, since the results obtained depend on the
provision of refuges, or on lengthening the paths for interaction. The presence of
sediment where the individuals concerned may take shelter, small tubes, complex
mazes, as in the impressive experiments of HUFFAKER (1958) with mites, improve
the persistence of the system, or the combined survival of both species. Nevertheless, space is ignored in the usual mathematical expressions and the attempts to
correct this are only recent (STEELE, 1974).
Further development of theoretical models has provided valuable contributions
stressing the general importance of biological oscillators (GOODWIN, 1963; KERNER,
1973). A predator/prey system is a negative feedback system, and the consideration,
in terms of cybernetics and oscillator theory, allows general conclusions concerning
large systems composed of separate feedbaok loops. The prediction is that either the
system is disrupted or, if it survives (as is the case in all extant biological systems),
multiplicity ofconnections contrib utes to a dampening of the amplitude and a lengthening of the period of the oscillations. This is at odds with the conclusions derived
from studying some models of interconnected systems, suggesting that multiplicity of relations can make the systems particularly fragile.
These comments may be complemented with a short consideration of external
osci11ators versus internal oscillators. Biological evol ution has been a ble to internalize
regular changes and to develop anticipatory mechanisms, in the form of internal
rhythms, minimizing fluctuation in the biological systems and reducing the effects
of time lags. It could be expected that the combination of internal rhythms with
indirect cues can effectively anticipate change. Thus, the operation of a preda-tor/
prey system can be regularized, saving some energy. There is reason to believe
that the complex system of vertical migration of zooplankters contributes to a
dampening of the fluctuations that otherwise would prevail in the system phytoplankton/zooplankton. According to THORSON (1957), at the time of settling of
free swimming larvae of brittle-stars, their common predators engage in other
activities and are inhibited to feed on the new recruits t.o the bottom, thus averting
catastrophic fluctuations, both in the prey and in the predator populations.
The system predator/prey may be a paradigm of co-evolution in a pair of species.
The other partner is always a definite and important factor of selection. If it is so,
certain parallelisms are to be expected in the evolution of all predator/prey pairs.
Such possible regularities can, probably, be better visualized in trophic-dynamic
terms, but their reflection on demography makes likely a slowing in turnover in
both species. The food chains connecting corals and symbiotic algae, as well as
man and cereals, are short and abnormal. In these cases, the response of the prey
to exploitation is an increased turnover, and this behaviour is based on a large
difference in turnover and control power between predator and prey. Of course,
this is not typical of ordinary situations, where trophic levels are many and differences of organization between predator and prey are often less important.
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(b) A Trophic-dynamic, Physical Approach

In the usual mathematical treatment accordin cr to VOLTERRA and LaTKA, with
minor emendations by later investigators, only num bersof individuals are considered ,
and energy considerations are not taken into account. Due to this fact, the basic
asymmetry in the relation predatol 'prey is not apparent. Actually, the prey foots
all the bill in terms of energy, and the junction predator/prey is it gate in a point
of the path of energy going down the whole ecosystem. This means that the food
web has to be mapped over a gradien t of dissipation of energy, and is the elemen t of
hierarchical order that must be added to any net of interconnected elements.
The difference may be better understood if three elements along a food chain are
considered: i may be a prey species, j its predator, and k a predator of j. When
described in simple interactions by the usual equations, it may seem that the
effect of k, being negative upon j, is, by this fact, beneficial to i. However, this is
not true because the energy that uses k (at a very low tota.l efficiency, because
involving two successive food links) has to pass entirely through i, and, in fact, k
exploits i to the square. If i has to support k, this nullifies any advantage that the
behaviour of k uponj may implicate on i.
Thermodynamics have too often been disregarded by population modelists.
If the system formed by a predator and a prey is considered as a gate for energy,
certain implications on demography of the specie involved are immediate!)
apparent. There are some relative restrictions in the behaviour of the populations
i and j that are not obvious, or t,hat have not been fully developed, in the simply
mathematica,l considerations of their respective populations.
Some simple analogies may be useful: A thermostat functions if the room temperature changes faster than that of the regulator; or, more genera.lly, energy
degradation (entropy production) has to be larger in the regulated entity than in
the regulator. From analogous neceR ities in the functioning of biological systems,
some defined limitations are expect d in the relations between biomass, prod uction
and turnover in predator and prey. If P is the production (PI in prey, P J in predator;
P being net production, or alternatively, energy flux; at this moment not much
precision is required, except to use the terms consistently), P)P; ~ I, assuming
that an upper limit in aquatic ecosystems may be around P jf P { ~ 0'1. In terrestrial
ecosystems, at least at the lower trophic levels, this quotient is usually much lower.
The relation between biomasses BjfE I has no limits, although it is usually below 1,
and P)B j < PJB;. If B j ~ B j , it is possible to have PJiBJ > PJB i , as in the case
of a small-sized parasite living on a largo host. However, in such a ituation, control
of the system escapes the parasite (predator).
Due to the degradation of energy across the food web, the average amount of
energy available at each successive trophic level diminishes, approximately in
a negative exponential form, related to the number of food links. Taking into
consideration the limitations in primary production, as well as size and motility
of top-predator individuals, a limitation in the number of steps or links appears
necessary. In most cases, the number of trophic levels is not higher than 5, but
sometimes the number can be considerably higher (Chapter 6). Higher numbers of
trophic levels prevail, for example, when the trend in size is inverted, and a food
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chain of parasites, all of small size, stands at the top. For this case, some rules can
be rephrased, e.g. including the statement that the organisms in control belong to a
trophic level not exceeding the fifth link. However, some definition of the control
exerted is required. If size and extension of activities of individuals over space and
time are particularly relevant, further qualifications are necessary.
In a thermodynamic context, the temperature at which energy is utilized for
biological processes is important. The amount of energy that cannot be used is
relatively higher in a warmer environment. If this criterion is applied to the energy
transferred at any food link, higher efficiencies must be expected in cold environments. Higher efficiencies might allow for relatively longer food chains. However,
such an assumption would be difficult to prove. Low-temperature ecosystems are
subjected to other major influences that may distort potential regularities due to
simple thermodynamics: In polar latitudes, cold-water environments are characterized by strong fluctuations in all variables; in the deep sea, they are controlled by
a very low energy supply. Both situations tend to keep the number of links in any
food chain rather low, but for reasons independent of temperature as such.
At any food link, the usual budget of energy transfer is considered in terms
illustrated in Fig. 7-10 (see also Volume II: PAN DIAN , 1975). Part of the energy
contained in the food ingested is transferred with the material assimilated. Part
of the assimilated matter is used for growth and reproduction (net production);
the rest fuels metabolic activities, or is lost as excreta, exuviae, etc.
Available food

"-.

,/

Caughl food
"-... Unused food
In ..t.d food
(10 scavengers, etc.)
'Energy! flow' .,
,...
Faeces
"'-__ (ParasItes)

Untouched food

lASS!T1iloled f~::::::::::::::--~Symbionts)

./.
ResPlrotl~~

,,-

Production ~oultlngs, hair, etc.
Excre~on
(semi - parasites)

I

~

Growth/

""'Reproduction
= Biomass renewal

Fig. 7-10: Different rel&tions around a link in the food
web where a number of efficiencies could be
computed, eg_
Ingested food
Assimilated food
Primary production consumed
Assimilated food x Net production =
Net secondary production .
(Mter MAROALEF, 1974; reproduced
mission of Ediciones Omega, S.A.)

by per-

Of course, the organization of food links-and of food webs-cannot be based
only on energy considerations. There is more than that in food---elements, certain
kinds of molecules, all important for adequate nutrition. However, in the present
context, only the energy budget will be considered_ It is made up by estimating
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the energy contained in primary production and in food and by balancing this
against the metabolic losses (incurred in respiration, excretion, etc.), that can be
mea:5ured separately. Based on such measurements, a number of efficiencies are
computed. An efficiency is the ratio between yield and cost. One of the most useful
and most often used budget terms is
Assimilated food
Ingested food

---::----,---::-----0- X

Net production
Net production
-- =
.
Assimilated food
Ingested food

Knowledge of efficiencies in definite food links may be important for practical
purposes, but it is not very important for the whole organization of the ecosystem.
because there are many colateral links associated with any major troph.ic link,
difficult to evaluate, as will be shown below.
Examples of net efficiencies are listed in Table 7-3. No regularity from this table
is apparent, except that deposit and filter feeders that need to manage large bulks
Table 7-3
Net efficiencies (net production per ingested food
item) in different animals expressed in % (Compiled
from different authors; after MARGALEF, 1974)
Deposit feeders
T1wrMOphelia mucronata

1

Mytilus rolijornianus

3

Filter feeders
Marine zooplankton
Daphnia pulex
Cakmus sp.

8-13
1-12
17-26

Surface microphages
LiUorina sp.

11

M.ixed feeders (omnivorous)
Fishes

2-13

Zoophages

Fishes

15-37

of material have, as expected, lower efficiencies than more specialized predators.
Regularities may be clearer if net efficiency is dissected into its two factors (Table
7-4).
Some important regularities appear in the consideration of Tables 7-3 and 7-4
and of analogous data. The ratio assimilated food/ingested food may be really
high, and there is no difficulty considering it as a positive characteristic in adaptation, increasing the fitness of the species. Only on such terms can nutritional
adaptations be comprehended, for example, in mechanical devices and in digestive
systems. The ratio net production/assimilated food has to be lower in a species that
invests more energy in moving around than in producing offspring. In other words,
K -strategists (p. 692) must. have a lower ratio net production/assimilated food.
K-strategy is assumed to be a property of 'advanced' species or, at least, of large-
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sized pecies at the top of a particular food chain. Net efficiency is the product of
two efficiencies that tLre expected to respond differently, often in opposite directions,
under ordinary selection pressures. Consequently, it is not unexpected that many
data produced on efficiencies are rather bewildering.
Table 7-4
Decomposition of net efficiency in two factors for some animals (After 1VlARGALEF,
1974; modified; reproduced by permission of (Ediciones Omega)
Assimilated food

Net production

Ingosted food

Assimila.ted food

Animal group

Calanus (copepod)
Daphnia (water flea)
Tegula (gastropod)
Fishes

50-70%
~30%

70%
30-90%

22-43%
20-28%
16·7%
10-60%

In a normal food link, t,he 'predator' is usually larger than the 'prey', and more
motile or otherwise able to control its environment. However, sometimes the
energy flow does not follow such hierarchy, since organisms of small individual
size may obtain energy from larger organisms, or ma.y profit from energy wasted.
Thi n cessitates setting up some particular kind of association. Fig. 7-10 exemplifies
many possible loops around a basic food link. There are organisms utilizing dead
material not ta,ken up by the predator as well as parasites exploiting, in many
different ways, the main predator. Bacteria utilize energy from dead material that
has be n set free and that is, perhaps, also unusable by larger organisms, both in
particulate and cli. solv d form. Bacteria are especia.lly important in transfers
between disparate eco:ystems, when at the boundary there is not a predator well
adc1pted to use directly some kind of food coming across the border. Along shore
lines, in sediments, in litter and in the rumen, bacteria. play an important role.
As they are inefficient (in terms of using much energy in respiration. in pa.rt as a
con equence of their small size), any segment of a food chain involving bacteria
means a considerable drop in efficiency. Dangerollsly anthropomorphic notions
prevail in many eflieiency considerations regarding yield and exploitation and
in terms of good and bad reJating, for example, to parasitism, symbiosis or mutualism. Anecdotal evidence provides ample fuel for 'evolutionary thinking'. In t,he
present context, we re.·triet our elve to the question: does evolution lead to
optimization in food-web structure'?

(c) Prudence Related to Food Nets and Locomotion

In any food link, it pays for the predator to incorporate some form of behaviour
that takes into account diminishing prey returns, and that does not push the prey
towards the brink of extinction. Compensation for time lags, through developing
anticipatory mechanisms (internal rhythms), is a possible form of prudence.
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The status quo can be organized in the sense that those prey individuals most
likely to fall to the predator are feeble, old or have an ecologically poor future.
Such expected outcome of evolution has been qualified as 'prudence' in relation to
the predator, obviously because it is supposed that the predator exerci es a higher
measure of control, but this concept is perhaps too anthropomorphic, because it
concerns mechanisms in which the prey species is also involved (SLOBODKIN,
1962).

It may be interesting to speculate about forms of prudence exercised at the level
of primary producers. One can suppose small animals, such as Daphnia magna,
moving up and down and accelerating heat conduction and diffusion of nutrients in
the superficial layers of a lake. One can speculate about the possible existence of
particularly 'clever' species in the plankton community, feeding on detritic materia.!
in deep water, and a 'cending to excrete in the photic zone, that is, closing the cycle
of nutrients with the consequence of enhancing primary production. Probably
such an animal cannot exist, because deep waters do not provide sufficient food
for supporting individuals large enough to conduct long-distance migrations.
However, such an animal could exist if some extra energy were available to it
for locomotion. Once an amount of extra energy is available, it could be used in
pumping up nutrients as well, without actual migration of animals. These conjectures are models of the significance of man in the biosphere, since man is able to
use large amounts of extra energy. Moreover, they remind us of the importance of
auxiliary energy-i.e., energy involved in mixing or upwelling-which is so
important in maintaining primary production. Such extra energy somehow has to
be included in any trophic~ynamic consideration of the ecosystem. Either for
this reason or for the difficulty of computing adequately the energy involved in
colateral flows adjacent to every principal trophic link, no great insight can be
gained by attempting to express ecosystem exchange in units of energy.

(7) Simplified Models of Populations
(a) The Assumption of a Steady State

Most of what has been discussed in the previous sections of this chapter is far
away from everyday work. The discussions have shown that the representation
of reasonable relations between real and mea urable quantities turns out to be
unmanageably complicated. Any attempt to model relations in useful terms would
r quire knowledO'e on species, populations and interactions, which surpasses the
present status of information and, in fact, may not be available for many years to
come.
Nevertheless, attempts toward conceptual comprehension of ecosystem dynamics
are worthwhile, because they provide a frame (i) for the discussion of possible
macroscopic criteria, related to a thermodynamic approach, and providing guideline about expected evolutionary trend or succes ions in ecosy terns, and (ii)
for interpreting a number of simple and unassuming models, as simplifications of
larger and more complete models. Such simplifications include several assumptions
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that are fulfilled only in part; their application is justified only if the user is aware
of what is altered by those simplifications.
If a (deterministic) model of some complexity converges fatally into a steady
and final state, the model can be substituted by a brief statement of such a final
state, and its complexity is no longer a problem. It is as with a W1i-specific population: The age distribution of a stable population provides a direct expression of
the mortality, and, lithe population is also stationary, ofthe rate of multiplication
as well. Extraordinary inputs or stresses cause oscillations which gradually fade
away.
In the case of the model of an ecosystem represented by the set of differential
equations in the usual form, it suffices to equate dNtJdt's to zero, and to divide
every term by N i in order to obtain a multiple correlation system that fixes the
proportions of the diverse species present. From the censa of co-existing species,
it is possible to work back, under the assumption of a steady state, and to estimate
the values of different coefficients. The system can be considered in equilibrium
when the values of N's fluctuate mildly around an average. Then, the community
matrix or the set of equations equal to zero can serve to compute the whole set of
values of au (VANDERMEER, 1970).
In a very simplified form, these ideas have been applied to ecologie;~J groups larger
than species (RILEY, 1953), for instance, to relations between phytoplankton
(N r» and zooplankton (N z )

dNp/dt = 0 = rNr> - mr>N p - gN"N z'
dNz/dt = 0 = gNpN z - mzNz,
where rand m are rates of increase and naturallosB (tides, for instance) or mortality,
and g is a rate of grazing, the a fz describing interaction between species p and z.
We get
Nz

=

(1/9)(r - m),

Nr>

=

mz/g·

Care must be taken not to work too far from the equilibrium state and, if possible,
time lags must be taken into account.
Used in fisheries biology, the procedure

dNddt =a' NI-bN? -fN,Nf=O
assumes internal regulation, in the sense that rate of increase is proportional to
interaction with resource .i, and that there is an inverse relationship between
changes in species i and in resource j (dNtldt = -qdNj/dt), leading to the inverse
correlation N j = 0 - pN( and, in consequence,
aljN(N j

can be substituted by
oalj Nt - palj N/,

or

In multiple-correlation equations, the error term may be important, and this
term stands also for the dependence of change on random inputs. If the latter are
important, the whole procedure may be useless. Many of the applications to
fisheries biology may be criticized on these grounds and on the more general ground
that exploited systems are far from equilibrium.
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(b) The Study of Cohorts
Practical studies of cohorts usually focus on the problem of yield. Consequently,
growth has to be considered. The subject of growth exceeds the frame of this
chapt.er, and only a short reference is necessary.
Growth is presented as a measure ofindi viduals-length or weight-as a function
of time. Age is known (cultivating or tagging of individuals) or assessed (studying
rhythmic structures such as annual rings, scales, otholits, opercular bones, vertebrae, cement layers in teeth, layers in the earplug of Cetacea, number of yellow
bodies in the ovaries of whales, number of chambers, whorls or lines in shells).
A great number of hard structures are available for the purpose of age evaluation,
although they have to be used critically.
Growth towards asymptotic body size includes feedback mechanisms, in the
sense that growth is faster when the actual size is much below the final size (VON
BERTALA.NFFY, 1934, 1938; KRUOER, 1965). Maximal size can be explained as being
selected as convenient in terms of limitations (mechanical, physiological, etc.),
but why certain properties became limiting (ratio surface/volume, number of
body cells, etc.) remains an unexplained consequence of evolution. It is understandable that certain strategies of evolution will result in the fact that growth is
related more to size than to age. In different species of fishes, compensatory
growth has been reported: Individuals that grow poorly when young and later are
exposed to more favourable environmental conditions can accelerate growth
beyond the normal level and attain the same fina.! size as normally growing indi·
viduals. An example of this phenomenon is illustrated in Volume I, p. 454, Fig.
3-74. More noticeable is the mutual influence of co-existing cohorts (different year
classes in fishes). In clupeids and salmon ids, a fast-growing year class can influence
the growth of adjacent year classes if the food supply exerts limiting effects (LE
CREN, ]958; NIKOLSKD, 1969).
If growth rate is a decreasing function of size, the simplest way to express such
relation is to write
(I /p) dpjdt

=

g(Pco - p),

where p = individual weight, and Poo = upper limit of weight. Integration leads to
the expression of VON BERTALANFFY (1934, 1938) commonly applied to weight
(p) or to length (L). Usually p - jLl;
PI

=

PooP -

ed- kl ),

L r = Loo(l -

e"'-k'l).

The usual way to adjust and to test such expressions is to write them in the
form
In

(L<rJL~ L t ) = d' -

k't.

These expressions are useful but must not be overvalued; sometimes, it is better
to assume a uniform and gradual
decrease in growth rate is like expecting a mathematical regularity of the survival
curve. In nature, discontinuities in growth rate are evident, especially in animals

to regard them as interpolation functions. In fact,
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with free larval stages, or in cases where environmental requirements change
drastically as a function of age. Endocrinological changes and responses to environmental change cause discontinuities in the growth curve, allowing it to be
subdivided into segments, each of which is more regular if considered separately.
Often such implications are not worked out explicitly, or cannot be worked out
due to scarcity of information.
One problem of practical importance concerns the changes in total biomass
of a cohort, as a function of age, due to combined effects of mortality and growth.
At age x, the total biomass is the product of the number of surviving individuals,
No IX' and average weight at this age,px' In fisheries, the product lxPx as a function
of age x is referred to as average yield per recruit. The catch may be more remunerative if centred around the age at which the cohort attains maximum weight.
Obviously, it is necessary to allow the population to produce a sufficient number of
offspring, so as to assure the population continuity. Most of the work done by
BARANOV (1948), RICKER (1946), BEVERTON and HOLT (1958) and fo11owers
centres on this model.
In addition to assuring enough spawn for stock maintenance, other considerations
may affect operative strategies, resulting in higher costs or in greater benefits:
The specimens may be too small to be caught, or too dispersed, or display a behaviour that makes their capture difficult or costly. In fisheries research, it is interesting
to predict the yield per individual as a function of both age at first capture and
rate of mortality due to fishing. The necessary basic information relates to the
total mortality rate (natural mortality plus mortality due to fishing) and growth
estimates, computed and regularized according to VON BERTALANFFY'S (1934,
1938) expression. A preferred graphic representation of the numerical output
of the model is the eumetric curve of fishing. This curve expresses prospective
yields as a function of the variables controllable by management (fishing mortality
and age at first capture). Such a graph provides guidelines for yield optimization.
Age at first capture can be controlled by adequate selection of the net-mesh size,
and regulation of fishing-effort dil"ectJy affects mortality. These aspects have been
dealt with in detail in several books on fisheries and fisheries management. However,
we should keep in mind the approximative character of all these models and hence,
the superfluity of many secondary refinements introduced into computations.
ALLEN'S diagram (Fig. 7-11) provides a useful representation of change in a
cohort. The number of survivors (ordinate) is plotted against individual weight
(abscissa). After transforming weight into age, the graph is equivalent to a survival
curve. At any time, the biomass of the cohort is equal to the area of the subtended
rectangle (lxPx), and the total production of living mass during the whole life of
the cohort is equal to the sum of products lx L1px, that is, to the integral limited by
the curve lx = f(p",).
As exem plified in Fig. 7-12, it is possible to construct effects of exploitation and
to estimate the consequences of exploitation and its product. Economical considerations have to be introduced, multiplying partial yields by e- dr , where
d = discount rate of money. Otherwise the yield is
y

= ~(pt2

- ptl)(lxt 1 -lxt z)·
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Average weight of on individual

Average weight of an individual

Fig. 7·11: Survivo.l curves plotted against weight
instead of age. At a giv n time t A and ta, total
biomass of the cohort is proportional t,o the
urface of th
subtendod rectangle. Total
production is equal to tho integral of the whole
curve. The ratio production/biomass d pends
on the shape of the survival function and on
growth. (Original.)

From the point of view of general ecology, ALLEN's (1971) graph (Fig. 7-13)
visualizes the differences in the ratio production/biomass, according to the different
shapes of survival curves. This ratio is high in 'diagonal' curves, and low in curves
of a more rectangular shape, especially if biomass is estimated towards the end of
life. Equally obvious in the same graphs are the relations between the ratio production/biomass, the average life of an individual in the population, and its average
age. In the case of constant mortality, average life and average age are the inverse
of the ratio productionfbiomass (ALLEN, 1971). For some distributions of mortality,
ALLEN's curve straightens notic ably ifplotting in the survival scale log of numbers
instead of plain numbers of survivors.
If mortality is constant and growth regular, according to VON BERTALANFFY
(1934), the following deductions can be made

Px

=

Poo(l - ed-b)
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B x = NxPx = K(e-rnx - ed-x(m+k»).
This means that the increase of total biomass is lower if mortality is high and
growth stops sooner. Of course, this is a qualitative expression, but it can be uspd as a
model for other possible approaches to combining population paramet!'r!> that
may provide some insight into the strategies of life.
c
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Fig. 7-12: Allen's graph of an ima.ginary population and construction of the total yield of an exploitation that ata.rts a.t a.
given weight (age) and removes nil individunls or increases
mortaJity for a time up to the total extinction of the cohort.
(Original. )

How resources are apportioned between surv'iva'! and growth, besides evolutionary interest, has practical implications. The latter pertain to ascertaining if thinnjng
may be convenient in relation to compensatory growth. Botanists such as YODA
and co-authors (1963) have established that a double log ALLE 's plot-number of
survivor plants in log scale as well as the individual weigh yields approximately
a straight line, with a slope around -0-6 to -0'7. We have, then, C being a constant,

Px=CN;r-3/2

Bx=PxNx=CIVN.

This result means that biomass may become larger if vegetation is thinned. Comparable results have become known in fishes. Hence, the subject warrants further
attention. Culture ponds stocked with carps have provided examples of maximal
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yields at intermediate densities (NIKOLSKlI, 1969).
In plants, vertical organization and optimum use of light require proper spacing
of stems for maximum efficiencies. Since respiration in animals is approximately
proportional to the 2{3 power of individual weight, the same biomass, if made up
by larger individuals, has a total metabolism lower than the same biomass made
up by smaller animals, with the added bonus of being able to explore and exploit
a larger range and stabilize supply. Selective forces operating on a given species
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Fig. 7·13: Pectinaria hypel'borea populntion on 11 soft muddy substrate in St.
Margaret's Bay, Nova Scotia. Broken line: unsmooth d Allen curve based on
obsorvations; olid ti11 : smoothed Allen curve derived by interpolation. (After
PEER, 1970; reproduc d by permission of Fisheri R
arch Board of Canada.)

can lead to divergent strategies: (i) sustained and even accelerated growth may be
coupled with increasing mortality, or (ii) each generation may be started with a small
number of individuals; they grow rapidly in the first stage and then slow down
growth; mortality is always relatively low. Opportunistic species retain the first
strategy; hence, individual growth is much affected by crowding. Such species
are pre-adapted or adapted to pruning and thinning, and, in consequence, to
exploitation by man. Such relations can be understood only in the frame of the
ecosystem and, therefore, we again approach the frontiers of the subject of the
dynamics of uni-specific populations. Specific examples of the contrasting growth
patterns are provided by growth curves of small pelagic fishes (clupeids,
engraulids), as compared with deep-water myctophids (Fig.7-14).
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Age Fig. 7-14: Although evidence shows
different combinations of patterns of growth and survival,
some recurrent combinations can
be idealized as types, e.g. species
with high mortality and rapid
and persistent growth (A) and
species \O\>lth a higher initial
weight, limit d growth and delayed mortality (B). (Original.)

(c) Limitation of the Model to a Pair of Species

The most successful a,pproach of VOLTERRA (1926) and LOTKA (1925) has been
to disengage a pair of species, linked by obvious interaction, from other ecosystem
connections. Two models have been consider d: the predator/prey and the competition model. Employing computer facilities, attempts have been made to enlarge
thp models to 3 or 4 species or larger groups of species (GARFINKEL and SACK,
19tH; GARFI KEL and co-author., 1964; VANDERMEER, 1869,1070; BRENNAN
and co-authors, 1970), but the approach remains essentially the same.
The predator/prey model embodies what is also called a food link or a trophic
link, and has been discussed in this connection. The predictions concerning oscillatory behaviour of the system have always been more exciting than forecasts
concerning qua.ntitative or biomass relation between the two, pecies.
The relation of competition has been discussed by LOl'KA (1925), VOLTERRA
(1926), GAUSE (1934) ~Lnd many other fl.uthors (see also L.EtiLIE and GOWER, J 9.58 ;
MILTHORPE, J 961; GOEL and co-author., 1971), and is considered a.n important
piece of construction of ecosystem models. The usua.l starting point an be considered somewha.t incomplete, because equations are written only for the competing
species (i, k), but not for the resource on which competition is based:

dNi/dt
dNk/dt

=
=

r(N, - bl N t 2

C,

-

rk N k - bk N k2

-

N j Nk

ckNkN j •
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This model acceptt; that interaction between individuals of the same species,
or of different and competing species, inhibits population increase. As pointed out
briefly before, it can be supposed that in equilibrium the available amount
of the reSOUl'ce which is subject to competition is defined by the expression
o-pN[-qNk ·

Terms with a minus sign represent, completely or in part, a decrease in the rate of
multiplication and not necessarily an actual destruction of indjviduals, but this
is not usually stated and, hence, the second-degree terms remain ambiguous.
Applying only a conversion factor, individuals of the competing species may be,
on this account, completely interchangeable. This is perfect competition, in which
b,fc[ = ckjb k . The appropriate conversion coefficient may be introduced in the values
ofc.
In reality, competition is probably always non-perfect, in the sense that two
species using apparently the same resource differ in the whole set of links connecting
them to other species. If such is the case, usually both species together sustain a
larger biomass than either ofthem separately. Thesame holds in rega.rd to competing
morphs of the same species, as well as sexual and other kinds of morphs, and
explains the evolution of morphism if care is taken to consider not only a very
restricted area and a short period of time, but also. the actual environment, heterogeneoW3 in space as well as changing in time. Moreover, morphs or any other
group with interbreeding capabilities belong to the same genetic alliance; their
study becomes much more complicated and must be dealt with in the frames of
game theory and of genetics.
Less frequent are pairs of species showing more than perfect competition. This
leads to serious disturbance with the result that both species together sustain a
lower bioma...,g than either of them separately. Such competition, although evident
in some pairs of Drosophila and AseUu8 species, seems to be rare and of a transitory
nature, appearing between forms that naturally do not occur together.
From the model follows the instability of a system formed by two perfectly
competing species. The rate d(NJNk}jdt is not zero. Nevertheless, real situations
cannot be modelled as easily. But observations on the distribution of related
species suppart, in part, the expected instability: Usually, closely related species
live in different areas and the probability of finding congeneric species together is
low in many groups, especially among the higher trophic levds, that is, in large
predators. This subject has generated long discussions and stimulated observations
and experiments to test 80me of the expectations. As stated before, perfect competition seems to be very rare, if it exists at all Any attempt to dissect ffiOFtalities
according to age and cause of death makes unlikely the existence of two coexisting
species that are demographically alike. As suggested before, the equations used are
incomplete, ignoring eventual interaction with further species and the organization
of space. In theoretical attempts to relate the num bel' of species that l'\urvi've and
the number of different resources, prediction may be a mathematicall artifact,
resulting from the use of an equal number of equations and of unknowns.
The introduction of feedback models (WILBERT, 1970) and the consideration of
oscillatory behaviour ma.y be helpful. A competition system is a positive feedback
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loop (Fig. 7-15), resulting from two negative feedback loops with a common
element, combined in parallel. Imagine two thermostats installed with the purpose
of regulating the temperature of a room. One thermostat ets the other out of
function if the range of sensitivity of the first is narrow, with the proviso that its
time lag is not too long. But both thermostats can 'survive' if on controls .in the
cold range and the other in the warm range. This is a good cybernetic analogy of
imperfect competition.
Positive
feedbock
loop
Compellng species
I
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Fig. 7·10: The relationship between species (or any other compo·
nent of an ecosystem) is equivalent to feedback circuit.'!. The
predator/prey system is equivalent to a negative or stabilizing
feedback. The coupling in parallel of two negative fcedback
loops (competition, right) produce a positive or disruptive
feedba.ck circuit. The boundary between the element connected
in a feedback loop can be thought of as symmetrical from a
mathematical point of view, hut must be a.'lymmetrical from
the point of view of thermodynamics, as the connected unit.'l
have a different degree of dissipation of energy (uRually a
different turnover). (Original.)

Many of the experiments designed to study competition involve opportunistic
species-poorly connected~xpandedin oversimplified syst,ems (culture bottles
or aquaria). In nature, different and related species use divergent strategies, while
experiments give a bonus to species able to multiply rapidly; slow breeders, although well defended and resistant, may become swamped and lose any opportunity
to try, at thei r tu m, especially if the experiment in volves a periodic transfer into a
fresh culture medium. In nature, things are not so simple. Closely related species
(e.g. of the genera Chaetocero8, Ceratium, Gonyaulax) appear togeth l' in the plankton
as congeneric clusters. Competition based on chemical €'xclu.-ion can favour the
association of related species against species which belong to uifferent groups.
Water turbulence allows the packing of pot,entia I competit.ors, becau e illtera.ctions
between specie oecm under continually changing conditions. Structure of turbulence, moreover, places in different conditions species differing only in size, chain
formation or length of bristles (Chaetoceros). Competition in benthos or soil communi.ties can be com pared to a game between several partners gambling for survival.
In contrast, competition in the plankton is like placing t.he players concerned at
different tables or displacing them f['om tCLble to ta.ble (by water movement);
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without doubt, this retards local extinction and maintains some form of status

quo.
Theoretical interest in the problem of competition has provided a stimulus for
studying the comparative ecology of related, coexisting species; Ecological differences are usually recognized, but often such differences become significant only
outside the very restricted model utilizing a single resource. Segregation between
closely related species of similar trophic requirements is usually studied with
reference to space or utilization of resources. However, segregation also exists in
time, providing characteristically short successions, to which reference has been
made earlier (p. 6(2), and in which the pioneer, fugitiv or opportunistic species
(r-strategists) are followed in their development by sp ci -. which do not increase
in numbers as rapidly, but are able to more effectively combine the use of different
parts or properties of the environment, and to survive with less concentrated
resources, or to combine different resources through an effective organization of
space and movement.
Several examples of ecological segregation have been examined experimentally,
mostly with reference to food as the main segregation factor. Segregation not only
takes the form of divergent adaptation in regard to mecha.nisms of obtaining and
utilizing food (e.g. in the snails Conus and Busycon and the bird Phalacrocorax) ,
but also of the separation in space (e.g. the isopods Idothea. and Jaera and the fish
Mullus) and/or in time. The decision who survives ma.y depend on very small
differences. Information on demography of species separately reared in campen!. bIe
environments cannot be accurate enough to make sensible predictions concerning
the outcome of competition under in sit~t conditions.
It is often assumed that ecological segregation i reinforced through natural
selection, and quite some effort has been invested in looking for proofs of divergent
evolution in competing species. If one and. the same speeies compete with different
species in different places, it can be suspected that ome chara.cteristics of that
species diverge. If the hypothesis is proved, the divergence is attributed to different
selective pressures resulting from competition: other species contributing to the
environment of selection of one species. An outcome of such CL process has been
termed character displacement. Examples illustrating such shifting have been
H'por-ted in birds; shifting is less weH documented in the sea. In polymorphic
species, such as several isopods and copepods, the proportions between different
morphs differ from place to place; this is an expression of divergence in the species
concerned (not a much in the characters of morphs, as in their proportions).
Presumably, the divergence results in a character displacement of the average of
the species.
(d) Perturbation and/or Exploitation as a Research Tool

Any prediction regarding a process of competition has to take into account the
degree of complet.eness of the model. The interaction between a pair of competing
specie can be described by the VOLTERRA -LOTKA model, and the expected outcome
depends on the values ofr, band c in the expressions

dNddt

=

rfN i

-

b l N,l - cNiN j
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dNr/dt=r1Ni-Vi(N,

+ aINJ)N i =riN;
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Nl Xl
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.

The outcome of competition between two species, i and k, depends on the pair of
products riv j and TjV i . The relative importance ofr and v may be different according
to the way in which the species compete. It is in this sense that r-strategists and
X-strategists (K being related to v) have been separated (MACARTHUR and WILSON,
1967). But remembering the relation between v and X, the decision amounts to
a function of the difference

(r l TJ/X j )

-

(rjri/K i )

which obviously depends on the relative values of X. In any pair of competing
species, if the environment is not disturbed, and such simplified forms of describing
competition and of evaluating the strategy of species are found acceptable, the
X-strategist will outlast any species using another strategy. In fact, some more
complicated function probably has to be calculated, in which a measure of the
competitive ability of the species would depend on r, on K and, perhaps, on some
measure of the capacity of transport, if this is not included in K, the carrying
capacity of the species. According to GILPIN (1974), the probability of survival of
a species in competition is proportional to rJ(2, that is, the carrying capacity
entered as the square.
Subjecting a system formed by a pair of competing species to changes in environmental conditions, the prospective result of competition can be reversed. This is
also the case if elimination of individuals prevails in an indiscriminate way, for
instance, due to tidal currents that sweep away organisms, independently of their
capacity for locomotion that, in other situations, could have been an a$set for
survival. Such an approach has considerable potential, and VANDERMEER (1972b)
suggested the use of systematic perturbations in the abundance of species pairs for
analyzing competitive interactions.
Interaction between man and the rest of nature has many aspects. The most
important are direct exploitation and interference (of organic, thermal and radioactive kinds). This 'opens up' natural systems, introducing new and indiscriminate
factors of selection and ljnking originally separated ecosystems. Such effects are
typical of eutrophication.
Human interaction with the rest of nature reduces the predictability from inside
the system, and has the general effect of destabilizing strategies of the ](-way.
Interference leads, thus, to situations that are analogous to those which prevail
at the beginning of a natural succession. Regarding the importance of competition
for shaping genetical characteristics of species, it can be suspected that man is
interfering deeply with a very common trend that, thus far, has favoured Xstrategists. Continued exploitation is more effective in helping to develop the
characteristics that mark the r-strategy in species survival. DemographicaI implications are not obvious, but it can be suspected that exploitation, within certain
limits, may be beneficial to further exploitation, because it helps to select breeds
for prolificity.
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(8) The Inconstant Black Box and the Rules of the Game
(a) Strategies of Life Apparent in the Intensive Properties of Populations

The use of constant demographic parameters for single species, and of constants
describing interactions between species, leads to a model that can be conceived
as a rigid mechanism made of cogs and wheels. The next state of the system may be
considered dependent only on the present state, but if space is taken into account,
as it should be, the description of the present state becomes very complex and
the num ber of different possibilities is practically infinite. If evolution of the system
can be studied only over a small space (samples), the behaviour may appear as
definitively non-markovian.
A rigid model presents specified outputs (a yield that is taken away, changes in
composition, etc.) linked to the system of inputs. One of the basic results of ecological research is that exploitation not only takes out a product, but the variable
intensity of exploitation affects a number of relations intern to the ecosystem
and changes characteristics that seem not to be acted upon directly by exploitation
and interference. This amounts to a change in the whole organization, and thus the
model depicting the ecosystem has to be substituted for another model or, at IE'llst,
many of the accepted constants must be altered. One typical point in the discus:-;ion
is how exploitation can influence competition and how it shifts or redistributes the
probabilities of success or survival among competing species. In situ experiments
by CONNELL (1961) have shown t.hat elimination of predators can be followed by
changes in the diversity of the next lower trophic level. As a result of exploitation
by man, r-strategists benefit more than ]{-strategists. The result is reflected in
several properties of the whole ecosystem, including the properties that can be
qualified macroscopically, as they represent averages over the whole system, or
state functions defined in a way that refers to ensembles (as any measure of diversity). For example, the ftow of energy per unit biomass increases as a consequence
of exploitation. This can easily be appreciated, since the system is continuously
drained of part of the production that could otherwise be reinvested into the
system. The consequences are reflected in the age composition of the exploited
species, in the survival curves of other species, and in shifts regarding the relative
participation of the different species in the comm uni ty. If there are repeated
fluctuations in the intensity of exploitation, or in environmental factors whose
effect amounts to an exploitation (e.g. cold winters), the general organization of
the system is changed. Exploited, stressed or fluctuating ecosystems usually exhibit
less diversity in species composition and possess an accelerated average turnover.
This can be expressed in terms of niches, or of nodes of energy transfer, that are
expected to be more overlapping and less numerous.
Although it is accepted that exploitation and predation tend to shift the composition of the trophic level from a relative dominance of ]{-strategists to more rstrategists, the reflection of th:is change on diversity is controversial (CONNELL,
1961; LARKIN, 1963; MURDOCH, 1969; PAINE, 1969; PARRISH and SAlLA, 1970).
Perhaps, the kind of exploitation is essential: if exploitation is indiscriminate
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relative to the divergent 'survival tricks' of K-strategists, there is no reason why
diversity cannot be reduced. In general, fisheries offer good examples of reduction
of diversity by exploitation. On the other hand, however, if exploitation is specialized or directed towards a particular species (e.g. using baikd hooks), K-evolution
in any other direction means safety, and an important dl:crease in diversitywill
not be expected.
The different strategies, rand K, represent extremes of a whole range of strategies
and have to do with extensive (biomass) and intensive (turnover) properties of
populations and ecosystems. It has been pointed out, probably correctly, that other
kinds of strategies could be distinguished and named. However, I will restrict
myself here to these two types, simply because I am interested in pointing out the
relations with turnover rate. Referring to such a rate as a simple variable, we are
led to admit only two terms (r and K) for the qualification of both ends of a continuous range ofvariation.
In terms of evolution st,rategies, an r-stra-tegist should be able to increase its
biomass by increasing turnover, and a K -strategist should be able to increase its
biomass by lowering its turnover. Intermediate situations can be met by species
able to increase biomass but to maintain the same turnover or to keep the same
biomass while lowering the turnover. Since the expression a = log Bol'P seems to be
more sensitive to 'P than to R o (COLE, 1964; LEVINS, ] 962), evolution would be
easier along the K-path. In fact, a is held close to zero and there is a ·teadyadjustment between R o and T.
The discussion about the relative merit of r- and K -strategies concerns the
choice between desirable goals: parsimony and stability. 'Desirable' in this context
means that these goals constitute properties that appear everywhere. In fact, the
theory of evolution has been at pains to explain them in t,erms of natura.! tidection.
In organisms, as well as in ecosystems (if such sweeping generalization is permissible), the important thing is to survive; thermodynamic efficiency is disregarded
as it does not usually pose limitations, but as soon as survival seems guaranteed,
improvements in thermodynamic relations become attractive. Consequently,
history is very important. This stat ment implies 11 criticism for any working
hypothesis suggesting some simple thermodynamic relationship for explaining
probabilities of success in survival or in competition in organi ms and in ecoystems. If persistence is assured, a decrease in the amount of energy exchanged
per unit time may occur and, certainly, the probability of survival improves with
reduced costs of sustenance. However, extremely irregular conditions, 'empty'
spaces and absence of competition, call for rapid occupation, irrespective of the
cost" involved and here no serious limitations of an 'economic' nature seem important. And 'gambling for life' is an essential element of evolution.
The purpose of this discussion is to stress again the inadequacy of a simple, et of
equations as a model of an ecosystem, in which every equation refers to one species
or to one compartment. Such a model is poor, because it iR a one-way model. It
can predict extinction, but cannot anticipate the introduction of new species 01' the
selection of mutations. This is sad, because innovation is important and is very
much linked to the operation of stresses upon ecosystems, and also to the impact
of man.
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(h) What Functions Maximize (or Minimize) Succession and Evolution?

It may sound disrespectful to say that the principle of natural selection involves
a tautology. Selection is the result of differential survival or of differential production of offspring-organisms that survive better or that produce more offspring
are selected. In short, selection means an increasing prevalence of what is selected.
This statement is not satisfactory until some new criterion is produced that could
be framed in other concepts. It could be added that selection changes some properties of the species in a certain consistent way. A promising approach is difficult
to discover, because strategies for survival differ; it is difficult to conceive this
problem in game theory and to develop criteria for gain maximation, because
there is not such a gain, there is simple survival, and if survival is assured, conditions
are immediately relaxed.
What can be applied to single species or to single populations may be valid at the
ecosystem level. In a preceding section, we have endeavoured to look for some
guide or macroscopic function apt to vary in a monotonous way, effecting most of
the changes to which the system is subjected. If the changes are well described
by a model, the desired function could be derived from the set of equations representing the model, more or less after the model of a stability function according to
LIAPUNOV (1892). The selection of such a function may be a matter of expediency.
Perhaps it is worthwhile to take into considerati.on different suggestions that have
been made or implied in previous sections of this chapter. It may be desirable to
have a function 'larger than the model', so to speak: a function not only capable
of following and predicting changes in the model-in the sense that every output
is linked to every input in such a way that the macroscopic function, selected as a
guide function, is maximized or minimized-but also to give some measure of the
probability of substitution of elements of the model. If possible, this would be an
improvement over the description provided by a set of equations dealing only
with empirical variables. In this way, we could obtain a hint a,bout likely changes
or trends that would follow 11 profound reorganization of the system's structure-a
hint that would otherwise require a complete change in most of the equations of the
model. The aim is to predict the probability that some alien species or a mutant
will be accepted or rejected in the process of self-organization of the system.
The criterion would be based on ascertaining whether acceptance or rejection of
the species in question would change the value of the accepted function along
the accepted trend. The value of the function selected becomes a measure of the
degree of maturity or of advancement of succession, at least in a colloquial way.
In this frame, succession appears as an extrapolation of the same mechanisms
implicit in the notion of stability, when this stability is related to the functioning
of some homeostatic system. Essential properties of the system might have been
reflected in the initial set of equations.
Several alternative functions can be proposed, although in imprecise form.
There is evidence for most of the functions suggested that they change monotonously, usually asymptotically, in undisturbed-perfectly internalized-systems;
external disturbance---exploitation, pollution, climatic ft.uctuations-comprises
an addition to the model, and reverses the trend in the functions. Any selected
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function computed over an enlarged ::;ystem of the type of 'nature plus man'
must be consistent, that is, be monotonous and asymptotic.
At least the following functions can be proposed for further scrutiny: (i) the
ratio between primary production and total biomass; (ii) the ratio between primary
production and total respiration; (iii) the ratio between mass of living parts and
dead organic matter that is retained and adds to the survival of species by its
structural properties (e.g. shcllfl. wood); (iv) the degree of vertical differentiation
or stratification, measured by some index of steepness in the vertical gradients
of distribution of selected substances and organisms, :.Lnd the lack of coincidence
among the vertical profiles of the different variables; (v) accumulation of transition
products (e.g. nitrite or ammonium) a.s a result of differential acceleration in interconnected cycles; (iv) slope of the spectra of diversity a.nd, very often, simple
diversity; (vii) any appropriate index, such as the Q-index proposed by MACARTHUR
(1970), computed on demographic parameters of coexisting species and minimized
as result of interspecific competition; or a function of the vital action, according
to VOLTERRA (SCUDO, 1971).
This bears repetition and has to be understood in the following sense: For
certain purposes of description it may be allowed-and usually comes as a necessity
-to dispense with all details of interactions between the elements of the system
considered. The path followed by the succession (evolution) of the whole system
can be tentatively described through a few variables of state. They can be reduced
in number, at not much loss, if it is possi ble to select variables that are best correlated
with most of the rna.ny variables that can be measuf(~d. This means a reduction in
the number of the variables used to describe the system. In theory at least, this is
always possible, since the different measurable functions or variables are not
totally independent. To be practical, the variable or variables selected for should be
few in number, descriptive and testable. They refer to global or macroscopic
properties. In the dynamics of uni-specific populations, the age distribution that
results from age-dependent mortality attains some equilibrium. The resulting
age distribution is such that total mortality computed with reference to the total
population (in numbers) appears minimized. Along this line of assumption, it is
reasonable to expect to find some measurable function whose value changes
monotonically with the progressive operation of all interactions described by the
model, beginning with any initia.l state. The eneroy exchanged per unit persistent
biomass seems to be a useful function. Unfortunately, neither biomass nor energy
can be measured correctly, if one takes into account the less active or even dead
biomass and the significance of exosomatic energy (usable energy that does not
go through the photosynthesis-biochemical channel).
Although such a function can be chosen by expediency or convenience (MESA-RoVle, 1972), there is always the risk of associating the function with some idea of
finality, or of discovering in it formal analogies with other fields of science. Indeed,
the interesting, and dangerous, point in the function that has been suggestedenergy exchanged per unit of persistent biomass-is its relationship with thermodynamics.
The same line of reasoning is reflected in genetics and evolution. It is clear that
the main axis of change proposed is also reflected in a line of strategies, r (more
energy exchanged per unit of gU pported biomass) towards K (a considerable amount
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of energy-in man exothermic energy-is used for maintaining a krritory and for
managing transport). This situation is consistent with the fact that in a very
'advanced' ecosystem, there are strong selective pressures favouring an r-strategy
in the lowest trophic level, or part of it, in contrast with the more general advantage
of a K-strategy. Most elementary evolutionary processes-the apparition of a
mutation, the plitting of a species, the minimal differences between the two new
possibilities that are present later instead of the initial one-can be evaluated in
terms of r-K strategies. Decision comes a.s a function of the environment. Kstrategists usually succeed in stable and predictable conditions; r-strategists are
left behind, or use spots whose conditions are difficult to predict, or aee subjected
to fluctuations difficult to internalize. Any function of the type of exchanged
energy per ret,ained biomass has to reflect this and, in conseq uence, kinds of stability
and degrees of predictability of the systems.
In summary, at a lower level, models of a single species, and even models of
groups of species or of ecosystems, are relatively uninteresting, because they Can
only predict a sta.ble age distribution or an equilibrium between the' abundances of a
gi ven set of species; this is as fatal as in thermodynamics, a closed system falling
towards the state of maximum entropy. What is important, what drives the
system to new states, and what awakens the responsiveness oft,he system, has to be
considered as an external input, not internalized in the model, or perhaps as an
unpredictable internal event, such as a mutation, neither internalized in the model.
What can be studied and tested in the frame of the model of thp. ecosystem is not
necessarily important in its regulation, and there are causes and factors, important
in the future, that cannot be predicted or proved in the context of the model.
Their treatment requires some larger model or metamodel. Any serious study of
population dynamics has to include the development of some principles of construction, or must et some rules, for passing from unispecific demographic models,
through ecosystem models, to large and open models. Still far away, such principles
now begin to appear in very vague terms.
(c) The Organization of Space and Transport

The need for considering space is present in any attempt to construct demographic models. The int,roduction of migration between different component·
and of some functions expressing transport-active or passive-is perhaps not
enough, because the main problem involved concerns topological restrictions in
the organization of communities. Relations are more direct with neighbours. Any
net of interactions has to be based simultaneously on motility, transport and
organization of space. For this reason, any expression of properties, such as diversity, has no meaning unless properly related to space.
All species have functional properties of transport and organized spacc, and
every species contributes, in a different way and on a different sca.le, to the general
organization of space. Transport becomes more important in K-strategists. They
use energy for exploration and for utilization and combination of resources from
different places. Hence, they invest less energy in reconstructing decimated
populations than the r-strategists subjected to local fluctuations. It seems that
from local distribution and variability of selected macroscopic or synthetic func-
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tiona, some inference could be derived about the exchange between adjacent
areas.
At the level of dynamics of uni-specific populations, organization of space and
migration lie at the origin and maintenance of local differences in demographic
composition over the range of the population.
At the level of dynamics of multi-specific assem blages, according to the strategies
for competition in space realized by different species, several kinds of patterns are
generated. The model suggested by WILLIAMS and BJERKNES (Hl72) might find
wide application. In it, populations of cells or species that behave a~ r-stratcgists
tend to grow in the form of rounded patches; the K-strategists develop according
to reticulated or fingerJike patterns. Every species makes some special contribution
to the general spatial pattern. In a combination of speci('s with different strategies,
honeycomb-like patterns may originate. In nature, :-;uch a pattern is much more
frequent than simple mosaics. The study of the forces acting along the borders or
interphases between patches of species (or communities) with different strategies,
may lead to the development of a theory of asymmetric boundaries, and of a concept
analogous to surface tension. Here lies a large field for development of theory,
in need of more observational data.
The study of succession is less important as description ofsequences of communities than as analysis of the mechanisms of change and the recognition of possible
trends. The study of space is Ie s concerned with the description of patchiness
than with a developing knowledge of the mechanisms that generate it and that are
generated by it. It is in this sense that population dynamics appears linked to the
study of succession and of com munity organization of space. Population dynamics
provides not only a frame to keep convenient records, but is essential for comprehending how species expand over space and time.
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abalones, 376, 477
Abareniwla, 471
A. claparedi, :302
A. pacifica, 302
Abra a.lba, 103
A. nitida, 103
A canthaster, 631
Acanthephyra purpurea, 482
Acanthina spirata, 406
Acanthopleura granulata, 373
acarina, 674
Acartia, 10 I. 250. 370, 674
A. bifilosa, 251
A. clau.si(il. 97, 99,110-112.250,251,258260.371,392,407,462,487.574
A. danae, 610
A. discaudata. 251
A. la,tisetosa, 258,487
A. tOll-sa, 97, 112, 250. 251, 269, 319, 462,
470
Acmaea scabra, 401, 495
Acropora muricata, 373
actinians, 368, 380, 576
ACLinomyc t ',511
Adaena vitrea, 103
Agar-urn cribos-um, 240
Aglantha digitale, 98, 102, 404
aholehole, 385, 386, 389, 482
Aipta-sia, 462
Albur-nu.9 alburnus. 454
AlepiyaurU-8, 699
A. ferox, 669
alga, 4, 5, I ~-19, 23-28, 30-32, 43. 59, 60,
62,64-77,79-82,85,94,118-120,128-130,
136-138, 140-142,182,183,185--189,192.
200-205,207,208,210-216,220.222.223,
225, 226. 228. 230. 231, 240, 242, 252, 260,
268, 269, 273, 286-288, 290, 298, 300, 303,
316,345, :346, 349-352, 358,359,361 363.
386,408-410,427,450,456.459-461,465,
468,470.474,475,480.481.483,485-487,
491,492.499,510.511,523,541,547, ,549,
559.566,569.570.574,579-681,584.591.
593,594.596-598,601.604-606,608.610.
620, 653, 676
algae, blue.green, 66, 118, 138, 140. 142. 183,
184,201,207,208.211,214.217,219,273,
274, 3.58, 363, 581. 604, 608
alga.e, brown, 193, 209, 211, 239, 296. 297,
300,356,359,41)9
algae, green, 26. 203,205,209,210,212,296,
297,355-358,362,484,609

algae, red, 141,214,296.297.366,357,488
Amaroucium calijarnicum, 406
Ammotrypane aulogaster, 105, 106
amoebae, 439, 460, 579
Amoeba proteu.9, 271
Ampluwete acutijrons, 105. 106
Amphidinium carteri, 202, 272
A. klebsii, 273, 274
Amphioplu-s coniortodes, 105
Amphipoda (amphipods), 104. 107, 112, 114,
236, 240, 301, 305-307, 310, 336, 355, 358,
362, 363, 370-372, 380, 385, 399, 401, 405,
410, 448, 469, 470, 474, 479, 492, 494, 579,
580, 605, 606
Amphithoe t>aillanti, 104
Amphitrite ornata, 302
A mphiura chiajei, 460
A.ji.liJormis,460
A mpJwra, 271
Anabaena, 362
A. cylindrica, 15, 16
A. flos-aquae, 141, 211
Anehoa mitchilli. 340, 464
anchovies, 134, 219, 275, 276, 340-343, 470,
472, 633
anchovy, bay, 340,464
!Inchovy, northam, 275, 477, 484. 701
anchovy, Peruvian, 134,632
Ancylu.9 Jluviatili8, 366
angel fish, 361,481
annelids, 217, 271. 310, 332. 333, 361, 373,
479, 494, 669
Anodontl:a alba, 103
Anomnra (anomuran .), 291. 465
Anostraca, 644
A nthopleura elegantiss-ima. 349
A. xanthogrammica, 404
An~ithamn,ion, 217
A phanizomenon flos-aquae, 140
Apherusa gla.ciali8, 410
Aphrodite Q.culea,ta, 368
A plysia. 461
A. dactylomela, 367
A. jaseiato, 368
A. juliana, 296, 298, 357,490
A. k-urodai, 296
A. punctata, 296, 298, 356, 357, 361, 375,448,
449,461
Appendicularia (appendicularians), 5, 98,
102,107,114,273,274,570
Apu.9 cancrijormiq, 380
Archaeogastropoda, 472
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Archidoris pseudoargus, 295, 296, 357, 361,
448,449
Antico., 287
.4. islandica, 283, 286-288, 401, 403, 498, 499
Arenicola grubi(i), 302,475
A. marina, 302, 332,362,473,478
Arenicolidae, 471, 475
Argopecten irradians, 437
A. irradians concentricus, 281
Arion circu1nscriptus, 393, 490
Artemia, 268, 364, 488, 489
A. salina, 95, 112, 189, 229, 232, 252-255,
265, 267-269, 275-277, 291, 293, 310, 332,
340, 350, 357. 359, 372, 373, 380, 381, 398,
399. 408, 409, 427, 429, 440, 448-450, 464,
471,475,479,486,494
arthropods, 345, 376
Ascidia nigra, 573, 576
Ascidiacea (ascidiansl. 237,289,469,471,474,
481,570,576
Ascidiella aspersa, 293,471
Ascomycete,491
Asellopsis intermedia, 445, 446,476
Asellus, 689
A. aquaticus, 359, 364-366, 488
Asplanchna, 504
Astarte undata, 401, 403
astartids, 284
A8ter~,

213,315,486

A. amurensis, 313, 314, 470
A. jorbe8i, 105, 107, 151, 204, 314,466,467,
478
A. rubens, 313, 315, 317, 369, 469
A. vulgaris, 499
A terionellajaponica, 27, 77, 142,201,213
Asteroidea (asteroids), 292, 308,313,315,347,
406,466,480,488
Astropecten irregularis, 3 13, 315, 461
Athecata, 461
Aurelia aurita, 310, 347, 425, 491
Azotobacter vinelandii, 135, 206

Bacillariophyta, 67
Bact. lactis aerogenes, 460
bacteria, 7, 8, 80, 94, 114, 121, 122, 126, 130,
132,135-137, 139. 140, 142, 144. 145, 147,
148,150,173,174,179-184,186,187,189,
191-194,199-202,204-207,210,21],214,
216, 220, 222-225, 228-233, 235-237, 239241,265,272-274,288,289,292,294,295,
301,305,346-348,352,356, :358, 360, 371,
456,460,464,469,471,473,483,486,487,
490-493,499.501-508,510-521,523,524,
528,529, 532, 533, 535, 537-540, 545, 547551, 554-556, 558-562, 564, 566-595,
597, 598, 600-616, 620, 673, 680

ba.{)teria, brown, 554bacteria, sulphur, 556, 614,615
Bacterium agile, 603, 6] 4
Balaena mysticetus, 369
Balaenidae, 277
Balaenoptera borealis, 277
B. musculus, 277,458
B. physaltLS, 277,456,631
Balanus balanoides, 291, 382, 420, 457, 481,
483, 490, 699
B. balanus, 412, 457
B. eburncus, 303
B. improV'isus, 499
barnacles, 192, 29], 295, 298, 316, 379, 382,
407, 411, 420, 422, 457, 463, 492, 630,
699
barnacle, goose, 126
basking shark, 410, 493
bass, black, 400
bass, large mouth, 436, 494
bdelloids, 271, 272
Bde/.l()Ut'Q, candid.a, 347, 498
Beroe cucumis, 474
Biddulphia, 260, 463
B. catenata, 273, 274
B. regia, 249
B. sinensis, 248, 269
birds, 123, 124, 126, 134, 397, 633, 647, 669,
691
Bivalvia (bivalves), Ill, 112, 277, 280, 281,
283-289,293,294,307,312,313,315,331333, 349, 350. 359, 401, 404, 437, 446, 450,
451,456,457,463,466,468,472,480,483,
495-497,499,570, 608, 703
bleak,454
blowflies, 384
box.6.sh, 218
Brachionus, 340, 632
B. calyciflorus, 271, 467
B. plicatilis, 271. 449. 46;'
Bmchiopoda (bl"llt:hi()pod.~), 289, 4:'7, 460,
480, 490, 494, 702
Branchiopoda (bl'l1nchiopods), 380, 448
Branchio.stoma lanceolatum, 292,457
brittle-stars, 676
Bryozoa (bryozoans), 289, 460, 669
Rullo. gouldiana, 311, 319, 340
Busycon, 691

Gachonina niei, 23
Calanidae, 401, 497
Gawnipeda aquae·dulcis, 98, 99,110, III
calanoids, 112, 191, 209, 237, 265, 273, 274,
397,407, 4U, 417, 423, 446,470,472,478,
482, 510, 570-673, 586, 596
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Cala,nus, 101, 248,251,258,260,266,268-270,
294, 358, 364, 370, 371, 392, 393, 397, 401,
429,445,460,463,464,470,479,482,487,
671. 679, 680
C. chilensis, :371
C. crislotU8, 237,358,405,472,484,490
C.ji11marchicu8, 90,96,97, 112,189,208,246249,251,258-261,265,269,270,35':';,358,
370,371,392,397,398,400--402,405,410,
439,445.446,456.461-464,467,475,479,
601, 603
C. glacialis, 249, 269, 273, 405. 487
C. gracilis (Syn.: Neoca,lanus gracilis). 97
C. helgolandicu8, 96, 97, 113, 248, 249, 251,
255, 258, 259, 265-267, 276, 355, 358, 370.
371,392,410,418,423,431,439,463,477,
482, 485, 487, 489
C.hyperboreu8, 96, 97, 237, 249. 251, 268, 269,
276,357,366,392,400,410,411,413.417,
419,438,439,462
C.pacificU8, 249, 254-257, 259, 263, 264, 467
C. plumchrU8, 96, 97, 237, 263, 340, 358. 405,
417,429,495
Calliactis trUolor, 490
Callianassa, 604
C. major, 205, 302, 467
Cancer antennariU8. 406, 407
C.pagUTU8, 369, 396,405,469
Candacia, 101
C. pachydactyla, 99
Cara8si·lUt au,ratU8, 454, 458, 464
Carcinu.~, 311. 312
C. maenas, 311, 312, 314, 315,317,318,359,
368,386.479.490,497
Cardium edule, 102,103,281, 382, 38:~. 496, 498
Caridea (ca.rideans). 380. 407
carp, 400, 472, 686
Cassiopeia,351
Cas,'Jis tuberosa. 316, 472
catfish, chann 1,465
Centropage-" 99, 250
C. hamatt/"', 260
C. kroyeri, 97, 109, 112
C. ponticu~, 99
C. typWlUt, 98, 250
cephalochordates, 457
Cephalopoda (cephalopods), 31l, 461. 669
Cera~toderma edule, 102.103,316
Ceratia,81
Cera.tium, 139. 673, 690
Cetacea., 491, 683
Chaetoceros, 274, 690
C. affi:nis, 65
C. afJinis var. willei, 211
C. compreRRU8, 65, 66
C. curvisetus, 18
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C. decipie7UJ, 248. 249, 265
C. gracilis, 27, 28
C. simplex, 408
C. socia/is f. vemalis, 18
Chat·tognatha (chaetognaths), 98. 100, 101.
107,236,306,310,371.404,467,489,590
ChaaborlUt punctipennis, 373
Chara.358
Chatozone seto8(l, 105
Chelonia myda,s. 369
chironomids, 359, 365, 40 L
chitons, 3'73.407, 416, 477
Chlamydomo'TUJ./,', 141, 142, 203, 248, 250, 265,
273, 279, 287, 288. 495
O. globosa, 142,209
C. moetlJ'lUtii, 142
C. reinhardi, 450
Chlamys henricia., 407.497
C. apercularia, 281
O. (Aequipecten) operC'Ularis. 480. 496
Chiorella, 181. 254, 281, 304, 305. 362, 496
C. ellipsoideo., 15-17
C. pyrenoidosa, 185,214
O. vulgaris, 85, 253
chlorucoccacean .185,212
Chlorococcum ell'ipsoideum, 142, 209
Chlorohydra viridissima, 349
Chlorophyceae, 14Chlorophyta (chlorophytes), 75, 183.2:31
Chondrus crisp·u.~. 128
O. ocellattl-s. 297
Ohone mollis. 459
Chry,Yochromulina, 213
Chrysomonadina, 212
chrysomonads, 81
chry"ophyceans, 140
Chry ophyta. 66,67
ChthamallU8 stellatU8. 699
cicada, 653
Cichlasoma bimaculatu,m, 391. 454
ciliatefl, 270, 271, 301.466,469.506,510, .513,
530, 633, 534, 556, 578, 579, 582, 584, 595,
597,603,620,669.673,674
Cionaintestinali." 313, 406, 469
Cirrijormis tenlowlala" :302
cirripcds, 291, 457
Cirritormia tentacula.ta., 468
Cistenoides gauldii, 105, 106
Cladocera (cla.docerans), 5, 98,102, 107.236,
252. 272, 273, 289. 293, 294, 313, 358, 380,
401,448,449,463.482,486,567.570,074.
670
Cladojterum, 576
Cladophora, 297, 357, 358
clams, 309, 315. 334,426,495
clam, butter, 215
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clam, giant, 466
Oop-ilia mirabili.y, 99
clam, gem, 703
corals, 132,133,189,190,216,217,220,320,
clam, hard, 426, 457, 489
346-353,373,408,467,458,461,462,464,
cla.m, Manilla, 315. 316
465,467.468,474.477,483,484,486,490,
clam, razor, 426, 498
493,499,523,538,539,559-561,570,571,
ala'USOcalanus, 101
576,577,588,598,603,606,607,613,631,
O. ma.8tigaph<>rus, 510
669, 676, 700
Olat-'G muleic<>rnis, 310, 320, 357, 365, 484
Oo-rolla speceabil-i08, 178
Olione, 317, 319, 384,431,432,447
Corophium nob'ile, 104
O. lampa, 297
O. volutator, 330
O. limacina, 308, 309, 3Il, 316-320, 344, 345, Ooscinodi8ctul, 76, 269, 357
357,366,372,381,383,386,389,404,429, O. angstii, 256, 257
431,432,442,443,447,462,476
O. angstii var. qranu.lomarginatu8, 249
Gloeon dipterum, 365
O. concinnus, 249
Olupea harengu.s, 336, 341-343, 438, 459, 0.~~,256. 257
O. granii, 18
490
Clupeidae (clupeids), 464, 632, 683, 687
crabs, 268,275,291,292,315,319,344,355,
396,407,456,469,478,494
clupeoids, 343, 633
crab,green, 314,490
Olymenella m'!/.cosa, 307
G. torguata, 217, 302, 304, 305, 307, 346, 373, crab, fiddler, 212
crab, he.rmit, 485
493
crab, marble, 372
cnidanans, 669
crab, sand, 123,292, 465
coccolithophores. 143, 183, 198
Ooccoliehu.s h,·u.xleyi, 81
crab, shore, 479, 497
Orangon crangon, 235, 438, 4.81, 485
cockles, 281, 316, 382, 498
cod, 320-328, 336, 337, 339, 343, 407, 409,
C. septemspinosa, 104,106
459,465,474,496,699
0.~aris,400,489
Orangonyx riehmo-nde11.8is occidentalis, 448,
codfish, 193
479
coelacanths, 483
Coelenterata. (coelenterates), 190, 210, 306, Oraasostrea gigaa, 189, 285, 316, 571, 573, 576
308, 310, 320, 344, 349-352, 357, 368, 404,
O. virginica, 189, 281, 282, 284, 286, 288, 303,
309,381,404,464,470
408,409,462,468,471,477,483,489,496,
crayfish, 366, 422, 457, 468,482
590
conch, 189
Crep-iduLaforn'~ua,439,485
Oonchoecia, 236,478
Cricoaphaera oo.rterae, 290
Oonferua, 304
O. elo-ngata, 250
Oonus, 311, 316, 475, 476, 671, 691, 700
crinoids, 292, 295,478,490
Crustacea (crustaceanfl), 100, 106. 107, 178,
O. chaldaeus, 311,671
208,209,219,235,2:16,265,269, 27:l, 275,
O. ebraeus, 311. 671
29l, 292, 294, 297. 298, 301. 319, 331. 332,
O. lividus, 671
346, 364, 366, 368, :372, 373. 379, 380. 396O. miliaris, 311
398,408,410,422.437,438,450,459,462,
O. mu.sicus, 311
O. rattus, 311
463, 466, 467, 471, 474-476. 478-480, 482,
Oonvol'uta ro.ycofferuri8, 351
483, 486. 4Sf!, 491. 492. 494. 496. 49B. 499,
Copepoda (copepods), 5, 89, 93, 94. 96, 97,
503,506,508,509.568,575.580,587.590.
99-101, 107, 112-114, 188,191,209,235595-597,606,609,652,669
237, 246-248, 250-254, 25 261, 264. 265, Crypwpleura ramosa. 296, 356
267-271, 273, 276, 277, 288, 289. 293-295,
ctenophores, 306, 309. :H9, 459,474,669
301,310,313,319,320,343.354.355,357,
Cllmacca (cllmaccan ). 104. 107. 3:16
361,364,370-372,380,381. 389. 392, 397,
cuttlefish, 344, 461
400,401,405,407,408,410 ·412,417,418, Oyanea capillata, 310
423,430,437,439,445-447,449,450,455- Cyanophyta, 67
458,461,463,464,467,468.470,472.473,
Cyclopoida (cyclopoid. ). 101. 397. 430
476-480,482,483,485,487.495,497-499, Oydope,461, 504,570
530,570,571,574,576,587.601,609,610, Oyclotella ca.vpia, 65. 66
637,669,673,680,691,704
O. cryptica, 184, 185, 206, 210
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C. meneghiniana, 15, '1'1
C.nana, 25, 25,75,292,357
Cylindrothew closterium, 25
C. closterium var. californiw, 75
C.fusiformis, 185,206,359
Cymatum, 581
Cypraea eaputserpentis, 581
Cyprina islandica., 330, 457
Cyprinodon maeularius, 435
Cystoseira, 361
C. barbata, 359

dab, 330, 331, 337, 465
dace, 454
damselfiy, 364, 366,477
Daphnia, 252, 401, 481, 504, 568, 579, 611,
680
D. longiremi.~, 586
D. longispina, 574
D. magna, 252-255, 373, 480, 489, 490, 681,
703
D. obtusa, 365, 366
D. pulex, 355, 358, 444, 450, 489, 495, 569,
570, 679
D. pulica.ria, 492, 703
Decapoda (decapods), 104, 235, 308, 309, 311,
312,318,359,360,362,363, :372,405,407,
423,439,447-449,456,459,465,471,482,
499,648,671
Delessen',a sanguinea, 296, 356
Delphinoidea. 277
Demospongiae (demisponges), 288, 293,489
Dendraster excent"ieus, 461
Dendronotwi frondosus, 295, 296, 357, 448,
449
Detonula eonfervacea, 83
Deuteromycetes, 491
Dexamine spinosa, 104, 297, 469
Diadema anti/larum, 300, 372, 477, 478
diaptomids, 381, 389
Diaptomus, 401, 462, 504
D. oregonen-sis, 253, 489
Diastylis rathkei, 104, 106
diatoms, 14, 18, 19, 26, 27, 44, 64-66, 72, 73,
75-77,79,80,82,83,85, 86, 118, 121, 143,
145, 159,183-185,188,201,203,206,209,
211,213,219,226,234,237,249-251,260,
264,265,271,272, 278,297,300,354-360,
366,372,408-410,439,461,486,489,491,
499,561,573,579,584,607,663
Dinoflagellata (dinoflagellates), 14, 26, 65,
66, 72,82, 118, 135, 136, 138-140, 143-145,
183,191,193,211,213,270,273,291,340,
348,355,357,673
Dirona albolineata, 308, 311, 490
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Ditylum brightwellii, 18, 23, 74, 81, 248, 249,
255, 265, 272, 277, 357, 489
dog whelk, 316
Dolerocypris faciata, 607
Dosinia eleganIJ, 103, 113
Drosophila, 652, 689
D. melanogaster, 461
duckweed, 620
Dugesia dorotocephala, 347, 372, 386,498
Dunaliella, 203, 254, 255, 278, 357, 361
D. primoleda, 85, 217, 275, 359
D. salina, 290,449
D. tertioleeta, 17,23,73,75,207,275,288,290,
429,449
Echinaster, 151,204
Echinodermata (echi.nodenns), 5, 105, 107,
151,190,205,271,272,292,297,298,309,
315,344,347,348,359,369,372,407,466,
468,475,477,478,481,488,494
Echinoidea, 406, 475, 477, 481, 487
Echinometra lucunter, 316
Echinus esculentus, 300, 466
echiuroids, 271
Eetoearpus siliculo8U8, 193
Ectoprocta (ectoprocts), 289, 494
eelgrass, 228, 631
Elminius modestus, 291
Elodea, 304, 305
Emerita, 292
E. analog(J., 202, 291,465
Enchytraeus, 333, 362
Engraulidae (engraulids), 464, 632, 687
Eng?'Q.ulis japonicus, 335
E, mordax, 275,340-343,472,476,477,484,
701
E. ringeTl-$, 632, 633
Enteromorpha, 297,300,357
E. intestinalis, 296, 356,448
E. salina, 363
Entoprocta (entoprocts), 271
Epheria turrita, 104, 112
Epinephelus, 363
E. guuatus, 335, 366, 481
Erioeheir sinensis, 369
Eriphia. spinifronIJ, 312, 31 B, 359
Esehc1ichia coli, 122,288,478
Eucalanus, 101, 574
E. attenuatus, 2'14, 510,571,574-576,587
E. bungii bungii, 405
Eucampia, 235
Euchaeta, 101
E. antarctica., 412, 415
E. elongata, 95, 112, 399, 464
E. hebes, 97, 99
E.japoniw, 191, 209
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E. marina, 97, 99, 570, 572
E. norvegica. (Syn.: Pareuchaet4 norvegica) ,
410,411,490
Ettcidaris tribuloides, 297,298,381,480
Eudiaptomus grQ,(;ilis, 11 2
Eudistoma ritteri, 406
Ettkrohnia hamata, 98, 100
Eulamellibranchia, 703
Eunice afra, 311
E'upaqurus bernhardus, 438. 485
EupltaU8ia, 101, 273
E. lYrevis, 407
E. crystail01'Ophias, 412, 415
E. pacifica, 178, 207, 209, 235, 259, 274, 275,
335,340,359,371,381,446,450,473,476
E.superba, 235, 273,478,479,486
Euphausiacea. (euplnusiid5l), 100, 205, 235,
236, 259, 273, 275, 294, 359, 361, 364, 371,
372,379,401,405,407,410,412,415,422,
437, 445-447, 456, 467, 473, 476, 479, 480,
483.485,487,492,538,570,586,610,670
Eupleura caudata, 309, 479
Euplotes, 5\-17
Eurytemora. ajfini.~, 260
Euthemisto libellula, 405
ExuvieUa, 357
E. cordata, 66
Evadne, 272, 313
E. nordmanni, 457
E. spinifera, 273

Favella campanula, 270
fishes-see Pisces
.Fissurella barbadensis, 451, 472
flageliaLes, 66,73,141,142,133,185,186,191,
200,203,206,210,250,263,270,278,281,
357,359,361, 366,449,469,505,1506,513,
516,625,530,533,549,571,577-579,584,
586, 597
flatfi hes, 332, 397, 447, 484
flatworms, 347, 349, 351,372,386,400
Flavobacterium piscicida, 135, 140, 211
fleas, 620
fioscula.riaceans, 271
flounders, 430, 459. 702
Foraminifera (foraminiferllns), 198, 234, 236,
271,477
frogs, 192
fucoids, 239
Fucus, 128, 240
F. evanescens, 297
F. serratus, 128
F. vesiculo8U8, 128, 129. 226
Fuga vermicularis porphyreus, 334
Fundulus heteroclitus, 397-399, 473

fungi, 121.352,472,491,578,579,604,608,
616
Fungia,217
F. scutaria, 189, 217, 352, 493, 577
Fusilinacea, 700
gadoids,327
Gadus callarias, 369
G. mOThua, 325, 327-329, 333, 336, 343, 362,
459, 465, 474, 699
galatheids, 275
Galaxaura, 357
Gambusia affinis, 336, 363
Gammarellus carinatus, 104
gammaridB, 479
Gammaru.~ lacustris, 362
O. locusta, 104, 368
C. ocean~9, 385,469
G. pulex, 363
G. zaddQ,(;hi, 368
Gasterosteus, 504
C. aculeatt~, 459, 698
Gastropoda (gastropods), 104, Ill, 240, 292,
296,300,308-311,315,316,319,340,344,
355, 356, 373, 380-382, 386, 405, 419, 429,
439,451,464,468,472,473,480,485,486,
496,571.575,576,580,581,648,680
Gastr08aGC!l8 spinife'r, 104, 106
Gaussia princeps, 418
Gemma gemma, 703
Germo,633
Gleba cordata, 178
Glenodinium, 66
G. foliQ-(;eum, 270
Clobigerina, 150
Clouidia p-yramidata, 702
Glycera alba, 310,484
C. rugosa, 404
Gobius minu/.us, 323, 330, 454, 470
goby, 323, 330, 343
goby, sand, 454,470
golden shiner, 400
goldfi.sh, 376, 382, 398, 454, 458, 464
Gonyaulax, 203, 690
C. catenella, 139. 215
C. polyedra, 23
O. polygramma, 140
grasshoppers, 382. 633
gudgeon, 454
guppy, 409
Gymnodinium, 66
C.lYreve, 135, 139,200,212,214
G. kovalevskii, 141, 208
C. splendens, 249, 266, 267, 340, 343
G. veneficum, 139, 200, 281
Gymnodini'um lanskoi, 274
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gynnnosornes, 316,491
Gyrodinium, 66
haddock, 327, 474
Haematococcus, 142
H. pluvialw, 210, 226, 465
hagfish, 345
Halichondria, 576
H. panicea, 295, 296, 351, 361, 449
Haliclona permolhs, 404
Halicryptus spinulosa., 105, 106
Haliotis rujeIJcens, 375, 405, 477
H aloptilus longicornw, 98-1 00
H aWsphaera viridw, 231, 498
Haplochromw nigripinnw, 363, 481, 482
H aploops tibieola, 310
Harengula pensa.colae, 340, 464
Harmothoe .sa.rsi, 105, 106
Harpacticoida (harpacticoids), 445, 446, 470,
476,104
HeliMter kubinijl:i, 316
Hemichordata (hernichordates), 271
Henricia, 213, 292,456,486, 488
H. sanguinelenta, 151, 204, 292,466
Herdmania,576
Hermwsenda era.ssieornis, 357
herring, 81, 323, 336, 337, 339, 340, 343, 410,
438,459,466,476,490,491
H eterocope borealw, I I 2
H eteroma.stu,~ filijormw, 105
Reterometra. sa.vignyi, 292, 478
Heteropoda, 236
Heterosiphonia plumosa, 296, 356
Hiatella arctica, 286, 456
Himanthalia elonyata, J 28
Hippoeamp-u./S et~rOpeu8, 369
H ippoglossoides plateIJsoide-s, 40 I, 454, 478
Histrio hwtrio, 363, 454, 492
hog chocker, 487
Holacanthus bermuden8is, 361, :363
Holothuria (lloJothurians), 307,463, 576, 580,
681
Holothuria atra, 477
H. lubulosa, 369
Rolothuroidea,477
HomaTUB american'us, 193, 210, 420, 437,438,
485,490,494
H. gammarU./S, 43\1, 485
H. vulgari.9, 471, 492, 495
Hyalella, 580
H. azteca, 240, 302, 304-307, 355, 358, 372,
401,447,448,470,479,580,606
Hydra
(hydra), 193, 204,209,210,361,462,483
H. littoralis, 193, 209
H. pseudoligaclis, 409
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Hydra.et'inia echinata, 309, 320,461
h,ydrida, 444, 492
HydruiJia, 579
H. u.lvae, 240, 303,483,608
H. ven/rosa, 303, 304
Hydroidea. (hydl'Oids), 2\15, 296, 309, 367,
365,449,461,484,570,571,576
hyperiids,371
Hypotrichae, 556
Idothea, 359, 69]
I. baltica., 297, 299, 359, 361, 366, 448, 464,
496
Insecta (insects), 192, 193, 354, 399, 480,
620,633,662,669,674,699,703
lsochrysisgalbana, 73, ]41, 142,202,210,272,
286, 288, 292
Isopoda (isopods), 126, 359, 366, 374, 380,
448,461,464,488,496.69]
Jaera.,691
Japanese oyster drill, 315, 461
Xareius bicoloT'a.!/u-s, 333, 470
Xatharina tunica!.a, 415-4/8, 468
J{at8uwonu.s, 633
K. pelamis, 325, 327, 329, 337, 338, 478
kelp. 222,477,479
killifish, 397
krill, 277, 410, 456, 479, 486
J(u.hlia sandvicensis, 385, 389,482
Labidocera aeIJtiva, 251
Jabricls, 670
Lactma carinata., 311
Lamellibranchia (lamAllibranchs), 103, 107,
113,284,457,473,474,481,482,493
Laminaria, 128, 222, 239, 300, 375
L. digitata, 240, 296, 356
L. hyperborea, 296, 496
! .. japonica, 297
L. longicruris, 240, 359
Lampanyctus mexicanus, 323
lancelet, 292
Lanice conchilega, 466
lantern fish, 323, 472
larvaceans, 466
Lasa.ea rubm, 281, 284, 457
Latimeria chalumnae. 483
Latreutes fmorum, 363
Lattderia borealis, 249, 266, 267
Laurencia papillosa, 357
Leander adsper8U8, 385, 386
L. tenuicornis, 363
Lebisles reticulatus, 409, 621
leeches, 669
Lamboa intermedius, 370
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Leprotintinnus bottnictL8, 270, 27 l
Leptasterias hexadis, 315
uptocheirus pinguis, 401, 403
Leptodora kindtii, 40 I, 448, 463, 482
Ligia oceanica, 368
Ligio paUa8ii, 461
Limanda, 337
L. limanda, 330, 331, 333,336,337,339,457,
485
L. yokoha:m,ae, 333,470
limpets, 300, 40 l, 493, 495
limpet, keyhole, 472
Littorina, 298, 384, 679
L. i1Torata, 481
L. littorea, 298, 355, 356, 368, 382, 393, 394,
439,468,483,484
L. planaxi.~, 303, 304, 418, 465, 484
L. saxatili.~, 103
L. scabra, 576, 581
L. Beutulata, 300, 484
htto l'illj dB , 300
lobster", 210, 396,420,452,471,479,481,492,
494,495
lobster, American, 193,210,437,490
lobster, Canadian, 485
lobster, European, 485
liJphitL8 piscator/:'us, 369
lophophorates, 289, 291, 460, 494
Lucieutia, 101
Ludjer chacei, 449, 499
lug worm, 473
Lt~idia BarRi, 313, 466
LumlYricillus rival'is, 361,475
.uumbricus, 362
Lumbrinerisfragilis, 105,401,403
Lymnaea, 381
I./)/aidice wllaria, 3 II
Lytecltimul anamesua, 300
L. variegatus, 29B, 300, 375, 481
mackerel, 276, 344. 470, 474
mackerel, Japane e, 323, 325, 326, 447
mackerel, Pacific, 276, 484

M(J{;OmG,579
M.baUica, 103, 303,483,579,580, 608
M acrolYr(J{;hium rosenbergii, 498
M acrocystis, 239, 375
macrophytes, 300, 358, 456. 460, 479,502,504.
588, 590, 592
MacroseJ.ella, 101
M agicica<la, 653

Maw 8quinado, 369
Mammalia (ma.mmals), 369, 376, 377, 379,
392,397,471,644,647
mangrove, 239, 295
M argarius, 311

MarinogammartL8 ma,rinus, 368
M. obttL8atus, 479
M. pirlot'i, 368,479
marsh grass, 241, 460
mebaru, 474
medusae, 102, 306, 351, 467
Megalomma, 57l
Megalops, 337
M.cyprinoides, 336, 337, 339, 363, 365,485
Meganyctiphanea 'Iwrvegica, 364, 371, 372,40 I,
403,412-414,456,478,479,488
111 egaptera nodosa, 277
Melanogrammus aegleflnus, 327, 334,474

Melapenaetl8 monoceros, 363
U ellita q'uinquiesperjorata, 407, 482
.flIJelosira nummuloidea, 76
Menippe mercenaria, 268, 312, 318-320, 344.
355, 359, 494

Mercenaria,497
M. mercenaria, 285, 288, 425-428, 457
Merlangius merlangm, 327, 334,474
M etamyaidopsis elo1l{fata, 448
Metapenaeus monoceros, 337
Metazoa (metazoans), 239, 246, 271, 379, 503,
579
Metridia, 264, 392
M.longa, 98, 255, 264,469
M. lucena, 98, 255, 264, 277,469
MeJ.ridium, 404
Microcionia prolijera, 288,478
Microcystis, 362, 363

Micropterus salmoidea, 436
M icro8eJ.ella, 1 1

°

mites, 676, 700

M izuhopecten yeasoens-is, 103, 112
Mnemiopais leidyi, 319, 459
Modiolus, 280, 287
M. demissus, 303, 451, 483
M. modiolu8, 278, 279, 283, 28~288, 499
Mogul.a manhattenais. 303
1110ira atropos, 105
:Mollusca (molluscs), 6,102,106,107,109,140,
189,208,271,272,277,280,281,292,293,
298,309,316,331,347,349,366.368,384,
407,417,437,439,443,457,461,462,465,
468,475,477,481.484,487,491,499,579,
669. 671,70:l

Molpalia hindsii, 407
Monochrysis lutheri, 74, 289, 290, 292,
Monostroma oxysperma, 363
lH ontastrea annularis, 457
Montipora ve1TUCOsa, 577
Mormonilla minor, 98, 100
mosquiLo,476
mosquito fish, 336
moth , 620, 633
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Mugil cepha.lus, 295, 484, 609
Mulinia latera.lis, 309
mullet, 294, 295, 298, 300
mullet, grey, 579
DluLlet, striped, 484, 609
Mul.lus, 691
M. barbatus SUNMuetus, 628
mussels, 280, 284, 286, 309, 310, 315, 317,382,
386-388, 390, 420, 422, 459, 464, 466, 469,
474,476,483,487,495,498,607
mussel, California, 467
mussel, ribbed, 483
MustelWJ canis, 369
Mya a1'cnaria, 103, 282, 303, 309, 368, 495
ll'Iycale, 289, 293
myctophids, 687
Myoxocephalus octodeciYn8pinosus, 369
Mysidacca (mysidsJ, 104, 107,312,334, :355,
358,410,423,437,448,461,478,480
Mysis relicta, 355, 358, 476, 495
Mytilaster lineattf,8, 102, 103

Mytilicola intestina.lis, 498
Mytilus, 280, 294, 315, 384,488,492, 568
M. calijoNlianus, 278, 283, 313,405, 488, 679
M. edulis, 272, 278, 280-286, 288, 309, 310,
316, 319, 332, 368, 382, 384, 386, 3\;)0, 392,
405,407,420,421,436,439,458,459,464,
465,467,473,474,481, 483, 487, 495, 496,
498, 499
M. galloprovincialis. 312, 359

Na.nnoch1oris oculata, 184, 204
Nassa reticulata (=Nassari1tii reticul.atus) , 439
Na.ssan:1t8obsoletus, 193,399
Natica altieri, 316, 317, 457
Navanax inermis, 311, 319, 357, 485
N(wicula, 356, 358
N. pe111wta, 66
Neanthe.~arenaceodentata,

214, 347,489

N. (=Nereis) viren_s, 190, 203,407,451,453,
475,495
nematodes, 608

N ematoscelis difficilis, 437
NeocaJ.anu8,101
N. gracilis (Syn.: Calanus gracilis), 99
Neomysis americana, 104,106
N. integer, 407,410,482,488
N. japonica, 312
N. mirabilis, 104, 106
N. rayii, 148,207,371,473
Neothunnus, 633
Nephtys hombergi(i), 105,453
N. incisa, 105, 106,401, 403
Neptunea antigua, 310,486
Nereis diverS1:color, 302, 304, 306
N. peraica, 311
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N. =inea, 679, 580
Nen:I.a,472
N. perloronta, 451
N. picea, 581
N. tesselata, 300, 451
N. versicolor, 373,451
NeriLacea,472
Nitzschia, 278, 362
N. closterium, 17, 25, 76, 77,292,302,360,372
N. ova-lis, 184, 212

N. tenuirostris, 66
Noetiluca, 669
Nostoo,66
Notemigonus crysoleucas, 400
Notostraca,644

Notropis atherinoides, 362
Nucella lapill·l.J.s, 316, 481
Nucula proxima, 303-305, 307
nudibr~lchs.308,319,357, 361,449,490,
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Ochromonas danica, 142,200
Ocinebra. japonica, 315. 461
octopus, 149, 236, 308

Octop'us, 368
O.vulgaris, 311, 312,368,484
Odonata, 477

Odonto/ndis obswras, 343, 499
Odontoceti, 277

01:Jwpleura, 273, 574
O. dioica, 98,102,109.571,574
Oithona, 263. 370
O. atlant·ica, 98
O. minuta, 97
O. nana, 99
O. similis, 98, 99, 259
Oligochaeta (oligochaetes), 333, 362, 380,472

Olisthodisws ltttetl.-s, 193, 211
Oncaea,273
(). borealis, 98
Oncorhynch'll.fJ, 631, 653
O. keta, 340, 429, 477
O. kisutch, 436, 495
O.nerka,323-326,329,385,387,388,432-435,
441,459.460

Ophelia borealis, 310
Ophiocephalus striat'/J..8, 337, 339, 363, 366,485
Ophiocoma acolopendrin.a, 292
Ophiocomina nigra, 292, 466
Ophiode.soma .spectabilis, 576, 581
Ophionepthyalimicola, 105
Ophiopholl18 aCllleaLa, 292
Ophiothrix jragilis, 292
Ophiura albida, 105, 106,313
Ophiuroidea (ophiuroids), 106, 292, 313, 460,
466,478,490,648
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Opisthobranchia. (opisthobranchs), 295, 319,
448,461,468,485,496
Opistonema oglinum, 312, 359
Opsamu tau, 470
Orchest'ia, 368
O. bottae, 104, 114, 297, 299, 358, 366,494
O. platensis, 399
Orconecte8 limosus, 422, 493
0, nais, 457
O. virilis, 362,468
Oscillatoria thiebau~ii, 66, 581
Ostracion lentigino8U8, 218
Ostracoda (ostracods), 236,478,607,669
Ostrea, 272
0, edul-is, 220, 272, 284-286, 439, 440, 467,
471,497
0, gigas, 472
O. tenida, 315
O. virginica, 478
Oxytoxum ,gladiolus, 66
oysters, 151, 189, 192, 193,203,218,284, 30n,
314,381,422,469-472,478,486,497,570,
571,576,637
oyster, Amel'ican, 464, 470
oyster drill, 309, 469, 479
oyster, Olympic, 315
oyster, Pa.cific, 316

Pachyg'rap8U8 marmoratus, 312, 318, 359,
372

Pacijastac1.ulleniusculus, 366, 482
Paedoclione doll:ijonnis, 476
Palaemon serratus, 361, 397, 463, 466
Palaemonetes pugio, 302, 360, 372
P. varia'l18, 392
PaloLa siciliensis, 311
Palythoa, 576
P, toW'l'tsleyi, 349
Pandalidae (panda.lids), 424, 460
Pandalus borealis, 407, 456
P. montagm, 298,401,403,497
P. platyceros, 361, 424, 435, 466, 498
Pandora gouldiana., 103
Panulirus japonicus, 405
Parablax clathratus, 410
Paracalantts, 101,568,574
P. parvllS, 97, 99, 259,464,510,574-576
Paracen~rotus lividus. 300, 369, 372, 466, 47 [)
Paramecium aurelia, 490
P. bltrsa'Tia. :l49
P. eaudatum, 203
Paranais litoralis, 332
Pareuchaero.. 60 I
P. norvegica (Syn.: Eu.chaero. norvegica) , 392
Parhyalella, 579

P. whelpleyi, 240
Patina pellu.cida, 296, 496
Pecten maximus, 332
Pectinaria ealijorniens'i8, 304
P. coreni, 105, 106
P.gouldii, 302, 304, 307, 468,498
P. hyperborea, 105, 106, 113,687, 702
Pe/am'is, 192, 204
penaeids, 355, 456, 492
Penaeus aztecus, 359, 462
P. japonicus, 405
P. set'ijerus, 359, 462
Penilia, 313, 568, 574, 609
P. avirostrUi, 98, 102, 273, 293, 448, 449, 486,
567,571,572,574,575

Pennaria tiarella, 576
Perea fluviatilis. 362, 363, 366, 447, 454, 493,
701
perch, 364, 365,447,454,459,493, 701
Peridinvum, 66, 361
P. joliaceum, I 39
P. trocho-ideum, 66
Perinereis helle'ri, 3 J J
Phaeocystis, 23, 142,216
P. pou.cheti, 469
Phaeoda-etylum, 254, 281, 288, 456
P. tricornutum, 17, 26, 79, 251,252,278,281,
286, 290, 292, 440
Phaeophyta (phaeophytes), 129, 216
Phalacrocorax, 691
Pha.langiida, 487
Phascolo,~oma agassizii, 404, 495
Phaea vitulina, 369
Phoronida, 289, 460, 494
Phoronopsis vi?"idis, 404
Phronima sedentaria, 371, 392
Physalia, 192
pilchards, 652
Pisaster, 315. 344, 476,701,702
P. gigante'us, 315
P. ochracetlS, 313-3I.'>, 406, 410, 456, 466,
480
Pisces (fishes), 5, g, 72, 89, 90,107,109,111114,124,127,134-136.139,140,149,162,
192,202,206,213,236,27 t, 275, 276, 300,
301. 306,308,310,312.314,320-331,333:337, 339, 340, 342-344, 355, 359, 361-365,
:369. 376, 378-380, 382, :l83, 385, 386. 391.
:397-40 I, 407-410, 426, 4:W, 434-436, 447.
452,454,457-461,463-465,468,469,472477,481,482,485,4.88,491,492.495-499,
502, 588, 589, 606, 611, 620-622, 624, 626630, 632, 633, 638, 643, 644, 647, 652, 653,
669,673,675,679,680.683,686,687,691,
698-700, 702, 703
Placobranchus ianthabapsus, 495
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plaice, 321, 323, 324,331,336,361,364,388.
391.409,410,430.447,459,462-465,470,
475, 484, 629, 630, 633
plaice, American, 401, 464, 478
Planorbidae, 466
Planorbis contortus, 356
P. corneus, 419, 420,465
Platyhelminthe , 460, 498
Platymonas, 212
P. convolutae, 351,468
P. subcordiformis, 275
P. tetrahele, 35\
Pleurolmuhia pileus, 309, 469
Pleuromamma, 101
P. a.bdominalis, 274, 572
Pleuroncodes planipes, 275
Pleuroncctes flesus, 332
P. platessa, 321, 323,324.331,332,336,342,
362,388,391,409,447.462,464,465,475,
484, 630, 633
Plocamia karykina, 404
Plocamium,375
P. coccineum, 296, 356, 377, 448, 449
Plotos'us anguillaris, 473
Pneuma,tophorusjaponicus, 333,335,344,447,
470
Pneumodermopsis paucidcnt3, 4-91
Pocillopora damicorni.s, 571, 576, 577
Podon, 272
P. polyphemoides, 273
Pogonophora. (pogonophor6s), 151, 190, 216,
348,465,469,478,493
Polinices, 309
P. duplicato., 309, 469, 490
P. duplicatus, 3Sl. 472
P. heros. 309, 469
Polychaeta (polychacLCs), 5, 105-107. 113,
190,214,292,300,306.307,310.311,331,
3:~6, 347, :362, 3f1R, 382, 384, 401. 404, 407.
451,452,459,466,468,471,475,479,484,
487, 489, 493, 498, 570, 57], 576, 671, 702
Polydora ciliata, 300
Pomella mediterranea, 308, 31;3, 487
Pontellina, 101
Pontogammar'us macoticu.s, 358. 492
Pontoporeia affinis, 90, 91,104, 106,112
Porifera, 289, 404
Porites, 468
P. compressa, 577
Porphyridium aerttgineum, 141. 214,488
pra>Vns,336.337,339,360,397.424,435,463,
466,474,498
prawn, spot, 498
Priapulidae (priapulids), 105-107
Prorocenirum, 139, 211
P. micant3, 25, 27, 248
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]J. triestinum, 250
Prosobranchia (prosobranch:;), 3] I, 465, 468,
483,486,490,496,608
protochordates, 292
Protozoa (protozoans), 20:1, 236, 271, 292,
466,502,503,506,508,509,532,541,555,
558,566,569-571,579,584,590,593,595,
596, 601, 704
Prymnesittm parvum, 140, 14], 185, 186,203,
205,210,212,213
Pseudocalanus, 250, 370, 437, 480
P, elongatus, 97, 99
P. minu~us, 250, 25], 257, 259, 260, 262, 263,
265,340,437,447,488
Pscudodiaptomus coronatus, 265, 473
P udomonads, 187
Pseudopleuronectes americanus, 369
Pteropoda (ptf'ropods), 178, 236, 237, 311,
316, 318, 320, 344, 345, 367, 381, 383, 404,
442,462,476,491,497
pulmonates, 419
pup fish, 435
Pyrocypri~, 101
Pyrrhophyta. 66, 67
Pyrrhosoma nymphula., 364, 365, 477

.H.adiolal'ia. (radiolarians), L88, 234, 236, 468,
560,561,577
Ranunculus, 620
Reptantia., 380
Reptilia, 369
Rhabdodermella nottin,gi, 404
Rhincalanus, 266
R. cornutus, 99, 572
R. gigas, 237
R. nasul,tts, 265, 267, 269,439
Rltizosolenia, 235
R. calcar avis, 66
R. delicatula, 260
R. setigera, 357, 358
Hhodophycea , 129
Rithropanopeus harrisii, 359
roach,454
rorquals, 277
Rotifera (rotifers), 112, 271, 272. 340, 448,
449,465,467,471,494,503,669
Rutilus rutilus, 454
Rtwettus pretio8US, 483

Sabella sto.rki magnifica.n.s, 404
abellaria, 294, 492
Sabellidae (sabelIids), 459, 576
accharomyces cerevi8iae, 253
Sacoglossa (sacog!ossans), 468, 496
Sa.gitta, 102, 489
S. elegan.s, 404, 424, 486
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s u hares, 375,490
S. hispida, 308-310, 404, 4:35,489
s a lili ,669
S. setosa, 98,100,109,371,392
sagittes, 113, 114
seals, 630
Salrna fario, 468
sea sllakes, 192, 204
soostars, 151, 190,204,213,314,315,344,456,
S. gairdneri, 343, 438, 497
461,466,467,469,470,478,481,486,631,
S. gairdneri ir·ideu.9, 334
S. ~·rideU.9, 492
669
S. salar, 343,438
s a star, ochro, 410. 4:36, 466
s a. star, Pacific, 476, 701
S. tndta, 321, 322, 438, 486
8ahnon, 343, 385, 386, 430, 459, 504, 614
sea. urchins, 150, 204, 213, 298-300, :316, 319,
347,361,366,372,374,375,381,450.451,
salmon, Alaska, 631, 699
465-467,472,476-481,485,486
salmon, Atlantic, 438,495
salmon, chum, 340, 429,477
>lea urchin. purple, 459, 477
seaweeds, 126, 128, 150, 208, 223, 226, 227,
salmon, coho, 436, 47],495
300.452,455,475,479,481,588
6almon, Pacific, 653
salmon, sockeye, 323, 325, 326, 387, 388,430, seaweed, brown, 490
Sebaste8 inermis, 323,474
432-435,441,457,459,460
Sepia e8culenta, 312, 344
salmonids, 320,479, 683
S. off«!inalis, 368
Salpa maxima, 273, 274
S. subaculeata, 312
Salpidae (salps), 236, 273, 410, 424, 478
Seriola qui'TUJ~radiata, 334
SalvelinWl,504
serpulids, 670, 571, 676
sand dollars, 407, 461, 482
S erp1.l14rbilJ, 574.
sarcodine 506
Serratia maTCe8CenCe, 601
sardines, 311, 632, 633, 637
shark, basking, 410, 493
sardine, California, 632, 704
shiner, gold"n, 400
sardine, Japanese, 704
shrimps, 2~!'i, 328, 355, 361, 363, 385. 397,400,
sardine, Pacific, 476, 702
401,407,426,449,456,460,461,473,485,
sardine, scaled, 340, 464
489, 492, 578
Sardiniapilchardu..s, 342, 64 I, 652
shrLmp, brill". 569
Sardinops wenda., 476, 632, 645, 702
shrimp, pink, 298, 497
S. melanosticta, 632
Siboglinum atlanticum, 493
Sargasso, 192
Siepiella ma'indToni, 312
Sargas8Um, 126, 202,492
Siliqua patula, 426
S. thungerii, 297
Simocephalus vetulus, 574
S. tortile, 297
Siphonata ( iphonatesl, 463
sargassum fish, 454
Siphonophora (siphonophores), 236, 306
sauries, 126
Sipunculoidea, 368, 404
sawfly, 471
Sip'u,nculus nudu,8, 368
scallops, 284, 407, 497
Skeletonema, 235, 260. 632
8callop, bay, 437, 475
8. coBtatum, 14,16-18,25,27,76,77,193,213,
Scenedf.smtl8. 15-17, 186
250-252, 260, 263, 355, 357, 358
S.obliquus, 185,271
scleractinians, 189, 216, 461, 474, 493, 577
slugs, 350, 393, 496
Scomber japonicWl, 276, 277.323,326,474,484 snails, 193,240.300,309,316,351>,381,418420,458, 469, 479, 484, 490, 669, 671, 691
Scolecithrix, 101
S.danae, 99, 273, 274
snail, mud, 399
sole, 323. 364, 365, 447.459,463, 466. 476
Scophthalmus maxim'us, 3:32
Scrobicularia plana, 102, 103, 282, 283, 286, Solea 80lea, :-123, 332, 362, 369, 438, 447, 466
288,303,304,450,451,472
S.vulgaris,476
sculpins, 699
8padella,306
scyphomedusans, 425
Spartina, 239-241
scyphozoans, 35 I
spermat,ophytes, 240
Scytosiphon lomentaria, 297
Sphaeroma pulchellum, 448
sea anemonos, 150, 210, 349, 351, 382, 408, 8pheroirle/J maculatus, 369
458,490
SpiophaneU8 kroyeri, 105
seagrass, 480
Sp~:ratella, 317, 319,442,443
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S. helicina, 311,316,432
S. retroversa, 309, 316, 317, 357, 429, 43 L
Spi.sula sa.dLalinensis, 103, 112
sponges,288,289,293-297,349,357,361,380,
449,473,570,571,573,576,577,669
sponge, red beard , 461, 4'78
squid, 149, 236, 334, 461
starfish-see sea stars
Stephanolepis cirrhifer, 334
Stichopv.8,463
S. moebii, 307
stickleback, 343, 459, 698
Stizostedion vitreum, 362
S. vitreum vitreum, 475
Strombas gigas, 189
Strongylocentrotu<>·, 300, 450, 485
S. droebachien.sis, 150, 204, 298, 299, 347, 359,
366,372,374.375,381,450,451, 455, 466,
487
S. franciscanus, 300
S. intermedius, 297, 298, 300, 376,467
S.purpuratus, 361, 375,406, 459,465,477
Styela clava, 293,471
suctorian , 669
sunfish,468
Symbiodinium microadriaticum, 351
Syndesmya ovata, 102, 103
Synedra, 15-17
Syracosphaera, 249
S. carlerae, 290
S. elongata, 248, 249

tadpoles, 193, 209
Tagelus divisus, 103
Tegula, 680, 702
T.funebralis. 300, 303.451,485
Tellina, 446
T. martinicettsis, 103
T. tenui.9, 331, 430, 437, 446, 447.496
tellinids, 284
Temora, 101. 250
T. longicornis, 250, 259, 268, 458
T. stylijera, 98
Tendipes, 568
Tenebrio molitor, 376
Terebellidae, 466
Terebratulina septentrionalis, 289, 480
Teredo (Lyrodus) pedi-celata, 404, 469
Tethya crypta, 289
1'etraselmis, 203, 632
Thais lamellosa, 418, 494
T. lapillus, 699
Thalassia, 239, 240, 375
T. testudinum, 223, 295, 298, 300, 466, 604Thalassionema nitzschioides, 18, 65, 66
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Thalassiosira, 260, 263
T. fluvia-tilis, 25, 26, 75, 184, 210, 248, 260,
267,266,275,357
Thalassiothrix jratMnjeldii, 66
Thalia democmt1'.ca, 424,425,471
Thaliacea, 478
thlobacilli,553-556
']'/wracophelia mucronata, 307, 679
Thunnus, 633
'l.'hysanobisa inermis, 456
T. raschii, 405,479
Tigriopus, 488, 632
T. brevicornis, J 89, 208, 439, 445, 446, 470,
475,499
T.japonicU8, 188,215
Tilapia mossambica, 430
T. nilotica, 361, 362, 365, 481, 482
Tintinnida (tintinnids). 270, 292,468,493,533
Tintinnop8isfimbriata, 270, 271
T. parvula, 270
T. tub-u.losa, 270
Tisbe, 632, 637, 652, 704
T. persimilis, 637, 704
T. reluctans, 637,704
toadfish, 398, 470
Tomopteris septentrionalis, 404
Torpedo, 369
'l.'oxadocea, 576
T. violacca, 57], 573, 576
Trachelosty/e, 555, 566
Trachur'U-8,334
T. mediterraneu.~, 312, 359
Trachylida, 98
Tribolium, 652
Tridacna, 350,483
T. crocea, 349
T. elongata, 349, 468
T. ma:l7ima, 350
T. maxima f. elongata, 352, 468
Tridacniidae (tridacnids), 133, 349, 350, 352,
466, 468, 499
Trinectes mac~datus, 333, 487
Tripneu.stes esculentus, 298, 375, 481
T. gratilla. 477
T. ventrico8U8, 316
Tri-ticiees ven-trico.9U8, 700
trout, 322, 699
trout, brown, 321, 438, 486
trout, lake, 442,475
trout, rainbow, 343, 360, 438, 484, 492. 497
Tubijex tublfex. 4'72
Tubularia larynx, 295, 296, 357, 449
Tuna, 633
tuna, 386, 389, 637, 838, 673
tuna, skipjack, 325,32'7,337,338,478
tuna,Y0llo~TIn,703,704
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Tunicata (tunicates), 237, 293, 294, 406, 467,
471,478.669
Turbellaria, 498
turbot. 469
turtle grass, 223,466,48], 579, 604
Tylorrhynchus heurochaetus, 333
Uw,497

Ulva, 213, 297, 300, 632
U.fasciata, 357
U. lactuca. 296, 355, 356
U. pertusa, 296, 297
Undaria pinnatiflda, 296, 490
Undinula, 101, 274
Uninula darwini, 510
Uroleptop8'i8 viridis, 271, 486
Uronema, 271, 469
Urosalpi=: cinerea, 309
Urostyle, 555, 556
Veneridae (venerids), 284, 703
Venerupis decussata, 285, 286
V.japonua, 313, 316, 333
Venus me'Tcenaria, 283,489
V. striatella, 316, 457
Veronqia gigantea, 289
Vexillifera, 439
Vibrio, 517

walleye, 364, 366,475
water· fleas , 620, 621, 680
whales, 149, 178, 265, 277,408,455,456,472,
630, 683
whale, baleen, 277, 483, 669

whale, blue, 277, 458
whale, fin, 277, 410, 456, 631
whale, grey, 277
whal ,humpback, 277
whale, right, 277
whale, sei, 277
whale, southern sei, 474
whale, toothed, 408, 669
whelk, red, 486
whiting, 327, 474
winkles, 382, 393. 483, 484
worms, 452, 487, 579, 687
worm, acom, 346
worm, bamboo, 217, 493

Xantho hydrophilus, 312, 318, 359
Xenopuslaevis, 192, 215
Xeniidae, 468
yeast, 228, 286, 373, 472, 511, 525, 579, 602,
603, 605, 608
Yoldia limat'ula, 103,303,307,489

Zoanthidea (zoanthids), 489
Zoanthus, 471
Z. flosmarinus, 351
zooanthids, 349
ZoobotTyon vertic·illalum, 289, 290, 460
zoochlorellae, 133, 349, 351, 462
zooxanthellae, 133, 144, 189, 227, 348--352,
462,466, 468, 471, 480, 483, 486, 489, 496,
499, 588, 592, 598
Zostera, 239, 240, 303, 305, 581, 631
Z. man·nu., 480
Zygoptera,477
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Active hunting, 268-210
Algae, producers of water-soluble organics,
223
productivity of, 239
release of dissolved organic matter, 226,
240-242
see a./.so Phytoplankton
Amino acids, distribution in oceans, 542-.544
Apparent oxygen utilization, 231
Assimilability of phytoplankton and bacteria,
by invertebrates, 574
Assimilation, modifying factors, 354-367
measurement of, 354-360
of natural foods by animals, 360-364
of organic matter by animals, 353-367
ATP, 225, 260
Bacteria, asnutritional component indetrit,us,
577-582
as nutritional component in sediment,
577-582
biomass, 523-529
example-a of experimental data. on bacterial
activities, 568-577
heterotrophic activities, 228-230
impor. ance of their product.ivity for
ecosystems, 223, 582-591
producers of water-soluble organics, 223
role in ecosystems, 511, 512
role in food webs, 566-591
significance in heterotrophy and nutrient
regeneration,501-511
total number, 521-529
aee al..~o Micro-organisms
Bacterioplankton-.~ee Bacteria and :'ficroorganisms
Biochemical composition, of animals, 401424
effocts of starvat.ion, 411-422
seasonal changes, 411-417
Black box, 693-698
BOC values, in deep waters, 542
in ocean water, 5.'57, 558
in sediments, 564, 565
Body size of anima.ls. effect of temperature,
381-384
effect on metabolism, 379-381
Carnivorous feeding, by invertebrates, 30
320
by vertebrates, 320-345

Chlorophyll a, relation to photosynth -i ,
20-22
Cohorts, study of, 683-688
Cycling, organic maLt r in deep sea, 230-233
Daily rations, in fishes. 332-:l35
in filtt-r feeders, 574, 576
in in vertebrates, 310-313
in lophophorates, 290
DDE,123
DDT, 123, 124, 172
Decomposition, by micro-organisms, 501601
detennination of rates, 512-566
methodology, 512-522
microbial biomass, 559-566
microbial production, 559-566
nutrient r· generation , 591-601
role of bacteria in food webs, 511, 512,
566-591
see also Microbial d composition
Deep sea, cycling of organic matter, 230-233
distribution of particulate organic matter,
232, 233
organic matter transformation, 233-237
role of detritus, 234, 235
sinking of particulate carbon, 234, 235
Deep-sea animals, nutrition of, 233-237
Deep-sea organisms, energy requirements,
237
Demographic aspects, in population dynamics. 634-636
Demographic parameters, 654-668
Demographic proces. es, 636-638
Demography, definition, 617
human, 618, 619
Detritus, as food source, 30l
importance in ocean communities, 507, 508
production of, 237-242
rain of, 235, 236
role in deep sea, 234-236
role of bacteria, 559-566, 577-582
utilization of, 237-242
Dissulved organic carbon, 117, 118,127, 136.
137,152-159
changes during decompm<itioll, 540, 541,
594. 595
distribution, 159-165
air-sea interfac .160-162
deep waters, 164, 165
puphotic zone, 162-164
nearshore, 159, 160
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Dissolved organic carbon--cont'inued
methodology, 1 (j 2-159
total combustion, 155-158
wet oxidation, 153-155
release by animals, 367-374
Dissolved organic matter, air-borne transport, 120-122
components of, 542
direct addition to the sea, 125-127
importanco of bacteria, 135-137
importance of larger organism., 149
importance ofphytopJankton, 137-147
importance ofzooplankton, 147-149
in rivers and lakes, 116-120
man's contribution, 122-125
production of, 115-200
release by algae, 240-242
release by animals, 367-374
sources, 116-152
land, 116--127
nearshore, 127 135
offshore, 135-149
seafloor, 149--152
uptake by animals, 188-190
uptake by bacteria, 181-183, 546--550
uptake by invertebrakH, 345-348
uptake by phytoplankton, 183-188
see also Organic matter
Dissolved organic nitrogen, 541
changes during anaerobic decomposition,
594,595
DOC--see Dissolved organic carbon
DOM-see Dissolved organic matt I'
DON-aee Dissolved organic nitrogen
Ecological dynamics, decomposition of organic matter, 501-601
essential processes, 1
general concepts, population dynamics,
617-698
food links, 673-681
food webs, 668-673
nutrient regen('ration, 501-601
organization and scope, 3-11
primary goals, 2
production in a.nimal populations, 89-111
production in plant populations, 13-71
production of dissolved organic m~l.tter,
115-200
transformation of organic matter, 221-455
Ecosystem, definition, 1
composition of, 667, 668
consideration of space, 658-660
coupling of, 667, 668
energy budgets, 444ft', 582ff
energy flow, 504f[, 589. 592

evolution, 1, 2
fe dback and niche, 663-665
generalized models, 654-656
homeo,tasis, 665, 666
significanc of population dynamics, 654668
stability, 665, 666
stochastic terms, 656-658
web of interactions, 660-663
Efficiency of growth, in animals, 438-444
Encounter feeding, 268-270
Energy budgets, importance of microbial
production ancl decomposi tion. 582591
invertebrates, 447-455
Energy flow, in ecosystem of World Ocean,
589-592
in ecosystems, 504ft'
Energy reserves, in animals. 422ft'
variations in, 422-424
Energy storage, in animals, 400, 401
Ergodicity, 652-654
Evolution, in ecosystems. I, 2
maximizing (or minimizing) functions,
695-697
Excretion, in animals, 367-374
Exploitation, as research tool, 691, 692
Faecal pellets, chemical composition, 301303
production of, 305, 306
sinking rates, 236
Feedback, types of, 663-665
Feeding, active hunting, 268-270
at interfaces, 295-301
benthic animals, 277-293
daily ration of copepods, 259, 267, 268
deposit feeding, 669
encounter feeding, 268-270
filt I' feeding, 242-251>, 268-288
fine-particle feeding, 242-306
benthic animals. 277-29.3
factors affecting rates, 246 -252
methodology, 242-246
pelagic animal~, 270-277
sponges, 288, 289
ingf'. tion by copepods, 265-268
interface feeding, 2~5-301
invprtebrate carnivores. 308-320
large-partiel feeding, 306-345
liquid feeding, 345-353, 669
macrophagous feeding, 669, 670
pelagic animals, 270-277
quantitative aspe ts in copcpods, 2.58-265
ediment feeders, :301-306, 669
supcrHuous r:
ing, 268-270
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surfac!' micr phagolls brows rs. 669
suspellsioll ~ ·('dlll!!. t \)-291
vertebrate carni'·ores. ~20-345
Feeding rates, 'in tishes, 3.31-343
in invertebrat s, 318-320
in filter feeders, 570-576
Fe ding sp cializations. 670-673
Filtration rates, in copepods, 246-252. 587
in coral-reef animals, 576
in mollu cs, 280-288
relation to ingestion and food IS lection.
252-258
Fisheries management, significance of prediction. 624-630
Fisheries population rc ·ea.rch. utilitarian
approach, 620-622
Food int,ak , in fisheH. 320-343
metabolic met,hod, 320-322
t,urnovor method, ~22-330
Food link, 673-681
game t,heory approach. 674-676
general concept,s, 617-698
predator/prey model, 674-676
prudence related to food nets and locomotion. 680. 681
Lrophic-dyno.mic. physical approach, 677680
Food matrix, 668
Food nets, 6800
Food selection, 314-319
Food webs, 668-673
Fulvic acids, 118-120
Game rul S, 69:3-698
Game theory, 674-676
Growth. gcncrative. 4:17.438
in algac, effect of light. 18. 19
in anilluds, 393-455
channelled into reproduction, 437, 438
efficiency of. 438-444
parameters of. 395--397
Growth rates in animals, ef~ ·ct, of food. 426430
factors affecting them, 424-438
geographical differences. 425. 426
interact,ion b t'ween temperature and food,
430-434
latitudinal differences, 425, 426
Heterotrophic
micr -organi. ms,
\' rti nl
distribution, 563
Heterotrophy, 180-183.228-230
he roLrophic bac ria. 181-183, 228 230,
551
heterotrophic phytoplankton. 18 188, 229
Homeostasis, in eco ystems, 665, 666
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Humic acids, 118-120
Humic material, 231
Hydrocll.J'bolls. 123-126
chlorinated, 124
'Ladder of vertical migration', 236, 238
Life, strategies of, 693, 694
Life tables, ignificance in popula.tion dy·
namics, 645, 646
Light saturation values. 14, 16, 18-20
Lipids of animnls, origin, 408-411
Rtorage, 403-408
synLhesis,408-411

M tabolic activities, of microbial populations,
520, 521
Metabolic rates, in animals. 377-379, 386ff
effect of body size. 379-381
prediction of. 389-393
relation to food. 386ff
relation to tempera.ture, 384ff
Methods, for measuring primary productivity,
64. 65, 69
for measuring production in animals, 90-95
calcula.tion method, 90ff
egg· number method, 93ff
growth-rate method, 92ff
radiocarbon method, 94ff
RN A met,hod. 95
Microbial activities, distribution of. 522-599
Microbial biomass, 513-517
Microbial chemosynt,hesis, 550-557
Microbial decomposition, tlfficiency of, 539550
importanco for ecosystems. 582-591
in anoxic basins, 550-557
111 sediments and detritus, 559-566
mechanisms of, 539-550
Microoial populations, vertical structure.
527-539
Microbial production, 512-566
in sediments and detritus, 559-566
Micro-organisms, role in ecosystems, 511,
512,582-591
role in food webs, 566-591
.·ignificance in heterotrophy and nutrient
regenera.tion, 501-511
see also Bacteria
Mineralization. 229
of nutl'ients, 593-601
see Q.L~o Nutrient regeneration
Models of ecosystems, 654--656
Models of populations, 681-692
assumption of steady state, 681, 682
exploitation as tool, 691, 692
limitation to a pair ofspecies, 688-691
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Models of populations-continued
perturbation as t.ool, 691, 692
st.udy of cohorts, 68:3-688
Molecular sp ciation, 165-171
methods of analysis, 168-171
met.hods of concent.ration and separat.ion,
165-168
Mortality, significance in population dy.
namics, 640-645
Near extinction, examples of, 630-633
Niche, revised concept, 663-665
Nit.rogen, assimilation by algae, 23-25
influence on phytoplankton, 22-29
in situ regeneration, 600, 601
Nitrogen retention, in animals, 397, 398
Nucleic acids, importance in growth of
animals, 398-400
Nutrient concentration, effects on algae,
27-29
Nutrient regeneration, 591-601
in s-itu nitrogen, 600, 601
in sit'u phosphorus, 595-600
methods for measurement, 591-593
under experimental conditions, 593-595
under in situ conditions, 595-60]
OIive.green cells, 237
Organic carbon, major pools, 222
Organic cycle, dynamics of, 171-\93
conclusion, 193-200
sinks, 174-193
sources, 172-174
Organic matter, acquisition by animals, 242353
amount used by bacteria, 181, 182
cycle in the sea, 224
cycling in deep sea, 230-223
cyclinO' in food webs, 221-242
decomposition of, 501-601
dissolved, release by phytoplankters, 31 ff
stability of, 196
storage as growth, 353-455
tran formation of, 221 455
trophodynamic flows, 227
uptake by bacteria, 181-183, 228-230
utilization, 353-455
see also Dissolved organic matter
Overlishing, examples of, 630-633
Particles, formation of, 176, 179, 233
reactions on, 175-177
sinking of, 177-] 79
transport of, 178

Particulate organic carbon, 136, 161,162,178
changes during anaerobic decomposition,
594, 595
in situ values. 545, 546
Particulate organic matter, 175-179, 231233, 237-242
PCB's, 124, 127
Perturbation, as research tool, 691, 692
Pho phoros. assimilation by algae, 25-27
influence on phytoplankton, 22-29
in S'i,tu regeneration, 595-600
Photosynthesis, 13-] 5, 19, 20
ffects of light, 32, 33
effects of temperature, 15-18
relation to chlorophyll a content, 20-22
Photochemical reactiutls, 174, 175
Phytoplankton, assimilation of nitrogen.
23-25
assimilation of phosphorus, 25-27
effects of nutrient concentration, 27-29
influence of nitrogen, 22-29
influence ofphosphoMlB, 22-29
kinetics of growth, 27-29
release of dissolved organic matter, 31ff
POe-see Particulate organic carbon
Population, definition, 1
Population dynamics, demographic, aspects,
634-636
ecosystem approach, 654-668
ergodicity,652-654
general concepts, 617-698
bln(:k box, 693-698
demographic aspects, 634-636
food links, 673-68 L
food webs, 668-673
game rules, 693-698
models, 681-692
single.species approach, 6:36-654
trophic aspects, 634-636
in fishes, 620-622
mathomat,ical approa.ch, 622-624
rate of increase, 646-650
significance of lifi tables. 645, 646
significance of mortality, 640-645
significance of survival, 640-645
significance of time and space, 639, 640
single.species approach, 6:36-654
stable populations, 650-652
st,ationary populations, 650-652
trophic aspects, 634-636
unexplained fluctuations, 630-633
Populations, simplified models of, 681-692
Predator/prey model, 674-676
Prediction in population dynamics, desire
for, 624-630
feasibility of, 624-630
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Pressure dialysis. 167
Primary production, role in cycling of
organic matter, 221-228
Primary productivity, Arabian Sea, 50ff
Atlantic Ocean, 33ff
Baltic Sea" 41fT
Black Sea, 43ff, 48
concepts and measur ments, 29-33
contT'jbution~ by different phytoplankton
taxa, 64-70
effect of hydrological factors, 15-18, 58-64
effects of light, 13-15, 19, 20,45
geographic distribution, 29-58
Indian Ocean, 49-51
marginal seas, 33ff
Mediterranean Sea, 33ff, 43ff
North Sea, 41 ff
Pacific Ocean, 51-56
seasonal changes, 34, 36-38, 40-47, 62, 63
World Ocean, 56-58
Production, by animal populations, 89-111
chaetognaths, 100-102
copepods, 96-100
crustaceans, 106
factors affecting production, 107-111
methods for estimation, 90-95
molluscs, 102-t06
other taxa, 106, 107
polychaetes, 106
tates of production, 96-107
seasonal changes, 101, 103-105
by microbial populations, 512-566
estimation of biomass. 513-517
estimation of rates, 512-566
importance in ecosystem, 582-591
by plant populations, 13-71
conclusions, 70. 71
cffect of light, 13-15, 18-20
Ffect of temperature. 15-22
geographic distribution, 200
influences of nitrogen compounds, 22ff
'influences of phosphorus compounds,
22ff
method8, 64, 65, 69
definition, 89
ofdetritu8, 237-242
of dissolved organic mattel" 110-200
conclusions, 193-200
contributions from land, 116-127
dissolved organic carbon, 159 ·165
dynamics of organic cycle, 171-193
molecular speciation. 165-171
nearshore, 127-135
offshore, 135-149
sea floor, 149-152
sources, 116-152
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see a/$o Dissolved organic matter
Productivity, definition, 89
in plankton communities, fi05ff
Protein synthesis, in animal~, 397, 398

Red tides, 118, 119, 135
Regeneration, of nutri nts, 591-601
Rcspiration, in animals, 374-393
in micro-organisms under in sit·u condition , 557-559
Rules of the game, 693-698
Scope for activity, in animals, 384-386
Sea floor, reactions on organic matter, 179,
180
sources of organic matter, 149-152
Seasonal changes, in biochemical composition
of animals, 411-4L 7
in animal production, 101, 103-105
in body weight of animals, 412, 4L3
Sediment feeding, 30L-306
Sediments, nut/'itiona! role of bacteria, 577582
turnover rat s, 307
Sound scattering layers, 537, 538
Space in ecosystems, organization of, 697, 698
Spccialization, in food webs, 670-673
Species, definition, I
Stability. in ecos~'st,ems, 665, 666
Starvation, effect on animals, 417-422
Steady state, in population models, 681, 682
Strntegies of life, 654ff, 69:3. 694
Sllccession, maximizing (or minimizing) functions, 695-697
Superfluous feeding, 268-270
Survival. significance in population dynamics,
640-645
Suspension feeding, 289-291
Symbiosis, alga invertebrates, 348-353
Temperature, effect on oxygen consumption,
384ff
effects on siz {weight relat,ion in animals,
381-384
Transformation, of organic matter, 221-455
acquisition by anima.ls, 242-353
balances and budgets, 444-455
cycling and food webs, 221-242
utilization by animals 353-444
Transport in ecosystems, organization of,
697, 698
Trophic aspects. in population dynamics,
634-636
Trophic tructure, coral-re f community, 588
Trophical balance, in eco,ystems, 502
Turnover rates, in sedim nts, 307
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Vitaalins, 145. 183
Volatile organic materials, 165ff
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'Wall effect', 146
World Ocean, energy flow, 589-592

